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PREFACE.

second volume of this work is given to the public after an

interval from the publication of the first longer than I had

anticipated, although I was aware that a considerable amount of

time and labour would have to be expended upon it. In explana-

tion of the extent to which it is carried (for this volume will be

followed by a third) the reader is asked to bear in mind that the

work is not simply a record of the events of the life of Sir W. R.

Hamilton, and of the series of his scientific productions, but, as

may be inferred from its title-page, such a record incorporating

in addition writings which express the opinions held by a man

of powerful intellect and wide cultivation on metaphysics, on

literature, and on matters of general concernment, and having

as a main object to present adequately his moral nature and the

various aspects of his character. It is plain, I think, that this

latter object could not be attained by the mere testimony of a

single friend, but could only be realised, in the case of one whose

life was for the most part withdrawn from public haunt, by

the publication of ample selections from correspondence with

many friends, and of poems which reveal the inner movements of

his affections. The result is a work very different, I admit, from

a biography of ideal type; but I came to the conclusion that, in
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fulfilling the trust committed to me, the reasons to which I have

just adverted, and to which others might be added, rendered most

eligible the plan upon which I have acted.

It will be seen that this volume carries the reader to the end

of 1853, the year of the publication of Hamilton's Lectures on

Quaternions. The third volume, it is intended, shall complete

the biography, and contain, as a supplement, extracts from an

extended correspondence between Hamilton and Professor De

Morgan a correspondence which may be more fitly joined to

the biography of Hamilton than to other portions of his scientific

correspondence, because with valuable scientific matter it blends

much play of mind by both writers on topics of general interest.

I have gratefully to acknowledge that Professor De Morgan placed

his share in this correspondence at my absolute disposal.

I reserve to a future time acknowledgments due both to the

Board of Trinity College and to private friends ;
now adding only

that the sheets of this, as of the first volume, have had the great

advantage of being revised by Dr. Ingram, S.F.T.C.D., and that

the detailed Index which is annexed has been carefully prepared

by Mr. T. W. Lyster, B.A., Assistant Librarian in the National

Library of Ireland.

1, "VViNTON KOAD, LEESON PARK, DUBLIN,

May, 1885.
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA.

VOLUME I.

Page xix. Table of Relationship, for John William Hamilton given as the Christian name of Archdeacon

O'Began's son, the only grandchild of Sir W. R. Hamilton, read John Rowan Hamilton.

118, line 26,for off stargazing read of stargazing .

153, 1. 7 from bottom,for examination read examinations.

156, 1. 13, for pyrus read pirus.

223, 1. 2 from bottom, after as guide were insert the three Misses Crompton, and to last line of 226 add

as note Miss Jessy Crompton.

., 252, 1. 21,for Dungannon read Dungarvan.

288, in note,for Chief Secretary read Under Secretary.

367, 1. 7,/or an error read the error.

1. 23, after John Leslie Foster insert nephew of the.

403, 1. 2, for two brothers of the name of Tennyson, in particular one not a little promising, read tw

brothers . . . Tennyson, one particularly, are not a little promising.

443, L 3, after Larkin insert [Larcom ?]

501, 1. 2 from bottom, as note to authority, instrt infra, p. 646.

573, L 7 from bottom, for philosophy read Philosophy.

638, as note to Adams and Le Verrier, insert See concluding pages of Tyndall's Lectures on Light.

671, add to note I have since learned from a member of the family that his name was Boyle, and tha

he was a brother of Mrs. James Hamilton. In note,/or (68) read (48).

note f ! 2 from bottom,for Royal Irish Academy read Transactions of the R.I.A.

696 in the index, sitb nomine Kant, insert^545, and s. v. Spirit, for 588 read 583.

VOLUME II.

Page 211, for CHAPTER XXII. read CHAPTER XXI.

279, 1. 13 from bottom, dele already, at his instance, an Honorary Member of the Academy. See p. 3f

485, the date of the letter given on this page was incorrectly deciphered. It should have been ' March

1, 1835 ;' and the letter would properly come in at page 125. This correction affects the

paragraph introducing the letter. The constructor of the two great telescopes, who was

Lord Oxmantown in 1835, was in 1845 Earl of Rosse.

[Minor errors are left to the intelligence of the reader].
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SIR WILLIAM ROWAN HAMILTON

CHAPTER XV.

MARRIAGE IN PROSPECT.

(1832, 1833.)

IN the letter which concludes the twelfth chapter of the preceding

volume,* Hamilton confides to his young friend Aubrey De Vere

the fact that 'a dim perspective of possible marriage had been

floating past him within the last few days.' This dim vision ere

long took shape and became a reality ;
and the present chapter,

linking the poems to which the interval gave birth, will furnish a

partial but sufficient record of this crisis of his life.

/ The lady whom Hamilton married in the year 1833 was a

daughter of the Rev. Henry Bayly, Rector of Nenagh, in the

county of Tipperary, a member of the family whose head is settled

at Debsborough in that county : she was in this way connected

with Lord Dunalley and with Dean Head, Dean of Killaloe, who

were neighbours in the country, took an interest in the marriage,

and were subsequently Hamilton's acquaintances and correspond-

ents. Miss Bayly's mother, whose maiden name was Grueber,

and who by her letters appears to have possessed a bright mind and

amiable disposition, was at this time a widow and resided at Bayly

* Vol. i. p. 622.

VOL. II. B
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Farm, near Nenagh. She had many children, two of whom were

married to brothers, Mr. "William and Mr. Henry Eathborne,

whose country-houses, Soripplestown and Dunsinea, were in imme-

diate neighbourhood to the Observatory. With the elder of these

sisters, Mrs. William Eathborne of Scripplestown, Helen Bayly

was often a guest, and thus naturally became known to Hamilton,

who was on terms of friendly intercourse and mutual regard with

the sister and her husband. Miss Bayly had been thus for some

years an acquaintance of Hamilton
; (she

was of pleasing ladylike |

appearance, and early made a favourable impression upon him by

her truthful nature and by the religious principles which he knew

her to possess, although to these recommendations was not added

any striking beauty of face or force of intellect. In the course of

the summer of 1832, she had passed through a dangerous illness*

at Scripplestown, and this event doubtless drew his thoughts spe-

cially towards her, in the form of anxiety for her recovery, and,
j

coming at a time when he had felt obliged to suppress his former

passion, prepared the way for tenderer and warmer feelings. )
The

'

progress of his feelings is very fully narrated in a letter to his
'

friend Aubrey De Yere, written not many days after he had taken
j

the decisive step of making them known to Miss Bayly. The
|

reader who has followed the troubled course of his affections, ]

and who admires, as it deserves, the noble candour of his I

nature, will have the satisfaction of noting that in his present I

wooing he used no concealment as to the past put on no dis-

honourable disguise.

In his letter to Aubrey De Vere of November 12, he sent him

copies of the second and third of the sonnets, which I have appended 1

to it, but I find from a manuscript-book that they had been pre-

ceded in composition by that to which I have attached on this

authority the earlier date, and which accordingly I have placed

before them.

1

* Alluded to in the poem The Rydal Hours, vol. i. p. 596.
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From W. E. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSERVATOBT, November 12, 1832.

1 You will perceive from the verses on this sheet that a great
revolution in mj feelings has taken place since you were here.

Having ceased to entertain any hope respecting Curragh, I beganj
soon after I had written my Birthday Eve* to consider it a
point of duty and conscience to exert myself to repel the mental
gloom and languor which had too much and often overshadowed
me. For this purpose I determined that I would vigilantly and
resolutely exclude aU voluntary recollection of your sister, and
refuse, so far as in me lay, to indulge myself by dwelling on
involuntary remembrance. The determination was well fulfilled :

and this vigilant and resolute self-denial, combined with ardent
and persevering exertion during some months in abstract science,
had its effect in restoring my tone of mind and even my health of

body, which had begun to suffer sensibly. The power of hope
revived; to which revival in general, and not to any particular
prospect of marriage, I alluded in the sonnet beginning The Spirit
of a Dream.^ And very lately I have begun again to associate

Hope with Love, in the case of a person whom I have long known
[and deeply respected for eminent truth of character. Being aware

|how quickly in my mind, attachment, when it comes within the

sphere of consciousness, gathers round it the aids and influences of

^imagination, I felt myself induced by our friendship, and bound
by our agreement, to apprise you (as I lately did) as soon as I
berceived the dawn of a new love. How the seed has grown into
:i tree, the sonnets that I have just composed will show you. You
vill not communicate them or their contents to any except the
nembers of your own immediate family. Being much engaged
vith my Lectures and other things, I do not expect to write soon

igain, but I remain, dear Aubrey,' &c.

*
Vol. i. p. 595. f n.
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' I have not hid from thee my wanderings

Through many a cavern lone of joy or grief;
I have not sought to win thee to belief

That since the hour, though now with dearest things

Treasured, when first we met, the restless wings
Of hope and love have never fled from thee

Over the surges of a far-off sea,

But near thee still kept peaceful hoverings.
No could I hrook that meanness of disguise,

And mine own soul endure the inward stain,

Yet could I not insult those trustful eyes

By daring in their presence so to feign :

I bring to thee no virgin sacrifice,

But deeply true : he it not in vain !

November 6, 1832.'

' Never before the dark luxuriancy
Of cloud-like tresses rich, o'er snowy brow

Gently descending, stirred my heart as now
The meek and spiritual majesty
Of those dark locks : my fascinated eye
Almost forgets the loveliness below,
The varying hues that sweetly come and go,
And those twin-stars of love and constancy.
How lovingly the unforbidden Air

In its embrace enfolds that dark rich cloud,

And all the labyrinth'd luxuriance there,

Its soft etherial arms unseen enshroud
;

While Influences from some far-off sphere

Hover, in still delight, a mystic crowd !

November 10.'

' be it far from me, and from my heart,

Praising a new love to dispraise the old,

As if I had before but false tales told,

In hasty error, or in flattering art !

The ancient images shall not depart
From my soul's temple ;

the refined gold,
Well proved, shall there remain, though newer mould
Of worth and beauty fill another part.
Sweet Piety, Enthusiasm, Truth,
A several grace for every several brow,
Deck three fair Beings ;

one in earliest youth
Placed in that fane, one later, and one now :

But sister-like they twine, in love and sooth,

And all in each receive my spirit's vow.
; November 12.'
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' The shrine that now is consecrate to thee

Within my heart I will not so profane,
As once to fear that coldness or disdain

Shall therefore fall with withering power on me,
Because I have been tossed upon the sea

Of agony before, have loved in vain,

And suffered wounds of which the scars remain,
And never wholly can effaced be.

If I am doomed to buckle on once more

Mine armour, and engage that ancient foe,

It will not be because the years before

Have seen affection's treasures freely flow :

Still less because no false white flag I bore,

Nor took of virgin love the specious show.

' November 12.'

His friend hailed the tidings with a cordiality of affection that

must have been under all the circumstances a great satisfaction to

him.

From AURREY DE VERB to W. R. HAMILTON.

'

CTTEKAGH, November 16, 1832.

' I cannot tell you how much delighted I am at your letter.

You have now again become engaged in a real attachment
;
and

once more uniting love and hope I confess I think you a very
enviable person. I am still more pleased (as I think you must

also be) at this being the result of your own firmness in not allow-,

ing your mind to recur to painful subjects. Indeed I concluded

from your not speaking to me about the past that you had made a

resolution to put it out of your head. Your Third Supplement you
see has been of use to you in other ways beside contributing to

your fame : and science has not been ungrateful. I admire your
two sonnets very much indeed, more even than any others I have

seen of yours. The description you give of the lady in the first is

so beautiful that I shall never be satisfied till I see her. You have

not told me her name, but I hope you will let me know it soon :

she has been long acquainted with you : this I should think must

be the best encouragement to hope that she will return your affec-

tion. I suppose you now constantly see her, and are in the habit
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of taking walks with her. I hope those walks may soon be beneath

that long line of trees where we were discussing the essentials of

character and the philosophy of mathematics. As you wish that

the subject should not be mentioned, I shall take care not to allude

to it. I need not tell you how delighted we are all at your having
become engaged in an ardent and hopeful search after happiness.
I have always thought that marriage was necessary to your happi-
ness : that you actually required some person on whom the over-

flowing of your spirit might be peacefully concentrated. You know
better than I can tell you how intensely anxious I shall be until I

hear that you are as happy as you deserve to be.'

Eeferring to the above letter Hamilton thus wrote to Aubrey
De Yere on the 26th of November.

From W. E. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

< November 26, 1832.

'
. . . Tour affectionate letter of congratulation on my new

hopes was very welcome. . . . Certainly, if I succeed, I hope to

introduce you to the lady, and trust that you will like her. As to

her beauty, I may unconsciously exaggerate that in my present

state of feeling, and I must own that it did not strike me at first

nor always, though lately it has much impressed me. But her

mind I was pleased with from the first, and after a long continued

and long impartial study I do not think it very possible that I

should be mistaken there. Spirituality, including but not confined

to religion, appeared early and still appears to me to be its charac-

teristic
;
and though she is not a person of brilliant or highly

cultivated intellect, yet I have always found that I converse with

her with pleasure, and that my own mind is excited and refined by
her society.'

Although without suspicion of the person, Mr. De Vere in

mentioning the 'long line of trees' came very near the place where

Hamilton's thoughts were centred. These trees formed the fine

avenue which led on the north side to the house of Scripplestown,

the grounds of which possess a great variety of beauty ;
one of
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their charms being the valley secluded among trees which is in

part the theme of verses to be found further on. Hamilton gained

at once by letter the full consent of the lady's mother, but a ' half-

consent
' was all that he could obtain at this stage from the lady

herself, who acknowledged esteem and sisterly affection, but shrunk

in extreme timidity from anything beyond. She was meditating a

visit to her mother, then an invalid, at Bayly Farm, and on the

22nd of November, after an interview in which Hamilton mis-

takenly considered her to yield a complete sanction to his hopes,

she left Scripplestown with a view to effect this visit; but for a

time she was detained in Dublin at the house of a friend by
severe illness, during which the sense of her delicate health added

to her natural timidity caused the idea of marriage to become

more and more formidable to her. This outline will render

intelligible the following poems.

'

Look, love, how beautiful that evening sky,
The mountain tops basing its throne of gold !

Yet calm its beauty seems, and almost cold,

As if Heaven looked on Earth disdainfully ;

Or with at least such high tranquillity

As that with which thou'now dost me behold,

All warmer feelings to thyself untold,

In the cold Heaven of maiden modesty.
But soon shall morning dawn, and the young Day
Blush, keenly kindling to the joyous noon ;

And so shalt thou that maiden coldness lay

Aside, and thoughts of love surprise thee soon :

While I, thy subject Earth, 'neath that glad ray,

Wake to new life, and light, and morning's boon.

' November 17.'

' Thou goest ;
but no anguish of despair,

No dark and overwhelming cloud of grief,

Masters my spirit at this parting brief,

Fills all the region of the sunny air,

Where hopes, so late, and pleasant fancies were,

Born of the dear and beautiful belief

That my tost bark should find at length relief,

And the oharm'd waves to lovely haven bear.
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Thou goest but haply Absence may befriend,

Stirring the slumber of the unconscious heart
;

Absence a soft ideal grace may lend,

Bidding the harsh and visible depart :

And Love may on thy maiden self descend

Ah ! blessed may ! I sink not, though we part.

November 18.'

' Yet Hope is never severed from Fear,

And Fear's approach I cannot quite repel :

Nor the expiring tale unmoved o'ertell

Of the rich hours wherein thy presence here

May still illumine all these objects near,

On which so oft a glory from thee fell,

A lustre from those looks that loved so well,

And felt this loveliness, and made it dear.

Ah, must I wander here, bereft of thee,

And nowhere the presiding spirit meet ?

Must widow'd beauty still encompass me,
And all seem desolate, though all be sweet ?

Hope after hope perhaps condemn'd to flee,

And fear-storms gathering round my failing feet !

November 20.'

Forgive me, love, that even in the place

Lit by the lustrous atmosphere of thee,

A gloom descended for a while on me,
And half obscured the light, the joy, the grace,

And radiance of thy presence : Fears apace

Thickening between, and their dark company
So shadowing my hetet that heavily
Their murky featurea'tfd I 'gan retrace.

Were it not better to have pushed aside

Those Fears, nor on their long-known grimness look ?

What, in the very presence of the bride

Whom to itself so late my spirit took !

Whether that bridal shall be ratified

On earth can she such desertion brook ?

November 21.'
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THE PARTING KISS.

Let the sorrow and the bliss

Of this warm and parting kiss

Linger in thy memory
Amid the scenes of infancy ;

And in many a lovely shade

Where thy childhood often played,
Let it bid before thine eyes
Visions strange and sweet arise :

And a new diviner bower

By the magic of this hour,

Let it weave for thee alone,

And raise therein a bridal throne,

Meet for so pure and fair a maiden,
One with poet's fancies laden,

One for whom a poet's mind
A wreath not all unseen hath twined,
And suffers now the pain and bliss

Of this warm and parting kiss.

Sitting on that bridal throne,

Let an influence unknown,
Let a wild mysterious gleam
In thy virgin fancy's dream,
Fill thee with a trouble sweet ;

And my spirit at thy feet

Grow visible a moment then :

And remembrance wake again
All the sorrow and the bliss

Of this warm and parting kiss.

November 22.'

THE LONE VALLEY IS MOURNING.

' Thou art gone ! Thou art gone !

The lone valley is mourning
A presence withdrawn

And a light unreturning ;

And I dare not approach
To that beautiful vale,

Lest its sadness reproach,
And its loveliness pale :
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And faintly require

Is it I that have driven

Away the lost fire

From the stars of its heaven ?

"Was it I that compell'd
The withdrawn one to flee ?

Was her lustre repell'd

By the darkness of me ?

Ah, valley ! upbraid not

One suffering too ;

Our loved one has made not

None mournful but you :

Another is grieving
For her that is gone,
And feels the bereaving
Of lustre withdrawn.

November 23.'

On the evening of the day of Miss Bayly's departure we find

Hamilton thus writing to her sister. The letter affords a pleasant

glimpse of the affectionate pupil looking in upon his love-troubled

master. After requesting a report of Miss Bayly's health, Hamilton

continues :

From W. E. HAMILTON to MRS. W. EATHBORNE.

'

OBSERVATORY, November 22,

'

Friday Evening.

'
. . . I expect to be much at home for some time, and not to

trouble you with many visits or rather (since your kindness does

not allow me to suppose that you consider them as a trouble) I

intend to mind my College business as diligently as I can, now
that my pain of suspense has been somewhat allayed, in doing
which I have the pleasure of thinking that I shall be doing what

you all would wish and approve. Lord Adare, of all people in the

world, popped in on me to-day while I was quietly sitting among
my books and papers, and I begged of him to remember what he

had seen, and to give me a good karachthur, which he promised
to do, and was surprised that he had not found me either absent

or writing sonnets for I had sent some of my late sonnets to
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Lady Dunraven, as she had seen all my former ones. Had he

come a few hours earlier indeed but as it was, he will report that

I am a most industrious Professor. I believe, however, he thinks

I am growing less accurate than usual, for in talking of the comet,

I caught myself calling it, not Biela's, but Bayly's. I hope I shall

be more careful when I come to speak of it in my lectures.'*

When Hamilton heard of Miss Bayly's illness, and of her

consequent misgivings as to their union, he addressed to her a

letter conveying to her encouraging assurances in reference not

only to this point, but to other important considerations which

contributed to her diffidence. Honourable as it is, both to the

writer and Miss Bayly, there seems no objection to th,e letter

being here inserted: it displays in striking combination his

tenderness, his self-respect, and his religious humility.

From W. E. HAMILTON to Miss BAYLY.

' November 26, 1832.

'. . . . How gladly would I, if I were permitted, minister by

your sick bed and try to soothe and comfort you, and seek to feel

and realise the description :

' Familiar acts are beautiful thro' love,

Labour and pain and grief thro' life's green grove

Sport like tame beasts; none knew how gentle they could prove.'f

Though I have watched with inexpressible pleasure the rich bloom

on your cheeks in moments of health and excitement, you have

interested me not less, though in another way, at times when you
looked pale and wan. To you, in my habitual conception of you,

beauty and bloom are accidents, very pleasant ones no doubt,

while they last, but separable with scarce any injury.'

He then assures her that the possibility of her habitual ill-

health had been weighed among other possibilities, and had not

* He was at this time carrying on his annual course of lectures in Astro-

nomy.

t [Shelley's Prometheus Unbound."]
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prevented him from thinking her suited to make him happy, and

he continues:

'
. . . Our Heavenly Father may have provided this new

affliction as a successor to the now finished pain of unreturned

affection. That pain has preyed upon me for almost nine years :

a third part of my life. It is over now
;
and though its shadow

may fall on me again, through the power of awakened remem-

brance, in some moments of future anguish, it can never, I think,

descend again with its former intensity of gloom. Doubtless its

chastisement has often humbled me, and the scourging has been

that of love, of heavenly and paternal love, making human love

its instrument. And now, if no new pain succeeded, this old fa-

miliar pain being withdrawn, it would be no strange thing if a too

great exaltation of joy were to undo, for a while at least, the effect

of the former discipline, and the teaching of sorrow be forgotten

with sorrow itself. But a new sorrow has come, less selfish and

perhaps more profitable than the old. Suffering with you who

suffer, I may taste more fully than before the consolations by
which you are refreshed. And thus chiefly it may be that my
hope shall be fulfilled of deriving religious improvement from

attachment to a pious wife. For I cannot pretend to be so free

from the pride of intellect and of sex as to be likely to listen with

profit to direct instruction from a wife, and it never was my hope
that I should learn in such a way. But while in the intellectual

and theoretical part of religion I cannot easily submit myself as a

learner, except to those few whose understandings have been long
and deeply disciplined by logic and philosophy, I feel that, in the

more vital part which concerns the heart and will, I need much,

very much, instruction and improvement and discipline, and am in

no way so likely to receive it as through the medium of affection to

a pious woman, who is herself under the teaching of the spirit of

God, though for that very reason conscious of faults and deficien-

cies in herself which others do not see. And thus indirectly but

powerfully, may you be conducive to my spiritual progress ;
and

not the less for my having to temper the happiness of our recent

and mutual confession of attachment with a mournful sympathy
in your sufferings of body and mind

;
since doubtless your mind

too must suffer in the present state of your mother's health, while
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your own health is not such as to allow you to undertake the

journey to her.'

In the conclusion he speaks of her 'extreme timidity and

delicacy :

'
a characterisation which was only too fully realised in

the future.

The above letter was accompanied by a set of verses, which

form a part of the history of his thoughts and feelings.

' In the many changing flow

And ebb of life, of joy and woe,

Melancholy waves surround me,
Griefs imprisoning tide hath bound me

;

Me, whose charmed tower so late

Seem'd to mock the rage of fate,

And to rise exultingly
Far above that subject sea :

As if its rock-foundations laid

No climbing billows durst invade.

Not that no forebodings deep
Murmured through my spirit's sleep ;

Or no mournful phantom gleam
Troubled my enchanted dream.

Acquainted all too long with woe,
At times its coming I could know ;

And catch, like voices of the dead,
From afar its muffled tread.

From the high and rock-built tower,
At times I saw the ocean lour

;

And on its threatening waves appear

Shapes and auguries of fear.

But each mournful augury
Seemed to threaten only me.

She, I thought, was sheltered far

From the elemental war
;

From the muffled footsteps heard,
From the phantoms that appeared,
From the boding voice and lo !

First on her descends the woe ;

And the storm, that was to burst,
Strikes her gentle head the first.

Pain and fear have there come down,
And have fixed a thorny crown

;
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And a pillow of unrest

Is by her throbbing temples pressed :

Pining for a mother's view,

Afar by sickness prisoned too.

And I, I may not soothe her head,

I may not watch beside her bed
;

I may not kiss away the tear,

Nor with fond looks, and footsteps near,

And whispered love, at least express

A part of all the tenderness

Which cannot all be uttered. Oh,

May He who on His children's woe

With more than human pitying

Looks down, soothe now her suffering ;

And from His fount of kindness pour
Fresh healing streams her bruised heart o'er :

And raise her from the bed of pain,

To health, and joy, and love again !

1 November 24, 1832.'

Contrary to her expectation, Miss Bayly returned about the

8th of December to Scripplestown and remained there ten days.

Occasional interviews took place between her and Hamilton

during this time, and his hope of her consent was confirmed,

although in consequence of her not having arrived at a final

decision their intercourse was subjected by her to close restric-

tion. This restriction did not prevent his endeavour, as I find

from one of his notes, to initiate her into the Science of Optics,

an endeavour carried on in that happy faith through which he

habitually trusted that he could make plain to any human being

the abstrusest truths, or his resuming his reading out to her in

a faith somewhat similar the poetry of Shakespeare and of

Coleridge.

The ' elder power,' referred to in the Garden Sonnets, is of

course his predecessor Brinkley. About the 18th of December

Miss Bayly left Scripplestown for Bayly Farm, promising that

her final decision should be communicated shortly after Christmas.
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These notes will enable the reader to draw their full meaning out

of the sonnets which follow :

' It is in vain that I would flee away
To some far world, upon the wings of thought ;

Or mount the car that comes to me unsought,
In the night-watches, or the lonely day,
Self-charioted in the mysterious play
Of elemental powers, or to me brought

By steeds fire-snorting, or by spirits taught
The spell of secret musing to obey.
I guide not now those spirits, nor that team

Of steeds fire-snorting, nor for that far flight

Spread mine own wings ;
a nearer sweeter dream

So masters me with its delicious might :

So penetrates with its divinest gleam
All the deep caverns of my day and night.

' December 11.'

GARDEN SONNETS.

I.

' How many tales, dear Garden, thou couldst tell

Of me, for many a year ! Ere yet mine own,
When thou belongedst to an elder throne,

Upon thy walks those steps remember'd well

Of elder power benign not seldom fell

By mine attended : and to thee is known
Full many an hour since then of musing lone,

Or talk, now hid in sweetest treasure-cell.

And now that, absent from thee some few weeks,

At this lone hour again I visit thee
;

There is no spot but hath a voice, and speaks
Of some remember'd secret ecstasy :

Some transient vision, or some conflict brief

'Twixt the intruder Joy and dweller Grief.

December 14.'
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II.

When, in that early time, Grief first came down,
To be the dweller that she since hath been

Though not indeed so absolute a Queen,
Nor wearing such an undisputed crown,
As to admit no rival thought, or frown

As at the first I feared, no aspect seen

Of gloomless beauty in the years between

The first young bitterness I half could drown
In that sweet converse high with elder power
In thee, my Garden ! and a gradual balm

Here heal'd me since, so that a later hour

Of passionate fancy found and left me calm,

Soothed by thy presence ; and a newer bower

Now rising round me, still with thee I am.

' December 15.'

'

Ah, if that parting should have been the last,

That night of beauty ! when the Evening Star

Reveal'd itself in loveliness afar,

While side by side we stood, and on us cast

What seem'd a smile, ere yet away it pass'd,

In its sweet progress heralding the car

Of Night to lands where other lovers are,

Happier, but not more true, beyond the vast

Atlantic ! If together never more

It should be ours upon that Star to gaze,

Nor, as that eve, together list the lore

Of Poets old, and up to Heaven raise

Our hearts together, what a priceless store

Is hid in those last hours for other days !

December 20.'

After Christmas a letter from Mrs. Bayly announced the deci-

sion of her daughter to be an acceptance of Hamilton's proposal of

marriage, and early in January, his head full of mathematics in

connexion with Conical Eefraction, he went down to Nenagh to

gain the satisfaction of that complete consent which his heart

craved and which only a personal assurance could impart. Before

he left town he received from Aubrey De Vere a letter which, with

his reply, I here insert.
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From AUBREY DE VERB to "W. R. HAMILTON.

4

Saturday, December 29, 1832.

' I need not tell you how much delighted I am at the prospect

of your happiness ;
the lady then has consented

;
but when is it to

be ? You have not told me any particular time
;
but if, as I should

infer from one of your former letters, your union is to be put off

for a short or even for a long period, I confess I hardly know how
to pity you. The days that intervene between a man's engagement
and marriage (supposing it to be an affair of the heart) are un-

doubtedly amongst the happiesi of his life, and accordingly it

would be cruel to wish them few. They say that misfortunes

never come alone
;
but you have found the converse of this, and I

can most entirely sympathise with the exultation you must feel at

the success of your mathematical discovery.* I should think from

its connexion with Physics, the popular part of Science, it is more

likely to enlarge the " crescent sphere
"

of your fame than any-

thing else you have done. I am afraid you hardly set a proper
value on this great spiritual instinct, but you must allow me to

admire it, until I find another impulse to intellectual action at

once more pure and as effectual as this. Why should we call

it selfish, since it is as unconscious in its desire as the passion of

love ? it is I think only consciousness that makes selfishness. No
doubt it is a poor sort of ambition that is grounded upon any calcu-

lation. But we have gone over this subject before, and I am in-

clined to hope that the bad state of your spirits may have .had

some influence in producing the coldness on the subject which I

found in you. For my part my ambition always ebbs and flows

with my spirits. You say that Professor Lloyd has been making

experiments which seem likely to realize your discovery : this sort

of a priori science seems to me its utmost and ultimate triumph. I

confess I like to see experiment occasionally put to the wheel, and

reason harnessed as leader in these utilitarian times. By the way,
will it not be possible in some more advanced period of science to

range the great faculties abreast, like the horses in the chariots of

the gods, the same person Realizing and Idealizing, and perhaps

* That of Conical Refraction.

VOL. II. C
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even at the same time ? Reality itself will then be spiritualized,
'

and found to be something more than matter or accident.
' I wish you would tell me what you think of Aristotle's Logic

as taught in the Dublin University, and how far you think a

profound knowledge of it useful or necessary in the pursuit of

Philosophy ? Have you been thinking about your new Calculus
j

since I was with you ? Do you remember our long conversation

in which you explained its nature and purpose to me, that is, as

far as I could understand it? I think now that you have got I

a run of luck, you ought to do .something about it; enough at
]

least to give it an abiding place in your own mind, and to vindi- 1

cate it as your discovery. Your sonnets I think beautiful; but I

am hardly a fair judge as to their comparative merits, as with my J

usual propensity to
" touch what does not belong to me," I have

j

decided that the first* must be about me and our visit to Abbotstown. I

I am very much delighted and obliged to you for having thus com- I

memorated a scene which, as I anticipated at the time, has an I

abiding place in my memory and heart. It is one of a few visions J
that sometimes most unexpectedly rise up in my mind with the

vividneas and more than the tenderness of reality our sitting

almost silent in the cottage, and then our few words about

Wordsworth, and then the wild merriment in the dried-up bed

of the river, and " Smoke's "f inebriation with cold water all

these things come upon me now, with much more intensity and

total effect than they did at the time. I hope we shall soon renew

such scenes
;
but in the meantime I must beg of you to write to

me soon again, telling me everything about your marriage, and not

forgetting the biography of your Third Supplement, which I carried

all over Dublin by lamplight, while you were showing me the way
home. . . .

'

From W. E. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

January 6, 1833.

' I have not time to write more than a few lines, but a frank

from Lord Dunalley, who has just come to call on me, encourages
me to write these few to thank you for your very friendly letter of

* ' I wandered with a brother of my soul,' vol. i. p. 620.

+ A black greyhound domesticated with Hamilton and his sisters.
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the other day. As to your doctrine of the degrees of happiness,
which seems to be this scale, happy before thinking of marriage,

happier after being married, happiest in the time between, I sus-

pend my judgment, like a true inductive philosopher, until I can

give an opinion founded on experiment. Meanwhile I must

acknowledge myself to be very happy. As to the time of

marriage I know nothing positive, but suspect it will not be

before April.'

His visit to Bayly Farm was a short one : we find him again

in Dublin at the Royal Irish Academy on the 14th January.

From his letters to Miss Bayly, written between this date and

the middle of March, when he again went down to Bayly Farm, I

give a few extracts which will be found interesting. His deep
reverence for marriage is beautifully expressed in the first, and

his view of the character of Griseldis, as contained in the latter

portion of the letter which speaks of Chaucer's tale, appears to

me to be a criticism both fine and true. In regard to the letter

dated February 9, it is scarcely necessary to plead that it is allow-

able, nay right, for a man to be egotistical in writing to his

betrothed
;
but perhaps I should not have given it insertion, were

it not that it contained valuable items of information, and that all

the parts hung together, the lighter sportiveness of the earlier por-

tions leading on naturally to the serious expression of the views

regarding fame which now possessed him, and with which the

letter concludes.

From W. E. HAMILTON to Miss BAYLY.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, January 26, 1833.

' I have been working away at Algebra and Optics, but I

cannot go to bed without writing a few lines to you. In many
important respects I consider you already as my wife, and ex-

perience many of those feelings which Coleridge has described in

his poem The Happy Husband, among the rest

" A feeling that upbraids the heart

With happiness beyond desert."

C2
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Not, of course, that any earthly happiness can be without alloy,

but that in having exchanged affections with a person such as you,
I have satisfied already one of the deepest instincts and most im-

portunate cravings of my nature, respecting which I said to

Aubrey De Yere in February last (having then no hope of

succeeding with his sister) :

" nor do I dare to hope that in me
while unmarried the yearning shall ever be stilled for that kind

and degree of affection from a wife which I feel that I could give
as a husband." I have begun an intercourse of sympathy under

j

that form which on earth most resembles heaven, because in time

it best represents Eternity, that closest form of sympathy, first
|

given to unfallen man, that cleaving of two together, ordained in

the beginning by God, that link so firm and holy, that when once !

knit no rival or higher duty on earth can cut it asunder, but every
>

other duty of earthly love, of friendship and of kindred, becomes

subordinate to this
;

all old and hallowed claims of father and of

mother are pronounced to be obscured by its brightness : and

owning thus no higher and no equal among men, and ending with

death only, even in its outward and visible form, it images *j

mysteriously a more than mortal union, a love that transcends I

humanity, an incarnation of eternity in time. Well then might ]

wedded love be hailed by Milton as a mysterious law, and be I

deemed of with a mysterious reverence. And surely from the I

time that two have made known their hearts, and plighted their 1

promise to each other, they are bound by many of the duties, and 1

may enjoy much of the happiness of marriage. And so I feel with 3

respect to you, married in heart, and passed from the state of a

suitor, and filled thereby with deep and tranquil happiness, though

longing for the time which is to make you outwardly mine, and to

be the beginning of a closer and more complete companionship.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATOKY, February 1, 1833.

' As to Chaucer, or rather Petrarch's "
Grriselda," for the Clerk

of Oxenford professes to have learned the tale from a " worthie

clerke, Francis Petrarke, the Laureate Poet," I diverted your]
sister yesterday by telling her your courageous and candid
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declaration, that you will never be patient Griselda. She said she

saw you were in fine spirits, and could just imagine that she heard

you uttering the vow of disobedience. But seriously you know
that Griselda was never proposed as a model.

" This storie is not saide that wivis sholde

Followe Griselde in her humilite,i

For it were importable, though thei wolde,

But for that every wight, in his degre,

Sholde be constaunt in alle adversite,

As was Griseldis, whereof Petrarke writeth

This storie, which with high style he enditeth.

For sith a woman was so pacient
Unto a mortalle man, welle more we ought

Receve all in gre [in good part] that God hath us sente,

For with grete skille he previth what he wroughte,
And suffrith us, as for our exercise,

With the sharpe scourges of adversite

Full oft to be betin in sondrie wise,

Not for to knowe our wille, for certis he

Ere we were borne yknewe all our frailte,

And for our best is all his governaunce.
Let us then live in virtuous sufferaunce."

This is the moral of the tale, and a fine one it is. The character of

Griselda is certainly so far unnatural, that we cannot believe that

any woman would ever have acted as she is said to have done
;

"
it were importable :

"
and accordingly Chaucer takes care to add

the following caution to the husbands of his time,

" Griselde is dede and eke her pacience,

And bothe at onis buried in Itaile,

For which I crie in opin audience

No wedded man be so hardie to assaile

His wivis pacience, in hope to finde

Griseldis, for in certaine he shall faile."

Nor indeed does it seem possible to conceive that it could ever be

the duty of a wife to submit with so entire an abstinence from all

remonstrance and advice : a wife ought not to be a slave, and I

agree with Miss Edgeworth in thinking that a man who could

desire to have a wife on such terms would not be worthy to have

one at all. I do, then, make up my mind, as you desired me. And
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yet I must own that I find a great charm in the story ; partly, no

doubt, from the beauty of the antique style, and the liveliness and

the variety of the pictures : but still more (if I rightly analyse my
feelings) from the unity of conception which binds the whole

together, and the completeness of the unfolding of the one central

thought. Griselda is indeed, as she is styled, a flower of wively

patience ;
in her this virtue is developed to such exclusion of all

other virtues, or rather to such extreme predominance over them,
that she ceases to be a human, but she remains an ideal being,

having a nature of her own though not the nature of woman
a nature perfect in the poet's mind and capable of distinct con-

templation, and in this ideality of a mentally possible existence

resembling one of Shakspeare's spirits, though not one of

Shakspeare's women an Ariel, not a Miranda. Grant that her

trials were such as no human patience could have endured
; grant

that a balance of the virtues would have forbidden her so sub-

mitting: it still remains an interesting contemplation to observe

the isolated working of her one predominant and perfect virtue.

But I confine this interest to poetry and theory, for in prose and

practice I expect to come in often for advice and scolding, and am

quite content that we should have more than one will between us
;

for in all matters within their own sphere I think that women in

general, and you in particular, are at least as likely to be in the

right as I am : and I hope you don't suspect me of any fancy for

playing Marquis. . . .'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

February 6, 1833.

'
. . . I was up almost the whole of Monday night, in the

pains or pleasures of thought-birth, mathematical views springing

up in almost oppressive variety : so that even when I went to bed I

could scarcely sleep, and was greatly exhausted the next morning.
'

. . . I am greatly concerned to find that you are sometimes in

bad spirits and gloomy fits, &c. I'll not say,
"
keep up your spirits,"

for I know that does not always depend on the will, at least not

directly and at once. Yet the will has an influence : there is such

a thing as indulging in dejection, and on the other hand a persever-

ing resolution against such indulgence effects much in time. And
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I may at least urge you to analyse your occasional feelings of

gloom, and to try whether they are connected with any cause

which / can in any way remove
;
or whether they arise principally

from neglect (perhaps) of exercise and want of variety. Perhaps
in part they arise from a reaction which in those who have already
suffered will sometimes arise when they find themselves now sur-

rounded with outward happiness and with hopes and prospects of

its continuance. Something of the same kind I felt even very

lately when I was sitting a few evenings ago in my dining-room
with my books and papers about me, and thinking how happy I

already was in the most important respects, and how much happier
I expected soon to be, when I should have you there by my side.

The ancients had much of this feeling, and partly from it they
drew their idea of the goddess Nemesis, a mysterious power of

whom one function was to chastise the too prosperous among men.

To appease this imagined jealousy or envy of some divinity, a king

(I think Polycrates of Samos) is reported to have been advised by
one of the wise men of Greece to inflict on himself some voluntary

suffering. The king accordingly threw into the sea a ring of great

cost, and one which he otherwise valued
;
the ring was the next

day presented to him by his cook, who had found it in the stomach

of a fish : on hearing which, the wise man withdrew himself from

the king's society, thinking that one whose prosperity had been

hitherto so uninterrupted must be destined for some signal and

vindictive visitation of adversity. But this is not a Christian feel-

ing. Our God indeed chasteneth those whom he loveth
;
but not

because he grudges them prosperity. Let us commit ourselves to

his hands without fear that he will visit us with affliction for its

own sake, or because we are happy now. Nor indeed do I at all

suppose that you, any more than myself, admit expressly such a

fear
;
but perhaps the involuntary forebodings which at times arise

partake of it in their own inner essence, and would be prevented

or removed by the Christian feeling, if that were sufficiently

strong.'

from the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATORY, February 9, 1833.

' You may perhaps remember my telling you that I was so

much and so agreeably struck by your sincerity in saying, in the
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summer before last, that you preferred my sister's poems to my
own, as to mention it to an English lady, Miss Isabella Lawrence,
with whom I had for many years been intimate, our intimacy

having begun in a similar instance of candour on her part. Per-

haps I expressed myself too warmly, for she took it into her head

that I was attached to you at the time, which of course was a wild

idea, and one that I soon dispelled. On my return from Bayly
Farm, I found a letter here from her, in which she offered me the

compliments of the new year ;
and in doing so, she said,

" as for

worldly blessings, I can scarcely'imagine there are any left to wish

for you, with one exception only, which I should like you to pos-

sess, and find the greatest of all treasures." I will not tell you
what I said in reply, but for your sake I will copy her answer,

giving a holiday to my modesty, which you will say perhaps that

I never keep long on any hard duty, poor creature! Miss Lawrence

says,
" The contents of your letter have afforded me the sincerest

pleasure. I do indeed congratulate you most heartily on the pro-

spect of happiness which is opening for you, and in which I most >

cordially sympathise. I can scarcely admit a doubt that the lady
will know how to value those qualities in you which I place far

above those that have justly gained for you worldly distinction,

and for whose deficiency no intellectual eminence could compen-
sate." Eeally my modesty, little as it is, will not allow me to

copy any further, at least from this letter. But as I am in for it,

and doomed to be egotistical and so forth at present, I must tell

you that Wordsworth, in a letter received to-day, says that my
Lecture has given him much pleasure; that it is philosophical,

eloquent, and instructive, and makes him regret that he did not

study mathematics in his youth. After all I have not had half so

much enjoyment from any of the compliments connected with this

Lecture, as from " Reviewers Reviewed," which has been making
great hubbub in the little circle of my acquaintance. Lady
Dunraven is astonished at the cool impudence of the writer

;
but

Mrs. Hemans says that its unblushing profligacy marks it to be

my own. I forget whether you were taken in by it, and really

believed it to be an attack made upon me by a stranger. From

England I have been receiving many congratulations on my dis-

covery of conical refraction, ProfessorLloyd's experimental confirma-

tion of which has just been published. Professor Airy has recanted
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his heresy against it, as I knew he soon would do. .
., though the

characteristic confidence with which he said that he had not the

least doubt on the matter, and that I would see it on the slightest

consideration, was highly amusing while it lasted. But we must

not laugh at Airy, who has really one of the most vigorous minds

in England, especially as I am imitating him just now in his only

foible, that of thinking and speaking a wee bit too highly of him-

self. However before I stop my present flight of vanity, let me
mention that I received the other day my first Continental present,

a memoir printed last year in Turin, and sent me from the author,

Plana, one of the most distinguished mathematicians of Europe,
with an inscription

" A Monsieur William B>. Hamilton, Professeur

a 1'Observatoire, Dublin." All this, I know, will give you more

pleasure than it does me, though I do not pretend that it gives me
none

;
but I amuse myself sometimes imagining the delight with

which you will open hereafter my presents from Europe and

America, while I shall put on the Stoic, and tell you that I do

not care for such things. To speak honestly, I accept them with

pleasure as symbols and auguries of a partial fulfilment of the

aspirations expressed in some early lines of mine :

Have friends and country on my thoughts no claim ?

Knowledge and virtue no ungathei'd store ?

Is it no prize to win Immortal Fame,
And leave to mankind's love a bright unsullied Name ?

But however little it may have produced its proper fruits, the

desire expressed in my Lecture of attaining perfection for its own

sake, and of winning a more than earthly fame, has long mastered,

and in great part absorbed, in me the desire of distinction and of

reputation however wide or lasting. And though it would be rash

to say that I had overcome ambition, I can safely assert that am-

bition and praise disturb me little now in comparison with their

former power ;
while I have not sunk into intellectual indolence,

but rather have attained greater steadiness of mental exertion.

My friend Aubrey often attacks me on my present indifference to

fame, but I am sure that I am happier, and I think I am not more

idle, since I came to care less about the matter. And even in the

outward attainment of reputation I feel pretty sure that after a

reasonable time, say ten or twelve years more, if I live so long,
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I shall not be the less known or talked of in the world for not

having tried to force people's attention in the meanwhile, but left

the coquette applause to make the advances to me. . . .'

The following extract of a later date is an item of the same

tenour as some of the foregoing :

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATORY, March 14, 1833.

' ... To make amends, I shall put force upon my modesty,
and copy an extract sent me by Lord Adare from a recent letter of

Herschel. Herschel says,
"
Pray remember me to Hamilton, and

congratulate him on his very remarkable optical discovery of the

conical refraction, which strikes me as a most important one, as a

predicted result, in the very teeth of all former experience : I mean

important to the philosophy of induction."

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

February 19, 1833,

'

Tuesday Evening.

'
. . .In these times of martial law there is no knowing what

may happen to me from my algebraic correspondence : I am told

that in the last rebellion a man was very near being hanged for

having a book of logarithms in his pocket. . . .

' When your letter reached me on Saturday I was about to

mount my horse to ride to Lady Campbell ;
and as soon as I had

read the letter I set out on my voyage of discovery. I crossed the

Phoenix Park, through marshy places, which if I were to yield to

my exaggerating humour in describing, I should remind myself of

a wild Irishman that I met in Wales who told Lord Adare and

me that he had lacerated himself in ascending the highest moun-

tain in Europe, to wit, the Hill of Howth. At last I found the

house I sought, just opposite to the famous strawberry banks upon
the Liffey, but not my friend herself; and when, after chatting for

a long time with Sir Gruy and kissing the children, I set out about

dusk to return, I perceived that I had forgotten the road, and must

trust to the sagacity of Planet, who accordingly brought me home
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in great style, by a way of her own discovering. I am so fond of

Planet, that I was talking with Mrs. W. R. of putting Mrs. ~W.

B. H. upon her
;
but was assured that the bare mention of the

thing would kill with fright the latter lady. So be careful how

you talk of such a project to any timid people of your acquaint-
ance.'

This chapter may fitly be concluded by the beautiful sonnet

which was the last of his ante-nuptial poems. It breathes an air

of thankfulness for the peace which had descended upon a heart so

long troubled with unrest, and which now at last anticipated as

near at hand the satisfaction of its yearnings for intimate sym-

pathy and affection.

' How full of silence is deep Happiness !

Covering the solemn spirit, like the sky
Of midnight brooding in tranquillity ;

No Voice presuming feebly to express
Its all unutterable loveliness,

Its still communion with the quiet Eye,
And those clear symbols of eternity,

Mastering the soul with awe, and rapture's stress.

So on my spirit there hath fallen a hush

Of deep and still delight ; from Hope and Fear,

Fountains unseal'd so late, no song-streams gush :

But all is quiet, 'neath a concave clear

Of starry night, save one faint eastern blush

Alone half-telling of a joy not here.

<

February 13, 1833.'
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CHAPTER XVI.

MARRIAGE CAMBRIDGE HIGHER ALGKBRA.

(1833.)

THE correspondence of the year 1833 began with an active inter-
]

change of letters between Hamilton and Professor Lloyd on the I

subject of Conical Eefraction : these may hereafter take their 1

place in a collection of Scientific correspondence, together with 1

letters to Airy and Herschel on the same subject. About the I

same time Hamilton interested himself in seeking admission into
]

Bfackwood's Magazine for the poems of his sister Eliza. To this

end the good offices of Mr. Wordsworth were put into requisition,

but the poet had been displeased with the conduct towards himself

of the editor, and, feeling unable to seek a favour in that quarter,

employed the intervention of his friend Captain Hamilton, the I

author of Cyril Thornton. In a letter to Eliza Hamilton, Mr.

Wordsworth said :

' I will gladly mention to Mr. Hamilton what

your wishes are, and at the same time state how much I admire

your genius, and have been touched with your sensibility.' He
was as good as his word, and Captain Hamilton spoke to Black-

wood, but the reply, while accepting Mr. Wordsworth's testimony

as sufficient guarantee for the merit of the poems, intimated that

the kind in demand was of a character different from Miss Hamil-

ton's, and the result was that she and her brother thought it better

to let the matter drop. In a subsequent year, however, a poem of

Miss Hamilton's found admission into the Magazine* A draft of

1

* See Blackwood's Magazine, July, 1835.
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a letter from Hamilton to Professor Wilson, earnestly and judi-

ciously recommending his sister's poems to his attention, still

exists, testifying his zeal in her behalf : and proving that neither

the excitement of fame nor the agitations of suitorship had dis-

lodged the old brotherly affection
; indeed, from another of his

Letters, it appears that in his simplicity he had thought that his

sisters would remain at the Observatory after his marriage, and

that he was most unwilling to admit the idea of their departure.

The following letter from his uncle proves similarly that he con-

tinued to possess the warm unabated affection of the relation who

had bestowed upon his nurture and education so much fatherly

care :

'

TRIM, January 31, 1833.

' My dearest William, my letters have been like angel visits,

at least in one respect of late,
" few and far between;

"
perhaps

also in another, that their infrequency is not to be the measure of

the solicitude and affection respecting their objects shall I add in

a third that I often find myself (as angels are supposed to be with

their favourites) conversant with you in dreams. Of such dreams

another time. For the present may your anticipations be realised

and your steps "heaven-directed" ! Your mathematical (or rather

optical, the purest and most mathematical of Physical) speculations

are very delightful, and I shall be glad to hear more of their con-

firmation.
' Short as the above is as a letter it costs me an effort, as my

mind is still ill at ease about your futurities. I have in conse-

quence run it to the last moment of our post-office week,' &c.

In a subsequent letter, when the marriage was near at hand

(March 25), he writes :

' On the subject more immediately inter-

esting to you and us all I have said much and felt more. If I do

not enlarge upon it further in my letters, I do and shall do in my
prayers.'

It was in the month of January that the introductory lecture

on Astronomy made its appearance in the first number of the
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Dublin University Review. Letters reached him from many quar-

ters praising it in the highest terms
;
Mr. Spring Bice, afterwards

Lord Monteagle, speaks of his having
' added to the already high

examples of the union of Science with the philosophy of mind and

the perfection of literary attainments.' And Mr. Wallace, the

distinguished King's Counsel, whose acquaintance he had made

when a boy in the Assize Court at Trim, thanks him for
' the

proof it affords that the deepest researches into Science are quite

consistent with the most successful pursuit of literature, and the

acquisition of the taste and skill which are necessary to constitute

a fine writer.' But praises like these did not remove his conscious-

ness that there was in the style of this production something of a

high-flown and rhetorical character, which was certainly open to

hostile, it might be to just criticism, and in a playful sense of this

he wrote the following attack upon his own lecture. It is to this

he alludes in a letter to Miss Bayly, of February 9,* and it is again

referred to in one to Mr. De Yere, which enclosed a copy of it, and

which will be found annexed.

' Extractfrom
" REVIEWERS REVIEWED : OR MODERN IRISH

LITERATURE."

' The next article is entitled,
" An Introductory Lecture on

Astronomy, by William R. Hamilton, Royal Astronomer of Ire-

land : delivered in Trinity College, Dublin, on the 8th of Novem-
ber, 1832." This Introductory Lecture introduces itself with

sufficient pomp. The Editor, or Author, takes care to announce
that it proceeds from the Royal Astronomer of Ireland : to deter

(we suppose) poor anonymous reviewers like ourselves, who have

no such sounding titles, and who, if we had, must suppress them,
from presuming to criticise a production of so high and mighty a

personage. But lest we should by any chance retain the possession
of our critical faculties, and enter with our accustomed courage and

impartiality on the review of a lecture delivered by even a royal

*
Supra, p. 24.
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astronomer, another battery is opened against us in the title-page,

sufficient (one would think) to overthrow any remaining self-pos-

session, and to reduce us to a state of almost helpless amazement.

For we are informed that the Lecture was delivered in Trinity

College, Dublin, a place which, to say the least, is not remarkable

for overwhelming the world with its productions. Indeed so pro-

verbially remarkable has it been for its silence (at which the world

might wonder, but which, no doubt, was maintained for good and

sufficient reasons, if only it could have been induced to explain

them), that we stare in Balaam-like astoundment at the prodigy of

a voice within its walls. It might be thought unkind to complete
the parallel, and remind our readers what the organ of the prodigy

was, when the voice before unheard assailed the ears of Balaam.
'

Perhaps, however, we might have been indulgent enough to

put another construction on the heading of this Lecture, and to

suppose that the intention was to warn advanced students in Astro-

nomy against taking up what was designed only as an elementary
introduction for beginners, if this good-natured idea were not at

once dissipated by the air of pomp and effort which pervades the

whole, and clearly shows that the author had formed anything but

a low or modest estimate either of his powers in general, or of this

performance in particular. There is a perpetual effort throughout :

not the honest effort to produce a really useful performance, which

might give some solid instruction to those astronomical students

for whom it ought to have been designed; but the effort to be

poetical, the effort to be sublime, the effort to be profound, and in

short the pitiable effort which we often observe in mental as well

as in physical dwarfs, by walking for ever on tiptoe, to seem taller

than nature has made them. How much wiser to be content with

the attainable ! If the poor Lecturer had possessed this wisdom,

which, however, after all is one of the rarest possessions, he would

not have inflicted on us those inflated and turbulent pages, through

which, from a mere principle of critical duty, we have waded as

through a puddle in a storm. He would not have then exhibited

to the world the miserable spectacle of a man mistaking his proper

province, in which he might perhaps have been respectable, and

intruding into another in which he can be only ridiculous : he

would not have given us page after page of fustian intended to

be sublime, and of absurdity professing to be profound.
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' Our readers will not be so unreasonable as to expect that we

should occupy their time, and our own pages, with copious extracts

from a composition such as this. A single sentence will probably
be thought enough, and we shall take the first that occurs, in a

spirit of the most perfect fairness, having no design but to show, by

any random sample, the mixture of puerile bombast and vagueness
of conception with which the whole lecture abounds. The reader

must remember that for some reason, which we profess ourselves

unable to divine, the sentence occurs in connexion with remarks on

the pure mathematics.
1 " Our marks of temporal and local site, our then and there, are

at once signs and instruments of that transformation, by which

thoughts become things, and spirit puts on body, and the act and

passion of mind become clothed with an outward existence, and we

behold ourselves from afar !

"

' But enough of this. It is evident that the author is one of

those too common persons who, by a kind of mental somnambu-

lism, go through the outward gestures of discourse, while their 1

understandings (if they had any) are fast asleep ;
who indulge

themselves in the too fascinating habit of talking without any]

meaning : and who believe it quite sufficient if they produce

assemblages of words that look like sentences, without troubling

themselves whether any sense can be extracted from those assem-

blages or not. As to the author's system respecting physical science,

if indeed we do not pay him too great a compliment in supposing
him to have any system, on that or any other subject, he has evi-

dently profited little by the study of those writers who have cast,

from the north of this Island, so broad and steady a light over

Europe, on the philosophy of the human mind : and appears rather

to have formed his taste on the ravings of the German school, and

the unintelligible mysticism of Coleridge. As to himself, we are

told he is rather an amiable person in private life
;
and surrounded,

we suppose, by his little circle of pupils and flatterers, he expects,

in his innocent, though somewhat absurd bonhomie, that other

people will judge like them. We even think that we can detect,

through the cloudy maze of his affected style, some indications of

good feeling which make us half regret that we have been obliged
to be so severe. It is only a strong sense of public duty that can

reconcile us to the infliction of these just but terrible chastisements
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which we are compelled to deal abroad upon the irritable race of

authors. Grladly could we spare their vanity so withering a

blight, if they would keep that vanity to themselves, and not be

for ever obtruding it on others. The author of the composition
before us expected no doubt to reap a rich harvest of admiration,

and, however absurd this expectation, we cannot but feel some

human pain in being obliged to expose its absurdity. He is young,
we are informed, but we fear he will not mend

;
his habits of

thought, or, if that be too complimentary a phrase, his habits of

expression, are radically vicious. He has not taste enough to form

a poet or an orator, even if those markets were not already com-

pletely overstocked
;
and as to the pursuits in which one might

expect to find him engaged, from the title that he puts so pom-
pously forward, it is clear that his mind is very far indeed from

being disciplined to the severity of scientific reasoning. But that

we may part friends, and that he may not attribute to any private

grudge remarks that have only been called forth by a sense of

public duty, we shall offer to him one advice, inspired by the

purest motives. Though all the higher walks of science and

literature are shut against him, by original malformation of mind,

or by bad taste become inveterate, yet in some of the humbler

departments he might perhaps be still not wholly useless
;
and

without flattery we think it possible that in time he might be

taught some of the lower operations of arithmetic, and might even

aspire, after some years, to publish a meteorological journal.'

From "W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSERVATORY, January 24, 1833.

' Did you lately receive a letter (shall I call it), and wonder who

your Nenagh correspondent could be, unless its extravagance marked

it to be mine ? April is, as I thought, the time. Meanwhile I am

deep in proof-sheets of Algebra, and indeed expect even to have

them for a variety in the honeymoon. If Sir Aubrey shows you
a copy, which I have sent through Mr. Eice, of a little printed

thing of mine of another kind,* you will find that I have been

* The Introductory Lecture on Astronomy.

VOL. II. 1>
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plundering you of a line or two, though not without acknowledg-
ment. Wordsworth appears to have liked the poem from which

I took them : I sent it to him, and he thought it was your father's.

Conical Refraction goes on well
; Lloyd has been verifying it in all

ways by experiment, and he is to read to the Academy a Paper
on it at their next evening meeting, on Monday next, which will

be the first evening meeting since that at which I gave the theore-

tical announcement. Indeed Airy has just told me that though

among the optical oddities of crystals there may be such things as

I describe Lloyd as having seen, yet they can have no connexion

with my theory : of this he has not the least doubt, and I am to

see it on the slightest consideration. I survive, however
;
but have

only ventured to say in return, that / believe, if he considers

the thing, he will come to the same conclusion with me. Some
still harder blows at my poor Lecture and me you will find in

an enclosed critique. You must be merciful enough not to

give any aid to it in the way of acquiring publicity, except so far

as showing it to my Curragh friends, and, if you choose, to Lady
Dunraven, after which I wish you to return it (in a sealed letter)

through your uncle. It is very odd that it has not annoyed me,
but I suppose I have no time for fretting.'

His friend Aubrey De Vere at once discovered the cheat, but

it imposed on his friends at Adare, and aroused their indignation,

to his amused satisfaction.* The letter which follows from Mr.

Wordsworth tells the impression made by the Lecture upon one

not too easily to be pleased in regard either to the style or

substance of literary work. The passage is interesting in con-

*
"Writing to Professor De Morgan, in January, 1852, Hamilton tells the

story of this jeu d'esprit :

"... The only other literary hoax, with which I have to charge my con-

science, was played ofi upon my pupil, Adare, now Dunraven. A very orator-

ical lecture of mine on Astronomy had just been printed in a certain Dublin

University Review, which did not long exist. I wrote a Paper called < Re-

viewers Reviewed,' in which I cut up in the most tremendous, unsparing, and

sarcastic style, the said poetical lecture. Then I contrived to have the manuscript
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nexion with the fact that Hamilton had previously won over

Wordsworth to a higher appreciation of Science than he had

previously arrived at, by proving to him that in the region of

discovery it called for the exercise of the imaginative faculty.

It strikes one with surprise to heanWordsworth lamenting that

he had not in his youth studied mathematics. The close of the

letter is tinged with a pathetic mournfulness from which he after-

wards emerged.

From WILLIAM WORDSWORTH to W. B. HAMILTON.

<RYDAL MOUNT, February 8, 1833.

' In reply to the communication made me in your last, let me

express my fervent wishes that your marriage may be attended

with all the blessings you expect from it; and in this wish my
family unite, not excepting my poor sister, whose life is but a

struggle from day to day.
' In my letter to Miss Hamilton I sent you a message of

thanks for the Poems and Mr. De Vere's Ode. Pray assure him
that I am duly sensible of the honour he has done me in his ani-

mated verses, a copy of which was also sent me by Miss Rice.
' Your Lecture I have read with much pleasure. It is philoso-

phical and eloquent, and instructive, and makes me regret, as I

have had a thousand occasions of doing, that I did not apply to

Mathematics in my youth. It is now, and has long been, too late

to make up for the deficiency.
4 1 fear that Mr. Coleridge is more than usually unwell : a letter

from a London friend informs me that he is still confined to his

bed. I hope, however, there is some mistake here, as not very

left at the house where I knew that Adare at that time was in Dublin, with

the family of the ladywhom he since married, while I was with a cousin at another

house a street off. Well, no sooner had he read the Paper than, after perhaps

consulting with his friends how to console me, he comes over for that purpose

to my cousin's house, and breaks the matter to me with all possible caution

and delicacy. Distrusting, or surprised by, the degree of his own success, he ex-

claimed at last '

Really, Professor, you take this thing very philosophically.'
' It would be strange if I did otherwise,' said I,

' since I wrote the article my-
self.' Judge whether we had not a merry evening afterwards."

I) 2
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long ago he attended at the Consecration of Highgate Church, and

had a long conversation with the Bishop of London, who officiated

upon that occasion.
' It seems a shame to tax you with postage for this letter, and

I know not how to get it franked
;
and even still less do I feel

able to make it interesting by any agreeable matter. "With regard
to poetry, I must say that my mind has. been kept this last year
and more in such a state of anxiety that all harmonies appear to

have been banished from it except those that reliance upon the

goodness of God furnishes :

' Tota de mente fugavi
Haec studia atque omnes delicias animi.*

' This must be my excuse for writing after so long an interval

a letter so dull. But believe me under all circumstances,' &c.

From W. E. HAMILTON to S. T. COLERIDGE.

[FROM A COPY IN SHORT-HAND.]

' DUBLIN OBSERVATORY, Feb. 3, 1833.

' I have not been in London since I saw you about a year ago,

and though I wrote to you in May or June, I have not been sur-

prised at not receiving an answer, for I know that you are much

oppressed by sickness, and that for your intervals of health you
have much important occupation ;

still I indulge the hope that you
have not quite forgotten the interviews with which you favoured

me last spring, and which / at least remember with more interest

than I could easily express. If I were in or near London you
would perhaps find me a troublesome visitor. As it is, I take

perhaps too great a liberty, though, from the kindness with which

you received my visits, I am disposed to hope that I do not, in

presenting you with a printed copy of a lecture of mine upon
Astronomy, which the editors of the new Dublin University Re-

Catullus, Carrn. Ixviii., Ad Mallium, v. 25. The quotation now made from

the passage which expresses the Roman Poet's grief for the death of his brother

indicates how deeply it had moved the sympathy of Wordsworth, whose similar

loss occurred in the year 1805 : a subsequent passage in the poem referring to

Protesilaus and Laodamia must also have had for him a special interest.
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flew requested me to allow them to publish. You will find it, I

fear, very crude, too crude perhaps to be even the occasion of criti-

cism, which yet I should thankfully accept ;
for it would be inter-

esting and instructive to me to have such an opportunity of

comparing, and if necessary contrasting, your opinions on Physical
Science with my own, and of seeing whether you approve or dis-

approve of these, as far as that can be collected from the popular and

rhetorical language in which the occasion led me to clothe them.
' I send you some love poems addressed to a lady to whom I

am to be married soon. If you should be disposed to point out

any of the faults of these trifles, I can be sure, from my experience
of my feeling towards former friendly censures, that I should bear

it better than did the Archbishop of Granada
;
but it would be

unreasonable to ask you to accept what you might think an un-

grateful office, especially as I have no hope of ever ranking as a

poet. Indeed I believe it to be at least equally difficult to become

a metaphysician ;
but metaphysical errors can, perhaps, be better

reached by argument than faults of style, and they have a more

important influence on our well-being. Perhaps, however, I may
before I close this packet transcribe some verses from the poem of

a friend of mine, Aubrey De Vere, son of a Baronet and poet of

that name, who is more likely than I am to excel in poetry. At
a great scientific meeting, held in Oxford last June, there was a

public dinner, and the health of the Manchester Philosophical

Society was given amongst other toasts
;

on which occasion,

though somewhat out of course, I yielded to a sudden impulse
to state my belief that you had been among the early contributors

to that Manchester Philosophical Society. Was I right in this im-

pression ? I am still engaged, and expect to be so for many years
to come, if I live, on a work which has already occupied me since I

was about eighteen, in attempting, with the help of the differential

or fluxional calculus, to remould the geometry of light by establish-

ing one uniform method for the solution of all the problems de-

duced from the contemplation of one central or characteristic

relation. Although I have already published some memoirs on

the subject in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, I

have not the vanity to suppose that they have yet attracted

much attention indeed I have taken no pains to present my
view in a popular form, nor have I yet quite satisfied myself in
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my attempts to evolve and express my own radical and central

idea, but the aim appears to me a worthy one, and I continue to

think that I shall devote to it my scientific life : the prediction of

different phenomena or improvement of particular instruments is

in this aim a subordinate and secondary result, my chief desire and

hope being to introduce harmony and unity into the contempla-
tions and reasoning of optics regarded as a branch of pure science

;

however, in the course of my reasoning, some expectations of new

phenomena have been deduced and have been verified by subse-

quent experiments. . . .'

He concludes with a concise statement of his discovery of

Conical Refraction.

In the Numbers for March, April, and May, of the London and

Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine appeared contributions by Hamil-

ton, pointing out a mathematical error in a Paper by Mr. Potter,

which describes an optical experiment, considered by him to be fatal

to the undulatory theory of light. Hamilton's Paper in the April

number he elsewhere calls
' a little sketch of my mathematical

method for these questions.' In these communications Hamilton

lent subsidiary aid to the fuller correction of Mr. Potter's experi-

ment and arguments, supplied to the same magazine by Professor

Airy. The fact that an experiment of Professor Baden Powell

was the foundation of that of Mr. Potter led Hamilton, in writing

to Mr. Powell, to refer to this subject, and the following extracts

from the letters that passed on the occassion possess a substantive

interest.

Referring to his First Supplement, of which he was sending a

copy to Mr. Powell, he writes :

' Indeed although entitled a Supplement it is a kind of whole in

itself, and states, perhaps, sufficiently my view of Optics, which I

am still engaged in developing, and expect to be so for the greater

part of my life. My method is not confined to questions respect-

ing directions of rays. . . . The method applies also to questions

respecting Interference, and I have lately applied it to refute, as
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I conceive, an ingenious objection brought by Mr. Potter against
the Undulatory Theory of Light. He, as you are perhaps aware,

following up your experiment of the prism, and using one of

greater angle, observed phenomena described in the last number
of the London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine (for the present

month) which were incompatible with the results deduced by him
from the Undulatory Theory. I find, however, that these results

require correction on account of the prismatic aberration, not for

colour, but for figure, and that when the correction is applied the

result of the undulatory theory agrees with the observed pheno-
mena. I sent a short Paper on the subject to the Magazine, drawn

up rather in haste and without having had an opportunity of con-

sulting your earlier Papers, for which reason I do not introduce

your name, being uncertain whether I had the misfortune of differ-

ing from you as well as from Mr. Potter.'

From PROFESSOR B. POWELL to W. R. HAMILTON.

After referring to Mr. Potter's experiment and his own,

Professor Powell continues :

'

OXFORD, March 1, 1833.

'I do not feel it to be in my power to contribute to the ad-

vance of Science in any but the very humble department of

endeavouring to elucidate its first principles. In this way I am

principally occupied just now in examining the elementary and

almost metaphysical principles on which the reasoning both in

Geometry and Dynamics rests. The subject is pleasing to me in

a mere speculative point of view, but I do not expect can attract

much attention or be of any use for pushing discoveries. But the

work which occupies my most unceasing attention, and that too

with but slight hopes of ultimate success, is that of carrying on

incessant hostilities with the ruling powers of this place to get the

mathematical and physical Sciences recognized as an essential

branch of a liberal education: an object equally important as

regards the good education of the many, as the actual promotion
of Science amongst the few,' &c.
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From W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR BADEN POWELL.

' DUBLIN OBSEETATOKT,
'

Tuesday Night, April 5, 1833.

'
. . . I remember your mentioning that you felt an habitual

interest in meditating on the first principles of mathematical rea-

soning.
?
I also feel an habitual interest in such meditation, though

for the most part drawn away by what I think not higher sub-

jects. A really philosophical discussion of the foundations of

Algebra will be, I think, a great achievement and worthy of the

highest genius. It is rather from diffidence than from design that

I employ the greater part of my time in other studies. . . .'

In the words last quoted may be read a prophecy of Hamilton's

Paper on Algebra as the Science of Pure Time, read before the

Eoyal Irish Academy in 1835.

Here properly find place some letters which passed between

Hamilton and Professor "Whewell in the course of this Spring.

From PROFESSOR WHEWELL to W. B. HAMILTON.

'

CAMBEIDGE, March 18, 1833.

'

. . . I hope we shall have the pleasure of seeing you here at

the Meeting of the British Association in June. I shall reckon

upon it and shall provide rooms for you in College. I shall be

especially glad of any occasion which gives me the opportunity of

seeing you, and hope, if you and people like you will help us,

the Cambridge meeting may turn out as agreeable and instructive

as I found the Oxford one. I do not know where it is likely that

the following meeting will be held, nor have I had any talk with

any person on the subject. For my own part I see many good
reasons in favour of Dublin, if Dublin thinks so

;
far more clearly

indeed than I saw them when we were at Oxford. I do not know
however what is to be urged for other places. I have published
two books since I saw you one only within a day or two which I
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wish to send you and will tell my bookseller to convey. The last

is my Bridgewater Treatise on Astronomy and Physics in con-

nexion with Natural Theology. Your sonnet* which you showed

me expressed much better than I could express it the feeling with

which I tried to write this book, and I once intended to ask your

permission to prefix the sonnet to my book, but my friends per-

suaded me that I ought to tell my story in my own prose, however

much better your verse might be.f
' The other book is partly historical and partly speculative on

the laws of motion, which I much want you to see. In the hope
of seeing you in the summer, believe me,' &c.

Letters of cordial interest in his present domestic prospect

arrive from Adare Manor and from Curragh Chase
; Lady

Dunraven urging Hamilton ' not to indulge your ladye love in

such habits of timidity as to keep her from being introduced to

those who love you as the inmates of this house do/ and bespeak-

ing from them a visit to Adare Manor. And to an anxious note

*
I believe this sonnet must have been '

brooding Spirit.'

t A letter of Professor Whewell, also referring to the sonnet mentioned

above, is given in his correspondence published by Mr. Todhunter, vol. ii. p. 154.

It shows the impression made on the writer, not only by the sonnet but by its

author. It is addressed to his friend Mr. Jones :

' TRINITY COLLEGE, February

2, 1833.' . . . 'Another of the enclosed papers is a sonnet by Hamilton, the Dublin

Astronomer, about which I want your advice. It takes my fancy extremely,

and from the time when he first showed it to me (it
has never been published) I

thought that I should like to print it at the beginning of my Bridgewater book,

either on the reverse of the title page or at the end of the preface. In doing so

I should say in the preface that the statement in one of my chapters concern-

ing the tendency of mathematics to lead men's minds from religious views must

be held to apply to some cases only, as was clear by such an example as the

author of these lines, one of the first analysts of the age. This would be no

more than justice, for he is a superb analyst and a noble fellow. Tell me

whether it would be looked upon generally as exaggerated, affected, or the like,

or whether it would be a graceful and reasonable thing to do, supposing it done

in good earnest. And tell me this soon, for I must write to him about it if I do

publish the lines.'
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from Lord Adare, inquiring after the fate of a previous letter, the

following characteristic reply is returned.

From W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSERVATORY, April 2, 1833.

' I did receive your affectionate letter with the pleasant extract

from Herschel,* but have been so hurried since that I did not

answer it, though I have been always intending to do so. Even
now I can scarcely do more than say that Easter Tuesday, now
next Tuesday, continues to be the day fixed. But I fear that

I cannot get any confectioner to cut you out an icosihedron or

even a dodecahedron slice. Perhaps you will be more fortunate

in your artists. Talking of artists, remember me to Mr. Cooper,
and tell me has he any news from Cauchoix

; and, generally, I

wish you would refresh my memory about the whole matter of our

new intended telescope, for I fear I may have forgotten something
amid my alternate layers of love and Algebra, as I have lately

been busy in both.'

Two days later he thus writes to Professor Lloyd :

From W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.

'

OBSERVATORY, April 4, 1833.

' I have written to Whewell to say that I received and for-

warded the letters
;
and have added that the Provost, as a warm

friend to the British Association, fears to encourage an early visit

to Dublin, lest the dislike to crossing the sea should deter many
valuable members from attending. I said that you and many
others from Ireland hoped to attend, and that I too was anxious

to do so
;
but that from the sensible perturbations of my orbit,

arising from the attraction of Venus, I did not venture to predict
with confidence the time of my next passing perihelion. Mr.

Potter I find has published a reply to Airy and me; but as he

says nothing disrespectful to me, and seems to give up the mathe-

*
Supra, p. 26.
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natical question which I contended for (and which besides I have

mdeavoured to illustrate still further in this April number), I

ihink it would only look like wanting to have the last word if

E were to write any rejoinder to the reply. So I shall leave Potter

ind Airy for the present to fight it out on the experimental ques-

ion, and suspect that they will soon wax wroth.'

(On the 9th of April, 1833, the marriage of William Eowan

lamilton with Helen Maria Bayly was celebrated in the Parish

Church of Ballynaclogh, near Nenagh, by the Very Eev. John

BLead, Dean of Killaloe, vicar of the Parish. The entry in the

Register is signed by Richard TJniacke Bayly of the Parish of

3allynaclogh, and Peter Bayly, of the Parish of Dromineer,

as witnesses. A half honeymoon was spent quietly at Bayly

?ann, and on the 25th of April the wedded pair reached

iheir home at the Observatory, where in almost equal seclusion

EEamilton carried on his studies until in the middle of June he

)roceeded to Cambridge, in company with Lord Adare and

Dr. Eomney Robinson, to take part in the meeting of the British

Association. During the interval he was principally engaged in

carrying his Third Supplement through the press, and in extending

from Optics to Dynamics his algebraical method of a characteristic

function. The following letters require no further introduction.

From W. B. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

' BAYLY FABM, NENAGH, April 22, 1833.

'.. . . [Lady Dunraven] wrote very kindly to me here to repeat

her invitation. I am going to answer her to-day, and to express

my regret that we cannot go at present to Adare. We have

been very quiet here, as we wished to be. ... We have taken

some pleasant walks, for there have been some fine summer-like

days, and we have beautiful views of the Keeper and other moun-

tains, besides flowers and lambs, and all things pastoral and pretty.

I have not, however, confined myself to sentimentalising, but have

corresponded with my printers, and been correcting and writing
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Algebra. Since I came here I wrote a short note to the Philoso-

phical Magazine about Mr. Potter's experiment ; chiefly to acknow-

ledge that my aberrational correction, though (on the undulatory

theory) a real cause acting in the observed direction, which direction

only was stated in Mr. Potter's first Paper, is not an adequate cause,

capable of producing the whole observed magnitude of deviation,

according to the recent testimony respecting that magnitude con-

tained in his late reply ;
and thus, after allowing for my suggestions)

there remains a residual phenomenon. He, on his part, seems to

have given up, in his reply, the mathematical question that I

raised. As to the physical dispute, I left that to him and the

Plumian, content with having pointed out a mathematical correc-

tion, which it was necessary to consider in comparing the experi-

ment with theory, and with having thus educed some additional

facts from Mr. Potter. My private opinion at present is, what I

expressed in my second Paper in the Magazine, that Airy has

assigned the true physical explanation of the phenomenon, from

his familiarity with experiments of the kind. Airy has just written

to me expressing his confidence on the point, but saying that he

does not intend to continue the discussion
;
so our expectations of

a battle-royal vanish into air. He is right, I think, to stop, for it

was in danger of becoming too personal a matter. Airy asks me
to bring my bride to Cambridge, and to spend the time of the next

meeting at his house. This will oblige me to decide in a few days
whether I shall attend the meeting or not

;
for I could not well go

at all, if I do not accept this invitation. I am, as you know, very
anxious to attend

;
but I could not well go alone, so soon after my

marriage ; and I fear that I could not take Mrs. H., or even go

alone, without borrowing money, which I do not choose to do.'

From WILLIAM WORDSWORTH to W. R. HAMILTON.

' RYDAL MOUNT, May 8, 1833.

' My letters being of no value, but as tokens of friendship, I

waited for the opportunity of a frank which I had reason to expect

earlier. Sincerely do we all congratulate you upon your marriage.

Accept our best wishes upon the event, and believe that we shall

always be deeply interested in your welfare. Make our kind
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regards also to Mrs. Hamilton, who of course will be included 'in

every friendly hope and expectation formed for yourself.
' We look with anxiety to your sister Eliza's success in her

schemes, but for pecuniary recompense in literature, especially

poetical-, nothing can be more unpromising than the present state

of affairs, except what we have to fear for the future

If you ever see Mrs. Hemans pray remember me affectionately to

her, and tell her that I have often been, and still am, troubled in

conscience for having left her obliging letter so long unanswered,

but she must excuse me, as there is not a motion in my mind

urging me to throw any interest into my letters to friends beyond
the expression of kindness and esteem, and that she does not re-

quire from me. Besides my friends in general know howmuch I am
hindered in all my pursuits by the inflammation to which my eyes

are so frequently subject. I have long since given up all exercise

of them by candlelight, and the evenings and nights are the

seasons when one is most disposed to converse in that way with

absent friends. News you do not care about, and I have none for

you, except what concerns friends. My sister, God be thanked,

has had a respite. She can now walk a few steps about her room,

and has been borne twice into the open air. Southey, to whom I

sent your sonnets, had, I grieve to say, a severe attack of some

unknown and painful complaint, about ten days ago ;
it weakened

him much, but he is now, I believe, perfectly recovered. Coleridge,

I have reason to think, is confined to his bed, his mind vigorous

as ever. Your sonnets, I think, are as good as anything you have

done in verse. We like the second best, and I single it out the

more readily as it allows me an opportunity of reminding you of

what I have so often insisted upon, the extreme care which is

necessary in the composition of poetry.

' The ancient images shall not depart

From my soul's temple, the refined gold

Already proved remain.

Your meaning is that it
"
shall remain" but, according to the con-

struction of our language, you have said "
it shall not

;

"

' the refined gold,

Well proved, shall there remain

will serve to explain my objection. Could you not take us in
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your way coming or going to Cambridge ? If Mrs. H. accompanies

you, we shall be glad to see her also. I hope that in the meeting

about to take place in Cambridge there will be less of mutual

flattery among the men of Science than appeared in that of the

last year in Oxford. Men of Science in England seem inclined to

copy their fellows in France, by stepping too much out of their

way for titles and baubles of that kind, and for offices of state and

political struggles which they would do better to keep out of. With

kindest regards to yourself and Mrs. H., and to your sisters,' &c.

From W. E.. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADA RE.

'

OBSERVATORY, May 16, 1833.

'
. . . You will of course remember that many of the long

reasonings in Francceur and other works, about positives and

negatives, are superseded by adopting my definition of algebraic

number as the ratio of two progressions, instead of defining it, as

is usually done, to be the ratio of two magnitudes. According to

this definition, an algebraic proportion a : b = c : d involves more

than a geometric proportion A : B :: C : D
;

it involves the idea

of a similarity of relations of the pairs of progressions a, b and c, d,

in the sense that if the two progressions of one pair a, b, have one

common direction, then so must the two progressions c, d> of the

other pair ;
but that if the directions of

, b, be opposite to each

other, then so must the directions of c, d. We might concisely

express this by saying that in algebra two ratios of progressions
are not considered as the same, nor the two pairs as similarly

related, or as proportional, unless both pairs are co-directional, or

both anti-directional. Combining this element of the complex idea

of algebraic similarity of ratios of progressions with the geometri-
cal element of the same idea, namely, the proportion of magnitudes,
and with the definition of multiplication, namely, unity : multi-

plier
=
multiplicand : product, we easily prove, as you know, the

rules for the multiplication of positives and negatives, which enter

essentially into the theory of squares, and of equations of the

second degree. . . . Accept my most cordial good wishes on your

coming of age next Sunday : if it were possible, which it is not, I

should greatly enjoy being with you.'
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From PROFESSOR WHEWELL to W. B. HAMILTON.

' TEINITT COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE,

'May 17, 1833.

' I am extremely glad to hear that we shall have the pleasure
of seeing you here at the Meeting of the British Association. I

reckon upon you after the inquiry which you make, for I am not

satisfied with myself that you should have such a question to ask.

Whenever you arrive you will find a room in College ready for

you, and you will have such "provant
"

as our College may afford

as long as you can stay the longer the better. It would be hard

indeed if you, a Professor and a Trinity College man, to say

nothing of other claims, could not be housed in our Trinity College
for a few nights in vacation time. I beg leave to offer you my
most hearty good wishes and congratulations on the change in

your position, which left any uncertainty on the subject of the

place of your abode during your visit here. In truth I somewhat
share in the disappointment of Professor and Mrs. Airy that you
do not bring Mrs. Hamilton in your hand, that she may see what

English savans are like, and that we may have the pleasure of

forming her acquaintance. But we shall be very glad to have you
by yourself since better may not be. We are to see Herschel and
his lady. Buckland and Murchison bring their wives, Davies

Gilbert his daughter, and I believe many others. I received and
read your sonnets with great pleasure. I think you are to be

envied for being able to keep your mind in such a frame, but

then you have aids in the task which all of us have not.
' I shall be very glad to have a more detailed account of your

optical views laid before our meeting. You see Mr. Potter is

obstinate and will not be convinced. I have no doubt from

Airy's Paper that he had given the true explanation of Potter's

puzzle. ... I directed my London publisher to send you a little

book on the laws of Motion. I have, however, said little on the

logic of Statics as distinct from Dynamics, for I wrote for our
"
non-reading men " who have a very limited taste for Metaphy-

sics. However I think my notions of the distinction are more
clear than when we talked on the subject before, and I shall be

glad to discuss it further.'
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From W. B. HAMILTON to DR. WHEWELL.

'

OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, May 25, 1833.

' I cannot refuse your cordial invitation to renew my acquaint-

ance with the hospitality of Cambridge, and to attend another

meeting of the British Association.
' I have (very lately) received your First Principles of Mecha-

nics and your Tract on the Use of Definitions. The latter I imme-

diately read with great pleasure. For my part, I doubt whether

there ever was or will be a merely verbal dispute, but I remember

that I was for awhile definition-mad, when I first read Locke

many years ago. People never quarrel about terms, I think,

except from some difference, clear or obscure, in thoughts and

habits of mind a remark which Madame de Stael, I believe, has

somewhere made.
' Your other treatise I intend to study, in conjunction with one

you gave me a year ago in Cambridge, that I may better under-

stand your views, and see whether they differ from mine, and, if

so, how far. The opinion which I think I tried to express when I

had the pleasure of talking the thing over with you, and which I

have not since reflected on enough to alter it, was in substance

this : that there are, or may be imagined, two dynamical sciences :

one subjective, d priori, metaphysical, deducible from meditation

on our ideas of Power, Space, Time
;

the other objective, d

posteriori, physical, discoverable by observation and generalization I

of facts or phenomena : that these two sciences are distinct in
]

kind, but intimately and wonderfully connected, in consequence
of the ultimate union of the subjective and objective in God, or, to 1

speak less technically and more religiously, by virtue of the mani-

festation which he has been pleased to make of himself in the uni-

verse to the intellect of man
;
so that the two sciences are never

wholly separate, but may and ought to advance together, and use

many common expressions, and each possess an analogon to many
if not to all of the results and theorems of the other. For example,
it is, I think, a subjective, d priori, metaphysical theorem, that

when we think of a point as moving in a curve, we must think of

it as changing direction, and must consider this change as an effect,

and must attribute the effect to a cause
; which may fitly be called
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a deflecting force or power. And it is, I think, another theorem,
objective, a posteriori, physical, discovered by observation and
generalisation of facts, that when a body is found to move in a
curve, we may expect to find some other body, resisting or attract-

ing, or somehow physically influencing the former. This physical
result, and not the analogous, but distinct metaphysical theorem, I
take to be the law of natural rectilinear motion which Newton
meant to propose (agreeing, I believe, with you in this interpreta-
tion of the Principia) ;

and I account it a great physical and
inductive discovery, the merit of the establishment of which seems

mainly due to Newton, whatever may have been guessed by others.
The metaphysical theorem I account indeed higher in dignity ; but
do not consider it as including the other, or as an adequate ground
to us for the expectation of any one appearance, though in the
Divine mind, indeed, there may be some mysterious union between
the causes or first springs of our thoughts and our sensations

; of
the ideas which seem necessary and eternal, and of the phenomena
which seem casual and changing.

'All this may have been so badly expressed as to seem, if it

be not, absurd
;
but at least I am far from expecting you to take

any trouble in refuting it, or to waste on this discussion, during
our approaching interview, any of those hours which we can
both employ so much more appropriately in the business of the
British Association. Meantime, with best regards to Airy and
others, I remain,' &c.

From W. R. HAMILTON to his WIFE.

'

CAMBBIDGE, June 29, 1833.

* I have slipped away to my own rooms, to write you a few
lines, after this busy and brilliant week of meeting. My last

letter was (I think) finished in the Senate House, and hastily
sealed with a wafer, on the day before yesterday. That day I
dined at Caius College, and was obliged to make a speech after

dinner, to return thanks for the Dublin University ; and I spent
the evening in company with Coleridge, whom I have thus enjoyed
the very unexpected pleasure of meeting. The next morning I
breakfasted with the Master of Caius College, and afterwards had
to resume and finish, in the mathematical section, my account of

my optical results. It would have gratified you if you could have
VOL. ir. E
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seen the attention with which they were listened to, and if you
could have heard the high compliments that were paid to me

by Herschel, Airy, and others. In the Senate I was obliged

to make a kind of speech in seconding a motion, on the same day

(yesterday), and in the evening I had to make another, for my
health was given at the great dinner which concluded the whole

public business of the week. This morning I heard from the

Counsellor that you have not been better since I left you ;
and I

immediately tried to procure a seat in some coach for either to-day
or to-morrow : but could get none for any time earlier than Monday
morning. I send you a sonnet.

P. S. I breakfasted with Chalmers this morning.

1 The Synod is dissolved, and void the hall,

Where lately were assembled bard and sage,

The fire of youth, the majesty of age,

And influences from bright eyes, and all

The congregated power which at the call

Of Britain's re-awakening Genius came,
And fed her lamp of truth to fresher flame,
And in her temple held high festival.

And, image-crowded, I am wandering now,

Alone, beside the unforgotten Cam ;

Mingling thoughts old and new, remembering how
I wander'd once, in pain or Stoic calm,

By the same quiet stream, ere yet the vow
That gave me Helen gave me peace and balm.

'

CAMBRIDGE, June 29th, 1833.'

Hamilton's speech in returning thanks for the University of

Dublin in the Hall of Trinity College, Cambridge, at the dinner

given to the British Association on Friday, the 28th of June, 1833,

is so characteristic of the speaker as to require to be placed on

record. After gracefully referring to the superior claims to the

honour of Provost Lloyd and Dr. Eobinson, Hamilton continued in

a strain which gave eloquent expression to his scientific enthusiasm

and his philosophy of science :

' However embarrassing in some respects it may be to me [thus
to come before you], I cannot but be conscious that my feelings
are very different now, from those with which I rose last year at
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Oxford, to reply to a somewhat similar call. Then, joining for the

first time the British Association, as yet a stranger in Oxford, and

almost a stranger in England, and not, as now, surrounded by
brother members of that University of Dublin for which I have the

honour of returning you my thanks, the feeling of the stranger

was, I confess, predominant, though it was tempered and controlled

by other influences, arising from the consciousness of those common

feelings which I knew to actuate us all. But note, rejoining this

Association, by whose meetings I have profited before, returning
to Cambridge, and to Trinity College, Cambridge, of which I have

before enjoyed and have not forgotten the hospitality, feeling more
at home in England, and seeing near me many Irish friends, who

could, much better than myself, have answered to your present

call, I can, with less oppressed and less encumbered heart, dismiss

the personal and the peculiar, and speak only of the common and

the general. But, if the personal restraint, with which an indivi-

dual may well be oppressed when he finds himself in the presence of

such and so great an assembly, be somewhat worn away by the

progress of personal friendship, and scientific intimacy; if we meet

here as friends and brothers only, animated by one common spirit,

banded together for one glorious end : yet even here, amid this

perfect harmony, in all this joy of friendly intercourse, and higher

joy of intellectual communion, an inward solemnity must be felt,

a seriousness and earnestness of purpose, pervading (I am sure) in

all this innocent hilarity the mind of everyone present, from the

recollection of that glorious end, from the breathings of that com-

mon spirit. For these remind us, that the pleasures of Science

have their companion duties
;
that the love of truth, if genuine, if

no profession merely, no cold bare form of words, must be a deep,

enduring, energetic, principle, for ever inspiring constancy, for

ever urging to exertion : and that the truths themselves, the de-

tails of truth, which the scientific ardour impels us to follow in a

still renewed race, a fresh goal rising always into view, as soon as

an old one is attained, that these seeming goals, which we thus

visibly follow, are themselves but symbols and images of one that

is invisible
;
of a higher, more permanent, more comprehensive

Principle of Truth, binding together, in inmost union, the scientific

with the moral, and both with the divine. You understand these

sentiments far better than I can express them ; you feel them, I am

E 2
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sure, more habitually and vividly than myself ;
in breathing my

own fervent wish, I do but utter your unanimous desire, that each

of us apart, and all of us together, thus filled at once with zeal and

with humility, may respond to the joyous call of the reviving
Science of our country, and gladly and boldly join ourselves to its

majestic fortunes; accounting for it no labours too great, no offer-

ing of love too little : yet remembering that the influences of

Science are even more important than its theorems, and that though
we should climb mountain after mountain, the heaven is above us

still.'

From W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSERTATORY, July 13, 1833.

* It is so long since I have written that I would not now send

so short a letter as this must be, if I had not a sonnet to send with

it, which may be called in one sense a curiosity, as being written on

one's own wife. Its date and allusions will show you that I was

at Cambridge, at the great meeting lately, where, besides all other

pleasurable excitements, I passed an evening with Coleridge and a

morning with Chalmers. "We Irish formed a strong party this

time, and were well received. My own theory of the conical re-

fraction was publicly spoken of in the highest terms by Herschel,

Airy, &c.
;
and Professor Lloyd, who had experimentally verified it

(or, as my printers wanted to have the word, versified], was re-

quested to draw up for the next meeting a Report on the recent

progress of Physical Optics. By the way, I picked up at Cam-

bridge, for a few pounds, a polarising apparatus which enables me
without any trouble to see some of the fundamental phenomena of

crystals in great beauty. The Cambridge meeting was indeed a

very splendid thing, even better than that at Oxford. We go to

Edinburgh next year, and probably the year following shall meet

in Dublin. Herschel, however, will then be at the Cape, examin-

ing the nebulae of the Southern Hemisphere, which he regards as

a legacy from his father. I like his lady very much, and have

seen his little Herschel the Third.'

I find no record of what passed at the interview with Coleridge,

or of the topics discussed between Hamilton and Chalmers, but

a note from the latter, written some months later, is full proof
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that lie was deeply impressed by the manifestation of Hamilton's

powers.

From THE REV. THOMAS CHALMERS, D.D., to W. E. HAMILTON.

'EDINBURGH, September 13, 1833.

'I crave your acceptance of the accompanying volumes, and
with the profoundest admiration of your acquisitions and talents I
entreat you to believe me, my dear Sir, yours most truly.'

In fact the representatives of the Science of Ireland at the

Cambridge Meeting were recognised as doing honour to their

country. There could scarcely have been found anywhere a

stronger
"
Quaternion

"
than the two Lloyds, father and son, Dr.

Eobinson and Hamilton. The following passage in a letter of

July 8, 1833, from Professor Eigaud to Hamilton, may serve

as a specimen of the feeling excited. After expressing a doubt

whether his health would allow him to be present at the Edin-

burgh meeting of the succeeding year, Mr. Eigaud goes on to

say :

' I must therefore, for the present, only dwell on the past, and
I do most warmly feel the satisfaction of having had the oppor-
tunity of becoming personally acquainted with several valuable men.
One of the pleasures of 1832 was, that I was fortunate enough to

have you under my roof : and one of the pleasures of 1833 was to

have made the acquaintance of your countryman Dr. Eobinson.
There are few men with whose conversation I have been more

delighted.'

At the Cambridge meeting Hamilton became acquainted with

! M. Quetelet, of the Observatory of Brussels, the editor of a widely
circulated scientific periodical. M. Quetelet asked Hamilton for

a brief exposition of his Optical System to be inserted in this perio-

dical, and his compliance led to a more extended knowledge of his

researches on the Continent. The communications thus entered

on were continued through many years.
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From W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT AUARE.

'

OBSERVATORY, July 22, 1833.

' The Provost and Senior Fellows were talking of my Optics, at

the annual visitation, the other day ;
and they say that the Board

will be at the expense of printing a separate treatise : but they are

very anxious to have it easy. However, it is perfectly understood

that it is not to be popular, in the usual sense of the word. I have

written two letters to Quetelet, to give a summary (not very ele-

mentary) of my method, but perhaps they have been too late for

his purpose. ... I have seen beautiful rings in a little bit of

sugar-candy with my polarising apparatus.'

From PROFESSOR LLOYD to W. E. HAMILTON.

' TRINITY COLLEGE, July 30, 1833.

' You are welcome to retain the arragonite as long as you can

find anything to interest you in it. But I really shall pity poor
Lord Adare when he comes to hear of your objective tendencies.

Brewster has observed the rings, without either polarising or

analysing plate, and accounts for one of these operations by a

laminated structure in the crystal the crystal in fact acting like

a bundle of thin panes of glass. I have often observed the same

phenomenon in unannealed glass, but there I think we must look for

a different explanation. I was talking over this very subject with

Quetelet in London, and found that he had noticed the same phe-
nomena. In the arragonite, however, I think the phenomenon
will be found to depend on the same fact which explains the mul-

tiplication of images in some specimens of calcareous spar, namely,
the existence of thin crystalline plates within the crystal, but not

corresponding to it in the position of their axes. I have observed

such plates in arragonite and it is obvious that one such will give
the rings, the anterior and posterior parts of the crystal acting as

polariser and analyser.'
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From W. R. HAMILTON fo YISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEEYATOEY, August 29, 1833.

'
. . . When he [Lloyd] heard of my getting the polarising

apparatus, he said he pitied you, when you should find me growing
so objective. But after all, I have made very little use of it for

some time past, though I had great entertainment for a while,

finding rings in sugar-candy and everything. About a fortnight

ago, I received through Beaufort, from Quetelet, some late livrai-

sons of the Correspondence which he conducts, and among the rest

an article on Caustics by Plana, of whom you must have often

heard as one of the great living mathematicians. Plana resumes

the analysis of Malus, and can find no error in it, on that point on

which I early came to a contrary conclusion, the question of the

general existence of surfaces perpendicular to the rays of a system
that has been more than once reflected or refracted according to

the ordinary laws. Malus thought there were no such surfaces in

general ;
while Airy, in his first conversation with me, maintained

erroneously that their existence required no proof. Plana appears
to think, from one class of arguments, that, there are such surfaces

;

but he cannot detect the error of Malus, and says, after giving the

investigation anew in his own way :
" II y a dans 1'analyse prece-

dente un vice radical, qui echappe a toutes mes reflexions." My
long familiarity with the subject enabled me to send by return of post
a letter to Quetelet, which will probably appear in his periodical,

and in which I think that I have rectified, or rather completed, the

analysis of Plana's memoir. For the fault was rather in the logic

than the Algebra. Plana (like Malus) went on as far as he could

in a track which seemed, and was, a right one
;
and then, not

reaching the expected goal, tinned round and declared that the

goal could never be reached. An easy additional step, but one

which was suggested by my view of Optics, enabled me at once to
.

show that it was only necessary to follow the same track a little

further, in order to attain the sought demonstration. This did not

occupy me long ; but I have been much engaged of late, and am
so still, in drawing up for the next number of the Dublin University

Review an article on Optics, which will have some mathematics in

it, and will at least be practice for myself towards compiling the

separate treatise. For that I have not yet expressly written any-

thing, but I am in a kind of state of gradually advancing prepara-
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tion. In the meanwhile I have sent to Quetelet a few letters on

my view of Optics, which he says will be useful for his notes on

Herschel. Just now I despatched no less than twenty copies of my
Third Supplement to Hans Irvine, whom you met here, and who

has a friend going to London that will deliver them to the care of

the Koyal Society. The parcel contains copies for Poisson, Biot,

Plana, Littrow, Bessel, Cauchy, besides many for persons in

England ;
and I have great hopes that they will be forwarded.

Quetelet writes me word that Poisson takes a great interest in my
researches, and that it is Jdclieux that there is only one copy in

Paris of my Third Supplement, namely, that which he left for me
with the Institute, and for which Arago wrote to thank me the I

other day. For my part I am delighted with a new edition of

Poisson's Mechanics which I have just bought. But I shall leave

myself no room to thank Lady Dunraveu for her kind letter. It

reached me yesterday, along with the Cambridge papers, and I

hope to answer it soon. Helen is quite well, and some of our

Trim friends are with us. All join in remembrance, and I

remain affectionately yours.'

The introductory treatise on Optics, spoken of in the letter to

Lord Adare of July 22, was never written. This perhaps is not to be

regretted, for besides that the preparation of it would have hindered

Hamilton from advancing in the path of original research, there is

a likelihood that he would not have succeeded in meeting the re-

quirement, that it should be adapted for
"
moderately mathemati-

cal readers." The article on his Optical Method and the extension

of his Characteristic Function to the orbits of the Planets was com-

pleted in September, and published in the Dublin University Review

for November. To the July number of the same Review he had

contributed a short article written in June, On a new method of

investigating the relations of Surfaces to their Normals, with results

respecting the Curvature ofEllipsoids. It was in the months of August
and September, that the correspondence with Professor Lloyd and

Mr. Mac Cullagh about the claims of the latter to the discovery of

Conical Refraction took place.* The letter to Lloyd of September 2,

* Vol. i. pp. 686, 689.
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in referring to Hamilton's Review article, puts on record the early
date at which he had made applications of his Optical Method to

Astronomy, and concludes with the generalisation of Mac Cullagh's

theorem about the Eefracting Hyperboloid, which he communi-

cated to Mac Cullagh in his letter of September 6, already quoted

from in the note on Conical Refraction. An extract from a letter

to John T. Graves, which follows, speaks of his having arrived at

theorems likely to serve as the foundation of a new Calculus.

The imperfect copy of a letter, from which this and another

extract are given, extends to twenty-four folio pages. It is to

be mentioned, however, that the letter to which it is a reply had

reached the number of thirty-four quarto pages.*

The letter begins by dealing with some propositions of

Laplace in the theory of Probabilities, in the course of which

he says,
" but he (Laplace) is so terrible a copyist that I suppose

somebody had shown it before him
;

" and then proceeds to com-

ment on Cauchy's treatment of convergent series, in his
" Cours

d?Analyse de f'Ecole Royale Poly'technique, Premiere Partie, Analyse

Algebrique"
" an excellent work (Hamilton writes) that I pro-

cured not long ago, though bearing date 1821." Omitting the

mathematics, I give passages which will be found interesting :

From W. E. HAMILTON to JOHN T. GRAVES.

'

OBSERVATORY, October 15, 1833.

'
. . . The conviction of the necessity of attending to the

convergence of series in the transformation of functions has pro-

duced in our time a great revolution in Algebra. You were, if

* In this letter Mr. Graves drew Hamilton's attention to the work of Abel,

the Norwegian mathematician, whose promising career was cut short by death,

and especially to his "proof that a general solution of equations above the

fourth degree in finite terms is impossible." One of Hamilton's most remark-

able subsequent achievements was the confirmation of this conclusion ;
Abel's

argument leading to it having been by high authority pronounced to be incon-

clusive.
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I remember rightly, a strenuous supporter of the new doctrine

before I had escaped from the camp of the old divergents. The

principal theories of algebraical analysis (under which I include

Calculi) require to be entirely remodelled, and Cauchy has done

much already for this great object. Poisson also has done much,
but he does not seem to me to have nearly so logical a mind as

Cauchy, great as his talents and his clearness are : and both are in

my judgment very far inferior to Fourier, whom I place at the

head of the French School of Mathematical Philosophy, even above

Lagrange and Laplace, though I rank their talents above those of

Cauchy and Poisson. I must tell you I have been delighted with

Poisson's new edition of his Mechanics, lately arrived : it contains

many great improvements and especially a frequent and happy use

of definite integrals. The proof of the rule of Composition of!

Equal Forces from the functional equation

0) (a)
=

<p (x + z) + <j> (x
-

z)

is made much more easy and indeed more logical than that in the

first edition. . . . But in explaining infinitesimals in the Intro-

duction he makes, I think, odd work. In the work of Cauchy's

already cited is a very satisfactory proof of the fundamental

theorem respecting the existence of roots real or imaginary, or, I

in other words, the decomposition of rational and integer and I

finite polynomes such as

an x
n + an_i x

n~l + dn-z x^2 + . . . + i x + a

into binomial factors real or imaginary. . . .

'
. . . My turn (you have no doubt perceived ere now) is for

exterminating, while yours is for multiplying impossibles. But all
|

these broad expressions require to be much modified. I have, for

instance, dabbled a good deal in symbolic equations, and invented

some odd ones, such as my extension of Herschel's theorem for the

development of functions of exponentials by differences of powers
of zero. I have also been in possession for more than two years of

some very curious theorems such at least they seem to me and of

extreme generality, for the development of continuous functions,

or functions with continuous functional exponents. They will

form, I think, a new Calculus, distinct from that called the func-

tional, but probably in some hands not my own, so perpetually do I

find myself diverted from pursuing the enquiry. I have, however,
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on the whole, been diligent enough in Science since the beginning
of last year, although on other subjects. My Third Supplement

engaged me much, and I have since been at other optical and at

some dynamical applications of the general algebraic principle

which is the foundation of my Optical Method. Lately too, I was

a little occupied with an article on this last subject for the Dublin

University Review, the October number, which has not yet ap-

peared.'

Among the letters to Lord Adare are two in which Hamilton

imparts at length to his pupil the results, above referred to, of

Cauchy and Poisson. Speaking of the former (letter to Lord

Adare, September 26), he says:

' In his Algebra I have lately met the only satisfactory proof
I know of the general existence of roots, or rather of the general
existence of quadratic if not linear factors of all rational and

integer polynomes. . . . This general theorem of decomposition
of polynomes has long been known, but the proof which I had seen

before Cauchy's appeared to me unsatisfactory. The theorem is

one of very high importance in Algebra.'

The other letter (to Lord Adare, October 8, 1833) thus com-

mences :

' I have been so much pleased with the simplification and

improvement which Poisson has lately given of his proof of the rule

for the composition of forces, that I wish to give you some account

of it. . . .' A third letter, dated October 23rd, gives a full detail

of the manner in which Hamilton had been amusing himself by try-

ing
' whether I could not calculate, within a minute or two of time,

the beginning and end of an eclipse of the moon, by the help of a

little table of logarithms with three decimals for the first hundred

numbers.'

From W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR WHEWELL.

1

OBSERVATORY, October 26, 1833.

' Since our pleasant meeting at Cambridge, I have been quite at

home, busy at one thing or another. I have not, however, written

a line as yet of that introductory treatise on my Optical Function

which Dr. Lloyd wished me to draw up : but perhaps I may think
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of it next year, as lie seems to desire that it should be done for the!

use and at the expense of this University. Part of my time since

I saw you has been occupied with something similar for a lately

started quarterly periodical called the Dublin University Review (notlj

Magazine] ;
and if you glance at the copy which I send you (along

with copies for some other Cambridge friends), you maybe able to I

judge, better than in the abstract, whether anything similar could
|

be worked up into a state for moderately mathematical readers.

Any suggestion that you may make I shall at least attentively

consider, though I fear I remind you of the man who, when once]
he had made up his mind had no objection to listen to reason,

for then it could do no harm.
' Can you tell me how I could procure a copy of the litho-

graphed sheet of autographs, which I suppose is printed long;
since ? With best regards to Airy and others, I remain, &c.'

Hamilton's return from Cambridge at the end of June had

been hastened by the illness of his wife : he found her better than'

he had expected, but in the following September she became alarm-

ingly ill, and so continued for more than a month, and her mother

had to be sent for. In one of her letters to her mother she thus

writes of her husband : 'As Judge Day says,* Hamilton would

*
Judge Day, the family friend to whom Mrs. Hamilton here refers, was a

remarkable man. In early life when a law-student he had been a chum of

Oliver Goldsmith in London, and helped him in writing his History of Rome.

He had previously been a Scholar of the House in Trinity College, Dublin, and

pursued as a pleasure the study of the Classics up to a very late period in a life

prolonged beyond eighty . At this time he was asking Hamilton for criticism

of a translation, just completed by him, of the Morice Encomium of Erasmus.

And a reply containing critical suggestions by Hamilton remains in the form of

a draft in shorthand. Judge Day was a man not to be forgotten by anyone

who had the good fortune of meeting him in social life. At his own table he

shone out as the very picture of a bright and genial host ;
his large form and

beaming countenance adding a zest to his easy- flowing wit, to his racy idioma-

tic language, and to his happy classical allusions. As an upright j udge, as a

politician of liberal principles, and as a scholar and wit, he held a place similar

to that subsequently held by Charles Kendal Bushe in the estimation of his

friends, of his professional brethren, and of the public.
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go down to Bayly Farm to bring you up, and I am sure it would

give him great pleasure to do so, as his whole happiness seems

to be in making others happy ;
indeed any woman is blessed to be

[married to such an affectionate kind creature as Hamilton.'

It may here be stated that the misgivings of Mrs. Hamilton re-

specting her health proved to be but too well founded. Her spirits

and her general bodily health were those of one who was never strong,

who was often quite an invalid. And thus, with the best intentions,

she could not be what Hamilton stood much in need of, a partner

able not only to manage well the concerns of a household removed
!rom the conveniences of a town, but also to exercise a controlling

nfluence over the habits of a husband, apt to be so absorbed in his

tudies that he would generally continue at his work for unreason-

ably long hours, often even to the neglect of all regular meals.

Still she had brought calm to his affections; she won the good

>pinion of his friends
;
and she became to him the centre round

ivhich the pleasures, the duties, and the hopes of home were

gathered. The reader will have felt, however, that he was not a

nan for whom the past could abruptly cease to be for whom the

Leep stream of identity should not continuously flow on. And
he following lines are a proof that Hamilton after marriage was

he same in the inward life with Hamilton before marriage. They
e addressed to a daughter of his sister-in-law Mrs. Henry

iathborne of Dunsinea, a graceful and beautiful young girl who

lad presented him with a silken purse of her own weaving :

TO MISS KATE RATHBORNE.
' Thanks for this present from thy gentle hand,

Fair Niece of Her for whom the silken threads

Invisible, by Fancy's lingers twined

Beneath the smile and blush of Poesy,
And sealed by mystic ring of wedded love,

Guard (as this purse some meaner gold might do,

If 1 could so the emblem-gift profane),

All the hid treasures of my heart, by grief,

From many a gloomy cavern long ago

Wrought forth with pain to light, refined and tried,

And stamped at length in an enduring mould.
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But why should grief, though past, blend with a strain

Murmured to the young unfolding rose,

On whose fresh petals only sunbeams fall,

And dews, as yet, of morning and of even ?

Such simple, sweet, and skyey influence,

Of dewy coolness, and of sunny light,

And softest breezes passing fragrantly,

May yet inspire, fair Niece, a fitting strain,

Which shall be sung to thee by other voice,

To other lute : mine has but thanks farewell !

f

'

OBSERVATORY, August 5th, 1833.'

I now give letters that passed in this autumn between Hamilton

and Aubrey De Yere.

From A. DE VERB to W. R. HAMILTON.

' CURRAGH CHASE, September 4, 1833.

' You seem to have passed your time very agreeably at Cam

bridge : I should have liked the interview with Coleridge bette:

than all the rest put together ;
and I dare say that you did no'

enjoy anything else as much, not even the attention your theor

of refraction attracted. Have you been working much lately a

mathematics ? and when are you going to publish ?

'As for me, I have not been very violently engaged about any

thing lately, my time being principally occupied by rambling abou

the woods, boating on the lake, and contemplating the heaven!

beauty of a marble group of Bailey's that my father brought ove

with him. It is the most perfectly lovely thing I ever saw, of a beauty
so absolute that it would tranquillize in a moment wild beasts fight-

ing for food, or even politicians in the House of Commons. The

subject is the " Maternal Affection," and represents a mother look-

ing down upon a sleeping child lying in her lap, that looks as if

an angel had just laid him there. The mother's gaze of entire

happiness and unalarmed watchfulness is exquisite ;
but you will

hardly believe it, not nearly so lovely as the child, whose sleep is

warm, heavy, and deep to a degree I should have thought beyond
the power of art to give. I assure you, it would be worth your
while to come here, if it were for the mere purpose of seeing thi
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lovely work, and a splendid cast of Michael Angelo's colossal

Moses, which frightens everyone that looks at it
; and is considered

by the lower orders as a convincing proof that our ancestors were

fjoyants."

'Your beautiful sonnet* has given me more pleasure than

the beauty of it alone would account for. The spirit of hap-

piness, and still more of content in it, makes me hope that you are

at least tranquillized and settled in the pure region of transcen-

dental philosophy. It seems to me that serenity is chiefly valuable

as enabling us to glass within our souls the ever calm, though ever

changing, charms of Nature, to pursue knowledge steadily, and
above all, to appreciate and thoroughly enjoy Art in all its mani-

festations. You see I am getting less of a realist every day. . . .

Pray write to me very soon, and tell me particularly about Cole-

ridge's conversation and mind, as your observations incline you.'

From W. B. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSERVATORY, September 23, 1833. .

' I have indeed long owed you a letter, even on the debtor and
creditor plan ; but, perhaps, I might have remained even longer
without writing, if I had not happened to dream a poem the other

morning, which you may read perhaps with some curiosity. My
state of mind in the dream was oddly compounded of being a

spectator, a reader, and an involuntary utterer of the whole.

Many of the lines I am sure I dreamt; and the others seemed

rather to be recollected than composed, when I set myself to recal

them on awaking. At the same time I have a vivid picture before

me, very much in the manner of Martin, of the assembly of the

fallen angels, and the flashing of the sword through the gloom.
You dreamt, I believe, an Intercession of Moses for Israel, of

which I have a copy.
' Besides mathematical business, which always occupies me more

tor less, and my having been induced to draw up for the next

(quarterly) number of the Dublin University Review a sketch of

my general method for the paths of light and of the planets, I

*
Supra, pp. 50 and 52.
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have lately been kept busy and anxious about the health of

Mrs. Hamilton, who has been very far from well, but is recover-

ing. I long to hear something about Sir Aubrey's recent tour.

Send me some account of it, and of anything else you feel dis-

posed to write upon, and believe me, &c.'

FRAGMENT OF " THE JUDGMENT OF THE ANGELS."

[A POEM READ IN A DREAM.]

4 And through the maze of satellites involved,
And to the farthest planet, and beyond ;

Till on the verge of the bottomless abyss
He stood awhile in horror. Radiant sweat

Burst from his limbs angelic : nathless soon

He entered that dark region. The array
Of fallen Powers -around their gloomy King,
Innumerable, stretching far and wide,
Throne above Throne, an ordered multitude,
Seemed to expect defiance against heaven,
And words of rage and pride ; when suddenly

They saw the flashing of the sword once given
To Michael from the armoury of God
Wave in the Seraph's hand : awe from above

Uuell'd every empty gesture of revenge,
And threatening impotent, and show of war.

Their King himself in chains, and all the rest

Through the wide upper tract trail'd after him,
The Angel now returned ; and with the hail,
" Well done, thou faithful servant !

"' took his post

Upon the north side of the Hill of God.

1

September 21, 1883.'

From A. DE VERB to W. R. HAMILTON.

' November 1, 1833.

4 ... I was much interested by both the poems you sent me
the last, On, receiving a purse, seems to me the best

; but the ont
written in a dream is indeed what Coleridge calls a psychological
curiosity. My poem, I remember, was composed in much the
same kind of way, viz., partly heard, and partly recited : the h
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part, in particular the "
Intercession," was decidedly recited by

myself as well as by Moses.

'Did I tell you that our party in the north had an inter-

view with Southey, and saw a great deal of Wordsworth ? The
atter rowed them about on the lake till ten o'clock at night,
and had them several times at his house. Nothing can exceed

;heir enthusiasm about him. He has nearly a volume of poems
ready, many of which he read aloud to them, while his

daughter's tears were falling
" like a May shower

" down her
!

ace.* My father particularly admired a tremendous political

denunciation and anticipation in which the poet, as Brougham
said of Lord Eldon,

" vaticinated in hollow tones." The

general favourite, however, was an ode On the power of Sound,
which they describe as being as mystical, and nearly as sublime,
as the Intimations of Immortality. He promises to publish
all these as soon as he has finished his volume. Is not this

glorious news ? On the whole he seems to have lost nothing
n power, and gained in concentration and refinement

; but alas !

. hear from everyone that he is going blind : is it possible that

;his can be true ? some of the papers assert that he is confined

;o a dark room. Do you think the remembrance of Homer and
dilton would be any consolation to him in such an event ? and the

ertainty that if he is
"
equalled with them in their fate," so he

l be equal with them in " renown "
? We can hardly imagine

mything more painful than the idea of Wordsworth not being
ble to see his own mountains and lakes. Should we not accuse

* It will interest the reader to learn what was the impression made upon
)ora Wordsworth by Miss De Vere. A letter from the former to Eliza Hamil-

on contains the following passage :
'

July 28, 1833. . . . My father reached

tome a week earlier than we had calculated upon, which we rejoice in, on Miss

)e Vere's account. . . . What an interesting creature she is but, "I think of her

rith many fears." She is indeed too sensitive, too spiritual a being, "to tread

le rugged ground inevitable of Life's wilderness
"

: and how she is wrapped

tp in her brother Aubrey ! and though it is beautiful to witness, one cannot

link without trembling of the sorrow and distress which even this may

ring upon her. But it is wicked to anticipate evil to draw bitter water out

f so lovely a fountain. Once I would have looked on the bright side of this

iir picture, but years rob one of one's youthful gladness, and now I am too

rone to dwell only upon the gloomier picture, so you must forgive me.'

VOL. II. F
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Nature of ingratitude as well as of unkindness, in thus afflicting

the man whose whole life has been devoted to her mysteries ? If

you have heard anything on the subject, I rely on you to write

and let me know immediately. . . .

'

Southey said that Niebuhr was immensely overrated, and

asserted that the much-boasted German literature was not to

be compared with Italian ;
and that the Germans had produced

no such man as Machiavelli. What do you think of all this?

If you have seen any of the late accounts of Goethe, you must

have been struck by the singular coldness of his disposition.

All his enthusiasm seems to have been for his Art. He says
himself that when he found himself too much engrossed by an

attachment (a reciprocal one too), he cut the lady, and passed a

week in the fields
"
singing and chanting Odes and Dithyram-

bics to her," which were afterwards published, and made " excel-

lently good poems." This may be very artist-like, but strikes me
as being rather unheroic.

' I have been writing poetry and reading philosophy as usual.

Coleridge's Essay on Method has given me more pleasure than

I can tell you. By the way he asserts that if Bacon's method

had been what it is commonly supposed, far from being applicable I

to metaphysics, it could not have advanced the physical sciences

or led to a single discovery. I remember venturing this observa-

tion in a letter to you written a long time ago Believe me
ever affectionately yours.'

On the 4th November, 1833, Hamilton presented to the Royal

Irish Academy his Paper On a Theory of Algebraic Couples or

Conjugate Functions, described in the Academy Minutes of that

date ' as capable of explaining the theory of imaginary quanti-

ties.' To use his own words, it was " the researches of Mr. John

Graves respecting the general expression of powers and logarithms

which were the first occasion of the conception of this Theory of

Conjugate Functions" a theory which gave a meaning to ex-

pressions admitting of no intelligible explanation under the

older systems ;
and it was this partial theory which was by

Hamilton expanded into that general theory of the science of

Algebra, afterwards published under the title of Algebra as th
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Science ofpure Time* I may here refer the reader to that early
letter of Hamilton to John T. Graves (October 20, 1828),f in
which he proposes this establishment of Algebra upon a rational
foundation as a task which whoever should accomplish would
deserve well of Science. The Paper on the Theory of Conjugate
Functions ends with the following sentence : The author hopes
to publish hereafter many other applications of this view [that of

Algebra as the Science ofpure Time'] especially to Equations and In-

tegrals, and to a theory of Triplets and Sets of Moments, Steps, and
Numbers which includes this Theory of Couples: This, it will be seen,
was a prophetic announcement of his greatest future achievements.

There remains but little to record for the rest of this year. A
last visit on the old footing of residence was received from Lord

I Adare, commencing near the end of this, and passing into the next
I year ; and I meet with the first mention of a notable person in a
letter from Colonel Colby, asking Hamilton to join in introducing
to the Eoyal Irish Academy a man already known to him, and who
was later to become one of the friends who took most interest in
his pursuits both scientific and philosophical. This was Lieutenant

Larcom, RE., then engaged under Colonel Colby on the Ordnance

Survey of Ireland, and who was afterwards well known as the
able administrator of successive Governments of Ireland.

I conclude the record of 1833 by inserting a portion of Hamil-
ton's opening lecture on Astronomy delivered in Michaelmas Term,
which, I think, will be judged to be a masterly sketch, as not only
recounting clearly the successive steps in astronomical discovery,
but as conveying at the same time something of the lecturer's

(philosophy in connexion with the subject.

PART OF INTRODUCTORY LECTURE ON ASTRONOMY, 1833.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'Although I have spoken much, and may have occasion to speak
igain, of the importance of Mathematics and of observation, I do

* See Theory of Conjugate Functions, pp. 7, 102, 131.

t Supra, vol. i. p. 304.

F2
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not pretend to attribute everything to them. It was remarked by
one who, to deep and varied knowledge of books, joined a deep
and varied study of the thoughts and actions of men [by Bacon],
that there is a wisdom above erudition which books alone cannot

give, and that learning alone cannot teach its own proper use and

application. And so say I with respect to the observation of phe-

nomena, even when combined with mathematical calculation : that

the visible world supposes an invisible world as its interpreter, and

that in the application of the mathematics themselves there must

(if I may venture on the word) be something meta-mathematical.

Though the senses may make known the phenomena, and mathe-

matical methods may arrange them, yet the craving of our nature

is not satisfied till we trace in them the projection of ourselves, of

that which is divine within us
;

till we perceive an analogy be-

tween the laws of outward appearances and our inward laws and

forms of thought ;
till the Will, which transcends the sphere of

sense, and even the sphere of mathematical science, but which con-

stitutes (in conjunction with the conscience) our own proper being
and identity, is reflected back to us from the mirror of the universe

by an image mentally discerned. This it is, and not [merely] the

beauty of the mathematical reasoning, nor the practical accord-

ance with phenomena, great and important as they are, which

gives the highest value and the deepest truth to the dynamical

theory of gravitation. Do you think that we see the attractions

of the Planets ? We scarcely even see their orbits. We see,

indeed, some brightnesses afar, some brilliancies amid the blue of

night. We observe, or rather we make, the configurations and

arrangements of these visibles by mathematical moulds of our own

minds
;
we form them into asterisms and constellations

;
we give

them names
;
we attribute to each a body and a position. A little

while, an hour or two, has passed ;
we look again, and much is

changed, while much remains the same. We see many but not all

of the bright bodies that we saw so lately : other new ones have

come into sight, and the old ones which, remain seem similarly

related to one another indeed, but not to terrestrial objects.

Again, from the storehouse of mathematical conception, we draw

forth another mould, in which the impressions of our visual sense

take shape and character. We have now the idea of a turning

sphere, which carries the stars along with it
;
and this conception,

1
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this beginning of astronomical theory, enables us already to draw
into our mental view an immense variety of appearances, and to

reason, to explain, and to predict them. But let there be a little

more of patience and of time, and we find that even this concep-
tion is not enough. It will not solve all the phenomena, though
it solves so many. Arcturus and the Pleiades may be well enough
represented by it

;
but Jupiter and Saturn are not. And now the

theoretical is again at work within us; the necessity of a new
conception is felt : for we feel that we do not yet possess an ade-

quate mental view, we cannot yet predict nor accouift for the

appearances that we see in the sky ; we cannot yet explain the
calculated and concluded differences between the results of our

theory and the phenomena actually seen. The mathematical
spirit comes again to our relief, with such aid as it is able to give.
The phenomena are again stamped in its moulds of space and
time, of movement and figure : and the orbits, which we call

apparent, are concluded rather than beheld. And now that we
have some approach to an adequate view of the phenomena, we still

desire a simpler one. Though we have concluded that Jupiter
moves nearly in the ecliptic, and that in this apparent orbit he has
such an average forward rate, and such alternate arcs and times of

retrogression, and though we can hereby tell tolerably (and might
at length more accurately tell) where the planet has been or will be,
we are not content with this, we wish for a more simple and a more
beautiful view. Why should it retrograde at all ? Why fastest
at the middle moment of the whole regressing interval? Why
at this moment is it always the brightest of all ? Why just then
is it in opposition to the sun ? These questions call for a new
theory, not so much to represent appearances as to represent them
well and simply. The theory of epicycles did much to satisfy this

I

new want of the intellect ; it was simple enough, as well as faithful
I enough at first, and though in the state in which it was left by its

inventors, it has been refuted by modern phenomena; yet, per-

jhaps,
if it were properly modified, it might be made commensurate *

|

with even modern accuracy. But the same intellectual craving
which had called for the invention of epicycles demanded in the ^>

.fulness of time that those epicycles should pass away. For, to

[adapt them to the increasing knowledge of phenomena, it became
necessary to multiply their number, and this multiplication seemed
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to have no end. The theory was flexible enough, you could accom-

modate it to anything, it could never in strictness perhaps be refuted

by phenomena, though it was always required to be a little altered

and modified
;
but it was not a genuine method, for it contained in

itself no principle of continuous progression. The knowledge, how-

ever tolerably exact, of the old and primal motions gave no genial
aid to future discovery, no principle for the deduction of new and

subordinate movements : the, system might explain much, might
even predict many isolated circumstances, but it never outran

observatio
4^ and assigned by necessary consequence from its prin-

ciples diversified classes of minute phenomena which had not as

yet been observed. Were it only for this reason there was need

of the theories of Kepler and Newton. A single ellipse of Kepler,
with his law of equable areas, represented the motions of a planet
not only more exactly than any combination of epicycles then

known, but more simply and more beautifully by far than any
combination of them which could ever be invented. But mark
how the intellectual desires of man keep pace with his attain-

ments ! 'Twas not enough, this vast simplification, this mighty
stride towards one perfect and simple theory. Kepler was not

content with knowing so exactly the several orbits and the several

periods of the planets : he could not rest, he could not satisfy his

craving after truth and mental harmony, as manifested by their

external images in the universe, until he had compared them, the

one with the other, and had woven them all into one connected

spectacle. He knew that Mars was nearer to the sun than Jupiter,

and that it revolved in a shorter time
;
but he sought for the link

connecting these two facts, he longed for their mathematical law.

After many years he found it
;
found that the squares of the

times are as the cubes of the mean distances of the planets, and

thought his pains repaid ;
and astronomers have thought so too.

But this was only the opening of a field, the furnishing of an

element to Newton. If Kepler had connected facts, it was the

destiny of Newton to bind together laics. While the three great

laws of Kepler remained isolated and independent, they seemed to

Newton little better than isolated and arbitrary facts
;
he admired

the discoverer indeed, but he could not rest in the results. The

elliptic figure, the equably traversed area, the relation between

distance and time, all this seemed little to him unless it could be
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fused by the fire of intellect into one glowing whole : unless all

these separate truths could be seen as deductions from one prin-

ciple, as rays from one common centre. He achieved this fusion,

he attained this central point ;
and he did so by a dynamical idea, ;

by an external image of will, by the principle of universal gravi-
tation. Of the immense extent of this principle it would be hard

to give an adequate notion. Yet even here he did not think that

the intellect must for ever rest ; though the principle of gravitation (_

might comprehend all the phenomena of the heavens, he desired a

principle which should comprise the phenomena of the earth also
;

and thought that enough would not be done till a wider dynami-
cal theory should embrace in one view astronomical and chemical

changes. Such aspirations seem to have been felt by Newton, and

if he had lived longer he would no doubt have helped, himself, to

realise them. But even if this point shall ever be attained if we
can conceive it ever permitted to the human mind to understand

all the forces of nature, and know the laws and intensities of each,

so that every past phenomenon could be explained, and every
future phenomenon be predicted, except so far as they might be

disturbed by the free agency of created beings or by the miracu-

lous acts of their Creator
;
even then we may be sure that new

desires would arise, the intellect would find something to do
;

though we knew all the parts, we should wish to know them more

and more as a whole, to make the infinite one
;
we should desire

to fuse them all and interpenetrate them all with mind, and throw

over them all the poetry of Science
;
and from the seemingly

finished work there would rise up a new and growing enterprise,

an unexplored and unimagined world of genius.'
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CHAPTER XVII.

NEW METHOD IN DYNAMICS: PHILOSOPHY OF KANT.

(1834.)

THE year 1834 is notable in Hamilton's scientific history as the

year in which he extended to Dynamics the idea of a Characteristic

Function, which he had previously applied with such success to the

Science of Optics. This achievement proved to be one of equal

importance with that which preceded it, and has been pronounced

by a competent authority to be " the greatest addition which the

Theory of Dynamics has received since the grand strides made by
Newton and Lagrange."* Many of the following letters refer to

it, while others deal with Metaphysics especially in connexion with

Kant's Philosophy. The letters first given bring back to us

Hamilton's old friends, his uncle of Trim and Bishop Brinkley,

and thus afford proof that the old feelings on both sides remained

unimpaired.

From his UNCLE JAMES to W. R. HAMILTON.

'ST. MARY'S ABBEY, TRIM, January 7, 1834.

' Your last letter was very gratifying, excepting the account you

give of the health of your amiable wife. ... I know really

scarcely anyone who seems more universally to have " won golden

opinions
" from her extensive circle of acquaintance, as letters

from, and casual communication with, almost every friend we have

testify. Of her present guests and your aunt she has won hearts

* Professor Tait, North British Ri-riru\ September, 1866, p. 49.
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and hearts not easily won. I am preparing to yield mine, or

rather have done so. By-the-bye, as I am spell-barred hitherto

from the Observatory, your present inmates seem spell-bound,
or as Daphne was " root-bound that fled Apollo," whether as

the god of Science or of Song, or both. They were much grati-

fied by your Lecture on Optics, &c., before your Astronomical

Lecture began, and still more by your rehearsal of the latter

behind the scenes, though not admitted to the benches of the theatre.

For it seems of your last campaign one great boast and achieve-

ment has been routing the fairer part of your audience from the

field, and that in Halls founded by the Virgin Queen. Does not

her shade exagitate your pillow
" with nightly fears

"
? And did

not her memory, like the gorgon terror of the ideal power of which

she seemed the incarnation, petrify your accents as they fell from

the Professorial Chair? Excite no jealousies, or allay them as you
can

;
but I reclaim against a yearly sacrifice of the fairest female

minds to the minotaur of monachism, and its antipathies and

prejudices. Was it the glory of Socrates to bring down from the

clouds the ethical branch of Philosophy to dwell with men, and is it

not to be desiderated to bid "descend from heaven" Urania to mingle
with her sisterhood on Earth ? without of course aught derogating
from the dignity of Science on the one hand, or feminine delicacy

and propriety on the other. With respect to your Essay on the

Paths of Light, fyc., I was indeed much pleased with it, not only
on account of the grand scope to which your lucubrations converge
and bend, "simplex duntaxat et unum," but on account of the

pure taste in which it is written
;
no easy achievement, considering

the vortices of false style which whirl everywhere around the shores

of literature,
"
seeking whom they may devour." ... It is a model

of expository eloquence.'

From W. E. HAMILTON to It is UNCLE JAMES.

'

OBSERVATbRV, March 12, 1834.

* As I have not at this moment the College Library within

reach to continue my extracts from Bochart* (though I hope in a

* A task in aid of some researches of his uncle.
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few days to resume them), I shall speak at present of my own

speculations only. I am glad you approve of my sending them to

the Royal Society; which, besides its historical claims, has had

within these last few years an infusion of youthful blood in the

revival (by some called decline) of British Science. As to my
title On a New Method in Dynamics I admit that its fair

interpretation excludes Optics, and embraces Hydrostatics, and

many other p'arts of Natural Science which are but distantly

connected with Astronomy ;
but this was my intention, for it is

my hope and purpose to remodel the whole of Dynamics, in the

most extensive sense of the word, by the idea of my Characteristic

Function or central law of relation : not indeed that I pretend
to do more now than to distinctly sketch a plan by which this

great task may be accomplished. And, on the other hand, I am
not now offering to the Royal Society so great a work as that

would need to be, in which Dynamics and Optics should be

treated expressly as corollaries of one common principle. I

content myself, as yet, with offering one Science to Ireland,

and another to England, and holding out, along with each, a

hope of their future union, in some unimagined consummation.

A few sentences from the close of my Introduction to the Dynamics,
written before your letter came, but not yet sent, and still sub

judice, may serve as a comment on what I have been saying now,
and as materials for your future criticisms: "Upon a subject of

such extent, embracing, as it does, the most important phenomena
of body, it would be rash to attempt to enter fully now ; although,

therefore, the method of the present Memoir may be extended to

questions respecting the rotations, vibrations, and shocks of solid

and fluid bodies, and to other important inquiries, and is designed
k> be so used hereafter, it will here be only applied to the problem
of the orbits and perturbations of the planets, and only so far,

even in this single problem, as may appear sufficient to make the

principle itself understood. It may be mentioned here that this

Dynamical principle is only another form of that idea which has

been already applied to Optics in my Theory of Systems of Hays;
and that an intention of applying it to the motions of Systems of

Bodies was announced at the publication of that Theory. The

algebraical method, which has been thus exemplified in the Sciences

of Optics and Dynamics, seems not confined to those two Sciences,
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but susceptible of other applications ;
and the particular combina-

tion which it involves, of the principles of variations with those

of partial differentials, may constitute, when it shall be matured

by the future labours of mathematicians, a separate branch of

analysis."
:

From W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'ME. LITTON'S HOUSE, March 3, 1834.

* I do not like letting another day pass without a line from me
to thank you for your affectionate note. It was indeed a great
sorrow to us to part with you, and we shall miss you for a long
time. I worked very hard for some time at settling my mathe-

matical papers ;
and did not stop till I had sorted them all into

i twelve sets, disposed in so many pigeon-holes. When I write next,
i I shall tell you more about my proceedings.

'

Tuesday Morning. I wrote the foregoing part at Mr. Litton's

house while a servant was taking up a message to the Bishop of

|

Cloyne, who was in bed and too weak to see me. He sent, how-

ever, Mrs. Brinkley to catch Doctor Hamilton (such at least was

her version of the message), and to express his regrets, &c. My
poor old friend, and encourager of my early labours, I am very

I sorry to find him so enfeebled. But there is reason to hope that

he is not permanently reduced to his present degree of weakness,

j

and that when he shakes off the influenza which seems to be going,

j

and recruits his spirit by another visit to England, he will revive

in a great degree. At the Council of the Academy yesterday,

when we were preparing our list of persons proposed for the

next election, a message from the Bishop was delivered by Dr.

I MacDonnell, stating that he wished to resign the office of Presi-

dent, being unable to attend to its duties. It was however our

unanimous feeling, and a resolution to that effect was carried, on my
motion, that he should be requested to allow himself to be put in

i nomination as usual. He has not yet replied to this request, which

I it was one purpose of my visit yesterday to communicate. If he

I persists in declining, the Provost* is the person spoken of as likely

* Dr. Bartholomew Lloyd.
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Another thing that I did at theBishop's was to leave four sheets
f my Dynamics, which Thompson has copied for me very neatly,and which will probably go to London without any further alterf-
sns, though not without additions, to what extent I cannot at

this moment say. The Secretary of the Eoyal Society, Mr.
Children (whom we met in London), has written to me throughBeaufort to menbon that, if my Paper is with him by the endrf this month, he will take care to have it read in time to be
printed m the next Part ; the printing of which, he says, is i

just beginning. I think I shall act upon this, unless dra i

f or drawn on too much. The dome is nearly Unished, except
plastering: but I cannot tell whether I shall get any peeps nextweek. JLOU must come in Mav a<? vn 'A i J.

how comfortable you. have made me, in spitTof myself!* NoLtT
standing any jokes of this kind, I hope you never

seriously feared

'

that I could be offended at anything you ever did, or think it im-
pertinent interference, or anything but the truest friendship, forwhich I wish I had been able to make a fuller return. And ince
you press me to mention if there is any way in which you can farther
serve me, I believe it would be false delicacy not to suggest one

ZiTf tPe
f
hapS aV me tfme r ther either J ur ^ther or

yourself might do so : I mean by being useful in the way of

sia!t7cal

P
riter

nage ^^ f Tfim
' and thl> Ugh him to Gccle'

situated in other respects, he would carry Into

6

effort some^ht
terary projects, for which no one is more competent than he If
>u have seen his old Visitation Sermon (which otherwise I can

send you) you will be able to judge that my estimate of his powersand merits is not altogether partial.'

From BISHOP BRINKLEY to W. E. HAMILTON.

'26, LEESON-STEEET, DUBLIN.
' I am very sorry I was not well enough to see you when youwere so good as to call. Till yesterday I was unable to eLt

myself m looking at any abstruse matter. I have read over your
teresting Paper, but still am not well enough to give that atten-
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tion to it which it requires. I see however what you are about,
and think if you are able to pursue it successfully (as I have little

doubt you will), it will add much to the fame you have already

acquired. I regret I shall not be able to see you this time as I

had intended. I am advised to take advantage of this fine weather

and travel slowly down to Cloyne, which it is supposed will be

useful to me. I am every day becoming stronger, and trust I shall

be the better for this severe attack. We had hoped to have paid
our compliments at the Observatory to you and Mrs. Hamilton, to

whom we beg our best compliments. When I return, which I

hope will be about the end of next month, I will not fail to see

you.'

From W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

CUMBERLAND-STREET,

< March 15, 1834.

'
. . . I am just come from the annual election of officers for

the Academy. . . . When the result was announced I fired off a

little speech in praise of the Bishop of Cloyne, and expressing the

unusual pleasure which his being still our President mnst excite,

from the circumstance of his having last week tendered his resig-

nation to the Council, but having been persuaded by them to with-

draw it. A resolution expressing this pleasure was then moved,
and seconded by others, and of course carried unanimously. . . *

I must tell you some time of an astronomical invention which

occurred to me lately in a dream.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATORY,

March 27, 1834.

'
. . . I did not say discovery ; I believe that would have

been too high a word for the astronomical invention which lately

occurred to me in a dream. It is a method, chiefly graphical, for

finding the rate of a clock, analogous to Herschel's method of

finding the orbit of a double star. It seems to me, still, plausible

and worth trying, and I intend to try it accordingly, and to write

to you about it. at leisure.'
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From W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.

'

OBSEEVATOBY, January 25, 1834.

'The recent death of one near connexion of mine in this neigh-
bourhood, and the dangerous illness of another, will prevent me
from attending the Academy on Monday; but I have not been
idle, and have completely succeeded in expressing the perturbations
of planets and comets by my method. My results suggest a new
conception of the variation of the elements, namely, a variation

only of the components of initial velocity, but not of initial posi-
tion

;
so that three instead of six arbitrary quantities or elements

are conceived as varying by perturbation with the time, namely,
the three components of initial velocity. The formulae, too, when
the usualR is introduced, are different from the common formulae;
but, with the help of your Lagrange, I have succeeded in showing
their complete agreement in the resulting expressions of perturba-
tion.'

From PROFESSOR BADEN POWELL to W. E. HAMILTON.

'

OXFOED, March 29, 1834.

'I avail myself of the kindness of Mr. Palmer for a conveyance,
to thank you for the copy you have been so good as to send me
of your Paper, or rather, I might say, Treatise, on Systems of
Rays. It requires a greater familiarity with analysis than I can
boast, to be able to follow

satisfactorily all the profound investiga-
tions into which you conduct us. I hope to be able at some time
to make my way into so highly interesting a subject, which, from
the glimpse I am as yet able to get of it, seems to bid fair to super-
sede all existing theories.

'I have been for some time engaged in going through Cauchy's
Memoirs relative to the explanation of the dispersion on the undu-
latory hypothesis. It appears to me to be a matter of difficult

conception, but really seems to do away with that one formidable
objection very completely. I do not yet understand whether your
system includes this subject, but certainly all existing views of
undulation must now be regarded as quite incomplete, unless they
admit of being so modified as to include the means of deducing
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expressions similar to those which Cauchy has arrived at. If

opportunity allows, I should be very glad to learn from you in

what relation you consider his views to stand to yours, more

especially in regard to this point.'

M. Quetelet, in a letter of February 10, 1834, accompanying
the first livraison of the eighth volume of his Correspondance, notifies

that in it is contained Hamilton's * excellent article on Caustics,'

and promises for a future number an analysis of his printed article

on the Paths of Light, fyc. He also speaks of sending to Paris

notes by Hamilton to be inserted ' textuellement
'
in the Notes to

his translation of Herschel on Light. He proceeds to ask Hamilton's

support to his enclosed request for an exchange of Transactions

between the Academies of Brussels and Dublin, and concludes by

pressing him to continue to enrich the Correspondance with his excel-

lent articles. The article on Caustics above mentioned contained a

correction of an error into which Plana, the celebrated mathemati-

cian of Turin, had fallen.* Hamilton forwards to Bishop Brinkley,

as President of the Eoyal Irish Academy, the official letter of M.

Quetelet, and receives in return (Cloyne, 22nd April, 1834,) a

consent to its request, followed by this sentence :
' It will be

much to your fame and honour to set Plana right. He is a very

powerful mathematician, but you need not shun the contest.' A
second letter from M. Quetelet, dated Brussels, 14th May, 1834,

gives advice of the despatch of a second livraison containing the

first part of the translation of the Paths of Light, 8fc., and intro-

ducing a handsome admission of the correction by M. Plana :

'
J'ai recu, il y a peu de temps, une lettre de M. Plana avec un

memoire qu'on imprime en ce moment. M. Plana me dit, "si vous

ecrivez a Mr. Hamilton, je vous prie de le remercier de ma part

pour la peine qu'il a bien voulu prendre d'eclaircir et faire dispa-

raitre 1'objection que j 'avais elevee dans mon memoire sur 1'optique ;

"

je vous transmets fidelement les paroles du savant geometre italien.'

* See letter to Aubrey De Vere, of May 9, 1834.
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Hamilton in his reply, after adverting to the exchange of Transac-

tions, continues :

' Professor Lloyd, to whom I gave your message,

has just now procured me a sight of the second livraiaon of your

eighth volume, and I find that you have been so obliging as to

translate nearly the whole of my little Essay on the Paths of Light

and on the Planets. I am surprised to find that amongst all the

chances of mistake in transcription, printing, &c., my meaning has

been represented so faithfully ; and I owe you many thanks for

having thus introduced my researches to the notice of continental

readers.' He then gives a list of the mistakes he had detected,

and concludes :
' It is more important to ask you to add as a note

at the end of the whole article when completed, that I have since

SF
arrived at the expression t =

jjj.
for the time of motion of a sys-

C_/l

tern of points or bodies, which dispenses with any subsequent

integration, when the characteristic function has been deter-

mined.'

From W. R. HAMILTON to DR. WHEWELL.
i

'

OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, March 18, 1834.

[FROM A SHORT-HAND DRAFT.]

'

Though I cannot write much at present, I must thank you for

the newspaper with the answer to the Edinburgh Review. The
Review had been pointed out to me by a friend on account of the

compliment in it to myself ;
but I was obliged to confess that I

could not return the compliment. The whole rhapsody was defi-

cient enough in argument; but the "
nicelypoised orbs" in particular

struck me as giving up the whole point in dispute. I remember

diverting myself with the fancy what an amusing reply might be

written. But the remarks on (usually) invisible organization

appeared to me interesting and valuable. Could the article have

been written by Brewster ?

* Since the close of my last Course of Lectures (about last

Christmas) I have been chiefly occupied with my New Method
in Dynamics, on which I am about to present a Paper to the
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Royal Society of London. This new application of the mathema-

tical principle which I have already applied to Optics occurred to

me many years ago, but the idea lay dormant till lately. When-
ever it shall come to be caught by others, it will make, perhaps, a

revolution
;
but of this, of course, I am not an impartial judge.

At least this new series of publications on which I am now enter-

ing may serve as a commentary on my old optical works, of a

somewhat higher kind than the book I was lately projecting. It

cannot fail, too, to be useful in another way to me, by giving me
an interest in reading the great classical works of others, quite
different from that which they would otherwise excite.

' With best regards to Mr. and Mrs. Airy, and other friends in

Cambridge, I remain, &c.'

From DR. WHEWELL to W. R. HAMILTON.

COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, March 27, 1834.

I am glad to hear you have been turning your thoughts tc

mechanics, and have no doubt you will make a hole quite throug
1

them with your long analytical borer, and, for aught I know, brii

up purer waters from greater depths than we have yet known,

they are wont to do in this country. In the meantime I, wl

have been long muddling at the bottom of the well, have persuade

myself that I have got the mud to subside, and have been trying
to distinguish how much of the stuff comes from the clear spring
of intellect, and how much is taken up from the base mud of the

material world. I send you my attempt to render to the principles

of intellectual necessity and empirical reality what belongs to them
to each its due. If what I have written leads you to speculate

about the matter, I shall be glad, and glad too to hear of your

speculations from you.
' I send you another little production, which I think you will

like, by one of our best mathematicians, indeed I think much the

best of our young men, and likely to be a great analyst. The

speculations appear to me very steadily conducted, under all the

profusion of ornament in which he indulges.
' The Airys have had a series of illnesses, but are now, I hope,

nearly well. Sedgwick, you may have heard, hurt his arm very
much by a fall from his horse : he dislocated his wrist, and it

was not set again for nineteen days. He is now recovering

VOL. II. G
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the use of his hand. I hope you have seen his Discourse on the

Studies of the University. I believe he wanted to send it to you,
but could not find a channel. You will wonder that the Irish

Channel did not occur to him.'

From W. R. HAMILTON to DR. WHEWELL.

'

OBSERVATOEY, DUBLIN, March 31, 1834.

'

Many thanks for your letter and the accompanying communi-

cations, which I received to-day. I do not know whether I ever

thanked you for an Oration on ancients and moderns, which you

gave me about two years ago at Cambridge, by a young friend of

yours,* but I admired it very much. The one you have now sent

I also admire very much, perhaps more; at least the subject

[Analogy between mathematical and moral certainty] is still

more important, indeed one of the most important to many
minds, and admirably handled by our young friend, as I presume
to call him

; for, among other bonds of intellect and feeling, he

seems to me to have drunk deeply from the fountains of Coleridge

anji Wordsworth. I should like to know, though the thing may
not be of much moment, but it may make in me a pleasant coherence

of recollection whether Mr. Birks, who you say bids fair to be

an eminent analyst, is the same young man that was introduced to

Herschel and to me, last June, at Airy's. I liked and esteemed him

then, as much as I could do from a so short acquaintance ; but

think more highly of him far, if I am to account him the author

of the late Oration.
' The Paper of your own On the Nature of the Truth of the Laics

of Motion has been as yet so hastily read by me, that I can only

Bay it seems to be an approach, much closer than of old, between

your views and mine. Whether this approach is a change on my
part or on yours, and if both, in what proportion, and how much

or how little it wants of a perfect agreement, I dare not suddenly

decide.
' As to my own late Paper, a day or two ago sent off to London,

it is merely mathematical and deductive. I ventured, indeed, to

call the M^canique Analytique of Lagrange
" a scientific poem

"
;

!

and spoke of Dynamics, or the science of force, as treating of

* Mr. James Spedding : see Vol. i. p. 585.
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" Power acting by Law in Space and Time." In other respects it

is as unpoetical and unmetaphysical as my gravest friends could

desire. Yet it is unpractical enough to excite, perhaps, the con-

tempt or pity of many worthy people. After so much Algebra,
I intend to refresh myself awhile with other things the stars and
Kant. I had not heard of Sedgwick's accident, and have not seen

Sedgwick's Paper. I might order it, to be sure, but our Dublin
booksellers are intolerably tedious. If not enormous, I think

Captain Beaufort would willingly forward it. With best wishes

to him and the Airys, I remain, my dear sir, very truly yours.'

From two letters to Lord Adare, dated April 4 and 10, 1 extract

a few items of interest.

' The Dublin Society have elected me an honorary member, and
I have in consequence all privileges except those of paying and

voting. The Academy have voted me a medal for something or

other, I believe for the Third Supplement* I suppose I told you
that the Bureau des Longitudes sent me a present of the Connaissance

for 1836, and Annuaire for 1834, and that Whewell has come
round almost entirely to my views about the laws of Motion.

. . I am reading with great delight Gauss's Theoria Motus

Corporum Coelestium.'

A third letter of later date to Lord Adare contains also some

interesting particulars.

Early in this year Miss Edgeworth introduced to Hamilton

Arthur Augustus, the second son of George Moore, of Moore Hall

in the county of Mayo. This youth was then only seventeen.

Having commenced the study of mathematics only two years

before, he had advanced with astonishingly rapid strides into the

highest regions of analytic research, and displayed much power of

original investigation. It was predicted by both Hamilton and

Peacock, that if he persevered as he had begun, he could scarcely

fail to be eminent. But the condition was not fulfilled. He

*(About this time lie received a communication from Copenhagen informing

him that he had been unanimously elected an ordinary member of the Royal

Society of Northern Antiquaries.

G 2
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pursued his scientific studies zealously for a time, and in the year

1837 was a contributor to the Cambridge Philosophical Transac-

tions* Afterwards he seems to have turned his attention to other

subjects, and he died prematurely in 1845. He visited Hamilton

at the Observatory, and there gathered notions both of subjects to

be explored, and of methods of working, which he forthwith acted

on, as is proved by letters still remaining. Hamilton's replies

point out errors, but cordially recognise his merits, and give

the best encouragement by leading him onward. In one letter

Mr. Moore speaks in highly laudatory terms of Hamilton's

'Calculus,' and, referring to this subject, Hamilton in his answer

(July 26th, 1834) says :

'As to my "Calculus," it is wonderful how much it has been out

of my thoughts since I read an abstract of it to the Council of the

Royal Irish Academy three years ago. Nor am I anxious to draw

public attention to it in its present immature state. In that old

abstract, which I cannot at this moment lay my hand upon, I

stated the general conception, the fundamental problem, and the

formula of solution. Perhaps if I can succeed in interesting

myself soon again in those abstract mathematical researches,

instead of, or along with, the more physical and metaphysical
studies which have completely occupied me of late, I may give

* On the Explanation of a Difficulty in Analysis noticed by Sir William

[_R.~\
Hamilton. By Arthur Augustus Moore, Esq., of Trinity College. Read

May 1, 1837. Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, Vol. vi., 1838, pp.

317-322.

Extract from letter of MES. MOOEE to SIE W. R. HAMILTON :

'

MOOEEHALL, July 13, 1837.

'. . . a Paper of his, which was not only introduced in the Cambridge Philoso-

phical Transactions, but printed by itself at the expense of the Society, which

was a distinguished honour. Professor Peacock writing to me says,
" The

style and powers of reasoning displayed in that Paper would do honour to an

accomplished mathematician. And if he will study steadily, there can be no

doubt of his becoming a very eminent man." This last is only a repetition of

what you prophesied three years ago.'

It may be noted that Mr. George Moore, the father of this young mathema-

tician, was a friend of Sir James Mackintosh, and himself published lives of

those remarkable statesmen of the eighteenth century, Ripperda and Alberoni.
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you an outline more distinct than that contained in our late

conversation.'

Mr. Moore was at this time a resident at Prior Park near Bath,

and had there the advantage of receiving scientific instruction from

Mr. H. F. C. Logan, a mathematician of very extensive reading

and some original power. Mr. Logan also became a correspondent

of Hamilton, and furnished him with valuable information respect-

ing the works of Continental mathematicians, as well as with

results of his own researches. He was able to appreciate the

achievements of Hamilton. In one of his earliest letters he

says :

* I have just finished reading your Memoir, and though, for

want of your preceding Paper, I cannot say I have seized the

whole train of your reasoning, I am still able to form a judgment
of its merits. It is of the highest order, and, with the exception of

Jacobi's work, I do not know of anything published lately on the

Continent which can compete with it (I put our own country out of

the question). I am sorry it has appeared in a publication so little

known abroad as the Irish Transactions. I think if you were to

draw up a short abstract of it, and send it to Crelle's Journal, it

would produce a considerable sensation abroad.'

And later, in 1837, he writes :

4 1 have been lately studying your beautiful Dynamical re-

searches : I do not think either Poisson or Jacobi has done them

all the justice they deserve. For though it may be true that the

analytical difficulties of the general problem of Dynamics are only

changed, still I consider your new method, in a philosophical point

of view, as of inestimable value, and in that light equal to any-

thing done in mechanics by Lagrange.'

In a letter from Mr. Logan, dated May 31, 1834, occurs this

passage :

' Are you aware that in the present mode of treating physi-

cal questions, such as the Theory of Fluids, Vibrations, &c.,

there are involved hypotheses on the constitution of matter very

similar to those laid down by Boscovich in his Theoria Philo-
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sophice Naturalis ? According to this learned Jesuit, Matter merely
consists of points of attraction and repulsion. The definitions and

postulates of Poisson (Nouvelle Theorie de VAction Capillaire,

p. 267) are easily reduced to those of Boscovich, and, passing from

the natural philosopher to the metaphysician, are identical. I do

not think it would be difficult to show that this theory leads to

Idealism, although Boscovich himself meant it but as a correction

of the common opinions on the subject of Matter. The more 1

reflect on the theory of Idealism, the more inclined do I feel (with
some modifications) to receive its dogmas, and believe with Berkeley
and Fichte (Grundlage der gesammten Wissenschaftslehre, DieBestim-

mung des Menschen there is a French translation of this under the

title Destination de VHomme) that the phenomena of the external I

world and their laws are the produce of the mind itself. The
j

Theory of Space and Time adopted by Kant (Kritik der reinen \

Vernunft, p. 28, etc., Schon, PMlosophie Transcendentale, p. 75), and 1

which I believe to be the only sound one yet proposed, evidently 1

leads to the same conclusion.'

.

The letter from which I have quoted this passage contained also, ]

modestly told, particulars of the writer's history as a student of I

Science, and it drew from Hamilton the following reply, which I

will be found of peculiar value, on account of the expression it I

gives to Hamilton's view of the fundamental ideas of Philosophy 1

and Religion.

From W. R. HAMILTON to H. F. C. LOGAN.

[FROM A DRAFT.]
'

OBSERVATOEY, June 27, 1834.

'. ... I was much interested by the account you gave me of

the progress of your studies, in your letter a few weeks ago, and
|

the more so because my scientific studies also have been all along

pursued without assistance, since I passed from the first elements of
.|

geometry and algebra. It will, however, be a great advantage to 1

Mr. Moore at least it will be a great saving of time, with no neces-

sary diminution of energy to have had your guidance through so

extensive a field of analysis as that which he has already traversed.

Your list of foreign books is very tantalising, but I shall only
select the following, namely, Dircksen's Grossten und Kleinsten,
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and Pfaff and Cauchy on the Integration of Partial Differential

Equations of tlie first Order, and these I would gladly purchase on

the terms you mention. I wish also to procure Fichte's Die Bestim-

miing des Menschen, the original, not the translation, though I do

not pretend to read German with the same ease as French.

Schelling, however, I have a still greater desire to study than

Fichte
;
and I wish to get Kant's work on the Practical Reason,

but am in no hurry, because I have not by any means finished the

Pure Reason yet, and cannot devote much time to these very

interesting researches.
' I am glad you agree with me in having a leaning to Idealism,

and in liking Berkeley. It has long been a fundamental article

of my philosophic faith, derived perhaps from Berkeley, but

adopted before I yet knew him, except from unfriendly reports,

that one Supreme Spirit excites perceptions in dependent minds,

according to a covenant or plan, of which the terms or condi-

tions are what we call the Laws of Nature. These terms or

conditions it is the business of physical science to discover; and

since we cannot know them after the manner of Divine Intuition,

to express them at least in language congenial to the necessities

and aspirations of our own inward being. Power, Space, and

Time appear to me to constitute the elements of this language.

Power, acting by law in Space and Time, is the ideal base of an

ideal world, into which it is the problem of physical science to

refine the phenomenal world, that so we may behold as one, and

under the forma of our own understanding, what had seemed to be

manifold and foreign ;
and may express our passive perceptions,

and their connexions with our acts and with each other, not as

mere facts remembered, but as laws conceived and reasoned on.

But Space and Time themselves, and Power as localised in them,

have, as I willingly admit, only a relative and subjective existence.

In seeking for absolute objective reality I can find no rest but in

God : though, in a lower sense, reality may be attributed to all act

and passion of mind, and especially to the "Will, as obeying or

opposing the conscience. The views of Berkeley and Kant appear
to me to agree, in many important respects, with the foregoing
view and with each other. Indeed I think that Kant did not

differ so much from Berkeley as he believed, though the two

schemes are certainly distinguishable. Whoever compares the
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passage in which Kant refutes the vulgar distinction between the

Rainbow as an appearance, and the Rain as a reality, with Berkeley's

explanation (in the Third Dialogue) of the kind of knowledge

gained by a microscope, will observe a very close analogy, the

difference being chiefly, that while Berkeley habitually, and per-

haps dogmatically (though I think truly), refers our perceptions to

the immediate operation of Grod, Kant, with perhaps not less of

dogmatism, refers them to some Things in themselves, which he

confesses and contends must be for ever totally unknown.
' As to Boscovich, though probably he meant (as you observe)

only to correct in physical science the received opinions about

matter, yet, in the way that I stated above, his views seem capable
of being incorporated with high metaphysical idealism; and as

such, I have long had a leaning to them. I am well aware how

nearly coincident they are on the physical side with those adopted

by the great modern analysts ;
and spoke of this as a beneficial

revelation in the introduction to my Dynamical Essay. Yet the

discontinuity (though not the impenetrability) which Boscovich

supposes, appears to me in some degree unsatisfactory : and I

have speculated from time to time on the possibility of reviving
the old idea of a plenum, but freed from some of the old clogs of

matter. Yery high mathematics might be brought to bear on

such a contemplation. I think my Characteristic Function of the

motion of a system of discontinuous points might be extended to a

plenum of energies, so as to express the results of their interaction,

by the variation of a quadruple integral, but I have not developed
the idea '*

This letter concludes with a reply to an inquiry by Mr. Logan

respecting a method, published by Liouville, for forming Differ-

entials to any Index. I insert the passage on account of its state-

ment of the existence in manuscript of the Calculus lately referred

* At the Edinburgh Meeting of the British Association, in reference to the

conclusions of M. Poisson respecting the Atomic Constitution of Bodies gene-

rally,
' Professor Hamilton stated that the Atomic Discontinuity, considered by

M. Poisson as necessary in order to the physical explanation, did not appear to

him mathematically requisite to the investigation of these laws '
: Jameson's

Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal for 1834, p. 375, Proceedings of British

Association.
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to, with respect to which, however, I am unable to give any
definite information.*

dnii
' As to making continuous relatively to n, I employed for

dx

that purpose, some years ago (in an unpublished Paper), an expres-
sion connected with the conception of a new and very general Cal-

culus, from which, however, my thoughts were soon diverted and
to which they have not since returned.'

The first anniversary of his wedding day prompted a sonnet to

his wife characteristically truthful and affectionate :

' I know thou dost not think my love grown cold,

Or that I rate my treasure now less high,
Because that wealth is gazed on silently,

And more than half the love by words untold.

Thou read'st the feelings fervent as of old,

And the affections such as cannot die,

Altho' upon their perpetuity
Verse may not stamp its signature and mould.

For whether by thy side, or far away,

Resting, or all my soul to labour strung,

My being feels thee near, and is a lay
Audible unto thee without a tongue :

Even if this so well remember'd day,
And prized so dearly, had pass'd by unsung.

i

April 9th, 1834.'

The 10th of May following brought him the joy of being a

parent. It was the birth-day of a boy, whom he called William

Edwin, in these joined names giving to his son a lively memorial

of the friendship between his father and Lord Adare, who, as will

be seen, were united as his baptismal sponsors. The event was

rendered the more joyful to Hamilton by the affectionate congra-

tulations which reached him from Lady Dunraven and her son,

from Lady Campbell, Aubrey DeYere, and other friends.

(Hamilton continued to be engaged in the study of Kant, and

of the fundamental problems of philosophy. The thoughts of

his friend Aubrey DeYere were at this time similarly occupied :

the same is to be said of Francis Edgeworth, now visiting the

* Yet see supra, p. 58.
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Observatory ;
and Lord Adare, whom Hamilton had introduced

to Coleridge, sends words from the chamber of the Bard-Philoso-

pher, which warmly recommended to students of philosophy the ^

works of the German Master. A visit of Faraday to Dublin <

brought Hamilton into contact with the great chemist, in whom,
to his great delight, he found an unexpected amount of intellectual

;

sympathy. Accordingly, in the letters which follow will be recog-

nized a prevailing current of thought, while each furnishes its own
]

particular items of interest :

From AUBREY DE VERB to W. E. HAMILTON.

'

CTJKRAGH, April 7, 1834.

'
. . . Adare, who was here the other day, gave me an account :

of your proceedings, which interested me so much that I have been
,

wishing ever since to have a fuller account of them. Pray let me '

know what Papers of yours they have been translating in France, J

and whether the fame of your Conical Refraction has yet reached

them. From all I hear I should imagine that the year has been a \

busy one with you as well as the last. I have been studying more

than usually lately, and, for the first time for many years, pretty

regularly. I take a sort of breakfast of Greek every morning, and

finish my day, or rather night, with a supper of Metaphysics or

Theology. This you will think a rather sensual manner of treat-

ing those lofty subjects ;
but you know the Germans, who are the

most intellectual race in the world, acknowledge that it is hard to

decide between the relative merits of reading and eating, and even

one of their professors will be staggered if you ask whether he

loves best Kant or his pipe. I have lately been reading Hooker,
whose style I do not wonder at Coleridge's preferring to that of

Johnson. The Ecclesiastical Polity is certainly a very wonderful

work : if you have not read it, and have any time to spare, I would

advise you to go down to
" Grant and Bolton's," where you will

be sure to find some glorious old folio copy of it, as much superior

in cheapness as in value to those detestable little modern editions,

which I hope you despise as much I do. I went over the Aids to

Reflection three times since I saw you, and believe now for I do

not venture to assert that I understand it all, except that awful

note in which he presents us with a mystical Pentad to explain
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what an Idea means. I can just follow him through his elucida-

tion of this scheme, but cannot by any means so comprehend it as

to he ahle to apply his system of reasoning, and to discover what $
is properly an Idea, and what is not. If you can make me under-

stand this part better, I wish you would let me have your assistance.

I find that Coleridge lays much more stress upon his doctrine of

Practical Eeason than I thought he did when I last conversed on

the subject : indeed he rests the evidences of Christianity prin-

cipally on this principle ;
and I find from Stewart's history of

Metaphysics that Kant does precisely the same. This "most
luminous writer

"
[Stewart], as his friends used to name him,

understands by all this that Kant threw Revelation overboard

altogether, and so,
" for the hardness of our hearts," invented this

doctrine of Practical Eeason as a pad to break the fall : a very
charitable supposition, we must admit, for such a liberal man in

such a liberal school, and in such a liberal age. I confess I hardly
know what the expression "Practical Eeason," as differing both from

the " Pure Eeason " and from the "
Understanding," can mean,

unless it be merely the name of a particular form of the mind, or

a mode of its acting altogether, and under the influence of practical

interests. If this be the meaning, is it not rather ostentatiously

expressed ? I remember hearing that you were once puzzled by a

rudimentary proposition in Euclid, submitted to you with a very

j
grave face and formal manner : perhaps the difficulty in this

instance may result from a similar girding up of the loins to

! swallow a crumb. Have you seen the new edition of Coleridge's
Poems ? It contains, I hear, a number of new pieces ;

I should

like very much to know something about them. In the last

Quarterly there are some lines* given as an instance of lyrical

!

harmony without rhymes, from a translation by Coleridge : it is

grand beyond description, both in sound and sense, and (as I am

told) so wide from the original that it has almost the merit of an

original poem. I wish you would tell me what you think of it.

You will find it quoted in a very interesting article on Pindar.

If you have been writing poetry lately, I wish you would let me
see your productions, and, in return, I will give you a sonnet of

mine on "
Law," if I have not already sent it to you.'

* Lines on a Mountain Cataract,
'

Unperishing Youth'.
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I add a P. S. of an earlier letter :

'. . . Have you got Milnes' * book on Greece ? It is a very

clever, delightful, and even learned medley. I think that many
of the poems are full of poetry, although mannered, and the dedi-

cation is one of the most beautiful ones of prose I know anywhere.
It might have been written by Landor, and Landor in his kindest

and gentlest mood.'

From W. B. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, May 9, 1834.

' I was very glad to get your letter, though I have been so slow

in answering it. You guessed rightly that this has been a busy

year with me in particular it has produced a long essay On a

General Method in Dynamics, which I have sent to the Royal

Society of London. The Essay was read before that body a

month ago, but more of its fate I know not. However, like an

ostrich, having laid the egg, I leave it. The Conical Refraction

has been at last mentioned in France, but I do not know whether

it has excited much attention. Professor Quetelet of Brussels,

who conducts a scientific periodical of some celebrity on the Conti-

nent, intends, I believe, to translate the whole or part of my little

Essay On the Paths of Light and of the Planets, and to insert it in

his Magazine. Meanwhile he has translated a critique that I sent

him in a letter, on an article of Plana on Caustics. Plana is a very
eminent mathematician of Italy, who had many controversies with

Laplace : and he lately took it into his head to revive an error of

Malus on a subtle question in Optics an error which I detected

when I was very young. It is curious that I should have had to

argue with Malus and Planafor the truth of an important theorem,

and with Airy against its self-evidence
;
for Airy thought that a

certain property of certain optical systems of rays must extend to

all systems of lines, while Malus thought it belonged to fewer

optical systems than in truth it does, both being (me judice) in

error
;
and it is still more curious that the important and contested

theorem was discovered and familiarly used by Huyghens more

than a century ago, and then forgotten so completely. My own

* Now Lord Houghton.
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method of re-discovering it was different from that of Huyghens,
and was founded on my general view of Optics, or rather on that

still more general idea which I have exemplified in Optics and

Dynamics ;
but I thought it expedient to meet Plana on his own

ground, and to show the exact point where he failed to carry

sufficiently far his analysis ;
and I hope he will be convinced by

my reasoning. I am very glad to find you have been studying the

Aids to Reflection : for my part I have not been lately reading them,
and do not dare to pretend that I fully understand that terrible

note of the Pentad and the Idea. From the glimpses which I have

;aken of Kant, I should think that Coleridge would be much less un-

intelligible to a person who had studied Kant's works, and that, as a

professed disciple, he takes for granted much of the conclusions

and principles of his master
; though he has brought to them a

genius in some respects perhaps superior more capable at least of

seeing and loving all the manifold forms of beauty, and in the

highest sense more full of pathos.
' Francis Edgeworth made me a visit the other day, but only a

short one. His foreign wife (whom by the way I like) has con-

quered (it would seem) his dislike to learning modern languages
at least he told me that he had been reading Kant's Pure and

Practical Reason. I catechised him about the latter, which I have

not even seen myself ;
and from what he said, I collected that the

easiest words which could serve as an imperfect synonym, or locum

tenens for a better expression of the meaning of the Practical Reason,

are The Idea of Duty. As a better translation, however, he pro-

posed The Logos of Morality ; so now interpret or meditate on these

responses. Our conversation was a parting one, in a car on the

high-road, at some distance from the Observatory : but as I had

one lingering foot on the car-step, preparing to depart, in order to

join one of my sisters who was passing, I said that your guess

seemed after all to be not so bad, that the Practical Reason might
be only Reason employed on Practical things, on questions of action.

But to this he replied that if so, it was not the same Reason, but a

distinct and separate faculty. This second-hand commentary must

be unsatisfactory to you, and it may be unjust to Kant and Edge-
worth, reported so badly as it is but, such as it is, I thought it

might be better than nothing. In return you must send me your
sonnet on Laiv, and believe me to be,' &c.
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From VISCOUNT ADARE to "W. R. HAMILTON.

BURLINGTON HOTEL, LONDON, June 30, 1834.

' I am so exceedingly obliged to you for the letter you were so

kind as to give me for Coleridge. I took it to-day, and on inquir-

ing if Mr. Coleridge was at home, I was told he had been ill and

could not see anyone ;
but I begged the servant to take up the

letter to him, and to my great delight he sent down to say'he

would see me this I consider as a compliment to you. Up I went,

feeling a mixture of pleasure and awe, and was shown into a small

room, half full of books in great confusion, and in one corner was

a small bed, looking more like a couch, upon which lay certainly

the most remarkable looking man I ever saw
;
he quite surpassed

my expectations ;
he was pale and worn when I first entered, but

very soon the colour came into his cheeks and his eye brightened,

and such an eye as it is ! such animation, and acuteness ! so pierc-

ing ! He began by asking how you were, and telling me how ill he

had been for three months, but he is now getting a little better
;

he said he was sure it would give you pleasure to know (as far as I,

could understand) that religion had alleviated very much his hours

of pain, and given him fortitude and resignation. He then talked

about the Church, but really I found it so difficult to follow him

that I cannot recollect what he said, but even less can I remember

what I should say were the subjects of conversation : this I think

arises from a great want of method
;
but I say this, feeling I do

him injustice : still it strikes me he rambled on
; but I remarked

how, when once or twice he was interrupted by people coming into

the room and speaking to them, he resumed at the very word he

left off at he said he was sure you would feel very sorry at the

line of conduct Thirlwall had pursued about some petition about

the Dissenters, and how it had pained him. Now and then he said

something very droll, which made us laugh ;
and he conversed with

so much vigour and animation, though he had difficulty in speaking

at all. I ventured, when a pause came, to put in a word. This

happened twice : the second time I asked him when we might hope
for another work from him. He said he had one very nearly ready,

and it would have been out, were it not for his illness. He gave
me the plan of the book, but really he got so deep, using words in

a sense not familiar to me, that I could not follow him, and I

gazed on his eloquent and venerable countenance, as he went on
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describing the results of his thoughts. All I can tell you is, that

his hook is on logic of some particular kind, and is a sort of intro-

duction to his great work, as he calls the one which Aubrey says
exists only in his brain. He gave me a sketch of this also, very
brief : the title I thought beautiful, and would have given anything
to have written it down for you : indeed, much as I enjoyed the

visit, I wished you could have been in my place, for I know you
would have enjoyed it so exceedingly, and could have recollected

all. He also spoke beautifully about Kant, who, as well as Bacon,

was, he says, an Aristotelian
;
but I was unable to comprehend his

explanation of the sense in which he said their methods were simi-

lar. He says he will get some one to look out for that work of

Kant's for you, which he says is very valuable, and he told me
how little Kant is known or read in proportion to what he ought
to be. I was with him more than half an hour nearer an hour, I

believe and could willingly, as you may suppose, have staid all

day ;
but I, with some resolution at last, got up and said some-

thing about fearing I had interrupted him. I told him how you
Liked Kant, and how delighted you would be at hearing he

Coleridge] was about to publish another work. I must say, since

I came to London I have not felt so happy as this day ;
and I

consider the visit to Coleridge has been productive of complete

pleasure, unmixed with disappointment of any kind
;
and I know

not how to thank you for sending me the letter. I had half a mind,
when in Dublin, to have asked you for one, but I feared it might
look assuming, as of course in myself I have no right to intrude

upon Coleridge, ill as he is. His head is finer than I had expected,
and his eye different. I supposed it black and rather soft, instead

of being grey and penetrating. He laughed a good deal when he

alluded to some comparison, I believe he said in the Friend, about

little toads, and the Emancipation Bill, and the Eeform Bill/ &c.

From W. R. HAMILTON to his SISTER SYDNEY.

'

10, CUMBERLAND-STREET, June 30, 1834.

1
. . . My time has lately been much occupied with Faraday,

the great English chemist, who has lately acquired a very high

celebrity indeed. He fears that his time will not permit him to

visit the Observatory ; so at dinner, where I met him on Friday

last, we agreed that I should breakfast with him this morning at
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the Bilton Hotel, which I accordingly did. I had lately been

reading enough of chemistry, and especially of its connexion with

electricity, to enjoy hearing Faraday talk on this subject. But
what I most enjoyed was the finding that he, who has been pro-

ceeding entirely by induction and experiment, and who is the

most distinguished practical chemist in England, has been led to

almost as anti-material a view as myself, who have proceeded

altogether in the opposite direction, and from the other pole of

mind. He finds more and more the conception of matter an in-

cumbrance and complication in the explanation of phenomena,
instead of an assistance. He sees no proof from chemical facts, or

from the phenomena of definite proportions, for the existence of

those little bulks or bricks, of which so many fancy the outward

world to be built up. And as to his chief study, electricity, after

having long given up the fancy of two fluids, he now sees no need

nor use for even one, and seems to regard the electrical current

as only a transference of poiver nearly as, in modern optics, we

regard the transmission of light as consisting in the motion of

a motion.'

From W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSERVATORY, July 19, 1834.

'
. . . Very glad you have the Kant from Coleridge for me :

try and send it soon. I have read a large part of the Critique of
the Pure Reason, and find it wonderfully clear, and generally quite

convincing. Notwithstanding some previous preparation from

Berkeley, and from my own thoughts, I seem to have learned

much from Kant's own statement of his views of Space and Time.

Yet, on the whole, a large part of my pleasure consists in recog-

nising, through Kant's works, opinions, or rather views, which

have been long familiar to myself, although far more clearly and

systematically expressed and combined by him. Thus, in my
printed Lecture on Astronomy, I find wonderfully little, if any-

thing, which I would yet substantially alter, although if I were

writing now I might adopt perhaps a less rhetorical style. In }

particular, the sentence which I selected, as looking more

absurd than any, when writing Reviewers Reviewed* seems still

1

*
Supra, p. 30.
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to me to contain important truth, and might almost be taken

as a summary of Kant's view of Space and Time. Kant is, I

think, much more indebted than he owns, or perhaps knows, to

Berkeley, whom he calls, by a sneer,
"
gutem Berkeley "... as it

were,
"
good soul, well-meaning man !

" who was able for all that

to shake to its centre the world of human thought, and to effect a

revolution, among the early consequences of which was the growth
of Kant himself. I long to compare Kant's views of physical
science with my own, and I believe he states them in the work

you have more fully than in the Critique, of the Pure Reason'

From W. R. HAMILTON to WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.

'

OBSERVATOBY, July 20, 1834.

' It is a good while since I had last the pleasure of writing to

you, which was, I think, soon after my return from Cambridge.
Indeed I have written far fewer letters for this good while back,

not only to you, but to all my other friends, than I had been in

the habit of doing. I must console myself by thinking that as a

student I have been rather more industrious since I married than

before. My little boy, now about two months old, has not idled

me much as yet, though I own that I sometimes repeat to him

portions of the Ode on Intimations of Immortality, and fancy that

he enjoys the sound. When his mother sings to him he is in

rapture, but he really seems to enjoy my recitation too of course

from something measured in the sound. But I must not chatter

too much about what can scarcely interest any but his parents. I

shall, however, perhaps enclose a sonnet on the child, written by
my friend Mr. Robert Graves, because I think it shows some poeti-

cal taste and feeling, and because he might not have courage to

submit it, himself, to your inspection.*
' He (Mr. Graves) and Carl Hemans spent an evening lately

here
;
but I have not seen much of Mrs. Hemans lately, for her

health has not permitted her to go out much.
'

Though I have been much occupied, and perhaps more than

formerly, for the last year and a half, with mathematical pursuits,

yet I lately have given way to my innate metaphysical tendency,

* The above letter was personally conveyed by me from Dublin to Rydal

Mount. I permit myself to print in a note the sonnet referred to in it, because,

VOL. II. H
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and have read a large part of the Critique of the Pure Reason in

the original. It has really delighted me, and greatly cleared my
views on many important points. Yet I must say, though this, at

least on some subjects, might be deemed the highest praise from a

reader that, in reading Kant, I seem to be at least as much recog-

nising as learning. I have, however, a quarrel against him, for

not allowing the fair praise to Berkeley . . . and that, while I

admit the views to be distinguishable.

'You have heard, I believe, that a new Law of Light, the

Conical Refraction, predicted theoretically by me, has been verified

experimentally by Professor Lloyd, now more than a year ago.

Perhaps you may have also heard that I have applied my general
mathematical methods to Dynamics and Astronomy, and that an

Essay on the subject is now in the press in London, to appear in

the Second Part of the Philosophical Transactions for this year.
' I owe you many thanks for the present of your four-volume

edition, which reached me very safely, though not till some months

after you had given the order. Coleridge, I find, has also pub-

lished, or is publishing, a new edition of his poems. My friend,

Lord Adare, made a visit to him lately, and told me he had more

unmixed enjoyment from it than from any other part of his visit

however deficient in many respects, it records the gratitude and affection which

at that early date my intercourse with Hamilton had inspired.

TO MY FRIEND, WILLIAM ROWAN HAMILTON, ON THE BIRTH OF HIS

FIRST-BORN SON.

'

Thanks, loved and honoured Friend, for thy true thought
That not unstirr'd by sympathy of joy

Joy from Heaven's gate by thy bright angel-boy
Borne branch-like down, with dews of blessing fraught
Would sleep the breast of one whom thou hast taught,
In converse free and high, such truths as fill,

Exalt, and calm the soul : Disciple still,

He loves the hour which has thy gladness brought.
Yes ! with prompt heart I bid thy first-born hail

;

I wish all bliss to his fresh vernal years ;

I name him happy midst his infant peers

In this his birth-right may it long prevail !

With tender spells to sway Thy soaring Mind,
That not less high will soar, though Love's dear cords may bind.

' May 12, 1834.' 'R. P. G.
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to London
; though it was the time of the musical festival. With

kindest recollections of all your family at Ambleside, and warmest

wishes for their welfare.' &c.

From W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSERVATORY, July 30, 1834.

'
. . . Mac Cullagh has finished printing in the Transactions of

the Academy his Paper on Biaxal Surfaces, and has left town,

desiring Lloyd to give a copy to me when he receives it. It has

not reached me yet, but Lloyd says,
" He has put a very short

note to the part about the Conical Refraction
;

it is just as it ought
to be, and as it would have been from the first, if he had not been

Led astray by the advice of an inconsiderate friend."
'

Lloyd is now Assistant-Librarian, and I spent a couple of

lours with him yesterday in the Library and Librarian's room,

partly talking, and partly rummaging books. . . . My chief rum-

maging of books was in the Supplement to the Encyclopaedia
Britannica yesterday ;

and I found, under the title Differential

Calculus, a very original article, containing some views analogous
o the principles of my Calculus, but much less general. The

young mathematician [Augustus Moore] called here about three

weeks ago, on his way home from England. He seems to have

much abated his admiration for his tutor [Mr. Logan], who must,

icwever, be a man of great mathematical reading. I gave him
the pupil) a general notion of my Calculus, with which, in a letter

written since, he expresses himself as most highly delighted :

perhaps his poking me upon it may induce me to reconsider it

more carefully, and possibly publish something. My son ex-

ihanged, some time ago, at Castleknock, his name of
"
Minimus,"

for that of William Edwin. I represented you ; and not being
allowed to represent myself too, the clerk did that office for me !

!

or it appeared that there must be two godfathers, so I chose to be

the second. Mr. Phelan, of Finglas, dined here the other day,
and told me that his late brother the Fellow, whose Remains I

lope you have, used to read Kant with great attention, till he was

'orbidden by his physicians to do so. I must now go to town for

mother rummaging of books, and for some more terrestrial pur-

poses, but I remain, with affectionate regards, most truly yours.

H 2
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'P. S. I have written, this moment, to Airy and Rigaud, asking
them here for next year, and to Yernon Harcourt, begging him to

support the proposal of the Association's coming. The postman
has just now called, and I have given the letters to him. He
brings a letter from Whewell, as favourable as possible to our

project.'

The next three letters record an incident of some note in the

life of Hamilton his taking what may be called a public part in

politics by joining the Conservative Society, of which his old friend

Mr. Boyton was then the leading spirit. Ireland was at that time

in a very disturbed condition, and no little alarm was excited among
the adherents of the Constitution by the agitation of O'Connell for

the Repeal of the Union. It will be remembered that Hamilton was

by no means a political partisan. This was proved by his having
in 1832 professed himself a Reformer, because convinced that a

change in the parliamentary representation of the country was

necessary. On grounds, however, which have been already ad-

verted to, he was in principle and by habits of thought Conservative.

To the standard of Conservatism he continued faithful to the end

of his life, though he was always to be ranked among the mode-

rates. And he fulfilled the expectation, which he encouraged his

friends to entertain, that he would not allow politics to interfere

injuriously with his duties to Science.

From the SAME to the SAME.

PROFESSOR LLOYD'S ROOMS, August 20, 1834.

'
. . . I received your kind letter a few days ago, and alsg the

books, which you may be sure I was glad to get, especially the

Kant and Cauchy. I enjoy this new work of Kant* very much,
so far as I have read, and find it throws great light on the Critique

of the Pure Reason. Is Aubrey returned from Killarney ? for I

want to answer an old question of his about Kant's " Practical

Reason." . . . Do not be afraid that Kant will prevent me from

going to Edinburgh nor from enjoying myself there, though it

really seems quite strange to me to be at such a meeting without

you, after our pleasant time at Cambridge.

*
Supra, vol. i. p. 545

; vol. ii. p. 95 : infra, p. 105.
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'P. S. (A Lady's Postscript since you will think it perhaps the

most important part of the letter) . The crisis of public affairs has

at last made me think myself forced to appear in public life, and to

avow myself on one side or the other. You may guess on which.

I joined the Conservatives yesterday, and made a little speech, re-

turning thanks for my admission, and explaining the reasons which

made me think myself obliged to come forward. At the same

time I said that I did not hope to have often the pleasure of

meeting them
;
and if you saw how quietly Lloyd and I have

been discussing Optics for some hours past, you would not think

me irrecoverably plunged into politics, though I have thrown off

neutrality.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATORY, August 23, 1834.

*
. . . I have taken a larger sheet of paper than usual, to write

you a comfortable letter on trigonometry, politics, &c. First to

despatch the politics I suppose you received the Mail ; but you
would be glad to see how comfortably I have been engaged in

Science, since I was suddenly stirred up to make that little speech

among the Conservatives, to the extreme surprise of all my private

friends, and of none more than Wm. Kathborne, who could scarcely

believe his eyes when he found me at the rooms in Grafton-street.

13y way of revenge for my invading Boyton's territory, he thinks

of joining us at Edinburgh. I shall go there (please God) in good
time this year, but shall not set out before the beginning of Sep-
tember. My Dynamics will naturally be a subject for me to hold

forth upon ;
and if my lungs and other people's ears can bear it,

I may be tempted to introduce, some other morning, some more

purely algebraical discussion perhaps a vindication of Graves's

results respecting Logarithms, which Peacock seems to have mis-

understood. It will be well worth your while to get the Third

Report, just published, which contains the remarks of Peacock and

the others. Among the rest I figure as contributor, in an account

of some results of my general optical theory the substance of what

I said at Cambridge, which you may remember my drawing up for

the Association about the beginning of last November. What was

printed in the former Report, as the substance of my Oxford com-

munication, has been translated into German, and (so iar as I can
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judge) extremely well. I saw the translation accidentally yester-

day, in looking for something else, and it really seems clearer than

the original. An error of punctuation, which perplexed one of the

English sentences, is redressed by a change of construction ;
and

many happy compound words are introduced, such as "
Gnmdfor-

mel" and " Grundidee" for
" fundamental formula," and "funda-

mental idea." The translator must have thoroughly caught my
meaning, which is more than I can say for Quetelet, whether in

rendering my English or Herschel's. But the French are the

worst translators I know (out of, I must own, a narrow range of

such acquaintance), and it is likely that you have heard me groan
over the mangling of Ptolemy hy Halma.* For all that, I owe

many thanks to Quetelet, whose translations must help much to

make my writings known in Europe. The Conical Refraction

Papers of Lloyd are translated in the same German Periodical

the Annalen der Physik tmd Chenrie of Poggendorif and so are

my mathematical Papers connected with Potter's Experiment.' . . .

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, August 30, 1834.

' One last line to tell you that if you choose to write again on

any subject you can do so before I start, which I expect to do on

Tuesday morning, for Armagh. Robinson and I are to proceed for

Belfast on Thursday, and thence through Glasgow to Edinburgh,
where I am invited to the house of a friend of Forbes, Mr. Hope,
Dean of the Faculty of Advocates. . . .

' You know perhaps that my little explosion at the Conserva- I

tives has drawn down flattery and abuse from the various Dublin
|

Papers. The Warder lauds me to the skies, and the Freeman's I

Journal, in answer to some article which seems to have been very

ridiculously panegyrical in the Packet, pronounces that I am a man
of more than ordinary intellect, and more than ordinary vanity,

and proposes to impanel a jury to try the intelligibility of my
sonnets. The conception at any rate was good of bringing up

my sonneteering propensities and misdemeanours, in answer to

the assertion that I had now for the first time descended from

the contemplation of the heavens. But let me see the attack that

shall rival Revieicers Reviewed.

* The French translator of Ptolemy's Almagest.
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' My joining the Conservatives may, as you say, do no good,
but seemed to me my duty. As to the good which they can do,

I can only say that many despised the small beginnings of the

Catholic Association, and that since agitation, and combination,

and popular excitement, have done what I think so much harm,
it is time to try whether they cannot be made to do a little good
in turn. ... I remain your affectionate friend.'

I now present to the reader a letter of Hamilton, written at

this time, which sets forth, as the result of his studies, his views of

Kant's philosophy. In this exposition he marks out, with the hand

of a master, the distinct regions of Knowledge and Faith, and

indicates the grounds upon which a conviction may rest, that there

is no necessary incompatibility between Science and Religion.

From W. E: HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSERVATORY, August 29, 1834.

'
. . . Since I wrote last, I set myself seriously to recover my

knowledge of Grerman, and succeeded so far that I have been able

to read, with much pleasure, at intervals, about a third part of

Kant's Pure Reason. From what I have read, it seems that it

would be better entitled an Analysis of the Pure Understanding, a

phrase which occurs in the following very characteristic passage,

which will give you a notion of the whole :
" The Transcendental

Analytic has therefore this weighty result, that the Understanding

d priori can never do more than anticipate generally the Form of a

possible Experience ; and since that which is not Appearance can be

no object of Experience, that it can never overstep the bounds of

sense, within which alone Objects are given to us. Its ground-

positions are mere Principles of the Exposition of Appearances ;

and the proud name of an Ontology, which pretends to give in a

systematic doctrine synthetic knowledges, d priori, of things in

general (for example, the ground-position of Causality), must give

place to the modest title of a mere Analytic of the Pure Under-

standing." I do not think that Kant's doctrine, so far as I have

collected it from his Critique of the Pure Reason, can be compressed
into a much shorter compass, or stated much more clearly than in

this passage it is done by him. He aims, throughout, to show

the necessary limits of our priori knowledge ;
not by declaiming
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about the weakness of our faculties, but by criticising their nature.

And he arrives at the humbling conclusion that our theoretical

knowledge a priori is only the Form or Pure Scheme of Possible

Experience only extends to those mathematical forms of sense,

and categorical forms of thought, which make experience possible,

and give to the manifold of perception synthetic unity. So that

when we pretend, of any pure conception or category of the

Understanding, to make what he calls a transcendental as dis-

tinguished from empirical use
;
when we pass the sphere of

experience, and disdaining Appearances, and their priori rules

arising from our own subjective properties, aspire to a theoretical

knowledge of Things considered in themselves
; together with

restraint support is gone, our pinions beat the void, and fluttering

down we drop, down down into a perturbed and bottomless abyss
of Doubt and Seeming. It is Kant's own criterion, by which he

distinguishes his view from others, and characterises the revolution

that he seeks to make in the general Method of Thought : the

principle, that "
of things ice only know a priori what we ourselves

put in them." Yet even the pure Understanding requires that

though we only know appearances and their rules, we should

assume, in thought, that this is not the whole
;
we must conceive

an extra-sensuous or Noumenal base, to the sensible or Phaenomcnal

world. " By Faith," says St. Paul,
" we understand that the

things which are seen were not made of things which do appear
"

:

and Kant asserts of himself that he " takes away Knowledge, in

order to get room for Belief." He denies to the Speculative
Reason all progress in the field of the Supersensuous ;

but shows,

in the very same act, that such a field is open, if only an appro-

priate faculty shall seek to make entrance upon it. The uncondi-

tioned, the free, transcends our Theoretical Knowledge : but for

that very cause, such knowledge can never disprove it. Though
Freedom is alien from the world of Nature, which is our world of

knowledge ; though we can only raise up an Experience, by first

assuming Necessity ; yet Things in Themselves are not the objects

of Experience, and Things in Themselves may be free. The Soul,

in the phenomenal world, produces effects by mechanism, that is,

by rules excluding freedom
;
but all these rules, or necessary laws

of Nature, being limited to Things as Appearances, do not touch

the Soul in itself. Here ends the office of the Critique of the Pure
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Reason, and here the Practical Reason (in Kant's sense) begins its

own high function. The analysis of Speculative Knowledge has

shown that the conception of absolute Freedom involves at least

nothing absurd
;

it has left at least a place to be filled up, though
it must leave that empty. Our Practical Reason asks but this : it

can fill the void itself, it can determine that transcendental idea of

the Unconditioned. Through Conscience it demands the Freedom
of the Will, reveals to us the Soul, and points to God. The strife

of Reason is appeased, its knowledge crushes not its yearnings, the

contradiction of thought is done away, and Faith finds a throne

made ready : all those insurgent doubts subdued beneath it, which

had arisen from the unwarranted assumption of a Knowledge of

Things in Themselves. Such seems to me the spirit of Kant's

theory, and if this outline be correct, it does not seem at least to

contradict religion, though it could not dispense with revelation to

enlighten the Practical Reason. You see too that if I have rightly

caught the meaning of this last phraseology, it is very nearly

synonymous, as you thought, with The Reason employed on Practical

Things : only that perhaps you might not have been tempted to use

the word Practical exactly in the same sense as Kant, who applies

it eminently to Duty, but generally to Freedom as contrasted with

Nature, and consequently to the Objects of Faith and Conscience

as contrasted with those of Knowledge and Experience. After all,

you must observe that I have not seen his work on the Practical

Reason, and therefore may be only guessing still, though not so

vaguely as before.

'I lately procured Philip Van Artevelde, at your suggestion,

and read it with great admiration. I intend to send my copy to

Adare's friend and mine, and perhaps yours, Lady Campbell.
As to Mrs. Hamilton and her boy, they are both quite well, and

going to her mother in the south. The child knows my bust quite

well, and it serves him as a plaything in my absence. He seems,

however, to be angry that it will not speak to him, and it was

amusing to watch his satisfaction this morning when after looking

at it for some time he saw my living face.'

It has been seen that the thoughts of Hamilton were now-

directed to the approaching meeting of the British Association at

Edinburgh, and beyond it to the meeting of the same Association,
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which in 1835 would, he hoped, take place in Dublin. The follow-

ing letters are connected with this subject :

From PROFESSOR WHEWELL to W. R. HAMILTON.

' TEINITT COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, July 25, 1834.

' I am very glad to hear of the good dispositions of your Dublin
men of Science towards the British Association, and of their wish

]

to have us on that side the water next year. The best step will I

be that some one who can speak for your Dublin friends should be

at Edinburgh at the beginning of the meeting there and to the !

end, and should be ready to propose your invitation and to learn I

any counter-scheme, as the occasion may arise.

* I am just going to start for the north, in the hope of picking
out a little tour among the Scotch hills and lochs, before the philo-

sophy sets in. The Airys also go northwards, and take up their

abode at Keswick for a while. Sedgwick is, I believe, already in

Scotland.
' I hope we shall meet in Edinburgh, and have time to discuss

the first principles of mechanics, and of various other matters.'

From W. R. HAMILTON to REV. DR. ROBINSON.

'

OBSERVATORY, August 4, 1834.

' You know of course, this long time, that your memorial was

completely successful, and that not only the College but the other \

chief scientific bodies of Dublin have agreed to request the British

Association to meet next year in this city. I have written to

"Whewell and Yernon Harcourt, and have asked Airy and Rigaud
to be my guests on the occasion. . . .

' I still hope to spend a day or two at your Observatory, and to

renew my acquaintance with its inhabitants and it. Talking of

Observatories, I amused myself the other day reading off the

microscopes of the circle here after setting it very nearly in the

position in which Thompson, some time before, had observed with

it 7 Draconis. The bottom microscope being almost exactly the

same as before, the side-microscopes differed, and both so as to .

indicate a little lifting. They gave the same indication when I

set the circle to the position in which it had been used for observ-

ing -y
Draconis with the other face. These observations had been,
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you know, by night : and my examination was by day, about one

o'clock. So far as they go, then, they prove that heat raises the

side-microscopes a little, in the vertical direction. Now there is an

obvious mechanical cause for this, in the existence of an arm which

runs upward to each, without any opposite arm coming down-
ward from the frame-work of the instrument. Might it not be

worth while, and would it not be easy, to insert such downward
arms ? Provision might be made for sliding their plates of inser-

tion on the upright pillars of the frame-work, until the compensa-
tion was complete.'

His invitations for 1835 were accepted by Professor Eigaud and

Airy in characteristic letters, friendly both, but both dwelling on

the circumstances which then rendered any Irish engagement of very

doubtful fulfilment. Just before Hamilton started for Edinburgh
a letter from France reached him, which gave him an agreeable

report of the esteem in which he was held by the mathemati-

cians of that country. The writer was Mons. A. Th. D'Abbadie,

an accomplished student of Science, whom he had met at Cam-

bridge the year before, and who seems to have charged himself

with the distribution in Paris of some of Hamilton's Scientific

Memoirs. A letter from Professor Lloyd, besides giving some

information respecting M. D'Abbadie, contains an anticipation of

a wider application of Hamilton's Characteristic Function than

had yet been given to it.

From PROFESSOR LLOYD to W. B. HAMILTON.

'[August 1834].

' ... I see we have some hope of making a mineralogist of

you. I do not despair of seeing the day when the Characteristic

Function will be applied to the Molecular attractions, and when

the constants of the integrations will, may-be, tell us something
about the precise crystalline form to be assumed.'

At the Edinburgh meeting Hamilton had again the pleasure

of being united with the two Lloyds and Dr. Eobinson, as repre-

sentatives of Irish science, and to these were added Dr. Lardner,
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Professor Stevelly of Belfast, and Mr. John T. Graves
; Whewell,

Peacock, Baden Powell, and Sedgwick greeted him as now an old

friend
;
he was cordially welcomed to Edinburgh by Brewster

and Brisbane and James Forbes
;
and he formed the acquaintance

of Arago and Agassiz, who worthily represented the savans of the

Continent. The Meeting was a very brilliant one : to its Scientific 1

Proceedings Hamilton contributed a statement of the application

of his method to Dynamics ;
he joined with Robinson and

I

Whewell in setting forth what was known and what might bel

conjectured about comets
;

with the same able coadjutors he
]

discussed Professor Baden Powell's exposition of Cauchy's views

on the dispersion of light in connexion with the undulatory

theory ;
and he supported against the objections of Peacock

a|

Paper on the Theory of Exponential Functions, read by Mr. John

T. Graves, and in confirmation of his friend's results explained a

new method he had devised of conceiving imaginary quantities, I

and the principles of a theory which he denominated a Theory ofI

Conjugate Functions. This Theory he afterwards developed in an |

important memoir.

Lastly, being called on at the final meeting in the College

Library, on the 13th September, to second a vote of thanks to 1

the President (Sir Thomas Brisbane) and the Vice-Presidents (Sir 1

David Brewster and Dr. Robinson), which had been proposed i

by Mr. Whewell, he made a speech which is thus reported in ]

Jameson's Philosophical Journal :

-

' I rise, in compliance with this call, to second the motion of

my friend
;
and I do so with the siucerest pleasure, although I

should not have presumed, if uninvited, to come forward on this

occasion. How indeed can I fail to experience deep pleasure 'in

assisting to direct your attention and your thanks to a triad of men
such as these ? A triad containing one [Dr. Robinson], a country-
man and friend of my own, who, with all that mathematical attain-

ment and all that scientific diligence of which Professor Whewell
has spoken, combines a flow of eloquence, to which we all during
this week have often been delighted listeners

;
a triad containing

also another Vice-President [Sir David Brewster], a native indeed
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of Scotland, but one whose name and fame are not confined to

Scotland ;
and who is known over the whole of Europe, as the

person who, by his researches and sagacity, has done more perhaps
;han any other living man for the science of Physical Optics ;

for

;hat wonderful science which illustrating, each by each, the most

)eautiful phenomena of light, and the subtlest properties of matter,

enables us almost to feel the minute vibrations, the ceaseless heav-

ngs and tremblings of that mighty ocean of ether, which bathes the

arthest stars, yet winds its way through every labyrinth and pore of

>very body on this earth of ours
;
a triad finally containing, as its

lead and organ, that scientific soldier [Sir Thomas Brisbane] of more

ihan European reputation, who, entrusted with the sword of his

overeign and with the glory of his country, in a far distant land, had

bunded an Observatory in another hemisphere, before he came to

>reside in this., and so conferred a benefit on Science of which it

would be hard to overrate the importance. Had it not been for

hat Observatory, the Comet of Encke, at one of its late returns,

would have eluded human scrutiny ;
since it was invisible in the

lorthern though it was visible in the* southern hemisphere. Had
t not been for that Observatory we should want some of our most

valuable elements for determining the amount of astronomical

refraction, that property of our earth's atmosphere which, chang-

ng variously the course of light, bends the rays of Sirius here

;owards one pole, but bends them there towards the other. I

remember well, though I was then but a young astronomer, the

anxiety with which my dear and illustrious predecessor in the

Astronomical Chair of Dublin awaited the arrival of those Para-

matta Observations
;
the delight with which he received them, and

:he eagerness with which he proceeded to combine them with his

own
;
and so to form that union of northern and southern Obser-

vation, which will hand down together, to the remotest ages of

astronomical history, the names of Brinkley and of Brisbane.'

The speech concluded with an eloquent acknowledgment of the

Jiospitality of Edinburgh, which Hamilton dwelt on as illustrat-

ing the unity of Scotland and England, and with a warm expres-

sion of hope that the meeting in Dublin next year would receive a

welcome not less hospitable, and conduce towards a similar unify-

ing of national feeling.
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When the intellectual excitement of the meeting was over, the

sight of a beautiful child receiving the parental caresses of his

hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Hope, stirred the heart of the father in the

breast of Hamilton, and prompted the following sonnet :

' Britain had met again, and Scotland seen

Within her metropolitan city old

The fair imperial flag of Truth unrolled,

Floating in many a fold of glory keen :

Another gathering of power had been,

And many a Chief from many a distant home
Of Europe or America had come,
To hail that banner fair of Truth their Queen.

The scene was changed. Full of another joy,

With brightest eyes from forth dark lashes glancing,

And every limb in graceful gesture dancing,
In parents' arms was seen an infant Boy :

Thus the swift Hour that ended one delight

Gave to an absent Sire a sweeter sight.

'

EDINBTJKGH, September, 1834:.'

*

Adverting to the Edinburgh meeting is a passage in a letter

to a relative in which he says :

' I formed and renewed many valuable scientific acquaintances
and counted the week well-spent. Returning I took Wordsworth
in my way, and found, to my agreeable surprise, that he has a

volume of poems in the press.'

The following letters, written after his return to the Obser-

vatory, give some interesting particulars, both scientific and per-

sonal :

From W. B. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.

' BAYLY FARM, NENAGH, October 6, 1834.

' I have been here about ten days, at Mrs. Bayly's house, from

which, I think, I corresponded with you before, at the time of the

Conical Refraction. . . . The visits had been pretty well exchanged
before I came, so that I have enjoyed a most luxurious quiet, far

greater than any I have ever had at home
; and, not to be un-

grateful, I have been scribbling or rather writing in a copy-book,
with a decently fair hand, some twenty pages of a Second Essay on

Dynamics, which is likely to go to press after some months without
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much farther alteration. This second Essay I trust will not dis-

grace its predecessor, now printed subject to revision of the closing

sheet. It will turn chiefly on the properties of that principalfunc-

tion, of which I talked at Edinburgh ;
not precisely the old Charac-

teristic, $, but one deduced from that at the close of the first essay.

However, the generality of my method has suggested to me lately

still another function of elements, more directly adapted to the inte-

gration of the equations of Lagrange and Poisson for the variation

of elements, or parameters, and to the integration of other analo-

gous equations, as rigorous, and perhaps even more general. This

track seems even more promising than the former, for the practi-

cal work of approximation, and for the deduction of interesting

theorems.
' P. S. The only fault of your Report is its too great modesty.

From PROFESSOR LLOYD to W. E,. HAMILTON.

'TBINITY COLLEGE, Octobers, 1834.

'
. . . As to the labours of the secretaryship I foresaw from the

first that they would chiefly devolve upon me as being the metro-

politan party as well as the objective man of the two. However,
we shall consult together, I hope, every Monday, when you come in

to the Academy, and you will keep me straight if you find me

diverging. It might be interesting to determine whether the pro-

perties of such a couple consisting of subjective and objective

might not be deduced from your theory of Conjugates.
'

. . . There is a very good report of our proceedings published
in Jameson's Journal and your speech on the concluding day, of

which I have not ceased to hear since, is very well given.
'

Agassiz is in Dublin. I have not seen him, but hear he says
the* Dublin men had the lead at the meeting.*

* In a letter to his sister Sydney, dated November 24, 1834, Hamilton writes:

From all I can collect, it was thought at Edinburgh that the Irish came off

much the best : and now between our hospitality and our buildings, I expect the

Dublin meeting to be the climax, but we shall have to work hard to make

arrangements for so vast a Body. At Edinburgh I was at the house of Mr. John

Hope, who lived some miles out of town, but who supplied us so well with

carriages that we lost nothing on that account. You may be amused to know
that my friend Lloyd's face haunted the Scotch as well as the Irish ladies

; at

least Mrs. Hope confessed that she could not sleep for a whole night for think-

ing of its sweetness and beauty, and Mr. Hope said it was very true, and that

she would not let him sleep either, she was so often exclaiming about it.'
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'. . . P. S. I have been so hurried I forgot to congratulate

you on your success in the Dynamics.'

(
The application of his general method to Dynamics constituted

one of Hamilton's most important mathematical achievements. It

can of course be appreciated perfectly only by masters in the

Science, and for them no statement can be satisfactory which is

less full than the Papers on this subject which he contributed to

the Transactions of the Royal Society of London : but I think that

a reader of moderate scientific acquirement will find that from a

perusal of the following extracts from a letter to Sir John Herschel

he may gain a general notion of its magnitude, of the wide extent

of the field traversed, and of the comprehensive and unifying

power of intellect displayed by the author. It is with this view

that, omitting the algebraical exemplifications, I produce the frame-

work of a letter which in the original runs to above twenty quarto

pages : a message to Professor Airy, in a letter to Mr. Whewell,

will prepare the reader for one most interesting part of this re-

markable communication.

From W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR WHEWELL.
'

OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, December 2, 1834.

'
. . . Thank Airy for promising, though under so many hypo-

theses, to come to me with his lady at the time
; and tell him that

I have invented a new set of ellipses for the planets (odd that a

mathematician should dare to take such a liberty), which deter-

mines, as easily and as rigorously as the old, the heliocentric co-

ordinates, though not the heliocentric velocities, and which have

the same laws of secular, but more symmetric laws of periodical

variations. The Theory of them is sketched in my Second Essay
on Dynamics, which I sent off about six weeks ago to London.

' P. S. I have lately read Sedgwick's Discourse with great

delight/

From "W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

1 October 17, 1834.

* It is so great a pleasure to correspond with you that I

surprised to think a letter of yours has been almost a year un-
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answered, one written when you were on the point of sailing for

the Cape. But I am likely now to write a letter almost as much
too long as it comes too late. For I have a mind to do something
now that I have long intended to do, and to tell you how far I have

accomplished a purpose that I talked of to you last year at Cam-

bridge. I told you then that, having nearly accomplished what I most

aimed at in Optics (though leaving very much for others, and I hope
for myself, to do), my thoughts had returned to an old project of

applying the same method to Dynamics. On this new and more

important application I have since drawn up two Essays for the

Royal Society of London, and one of them is already printed (though
not yet published) in the second part of the Philosophical Transac-

tions for this year. The printed Essay will, I hope, be forwarded

to you soon, perhaps as soon as this letter
;
so the sketch that I

now think of giving shall be taken rather from the new materials

brought forward in the Second Essay : yet shall not absolutely

require, but rather may assist, the reading of the former also.
' But before I proceed to these more physical things, let me say a

word on a subject in pure Mathematics. I send you a little Paper
on Differences and Differentials of Functions of Zero, drawn up some

years ago, and lately printed from the old manuscript by the Royal
Irish Academy ;

and it annoys me more than it will you, to find

[that though I have done full justice to your priority in discovering

:he very interesting theorem which I have only attempted to

generalise, yet, from not having had access at the time to the

Philosophical Transactions, I have not referred expressly enough to

;hem, as containing an earlier publication of your theorem (for the

development of exponential functions) than your Cambridge Col-

lection of Examples. I wish I had stated this point of history

)etter, though it is one of priority between you and yourself, not

)etween you and me. The Collection of Examples I value much :

you did me the favour to present me with a copy at Slough, and I

lad another before.
'

Proceeding now to the Dynamics, you do not need to be in-
!ormed that the 3n differential equations of motion of the 2nd order

)etween the 3n rectangular co-ordinates x l y^z l . . . xn yn zn and the

ime t, for an attracting or repelling system of n masses m l m 2 . . . mn ,

jonsidered as free points, may be comprised in the following for-

nula :

S .m (x" x + y"^y + s"Sa)
= S . S . mm

t f(r) ; (1)

VOL. II. I
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x"
'

y"V being the component accelerations of any mass m, and/(r)
being a certain function of the mutual distance r between the two
masses of any pair mm,, such that the derived function/' (r] ex-

presses the law of repulsion, being negative in the case of attraction.

Nor do you need to be told how unsuccessful mathematicians have

been in their attempts to integrate rigorously the system of 3s

equations of the 2nd order, comprised so elegantly in the foregoing
formula of Lagrange. For the completeness of such integration,

it would be necessary, you know, to find 3n relations between the

time, the 3n variables, and Qn constants
;
and analysts, so far as I ;

could ever learn, have not found, nor even expressed, as yet, one
|

such relation. You will judge whether the following method does

not rigorously express them all, by means of one Principal Func-

tion, and so reduce the difficulty of Dynamics to the search of one

central relation. . . .

* Thus all is reduced to the search of the form of the function

8 ; not as a function which states, but as one which would resolve

the problem : not serving, like Lagrange's disturbing function R,
to express with elegance the known differential equations of motion,

but to give by its own differential co-efficients the hitherto unknoum

integrals, intermediate and final, of those important equations.

Lagrange's function has indeed the advantage of being develop-
able by an obvious though laborious process, and especially that

many excellent analysts have already submitted to that labour ;

my function requires (perhaps) subtler considerations to guide in

searching for its form, but possibly the actual development of it

will not be more laborious. . . .

' Such are the most essential features of my new method

Dynamics. It did not present itself to me at once under quite

simple a form. I used, as you will find, throughout the great

part of my First Essay, a Characteristic Function V, more closely

analogous to the optical function which I had denoted by the sai

letter, and expressing, as in Optics, the dependence of the quantit

called Action on the final and initial co-ordinates. But this func

tion V in Dynamics involved also, as an auxiliary quantity, the

constant H in the known expression for half the living force of

system ;
and the eliminations by which I was obliged to get rid

of this auxiliary constant, and to introduce the time in its stead,

made the method more embarrassing than it is in its present form,

especially in questions of perturbation.
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' For questions of this kind I have two very different processes :

one following more immediately from the properties of my Princi-

pal Function S, and the other resembling more closely the proces-
ses familiar to mathematicians, but essentially deduced from the

same new method of analysis, or Calculus of Principal Functions.
'

According to my first process, I do not alter the initial co-

ordinates of a system, but only its initial components of velocities,

in order to calculate the final or disturbed configuration by the

rules of undisturbed motion
; according to the second process, I

alter at once the initial positions and velocities, in order to calcu-

late simultaneously the final or disturbed co-ordinates and veloci-

ties of the several points of the system. The formulae of both

processes appear to me as simple as could be expected : but in

applying the latter process to the Solar or other analogous systems,
I am conducted to conceive an orbit of a planet quite different in

theory, though little different in fact, from that so beautifully

imagined by Lagrange. My orbit is certainly less simple in a

geometrical view
; perhaps it may be thought to have, in return,

some important advantages for calculation.

'You are well aware that Lagrange's general method of the

variation of parameters consists in adapting the integrals of one

equation or set of equations to another, by treating the constants

of the first as the variables of the second problem ; and that in

treating them so, it is often permitted to select at pleasure several

arbitrary conditions, which these new variables shall satisfy : especi-

ally in dynamical applications, in which the equations first inte-

grated being usually of the second order, the number of constants

n their integrals is twice the number of the dependent variables.

The principle on which Lagrange selected the arbitrary conditions,

which he chose to oblige his varying parameters to satisfy, was the

very fair one, of depressing the order, since he had been led to

ncrease the number, of the differential equations of motion. I

aim at and attain the same advantage of having the new differen-

ial equations no higher than the first order, but am led to a

lifferent selection of parameters, because I start from a different

jet of original differential equations, themselves of the first

wder. . . .

' And in general the differentials of all my varying elements,

'or the whole Solar system, can be expressed very simply by the
n

I 2
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partial differential coefficients of the one disturbing function H2 ,

taken with respect to those elements
;

whereas in Lagrange's

method, it is necessary to differentiate one disturbing function

for Jupiter disturbed by Saturn, and another such function for

Saturn disturbed by Jupiter.
' This great advantage, as probably it will be admitted to be,

reconciles me to the inconvenience of conceiving a new set of

orbits, and to the loss of geometrical simplicity, before alluded

to, which consists in this, that mine do not touch but cut (though
under very small angles) the actual heliocentric orbits, described

under the influence of all the disturbing forces. My new varying
orbit of each planet gives correctly the disturbed heliocentric co-

ordinates, and the auxiliary quantities x
r

y z', by the rules of un-

disturbed motion
;
but unless we differentiate the elements of each,

or else combine the orbits of all, they do not give correctly, for

disturbed motion, those other auxiliary variables which Lagrange

employed, namely, the components of heliocentric velocities. But,

algebraically, these were only suggested by his form of the original

differential equations, and, astronomically, they are of no use except
so far as they may serve to calculate the heliocentric co-ordinates

;

any other auxiliary variables are equally well entitled to the atten-

tion of the algebraist or the astronomer, if it be equally easy to
,

eliminate them at the end of the calculation : and the auxilie

variables which I have chosen appear to me to deserve such atten-

tion, as serving to simplify both the original differential equatioi

and the subsequent transformations, though they suggest a ne\

set of varying parameters or elements. And while I am sorry
to lose the beautiful geometrical property of contact between the

actual and the varying orbits, referred to the centre of the Sun, 1 1

think that the property of my new orbits, in giving immediately
the components of velocity of each planet relatively to the centre

of gravity of the whole Solar system, makes them even a little

more closely connected than Lagrange's with the idea of a multiple

system, moving about its common centre of gravity, and influenced

in every part by the actions of all the rest. From their connexion

with this idea, and from the necessity of considering the masses

and motions of the whole Solar system, before the new elements of '

any one planet can be quite rigorously determined, I am tempted
to call these new ellipses the systematic orbits of the planets. Their
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secular variations follow the same laws as those of the usual orbits :

and generally, if this new track should be adopted, it will not be-

come necessary to throw aside all the old results, for the reciprocal

of the distance between two planets is the chief thing to be

developed, whether in Lagrange's or in my disturbing function,

though the development of mine will certainly be more symmetric.
I hinted already that my Calculus ofPrincipal Functions has enabled

me to express all the rigorous integrals of my own transformed

equations of the varying elements of a system, by means of any
one out of several functions of those elements, which can be ap-

proached to with an indefinite accuracy by a corollary of my
general method. . . .'

The two Essays on Dynamics, developing a method applicable

to the entire Science, include also, as may be inferred from the

above letter, a contribution of great value to the mathematics of

Physical Astronomy. In these Essays, profiting by and passing

beyond the results of Lagrange and Poisson, Hamilton arrived at

fundamental theorems, which again were extended by Jacobi ; and

thus these four mathematicians have obtained a linked renown for

the establishment of a series of important truths and processes in

Astronomical Science.
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CHAPTEE XVIII.

ALGEBRA THE SCIENCE OF PURE TIME MEETING OF BRITISH

ASSOCIATION IN DUBLIN KNIGHTHOOD.

(1835.)

AT the beginning of the year 1835 Hamilton was at Bayly Farm.

It may be remembered that soon after his return from Edinburgh
he joined Mrs. Hamilton there, and there plunged into mathema-

tical work. His lectures summoned him to town in the beginning

of November, and when they were over, upon the approach of

Christmas, he was again with his wife and child. The state of

her mother's health detained her in the country, and Hamilton had

till the end of May to go backwards and forwards between the

Observatory and Bayly Farm. It will be seen from a letter to

Mr. DeYere, of January 30, how unsatisfactory, even in an intel-

lectual point of view, his lonely condition at the Observatory was

felt by him to be. But before giving the correspondence with his

friend, I insert a letter which tells of his first visit to Birr Castle,

where Lord Oxmantown was then carrying on the construction of

his three-foot telescope.

From W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSERVATORY, January 17, 1835.

'
. . . I paid Lord Oxmantown a visit of a day, on my way

from the south to Dublin; and saw the machinery of all kinds, I

though not any telescope at work ; for he had taken down his
|

eighteen-inch or two- foot (I forget which), and could not have put
it in its place again without at least a day's notice. But he in-
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vited me to visit him again on my return for Helen, after the

Academy dinner, and thought he would hy that time have polished
his great three-foot, which I saw patiently enduring a grinding

process under the steam-engine, so regulated (I believe) as to wear

away only a fiftieth of an inch in a fortnight. Perhaps I may
yield to this temptation, and look in on him again before the end

of this month/

From AUBREY DE VERB to W. R.. HAMILTON.

'

CURRAGH, December 29, 1834.

*
. . . There are innumerable subjects that I want to talk over

with you : particularly that admirable Essay in The Friend, in

which Coleridge treats of Method and distinguishes it from System
or Classification. Still more excellent (at least it is of much more

close application to the present state of Science) seems to me that

part of the work in which he exposes Theory, and contrasts it with

Law anticipated, and Law discovered : all this was new to me
;

for I had never read the whole of the work. . . .'

From W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE YERE.

'

OBSEKVATORY, January 30, 1835.

' I was not at home when your interesting letter arrived, in-

forming me of the approaching marriage of your sister : and if

I have postponed writing, in the hope of a more perfect leisure

than has since befallen me, you have not, I am sure, imagined for

a moment that my silence arose from indifference. Anything con-

nected with her happiness must always be very interesting to me
;

and a connexion such as you describe must be likely to secure

and increase it : especially as the neighbourhood of Curragh to the

dwelling of her future husband will make her feel less separated
than she otherwise would be from the scenes and friends of her

childhood. Present to her, and to Sir Aubrey and Lady De Vere,

my most friendly and affectionate congratulations, and the assur-

ance (although I trust unnecessary) that I shall always sympathise
most cordially in all accessions of happiness to you all.

' I fully hoped to give you in this letter a sketch of a very re-

markable Essay by Coleridge, on the mythus concealed under the

-ZEschylean conception of Prometheus. The Essay was presented
to the Royal Society of Literature in London, many years ago ;

but
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it has been only lately published. It seems to me very remarkable,
and you would much enjoy the study of it

; partly as falling in

with, and illustrating, your views of the hidden wisdom of the

ancients, and the deep thought contained under popular if not

puerile forms. The Essay has all the characteristics of Coleridge,
and many words and passages transferred from his other works :

but this will not, to an admirer and student of his writings, dimi-

nish its interest, much less its value.
* My own occupations, for some weeks past, have been more of

an outward and social nature than of a studious or meditative kind.

It disarranges me much, I find, to live long in so lonely a place as

the Observatory still remains, awaiting the return of its lady ; and

even for withdrawing into solitary thought, I want a companion
from whom to withdraw. For this, or some such reason, I find my
visits to the south, and the weeks that I have spent with my wife

and child at the cottage of her mother, much more propitious to

study than the intermediate intervals at home. But I have lately

been attending many committees and meetings of societies con-

nected with Science, and in that way chiefly occupied myself

lately, as I did with another public excitement (my Lectures) when
I was at the Observatory before Christmas. I start again for the

south at an early hour to-morrow, intending to visit Lord Oxman-
town on my way, and hoping to return in about a fortnight with

Mrs. Hamilton. . . .

'P. S. At a public evening meeting of the Eoyal Irish

Academy on Monday last, I received (without any specific ex-

pectation) a large gold medal, as a mark of approbation of that

long memoir of which you heard me give an abstract.* This some-

what disturbed me in commencing another public address on the

subject of the British Association.'f

* His Third Supplement to the Essay on Systems of Rays, which included

Conical Refraction.

f Minutes of Royal Irish Academy, January 26, 1835. ' The Gold Medal of

the Academy, as awarded by Council, was presented by the Archbishop, V.P.,

in the Chair, to Professor Hamilton,' and at the same time to George Petrie.

' Professor Hamilton having made a Report to the Academy of the Proceed-

ings of the Meeting of the British Association, lately held at Edinburgh, and

having explained the characteristic circumstances of its objects and means,-

Resolved, that the thanks of the Academy be presented to Professor Hamilton
for his most interesting and instructive Report.'
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On the day after writing this letter he began a second visit to

Birr Castle
;

it was brief and we have no record of it
;
but on

his return from Bayly Farm, a fortnight later, he was for the third

time Lord Oxmantown's guest, and his letters contain some inter-

esting particulars of his impressions of the first trial of the three-

foot mirror. The extracts from Lord Adare's letters afford fresh

proofs of the writer's eager intelligence, his ingenuous nature,

and the affectionate admiration tver present with him for the

guide and master of his intellectual life.

From W. R. HAMILTON to his WIFE.

' BIRK CASTLE, February 18, 1835.

* ... They have persuaded me to remain for a few days here,

that I may see the polishing, and perhaps the erection, of the great
three-foot mirror (three feet across), which will be a finer instru-

ment than any now in use, and perhaps finer even than the old

four-foot of Sir William Herschel, which was made with less care,

of an inferior metal, and soon went out of order. The erection of

Lord Oxmantown's three-foot will therefore be an event in Astro-

nomy, and it will be pleasant to have been here on the occasion ;

besides the pleasure of seeing, as it may be confidently expected
that we shall see with it, old objects better than any living eye has

seen them, and other objects hitherto unseen by man. He, at least,

has every human certainty of seeing such after a little time, and I,

if present even for a single night, may enjoy a foretaste and speci-

men of the sights which will offer themselves to him at leisure.

This gigantic mirror is actually under the polisher now, and has

been since I came ; and once or twice the steam-engine has been

stopped, to try how far the work had advanced, and the mirror has

been found to give a distinct image of*a wire, and of a watch-dial,

suspended or supported by a pole at the top of one part of the

castle, immediately above the work-shop. In this manner the

progress of the polishing can be examined, without stirring the

mirror from its place, which is an important advantage in the case

of so heavy and yet delicate a thing. It is hoped that in a day or

two it will be ready to be removed to its cell in the great tube,

which I have just been visiting in the lawn. Meanwhile, to have

a chance of seeing the comet, if the night should be fine, Lord
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. .
, ____^

Oxmantown has been at work there with his men to-day, putting
in the eighteen-iuch metal, which is in perfect order, and is the

finest mirror in the kingdom now, as Herschel's is away. . . .'

From the SAME to the SAME.

' BIKE CASTLE, February 22, 1835.

'
. . . The great three-foot was at length inserted yesterday ; and

when we went to the telescope in the evening, it turned out that

in thus putting it up for the first time the focal length had not

been exactly adapted to the tube, but was about a foot too short.

On this account we could make no use of the eye-glasses to mag-
nify the image, for they would have required to be pushed farther

into the tube than as yet there was any provision for pushing
them. We could therefore only use our naked eye to look with,

down the tube
;
but looking so, it was really surprising to see the

great brilliancy of the planets, and even of some stars which were

not of the first magnitude. When the tube was nearly, but not

exactly, adjusted to Jupiter, so strong a light was thrown upon
the side by the reflexion from the mirror, that it reminded me of

the light thrown on the ground by a coach-lantern ; and the same

effect, though in a less degree, was produced even by very mid-

dling stars
;
whereas my largest object-glass does not throw a

sensible picture on paper (so far as I remember) of any but the

brightest stars and planets. The perfect whiteness too of Jupiter
and Sirius was very striking to me, who have been accustomed

only to refractors, which always tinge bright objects more or less

with colour. Upon the whole, though I can scarcely say that I

have seen the new telescope yet, because the eye-glasses were want-

ing, I am very glad that I have seen at least the mirror ; and it

happened that I was the first to point it at a celestial object,

which will be something to remember (if I live) in after-years. . . /

From VISCOUNT ADARE to W. E. HAMILTON.

'

PAEIS, Thursday, February 5, 1835.

'
. . . Did you ever get a letter from me from Tredegar,

Newport, franked by Lord Rodney, begging you to write to me
at Gloucester if there was anything I could do for you at Paris ?

I have not heard from you since. I write again now in hopes I

may be able to be useful, by asking questions of Poissoii or anyone
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you may like. We have been here a fortnight last Monday. I

got some letters in London from South, for Arago, Bouvard,

Delessert, and Gambey. Arago is not in Paris, but is expected

every day. Delessert has asked me to his soirees every Tuesday.
I was at one this week for the first time, but was not introduced to

any scientific people, nor do I know if there were any. Bouvard

I called upon to-day at the Observatory ;
he could show me nothing,

as there was a meeting of the Board of Longitude. I was at the

weekly meeting of the Academy of Sciences at the Institute last

Monday, which was very interesting to me, and I was thinking of

you all the time, knowing how much you would have liked to have

been in my place. The savants sit round several tables in a great

library, and behind them stand, or sit, as they can, all those who
come to hear. A Mr. Pentland took me, and showed me the fol-

lowing men : Biot president, Poisson, Ampere, Dulong, Gay
Lussac, Prony, Bouvard, Blainville. The latter is one of the first

Comparative Anatomists. I thought Prony had been dead a long
time

;
he looks very old

; Ampere looks a very strange fellow. I

saw besides, who are not members, Pontecoulant, Mathieu, filie de

Beaumont. Poisson is a short, merry, punchy, fellow, as unlike

a mathematician as you can fancy; more fit than you to be

christened by Mr. King
" a jolly old fellow." I was longing so

much to have a talk with Poisson about you : I won't leave Paris

without accomplishing that. There was an anatomical report read,

and some business done what a fine thing it is, to be sure, to see

these great people all assembled in council, how different from our

Royal Society ! Pentland says Biot is engaged in optical pursuits.

Have you got the Connaissance des Temps for 1837 ? there are some

Papers that would interest you. By-the-bye, can I buy any books

here that you want? Greenough gave me a letter for Elie de

Beaumont
;
I have attended two lectures of his, he speaks low, and

I cannot follow him. He is a very gentle, quiet, civil, person : I

have lent him Ainsworth on the Ballybunian Caves.
'

. . . I must try and see Francoeur. ... I shall go to the

Geological Society on Monday week. Their collections here are

quite magnificent. Don't forget to put anything upon me to

do, that you may wish in any way. I feel odd not having heard

from you for so long, for really I feel more interest about you and

your pursuits, than about almost anyone in the world. I would not
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say this but that I really feel it, and why should I not express my;

feelings ? . . . You never read such letters as South wrote about

me,
" Lord Adare is thoroughly acquainted with practical astrono-

my," in another, I am called "Astronome distingue," in another/
"

il est, comme vous avez dit de moi, un diable dans un Observa-

toire," &c., &c. Believe me your affectionate friend.'

From W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEBVATORY, February 27, 1835.

'
. . . You keep up the good habit of dating, which really adds'

to the pleasure of a letter. ... I gave you [in an omitted letter]

some account of what had been going on in the Academy, &c., soJ

far as I was concerned, but have been long intending to write more.

Perhaps I told you that at a January Council we got almost half i

of a sum of 800, which had been voted by the Academy fouj
books or manuscripts, and which the antiquarian party thought to

appropriate entirely to the latter purpose but after a little
bat-?j

tling at a Council before Christmas, in which I made, but at length i

withdrew, a motion of inquiry into the proportions of expenditure.;

in the three departments during the last few years, the anti-

quarians gave in so completely that 370 was voted for scientific^

books, almost unanimously. They did it, to do them justice, with

a good grace, and harmony was restored again. ... I envy yourj

being present at the discussions of the French Academy, but if you

get into chat with Poisson or others on the subject of me, as you
threatened, you will find that all do not judge with your friendly

eyes. In the last Edinburgh Revietv is an article on the British

Association, apparently written by Brewster, and containing among
many expressions of soreness some sneers which I take to myself.

However, I keep up my spirits, and eat and speculate as usual. . . .

I am searching for Halley's Comet as a matter of duty, but with

very little hope of succeeding at present. Last week I spent at

Parsonstown, to search with Lord Oxmantown's telescopes, but the

weather was quite against us. But you will be glad to hear the

great mirror (the three-foot) was inserted in the tube on Saturday

evening; and though unluckily it was too late to adapt any eye-

pieces, yet it seemed to promise admirably, not merely in light but

in definition. Sirius and the Nebula in Orion were very beauti-
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Ful, just putting one's head at the mouth of the tube and looking
lown without an eye-piece ;

and Sirius was quite round and free

from rays, besides being so deliciously white to an eye accustomed
;o chromatic aberration. When Jupiter or Sirius, or even a much
smaller star, was coming near the axis of the tube, a strongly-
marked light was thrown upon the blackened wood of the inside

n the case of Jupiter it reminded me of the light from a lantern

on a road. . . .

* P. S. Second Essay on Dynamics to be printed shortly. Lady
Campbell well.'

The concluding words of the postscript just given remind us of

an admirable friend of both Hamilton and Lord Adare. I may
jive an agreeable letter from her to the former, written about this

ime.

From LADY CAMPBELL to W. B. HAMILTON.

'February, 1835.

'
. . . On Saturday I was longing to have a good talk out with

: talking to you makes my own ideas clearer to myself ;
and you

lave another great charm, which is, that you make me imagine that

I understand your ideas, and that flatters my vanity. I am longing
to talk over Sedgwick's book.* I was much pleased, but I had not

time to read it quite through : Sir Guy kept it to himself for some

days, and then I had two sick children to nurse, so I only got as

far as his remarks on Paley. I like his distinction between im-

pressions and habits. I don't quite agree about the wisdom of our

Universities in cramming youth with words first, and taking our

chance of ideas following ;
and one of the evils he admits, having

many strong minds sunk into verbal criticisers, seems to me to

grow out of that very practice which he lauds. I think him not

quite fair about Locke not quite fair about Paley not quite.

And now can you tell me why I don't like his introducing those

many sublime passages from the Scriptures ? why they fell cold

upon my ears as if forced into an unnatural channel, and not

flowing from the heart, as lowered by being hung as ornaments

on objects beneath themselves ? Is it because they seem to proceed
more from the head than the heart ? . . . Mind you must manage

* Discourse on the Studies of Cambridge.
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to let me see the Stars at the Meeting, and busy as you may be,

you must point them out to me : but alas, Herschel ! how I should

have liked to see him ! Have you seen Gruizot Sur la Civilisation

de rEurope ? I hear it is most excellent, but perhaps too earthy
for you, my dear Metaphysiques Pures ! I, you know, venerate

your abstractions, by Faith in things not seen, but I am obliged
to grope in a little tangible practical Science, and so I have been

reading Eoget's Bridgewater Treatise* and though I like the

book, I think it too much an abridgment : the moment I get
interested in fish, fowl, or beast, away he goes. I hate mere surfaces,

they fatigue my mind. Poetry I have seen none lately. Now,
farewell, my dear friend

;
work away even unto the perfect day,

and I can assure you few have more pride in your fame than I

have.'

Hamilton, as subsequent letters will show, was now actively

exerting himself in his official capacity as local secretary, to secure

the success of the meeting of the British Association to be held in

Dublin in August ;
a letter of invitation which he had sent to]

Schumacher received a most cordial reply, evidencing the high
esteem entertained by the Astronomer of Altona for his Dublin

brother, and his desire to overcome the obstacles which he foresaw

might prevent his attendance. And now as Sir John HerscheFs

presence could not be looked for, Hamilton wrote a request for

tidings of his Cape Observations which might be reported to the

meeting. The request was responded to by Herschel in a letter

which vividly described the most striking of the discoveries of

nebulae and double stars made by means of his powerful instru-

ments, among the constellations of the Southern Hemisphere.

This part of the letter formed an interesting communication to

the Association in August. It was read at a general meeting by

Hamilton, who distributed it also in a printed sheet ; but the

conclusion of the letter could not be thus divulged, and I have

pleasure in now first giving to the public the warm expressions

which it contained of the writer's admiration of his correspond-

ent's powers.

* On Animal and Vegetable Physiology.
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From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to W. E. HAMILTON.

FELDHATJSEN, NEAB WYNBERG, CAPE OF GOOD HOPE,
June 13, 1835.

* *
. . . And now let me desist from this egotism, to thank

you for your most elaborate letter containing your new view of

Dynamical Science. But alas ! I grieve to say that it is only the

general scope of the method which stands dimly shadowed out to

my mind amid the gleamy and dazzling lustre of the symbolic

expressions in which it is conveyed ; and were it not that I would
not willingly forego any opportunity of admiring the splendid and
fierce rapidity of your mathematical career, I could almost regret
that you had taken so much trouble for one who can now only
look on as a bystander, and mix his plaudits with the smoking of

your chariot wheels, and the dust of your triumph. But go on

and prosper conquering and to conquer! "missus in imperium

magnum ! . . ."

Proofs of his reputation in England reach him at this time, in

the shape of solicitations to undertake literary work of a scientific

nature. Lord Brougham, writing on behalf of the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge Society, pleads thus with him :

J I have ascertained that the Popular Astronomy is nearly
finished by a good author, but we are in the greatest want of

a treatise on Astronomical Instruments, a very important and diffi-

cult subject. May we look to you for it ? I hardly know how to

ask so great a boon, but I trust to your goodness being in some

proportion to your stores.'

From Mr. Hope, recently his host in Edinburgh, he receives

the following message :

1

February 2nd, 1835, Granton, Edinburgh, Both Mr. Lock-

hart and my relation, Mr. Napier, the author of the Life of Lord

Napier, have urged me to request you to review the scientific part,

or rather the part of the Life of Lord Napier which relates to his

science, in the Quarterly Review. Lockhart, I believe, is to write

to you on the subject.'

These were engagements which he could not undertake. To a

third application, rather different in character, he felt himself

bound to pay careful attention, as due to the religious feeling by
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which it was prompted. It came from a Mr. Joseph Anthony ;

Capel, a '

Literary Teacher,' of Eathmines, whose letter to Mr. Eoe,

clerk of the Eoyal Irish Academy, is creditable, if not to
thej

soundness of his logic, yet on the whole to his good sense and lo\e
'

of truth. The purport of it was to ascertain whether the caloula-
j

tions of M. de Che'seaux, indicating a remarkable conformity |

between the prophetic notes of time in the Book of Daniel, and!

astronomical measurements of time, were such as held good under
]

the light of more modern and more accurate research. He puts ]

forward, on the authority of a Mr. William Cunninghame, of Lain-

shaw, Ayrshire, author of a communication on the subject to the

Investigator or Monthly Expositor and Register on Prophecy, a

summary statement of the alleged discovery of M. de Cheseaux,

that the numbers of Daniel's visions contain, or denote, As-

tronomical Cycles of years more perfect than any others ever in-

vented down to M. de Cheseaux' own time.

Mr. Eoe referred the matter to Hamilton, whose reply, con-

fined to the astronomical aspect of the subject, shows that the

numbers in question possess to an astonishing degree of exactness

a cyclical conformity with the solar and lunar measurements of

time. It may be mentioned that M. de Cheseaux, who was born

at Lausanne, in 1717, distinguished himself at a remarkably early ;

age as a writer on Physics, that in right of his works as an astro-
'

nomer and man of Science he became an Associate of the Acade-

mies of Paris, London, and Gottingen, and that he is spoken of in

the Dictionnaire Historique as ' Savant Universel.' It was in

1751 that he published at Paris his Dissertations Critiques sur la \

partie prophetique de L'Ecriture Sainte, and after his death at the age

of thirty-three M. Saigneux de Correvon published, in connexion

with his biography, another treatise by him on Scriptural chrono-

logy, viz. : a Dissertation on the Year of the Birth of Jesus Christ.

A recent work by Mr. H. Grattan Guinness has again brought

this topic before the public.* Hamilton's calculations on the

* The Approaching End of the Age: London, 1879, pp. ix.-xi., and 399

and following.
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)oint are to be found in one of his manuscript books in the

Library of Trinity College, Dublin.*

From W. R. HAMILTON to RICHARD ROE.

'

OBSERVATORY, March 3, 1835,

' I received the CMseaux the other day, and have, according to

your wish, looked into the astronomical part, which really is very
urious. It appears to be his principal proposition that the period
f 1040 years, the difference between the two prophetic periods of

260 and 2300, is also an astronomical cycle containing an exact

lumber of days and of months, namely, 379,852 of the former,

nd 12,863 of the latter. Now it must be observed that a rigorous

ycle of this kind appears to be impossible, unless we were to

dmit for mere purposes of calculation some great and as yet
mdetermined period of many millions of years, because it has been

rell established, by researches made since Cheseaux' time, that the

ear and month have not been rigorously constant in their dura-

ions, but have been slightly and slowly, and unequally, though

3gularly, shortening from age to age for several thousand years,

nd must continue so to do for an immense but not indefinite

umber of ages yet to come, unless it shall please the Ruler of the

/orld to alter His present laws or otherwise supernaturally inter-

ere. In consequence of this gradual change in the length of the

ear and of the month, if the last 1040 years had contained exactly

79,852 days and 12,863 months, the 1040 years next preceding
wuld have contained rather more than 379,852 days, and rather

ss than 12,863 months, for the month has been shortening more

lan the year. Still these changes are very small, and it is re-

larkable that the cycle of 1040 years, mentioned first by Cassini

L his reflections on the Indian Astronomy, and afterwards redis-

pvered by Cheseaux, gives lengths for the year and the month

hich differ only very little from the latest results of astronomers,

H7Q
aking the year =

'

'!~ days = 365-2423077 days, and the

onth = ;. = 29-5305916 days, while the last edition of
1/6,800

*
Manuscript Book A. 1829, p. 116, under date 1835.

VOL. II. K
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Laplace's Systeme du Monde gives 365-2422419 and 29-5305887.

If, then, Laplace be right, the year resulting from the cycle of

1040 years is greater than the present year by the decimal

0-0000658 of a day, being not quite six seconds of time
; and

the month resulting from the same cycle is greater than the pre-
sent month by the decimal 0*0000029 of a day, which is only
about a quarter of a second : and, I confess, I am doubtful whether

astronomers can answer for these small quantities. But even if]

these differences can be depended upon with respect to the present

age, they would be diminished and even reversed by going back to

an earlier epoch. On the whole, then, the cycle of 1040 years

appears to be as successful as could be hoped in harmonising
the three principal kinds of time, Solar, Lunar, and Diurnal.i

But with respect to its bearing on the interpretation of prophecy!
I do not presume to offer an opinion.

'P. S. I may mention that I have just received from Paris a

work of Biot's on the old Egyptian year ;
that Biot seems to be OB

opinion, from his own researches and Champollion's, that the mos&
ancient year of the Egyptians contained only 360 days, and so re-J

mained for a great number of centuries before the five intercalary

days were added, which themselves left unallow.ed-for the fraction

which led to our leap-year.
' In the controversy on the prophetic days it might be useful t

consult the treatise of Lord Napier (the inventor of Logarithms
entitled A plain discovery of the whole Revelation of St. John, se

down in two treatises : the one searching and proving the true inter

pretation thereof: the other applying the same paraphrastically an

historically to the text. Edinburgh, 1593. I have only seen ex

tracts, but they give me a high opinion of the work.'

Perhaps an apology is due for the publication of the next letter

from Mr. De Vere. It may, I think, be sufficient to say that th

friends whom he describes as hostile to all philosophy not founded

on external observations are representatives of a school strong

enough in numbers and ability to bear the attacks of their oppo-

nents, and it would have been a loss in many ways not to have

produced the pleasant treatment of their opinions which is con-

tained in Hamilton's reply. His candid confession of not being

always in the mood for Wordsworth's poetry, combined with his

I
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experience that a return to his own better mind brought back a

return to the old enjoyment of it, is also interesting.

From AUBREY DE VERB to W. R. HAMILTON.

'

CtTRBAGH, March 24, 1835.

'
. . . When I received your last note (it was not a letter) we

were all staying at . . . where we passed some very pleasant time.

I hope you may become acquainted with the family, some time or

other
; they are all such amiable and single-minded people that I am

[sure you will like them very much. I have been introducing them
all to Coleridge's works, and trying to make them like the Aids to

Reflection, though not with entire success. Is it not singular "that

the ladies of the family should in most instances take very kindly
x> the said Aids, while the men profess to find a great part of the

work unintelligible, the rest of no value and practical importance ;

%nd the whole indemonstrable, as they say, and therefore worthless

is philosophy ? I was longing for you to come to my assistance in

ill my long discussions on the subject with them. Whether we
were talking of the Aids or The Friend, the attack was always in

;his style :

" How is it proved ? the Speculative Reason and
!kforal Sense are very fine things, but how do we know that they
3xist at all ? how do you prove that the first is not Understanding,
md the last Expediency ? for if this is not self-evident it must be

)roved; and if it can be, and has been disputed, it is not self-

evident !

"
I used then to bring forward in support of First

Truths a forlorn hope of mathematical axioms such as 1 + 1 = 2,

jut the answer was still the same :

" You are begging the ques-
ion how do you prove that even these are not generalised from

lature by an inductive process of the Understanding ?
"

or at

ither times :

" Mathematical axioms are nothing but definitions;

f 4 mean 2 + 2, it is plain enough that 2 + 2 make four !

"

lothing that I could say got over this difficulty with them : and
o if you can give me any demonstration of some truth of moral or

peculative science, or even that such science exists at all, I will

o down into the battle again : but, I confess, I do not see how
uch proof is possible, or even conceivable it seems a looking for

omething to put under your foundation. If this be so, is it not

xtraordinary that an individual in denying those truths should be

K 2
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I

able to deny his own nature ? Coleridge, I remember, gives a

religious reason for Man's being (as it were) enabled to deny his

Moral Nature : but it seems also possible to deny our Speculative

Nature, if we assert, and in perfect sincerity too, that the great
first truths in arithmetic are merely abstracted by the Inductive

Understanding, and that we only know that 2 + 2 will always
make 4 in the same way as we know that the sun will rise to-j
morrow.'*

From W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERE.

'

OBSERVATORY, March 26, 1835.

'
. . . The other evening I lit upon a two-year-old sonnet of \

yours, to Keats, which quite surprised as well as delighted me.I

The delight is easily explained, for (setting aside theological objec-
tions that might be raised) the sonnet is one of your best. As to

the surprise, I can only account for that by the post-mark, which

testifies that it arrived here just two years ago, when I was within

a few days of being married so, if I read it at all at the time, it

made no abiding impression then, being neutralised or absorbed at

once by a stronger excitement. I think I admire Keats, Shelley,

Coleridge, and Wordsworth, at least as much now as ever. But

Wordsworth more than any of the other three requires a little

previous tuning of the reader's mind, to be enjoyed and appreciated

aright. After a longer interval than usual, I took up a volum

of his works the other day, in a very lazy humour, and in a spiri

of merely passing the time, in which one ought not to approac

high poetry. I lit upon the first of the Poems founded on th

Affections. I wish Wordsworth would let us find out for ourselv

what his poems are founded upon, and so wished his daughter in a:

conversation on that subject at Rydal Mount last September, and

put him in a rage by hinting that her father was sometimes at

loss whether to refer her to the Poems of the Imagination or Poem

of the Fancy for some particular passage : be sure you do not

breathe a syllable of this to ears profane. But, I say, I began
read in a very lazy and unworthy mood about " that moping So

of Idleness," who is criticised at a safe distance by the "homel

\
* With this letter compare two letters from Aubrey De Vere, in vol.

pp. 612, 615.
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Priest of Ennerdale," himself apparently having very little to do,

in the first page of The Brothers. However, I had advanced, with

eyes half shut, through about forty lines
;

till after reading that
" the moping Son of Idleness

" was

A Shepherd-lad ;
who ere his sixteenth year

Had left that calling, tempted to entrust

His expectations to the tickle winds

And perilous waters,

in short, that he had gone to sea I found it quite too much for

my powers of wakefulness to be informed immediately afterwards

that he was
with the mariners

A fellow-mariner.

Even now that I am more awake, I am obliged to take upon
faith that there may be some use, poetical at least, if not narrative,

in inserting that last piece of information ; except that I like the

sound of the word "
mariner," were it only for Coleridge's Ancient.

But in justice to Wordsworth, and still more in justice to myself, I

must say that having since taken up that very poem of The Brothers,

with my faculties more about me, I found it indeed a poem of the

Affections, and read it with intense delight not quarrelling even

with its close, but rather loving it for the return of the word

mariner and for the choral echo,

" A Seaman, a grey-headed Mariner."

*
. . . What a perfection, what a hardihood, what a consistency

of empiricism that mind, or that organisation, must have (for I

ought to beg pardon for assuming so priori, so indemonstrable a

truth as the existence of a mind at all), which can hold it for only
an often observed fact, inductively collected from observation, and

generalised from experience, that the number 2 + 2 is equal to the

number 3 + 1 ! (for thus I prefer to state the theorem, avoiding
the dispute which may be raised as to the definitional meaning of 4

.)

What a new and beautiful field these empirical adventurers may
hope for, when they shall light on some new world, in some future

stage of existence, where the play of facts shall be different; where

some Fortunatus shall discover a way of adding two and two

guineas together, which shall produce a larger sum than his less
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happy neighbours, who only add one to three
;
and the headless

men of Munchausen's travels shall be eclipsed by a new wonder in

regions where several opulent triangles shall have three or even

four right angles to boast of, at the expense of an impoverished
canaille with only a right angle and a-half a piece ! A set of

mathematical poor-laws would assuredly be wanted there, though
here it happens (nobody knows why) that, so far as the returns

have been collected, the angular wealth of the triangles is distri-

buted on a most Spartan or Owen-like plan, with an equality exact,

or nearly so for of course it would be rash to attribute an absolute

exactness to any statistical returns, and we should be relapsing
into the priori humbug if we pretended to know any more than

that every triangle hitherto examined has the sum of its three i

angles very nearly equal to two right angles, the errors being slight \

and inappreciable to our present means of observation. To speak
a little more seriously, I have myself been often impressed by the

fact how much more readily a spiritual truth wins entrance into the

mind of a woman than of a man, especially of a man who piques'

himself on being sensible, or as Coleridge would say, knowing.
" I

thank Thee, Father, Lord of Heaven and Earth, that thou hast

hid these things from the wise and prudent and hast revealed them

unto babes !

"
(that is, though thou hast hid them).... I have

written too much, if you show this letter to anyone, but I feel as

if I could write a great deal more ; however, I shall only say that

dining with Lord Haddington on Tuesday I gave his Secretary a

packet to frank to Dan Griffin, containing copies of several letters

to Adare on the Philosophy of Algebra, which I begged Griffin to

let you see
;
and I intend to send you shortly, through the Castle,

a set of extracts from Coleridge on the Prometheus, which you can

return in the same way. With very kind regards to Sir Aubrey
and Lady De Vere, and to your sister, I remain,' &c.

From AUBREY DE VERE to W. E. HAMILTON.

. April 4, 1835.

'
. . . Your view of the " new light

"
experimental system oi

mathematics is very amusing ;
and I shall certainly procure yoi

letters on Algebra immediately, though not in the expectation of

finding an answer to the query,
" How do you know certainty

that 2 + 2 = 1 + 3?" Questions of that sort astonished me verj
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much coming from a mathematician and a sincere admirer of the

exact scienqes, though I should rather have expected them from a

physician or a chemist. I had imagined that the study of mathe-

matics was the most spiritual of all pursuits ;
but now, finding that

it is not necessarily so, I am inclined to helieve that, where it is not

taken up by a transcendental mind, and energised in a spirit of Art

as well as of Science, mathematical science is itself rather a me-

chanical concern, though belonging to the highest class of mechan-

ics. Carlyle, I remember, calls some calculus or other a Figure-mill.

Do you not think that the lofty species of mathematics ought to be

considered as a branch of metaphysics ? and if so, should we not

expect the original mathematician to prove the true metaphysician ?

' I agree with you entirely in your strictures on Wordsworth's

arrangement of his poems ; independent of its uselessness, it seems

like a parade of system : and I cannot help thinking that in it he

mistakes Classification for Method, to a degree hardly excusable in

a reader of The Friend. I wish, however, he would let us have his

new volume on any conditions, even though he should arrange the

poems contained in it alphabetically. Have you yet perused the

poems of Coleridge first published in the last edition ? With the

exception of some more juvenile pieces they are beautiful. The

most extraordinary quality of his poetry seems to me the strange

sort of method to be found in it a method quite independent of

all orderliness, theory and ostensible proportion his poetry is as

much out of space and time as his philosophy it has never any
intimate concern with the mere "

understanding," or any of the

forms with which that faculty regards things. It seldom even makes

use of the merely human affections, except as they are symbols of

that spiritual and boundless Love which is refracted into them.

His poems seem to me as if they were the products of the Pure

Reason, Love and Will. Now it is quite otherwise with Words-

worth
;
the charities of life have with him a distinct and profound

worth in themselves
;
and the understanding finds a large though

subordinate place in the construction of each poem. He gene-
ralises and abstracts his thoughts, and then arranges them in due

order you see at once the dependence of each part on what goes
before and comes after

; you have no difficulty in following the

'association of his ideas. Wordsworth always looks before and

after, and the consequence is that each of his poems has a certain
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kind of unity and wholeness : not of course to the same degree as

a poem of Keats or Sophocles, or of the same kind
; but still a kind

of its own, a unity which you discover on reflection
;
a wholeness

which you meditate, as you contemplate that of Classical Art. In a

word, as a poem of Keats or Milton is a Plastic Whole, so a poem
of Wordsworth or Shakespeare is an Organic Whole ;

it germinates,

branches, and blossoms, like a tree
;
and then stands before you with

the sort of completeness a tree possesses, not an All to One, but

an All from One, and a One in All. Now in no poem of Cole-

ridge will one find either the one or the other kind of completeness ; j

there is not only no mechanism in it, but no apparent organisation ;

his thoughts flow out of one another, rather than grow out of one

another, following some law or association which we cannot analyse

though we spontaneously reply to it, nay, we cannot suppose the
j

process to have passed above the plane of consciousness in Cole-
j

ridge himself. It is this entire absence of space, time, cause and I

effect, theory, &c., which seems to distinguish Coleridge from all
]

other poets, even those that seem most to resemble him. I do not I

say that all this gives him an advantage over Wordsworth, but it I

certainly gives his poetry an air of inspiration not to be found in 1

any other, not even in that of Shelley, which seems at first so much 1

more wonderful. Coleridge's thoughts seem to me always to re- j

present the Ideas of the Pure Reason and the aspirations of a Love
j

too large to be limited by human relations. . . . Consequently the

reader must also be in a higher state of mind when studying

Coleridge than when studying any other poet, if he would ap-

proach to appreciating him. I say
"
approach," for the more I

study poetry, the more I am convinced that we can never do more

than approach an appreciation of the first-rate poets : and that the

philosophers who investigate the laws of Art, like those who inves-

tigate the laws of Nature, are only
"
gathering shells on the sea-

shore." The poem of Coleridge's which seems to me -to illustrate

the peculiar characteristics of his mind and poetry most perfectly
is The JEolian Harp. It is by no means his finest poem : but what

an admirable comment is that passage,
" the one life within us

and abroad, &c.," on the "
Philosophia prima

"
of Lord Bacon,

as described in his De Augmentis. I cannot help thinking that

Bacon ought to have been, or at least might have been, a poet.
4 The papers you enclosed me have interested me very much. 1
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How beautiful it is to find that Coleridge's devotion to the great
interests of knowledge did not desert him till the last. I am glad
that his theological works are entrusted to so eminent a man as Hare :

and that his other works are to be published ;
I still fear, however,

that we shall see but little of his Logos, Adare's letter interested

me also : particularly that part of it in which he makes Coleridge
assert that both Kant and Bacon were Aristotelians : if so, I sup-

pose he considers that Plato and Aristotle do not essentially differ

in method ;
since the methods of Plato and of Bacon are according

to him the same. The extracts you sent from his critique on the

Prometheus seem exceedingly good. I do not suppose, however,

that Coleridge would insist on it that .33schylus actually meant all

that his poem means. We constantly find two or three symbolic

meanings in great works of Art : and it is evident that all works

composed by a highly abstracted mind must be necessarily sym-
bolic. This very difference between symbol and allegory, viz.,

that the one may be produced more or less unconsciously, while

the other always demands a continued effort of consciousness,

seems to be one of the greatest advantages of the former. Do

you still continue to dislike Coleridge's mathematical and physical

illustrations? you used to consider them inapplicable to Metaphysics.

I received both your congratulatory notes; neither of them,

however, enclosed your sonnets : pray do not forget to let me have

them. I am very glad that you like my sonnet to Keats ;
I will

send you another if I can remember it. It is directed against those

immoral "
moralists

"
of modern times who, in their devotion to

induction, would prove that the whole universe gravitates to the

centre of individual selfishness; and thereby reduce man to be
" the subtlest beast of the field."

. . . On reading over what I have written, I perceive that the

state of mind I suppose Coleridge to have been in while composing
his poems resembles considerably what you once described your
own state to be while engaged in mathematical speculation : you
said it would be more properly called Energising than Thinking.

At the close of Hamilton's letter of March 26, to Mr. De Yere,

he made mention of a series of letters which he had written to

Lord Adare on the Philosophy of Algebra : these are more largely

dwelt upon in the correspondence which follows. The series has
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been communicated by me to the sixth number of Hermathena,

published at the Dublin University Press in 1879. These letters

set forth, with admirable clearness and comprehensiveness, the ele-

mentary conceptions at the basis of the Science of Numbers, and

lead on to that Theory of Algebra to which Hamilton had worked

his way during the course of some years, and which, after touching

it in his Seventh Letter, he preferred to make the subject of an

elaborate Treatise, read in June of this year before the Royal
Irish Academy. The main idea of his view was that as Geometry,

considered as a Science, is founded upon the pure intuition of

Space, so Algebra, as a Science, is founded npon the pure intuition

of Time. \He regarded this pure intuition, or original mental form,

as closely connected and in some sort coincident with the notion of

a 'continuous progression,' and he intended by the epithet he

adopted to distinguish his Science of Pure Time,
' on the one

hand from all actual outward chronology, or collections of re-

corded events and phenomenal marks and measures, and on the

other from all dynamical science, or reasonings and results from

the notion of cause and effect.' Many of his friends whose judg-

ment he most esteemed were unable to accept his view, but he

adhered to it with the tenacity of deep conviction
;
and it may, I

believe, be said with truth, that it has more and more approved

itself to scientific thinkers, and that it has a striking merit, un-

attained by the theory which bases Algebra on the idea of num-

ber or quantity, the merit of giving comprehensible meaning to

those strange expressions which designate what have been called

impossible and imaginary quantities.

In the preceding correspondence mention has been made

(p. 134) of a certain Dan Griffin, a friend of Lord Adare. He

was, I have ascertained, a country doctor living at Pallaskenry,

and was a brother of Gerald Griffin, the poet and novelist. An

amusing note here inserted will introduce him to the reader as

a pleasant 'fellow, and the extract from another letter which fol-

lows will show that he had some good scientific notions. Hamil-

ton and Griffin had met in the South in the autumn of 1834, and
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when parting each had carried off the great-coat of the other.

Dan Griffin writes as follows :

'November 4, 1834. I have just got your letter, and have your
coat. I was at first puzzled to think whose it was, and searched the

pockets for documents to lead me to the knowledge of the owner,
but all in vain. I then got a note from Adare, to say you had
some one's coat, and suspecting that which I had to be yours, put
it on at once, and set about working some problems in Francoeur,
which I had always before found impossible to understand, and
came to the solution with such exceeding facility that I knew the

coat at once to be yours ! I am sure I shall miss it very much, and

must certainly send to you for it, if I should again meet with ma-
thematical difficulties.'

From DAN GRIFFIN to W. E. HAMILTON.

'

PALLASZENRY, Co. LIMERICK, March 28, 1835.

'
. . . I thank you exceedingly for having allowed me a sight

of the letters [on the Spirit and Philosophy of Algebra]. They
reminded me also of some of your conversations with Adare. . . .

What struck me at once as very peculiar and valuable about those

letters was the great generality of the conceptions they bring to the

mind. . . . Any mind trained in this way from the beginning is

thrown into the most favourable circumstances for bringing out in

the strongest manner any inventive power it may possess, which,

of course, can never have fair play so long as it is left to deal with

that partial
"
intuition

" which is received from a constant laborious

struggle with particular examples, and especially examples of one

class or kind, which have a tendency to fasten upon the minds of

beginners the idea of some natural connexion between the theory

and the particular example which does not at all exist (at least in

the sense in which they understand it). There is usually too little

effort made to counteract this tendency in any mathematical works

I have seen, yet it is obviously mischievous, inasmuch as it leads

to limited notions of the extent of application which a theory may
possess . . . You will see from this that I admire your prelection for

the Theoretical School
;
and if, as I believe, you have a passion for

it, it is a passion which has this rare quality, that it would be a

crime not to indulge it.'
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From W. R. HAMILTON to DAN GRIFFIN.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

BAYLY FARM, NENAGH, April 6, 1835.

'
. . . Although you approve of my presenting the matter in a

very general point of view, I am well aware that if I were addressing
a mere beginner a different style would be required, and it would

be wholly improper to indulge so far in preliminary generalities.

For actual elementary instruction, it is necessary, I believe, to begin
with particulars, few or many according to the quickness of the

learner; but, as you rightly remark, there is danger of dwelling upon
these too much, and so of deadening and dulling the higher faculties

for Science in the mind. I am tempted here to transcribe a

remarkable passage from Kant, translating it as I go along.
' " Indeed the grand and only use of examples is to sharpen

the judgment. For as regards the correctness and precision of the

insight of the understanding, examples are commonly injurious

rather than otherwise; because, as casus in termini's, they seldom

adequately fulfil the conditions of the rule. Besides, they often

weaken the power of our understanding to apprehend rules or laws

in their universality, independently of particular circumstances of

experience ;
and hence accustom us to employthem more as formulse

than as principles. Examples are thus the go-cart of the judgment,
which he who is naturally deficient in that faculty cannot afford

to dispense with." *

' Whether it was poverty or abundance of this
" Urtheilskraft

"

or "
judgment

"
of Kant, in myself, I cannot say ;

but in my own

early studies in Algebra I used, in all the branches of that Science

on which I entered, a great variety of Examples, for the most part
contrived by myself ;

and certainly those leading-strings (as my
oracle calls them), or rather running carts (Gdngehvagen] were very
useful in encouraging me to "

go alone." But after blotting a few

reams with such example-work, I began to look inward more, and

for several years have aspired to contemplate Algebra as a branch,

and almost a type, of the philosophy of the mind in general. I

have seldom been more struck with the contrast in different stages
of a change, which is, I hope, in part also a growth, than when I

* Kant's Cntiqueojihc Pure Reason: Meiklejohn's translation (Bohn, 1S60),

pp. 104-6, substituted for the passage given in shorthand in Hamilton's draft.
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lately lit, among some relics of my childhood, on A Compendious
Treatise on Algebra, by William Hamilton, written apparently when
the said W. H. was about twelve years old for the writing is an

odd sort of self-taught scrawl abandoned very early, and it appears
on alternate leaves of a most old and battered folio, intermixed

with Treatises on the Persian and Sanscrit Languages, by the afore-

said author, who had certainly forgotten at least the latter lan-

guage before he was fourteen. The Compendious Treatise deserves

its name, being written with the utmost conciseness, and in all the

hardness of the practical school. I am very sure that it would be

only by the severest effort, if at all, that I could note compose a

Treatise upon Practical Algebra embodying so clearly, in so short

a space, so many rules. On the other hand, it contains scarcely
one sign of thought or germ of theory, assuredly no mark of the

compiler's having been then as yet disquieted by any striving of the

philosophical spirit, though out of courtesy to others, or ambition

of completeness in itself, the Treatise gives the sum of the common

arguments about positives and negatives, &c. It remains as a

curious monument to myself of a total revolution of thought. I

have not written a Seventh Letter yet, being resolved to sober my-
self down to one letter at least of a less metaphysical air than the

foregoing, and being quite too full of general speculation to trust

myself at this moment to the task. Besides, I hate beginning to

write, or indeed beginning anything though most employments
interest me when actually engaged in them.'

From W. R>. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

' BAYLY FARM, KENAGH, May 13, 1835.

' ... Of late, instead of continuing those letters [on Algebra]
I have been drawing up an Essay for the Royal Irish Academy,
on Algebra as the Science of Pure Time. The conception has long
been in my mind; but among my mathematical friends I have met

none who seemed to catch, or at least to adopt it, from what I

could impart in conversation. However, a Kantian friend in

England,* to whom I mentioned it not long ago in writing, and

who has made himself acquainted in an unusual degree with all the

great modern mathematical works of these and of foreign countries,

*
Probably Mr. H. F. C. Logan.
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wrote me back a decided approval ;
and my own convictions, mathe-

matical and metaphysical, have been so long and so strongly converg-

ing to this point (confirmed no doubt of late by the study of Kant's

Pure Reason], that I cannot easily yield to the authority of those

other friends who stare at my strange theory. It must, no doubt,

seem strange to suppose that all Algebraists, so far as they have

reasoned at all, have been reasoning about Time without almost

any suspecting it
;
and those who have adopted the French objec-

tion against Newton's view of Fluxions, as if it were unfitted for

pure Algebra, or indeed for pure Science, because it involved that

thought of Time, must judge me to be one who would corrupt the

very sources of Algebraical Mathesis, since I would blend that

thought with them, or rather think that I perceive it in them.

It is remarkable that Kant, who was, however, a better mathema-
tician than Coleridge, and never, like the latter, perplexes me when
he uses scientific illustrations, appears to have seen indeed a priori

that there ought to be, or might be, a Science of Pure Time, ana-

logous to Geometry as the Science of Pure Space, but never to have

suspected that such a Science was actually formed, or at least ready
to start forth into life, as soon as that beautiful dead statue, Alge-

bra, should be gazed on with instructed eye, and invoked with the

word which (like some forgotten charm) the lips of its beholders

had vainly striven to utter.

'As I just now spoke of being perplexed by many of Cole-

ridge's mathematical illustrations, I must add*that in the course of

a long silent train of thought some months ago, on my own view

of Algebra, I suddenly arrived at a stage and state of speculation,

and as it seemed of insight, which reminded me so strongly of that

terrific note about the Pentad* that I started from my seat and ran

to search my library for the Aids, to try whether, now at last, I

comprehended what I had so often thrown aside in despair. The

book was with my sisters, but the delay, while it excited, served

me, by forcing me to make my thoughts more clear and more my
own

;
and when at last I met the page again, I had the satisfac-

tion of feeling that they had attained in their own process of de-

velopment to a point which seemed to differ little from that at which

Coleridge had been. Again, in talking of Coleridge and Kant,

I may mention that whichever be the more correct, according to

* See pages 90 and 93.
'
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etymology, in his use of the words Method and System, they seem

at least to use them differently, each writer, from the other. Thus

Kant, in speaking of an arrangement and enumeration of the cate-

gories such as might be constructed without the light of one

guiding idea, says
"

it might indeed be methodical, but would be

anything rather than systematic." Would not Coleridge have

reversed the distinction ?....'

From W. R. HAMILTON to JOHN T. GTRAVES.

'OBSERVATORY, July 11, 1835.

'
. . . My Paper on Conjugate Functions is in the press ;

at

; least a Preliminary and Elementary Essay which I am trying to

i incorporate with, or to prefix to it, On Algebra as the Science of

Pure Time, and of which I received the seventh proof-sheet this

morning. Perhaps I have not ever talked to you about this

i crotchet of mine, for I know that with all our personal and intel-

I lectual ties we belong to opposite poles in Algebra ;
since you,

; like Peacock, seem to consider Algebra as a "
System of Signs and

of their combinations," somewhat analogous to syllogisms expressed

', in letters
;
while I am never satisfied unless I think that I can

look beyond or through the signs to the things signified. I habi-

tually desire to find or make in Algebra a system of demonstra-

tions resting at last on intuitions, analogous in some way or other

to Geometry as presented by Euclid for I own that Greometry

itself might be presented in a merely logical or symbolical form,

though I for one would not thank him who should so present it.

And I persuade myself, with a confidence that has been gradu-

ally gaining strength for years, that as Greometry, in the popular

mind and mine, rests ultimately on the Intuition of Space, so Algebra

may be made to rest on the kindred Intuition of Time : and not

only so, but that it is impossible to treat Algebra as a Science at

all (I say not as an Art or as a Language), without invoking mor.e

or less the aid of this Intuition. Pure Time the before and after
;

precedence, subsequence, and simultaneity ;
continuous indefinite

progression from the past through the present to the future this

thought, or intuition, or form of the human mind, appears to me to

force itself upon me whenever I seek to analyse what I and others

; mean, as the object reasoned upon, in Algebraic Science : though I wil-

lingly admit that the Time thus considered is Pure (just as the Space
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_j

of the Geometers is Pure), and does not depend on any phenomenal
marks or measures, nor need not use the notion of Cause and Effect.

The moment is to Algebra, with me, what the point is to Geometry ;

transitions, intervals, from one moment to another, are analogous
to finite straight lines, while Time itself may be conceived or

pictured (as indeed metaphysicians generally admit) under the

image of an indefinite straight line
;
and number is the ratio of

one such transition to another, or the complex relation between

them, determined partly by their relative largeness and partly by
their relative direction, and being therefore essentially distinguish-

able into two opposite classes, or
1

capable of two opposite affec-

tions, according as the two related transitions or steps in time

agree or differ in direction. Thus, positive and contrapositive

numbers meet me upon the very threshold of Algebra ;
and

coupled or conjugate numbers supply me (as you know) with all

that I want of imaginaries. This Si/nthesis of Algebra, or the

building of it up anew (in its most essential parts) from the Idea

of Pure Time is what has lately occupied me, so far as meetings of'

all sorts (except political meetings) have left me leisure to do any-

thing : for Time is needed, with all its gross reality of hours and

days, even to write upon Pure Time ! The printers have managed
to reserve me a few pages into which to cram my Introductory

Remarks after the body of the Paper shall have been completed,

which it now must soon be, because the Academy wish to publish

before the arrival of the British Association.'

The Introductory Remarks mentioned in the last letter were

prefixed to two Papers which, printed together in the Transactions

of the Royal Irish Academy (vol. xvii., part n., p. 293), form a

full exposition of his views. These two Treatises are entitled Pre-

liminary and Elementary Essay on Algebra as the Science of Pure

Time (pp. 9-102), and a Theory of Conjugate Functions or Algebraic

Couples \pp. 103-132). They are placed in the inverse order of

their composition : the latter Treatise having been presented to the

Academy on the 4th of November, 1833, the former on the 1st of

June, 1835.* The Introductory Remarks, written shortly after the

* See Minutes of the Koyal Irish Academy for 4th November, 1833, 1st and

15th June, 1835.

'
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last date, and occupying five quarto pages, are an admirable state-

ment of the various views taken of Algebra, and of the ground-

work of his own theory. He divides students of Algebra into

three schools, which he denominates the Practical, the Philological,

and the Theoretical, according as they view Algebra as an Art, or

a Language, or a Science, and he points to the difficulties and

absurdities which beset the ordinary systems which include prin-

ciples such as these

' That a greater magnitude may be subtractedfrom a less, and that

the remainder is less than nothing ; that tico negative numbers, or

numbers denoting magnitudes each less than nothing, may be mul-

tiplied the one by the other, and that the product will be a positive

number, or a number denoting a magnitude greater than nothing ;

and that although the square of a number, or the product obtained

by multiplying that number by itself, is therefore always positive,

whether the number be positive or negative, yet that numbers called

imaginary can be found, or conceived, or determined, and operated
on by all the rules of positive and negative numbers as if they were

subject to those rules, although they have negative squares, and must

therefore be supposed to be themselves neither positive nor nega-

tive, nor yet null numbers, so that the magnitudes which they are

supposed to denote can neither be greater than nothing, nor less

than nothing, nor even equal to nothing.'

These difficulties and absurdities he removes by his

' new Theory of Contrapositwes and Couples deduced from the

Intuition or Original Mental Form of Time : the opposition of the

(so-called) Negatives and Positives being referred by him, not to

the opposition of the operations of increasing or diminishing a

magnitude, but to the simpler and more extensive contrast between

the relations of Before and After, or between the directions of

Forward and Backward; and Pairs of Moments being used to

suggest a Theory of Conjugate Functions, which gives reality and

meaning to conceptions that were before Imaginary, Impossible, or

Contradictory, because mathematicians had derived them from that

bounded notion of Magnitude, instead of the Original and Compre-
hensive thought of ORDER IN PROGRESSION.'

VOL. ii. L
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At a date shortly subsequent (June and July, 1835), he wrote

some memoranda on the metaphysics of the subject which I reserve

for publication elsewhere, considering them to throw additional

light upon his Theory ;
Miscellaneous Metaphysical Remarks upon

Algebra as the Science of Pure Time.

From the copy of a letter to Francis Edgeworth, I extract a

passage which introduces a few additional points of interest in

connexion with an Essay which will always take a prominent

place among the characteristic works of its Author.

From "W. R. HAMILTON to FRANCIS EDGKWORTH.

[FROM A COPY.!L J

'

OBSERVATORY, Jane 2, 1835.

' My metaphysical meditations upon Algebra have been for some

years settling into a conviction that Algebra is the Science of Pure

Time. I have lately written a large part of a long manuscript

Essay on the subject, which I think of printing in the Transaction*

of the Royal Irish Academy. As yet, I have only attempted to

justify my view of Algebra in what is perhaps a posteriori or

mentally experimental method : namely, by actually deducing
the chief theorems of Elementary Algebra (the less elementary
doctrines can be even more decisively deduced) from the intuition,

or thought, or mental form of Time. It might be a more priori

and a higher method to begin by showing that this pure thought
or form of Time must necessarily contain a Science within itself ;

and that Algebra as a Science is impossible, if that thought of

Time be altogether excluded. It is remarkable that Kant per-

ceived that Time, like Space, must be the foundation of a Sciem

d priori ; yet failed to perceive that Algebra may be viewed

precisely such a Science. Kant refers to Geometry as a Science

founded on the priori form of Space, but evidently feels the want of

an answering Science of Time, and gives, with some dissatisfaction,

and rather to illustrate his meaning than as completely supplying

the want, the Doctrine of Motion, so far as it can be establishec

d priori. Among professed Algebraists, few have failed, indeet

to introduce some passing illustrations from the thought of Time

and Newton's theory of Fluxions was mainly founded on that
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thought : but for want of perceiving what I believe to be true

respecting the nature of Algebra itself, the fashion has been to

blame that theory of Fluxions as bringing in a foreign element
;

and among those who reason at all upon the subject, opinions seem

to be of late converging to this point, that Algebra is merely a

Language, and not in any proper sense a counterpart of Greometry ;

though, out of courtesy, they call it still a Science. I accept this

tendency of opinions as an indirect confirmation of my own
;

since it goes to prove that the essence of Algebra as a Science, as

jornething more than a practical art, or a set of symmetrical ex-

pressions, has not been yet perceived.
' But all this may be, perhaps, a little uninteresting to you,

Tom your estimating Mathematics in general so much less highly
, han I do. I quite agree with you in disliking Kant's long seii-

ences, and ungraceful efforts to cram all into every paragraph ;

i hough conscious of falling often into the same fault, when writing

. ,t all metaphysically.'

On the 13th of July, Hamilton was gratified by an act of the

loyal Irish Academy relating not to himself but to the Uncle to

\ rhom he was so deeply indebted and so gratefully attached. As

i be result of a ballot, the Paper of the Rev. J. Hamilton of Trim,

) the Punic Passage in Plautus collated with Parallel Passages of

he Hebrew Scriptures, was ordered for publication in the Transactions

f the Academy. It is a learned treatise, showing much knowledge
f oriental languages.

How much the time and thoughts of Hamilton were now

ccupied by the approaching visit to Dublin of the British Associ-

tion has appeared in some of the foregoing letters. This arose

ot only from the fact of his official position in connexion with

'rofessor Lloyd as Local Secretary of the Association, but from his

eing generally looked upon as having to bear a greater part than

ay other individual in the responsibility of securing its success, as

ell by inducing the attendance of eminent members, as by impart-

ig spirit and distinction to its proceedings. He laboured aecord-

igly in the matter with all his energies. Some proof of what

here said is afforded by a letter written in the spring to

rofessor Whewell and by the reply which it received.

L 2
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From W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR WHEWELL.

4

April 6, 1835.

'
. . . I have just been saying to Mr. Peacock that I trust you

and many others from Cambridge will attend the Dublin Meeting
as to you, we can't do without you. Did you read the article in

the Edinburgh by Brewster ? Hard knocks at all of us discussers

and debaters, sly hope that there will be no new influx of eloquence j

in Dublin ! But, seriously, much thought ought to be given, and

I have given scarce any, to the proper future functions of so

vast a Body, which seems to be in some danger of being crushed

under its own weight, like Herschel's Man in the Sun. Should

there be no falling off in Dublin, as I have yet no fear that there

will, can we hope that in Bristol or Liverpool the present plan will

continue to work well ? and even if there be no falling asunder,

nor outbreak of the "
fierce democracy

"
I only mean if the huge

mass of members shall continue contented with their comparative

obscurity, while a few persons necessarily occupy the chief attention

and control of the meeting yet ought we not, as lovers of wisdom

and of our country, to consider carefully to what end or under what

guiding idea so great a power may be best wielded, keeping of

course our fundamental laws inviolate, and remembering gratefully

that even if the Association were to be dissolved to-morrow, it

would still have already accomplished great ends by its brilliant

and delightful meetings at Cambridge and other places ? I speak
to stir up your mind, not as having formed any definite conception,

much less any plan, in my own. Indeed, I have not been so busy
as I ought in my post as Secretary ;

but in my various conferences

with Professor Lloyd upon the subject of arrangements, I have

found him always so clear and practical that I had nothing to do

but assent to what he had already conceived. Our local Council

meets every three weeks, and we think we are getting on well.'

From PROFESSOR WHEAVELL to W. R. HAMILTON.

COLLEGE, CAMBEIDGE, April 12, 1835.

' I am glad to hear you are seriously pondering the prospects

and conduct of the British Association, and especially the proper

course of behaviour which becomes it at Dublin. My intention
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is certainly to attend, in which case I shall set my foot on Irish

ground for the first time in my life. I have also some supplemen-

tary schemes of prefixing or postfixing a small meandering through
the land to the grand explosion of spouting which is to take place
in your city, according to the reviewer's apprehensions.

' You talk of Brewster's article as containing hard knocks, but

n truth my feelings in reading it were mainly those of self-

Tatulation that any scheme in which I was involved had escaped
he character which, according to him, it was the object of the

ounders of the Society (that is, himself of course) to give it. I

eould not for any consideration on earth be a party to a plan for

inducing the government to make a direct provision for scientific

nen," that is for bullying them into giving us pensions ;
and I

hould think myself a goose if I were to be tempted to give prac-
Lcal men my advice about railroads and fisheries. Whoever it

ras that gave the Association another turn did the State some

ervice. As to the future functions of the Body, they are too doubt-

iil in my mind to speculate much about. If you work the Dublin

leeting well, I think you may fairly leave the guidance of the

flair afterwards to the permanent officers (Harcourt, &c.), and to

le general Body. Nevertheless, if you think this base counsel, as
1

it advised flinching from a difficult duty, and if you feel that

ou have a vocation for wielding the future fates of the Association,

ou may be a great benefactor to it
;
but I do not feel that I have

ny views on the subject worth talking of.

' It is tolerably clear from the experience of Edinburgh that

lere is no fear of want of employment at the sectional meetings,
nd that the difficulty of management applies to the evenings. The
access of the public discussions at Cambridge, as appears to me,
lade people perhaps expect too much from such evenings. Their

nailer success at Edinburgh has probably made people think too

nfavourably of them. I do not know what I should recommend
;

ut you will easily choose a course, and we will support you. I

lould have no fear of going on in the old w,ay, if the President

Dr. Bartholomew Lloyd] is of that opinion.

'I received your Paper for which I thank you much. William

Wordsworth and his wife are here, and have talked of you more
mn once. Eemember me to Dr. and Prof. Lloyd very kindly/

(On the 4th of August, thirty years to an hour after Hamilton's
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own birth, was born his second son, to whom, in memory of the

boy's grandfathers paternal and maternal, he gave the name of

Archibald Henry. .)

This event was quickly followed by the meeting of the British

Association, the work of which began upon Monday, the 10th of !

August, when Hamilton had the pleasure of seeing himself sur-

rounded by a gathering as brilliant as had met in any previous i

year, and considerably more numerous. At its head as President

was Dr. Lloyd, the Provost of Trinity College, Dublin, a man to

whom he was bound by grateful feeling, and not less by respect i

both for his intellect and his character : by his side was Professor

Lloyd, together with his old friends Charles Boyton, Romney
Robinson, Lord Adare

;
and others such as Whewell, Baden

Powell, Rigaud, Sedgwick, Babbage, Dalton, and Murchison

many of them met by him before, and now enrolled among his

friends were doing their best to respond to the genial cordiality

with which they were received, by contributing zealously to render

the week what I find it called, both privately and publicly, the
\

splendid week. At the first evening meeting, after a high-toned

argument in the form of an introductory speech from the Presi-

dent, Hamilton, as Secretary, read the Annual Report of the

proceedings of the Association
;
and m doing so took occasion

to set forth its objects, and to commend to his immense audience

its constitution, and its mode of action : showing how the socia

spirit was by it effectively enlisted in the cause of Science, so as

both to stimulate the exertions of scientific students, and to adc

enjoyment to their labours. The whole of the address is too long

to be reproduced, but this need not be regretted, as it is preserved

in its entirety in the Annual Report of the Association as well as in

the London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine, and in the

Athenaeum. I confine myself to an extract which contains the

eloquent exposition to which reference has been made. After

stating that the 'purpose of the Association is SCIENCE; the

acceleration of Scientific discoveries, and the diffusion of Scientific

influences,' he adds
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' And if it be inquired how is this aim to be accomplished, and

through what means, and by what instruments and process, we as

a Body hope to forward Science, the answer briefly is : that this

great thing is to be done by us through the agency of the social

spirit we meet, we speak, we feel together now, that we may after-

wards the better think, and act, and feel alone. ... It is true that it

is the individual man who thinks and who discovers, not any aggre-

gate or mass of men. Each mathematician for himself and not

anyone for any other, nor even all for one, must tread that more
than Royal road which leads to the palace and sanctuary of ma-
thematical truth. Each for himself in his own personal being
must awaken and call forth to mental view the original intuitions

of Time and Space ;
must meditate himself on those eternal forms,

and follow for himself that linked chain of thought, which leads

from principles inherent in the child and in the peasant, from the

simplest notions and marks of temporal and local site, from the

questions when and ichere to results so varied, so remote, and

seemingly so inaccessible, that the mathematical intellect of full-

grown and fully cultivated man cannot reach and pass them
without wonder and something of awe. Astronomers again, if

they would be more than mere artisans, must be more or less

mathematicians, and must separately study the mathematical

grounds of their Science; and though in this as in every other

physical science, in every science which rests partly on the obser-

vation of nature, and not solely on the mind of man, a faith in

testimony is required, that the human race may not be stationary,

and that the accumulated treasures of one man, or of one genera-
tion of men, may not be lost to another, yet even here too the

individual must act, and must stamp on his own mental possessions
the impress of his own individuality. The humblest student of

istronomy or of any other physical science, if he is to profit at all

by his study, must in some degree go over for himself, in his own

mind, if not in part with the aid of his own observation and ex-

periment, that process of induction which leads from familiar facts

co obvious laws, then to the observation of facts more remote, and
:o the discovery of laws of higher orders. And if even this study
be a personal act, much more must that discovery have been indi-

vidual. Individual energy, individual patience, individual genius,

lave all been needed to tear fold after fold away which hung be-

fore the shrine of Nature; to penetrate gloom after gloom into
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those Delphic depths, and force the reluctant Sibyl to utter her ora-

cular responses. Or if we look " from Nature up to Nature's (rod,"

we may rememher that it is written " Great are the works of the

Lord, sought out of all them that have pleasure therein." But

recognising in the fullest manner the necessity for private exertion

and the ultimate connexion of every human act and human thought
with the personal being of man, we must never forget that the social

feelings make up a large and powerful part of that complex and

multiform being. The affections act upon the intellect, the heart

upon the head. In the very silence and solitude of its meditations

still genius is essentially sympathetic ;
is sensitive to influences

from without, and fain would spread itself abroad, and embrace

the whole circle of humanity with the strength of a world-grasping,
love. For Fame it has been truly said is Love disguised. The
desire for Fame is a form of the yearning after love; and the

admiration which rewards that desire is a glorified form of that

familiar and every-day love which joins us in common life to the

friends whom we esteem. And if we can imagine a desire of excel-

lence for its own sake, and can so raise ourselves above (well if we
do not in the effort sink ourselves beloiv) the common level of

humanity, as to account the aspiration after fame only
" the last

infirmity of noble minds," it will still be true that in the greatest

number of cases and of the highest quality,

Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise

To scorn delights, and live laborious days.

That mysterious joy incomprehensible if man were wholly mortal,

which accompanies the hope of influencing unborn generations ;

that rapture solemn and sublime, with which a human mind, pos-

sessing or possessed by some great truth, sees in prophetic vision

that truth acknowledged by mankind, and itself long ages after-

wards remembered and associated therewith, as its interpreter and

minister, and sharing in the offering duly paid of honour and of

love, till it becomes a power upon the earth, and fills the work

with felt or hidden influence : that joy which thrills most deeplj

the minds the most contemptuous of mere ephemeral reputation,

and men who care the least for common marks of popular applai

or outward dignity does it not show, by the revival in anothe

form of an instinct seemingly extinguished, how deeply man

desires in intellectual things themselves the sympathy of man?
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If then the ascetics of Science if those who seem to shut them-

selves up in their own separate cells, and to disdain or deny them-

selves the ordinary commerce of humanity are found after all to

be thus influenced by the Social Spirit : we can have little hesita-

tion in pronouncing that to the operation of this spirit must largely
be ascribed the labours of ordinary minds

;
of those who do not

even affect or seem to shun the commerce of their kind
;
who accept

gladly, and with acknowledged joy, all present and outward marks

of admiration or sympathy, and who are willing, and confess them-

selves to be so, to do much for immediate reward, or speedy though

perishing reputation. Look where we will, from the highest and

most solitary sage who ever desired " the propagation of his own

memory
" and committed his lonely labours to the world, in full

assurance that an age would come when that memory would not

willingly be let die, down to the humblest labourer who was

ever content to co-operate outwardly and subordinately with others,

and hoped for nothing more than present and visible recompense,
we still perceive the operation of that social spirit, that deep in-

stinctive yearning after sympathy, to use the power and (if it may
be done) to guide the influences of which this British Association

was framed. Thus much I thought that I might properly premise,
on the social spirit in general, and its influence upon the intellect

of man
;
since that is the very bond, the great and ultimate reason

of this and of all other similar associations and companies of studi-

ous men.'

He then notices Reports on different Sciences prepared by
eminent men for the Association, among them a Report by Pro-

fessor Whewell on the foreign mathematical theories of electri-

city and magnetism, and that of Professor Lloyd on the Progress

and Present State of Physical Optics, a work of permanent value,

and prepares his audience for valuable Papers on the latter sub-

ject, to be read in the sections by Professor Baden Powell and

Mr. MacCullagh. His last topic is a strong defence of the request,

preferred by the Association to the Government,* that a grant of

* The request so forcibly urged by the Association was subsequently com-

plied with by the Government. See the Address delivered by Whewell as

President of the British Association at Plymouth, in 1841.
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money should be made for the reduction of certain Greenwich

observations
;
and he fortifies his argument by the testimony of the

Astronomer Bessel, to whose merits and to Airy's,
' the man who

in England has done most to show how much may be done with

an Observatory,' he pays a generous tribute. In conclusion he

expresses his regret for the absence of Brewster and Herschel
;

and, himself an Irishman and a native of Dublin, he adds his

own to the voices welcoming to Ireland and to Dublin the scien-

tific guests from all parts whom he sees before him.

The newspaper account of the evening's proceedings states that

on his rising to deliver the Report Hamilton was greeted with
'
enthusiastic demonstrations of applause,' and in the memoirs of

the accomplished American author, Mr. Ticknor, we meet with

impartial testimony to the address itself:

'

August 10, 1835. When the Provost had finished his address,

Professor Hamilton, one of the Secretaries of the Association for

the year, rose and read a discourse on the objects of the Meeting,
the purposes of the Institution, and the results of the last year's

labours. At the age of twenty-seven he is now the great man
here. When only nineteen he was made a Fellow of Trinity, and

Mathematical Professor, since which he has risen to be one of the

first mathematicians in Europe. Besides this, he is reported to be

a fine Greek scholar, to have an extremely metaphysical mind, and

to write good poetry. All I know is, that in a long conversation

with him this morning, I found him pleasant and warm-hearted
;

and that this evening he gave us a beautiful and eloquent address,

of an hour long, exactly hitting the tone of the occasion, and the

wants and feelings of a large popular audience. I was delighted

with it, and it produced a fine effect.*
'

In addition to his Address or Report Hamilton made several

contributions to the proceedings of the Association. In the Ma-

thematical Section he stated his view of Algebra as a Science, and

* The reader will note that several inaccuracies are contained in this passage.

Hamilton was now thirty years of age ;
he was twenty-one when elected to the

Professorship of Astronomy ;
and he was never either a Fellow of Trinity

College or Professor of Mathematics.

1
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I in connexion with it proposed to introduce new signs, marking
\ higher orders of numbers, or quantities, than had yet been used in

i Algebra ;
these signs would take account of quantities increasing

at an increasing ratio, or diminishing at a diminishing ratio,

and the higher orders of numbers or quantities thus designated

he purposed to call logologiies, apologising with his ready
sense of the ridiculous for the oddity of the term, but claiming

for the advance thus made that it would be of very important

,
and very general utility in the Science. On another day he

gave a striking proof of his powers of quickly mastering a

|i difficult subject. Mr. GK B. Jerrard, of Bristol, had recently

i produced in his Mathematical Researches a method for the finite

, solution of equations of the fifth and higher degrees. The attain-

i ment of this end had been sought in vain by Newton and by

Lagrange ;
and analysts of note in Italy, France, and Germany,

Ruffini, Cauchy, and Abel, had severally put forward what by

many were supposed to be demonstrations of its absolute impossi-

bility. The arguments of these mathematicians had not, how-

ever, by some competent authorities been deemed conclusive, and

Mr. Jerrard had shown so much power in his handling of the

problem, and at the same time had so taken it out of the common

path by adopting a new notation, that his attempt called for

examination by some master of all the resources of Algebra.

Mr. Jerrard's first statement had been some time previously in

Hamilton's hands, and he had suggested to the author some diffi-

culty which had occurred to him with respect to it. On one day

of the Meeting an additional Paper by Jerrard, explaining and

defending his positions, was laid before the Section, and Hamilton

was requested to report upon it. The next day he expounded

fully to the Section Mr. Jerrard's method, and praised in terms

of high eulogium its ingenuity and originality, but preferred to

reserve his ultimate judgment upon it intimating, however, his

apprehension that through the vanishing of certain terms the

formulae would become illusory. The difficulty of the subject

considered, and the shortness of the time taken for preparation,
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his exposition was regarded as a most remarkable intellectual feat
;

and Mr. Jerrard's brother, himself also a mathematician, publicly

returned thanks to Hamilton for the perfect justice rendered to

his relative's work by such a complete and lucid statement. At

an evening Meeting Hamilton bore warm testimony to the impor-

tance of his friend Professor Baden Powell's researches in reference \

to the dispersion of light, a set of phenomena which had been sup-

posed irreconcilable with the Wave Theory, but which had by ,

these researches been brought over to its support and confirmation.

In subsequent contributions on this subject to the Philosophical

Magazine* Mr. Baden Powell acknowledges his obligations to

Hamilton for important assistance in the conduct of his mathema-

tical investigations. In a letter to Hamilton, dated November 10,

1835, Mr. Powell writes :

' I hasten to thank you for the extremely valuable contents of
j

your packet, which will, I have no doubt, afford me the greatest
'

assistance, and certainly supply a most important portion of the
'

theory which I have hitherto regarded a great desideratum, but did

not see how to obtain.'

The last day of the Meeting, Saturday, August 15th, brought

to Hamilton an external distinction, not in itself of importance, but '"'

made so by the circumstances under which it was conferred. The

part assigned to him in the proceedings of the Association had

been so prominent, and he had acquitted himself of his duties so

nobly, yet so modestly, his abilities were undeniably so great, and

his industry and achievements had been so commensurate, that all

eyes had been fixed upon him with admiration : this was not con-

fined to his scientific brethren, though it was shown by them with

unanimous consent : the feeling pervaded the general public : his

countrymen had become proud of him
;
and when it was an-

nounced that the Earl of Mulgrave (afterwards Marquess of

Normanby) had as Viceroy bestowed upon him the honour of

knighthood, it was universally acknowledged that the act wasT

* London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine, Vol. viii., pp. 25, 27,

204, 306, 308.
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natural and right, that it properly signalised conspicuous and

extraordinary merit.

The reader will I think be better pleased with the account

given of the attendant circumstances by a witness so trustworthy

as Mr. Ticknor, than if I were to present to him a relation of them

more formal, but derived from inferior sources.

The paragraph in Mr. Ticknor's junrnal which precedes his

account of the ceremony has a connected interest of its own.

1

August 14, 1835. This morning, early, I drove out to the

Observatory and breakfasted with Professor Hamilton, taking in

my carriage Professor Whewell of Cambridge, and Professor

Rigaud of Oxford, who much enlivened a drive five miles out and

in. "Whewell I found full of spirits and vivacity, various and

amusing in conversation, and without the least appearance of the

awkwardness I saw, or supposed I saw, in him at first. Professor

Rigaud was without much humour, but truly good-tempered and

agreeable. We there met Sir John Boss, a very stout, easy, quiet,

gentleman of about fifty-five, with much of the air of a naval com-

mander. While we were in the Observatory, he compared with

the time-keeper there the chronometer which had been used by
Parry, and which had gone with him through all his terrible suf-

ferings.
' Hamilton himself was very eager, simple, and direct, but a

little nervous ; and Whewell made himself merry at a discussion

about Kant's philosophy, in which Hamilton showed his metaphy-
sical acumen against a German at table, but showed, too, that he

was familiar with the labyrinth of the German writers. . . . Cer-

tainly, for one only twenty-seven or eight years old, he is a very

extraordinary person.

'August 15. ... In the evening a grand dinner was given

by the Provost and Senior Fellows of Trinity College to the Lord

Lieutenant and about three hundred of the Members of the Asso-

ciation. It was a beau finale to the splendid week Dublin has

given to so many distinguished guests. We assembled in the

imposing hall of Trinity Library, two hundred and eighty feet

long, at six o'clock. . . . When the company was principally

assembled, I observed a little stir near the place where I stood,

which nobody could explain, and which, in fact, was not compre-
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bended by more tban two or tbree persons present. In a moment,
however, I perceived myself standing near tbe Lord Lieutenant

and bis suite, in front of wbom a space bad been cleared, and

by wbom was Professor Hamilton, looking very mucb embar- I

rassed. Tbe Lord Lieutenant tben called bim by name, and be I

stepped into tbe vacant space.
' " I am," said his Excellency,

" about to exercise a prerogative I

of royalty, and it gives me great pleasure to do it, on tbis splendid I

public occasion, wbicb bas brought together so many distinguished I

men from all parts of tbe empire, and from all parts even of tbe I
world where Science is held in honour. But, in exercising it, I

Professor Hamilton, I do not confer a distinction. I but set the I

royal, and, therefore, the national mark on a distinction already I

acquired by your genius and labours." He went on in this way |

for three or four minutes, his voice very fine, rich, and full
;
his

manner as graceful and dignified as possible ;
and his language

and allusions, appropriate, and combined into very ample flowing
sentences.

*

Tben, receiving the State sword from one of his attendants, he

said,
" Kneel down, Professor Hamilton

;

" and laying the blade

gracefully and gently first on one shoulder, and then on the other,

he said,
" Rise up, Sir William Rowan Hamilton." The Knight

rose, and the Lord Lieutenant then went up, and with an appear-
ance of great tact in his manner, shook hands with him. No reply
was made. The whole scene was imposing ;

rendered so, partly

by the ceremony itself, but more by the place in which it passed,

by the body of very distinguished men who were assembled there,

and especially by the extraordinarily dignified and beautiful man-
ner in which it was performed by the Lord Lieutenant. The
effect at the time was great, and the general impression was

that, as the honour was certainly merited by him who received

it, so the words by which it was conferred were so graceful and

appropriate that they constituted a distinction by themselves,

greater than the distinction of knighthood. I was afterwards

told that this was the first instance in which a person had been

knighted by a Lord Lieutenant either for scientific or literary

merit.'

The great banquet followed : besides the distinguished men

already mentioned, the list of guests included, of British notabili-
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ies, Thomas Moore the poet, Sir John Franklin, Mr. Baily, Mr.

per, Captain Sabine, Francis Blaokburne, Colonel D'Aguilar,

'rofessors Alison, Phillips,Wheatstone, Lardner, Moseley, Graham;

\ foreigners, De Tocqueville, Montalembert, Barclay de Tolly,

[oil, Agassiz, and representatives of Norway, Saxony, the United

tates, and Mexico. It was no little addition to
4
the honour

[amilton had already received that, when Professor Whewell

sturned thanks for the toast of the University of Cambridge,

3 thought it appropriate to add the words :
* there was one

oint which strongly pressed upon him at that moment : it was

ow one hundred and thirty years since a great man in another

rinity College knelt down before his sovereign and rose up Sir

saac Newton.' The compliment was welcomed by
' immense

}plause.'

The pleasure with which the following letter was written by
is uncle, and received by Hamilton, may be imagined by those

ho bear in mind the relation that subsisted between them :

From UNCLE JAMES to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'Si. MABY'S ABBEY, TRIM, August 21, 1835.

'

Many thanks for your welcome letter of the day before

esterday. I pray Grod to have you as a true Knight in his holy

eeping as of the bright order of the patient thought and indus-

rious pen. Nothing of the kind could have gone oif better either

n your part or that of his Excellency whose words were certainly

lost happy. . . .'

The letters which follow, bearing reference to his new distinc-

on, have a special value as proving how entirely convinced were

le friends who wrote them of Hamilton's deep-seated humility

nd religious spirit. The first is from his old friend Maria

Udgeworth :

From MARIA EDGEWORTH to SIR W. E.. HAMILTON.

' EDGEWORTHSTOWN, August 27, 1835.

' I hope this will find you in learned leisure and able to

reathe in free air after all the clouds of incense and loud acclaim
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of universal praise by which you were almost overwhelmed in

Dublin during the splendid week. You are in not the least

danger of being overset by any change of circumstances or any

quantity of praise, because it is impossible, with all your humility,
but you must appreciate yourself.

' I congratulate you upon the manner in which the honours

done you by our Viceroy were conferred. I hear that it was done

well; as becomingly conferred as received, I have been assured

by more than one eye- and ear-witness.
' You were very good to write to me in the midst of the tumult

of thoughts and sensations and the hurry of such multitudes of

letters and notes as must have poured upon you, poor hard-worked,
wonderful creature. Thank you and thank you most for your
intention of coming to us. In truth it is not worth your while

except for the sake of kindness, which you will certainly find

among us, and sincerity, and the sort of freedom to do and say as

you please, and not to be treated as a lion. . . .'

The visit to Edgeworthstown, to which he was thus invited,

did not, I believe, take place.

The confidence of Maria Edgeworth in his kindness and

patience is testified in a letter of later date :

From the SAME to the SAME.

'EDGEWORTHSTOWN, October 26, 1835.

4

Accept my most sincere thanks for the kindness of your gift

to your friend of your Essay on Pure Time. And much I wish

that I were more worthy of it, or capable even of understanding it.

You know that the only part I can comprehend is the Introduction,

the general view of your end and aim. The Introduction appears
to me admirable in clearness and compression, and the proof of both

lies in its having made your design intelligible to the meanest capa-

city, at least the most uninformed understanding on this subject.

Why do you say pure time ? Why not time without an epithet ?

'

Probably my question will reveal to you more of my igno-

rance, and incompetence even to judge of the extent of my ou-n

ignorance. Yet you are so patient with all ignorance that really

wishes to better itself, that you will answer me, I am sure, if you
have pure time or any time. . . .'
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Soon after the great meeting, he joined some astronomical

friends as the guest of the amateur astronomer Mr. Cooper, at

Markree, Sligo ;
and with them used Mr. Cooper's fine equatorial

in observing Halley's Comet, then visible.

The second congratulatory letter to which I have referred is

from Aubrey De Yere ;
it contains, however, more of interesting

matter than the congratulation with which it begins. Probably

the part which characterises Coleridge, Landor, and Plato will

seem to others as well as to myself a criticism of the highest order

of discriminative appreciation and beauty.

From AUBREY DE VERE to SIR W. E.. HAMILTON.

'

CURKAGH, September 10, 1835.

' I know you well enough to be aware that I ought rather to

congratulate your friends and the University than yourself upon

your bearing the title which your great predecessor (Sir Isaac New-

ton) received on the same day* of a very distant year : but I cannot

put off any longer telling you how very much delighted I was with

the speech in which you set forth so philosophically and poetically

(for I dislike the word eloquently) the claims and duties of your

Society. I do not know what your Associates made of your trans-

cendentalism
;
certain of the lay-brothers I should imagine must

have been a little surprised at finding that Science meant some-

thing more than Curiosity and Notoriety. Poor Shelley ! how
little he thought that he would ever have to instruct the scientific

council of England ! Nothing that took place in the whole Meet-

ing gave me more pleasure than your quotation
" Fame is Love

disguised." I know nothing more of what took place at Dublin,
than what I found in the Literary Gazette. Was the account

given there a good one ? How soon will the volume detailing all

your proceedings make its appearance ? f

* This is inaccurate : Queen Anne conferred knighthood on Sir Isaac New-

ton on the 16th of April, 1705.

f This refers to a volume published before the end of the year : Proceedings

of the Fifth Meeting of the British Association. Philip Dixon Hardy. 4to.,

Dublin, 1835.

VOL. II. M
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.

'By the way, whatever that volume may commemorate, I

wish it would manage to forget one incident which is a rather

shocking illustration of that meddling and irreverent spirit in

which our modern Empiricists pursue their investigations. I

allude to that inhuman disinterment of poor Swift and his

Stella. Is it not enough to sicken even an anatomist, "one who
would peep and botanise upon his mother's grave," to hear of

the degree of prominence of the organ of Amativeness on Stella's

skull
;
and how she had still one tooth remaining ? As for that

Dean who allowed the Cathedral to be desecrated by this insult to

his greatest predecessor, I think that nothing could expose him to

deeper contempt except his own provision,
" that the bodies should

be replaced after examination;" he was unwilling that his museum
should lose any of its interesting curiosities ! We can hardly be

astonished at the downfall of the Church, when that venerating
and meditative piety which built up the Church, that piety "which

looks upon the dust of man with awe," is so far extinct among us

as to allow of such things taking place.
* Have you yet published your view of

" that beautiful dead

statue, Algebra,"* and do you suppose that I shall be able to under-

stand the life-bestowing spell of your Pygmalion ? It is to be

considered, I suppose, as an instalment of that work on the Meta-

physics of Mathematics which you used to talk of when I knew

you first.

* How do you like Wordsworth's new volume ? It seems to

me that the instrument has attained a greater perfection of sweet-

ness and mellowness from age ;
and that too, without losing any-

thing of its compass. I confess that at first I thought it rather

less powerful than of old: but this defect is only imaginary
an illusion which proceeds from that very perfection of harmony
which I have alluded to. This, you may remember, is one of the

reasons given by Cicero in his Somnium Scipionis for our not

being able to hear the music of the spheres. I have been studying
Plato with the deepest interest. His delineation of Socrates ap-

pears to me sublime : and in this opinion I differ wholly from

Landor, who asserts that he describes his old master as a

sophist ;
in allusion to the method of argument he attributes to

Socrates, and the concessions, dramatic neutrality, &c., which fol-

*
Supra, p. 142.
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lowed necessarily from that method. Socrates is 'assuredly no
dogmatist ;

but those majestic old Greeks did not think that to be
upright it was necessary to be downright. Sublimity was with them
the ultimate perfection of dignified Beauty, not as our modern
philosophers make it out a thing different from beauty in kind,
and made up by the ideas of Power, Fear, &c. Plato seems to me
to write as Coleridge and Landor would have done if they had
constituted a single mind. He unites the vast comprehension and
subtle insiglrf into Spiritual Beauty of the former with that sus-
tained elevation, that bland and equable nobleness, and that

exquisite appreciation of Definite Beauty, which distinguish the
latter beyond any other writer of this age. Still, however, in

Coleridge's Muse you see nothing but the forehead and eyes, and
in Landor's little more than the mouth and chin : in Plato you
have the full countenance of perfect and placid Wisdom that
union of "

Science and Song," and that subordination of both to
the great Idea of a dignified and tranquil Life which is perhaps
the Ideal of mere Humanity, as Deiformity is the Ideal of regene-
rate Humanity. I do not know any modern of whom you can say,
as of Plato, that he is all-accomplished. How does it happen that

you have never alluded to Landor's prose works ? Surely you
cannot be without his Conversations.

'I have lately seen a very interesting book containing the
works of Arthur Hallam, a Cambridge friend and contemporary
of my brother, of the Tennysons, &c. . . . He died two or three

years ago ; and his father, who seems devotedly attached to his

memory, has printed, but not published, his life and works.
The latter consist of poems and philosophical reveries: they
show great genius, I think, and are still more interesting from
the record they keep of the progress of a singularly noble mind,
heart, and character. He died, when about three-and-twenty,
while travelling with his father in Germany : and it is impossible
to regret the early fate of one whose whole life seems to have
been spent in pious meditations and aspirations, and whose re-

ligious convictions had long been of that assimilating nature which
constitutes the Spiritual Life.'

To this letter the following reply was sent :

M 2
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From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSEKTATOEY, October 4, 1835.

'
. . . The British week passed admirably off, if anything too

well for the permanent prosperity of the Association. Yet I really

hope that it may last a reasonable time, and fulfil an important

destiny. Had both our leisures permitted, I meant to consult you,
and one or another friend besides, more philosophical than scientific,

how far our views agreed, as to what might be done for scientific

England through the unacknowledged influence of philosophy, by
the agency of this Association, which professes to be only scientific.

As it was, I wrote the most of my introductory Address on the

morning of the day on which I delivered it, and was late for dinner

at the Provost's, in consequence of being long detained in giving
the last correction that day to my lately printed Essay on Algebra
as the Science of Pure Time, which is, as you remark, intended as

an instalment of my long-aspired-to work on the union of Mathe-

matics with Metaphysics. But as to that inhuman act of digging

up poor Swift and Stella, -it sent through me, when I heard of it,

a thrill of horror
;
and I request that, though I do not identify

myself with the British Association in all respects, you will acquit

that Society of any participation in the offence : since it has not

yet gone so far as even to recognise phrenology as a science.
'

. . . I shall just extract a notice of a new view of Pindar,

from a letter of Francis Edgeworth. He says :

" There exists in

two or three places in the Scholia upon Pindar, and the German
commentators have of course picked it out from that vast worse

than dunghill (as it never will contribute any kind of assistance

to any sort of productiveness), a hint of a distinction between the

Chorus and the Choragus, as to the parts of the odes performed by
them. That is to say, that some passages were recited Solo by the

Choragus, while in others the whole Chorus joined. Now I have

been endeavouring to discover, all through the odes, the parts

which belong to the one or the other, or both together ;
and so to

explain away almost all that hardness of transition which is com-
,

plained of in the odes as they are read at present because a change
'

of persons (as in Dialogue) admits of a much more sudden change
of thought than can be admitted where the speaker all through
is one and the same being. The leading notion which I ground

my discrimination of the two upon is this that the Chorus should
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represent the Imagination and the Memory the Choragus the

Understanding : so that the latter should always give the initiative,

in whatever subject is touched upon and also the check, and the

turn, when enough has been said upon it."

' October 8th. Since I wrote so far I have been occupied by

parting with two friends who were leaving Ireland, one of them

being my sister Eliza, who is going (and is now on her voyage) to

various places in or near the Mediterranean, especially Malta,

Smyrna, and Constantinople. She goes with two intimate friends,

and will not return for at least a year. This morning I met the

Knight of Kerry at breakfast, and most highly enjoyed the doing
so. Last night I read with great pleasure the two volumes of

Van Artevelde again.' .

A third letter of congratulation came from another early friend,

the writer of this biography ;
and having been preserved by

Hamilton, it may here be inserted as collecting the moral

influences of the event with greater freshness of feeling than any
comment which the writer could now indite.

From E. P. GRAVES to SIR W. E>. HAMILTON.

'

BOWNESS, WINDERMERE, November 14, 1835.

' ... Be assured that no one rejoiced with a truer joy in the

deserved distinction of your name, as none had previously more

fondly cherished an appreciation of the merit thus signalised. I

have often thought since that there could scarcely have crossed

your youthful mind, in its most visionary state of ambitious aspir-

ing, a more august dream of personal and external reward than

you have now beheld realised. As to the scene, could you have

thought of one more dear, more appropriate, or more magnificent
than the Library of your own and your country's University ?

Could you have ever been such an enthusiast as to summon for

witnesses such a cloud of sages, gathered together from every

quarter of the civilised world ? And what is best is that the

honour thus received you may feel that you had adequately
earned. You have Newton's title, nobly won, splendidly con-

ferred : long, long may it be worn by you and gather year by
year new scientific laurels, the emblems of never to be forgotten
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triumphs ! I have also thought that the attainment of such a meed
must to a great mind have an effect bywhich it is at once elevated and

tranquillised. Its powers and exertions have received an adequate
token of human recognition. Fame, whether viewed as a reward,

or, as you have more finely developed it, the object craved by the

social spirit of a noble nature, is no longer a want : the prize has

been gained, the sympathy satisfied : and now a farther goal is

more singly eyed, an approval higher than human more constantly

longed for : while the faculties dealing calmly with the eternal

elements of truth become more assimilated to them in lasting

power and pure beauty. I suppose that after a great Fame,
earned by genuine labour, has been satisfactorily obtained, the

soul must naturally (if still blessed with unimpaired powers)

plunge at once into an element of adoring humility, asking of its

Author and Source " Lord what wilt thou have me to do ?
" and

then, having comprehended its commission, would go forward in

strength, the faithful servant of its God and the generous bene-

factor of its kind. . . .'

There was one leader of Science in Ireland, whose absence from

the Meeting of the British Association was felt and lamented. I

refer to the venerable Bishop of Cloyne, Dr. Brinkley, who at the

time of the meeting was disabled by mortal illness. He died on

the 14th of September following. In the Minutes of Council of the

Eoyal Irish Academy, dated November 9, 1835, I find this entry :

' Sir William Hamilton read an eloge on the late Bishop of

Cloyne, President of the Eoyal Irish Academy : Eesolved, that

Sir W. E. Hamilton be requested to furnish the Secretaries with the

eloge he has just read, to have it entered in the Journal, and that

it be printed for distribution among the Members.' Of this eloge

no complete copy has been found, if one ever existed. It would

appear that Hamilton did not give it to be printed, and the frag-

ments of the draft which have come into my hands do not admit

of publication. I may say that it is couched, as one would expect,

in terms of the deepest respect and admiration for the character of

a man equally admirable for moral probity and for intellectual

strength. With regard to Brinkley's astronomical labours, Hamil-

ton dwells principally on his persistent efforts to ascertain the
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parallax of a Lyrce : he recounts the failures of Brinkley's prede-

cessors in the search for Solar Parallax, noticing by the way how

Bradley's disappointed search was rewarded by the great dis-

covery of the Aberration of Light, and then declares that

' It is hardly possible to resist the cogency of a comparatively
recent Paper of Brinkley's (published in the 4th vol. of the Trans-

actions of the Royal Irish Academy) on the joint determination of

Solar Nutation, Aberration and Parallax, in which he proved that

the same instrument was adequate to the experimental discovery
of even smaller quantities, the existence of which was otherwise

certain from theory.'

He concludes his remarks on this topic by saying

' It may be added that the observations made at the same Ob-

servatory, during the years which have passed since it lost the

benefit of being under his direction, have amply confirmed his

results. And on computing lately the consequences of the few

published observations of the same star (a Lyrce) which were made
last year at Cambridge, since the recent erection there of the only
other divided eight-foot circle in the world, I find that they also

indicate, so far as they go, a parallax about as large. I have also

computed the observations of the same star made in the preceding

year at Greenwich with two-foot circles there, and the result ap-

pears to me to be favourable on the whole to parallax. Perhaps
therefore we should not deserve to be severely censured, as speak-

ing with too great a confidence concerning the result of this

difficult search, if we were to say that it has been successful : and

that the achievement of discovering a measurable parallax in a

fixed star was made indeed by our lamented President. Yet I am
sure that in his zeal for truth he would have still pursued the

inquiry, as it will still be my duty to do : he would Jiave still been

anxious to give every weight to the objections and difficulties of

others : and would have still desired us all to keep our minds, as

far as can be done, in that state of philosophic doubt which listens

to every argument and gladly receives and seeks every testimony,

for and against. And thus after his departure, as during his

presence among us, shall Brinkley long continue to stimulate

scientific activity.'
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It is probable that the preparation of his Annual Course of

University Lectures on Astronomy delivered at this season pre-

vented his perfecting for the Press the eloge from which the above

extract has been given. This conjecture is strengthened by a

letter to Dr. Robinson which touches on the subject. Early in

1836 Hamilton was applied to by Mr. Baily, Secretary of the

Royal Astronomical Society, to furnish him with an obituary

notice of Dr. Brinkley, which might be inserted in the Annual

Address at the opening of the session of the Society. For reasons

assigned in a letter to Dr. Robinson he naturally wished to devolve

upon the latter the friendly office, and he prefers the request to

him. Dr. Robinson's reply is a valuable contribution to our

knowledge of the life and character of Brinkley ;
and as it has

not been made use of in the quarter for which his aid was

sought, I have thought that, having gained his permission, I

might fairly introduce it in a biography in which it has been a

pleasure to me to intertwine reminiscences of friends and con-

temporaries of Hamilton; and among these Brinkley holds a

distinguished place.

From REV. T. ROMNEY ROBINSON, D. D., to SIR "W. R. HAMILTON.

'

January 28, 1836.

'
. . . I should feel awkward in doing for Baily what he asked

you. As to your having already appeared on that subject, it might

pass as an excuse, if your vein was a "vena contracta." Only
remember that our friend Francis does not deal in your glowing

eloquence. I now regret bitterly that I did not " Boswellize" my
dear friend, and fish for information as to the early events of his

life : there never was a man of whom it was so desirable that all

should be known. His kind disposition, the good nature which

listened so patiently even to ignorance, which corrected the mistake

without hurting the feeling, and the total want of that puppy
affectation of superiority which so much disfigures some of our

best men, were splendid distinctions. In this part of his character

he has no rival but Herschel, and he far surpassed him in moral

energy. He was a native of Norfolk
; beat, as you know, Malthus
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at Cambridge immeasurably ;
was Maskelyne's Assistant at Green-

wich still retaining his Fellowship, and therefore impelled to that

pursuit solely by the instinct of talent. Hutchinson,* you know,

brought him here en job ;
but the job required that his nominee

should be of overruling superiority. He asked Maskelyne to name
" the best qualified man whom he knew," and he named Brinkley.

Such an appointment, of course, was most unpopular ;
but it shows

his admirable qualities, that all, even the loser, soon recognised
the happiness of the choice. No instrument but the transit tell

Baily why Eamsden would not give the circle. The comparative
leisure which this gave was the cause of his having attained so

much more of transcendental mathematics than any of his contem-

poraries, and so much earlier. . . . Law, Bishop of Elphin, was

his friend and patron ;
but for many years he had nothing but the

Professorship. A Church preferment, of which the chief advowson

had been long usurped by a powerful family, was at last conferred

on him, but the litigation in which this involved him was unsuc-

cessful
;
and this led to his exploring the Ecclesiastical History and

Law of Ireland. In knowledge of these he surpassed all and this,

too, synchronical with the erection of the circle ! His exertions on

the Eecord Commission
;
his assistance to the Government in ecclesi-

astical matters
;
his attaining wealth by Law's bequest ;

his election

as President of the Eoyal Irish Academy, when we feared it was

perishing of decrepitude ;
and his elevation to Cloyne under circum-

stances nearly parallel to those of his election as Professor that it

was necessary to have a man against whom it was impossible to

except these I fancy you know as well as I. Some things you

may add. He told me he had nearly completed his Inverse Reduction

of Analytical Functions, parts of which I had read in earlier years.

Arago has given a most lame account of his Papers on Refraction,

which, whether we compare them with Bessel or Laplace in respect

of simplicity of working the integrations, or exhibiting the separate

actions of different laws of atmospheric constitution, or compare
them with observation, merit a far higher place than they generally
find. Notice Young's trial of them on the Arctic observations of

Fisher at small altitudes and extreme cold. I am re-computing
these myself, for Brinkley gave his Tables for the Internal Ther-

mometer alone, and they therefore involve a factor for reducing the

* Then Provost of Trinity College, Dublin.
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barometer, which I have separated. . I find that with the Exter-

nal Thermometer they represent my observations better than Bessel's

Tables. As to Parallax I can tell you little. . . .

[Here follow some observations on the subject of Parallax,

which are omitted as now out of date.]

' It is also I think worth mentioning that Brinkley was the

first of British Astronomers who used the method of minimum

squares. From this you will probably see that you know as much
about Brinkley as I do. . . .'

The following letter from Mr. Lubbock, at that time Secretary

of the Royal Society, announced to Hamilton that the Society had

conferred upon him the Royal Medal for discoveries in Science,

and the event is referred to in cordial letters from Baden Powell,

who acted as his deputy in receiving it, and by his friend Captain

Beaufort.

From J. W. LUBBOCK to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

29, EATON-PLACE, LONDON, November 30, 1835.

' I have the pleasure to inform you that the Royal Society

have voted to you the Royal Medal for your discoveries in Optics,

and particularly that of Conical Refraction, in which vote I beg to

say I think they only did justice to the extraordinary merits of

your work.
' Allow me to entreat you to look at the Analysis of the Problem

of the Tides ; it is particularly desirable at present that this subject

should not fall into hands inadequate, who may spoil it and make

work to be undone
;
even an expose by you of Laplace's views and

your own opinion as to their correctness would be extremely use-

ful to myself and others who are endeavouring to collect facts.'

At this time Halley's Comet on its second predicted return was

the object of astronomical observation and general discussion, and

much reference is made to it by Hamilton's astronomical corre-

spondents, Baily, Willey, Lord Adare, Dr. Robinson. I extract

a passage from a letter of Lord Adare, whichcontains some in-

teresting details :
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' I have only been a week in Paris. I have seen Arago twice,

have just returned from the Observatory. He has observed most

remarkable appearances and changes in the physical condition of

the comet
;
while receding from the earth the nucleus doubled its

size in twenty-four hours. I have written to Cooper [of Markree],

Oxmantown, and Robinson to know what they have seen. But

the most interesting thing is Arago's having determined that it

shines by reflected light ;
this was done by a polarising apparatus.

Having the opportunity, I send you a Paper of Cauchy's which is

just out, and which I know you would like to have. Pray make
me useful in any way I can, getting books or anything else. . . .

I enclose a short notice on our late President by Arago, he was

obliged to do it in a great hurry. Who is the new one ?
'
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CHAPTER XIX.

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ACTIVITY. BRISTOL. SOUTH WALES.

(1836.)

A SHORT letter to Lord Adare well reports Hamilton's '
state

'

at

the beginning of the year 1836 :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEKVATOKY, January 1, 1836.

'
. . . I was just beginning my Lectures when your letter from

Paris arrived, in which Miss Goold had been so good as to copy a

set of elements of the Comet, and in which you mentioned several

interesting things, besides sending me Arago's Eloge on Brinkley.

You know perhaps that I had just read one of my own to the

Academy, at their request : and that Lloyd (the Provost) was

elected by a large majority, as the new President, about ten votes

having been given to the Archbishop [Whately], and three to your
humble servant, who had the honour of succeeding, for all that, in

what Jie aimed at, since it was he (scilicet, myself) who proposed
the successful candidate. It seems that when Brinkley was first

proposed, he was in a still more select minority, having only one

vote. His Papers were sent to me the other day, with a request

that I would examine them : but I have not yet broken the seal,

and have informed the executors that I cannot undertake the re-

sponsibility of the charge, unless some other mathematician shall

be associated with me.* . . .'

The beginning of the year brought with it new relays of scienr

* It would appear that this office was, through repeated postponements, never

executed.
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tific correspondence with Airy, Professor Lloyd and Baden Powell.
A letter of Airy's enclosing the reduced North Polar Distance of

a Lyrce expresses his opinion,
' that neither these nor the past con-

firm Dr. Brinkley's parallax. I think that, as far as they go,

they certainly negative such an amount as he supposed. They
are not, however, very well adapted to settle the question.' Pro-
fessor Lloyd wrote to him starting questions on Probabilities, and
was replied to with a speed and fulness that astonished the ques-
tioner. Baden Powell's letters communicate new results as to the

dispersion of light, and express in ample terms his obligations to

Hamilton for mathematical guidance in his treatment of the

subject.

Mention has already been made of the change in the religious

opinions of Francis Edgeworth.* An extract from the letter there
referred to is here inserted :

From FRANCIS B. EDGEWORTH to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

ELXHAM, January 12, 1836.
*

. . .My philosophical opinions are at present being de-Santed
rather so at least and Schelling is the crystal globe into which

they are pouring. Have you ever read Spelling's Vorlesungen
uber die Methode des Academischen Studium ? I think it is a book
that would delight you exceedingly. But I feel at present in that
state which a lobster must be in while undergoing its change of
shell : and darkness, silence, and solitude are my best friends. .

By-the-bye, there are some observations of Schelling's on Time
and Space, in the above-mentioned treatise, which will please you
as coinciding with your own Theorems As to my religious
opinions ... I am to say that I have been able latterly to approxi-mate more nearly to the general belief of my friends and country-men than I ever could before. You, who feel so deeply the love
of union and communion, will sympathise, I know, with the satis-
faction this gives me. Schleiermacher (whose sermons would
interest you they are published in four volumes in London) has
much influenced me. . . .'

*
Supra, vol. i. p. 331, foot-note.
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Letters from Mr. Wordsworth reached him at this time, which

prove the strong feeling of affection deepening into a feeling of

kinship with which the poet now regarded Hamilton. They refer

in terms of characteristic strength to subjects political and religious

then agitating the public. The reader will note the striking ex-

pression of the value in Wordsworth's eyes of the Protestant

Church of Ireland
;
and the statement of his readiness at the age

of sixty-six to start for eastern lands, brightened by classic me-

mories, or consecrated by religion, proves the still fresh vigour of

his spirit.

From WILLIAM WORDSWORTH to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' RYDAL MOUNT, January 11, 1836.

' With much pleasure I have received two letters from you

through the hands of my son for both of which accept my cordial

thanks. We took it very kindly that you were so particular in

entering into the state of your family and your relatives. We
often think with much interest of your sister Eliza, and with a

thousand good wishes that her bold adventure may turn out well.

If she finds herself at liberty to move about, her sensitive imagi-
nation and thoughtful mind cannot but be profitably excited and

substantially enriched by what she will see in that most interesting

part of the world. How should I like, old as I am, to visit those

classic shores, and the Holy Land, with all its remembrances, so

sweet and solemn !

'
. . . Mrs. Wordsworth and my daughter have just read the

Bishop of Limerick's* and Mr. Knox's correspondence with great
interest so should I have done, but the allowance of day-light is

now so short, and I do not venture to read or write at all by candle-

light ;
and this is the cause why Mrs. Wordsworth now holds the

pen for me. I never shall forget Mr. Knox, to whom you intro-

duced me
;

nor his eloquent and dignified conversation. I

remember we differed upon one point, viz., the inward un-

changeableness of Bomanism
;
the opinions which I find expressed

by him about the year 1824 are much more in accordance with

what mine have always been, than those which he expressed during

*
Bishop Jebb.
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the interview I have alluded to. I wish I had seen more of him
lis friend and correspondent, the Bishop of Limerick, as also the
editor of the letters, Mr. Forster, I saw more than once at Clap-ham the good Bishop was so obliging as to send his carriage to
London for me, and I passed a night at his house.

'Surely I ought to have said before this a word upon the
honour thrust upon you by the Lord Lieutenant, in his Majesty'sname

; and so I should, but the great Bully O'Connell stood in my
way, and the Protestant Established Church of Ireland, which I
hold precious as my life, seemed to cry out to me : What honour
can come from men who are the slaves of bigots and traitors bent
upon my destruction!" But whether Sir William, or plainMr. Hamilton, be you assured of my affectionate admiration. I
must congratulate you, however, upon your growing family, and
your happiness as a married man. Pray present our united re-
gards to Lady Hamilton, and give each of your young Philoso-
phers, perhaps they may prove Poets, a kiss for my sake You
are growing rich as a Father, while I am keeping pace with you as
a trrandfather. Do let us hear of you, from time to time. Ever
affectionately yours.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

' RYDAL MOUNT, January 26, 1836.
' You being a Father and a good Churchman, I have no scruple

in making the proposal I am about to do. You must know then
that my son's new-born is to bear my name

; and his father being
desirous that he should provide the babe with sponsors from amongmy particular friends, you-as one whom I especially reckon upon
is such, and furthermore, as also bearing the name of William I
hope will not object to stand in that interesting relation to my
family. If I am not mistaken, it would give me great pleasure if

you will write to my son, who does not feel himself sufficiently
acquainted to have made this request himself, and propose doinghim this honour. I know how much it would gratify both him and

s wife. Should you have any conscientious or delicate scruples
upon this subject, have no more hesitation in giving me a refusal
than I have had in making the proposal.

' I have no improved report to give you of the health of my
poor sister

; nor does Dora make the progress towards recovery
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which we should look for, did not the state of her Aunt cause so

much anxiety to us all.

' It will always, my dear Sir, be a great pleasure to us all to

hear good tidings of you and yours and, with the united best

wishes of this household, believe me ever to be very sincerely and

faithfully yours.'

To this request Hamilton returned a consenting answer, which

has not been preserved ;
but I add a letter from the father of the

child in behalf of whom the request was made. John Wordsworth,

the Poet's eldest son, was at that time Rector of Workington.

From the REV. JOHN WORDSWORTH to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

", February 3, 1836.

'

Intending to call my infant son after my honoured father, I

left it to him to select the babe's sponsors from the ranks of his

literary friends and admirers. I rejoice and am proud that the

selection has fallen upon two individuals so distinguished for moral

worth and intellectual power as yourself and Mr. Southey.
' As Lucan somewhere says of Julius Csesar, that amid his

deepest astronomical studies he could nevertheless give his atten-

tion to the most common affairs, so I doubt not that you will

sometimes have a thought or breathe a prayer for your godson,

especially when you may be soothing yourself, after severer

studies, with his grandfather's verses, the author of the Ecclesias-

tical Sketches being himself then perhaps laid low. . . .'

The allusion to Lucan in the above letter was no painfully

sought out piece of illustration. John Wordsworth was familiar

with the Latin Poets to a remarkable degree, and was himself an

accomplished writer of Latin verse, as his father's biographer has

taken occasion to record.* Yet here his memory seems to have been

inexact : see Lucan's Pharsalia, Lib. X. 185. The infant William

* See Memoirs of William Wordsworth by Christopher Wordsworth, D.D.,

vol. ii. pp., 68, 78. Translations into Latin. Verse, by his son, of three of his

own poems were added by Wordsworth himself to a fasciculus of Sonnets printed

in 1839, to be appended to the stereotyped edition of his works which was pub-

lished in 1836-7.
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was his second son, and it may be permitted to add, has proved
himself by intellectual ability, by love of poetry and by other
elements of character, to be not unworthy of the names he has
inherited.

The next two letters speak of Hamilton's desire to have printed
the University Press an Essay on the Calculus of Principal

Functions. His wish was communicated to the Board, who di-
rected the appropriation of 50 towards defraying the expense;
but, though the writing of the Essay was entered upon, the project
was not realised.

From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, January 16, 1836
have -been getting on pretty well in integrating the

il differential equations by which the form of my Principalb unction is to be found for the case of the Solar system, and shall
probably soon begin the drawing up of some new Essay It has
occurred to me that something on the subject . . . might be not im-
properly printed at the Dublin University Press, and thus the
credit Lttle or much, of the investigation, be partly associated

Lhiblm
; for the appearance of a book is commonly thoughtmore of a publication than the printing of Papers in Transactions,I should like to contribute my mite, or shall I say, my stone

.throw upon the pUe which hides the buried slander against the
feilent Sister. '. . .'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT AUARE.
'

OBSEEVATOEY, January 29, 1836.

^
... As to my own employments, I have been carrying on

various
Applications

of my method of Principal Function? to
Dynamics chiefly, in a huge blank book which I found lying idle

far more colossal than any of those I used to write in-and
illed about one hundred pages of it, or more, with these

nvate exercitations, which I describe to Mrs. Bayly as the milk-
pans set in the dairy, for the cream to gather on them by degreesand afterwards to be skimmed at leisure. But the cream that I
propose to set out in the market-place next is to be a separate
work, on the Method of Principal Eelations, or Calculus of Princi-

vnr rrVOL. If. N
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pal Functions, considered in an abstract and purely mathematical

manner as a new branch of Algebra, though examples from Optics

and Dynamics may be given, to illustrate its use and meaning. I

have made a beginning towards the writing out of such a work or

essay, and my present project is to offer it, when finished, not

to the Transactions of any Society, but to the Dublin University

Press, provided that the Board will pay for the printing of it, as I

have reason to think that they will.

' The newspapers have probably informed you that the two

Royal Medals for 1835 were awarded by the Eoyal Society to

Faraday and me, under the heads of Chemistry and Mathematics
;

the Theory of Systems of Rays, with its Supplements, being taken

as the ground for the award to me. . . .'

I give admission to a letter from Hamilton to one of the

many trisectors of an angle by whom in his long career he

was pestered:
1

February 25, 1836.

'

Sir, I received, some days ago, your letter, in which you offer

to communicate a method of resolving the celebrated problem of

trisecting an angle. It occurs to me that you would do well, if

you are satisfied that you have succeeded in effecting that solution,

to publish it on your own authority, instead of asking the sanction

of me, or any other individual. But as you have written to me, I

ought perhaps to state, what possibly you may not have considered :

1st, that no reward, so far as I know, is offered for the solution of the

problem ;
and 2nd, that there is no difficulty in resolving it, either

practically by the manual use of rule and compass, or theoretically

by the employment of the methods of Algebraic Geometry. The

only difficulty, but one which has hitherto appeared insuperable,

is the difficulty of solving this problem of trisection by the method
and the postulates of Euclid. This difficulty may therefore be com-

pared to that of dancing in fetters, or performing any other feat

after purposely submitting to some previous and unnecessary re-

straint
;
but doubtless a certain admiration would be given to

the person who should succeed in accomplishing it, however little

Science might be thereby advanced.'

The war against the payment of tithes had been going on in

Ireland during the last two years, and the consequence to many
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of the clergy had been extreme distress. Among the sufferers was

Hamilton's Uncle James, who, with his delicate wife and a family

of seven children, had been silently undergoing a trial of constantly

increasing privation. In the beginning of the year 1836, Hamil-

ton had received a letter from his Uncle containing passages be-

traying a distressed state of mind, without revealing its cause. This

was at length made clear in a letter which he received early in

March from the Vicar of Trim, the Rev. Richard Butler. It

has been stated that Almoritia was a very small living which

Hamilton's Uncle held in addition to the Curacy of Trim. It

now appeared that, two years' income having been withheld,

Mr. Hamilton and his family were in great need : and more

there was a danger that the future income of the living would

be sequestrated in order to repair the Glebe House, which was

falling into dilapidation. Mr. Butler suggested that Hamilton

should write to the Primate of Ireland requesting a contribution

to meet the charge for dilapidation out of the Relief Fund then

raised by subscription throughout the United Kingdom. Mr. But-

ler knew that, while Hamilton would willingly come to the help

of his Uncle's family in regard to their private needs, he could not

afford to grapple with this charge, and that relief applied to this

object would be attended with the least pain to one who dearly

cherished the feeling of independence. The suggestion was im-

mediately acted upon by Hamilton, who in an able and moving
letter set before the Primate the circumstances of his Uncle. The

Primate replied with his usual kindness, but had to remit the case

to the Bishop of Meath, Mr. Hamilton's Diocesan, whose decision

was that it did not come within the rules agreed upon for the

administration of the Fund. This was one of many efforts on

behalf of his Uncle, none of which were rewarded with success.

A letter from Lord Adare, written shortly after a visit to Paris,

dated March 23, 1836, contains a passage which tells of Hamil-

ton's Parisian reputation. Mentioning Murphy of Cambridge,
like Hamilton an Irishman and a Mathematician, Lord Adare

proceeds :

N 2
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' No one at Paris even seems to have heard of him at all. They
are more ignorant of what goes on in other countries than any other

nation. Of Faraday's views they seem to know little. I am very

glad to see that some of the highest of them are fully aware of

your great mathematical powers. I heard of a demand for your

Papers. They seem to feel that they ought to study them much
more than they do. Biot's apology to me for not having done so

amused me very much.'

In the course of this spring the Irish Government, of which

Lord Morpeth and Mr. Drummond were the active members,

thought it right to promote changes in the constitution and man-

agement of the Royal Dublin Society. Of this Society Hamilton

was only an Honorary Member,* but he was urgently solicited

by some moderate men connected with it to give them the benefit

of his advice and co-operation in devising some scheme of altera-

tions which should meet the concurrence of Government, and at

the same time be acquiesced in by the general body of the Mem-

bers, who had resented the Government's interference.

Mr. 0. "W. Hamilton, of Dominick-street, conveyed the wishes

of these Members, while from Mr. W. Smith O'Brien, then mem-

ber of a Parliamentary Committee on the subject, he received a

similar application. To the request of the latter that he would

contribute suggestions, he made the following reply :

From Sm W. E. HAMILTON to W. SMITH O'BRIEN, M.P.

1

OBSEBVATOBY, DUBLIN, April 20, 1836.

' I regret that I have no suggestion of any importance to offer,

with respect to the Dublin Society. Being only an Honorary
Member of that body, I thought myself bound to abstain, through

delicacy, from taking any part in the debates which arose on the sub-

ject of its internal affairs, in consequence of the communications

from Government ;
and as I had not the right to vote I abstained

from even attending those debates. I came to think far less on

the questions under discussion than my interest in science and

in Dublin might otherwise have led me to do. I can only say

*
Supra, p. 82.
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in general that if I had been entitled to vote, I believe I should

have supported most of the Government propositions, and cer-

tainly the principle of reposing the chief management of the affairs

of the Society in a council, to be selected by the body at large, and

to be efficiently controlled by them in all cases of large expendi-
ture of money, as is done by the Royal Irish Academy. The

present plan of an almost unmixed republic appears ill-suited to

the nature and efficiency of a scientific society : yet much indul-

gence ought, perhaps, to be shown to a body so unique, or at

least so different in its objects from societies exclusively scientific.

The Dublin Society, by its title
"
Incorporated for the promotion

of Husbandry and other useful Arts in Ireland," may plead that

it is rather to be considered as a society of arts than of sciences.

For myself, being chiefly devoted to mathematical studies and

to the mathematical portions of physical science (and not feeling

any hope that the funds of the Dublin Society shall ever give

any important assistance in the way of publishing memoirs, or

awarding prizes, to encourage the prosecution of such studies, nor

indeed thinking it desirable that any attempt should be made to

employ the funds for the purpose, since those studies are already

sufficiently supported in Dublin by the Eoyal Irish Academy), I

do not expect that I shall take any very active part in the

affairs of the former body; and if the Government and Parlia-

ment should think fit to extend the encouragement already given
to mathematics and to the higher branches of physical science in

Ireland, and especially in Dublin, I think they would act more

judiciously in increasing a little the grant to the Academy,
than in making any new grant, or new regulation, on this

subject, for the Dublin Society. But in less abstract departments
of science, such as botany, geology, mineralogy, and chemistry,

the professorships and lectureships of the Society are, I believe,

already useful, and might perhaps be rendered more so by im-

proved regulations, though I cannot myself pretend to point out any

specific improvement. I shall only venture to suggest that since

it is almost as important, if not more so, to excite than to gratify

a taste for science in Dublin, these lectures ought to be in a larger

degree gratuitous ;
if possible, wholly so

;
and I am so impressed

with this, that I would not hesitate, had I the power, to divert

some funds from other objects connected with the Society, and
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charge the audience nothing for the lectures, if 4he free admis-

sion of the hearers could not otherwise be provided for.

* You see that I have only been telling you at great length
that I have almost nothing to say.'

Mr. Smith O'Brien asked permission to print this letter in the

Appendix to the Report of the Committee : where accordingly it

may be found.

Mr. Isaac Butt, in after days the leader of the Home Rule

movement, was at this time Editor of the Dublin University Maga-

zine. A letter written by him in this capacity exists, strongly

urging Hamilton to contribute to the Magazine an article upon
the writings and philosophy of Plato. The reply to Mr. Butt's

request is not extant
;
we only know that it must have been a

negative one.

The happy marriage of Lord Adare to Miss (roold was now

in immediate prospect : a letter to his beloved pupil and friend

conveying his congratulations leads Hamilton to a significant

expression of his own estimate of parental happiness; and the

Memorandum which follows, with a subsequent letter to Lord

Adare, gives anecdotes of his eldest boy, then little above two

years old, which have a double value. They throw light upon
the early perplexities of language, arising from the transferable

quality of pronouns, to a reasoning child of remarkable abilities,

and they exhibit interestingly the pleasant mutual confidence of

the father and the child, and the accurate observation carried on

by the former of the movements of the mind of his child. In the

following letter, after mentioning a temporary illness which had

confined him to bed, he continues

' March 28, 1836. Do not think from what I have said that I

have grown either particularly hippish, or seriously ill : the fact is

I have had much better health since I married than for a long
time before : and such seems to be the impression of those who
meet me after an absence of a few years only ; though some who
see me after ten or more years' separation remark how old I am

grown. I congratulate you most heartily on your approaching
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marriage ;
and encourage you to look forward to a still higher and

purer enjoyment when you shall have " Pinkies
"

of your own.

You must know that your godson has somehow got the name of
"
Pinkie," or for greater shortness of "

P.," which letter is accord-

ingly his favourite
; though when he is asked what his name is, he

answers in his own way, what his nursery-maid has taught him,
" William Hamilton !

" '

MEMORANDUM.

'

OBSEBYATOEY, June 19, 1836.

'

To-day I was walking with " P." in the Scripplestown fields,

and saw from one of the gates a large flight of crows. I said to

him, "How many birds are there in that field?" He said

(perhaps not seeing them immediately)
" One !

" " Oh no !

"
said

I, "there are a great many." He then cried out, "Great many
birds, two, three, a great big two !

"

' A few days ago, as he was helping me to dress, I told him
that a comb which I had in my hand was my comb. "

Papa's

comb," said he,
" not poor Boo's comb." I said to his Mother,

" He has a great notion of property." He then began to try to

repeat this over to himself
;

" Great notion," he said,
"
big notion,

great big notion," . . . but he could not pronounce, or perhaps

remember, the word "
property ;

"
so, at last, he said, with the

air of having conquered a difficulty,
" Poor P. has a great big

notion that Papa's comb is not poor P.'s comb."
' He generally speaks of himself in the third person, sometimes

even in the second, but always reserves" the first for his Father.

Thus, when he comes to me in the morning, he sometimes says,
" Get up, put on my trowsers !

"
meaning that I, his Father, should

put on my own. And the other day he said to me,
" Put gold

chain on your neck !

"
meaning that I should put it upon his.

This was, of course, in imitation of what he had heard me say,

when I had spoken of putting on my clothes, or asked him " shall

I put this chain upon your neck ?
"

'In the same way, he sometimes says,
" I may carry poor P.,"

meaning that his Father may carry him
;
and on my asking him

the other day, in the garden, should Mrs. Cooney take him in her

arms, he said, with the same meaning, "Me!" while he turned with

great energy of gesture to his Father.
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* He is perplexed when he asks me for that thing, pointing to

something that he wishes for, and when I, taking it in my hands,

ask him,
" Is it this ?

" He then imagines that I am correcting

him in grammar, and evidently tries to correct himself though he

had really not been wrong; and says over to himself, "this, not

that."

'Yesterday morning I breakfasted in my room, and while I

was afterwards dressing I found that he was collecting and count-

ing the spoons upon my tray. At last having long considered and

put together the tea-spoon, egg-spoon, and salt-spoon, I heard him

cry out, as if he had solved a problem,
" Three spoons!" as in fact

there were.

'My Royal Medals entertain him very much, and he took

notice, the first day he saw them, of the minute engraving of the

Solar System, and of the diagram from the Principia, on the same

side with the figure of Newton. And because the head of the king
is on the other side of the medal, he turned round a small new
silver coin on which he observed that head a few days ago, expect-

ing, as he said, to find a Newton on the other side.

' He calls writing
" P. 0." because those two letters were the

first that I used to write for him
;
and like most children he says

"Day-day!" for "good-bye!" or "farewell!" A good while

ago, he had been urging me to play with him one morning that I

was busy writing. At last I came to the end of a subject, and rose

up to comply with his request ;
on which he joyfully exclaimed,

"
Day-day busy P. 0. ; papa busy P. 0. no more !

"
[" Good-bye

to being busy writing ; papa is no longsr buey writing."]
' He finds it hard to pronounce the letter S

;
and generally

softens a hard G or K (as in "
good ") by putting an L after it.

Thus he calls comet "
clomet," and says

"
gloo boy

"
for "

good

boy."'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to YISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSERVATORY, July 19, 1836.

'. . . What amuses me most in your godson at present is

his attempt to make magnetical experiments, and also to learn

or rather construct a grammar of the personal pronouns. . . .

As to grammar, and his efforts to construct one, his difficulty, as I

hinted before, is chiefly in the personal pronouns. He began by

simply imitating me, with whom he holds more conversation than
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with anyone else ;
and thus he formed the habit, which he still

very exactly retains, of applying the pronouns /, me, my, to every-

thing that his father does, or suffers, or possesses. For the same

reason, he applied you, and your, to himself. For example, one

day that I was dressing for a dinner of the Provost's (rather late,

as I thought, though it happened for a wonder that I was the very
first guest that arrived), he coaxed me to tie round him the cravat

that I had just taken off
; and, as I did so without speaking, and

perhaps with some look of impatience while I laid down my razor

for the purpose, he almost made me out myself with laughing,
while I heard him afterwards carry on this dramatic soliloquy :

" There now
;
I did tie cravat round your neck

;
I'll not tie cravat

any more !

" But the purity of this grammar of his has been cor-

rupted, by his having since listened to me speaking of him to his

mother
;
so that, as things overheard weigh most with children, he

now has come to the conclusion that the third person is the proper
one in which he should speak of himself

;
and this he did for some

time with an amusing air of acquired precision, and of confidence

in his perfect accuracy. But, poor fellow, he seems to be at sea

again, for I heard him this morning apply all three pronouns to

himself, saying,
" I did, you did, he did," do, I forget what, but

something which I found to be an action of his own. . . .'

In the latter part of August Hamilton had to attend the

Annual Meeting of the British Association at Bristol, where he

was under obligation to produce his unfavourable Report on

Mr. Jerrard's supposed algebraic discovery.* He was invited to

become the guest of Mr. Fox Talbot, at Lacock Abbey, but he

had been previously engaged by Mr. Charles Pinney of Camp
House, Clifton, whose hospitality seems to have been exercised on

a princely scale. Hamilton's letters give a sufficient account of

his impressions of the Meeting and of the part taken by him in it.

*
It was this examination of Mr. Jerrard's researches which led subsequently

to the production by Hamilton of his Memoir in support of the Argument of

Abel, who had put forward a proof, the validity of which had been questioned,

of the '

Impossibility of expressing a root of any general Equation of the Fourth

Degree by any finiie combination of Radicals and Rational Functions.' This

Memoir was published by Hamilton in the Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy, Yol. xviii., Part n. (1838), and was considered decisive as to the
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At Bristol commenced Hamilton's friendship with the Mar-

quess of Northampton, a friendship kept up for many years both

by personal intercourse and correspondence.

From SIR TV. R. HAMILTON to his WIFE.

' MATHEMATICAL COMMITTEE, BRISTOL, August 24, 1836.

'
. . . This Meeting is inferior to the last in public buildings

and public entertainments
;
but it is equal and perhaps superior

in the presence of eminent men
;
for many are here who did not

like to cross the Channel to Dublin. On the Saturday, just after I

arrived at Mr. Pinney's, I sat down to dinner with Yernon Har-

court, Sir David Brewster, Mr. Greenough, Mr. Fox Talbot, Pro-

fessor Hare of Philadelphia, Mr. Whewell, Mr. Peacock, Professor

Sedgwick, Professor Gumming, Professor Baden Powell, Mr. Mur-

chison, Mr. Baily, Dr. Carpenter, John Graves, Charles Graves,

the Provost, Professor Lloyd, and many others whom I now forget,

though some were more, as others were less eminent. Many
foreigners and others have since dropped in, and on the whole this

Meeting is very rich in men. . . .'

'

August 25th. On Monday evening the Chair was resigned in

due form by the Provost to the Marquess of Northampton, Lord

Lansdowne being absent on account of the dangerous illness of his

son, Lord Kerry, who has since died. TVe met in a handsome

theatre, which had been taken for the occasion. The speakers all

came forward to the front of the stage, and the Provost was heard

pretty well. Lord Northampton spoke well, and was well received:

he had attended several former meetings of the Association, and is

a sufficiently scientific man himself. At one part of his speech he

alluded to the influence of women, and after some playful compli-
ments he seriously remarked that it was hard to say how far the

tastes of some eminent observer of nature may have, been formed

important question of which it treats. Before making his formal Report to the

British Association on Mr. Jerrard's researches, he had been in frequent and

friendly correspondence with the author, whose mathematical powers he greatly

admired
; and there exists one letter from him to Mr. Jerrard, consisting of one

hundred and twenty-four quarto pages, developing his objections, all written

in one day, June 1, 1836, as appears from the date affixed by Hamilton himself,

both at its beginning and end.
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by his mother's'having shown him a flower or a shell when a child.

This remark was applauded, and I thought of Pinkie and you. . . .

Yesterday we attended the theatre, when I was called upon to

read out Herschel's letter, and had to make a speech on the occa-

sion. To-day I gave an account of my Calculus of Principal
Eolations.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

' CAMP HOUSE, CLIFTON, Monday Night,
<

August 29, 1836.

'
. . . This morning I breakfasted with Mr. and Mrs. Lubbock

before they returned to London, and saw a child exactly the age
of Pinkie, who can imitate the noises of certain animals, but

apparently nothing more. I asked about his personal pronouns,
and Mrs. Lubbock, having nothing to tell me of him, told me of a

French book on education in which it is mentioned that a mother

having said to her child,
" I must go somewhere without you

"

("sans vous"), received the answer,
"
pas sans vous!

"
This was

just, in its own way, Pinkie's use of the second person of our

grammars, but it seemed to be recorded without being understood,
and merely as an instance of confusion of thought in the child,

whereas, according to my theory, it is an instance of imitation of

the phrases used by grown-up persons. . . . We returned to Bris-

tol in the evening. I was obliged in a manner to open the pro-

ceedings by moving the first vote of thanks to the Mayor and

Corporation of Bristol. Mr. Pinney, my host, who was Mayor of

the city when it was burned some years ago, replied extremely
well. When thanks were moved to the Artists, we called on

Tommy Moore (according to a suggestion of my own), and he

spoke very well on the occasion. This morning (Monday) we had

Council business of some importance, and I have now been writing
this letter at night, intending to start early to-morrow morning on

a short excursion to Chepstow and Tintern, &c., &c., with the

Marquess of Northampton, who is a very pleasant companion.'

From SIR W. E.. HAMILTON to his SISTER SYDNEY.

' BAYLY FABM, October 31, 1836.

' ... As to Tintern Abbey, I certainly enjoyed it very much,
and spent some happy hours within its extensive precincts. . . . but
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I did not compose any verses there, though I wrote a few, namely,
the farewell lines to Wordsworth, which I copied into one blank

book of Lord Northampton's, while he was sketching the Abbey in

another
;
for we had by that time well examined all its parts, and

he had copied for me a couple of sonnets of his own. . . .

'
. . . With Mr. Jerrard I got off very well

; indeed, he made
no reply to my arguments, and Peacock, one of the best judges on

such subjects, expressed himself as entirely on my side. Never-

theless, I fear that Mr. J. is not yet convinced
;
but we all spoke

of him in such high terms that he appears to be personally quite

satisfied, and not to think that there was any design to run him

down, which certainly there was not. My written Report on the

subject is to be printed in the next volume of the Association. . . .'

Fi'om SIR W. R. HAMILTON to his SISTER ELIZA.

'

OBSERVATORY, November 28, 1836.

'. . . Towards the end of the week, the Marquess of Northamp-
ton became another guest of Mr. Pinney's ; and I found him a

very pleasing and accomplished companion, when I went, at his

request, along with him, after the week of meeting, to visit some

of the beauties and curiosities in the vicinity of Bristol, or at least

not more than a short journey from that city. Of all these, Tin-

tern Abbey pleased me most
; and we wandered through its vast and

solemn precincts for hours with undiminished interest
;
nor was I

weary, when at last Lord Northampton sat down to sketch the

scene, and remained for a good while so occupied. Chepstow

Castle, the scene of many contests, on the borders of Wales and

England, had interested us much before, during a visit which also

extended to some hours
;
and of it also the Marquess took a sketch.

The next day, with an Irish party, into which I happened to fall

at the time of leaving Lord Northampton, I went on to visit

Raglan Castle, a less warlike but not less beautiful ruin
;
and in

the afternoon we saw the interior of Groderich Court, a most curious

modern antique. . . .

' I have been at Bayly Farm till lately, since my return frorn^

England. Helen and the two boys are in good health. The

youngest (Archibald) has grown so fast, that they look almost like

twins ; but the eldest (William) keeps his start in mind ;
and I

have been greatly amused by an account of his beginning to lecture
t
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the other on sundry scientific points, which account has just now
reached me in a letter from his grandmother. ... At all events

they are tolerably good, and are a great entertainment to me. The
eldest took notice of the prism which Newton holds in hand, in the

miniature statue engraved on my two Royal Medals
;
and told me,

entirely of his own accord, that Newton was making colours. He
had, you must know, a little six-penny prism of his own, which is

perhaps his favourite toy. . . .'

As a sequel to the foregoing extracts it may be here mentioned

that before the end of the year Hamilton received as a gift,

from Lord Northampton, a copy of Irene, a drama of which his

deceased wife was the author, accompanied by a friendly note,

reporting the progress of a collection of unpublished verses en-

titled The Tribute, which Lord Northampton had drawn from

friends, many of them poets of high distinction, with the inten-

tion of devoting the profits derived from his volume to a bene-

volent purpose. The note speaks of Hamilton's Farewell to

Wordsworth* as a valuable addition to the collection.

Upon the motion of Mr. Lubbock, a Committee of Mathemati-

cal Members was appointed by the British Association to consider

[ the question of the importance of constructing new Empirical

Tables of the Moon. The Committee consisted of Professor Airy,

I Sir W. B. Hamilton, Dr. Rigaud, Professor Challis, Mr. Baily,

and Mr. Lubbock. Letters on the subject immediately passed

between Mr. Lubbock and Professor Airy (who had been pre-

vented by domestic circumstances from attending the Bristol

Meeting), and these were forwarded to the other Members of the

Committee. They contain interesting particulars respecting the

work of Burckhardt, Laplace, Plana, Pontecoulant, and Damoiseau,

in this field, and the great task of calculation to be encountered.

Professor Airy considered that the path of theory would be the

more profitable one, but delivers his opinion that in regard to the

leading step of comparing recent observations of the Moon with

*
Supra, vol. i. p. 369.
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theory in some manner, he had no hesitation in urging it as most

desirable : an opinion to which Hamilton communicated his cor-

dial assent. He had afterwards to take a more active part in the

discussion of this subject. Partly referring to it is the following

extract from a letter of Lord Adare :

From VISCOUNT ADARE to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

, Tuesday, November 1, 1836.

'
. . . I saw Plana at Turin

; he was very civil indeed
;
the

Observatory contains nothing remarkable. He does not appear to

care for observing. He showed me his Theory of the Moon, which

he has been sixteen years writing, and which I believe you have,

and he complains very much that Lubbock (as far as I could

understand it), who spent a few months in writing his, should,

where they have come to different results, be so confident in his

own conclusions. Plana talks of going to London next winter,

merely to talk with Lubbock and others upon these subjects. I

asked him in talking of you,
" whether he had seen a note in

Quetelet's Journal* from you," and he said "yes," and that

you were right. He says also there are but two people who ever

read a mathematical memoir, the author and the printer ! . . .'

Professor Airy had some time previously studied with success

the strange optical phenomena connected with the structure of

quartz, and had naturally noted with interest that at the Bristol

Meeting, which he had been unable to attend, this crystal was the

subject of a Paper by so good a mathematician as Professor

Mac Cullagh. Not being acquainted with the author, Airy wrote

to Hamilton asking for a few sentences and a few equations to put

him in the track of Mac Cullagh's researches. Hamilton wrote in

answer a long letter, which gives a full account of what had been

done by Mac Cullagh, and concludes with a passage containing

some notice of researches of his own of a kindred character.

*
Correspondence Mathematique et Physique.
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From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR AIRY.

[FROM A COPY.]

' BAYLY FARM, September 23, 1836.

'
. . . I ought to add that Mr. Mac Cullagh does not pretend

to deduce from any hypothetical structure of quartz, or arrange-
ment of the ether within it, or from any other dynamical principles,

his differential equations of vibrations
;
he gives them only as col-

lected by induction from one class of phenomena, and as then

serving to explain, even in their numerical details, a class en-

tirely different. As such inductive conclusions they appear to me
to be very ingenious and happy : I shall be glad to be favoured

with your opinion on that subject. Meantime I am sure that you
must agree with me that some dynamical explanation should be dis-

covered, of these curious classes of phenomena. Perhaps you may
yourself accomplish this object, nor do I quite despair of assisting

towards it by my own researches, whenever they shall again be

given to optical matters, from which they have been much diverted

for some time. At least I thought myself more fortunate than

I had hoped to be, when I spent some weeks, about a year ago,
in considering the dynamics of light, on a plan suggested by
Cauchy's memoirs, but with hypotheses and results which ap-

peared to myself more simple, and more capable of being compared
with experiment. On all points capable of being so compared, my
results agreed with Fresnel's : including the laws of double refrac-

tion and polarisation in biaxal crystals, and the laws of intensity
and polarisation for ordinary reflexion and refraction but I was

almost vexed at this agreement, because there were several other

points on which a difference existed, without any apparent possi-

bility of testing the truth by experiment, such as the question

already mentioned, whether the vibrations are in or out of the

plane of polarisation ;
and the amplitude of refracted vibrations,

ere yet they emerge into the air. It was, however, satisfactory,

that setting out from principles very similar to Cauchy's, I deduced

laics of phenomena agreeing with Fresnel's laws, which Cauchy
himself did not do, so far as I am aware

; especially for ordinary
reflexion and refraction, considered with respect to intensity and

polarisation, on which points Cauchy's results, and Fresnel's, indi-

cated laws phenomenally different. What Mr. Mac Cullagh has
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done, on these last points, I am as yet very 'slightly informed
;

but believe his results to be important, and at the same time to

have lain in a different track from my own.'

A letter from Lord Oxmantown, of subsequent date (October

23, 1836), shows that Hamilton was at this time studying in con-

nexion with Optics the formation of the diamond
;
and M. Q-uetelet,

in requesting a continuation of his contributions to the Correspon-

dance Mathematique notifies to him the intention of M. Chasles to

testify his interest in Hamilton's researches by the gift of his work

on the History of Geometry.

The last letter of Hamilton's scientific correspondence of this

year is one of fourteen folio pages to Professor Lloyd, dated

December 24, 1836. It consists, to quote Hamilton's words, of

*A development of my views respecting the non-convertibility
of sums into integrals, so far as they bear on your recent researches,

and especially on the important question whether any two mole-

cules of the ether repel one another with forces which vary in-

versely as the fourth power of the distance between them.'

Reverting to previous parts of the year, I may say that, besides

the correspondence, already mentioned, with Mr. Jerrard (supra,

p. 186, note), there was much interchange of letters on Hamilton's

part with Mr. J. W. Lubbock on Empirical Lunar Tables, with

Mr. J. T. Graves on Algebra, and with Mr. Baden Powell on the

various refractive powers of different media.

I conclude the record of the year by a passage taken from the

introductory remarks of an astronomical lecture which Hamilton

delivered in Michaelmas Term of this year, a passage which

strongly expresses his habitual view of the dignity of Intellect

and of the relation to it of the Providential Design. The re-

mainder of the lecture is a remarkable example of his character-

istic process of leading his reader on from the most simple and

obvious phenomena to the methods and conclusions of Science.

After having defined Astronomy as ' the Science of the relations

of the Heavenly Bodies and the Earth to each other,' and indi-
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eating the expediency of showing what it does not as well as what

it does include, he proceeds :

'First, then, the Will and the Affections, the principles of

of Ethics and Eeligion, are principles which transcend Astronomy.
It is not to the Moral but to the Intellectual sphere that Astro-

nomy properly belongs. And yet the Intellectual world, though
lower than the Moral, receives a glory from it, and reflects back a

light in return. And many indications surround us, or rather the

whole framework and beautiful order of Creation, the KOCT/ZOC of

Earth and Heaven, is one grand witness unto Man, that God the

Father of all Spirits, the Author of all Light, the Giver of every

good and perfect gift, has cared for the Minds of his children, and
made provision for their instruction and development. Indeed

it may be well believed that to develop Intellect I speak not of

the Human only, but of the Angelic Intellect also is the great
final cause of all that obviously visible, or slowly discoverable

Order, on which the whole Science of Nature is based, and to

which it all appertains. And if we but keep clear of the tempta-
tion to elevate things intellectual above things spiritual, I see not

that in our intellectual efforts themselves we need be fearful of any
presumption; as if there were any secret of Nature, which God
had designed to reserve to himself, but which Man might

possibly, against the Will of God, discover. That were an in-

jurious thought, degrading Him whom it professed to honour
;

akin almost to the impious fancy attributed to Hindostan, that

victims punctually offered, though with no holy purpose, might
force, at last, from trembling and unwilling deities, the secret of

their blissful abode, and make them shrink upon their idle thrones,

from the invader, whom they were powerless to exclude. We know
from our Eeligion and Science, far as it has yet advanced, does

but repeat and illustrate the doctrine that not by any finite inter-

val, or accessible or measurable height, is the Wisdom of God re-

moved beyond the utmost range of the most expanded Intellect of

Man. Let the latter advance, far as it may, it will only be progress-

ing as the former had of free favour allowed and by gracious purpose

provided for. And therefore, though the Will and the Affections

be principles which transcend Astronomy, yet since it by its

study of the great and distant bodies of Creation tends to make
known to us one vast department of the Works of God, and to

VOL. II. O
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cultivate that Intellect, which He has given, and more graciously
made provision for developing Astronomy may worthily form a

part, and no small part, of human study : as it may also not un-

reasonably be supposed to form a subject of study to Intellects

higher than human.'
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CHAPTER XX.

BAYLY FARM VISIT OF AUBREY DE VERB LIVERPOOL MEETING
DUNRAVEN CASTLE.

(1837.)

EARLY in 1837 it was proposed to Hamilton that in view of a

difficulty caused by Colonel Colby's intended resignation of the

Presidency of the Geological Society of Dublin, he should consent

to occupy the Chair of the Society. The suggestion came from a

person whose judgment weighed much with him, his friend Pro-

fessor Lloyd ;
but he at once showed his good sense by declaring

himself to be opposed to a plan by which he would be misplaced,

and which could only be justified as a temporary arrangement

called for by some very peculiar exigency ;
he showed that even

in such a case he should very unwillingly consent, and would

require assurance that the Society unanimously desired it. Later

on he withdrew even this conditional consent, and it happily proved

that his friend had been misled as to the assigned cause of the

difficulty, namely, the supposed inability to come forward of

Captain Portlock, who was the natural successor to the seat of

honour, and who was accordingly, without opposition, elected

to it.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE [in Italy'].

BAYLY FARM, NEJ*AGE, March 8, 1837.

* ... I was engaged for some time, last autumn, in investiga-

tions connected with the Dynamics of Light. Professors Lloyd
and Mao Cullagh have been at the same thing, but we have all

been following different tracks, nor do our results altogether agree.

Lloyd thought, and perhaps still thinks, that his researches confirm

a very curious conclusion of Cauchy, namely, that the etherial

o 2
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molecules repel each other according to the law of the inverse

fourth power of the distance. I do not dare to pronounce judg-
ment on this question, but I drew up and showed to Lloyd a

sketch of some calculations which seem to me to oppose the result.

Mac Cullagh has been occupied more in reducing to empirical but

mathematical laws some anomalous phenomena of light, though he

has not entirely absented himself from the field of dynamical in-

quiry. My own investigations related chiefly to the consequences
of supposing the etherial molecules arranged in a certain simple

way, the law of their mutual action being left almost entirely un-

determined; and these consequences seemed to me to agree re-

markably with phenomena. But what I did last autumn was

little more than commenting on calculations of the same sort, made
about a year before. When the theory of equations is out of my
head, perhaps I may resume the subject ; unless, indeed, I return

rather to some of my own more general speculations in pure or

applied Mathematics.
' ... As to the late Buckland controversy, it arose out of

Dr. Buckland's stating at Bristol, while presenting to the Presi-

dent a copy of his Bridgewater Treatise, that some great Hebrew
scholars considered the first verse of the Bible to indicate some

immense, or at least indefinite period of years, antecedent to the

Six Days work; and this was apparently the first occasion of

bringing before the public mind in England the geological doctrine

of the great antiquity of the earth
; for, out of the expressly scien-

tific circles, very little (you are aware) is known of what scientific

men are about. . . .'

A letter addressed to his sister Eliza, who was still at Smyrna,

furnishes one or two items of interest relative to his scientific work

at this time. It is dated March 29, 1837, and contains the follow-

ing passages :

'I am sending by to-day's post to London a letter of up-
wards of fifty pages on a mathematical subject which has oc-

cupied me for some time till the present moment; and I sent

another letter of the same kind, and nearly of the same length, ten

days ago. . . . The book which I talked of publishing, a year ago,
on a scientific subject (my Calculus of Principal Eelations, orj

Principal, or Characteristic Functions the name is not yet fixed)
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has been quite out of my head ever since, but it will, please God,
be taken up again, when I get some other things off my hands.

For the last three months, that is, since the last day of the last

year, I have been here in the South with Helen and the children,

and the time of our return to the Observatory is not yet fixed.'

The portentous mathematical letters to which he refers were on

the Theory of the Moon, addressed to Mr. Lubbock.

Hamilton's stay at Bayly Farm for so long a period was caused

by the declining health of Mrs. Bayly, which required the constant

attentions of Lady Hamilton. He returned, however, alone to the

Observatory towards the close of April ;
and it was not till near

the end of June that he again went down to the South, to bring

back with him his wife and children. The interval was variously

occupied. It is to be inferred that work on The Argument of Abel

and Mr. Jerrard's Researches was his chief mathematical occupation,

for by the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy it appears that

on the 22nd of May he read before the Academy an account of

some investigations in which he had recently been engaged

respecting Equations of the Fifth Degree.

The following letter gives a glimpse of him as present at a

conflagration in College-green, which endangered the Library and

Museum of the Eoyal Irish Academy. It is to be remembered

that at that time the house of the Academy was the building

lately occupied by the Gras Company, opposite to the Provost's

House in Grafton-street. It may interest modern Members of

the Academy to learn the vicissitudes and dangers through which

its treasures then passed.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to his WIFE.

'

10, SOUTH CUMBEELANH-STEEET, April 25, 1837.

[After referring to some Egyptian Antiquities, produced at a

Meeting of the Academy in illustration of a Paper by Professor

Mac Cullagh, he proceeds ]

' I hope to show them to you yet in the Library of the Academy
some day. But at this moment, they, with every other book and
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paper, are lying huddled up in the Provost's House
;
for early this

morning Dublin was alarmed by the cry of Fire ! a fire which

broke out in the Arcade ;
and the College became a place of refuge,

to which books and furniture were conveyed from the houses that

seemed most exposed ;
and I have been all day, since I first heard

of it, in the middle of the crowd in the neighbourhood, though I

could not be of any use, because the military and police, who were

present in immense numbers and worked the engines very well,

allowed no stranger to interfere. It was awful and indeed sublime

to see the volumes of smoke and flame, the incessant spouting of

water from the engines, and the falling of those houses which were

pulled down to prevent the fire from spreading. By this time

all danger of such spreading appears to be over, but mischief

to a great amount has been done. . . .'

Early in June, Hamilton had the delightful recreation of a

visit at the Observatory from his friend Aubrey De Yere, with

whom he enjoyed again walks along the Tolka's side, visited the

Botanic Garden at Glasnevin, and renewed his impressions of the

charms of the Dargle and the Powerscourt Waterfall. This holi-

day excursion woke his dormant Muse, and he soon after sent to

his friend four Sonnets, to which he subsequently added a fifth.

One of these was addressed to his wife, in the prospect of his

again joining her and his children and her mother
;
the others

recorded the pleasures of his renewed association with his friend.

' No learned ear is mine for tortured sound,

Or music artificially involved ;

Problems of harmony.proposed and solved,

Ifeats and achievements, fitted to astound :

Yet not the less by me was beauty found,
And sweetness, in the changeful harmony
Of voices, which, Dargle Stream ! from thee

Still soothed us, as along thy banks we wound ;

Or stood within thy bed, and seemed to hear,

'Mid other sounds, a half articulate hum,

Song of a Naiad singing in a cave ;

Or where, with feelings more allied to fear,

"We marked the Waterfall in thunder come,
And with his spray our upturned foreheads lave.

'June 9, 1837.
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' Shall we not long remember, Friend beloved !

The sweet succession of these pleasant days

Enjoyed together, and a frequent gaze
Turn back in fancy on what soothed or moved
Our mingling spirits ; whether while we roved

Garden, or river-bank, or rocky shore,

Heard the rill murmur, or the ocean roar,

In various forms the power of beauty proved,
Or joy of serious thought and converse free,

Progress and aspiration, or the blending
Of hues that were revealed externally
With other colours of our own souls' lending,
And now the hour of parting nearly come

The human interest of this happy home.

'June 13, 1837.

'

Long time, Lady mine and truest "Wife !

It seems since I could gaze upon thy face ;

Each from the other, by the power of space,

Parted, though living each in other's life :

'Twixt outward things and love a weary strife !

"Which shall be over soon. The hour is coming,
When after many days of pleasant roaming,
Or sweet familiar toil, a higher life

Shall breathe through all my being, and of joy
A swifter pulse shall beat, while I behold

Thee, and in mine embracing arms enfold,

And tender form of each beloved boy :

And her,* who all these treasured human flowers

Had guarded for me in her quiet bowers.
' June 14, 1837.

' 'Tis sweet when joy, that has been long away,
Re-visits us with unforgetting smile,

And whispers that in all that tedious while

It only seemed from our sides to stray ;

When after dreary months, a sudden May
Woos us abroad, with many a loving wile

;

Or when we listen in cathedral aisle

An anthem that we heard some long-gone day ;

Or gaze on face of some long-parted friend,

Or scene that we had gazed on long ago ;

Or feel within ourselves the subtle flow

Of some remember'd mood steal on, and blend,

In union fine, old thoughts and new ;
or pore

On some delightful page, long read before.
< June 16, 1837.'

* Mrs. Bayly.
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From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

<

CUKRAGH, July 10, 1837.

'
. . . I think we agreed at the Dargle that our pleasure was

not to end with the day, but to revive again every now and then

in remembrance, besides being often repeated in reality. I can

answer for the former part of our agreement : I cannot tell you
how often and how pleasantly I have gone over those delightful

scenes in imagination. It is very odd that it is not only the views

and incidents which were most striking to us at the time that rise

up again in memory, but little things of all sorts, which we did not

remark at the time. I really think it is but a small proportion of

the pleasure derived from such an expedition that we enjoy on the

occasion. I would rather pass a whole week in the rain than lose

the recollection of that day. Do you remember our dinner at the

Waterfall our chicken-bone and glass of wine, our paeans to the

torrent, and above all our gradual inebriation, produced, I believe,

by the spray and mist, which had as powerful an effect on our

spirits as if they had exhaled laughing gas instead of common air.

It was something like the excitement of your old greyhound
"
Smoke,"

*
at the river of Abbotstown. Do you know I can

hardly look back upon a time of greater enjoyment than those ten

days we passed together ? It is very seldom indeed that anything
thrown so little back into the distance of imaginative memory
affects me in the same sort of way ;

and your four Sonnets will

assist, not in keeping up, but in deepening, this feeling. Your last, by
the way, is becoming a great favourite with me, and my mother seems

to like it the best of all : my father, too, is delighted with all of

them
; but, for my part, I am not prepared to give up my partiality

for that peculiarly addressed to me. I think them decidedly the

best Sonnets you have written
;
and am not at all surprised at

this. We constantly succeed particularly well in what we have

not practised for some time. I hope you will keep your half-

promise and go on writing. We should always get as much as we
can out of those unaccountable fits of spontaneity which come

upon us now and then, at least enough to illustrate the mood we
are in, and the degree of development we have reached, so as to

note the progress we have made. . . .

*
Supra, vol. i. p. 399

; vol. ii. p. 18.
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' Have you been lately at the Provost's beautiful villa,*
" which

the mild ocean breezes blow around
"

? I wish you would exhort

him to build, instead of the unblessed thing which at present sur-

mounts the hill, a Gothic cross, like that of Stourhead, or Wal-

tham, or some of the others given in Britton's Antiquities. You can

find an excellent model in an engraving on the wall of our room
in Kildare-street, and it could be made large enough to enshrine

the present obelisk, if it contains any relics, or is for other reasons

too sacred to be destroyed. The building should be an Oratory in

the inside, with eight windows wonderfully dyed, 26 feet high and

1| broad. It should be surmounted by a great banner of episco-

pal purple made of silk
;
or rather (for the sake of quiet and

silence) of velvet: and thereupon should be emblazoned in gold
the arms of the University. They should be broidered by his

daughters working all night with loud singing and other incanta-

tions. The old Bishop of Kildare should bless it and chant the

Athanasian Creed over it, and then it should be suspended, to be a

confession of the University visible in the person of its Provost,

and advancing (as Trench says of the flag at Gibraltar)
"

its proud
foot

" " forward so far into the mighty sea." When this is all done

he must send for you, and me, and Mr. Butler, and the children

of the two Cathedral choirs
;
and we will go up and eat straw-

berries and cream there, while the people think we are indulging
in fasting and prayer: and as soon as I am old enough to be

in orders, I will go and work false miracles there !

' Did you hear of my Theological Discourse, which the Univer-

sity Doctors gave a prize to a prize which in verity it did not

deserve ? What honours ought they not to award me for what I

am going to write and dedicate to them ? an Essay on the Use

and Abuse of False Miracles
;
on the Fabrication and Veneration

of Relics
;
on Evangelical Fraud

;
an Account of a great Wonder

that happened at Oxford, where the Great Tom tolled of itself at

midnight on the vigil of St. Nil. ... A discourse on the most

pious way of editing ancient writers so as not to hinder the edifi-

cation of the Church
;
a true history of the Rev. M. 'Sullivan,

showing how he received apostolical commission to wage war on all

flesh, and how he was given his choice of the sword St. Peter used,

or that which Balaam wished for. ... An Evangelical Dis-

Dr. Bartholomew Lloyd's, near Killiney.
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course on the Invisibility of Bishops, and also against Transub-

stantiation
;
a Sermon proving that Man is a creature lower than

an earth-worm, because he has no moral sense, but not so low as a

polypus, because he is redeemable, and also that the best way to be

in good health is never to take your hand off your own pulse,

which is sometimes strongest in the great toe
;
Hints on the sin-

fulness of giving money to beggars, who are hateful to God,
or they could not be poor, and injurious to society, or they could

not be unhappy ;
a Treatise on Political Economy, showing that

it contains everything practical in Religion purified from Super-
stition or Mysticism, by the author of a celebrated book asserting

Religion to be a Jungle of Metaphors through ivhich a man can only

push his way with Ms eyes shut. These are but a few of the books

I am going to write. What say you ? Will you accept a dedica-

tion in Southeyan Hexameters ?
'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE YERE.

'

OBSERVATORY, July 12, 1837.

'

Many pleasurable feelings inspire me to write to you ; yet the

immediate motive is a sort of indignation, excited by reading ex-

tracts from Crashaw's poems, in the first number of the Church of

England Quarterly Review (January, 1837) which I have only now
received. Be so complaisant as to turn to page 189

;
and although

no inducement will I trust be needed to prevail upon you to read

lovingly the poem to the Name of Jesus, I beg that you will, after

reading it, endeavour, for my sake, to read as much as you can of

the poem preferred by the reviewers, the version of the Twenty-
third Psalm, than which, according to them, can anything be more
beautiful or graceful ! I answer,

"
Yes, anything !

" But doubt-

less I am made fastidious by having just read its despised compe-
titor. After all, I forgive much to the Church of England Quarterly

Review, in consideration of its warm though somewhat patronising

praise of Coleridge.
*

. . . You remember Dr. Litton, an educated gentleman, and
a philosophical botanist

;
well ! fancy a head-gardener, at Grlasnevin,

indulged with the title of Curator, and imagining himself entitled,

on the strength of that Latin word, to set himself up as equal to

the Professor, whose title is no more than Latin too
;
or rather as

superior, inasmuch as practice is now admitted to beat out theory
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I was about to say, transcend it, but that might savour of transcen-

dentalism, which cannot too much be abhorred ;
and getting up a

party in the Society, who propose to transfer to him the house in

which Addison wrote, associations and recollections of that sort

being of course mere lumber, not worth their weight in goose-
berries : such were the circumstances under which I was induced

to attend a Meeting of the Eoyal Dublin Society on the last day
of the Session, having, as an honorary member, a right to speak,

though not to vote. After all, I spoke only about five minutes
;

but I produced some sensation when (without mentioning your

name) I sketched our recent visit to the Garden, and described the

moment when, my friend having desired a leaf of a particular

plant to illustrate a discussion or conversation on the philosophy
of Botany, I observed the Professor request permission to cut it,

from a person whom I supposed it was thought unfashionable to

call the Gardener ! The Report was sent back to the Committee,
to be amended during the Summer recess

;
but in the meantime I

have come to suspect that my unnamed friend is taken to be some

practised and professorial botanist. Put yourself in the place of

one, and tell me whether you think my accompanying Sonnet true :

new it is certainly, for I composed it only this morning, and have

written it for the first time now.'

BOTANY.
'

0, do not say that with less loving heart

The beauty of a flower is gazed upon,
For ever after, and by everyone,
If once the eye enact the scholar's part
To that wood-wandering honey-laden Art,

Which, with the bee, doth every flower explore,

And gather, out of many, one sweet lore,

From blossom'd bank or bower slow to depart.
The sense of beauty need not sleep, though mind,
With its own admiration, wake, and yield

Its proper joy with feeling thought entwined :

Considering the lilies of the field,

Whose rare array, and gorgeous colouring,
Outshone the glory of the Eastern King.'

As a companion Sonnet to that introduced in the preceding

letter, I give here one entitled Providence and Faith, which I find

in a manuscript book with the date 1837 attached.
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PROVIDENCE AND FAITH.

' " Your Heavenly Father feedeth them." 'Tis so
;

Tet not those wild ones of the air alone
;

To careful Man there likewise springs unsown

What toil of his had never caused to grow.
His Earth and he had perished long ago,

Had not a stronger Power his state defended,

A deeper Wisdom with his workings blended,

And Light supernal compassed him below.

Thought is, itself, bestowed : nor is that zone

Which girds the life of man with jewels bright

Beauty and eloquence and love's delight

A prudent acquisition of his own :

Freely all precious things by God are given,

Freely that last best gift, Himself, and Heaven.'

Hamilton was not one of the deputation commissioned to

present the Address of the University of Dublin to the Queen

on her Accession, but the occasion the Girl Queen ascending an

august throne touched the chivalry in his nature, and prompted
the following Sonnet :

f

TO THE QUEEN ON HER ACCESSION.

1

Sovereign Lady ! our Elizabeth,

But sweeter, fairer far ! Maiden, blending
All royal virtues of thine high descending
Into one queenly grace, which tempereth,
With mercy, majesty ;

nor severeth

The gentleness of woman from the pride,

If such it may be called, so sanctified

By duty and heaven's consecrating breath,

Of one whom Ocean and the Isles obey,
And Occident and Orient ! By thy throne

Stands Order, vigilant ;
in holy zone

Prayers kneel around
;
arms glitter far away ;

And Chivalry, plume-drooping, hails in thee

The Symbol of thy Sex's Sovereignty.'

During the half-year that elapsed before the date now arrived

at, we have seen Hamilton hard at work in scientific investigation,

and we have seen pleasure come to him and enjoyed : congenial

pleasures also had to be declined by him : Lord Oxmantown had

asked him to come with Lady Hamilton and take note of the
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improvement in Jiis great telescope, and a similar invitation to

inspect what Mr. Leslie Foster called his ten-foot reflector, erected

at Eathescar, came to him from that old friend. But the shadows

of mortality had likewise passed across his spirit. His grand-

mother Hutton in March, and his aunt Mary Hutton in May,
both of whom had from earliest days a hold upon his affections,

were removed by death
;
his sympathies were excited in the latter

month by the death of the first-born son of Lord Adare, and now

he was receiving at the Observatory his wife's mother, Mrs. Bayly,

concerning whom he could not but apprehend that her vital powers

were failing fast
;
and her bright and amiable nature had bound

him to her with ties that were filial in more than name. She

arrived in the beginning of September, and within a week he had

to start for Liverpool to take his part in the Meeting of the British

Association
;
when he returned before the end of the month, he

found her passing away. At this time he received from friends

letters which supply the following extracts :

From MONS. A. TH. D'ABBADIE* to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

LONDON, August 31, 1837.

' "
. . . Yon stars for ever shine

Yet scarce illume each short-lived summer night.

But who can tell what countless kingdoms join

To form that heavenly pearl, what souls of might,

What thousand cares are hid beneath that speck of light ?
"

* Those lines of the poet express much that I feel when revert-

ing to the few hours we have spent together. Ireland is to me like

one of those stars, so lovely yet so distant. What are now Erin's

joys and cares? Who wreathes her crowns of science and litera-

ture ? Do you still feed the sacred flame of philosophy ? What
are your new discoveries ? I trust you will find time to tell

me something of my own country before I be lost to Europe.
' My voyage to the Brazils was not fertile in Astronomical

observations, the rainy season having begun before I arrived in

Pernambuco. During the sea-voyage I observed the falling stars

*
Supra, p. 107.
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on a plan of my own previously communicated to M. Arago, but

which, owing to some mistake, was not acted upon in Paris. . . .

I may also mention to you a series of experiments which I under-

took in the Brazils in order to ascertain whether the earthquakes
so frequently felt on the Western Coast are not also perceptible on

the Eastern Coast of South America. . . .

'In writing this day to Professor Lloyd I have asked him
whether he has presented to the Royal Irish Academy my work

on the Basque language, but on collecting my thoughts about the

matter I am not quite sure whether I directed the volume to you
or to your learned confrere. At all events I should be glad to know
whether such offerings be agreeable to your Academy.'

From H. F. C. LOGAN to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

BABMEATH, October 16, 1837.

' I am again in Ireland, and will do myself the pleasure of

calling at the Observatory when I pass through Dublin on my
way to England. I should have written to you from Italy but

that I met with nothing of sufficient scientific interest to indemnify

you for the expense of a foreign postage. I was introduced at

Turin to Plana, who desired me to return you his sincere thanks

for the Memoirs you sent him. Of course he spoke very highly of

them, though I do not think his is an order of mind to appreciate

them at their full value. He is full of a project which I hope he

will execute. He contemplates a collected edition of the various

writings of Euler with notes, and proposes to execute his task in

England. He evidently admires us more than any other nation,

and next to us the Germans. The French do not rank high in his

estimation, though he admits that they have some superior men

amongst them.

'You are of course aware that Jacobi has fully appreciated your

Dynamical memoirs and made your important discovery a stepping-

stone to a new method for the Integration of Partial Differential

Equations of the first order and degree. I have not yet seen his

memoir, but it is printed in the last number of Crelle. Have you

printed the work you were preparing upon your Calculus of Princi-

pal Functions ? I hope you will not delay much longer so valuable

a present to the mathematical world, and one which those who
have read your former writings so eagerly expect.'

1
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For the Meeting of the British Association at Liverpool he

became the guest of Mr. Turner, the manager in that town of the

local branch of the Bank of England. Mr. Turner was not only

a dispenser of hospitality, but himself a student of science, and the

fellow-guests of Hamilton were the Marquess of Northampton and

his daughter Lady Marian Compton. To the cementing of his

friendship with the father was thus added Hamilton's first intro-

duction to a lady whose intellect and accomplishments were highly

admired by him. Only fragmentary records in the shape of por-

tions of letters to Lady Hamilton remain of his experiences and

observations at this meeting, but we learn from public sources that

his Paper on Abel's Argument, and his researches on the Theory of

the Moon were subjects of communication from him. Just before

quitting the Observatory for Liverpool he had received from

Dr. Peacock (afterwards Dean of Ely), the best informed English

authority upon Algebraical Science, the letter which is nezt

given.

From the REV. DR. PEACOCK to W. R. HAMILTON.

'

DTTEHAM, September 4, 1837.

'When I left Cambridge some time ago, I was reminded of

your very interesting Papers on Abel's proof, which had been

placed in my hands by Mr. Lubbock. I have since had an oppor-

tunity of reading them, and I need hardly say that I have done so

with the greatest pleasure and instruction : the theme is one of the

most difficult which has ever engaged the attention of mathemati-

cians, and your Papers are full of those profound, philosophical, and

novel views for which all your Papers are distinguished far beyond
those of any living analyst : I look forward with great delight to

a discussion of some of the topics in them, when we shall meet in

Liverpool. . . .'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to his WIFE.

'

LIVEBPOOL, September 15, 1837.

. . I gave also a short account of a curious theorem about

cubes, which had been discovered by my host, Mr. Turner, and a

little extended by myself. . . . On Wednesday I took a little
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holiday from my own Section, for part of the morning, and went

about to other Sections, the chemical, geological, and botanical.

In the first, I heard Faraday speak, in the second Sedgwick, and

in the third was introduced to Lindley, who gave me privately
a view of a most wonderful new plant, a water-lily, six feet and

a-half in length of the leaf, and having flowers which are sixteen

inches across : it is called Victoria Regalis. . . .'

From Liverpool, at the conclusion of the Meeting, Hamilton

proceeded to pay a visit to Lord Adare at Dunraven Castle, in

Glamorganshire : he had not long before enjoyed the pleasure of

congratulating his friend on his return at the head of the poll as

Member for Glamorganshire. This will explain his speaking of

Lord Adare in the following letter as head of his county. In the I

letter which succeeds he bears testimony, which will be thought ]

valuable, to the excellent results, in connexion with the personal ]

intercourse of men of science, produced by the Annual Meetings j

of the British Association.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to his WIFE.
/

1 DUKKAVEN CASTLE, GLAMORGANSHIRE, September 22, 1837.

'
. . . The President was next to be nominated : I moved that

j

the Duke of Northumberland should be elected, and the proposi-

tion was unanimously carried, though not without a previous con-

versational discussion on the policy of appointing men of rank to
j

those high offices in our Body ; upon which point I said that the

Duke, though not a man of science himself, had shown himself by
his actions to be a lover of science, and a patron of scientific pur-
suits. He gave, in fact, some liberal donations for such objects

while in Ireland, and has since given others in England ;
and lately

he has promised a thousand pounds, to pay for printing Herschel's

recent observations.
'

. . . Let me just tell you now, that after a journey of two

hundred miles through very beautiful scenery, I arrived here in

time for dinner yesterday, and found the place to be one of the

highest order of romantic grandeur on the very verge of
preci-j

pices, against the bases of which the sea continually dashes. In

storm the scene must be magnificent, but even in a calm it is fine.
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I wish you were here to see it. You may conceive that I was glad
to see Lord Adare here, in his glory, as head of a family, a castle,

an estate, a county ; and that he was equally glad to see me once

again. . . .'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to the MARQUESS or NORTHAMPTON.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, October 30, 1837.

'. . . I am glad to learn that you made so pleasant a visit at Sir

Philip Egerton's, and met Mr. Sedgwick again. While Sedgwick
has undoubtedly a more poetical imagination than Whewell, I

sometimes doubt whether he has not also an equally comprehensive
intellect ; and even that momentary doubt is perhaps a high praise

from me, admiring Whewell as I do though we seldom meet but

we fight still all is love. It is certainly a great pleasure con-

nected with the Meetings of the British Association, at least to

lonely and long-bearded hermits like myself, that it brings to-

gether every year persons who value each other when they meet,

though they might otherwise have been long without meeting.
Such bringing together has also a scientific utility. Since we last

met in Liverpool, Mr. Lubbook and myself have been interchang-

ing several letters upon the Theory of the Moon, and on a question
in that theory on which we are not yet agreed not only with a

pirit of candour, which is I hope not rare among men of science,

)ut also with a feeling of personal cordiality which has very much
arisen from our repeated personal interviews

;
and living as we do

n London and in Dublin, and seldom visiting each other, we owe
;hat frequent personal intercourse almost entirely to the British

Association. After all, I had met Mr. Lubbock in London
; but

or becoming acquainted with you, I have only the Association to

tank.
*

Perhaps I told you of the pleasant visit which I lately made
;o Lord Adare, at Dunraven Castle, in South Wales. It was on

my return from that visit, while travelling through some of the

most beautiful parts of Wales, and the adjoining counties of

iJngland, that I conceived and composed a Sonnet which I ven-

rure now to write down, and to send along with this letter

iVith it I send three sonnets of my Sister's, the two first of which

rou have already seen, but only in a passing way ; the last relates

o the Meuai Bridge seen from a distance. . . .'

VOL. n. p
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'

England, forgive me, if while yet within

The imperial Isle, supreme o'er earth and sea,

My spirit often fondly turn from thee,

Nor all thy loveliness and grandeur win

My charmed fancy, that it not begin
To picture often other scenes for me,
And other sights, the wealth of memory,
To the outward eye long lost in distance thin.

I love thy glory, England ! sudden tears

Of an unenvying admiration start,

Not seldom, as thy radiant form appears,

And the world's stage presents thine honoured past :

But Ireland is my birth-place ; there youth's years
Were passed ; my home is there, and there my heart.

<

September, 1837.'

This Sonnet seems not to have been imparted by Hamilton to

more than a very few friends : he was probably conscious that in tha 1

earlier part of it there were faults of expression likely to provoke I

unfavourable criticism : but I have thought it not right on this I

account to suppress the fervent outbreak of feeling towards I

Ireland with which it concludes.

The illness of Mrs. Bayly hurried him home : he arrived at

the Observatory on the 30th of September, only in time to see her

die, after he had heard her pronounce in one word her gratification

at perceiving his presence beside her bed. Among her papers is a

memorandum respecting her property, made by her during an

illness which she had experienced at the Observatory, in November,

1835, on the outside of which is written :

' This is to be read by

my dear Son, Sir William Hamilton, who has been a comfort and

a blessing to me from the day that united him to my daughter to

this day : and I am sure I shall say so when I am leaving this

world.' Her lively and affectionate letters to him of her latest

year proved that her feeling towards him remained unchanged to

the end.
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CHAPTER XXII.

PRESIDENT OF THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY.

(1837.)

WHEN Hamilton was this year delivering his annual course of

Lectures on Astronomy, an event occurred which brought to him

much trial and a great honour I refer to the death of Doctor

Lloyd, the Provost of Trinity College, who was also President of

the Koyal Irish Academy. This event took place in the last week

of November, 1837- The Presidency of the Academy being an

Elective office, it became at once open to competition, and in this

mpetition Hamilton was the successful candidate. In giving a

story of the contest, in which the competitors were Hamilton

d his friend Professor Lloyd, it is a matter of deep gratification

be able to record that, throughout a series of trying incidents

tiich preceded the election, not a step seems to have been taken

authorised by either, of which one may not declare that it was
ren more than strictly honourable, and that, while observant of

.e interests and rights of the Academy and its members, it was

onerous and self-sacrificing in relation to the competing can-

date. A third candidate was the Archbishop of Dublin,

r. Whately. It will be seen that Professor Lloyd was not

illingiy a competitor for the vacant Chair. He was put for-

ard by the main body of the Fellows of Trinity College, who

ere members of the Academy, and great, it must be added, were

claims upon their support. With the general public Hamilton

ijoyed a more splendid reputation as a man of science, and his

e-eminence in this respect was of course recognised in the College

elsewhere, but Lloyd among his colleagues possessed several im-

P2
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portant advantages. Of the three men of high scientific pretension

connected with Trinity College, he was the senior in standing, a

circumstance not without its proper weight, and he was the son of a

Provost to whom the University owed more than to anyone who had

previously filled the office, for improvements liberally devised, and

judiciously effected, and operating to the benefit alike of Fellows,

Professors, and Students. To this circumstance Professor Lloyd

modestly attributed the chief weight in the preference manifested

in his favour by his brother Fellows : but we may fairly suppose

that in fact it told less than his personal merits. His Report on

Optics, and his organisation of Magnetic observations had given

him a widely recognised distinction in the world of Science. And
if it might truly be said that no one could intimately know Hamil-

ton without admiring and loving him, the same might be as truly

said of Lloyd ;
and the latter, living in College among his col-

leagues, had better opportunities of manifesting to them, through

the intercourse of daily life, his admirable combination of moral i

and intellectual qualities than had Hamilton, living in the com-
|

parative seclusion of the Observatory. It will be remembered that
I

on the death of Bishop Brinkley, Hamilton had been the proposer I

of the late Provost as successor to the Chair of the Academy, and

that even then his own name was brought forward. It was there-

fore natural that, having in the meantime added to the prestige of

the Academy by his remarkable contributions to its Transactions, he

should now feel justified in looking for the honour for himself, and

be encouraged by his friends to do so : nevertheless, as the following

letters prove, he was ready at once to relinquish his pretensions in

favour of his friend. So was it also with that friend. Between

them, to use an expression of Hamilton, the contest became " a

contest of generosity." But it is needless further to anticipate

a history which comes out at first hand in the letters themselves.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.
'

OBSEKVATOEY, November 29, 1837.

' I feel very deeply for your affliction. Indeed whatever con-

solation may be derived from a widely extended sympathy is yoi
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by right. A sincere feeling of sorrow pervades very many minds :

but yours is a grief wherewith the stranger intermeddleth not.

You know, however, the only source of real consolation.
' The Academy and Club must meet, I suppose, to-morrow ; but

the Academy, no doubt, will adjourn. If at the next election of a

President, I should again be put in nomination, I should not be

disposed to waive my pretensions, whatever they may be, in favour

of the Archbishop, though it would have grieved me if anyone
had thought me capable of contesting the election with your
father. . . .

'

From PROFESSOR LLOYD to REV. 0. W. WALL, D.D., S.F.T.C.D.

[FROM THE ORIGINAL DRAFT.]
' PEOVOST'S HOUSE, December 4, 1837.

' It was with much surprise and mingled pleasure that I heard

(only yesterday) that you had proposed me as the successor of my
dear father in the Chair of the Royal Irish Academy, and that the

proposal had been favourably received. I should not venture to

interfere, if I thought that you had come to this determination

from a view of the interests of the Academy alone, however I

might differ from you in that view. But as I do believe that your
attachment to the memory of my dear father, and perhaps (may I

add ?) some degree of regard to myself, may have influenced you
in the step you have taken, I trust that I may be permitted to ex-

plain myself.
' I do think that Hamilton has claims to the Presidency of the

Royal Irish Academy superior to those of any other ; and thinking

so, it was my intention to have supported his claims in any way
that the present mournful occasion left open to me. I feel it,

therefore, a duty to express this opinion to those whom I believe

to be influenced in my favour by considerations of a personal na-

ture. With others, of course, I could not presume to interfere.'

From PROFESSOR LLOYD to PROFESSOR MAC CULLAGH.

[FROM THE ORIGINAL DRAFT.]
' PEOVOST'S HOTTSE, Monday, December 4, 1837.

' With everything to incline me to your view of the subject we
were discussing yesterday, I feel unable to reconcile it to my own
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notions of justice and propriety. But I do not now write for

the purpose of re-opening the discussion, or of insisting further on

Hamilton's claims for you have considered this already but I

do entreat you to consider the risk of creating a feud in the Aca-

demy which might prove fatal to its interests. If you were to

place me in the honourable position you have designed, Hamilton

and his friends (with the expectations he has entertained) will pro-

bably take offence, and withdraw their support from the Academy.
If you elect him, I (who had formed no expectations of the kind)

cannot feel offended.'

These letters prove how earnestly, from the first, Lloyd urged

the claims of Hamilton, and deprecated the putting forward of

himself. In the last of them, however, he expressed a fear with

regard to Hamilton's action if his hopes were disappointed, which

the following narrative from the pen of Hamilton proves to have

been a needless apprehension. Perhaps it was right that Lloyd
should use as an argument the possibility indicated.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, December 4, 1837.

' While I was at Professor Butler's* Lecture to-day, a message
was brought me that Mac Cullagh wished to speak with me

;
and

on coming out, I was informed that many persons wished you to

be elected President of the Academy, and that you were likely to

accept the office, though it was distinctly mentioned that you were 1

not seeking for it
;
on which I immediately told Mac Cullagh that I

I would waive in your favour any claims which I might be thought
to have. And on a second message that there was danger of a I

split unless some understanding were early come to, I came out
j

again from the Lecture Room, and went in cap and gown to the I

Council : f where, unless I did great injustice to both my feelings
and convictions, I spoke very strongly in your behalf, so strongly

* The Rev. W. Archer Butler, who had been this year appointed the first

Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Dublin.

t The Council of the Royal Irish Academy. It will be remembered that the

Academy's House was then in Grafton-street, opposite the Provost's House.
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that I think it would be unnecessary, as respects the statement of

my own views, while it might not improbably be considered by
others an impertinent and almost dictatorial repetition of inter-

ference, that I should attend the meeting of the Academy to make

any remarks on the subject at the approaching election. But on

the next following night of meeting I hope to be among the first

to present to you my hearty congratulations.
' If any want of unanimity shall be occasioned by any persons

voting for me, I trust that after the part I took to-day it cannot

be attributed to any fault of mine. Not only had I not attempted
to canvass anyone, but no one out of the small circle of my nearest

relations had so much as spoken with me on the subject, except
Dr. Mac Donnell (who expressed an opinion that I ought to be

the President), and, I believe two others, Aubrey De Vere, and

Haliday Bruce, to whom, on being questioned by them, I men-

tioned Dr. Mac DonnelPs opinion. The Doctor was present when
I addressed the Council to-day ;

after the conclusion of Butler's

Lecture (to which I had returned), I mentioned to Aubrey De Yere

the substance of that address
;
and hope to mention it to-morrow

to Haliday Bruce. I shall then have done all in my power to

counteract the effect of the very few words which may have fallen

from me previously not farther certainly than they seemed to be

warranted by what others had said
;
and must depend on MacCul-

lagh and other Members of Council to circulate my request there

made, that whoever had designed to vote for me would give his

vote to you instead.

'Apart from, that is, in addition to the influence of our old

friendship, I shall be rejoiced to see, in the Chair of our National

Academy, an Irishman, and one who has been long connected with

both Academy and University, and has deserved so well of both.

We shall, I trust, have much useful co-operation together, in reme-

dying some evils, and introducing some improvements, especially

in connecting the Academy more than it now is connected with

similar Societies abroad, a point on which my heart has long been

set.

' Take care of Sir William Betham and the Archbishop this

of course is entre nous they may give you more trouble than I

could have done, even if I had been disposed to give any : I mean
in the way of a contest for the Presidency.'
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Dr. Wall's reply to Professor Lloyd's letter is here inserted as

throwing additional light on the course of the contest. Inci-

dentally, it evidences the existence of a strong body of anti-

Hamiltonians. Of this body Dr. Wall was for a time a leader,

but in after years, as I learn from his letters, he became one of

Hamilton's cordial friends. I may add that Dr. Wall, both on

account of his character and his attainments, was throughout his

long career a man of great and deserved influence in the Univer-

sity.

From the REV. DR. WALL, s. F.T. C.D. to PROFESSOR LLOYD.

' TRINITY COLLEGE, DPBLHT, December 5, 1837.

' All the motives to which you allude most probably influenced

the great majority of the Fellows whom I addressed at the meet-

ing last Wednesday morning. They certainly all of them operated
on me, but the public grounds, having a reference to the interest

and welfare of the Academy, were those which I chiefly put for-

ward, and they were quite suflficient to rest the case on. My pro-

posal was most cordially received by the meeting. Singer was at

first opposed to it
;
he said he would rather see some older man

than either you or Sir William Hamilton raised to the President's

Chair, but he had the grace to come round and concur in what he

found to be the general sense of the meeting. Mac Donnell alone

held out against the rest, and said he thought Sir William ought
to be the person elected. Apjohn told me last night that just the

same feeling was evinced at the Council yesterday on the question

being started, and that Sir William, on perceiving this, had the

good sense to withdraw his claims in favour of yours ;
in the pro-

priety of which step the whole Council concurred, with the ex-

ception of Mac Donnell. The contest, therefore, will be entirely

between you and the Archbishop, and I should think there can be

very little doubt of the result. Really those who set up the Arch-

bishop are no friends to his fame : their only object seems to be to

ingratiate themselves with his Grace.'

Hamilton's letter of the day before proves that Dr. Apjohn's

report of Hamilton's action at the Council was not an accurate

account of it
;
at all events that Dr. Wall's representation of it did
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him injustice : his course was determined and announced before

he attended the Council, and therefore was not prompted by his

perceiving what their feeling was. That action of Hamilton was

by Lloyd himself recognised as it deserved, and prompted the

following beautiful letter :

From PROFESSOR LLOYD to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

' PROYOST'S HOUSE, Wednesday, December 6, 1837.

' I was most anxious to have seen you yesterday, but was obliged
to go out to Killiney on urgent business. I received your letter

late in the day on my return.
' At the time that you waived your pretensions to the Presi-

dency of the Royal Irish Academy in favour of my dear father,

I thought (and I believe, expressed to you my belief) that you had

insured your own election whenever it should please God to remove

my poor father. Ever since that time I have looked upon you as

his rightful successor, and believed your claims to be paramount
to those of every other. I little thought that it was in my favour

they could be invaded.
* It was only on Sunday last, that I heard that I had been

proposed as the new President, at a meeting of the Fellows, by an

influential Member of the University ; that the proposal had been

favourably received
;
and that a similar feeling in my favour had

been evinced by a large section of the Medical Members of the

Academy. I was at no loss to perceive to what source this feeling

was to be traced. It was manifestly a generous desire, by this

last act, to pay another tribute of respect to the memory of my
beloved father. But I could not avoid feeling it to be an act

of injustice towards you ;
and accordingly, the day following that

on which I received the information (Monday), I wrote to the

individual above referred to, and to another friend (the only per-

sons that I then knew to be taking an active part in the matter),

to express as strongly as I could my own feelings and wishes.

They were briefly these in substance :

" That I believed your
claims to the Presidency to be paramount to those of every other

;

that it had been my intention to support these claims in any way
that the present mournful occasion left open to me

;
and that ac-

cordingly I wrote to them, as to persons who had taken the steps

they had in my favour from personal feeling."
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'It appeared to me that I could not, without presumption,
interfere with those who were influenced in my favour by any other

grounds than those of private feeling, and that it would be still more

presumptuous to refuse to serve the Academy as President, if the

majority of the Members (exclusive of my private friends) thought
that I should. On Monday I requested of MacCullagh to state to

you the substance of what I have above expressed. On the morning
of yesterday, he told me of the generous part that you had taken,

and yesterday evening I received your own kind letter. I do assure

you, my dear Hamilton, that, highly as I should prize the honour

that it has been proposed to confer upon me, it will give me more

pain than pleasure if I am elected and that still I am anxious to

adopt any means which may appear legitimate, to meet what 1

almost consider an evil. But whatever may be the result, I shall

have this consolation, that my poor claims are not put into the

balance with yours, and that, in proposing to place honours upon
me, the Members of the Academy design it as a tribute of their

respect to the memory of my father. I shall have this further

gratification that throughout the business, I cannot charge my-
self with entertaining even a thought which could be construed into

treason to our long and unclouded friendship, and that the part

you have taken (while in some respects it adds to my pain)

furnishes a new proof of the justice of the high opinion that I have

ever entertained of you.
' I hope I may have an opportunity of seeing you before or

after your lecture to-morrow.'

This letter, compared with Hamilton's of December 4, proves

that Professor Mac Cullagh, in his interview with Hamilton on

Monday, had not accurately conveyed the message with which he
\

was charged by Professor Lloyd, and that he had put forward

statements the drift of which was of a tenor contrary to that

message. However this may be to be regretted in respect to

Professor Mac Cullagh, all must recognise that his course of action

brought out into striking manifestation the nobility of the charac-

ter of Hamilton who at once obeyed his generous impulses by

publicly declaring his resignation in favour of his friend. Whether

in consequence of the misleading character of that representation

having transpired, or not, it appears from the next two letters that
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Hamilton's friends would not allow his name to be withdrawn, and

that Lloyd, being given to understand that the majority of mem-

bers were in his (Lloyd's) favour, felt obliged to acquiesce in a

similar decision of his adherents.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.

'

OBSERVATORY, December 1, 1837.

' Tour letter and our subsequent interview having removed all

fear of your feelings being hurt, if that contest which our friends

have made inevitable should by any chance terminate in my
favour, my position of course is altered. When I took the scarcely

warrantable step of making the request which I did the other day
in Council, I was influenced by the desire to avoid giving pain to

your friends, and by the hope of producing unanimity in the

Academy ;
the former object has been attained, and the latter has

been found to be unattainable
;
there would, therefore, be no pro-

priety in my attempting to bind any friends of mine by the

request which I then made. Whatever may be the result of the

election, it will always be a pleasant reflection for both of us, that

so high an object of ambition has been aspired to by both without

any tinge of jealousy in either
;
each being ready, on the con-

trary, to offer his most cordial congratulations to the other, and to

co-operate with him for the welfare of the Academy.'

There remained a possible arrangement which might prevent a

contest so much deprecated by the two friends, namely, that

representatives of each should estimate the numerical strength of

the two sides, and that the weaker should retire
;
and this plan

was proposed by Lloyd, and consented to by Hamilton. Professor

Mac Cullagh's letter to Hamilton shows the unexpected result : but

the end was. not yet arrived at.

From PROFESSOR LLOYD to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

' PROVOST'S HOUSE, Thursday Morning, December 7, 1837.

' You are already aware that it is not by my own wishes, but

by a sense that I have no right to resist the wishes of the majority,
that I am now placed in the painful situation of opposing you.
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I can see but one course open to avoid a contest between us (a

thing, I need not say, I anxiously desire both, on public and on

private grounds). I will call upon my supporters to withdraw my
name, unless they are able to show (to some mutual friend) that

they have a decided majority ;
and if you approve of the course,

perhaps you will make your friends aware of the necessity of form-

ing an estimate of their strength.
' If you approve of this, pray place the matter in your cousin's

hands immediately. I will write to some of my friends in the

course of to-morrow.
' I do not see what more can be done

;
but if you think there is

anything further that I can do, consistently with propriety, I must

ask you to tell me of it, as a friend.
4 From the tenor of what you said last night, I think it possi-

ble you may be under some misapprehension about Mac Cullagh's

interview with you. I am, therefore, anxious you should know
that I had no part whatever in the matter, that the only communi-

cation I authorised him to make was that which I referred to in

my letter and that, had I known he intended to have made the

proposal he did, I should have peremptorily interfered to prevent it.

I say this, however, without the leasb feeling of anger towards

him, for I am sure that in all he was actuated by the best motives.'

From PROFESSOR MAC CULLAGH to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

COLLEGE, Saturday {December 9].

1 MY DEAR HAMILTON, On reckoning the probable strength of

each party, as Lloyd proposed, it has been found that the Arch-

bishop is likely to have the majority of votes. In consequence of i

this, Lloyd has obtained the consent of his friends not to put him
j

forward. I beg you will make this known to your supporters as

speedily as you can. The contest is between you and his Grace.

Yours faithfully, J . MAC CULLAGH.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.
.

'

10, SOTTTH CUMBERLAND-STREET,
December 9 [Saturday"], 1837.

'I had a long interview to-day with Colby and Larcom, who
|

were, as well as myself, very anxious that the votes of the best
\
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portion of the Academy should not be divided between you and
me. They detained me so long that, after paying some visits in

College (still in ignorance of the resolution which you had induced
your friends to come to), it was nearly half-past six when I reached
this house

; and now it is too late for me to wait on you to-day,
to thank you for the very friendly exertions which you have so

successfully made, to realise the hope which you held out to me
after the last election. Had you failed, I should still have been
sure that you had done whatever you could

; but it is pleasant
that you have been able to prevail on your supporters to join me.
The third candidate is still to be feared : but now far less than
before. I am delighted that you and I shall not even be in ap-
parent opposition ; and I trust that you will mark to the world
the absence of any unpleasant feeling, by allowing me, in the
event of my being elected, to substitute your name for mine in
the present list of Vice-Presidents. Perhaps it may be in my
power to mark my esteem, after some time, more strongly ; but I
do not choose to leave it liable to be said that any promises had
passed between us.

< I would say much more, my dear Lloyd, but that I am at
this moment wet and hungry, while the party whom I was to meet
are hard at work in the dining parlour. . . .

'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSERYATOBY, December 14, 1837.
' MY DEAR ADARE, An excessive press of various business has

prevented me from informing you that I have been elected Presi-
dent of the Eoyal Irish Academy, after a contest most oddly diver-
sified in its incidents. The numbers were :

Sir W. Hamilton, 45
Professor Lloyd, 36

Archbishop, .... 14
Dr. Sadleir, .... 1

Sir W. Betham, . .... I
* The election was on Monday,* and perhaps I may not be too

late to be the first to tell you the result. In great haste, most
affectionately yours, W. E. HAMILTON.'

* December 11, 1837V
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It is hard to reconcile the number of votes given for the Arch-

bishop and Professsor Lloyd respectively with the statement in

Professor Mac Cullagh's letter. The following notes show how

free from implication in the later incidents of the contest was

Lloyd himself, and how certain was Hamilton that such was

the fact.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'

OBSEB.VATOBY, December 12, 1837.

' I am well aware how much, after all that has passed, you
must have been pained by the perseverance of your supporters.

' We need not talk upon this matter again : but I trust that

you will accept at my hands an appointment to that office of Vice-

President to which your Father in his kindness was pleased to

nominate me.'

From PROFESSOR LLOYD to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.
^y^

' TKINIIT COLLEGE, December 12, 1837.

' It will give me much pleasure to accept the Vice-Presidency
at your hands, if it were only to show my concurrence in the

decision of the Academy.
' I hope it is needless for me to assure you that I had no parti-

cipation (direct or indirect) in the course that was adopted last

night. I regret it the less, however, as I feel satisfied it will lead

to no division or ill-feeling among the members of the Academy/

From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR LLOYD.

'

OBSEBVATOBY, December 13, 1837.

' I called to thank you for your note of yesterday, though the

assurances which it contained were unnecessary. You acted openly
and handsomely throughout ;

and as to others, a large allowance

must be made for the excitement of a contest, and the warmth of

a just desire to see in the Chair of the Academy so excellent a

person as yourself, and the son of so excellent a person. My own
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desire that such an object should be accomplished carried myself

perhaps a little beyond the rigid limits, when I went to the Council

on the Monday before the election, and asked as a favour that votes

should be given to you. But why waste a thought on the past ?

Instead of useless explanations between any, it is far better that

all should join in cordial co-operation for the good of the Aca-

demy : and such I trust will be the result. . . .'

With these letters terminated the correspondence on this sub-

ject between these two men. Their future correspondence, their

future co-operation in the Academy, and their continued friend-

ship, bear satisfactory testimony to the sincerity of the acts and

words which have been recorded in connexion with this contest.

The depth of Hamilton's feeling of regard towards his competitor

is decisively indicated by the sentence in his letter of the 9th of

December, when assured of his success
;
he says :

'

Perhaps it may
be in my power to mark my esteem, after some time, more

strongly,' i. e. than by the nomination to the Vice-Presidentship,

which in the previous sentence he had offered. There can be no

doubt that the thought even then entered into his mind that it

would be almost unjust for him to monopolise, that it would be

ungenerous of him not to share with his friend, the high honour

upon which he was entering ;
and this thought was doubtless the

germ of the resolution which he took in 1845 to resign the Chair

in favour of Professor Lloyd.

It is due to Archbishop Whately to record the generous

language in which he characterised the result of a contest which

had brought to himself not victory but defeat. The letter which

conveys his compliment was written by his friend and chaplain

Dr. Dickinson, afterwards Bishop of Meath.

From the KEY. CHARLES DICKINSON to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

December, 13, 1837.

'MY DEAR SIR, The Archbishop has desired me to express
his congratulations to the Academy for the honour they have
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conferred on themselves by the appointment of so distinguished a

President. The Archbishop will, with the utmost pleasure, accede

to your kind request that he should consent to be re-appointed as

one of the Yice-Presidents. Permit me, as a member of the Aca-

demy, to express my congratulations on behalf of our body.'
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CHAPTER XXII.

FUNCTIONS OF THE ACADEMY. DUTIES OF PRESIDENT.

(1837-1838.)

THE great distinction thus conferred upon Hamilton at so early

an age was doubtless a gratification to his ambition, but with

characteristic sense of duty he at once addressed himself to con-

sideration of the means by which he might fill his new office

with most advantage to the Academy and his country. And he

was not above seeking for advice. The persons whom he con-

sulted by letter on the subject were Mr. Wordsworth, Sir Aubrey
De Vere, Mr. Butler the Yicar of Trim, Maria Edgeworth, and

the Marquess of Northampton. His letter to the last named cor-

respondent I give first, because it contains some interesting parti-

culars connected with the election, in addition to the request for

suggestions which, coming from a man of Lord Northampton's

practical sense, as well as acquirements and connexion with the

literary and scientific world, would, Hamilton thought, have a

peculiar value. I have not met with the reply to this letter.

From SIR W. E-. HAMILTON to the MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.

'

OBSERVATORY, December 15, 1837.

' MY DEAR LORD NORTHAMPTON, . . . My resignation in favour

of Professor Lloj^d was not accepted by the Academy ; at least,

the majority of those who had been my supporters refused to act

on my request that they should transfer their votes to my friend,

though they saw the request to be sincere
;
while his supporters,

on their part, forced on a contest at the last, after having, by ap-

>arent inactivity, put mine somewhat off their guard ;
in short the

Aoydites and Hamiltonians had a regular conflict at the last,
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]

though the nominal leaders of the two parties were engaged only
in a contest of generosity, each wishing in honour to prefer the

other to himself
; besides, the Archbishop of Dublin was reported

to desire the office, and exertions were said to be making in his

behalf ;
so that, upon the whole, there was rather a stir in Dublin,

and a fuller meeting of the Academy took place than had ever

been known before. . . .

' I seem to commence my reign with a promise of greater har-

mony than usually prevails under the sway of an elective chieftain.

In theory, it is possible to change the President each year, at the

annual election in March, but, in practice, the President is always
considered to be elected for life, or at least for an indefinite term

of years ;
it is, therefore, worth my while, or rather it is my duty,

to inquire seriously, and at once, how best I may reward the con-

fidence that has been reposed in so young a man, and lay myself
out without delay for the right fulfilment of a trust which may
long be left in my hands, if it please God to spare my life.

' In this inquiry, my dear Lord Northampton, I think that

you may assist me. For, although the duties of your rank may j

have left you little leisure to keep up your acquirements in science, j

you have certainly not suffered them to prevent you from retain-

ing and extending those which as a University man you had made I

in literature. And the Royal Irish Academy, by its original con-

stitution and idea, was designed to minister to the advancement of i

polite literature, scarcely less than to that of science. Insomuch
'

that if it were possible for Ireland to compete successfully with

England, and for one society to do the work of two, we ought, in

our Academy, to combine the products, as we already combine the I

aims of the Royal Society of Literature with those of the Royal

Society so called by eminence. Indeed our aim is even more

extensive, professing to embrace, as three distinct departments,

Science, Polite Literature, and Antiquities : so that it is not easy

to say what object of human thought is excluded. . . . This union

of many aims has its advantages in a small country like Ireland,

from which a drain of talent must take place to a more powerful ;

and more wealthy neighbour : and indeed I think it has some <

advantages of a higher kind, from the constitution of the human,
mind itself. At all events, as Burke or Canning said of the Britisl

Constitution, that, having been born and brought up under it, he
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did not consider that it was to him an open question whether he
should live under the government of king, lords, and commons, or
under some other imaginable form : so do I feel that I owe alle-

giance (or, if you will, support) to that form of constitution of
the Royal Irish Academy under which I have long exerted myself
as a member, and am now called to labour as the head. To return
then to literature : has it ever occurred to you to reflect how far it
is possible to serve its interests by the working of any society ?
If so, or if this new position of a friend should lead now your
thoughts to the subject, I need scarcely say that I shall value very
highly the "communication of the result of your reflections. Per-
haps Lady Marian also will give a little thought to this question, on
which her brilliant talents and her love for literature must make
her thoughts very valuable. I shall also ask Wordsworth for his

opinion, though I fancy he will say at "once that Academies and
Societies of all sorts are either useless or worse. ... I hope, there-

fore, my dear Lord Northampton, that you will favour me' in the
course of the next fortnight, with some suggestions respecting the
best manner of fulfilling the trust reposed in me, and of assisting
to guide the Academy to accomplish its original purpose : remem-

j

bering that if good be thus done, it may extend, after some time,
even beyond the limits of Ireland ; for the eminence of some for-
mer Presidents (such as Charlemont,

" the good Lord Charlemont,"
at once a patriot and a Maecenas, and Brinkley, my predecessor also
in another Chair) has made the name of the Royal Irish Academy
well known abroad.

' How could I omit to thank you for the Song of the Fates !

Forgive all such omissions.'

From WILLIAM WORDSWORTH to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

MOUNT, December 21, 1837.
' The Papers had informed me of the honour lately conferred

upon you, and I was intending to congratulate you on the occasion
when your letter arrived. The electors have done great credit to
themselves by appointing you, and not a little by rejecting the
ultra-liberal Archbishop, and that by so* decided a majority. We
are much pleased that your sister, who, we conclude, is well, has
sent her poems to press, and wish they may obtain the attention
we are sure they will merit. Your own two sonnets, for which I

Q2
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thank you, we read, that is Mrs. Wordsworth and myself (Dora is

in the South), with interest.

' But to the main purport of your letter. You pay me an un-

deserved compliment in requesting my opinion how you could

best promote some of the benefits which the Society at whose

head you are placed aims at. As to patronage, you are right in

supposing that I hold it in little esteem, for helping genius forward

in the fine arts
; especially those whose medium is words. Sculp-

ture and painting may be helped by it
;
but even in these depart-

ments there is much to be dreaded. The French have established

an Academy at Rome upon an extensive scale
;
and so far from

doing good, I was told by everyone that it had done much harm.

The plan is this : they select the most distinguished students from

the School, or Academy, at Paris, and send them to Rome with

handsome stipends, by which they are tempted into idleness and

of course into vice : so that it looks like a contrivance for prevent-

ing the French nation, and the world at large, from profiting by the

genius which nature may have bestowed, and which, left to itself,

would in most cases, perhaps, have prospered. The principal, I

was indeed told the only, condition imposed upon these students is

that each of them send annually some work of his hands to Paris.

When at Rome I saw a good deal of English artists
; they seemed

to be living happily and doing well, though, as you are aware, the

public patronage any of them receive is trifling.
' Genius in poetry, or any department of what is called the

Belles Lcttres, is much more likely to be cramped than fostered by
public support ;

better wait to reward those who have done their

work, though even here national rewards are not necessary, unless

the labourers be, if not in poverty, at least in narrow circumstances
;

let the laws be but just to them, and they will be sure of attaining

competence, if they have not misjudged their own talents, or mis-

applied them. The cases of Chatterton, Burns and others, might,
it should seem, be urged against the conclusion that help before-

hand is not required ;
but I do think that in the temperament of

the two I have mentioned there was something which, however

favourable had been their* circumstances, however much they had

been encouraged and supported, would have brought on their ruin.

As to what patronage can do in Science, discoveries in Physics,

mechanic arts, &c., you know far better than I can pretend to do.
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' As to
" better canons of criticism, and general improvement

of scholars," I really, speaking without affectation, am so little of

a critic or scholar, that it would be presumptuous in me to write

upon the subject to you. If we were together, and you should

honour me by asking my opinion upon particular points, that

would be a very different thing, and I might have something to

say, not wholly without value. But where could I begin with so

comprehensive an argument, and how could I put, within the com-

pass of a letter, my thoughts, such as they may be, into anything
like order ? It is somewhat mortifying to me to disappoint you.
You must upon reflection, I trust, perceive, that in attempting to

comply with your wish, I should only lose myself in a wilderness.

I have been applied to, to give lectures upon Poetry in a public
institution in London, but I was conscious that I was neither

competent to the office, nor the public prepared to receive what I

should have felt it my duty to say, however imperfectly.
' I had a very pleasant, and not profitless, tour on the Conti-

nent, though with one great drawback, the being obliged, on account

of the cholera, to return without seeing Naples and its neighbour-
hood. Had it not been for the state of my eyes, which became

inflamed after I got back to England, I should have been able to

take Liverpool in my way home, at the time you were there. The
attack continued for a long time and has left a weakness in the

organ which does not yet allow me either to read or write but

with care I hope to come about. . . .

'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.

'

OBSERVATOEY, December 30, 1837.

'
. . . I agree with you in thinking that direct patronage can

do little for genius nor has it been without a sense of pain and

degradation that I have observed the attempts of Sir David Brew-
ster and a few others, for several years past, to bully or worry

governments and parliaments into giving pensions, ribbons, and

so-forth, to scientific men. . . .

'

Indeed, it is possible to stimulate scientific research, in those

departments in which labour at least as much as genius is required,

by judicious awarding of prizes ; but the sphere of the utility of

such awards, subordinate even in science, appears to be still more
subordinate in literature ; and as to the Eoyal Irish Academy, its
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funds would not admit of patronising, or attempting to patronise,

in any other way, except that perhaps, occasionally, and under

peculiar circumstances, it may become subscriber to a projected

work, not published by itself. What I look to, then, and even

that without any very sanguine hope of great and immediate

good, is the drawing forth of critical essays, more philosophical

and elaborate than would suit the taste of the mere ordinary

reading public, by inviting and encouraging the presentation of

such essays to its Transactions.
(

May I dare to illustrate my meaning by applying it to your
own case ? Suppose that you could be induced to favour us with

any critical reflections, detailed and particular, if you so chose, but

I prefer to conceive them as general and abstractly philosophical

embodying or sketching out any views of yours respecting the

spirit and philosophy of criticism, or the nature and essential laws

of poetry, or the objects and prospects of literature, and illustrated

by applications, or not, at your pleasure ; suppose this done with

so little adaptation to prevailing popular tastes, that in whatever

manner the work might be published it must be as bread cast upon
the waters, to be found only after many days ; yet not, like poetry,

appealing to the universal heart of man, but rather to the calm

deliberate judgment of the thoughtful student or philosopher : I

think that no more appropriate mode of publishing such a compo-
sition could easily be devised, than by presenting it to a literary

society like ours, whose published Transactions have among learned

men an increasing circulation, at home and abroad, and who
would of course present you in return with a number of separate

copies (in our case fifty). For my own part, though I have never

hoped to make money by publication, I could not have at all

afforded the great loss of money which it would have been to me,

and was of course to the Academy, to print my scientific essays ;

and I suppose that a high work of philosophy in literature might
have almost as good a chance of leaving one a debtor to his book-

seller. This, however, is presuming somewhat too far on our old

friendship ;
and from the consideration of bearing the author harm-

less, as regards the expense of publication, I must beg you to allow

me to fall back on the appropriateness, which I really think exists,

of publishing a profound prose essay in the Transactions of a learned

society. One of Mr. Coleridge's best essays was so published
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that on the Prometheus of ^schylus, in the Transactions of the

Eoyal Society of Literature. I hope you will think of it, in your
own case

;
as far as a single person, of some experience and in-

fluence in the Eoyal Irish Academy can judge, I venture to pre-
dict a warm welcome for anything, large or small, which you may
think fit to communicate, of the kind above suggested. At the

worst, I hope you will give me your opinion on the degree to
which academies may be useful in this sort of way. . . .

'

From WILLIAM WORDSWORTH to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

' RYDA.L MOUNT, January 14, 1838.

From a hope of something starting up in my mind which
might prevent my letter being an utter disappointment, I have not
answered yours as I wished to do by return of post. But I am
really still as much at a loss now to make my letter worth reading
as if I had replied immediately. Allow me, however, to thank
you for your last, which has completely done away with the vague-
ness of the former

;
I now distinctly understand you ; and as to

one of your leading points, viz., availing myself of publication
through your society, I may say that if there had been among
my papers anything of the kind you wish for, I should have gladly
forwarded it to you. But it is not so, nor dare I undertake to pro-
mise anything of the kind for the future. Though prevailed upon
by Mr. Coleridge to write the first Preface to my Poems, which
tempted, or rather forced me to add a Supplement to it, and in-
duced by my friendship for him to write the Essay upon Epitaphs
now appended to The Excursion, but first composed for The Friend,
[ have never felt inclined to write criticism, though I have talked,
and am daily talking a great deal. If I were several years younger,
out of friendship to you mainly, I would sit 'down to the task of

giving a body to my notions upon the essentials of Poetry a

subject which could not be properly treated without adverting to
the other branches of Fine Art

; but at present with so much be-
fore me that I could wish to do in verse, and the melancholy
fact brought daily more and more home to my conviction, that in-

tellectual labour, by its action on the brain and nervous system, is

injurious to the bodily powers, and especially to my eye-sight, I
should only be deceiving myself and misleading you, were I to
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encourage a hope that, much as I could wish to be your fellow-

labourer, however humbly, I shall ever become so.

'

Having disposed of this rather painful part of the subject of

your letter, let me say, that, though it is principally matters of

Science in which publication through your Society would be ser-

viceable, and indeed in that department eminently so, I concur

with you in thinking that the same vehicle would be useful for

bringing under the notice of the thinking part of the community
critical essays of too abstract a character to be fit for popularity.

There are obviously, even in criticism, two ways of affecting the

minds of men : the one by treating the matter so as to carry it

immediately to the sympathies of the many ;
and the other, by

aiming at a few select and superior minds, that might each become

a centre for illustrating it in a popular way. Mr. Coleridge, whom

you allude to, acted upon the world to a great extent, through

[the latter of] these processes ;
and there cannot be a doubt that

your Society might serve the cause of just thinking, and pure taste,

should you, as President of it, hold up to view the desirableness of

first conveying to a few through that channel reflections upon Li-

terature and Art, which, if well meditated, would be sure of win-

ning their way directly, or in their indirect results, to a gradually

widening circle.

'

May I not encourage a hope that during the ensuing summer,
or at the worst at no distant period, you and I might meet, when
a few hours' conversation would effect more than could come out

of a dozen letters dictated hastily as I am obliged to dictate this ?

' You are right in your recollection that I named to you the

subject of foreign piracy, as injurious to English authors, and I

may add now that if it could be put a stop to, I believe that it

would rarely happen that successful writers, in works of imagina-
tion and feeling at least, would stand in need of pensions from

Government, or would feel themselves justified in accepting them.

Upon this subject I have spoken a great deal to Members of Par-

liament of all parties, and with several distinguished Americans. I

have also been in correspondence with the present Chancellor of the

Exchequer upon it, and dwelt upon the same topic in a letter which

I had occasion to write to Sir Eobert Peel. Mr. Lytton Bulwer,

as perhaps you know, drew the attention of Parliament to it during
the last Session, and Lord Palmerston said in answer to him, that
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the attention of Government had already been directed to the mea-

sure, and that it would not be lost sight of or something to that

purpose. I may claim some credit for my exertions in this busi-

ness, and full as much or more for the pains which I have taken

for many years to interest men in the House of Commons in the

extension of the terms of copyright a measure which I trust is

about to be brought to a successful close by the exertions of my
admirable friend Sergeant Talfourd. To him I have written upon
the argument more than once. When this is effected, I trust the

other part of the subject will be taken up with spirit ;
and if the

Foreign Secretary, in whose department the matter lies, should be

remiss, I trust he will be stimulated through Parliament, to which

desirable end the services of distinguished societies like yours, and

the notice of the question by men of letters, in reviews or other-

wise, would greatly contribute. Good authors, if justice were

done to them by their own and foreign countries, now that read-

ing is spread and spreading so widely, would, very few of them,
be in need, except through their own fault.

' When I was in town last August, the American Minister, Mr.

Stephenson, spoke to me with much indignation of the law and

practice by which copyright was secured in England for American

authors, while there was no reciprocity for English writers in

America. But I must conclude, or I shall miss the post.
' ... If your Address to your Society should be published,

could you send it me, or acquaint me with what you have done ?

Affectionately yours.
' Sir Aubrey De Yere's letter has many points of interest/

From SIR AUBREY DE VERE to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

4

CUKBAGH, December 30, 1837.

'I have received your letter with great pleasure, and as an

obligation. Your election by so great a majority to the Chair of

the Royal Irish Academy is honourable to our country as it has

been gratifying to your friends. The simple fact shows that a

new life has been infused, and that the old frame of the Society is

capable of unexpected vigour. Wisely have they chosen in you a

man of extended and peculiar reputation : not alone distinguished
for scientific attainments, but of that universal capacity which can

unite the imaginative to the rational in a word, a genius. You
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will be their second founder
;
the activity of your character will

stimulate the slothful, and your clear judgment, discouraging

puerilities, will direct your associates to worthy objects of inquiry.
'

Among them I think that an Irish Academy ought to make
National subjects prominent. They should effect for their own

country, as respects its ancient history, institutions, popular tradi-

tions, literature, manners, and language, what cannot be looked

for elsewhere : not by any means neglecting those general subjects

of interest and utility which no men are more capable of treating

than our own, but choosing as a peculiar province what is na-

tionally theirs. We represent, as it were by right of primogeniture,
the elder branch of one of the original fraternal races of mankind

Whatever, therefore, illustrates the fortunes of that branch which,

driven to the extremity of Europe, and there stopped effectually from

further emigration by the Atlantic, still preserves true, though ob-

scure, records of early history, and traits of character and manners,

cannot be uninteresting to any who, admitting a family connexion

at the present day, and tracing our Greek and Eoman masters to

the same stock, are desirous of throwing a light into places and

times as dark to our classical predecessors as to ourselves. Such

inquiries, chastened from the trifling of word-catchers and fanciful

etymologists, and based upon laborious examination of ancient

documents at home and abroad, would, I am convinced, extend

the boundary of historical knowledge beyond what at the first

glance might be supposed I merely throw out these few lines on

the subject because you ask me for an opinion, and it strikes me
that hitherto neither statesmen nor philosophers have sufficiently

regarded it.

' The danger to which an Academy is principally exposed is a

dynasty of mediocrity, a reign of dulness. When men of letters

become courtiers, and consider an aristocratic or royal title the best

qualification for leadership, they afford a proof of prevailing feeble-

ness which disgusts the independent mind. Men of genius, there-

fore, labour apart, the academical waters stagnate, and only weeds

are nourished in their mud. From this state of things our Irish

Society has been preserved. Those who have chosen you to be

their leader and representative have shown themselves qualified to

judge and perform their part worthily in the parliament of letters.

We have shown ourselves able to understand, and willing to ap-
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preciate, the higher gifts of mind. The augury is favourable and
full of hope. . . . Your kind reference to my son Aubrey, and the
affectionate warmth with which you allude to your happiness in

.s society is indeed delightful to me and Lady De Vere. I do
not hesitate to acknowledge that I do not attribute to paternal
partiality the very high estimate I have formed of his capacity and

s virtues, which I daily pray to God may continue to receive

strength, and more and more fit him for the office to which he is

called, and for the acquirement of as much fame as it is good for
man consciously to possess. . . .

'

.From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to SIR AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSERYATOBY, March 20, 1838.
4Your letter was read by me, you may be sure, with great inter-

?t and pleasure ; but it alarmed me by expressing such high hopes
the progress of the Royal IrishAcademy ; because you connected

those hopes with the election of myself as President, and therefore
seemed to expect from me far more than I can hope to accomplishBut though I cannot natter myself with the prospect of being able,
in my own person, to do much good, or to prevent much evil, it
does appear to me, I own, a favourable omen for the society that
they have chosen for their head a person whose rank and fortune
vere not such as to give him any claim to that honour, but whose

'studies (whether successful or not) had been of a comprehensive
t does no harm, perhaps, in the British Association to

elect, not unfrequently, a President out of the peerage, and even
to allow his rank, and fortune, and locality, to go for much in the
election

; becaus** the duties of their President are few and short,
and little more than honorary, and because the success of their

meetings depends a good deal, as now managed, on the interest
excited in the public at large. The real business, the scientific

rk, is done in the Sections, not in the Theatre, and the Sections
lect their Chairmen from among men of science. The Academy

; fullest meetings may be compared to those Sections of the
Association, except that its plan is more comprehensive ; and there-
fore it ought to have for President a working man of science,
except that, if possible, he should know something of other studies^
>r should feel at least an enlightened interest in them. It would
be painful to me, and, I think, injurious to the Academy, if the
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influence which, I believe, the present President possesses could be

attributed to any other source than mutual respect, and sympathy,
and emulation

;
if instead of meeting as equals and fellow-students,

we met as patron and dependents. With many things to excuse

and many to console the Royal Society of London, it was perhaps

injudicious and unfortunate that they elected the Duke of Sussex :

for who will argue freely with a Prince of the Blood Royal?
Those who dislike the measures of his favourites withdraw, in great

part, from the meetings, especially from such as are more private

and ought to be more select
;
and thus, I fear, amid much show

and not a little reality of good, the Society secretly languishes.

But this opinion may be erroneous, and ought not to be repeated.

In Dublin, if the Archbishop had been elected, I think that some-

thing similar would have happened, notwithstanding his merits

and attainments, and courtesy, and honesty of purpose. ... But
it would be absurd for me to set up for a patron ;

and in fact I

have not in the whole Academy a single dependent, though I trust

that I have many friends
;
and yet, or perhaps partly for this very

cause, which made it obvious that no private motive of interest had

induced any to vote for me, I have found no difficulty in maintain-

ing the proper authority of the Chair, whenever it seemed to me to

be wise that I should exert it. As to my other late competitor,
Professor Lloyd, the electors did rightly to vote in such numbers 1

for him
;
but we have not lost his services, for he has suffered

j

himself to be elected Secretary of Council, and took his seat as I

such beside me yesterday, to commence, or rather resume, a course -

of cordial co-operation for the public good.
' With respect to the general working of the Academy, I may \

mention that members and papers are pouring ih with what some

think "
alarming

"
rapidity ;

so that we find it hard, even with the -

aid of extra meetings, to get through the ballots for the former or -

the readings of the latter. Our press also is in full activity ;
and

the First Part of our XVIII.th volume [of Transactions^ will very

shortly appear. The meetings of our Club are numerous and

pleasant. Aubrey was so good as to attend the last as my guest, j

and seemed to find it agreeable. On the whole, I doubt whether <

the Academy was ever in greater vigour than at present.

'The subject of our ancient and national records is an impor-
tant one, and has long been felt by us to be so. Large sums, per-
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haps one or two thousand pounds, have been spent at various times
on Irish Manuscripts by the Academy; and we have a very
valuable collection of them. But to translate and publish even a
part of that collection will require aid from the public purse. We
twice last year memorialed the Chancellor of the Exchequer* for
that purpose, first generally, afterwards

specifically; the first
memorial was graciously and favourably replied to, but in answer

ie second I had a private letter stating that the present state
the public finances makes necessary a postponement, which

[ hope be not longer than another year. .

'

From the Eev. Eichard Butler, Vicar of Trim, and afterwards
Dean of Clonmacnoise, brother-in-law of Miss Edgeworth, came a
reply worthy of his reputation as an antiquary.f

From EEV. EICHARD BUTLER to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.
'

EDGEWOKTHSTOWN, January 4, 1838.
' ... I do then very much wish that the Irish Academy should

print the most interesting of the Eegisters and Chartularies of our
Religious Houses, and such Monastic Annals as are in manuscript.Dr. O'Conor's Rerum Hibernicarum Scriptores ends with Henry II
(from which time the inquirer into Irish History has to grope his
way from the conjecture of one writer to the assertion of his
[successor, while there are still unpublished several contemporary
records which would remove all uncertainty. . . . Some scheme
.of this kind would be most acceptable to the Irish historian,
[would do great honour to the Academy, and would be, I can-
fnot but think, a national advantage. Everybody is eager for
truth of some kind or other, and anyone who has observed the

[mischief
which has been occasioned by false or exaggerated accounts

[of national circumstances must have a strong and impatient desire
ifco arrive at certainty, although that certainty may not suit his
individual sentiments. I say nothing about the advantage of

lightening local and family interest, for I find that on these
natters there are but few who sympathise with me. ... Your
|*ery

sincere friend.'

* The Right Hon. T. Spring Rice.

t He was author of Some Notices of the Castle and of the Ecclesiastical

Buildings of Trim (Dublin : Hodges, Smith, & Co).
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A similar application to Maria Edgeworth, asking for hints as

to the promotion of Polite Literature by the Academy, received a

reply in her usual cordial tone, and containing several suggestions

too minute to be here reproduced; one general precept, serviceable

for all Chairmen, I give as strongly evidencing her sound practical

judgment and her brave candour: 'avoid all competition, speak

less than others ; and hold the balance, and you will have no occa-

sion for the rod.'

The two following letters contain portions for which their

respective writers claimed the privilege of privacy. The claim

was at the time most reasonable, but it may be thought that at

this interval it has lost its force, and that it would be wrong to

withhold passages which are not only interesting biographically,

but of value as laying down rules worthy of study by all enter-

ing upon similar responsibilities.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to MARIA EDGEWORTH.

'

OBSERVATOEY, January 12, 1838.

' I feel myself, at this moment, disposed for a regular gossip,

or rather a very irregular one
;
but in short I feel somewhat in

the same humour as when I began some former letters of 140

pages or thereabouts, to Mr. Jerrard, on Equations of the Fifth

Degree. But do not be too much alarmed
; I have not now the

help of the pot-hooks and hangers of Algebra to throw in at my
discretion or at my mercy ;

I am rather at your mercy, to be criti-

cised by your better taste
;
and at your discretion, to be burned

(by proxy), as soon as I grow tiresome, no pretence of importance
in the communication being allowed to plead benefit of clergy. . . .

' With respect to your opinion that I must have better advisers

than yourself within my reach, on the subject of Polite Literature,

I may be allowed to mention the fact that I really have never yet
formed any literary acquaintance, properly so called, with any
members of our Royal Irish Academy, and have never yet appeared i

to that Academy in dtoy character but a scientific one. Indeed

I may have been considered hitherto as a scientific partisan, and

have taken no pains to prevent an impression of that kind from

going abroad in our Society. I mean, if you must have facts, th
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I have as an ordinary member of the Academy, while I was sur-
rounded by other and elder members who took little interest in
cience vindicated scientific claims so warmly, and with such

decided demand that they should be considered paramount, thateven a decent impartiality on my part, in the time to come, may beo many an agreeable surprise. But what was or may have been" ^ ^^^^ W Uld n0t *" SUchPreent
n0 " SUc n a

'You will find, however, that in touching on the question of
prizes I took a view almost the same as yours. . Perhaps I
ought to mention that my suggestions tended to encourage thefuture awarding of prizes to the best writer on any subject of some
proposed principal class, rather than to the best answerer of ome

lefined prize question; partly with the high view of cramp-g gemus as litt e as possible, and partly from the lower, yet not
unworthy, wish of enriching our own Transactions. For m| presentwish 18 that at least one important class of our awards sholld bemade

exclusively to contributors of essays for publication in the
Transactions, yet not to our own members exclusively : other persons at home, and even abroad, being invited to concur in the com-
petition. . . .

<- - .The meetings of the Academy itself, while they are
quite as frequent as it is at all convenient for me to attend, are

[ think frequent enough to give a sufficient stimulus and
direction, if managed well, to the literary spirit in Dublin
iibjects once introduced and partially discussed within our ownsmall circle will be taken up and discussed again in other circles,with even more advantage; because with greater life and free-

excTude

m PreSenCe f the kdieS
' Wh m We S ungall^tly

'Having talked so much of what I wish and even hope to do
towards

reymug an interest for literature in the Academy, I fear
a will think that I propose to devote myself td this object which

rou would regret because you would think such a course injudi-3 and inappropriate in me, however valuable the object may be
itself, my peculiar bent and attainments being scientific Letme assure you then that I am well aware of this last fact, andhat I shall only aim to stir up others, and organise as it were a

corps for literature in our society, without at all pretendin-
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to hold any rank in that corps myself : let me also state that I am
anxious to do this service for literature in particular, because for

science it has been already done, and done (as to you I may per-

haps be permitted to mention) in a great degree through my own

exertions, public and private, which were successful in stirring up

persons more active and useful than myself, and organising a

scientific staff, of Professor Lloyd, MacCullagh, Apjohn, and

so-forth
;
in whose hands I may very safely leave for a while the

scientific management of the Academy, though I hope still to

think and write for Science, and to appear from time to time as a

contributor to the scientific part of our Transactions.
'

Except as such a contributor I shall aim henceforth to come

forward very little before the Academy, as claiming their attention ;

your very friendly and judicious hint, that I should now "
speak

less than others," being one which my own reflections and feelings

had anticipated. . . .

' There is, however, one class of questions on which it seems to

me to have become necessary that the President, whoever he may
be, should dare to take much upon himself, and to discourage
others from interfering with I mean questions of form and order.

Such questions were comparatively of little importance while the

Academy was little numerous, and while it was no uncommon

thing for a ballot to be postponed in consequence of the want of a

quorum. But now we are a popular body, with an attendance of

almost a hundred, and an eagerness for admission from without

and in the few visits which as an honorary member I have paid to

the Board Boom of the Dublin Society, I have observed that it ia

rather common in Dublin for persons who have no other way oJ

distinguishing themselves in a Society which ought to be better

employed, to make long speeches, and many of them on trifling

matters of detail. If any gentlemen of that class were allowed to

get into the habit of making our Academy a debating-room, all

those who really cared for science or literature would think it no

longer worth their while to attend. But facilities exist with us for

checking such a practice. We have a Council (as I believe the

Dublin Society soon will have) in which all little matters of detai;

are quietly and well discussed
;
without any member thinking il

fit to waste any flowers of rhetoric on about a dozen persons sitting

round a table. Even on more important points of legislation and
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finance, though it is for the Academy to confirm or reject, it is for
the Council to initiate and mature

; so that by simply guarding
then- constitutional privileges, a very large share of useless oratory
may be precluded. But there are other questions of form and
order which it must depend on the courage and skill of the
President as Chairman, whether he will at once, by his prero-
gative, decide so as to satisfy all the judicious, or will leave
them open to an almost interminable discussion, invited by his
timidity and apparent irresolution. On questions of that sort I
intend to exert prerogative boldly ; and the attention which my
long regard for the Academy has led me to bestow upon the his-

tory of its meetings (in which indeed I have been an actor, or at
least a spectator, for above ten years) encourages me to hope that I
shall be supported by all real well-wishers of the Academy, because
even an occasional error of judgment will do less harm than a sys-tem of time-consuming talk, which would prevent the real business
of the meetings from being done, namely, the reading of Papersand the conversing upon them. ... Of course I would always be
very careful not to trench by any such act on any real rights of
the Academy, as weU as anxious to avoid giving any personal
offence. . . . It is important that the Academy should.be restrained
a good deal

; the Council very little, and the Club not at aU. I
am sure of my own moral courage, and hope that I shall not often
considerably violate discretion. But all this is a thing rather to
be thought about, and acted upon, than talked of, except in confi-

dence, and to a very few.
< There is another class of questions in which I hope that dis-

cretion will be more required than courage ; or rather in which
neither quality is likely soon to be severely tested : I mean those
which relate to keeping our Society on friendly terms with go-
vernments and parliaments, without any real sacrifice of indepen-
lence. We have steered quite clear, as yet, of anything like

party-spirit ; and very sorry should I be, and greatly disappointed,
if such a thing were now to creep in. Whatever my own opinions
on political or religious questions may be, I know that the Academy
is no place for showing them

; and such is the feeling, I am sure,
of all persons who have influence in our body. .'

VOL. II.
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From MARIA EDGEWORTH to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

*

VICARAGE, TEIM, February 15, 1838.

* The length of your reply to my letter is in the first place very

flattering to me, even without considering its depth for it is one

measure of the value you set upon my thoughts and suggestions in

comparison with your own precious time I will not say undue

value, because it might, however true, seem affected. I am still

more gratified hy the proofs of confidence in your letter and of

your (I will say not unmerited) belief and reliance upon the sin-

cerity of my regard for you.

'. . . I am rather sorry that you wasted a page upon a sugges-
tion of mine which you have completely convinced me could not be

carried into effect, and which at the moment I put it on paper
seemed to me to be too lady-like a scheme, to smell too much of

the drawing-room, if not of the shop. You are certainly, as you
have proved to me, physically, and morally, and intellectually,

better without the ladies, without turning your Academical ques-

tions and business into conversazione-babble. I mentioned Bab-

bage's conversaziones, but in truth it was of Mrs. Marcet I was

thinking, and of some of the pleasant private tea-drinkings, at her

house, where I had the pleasure and advantage of meeting Wollas-

ton, and all her scientific and literary friends, who used to give her

half an hour in their way to or from the meetings of the Royal ]

Society. As she was (though a woman of some scientific taste and

knowledge) without any pretension, and with much good sense and

amiable character and manners, these meetings were very agree-
able to men of both science and literature.

'
. . . You were very kind and good-tempered to take in such

good part my hint about the propriety of dignified silence on ordi-

nary occasions in the President of the Academy. How far the

love of speechifying and the vanity of the members should or

should not be tolerated, you will of course be the best judge, as

occasions occur, and according to the signs and the temper of the

times. You have a great advantage yourself in having a calm

good temper. The perfect integrity in common conversation and

candour in advocating your own opinions, which I have always
seen in you, will stand you in good stead now you are elevated into
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the scientific judgment-seat. ... I am not afraid of your stretch-

ing prerogative to cracking, or of your letting the useful power
drop, or be taken from your hands. It will, however, require
the golden curb discretion sets on bravery

"
to manage this point

well. You are aware, I doubt not, that many jealous eyes are

upon you. You may not know by your own ears, as well as I do
by mine, how much jealousy has been excited by your appointment,
and cannot therefore calculate how many are watching their op-
portunity, "willing to wound and yet afraid to strike." Give them
no opportunity. . . .

'As to the advantage to the progress of Science and Literature
Interference altogether. In my opinion the less the better !

This opinion has been recently strengthened in me by the evidence
[ have been reading in the Eeport of the Committee of Arts and
Sciences. The effect of Academies in furthering their objects as
to the Arts becomes from experience, and in the judgment of the
experienced, more than doubtful. Even as to the emulation
excited by rewards, it appears so difficult to secure justice and
to satisfy the subjects that justice is done

; also so difficult to give
rewards or excitements that shall not act injuriously or merely
temporarily and that is in fact injuriously, just as bounties in
mercantile cases only force and often misdirect industry.
Believe me, most sincerely your friend, MARIA EDGEWORTH.

' P.S. . . . Leave as much to be done by your Council as may be,
are my last words to you, of course for your own, own self. I think
it but honest to tell you that the passage which I am sure you like'
the best in your Inaugural Address, I like the the least about
Beauty, page 115. I am reading Whewell, and admire all his
observations on the mystical taste and studies of the Middle Ages,and his illustrations of the manner in which their mode of reason-
ing retarded the progress of Science. There is little danger that
one of the retarding causes which operated against the progress of

i Science and sane literature in the Middle Ages should revive I
mean love of old masters or veneration for authority or high names.
But the love of novelty may lead to the same point again. And
the old Mystical and Platonic, after long lying by, may come forth
fresh again for admiration, and as good as new, as we see the

jfine people now delighted with the frightful dragons and heavy
monstrous furniture of Louis XIV.'s time. The revulsion from

R2
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daring democracy of opinion and disbelief will tend to favour

mysticism. . . .'

Hamilton's Inaugural Address, delivered January 8, 1838, was

graceful, modest, and dignified, and it ably set forth the Academy's

objects and modes of action. Its objects, the study of Science,

Polite Literature and Antiquities, he represented as dealing with

the ideas of the True, the Beautiful, and the Old : characteristically

adding, that with the ideas of the True and Beautiful was '
inti-

mately connected the co-ordinate (and perhaps diviner) idea of the

Good.' Its modes of action, or means for attaining its object, he

classified under the heads of stimuli, and assistances, with respect to

which he added practical suggestions. Speaking of the department

of Science, and giving credit to the Academy for the amount of

attention devoted to Mathematics and Physics, he notes a de-

ficiency in the absence of contributions to what is now called

Biology ; and, turning to Polite Literature, he expresses his

thoughts on the idea of Beauty, in words which I quote here,

believing that the reader will agree with me in thinking that

Maria Edgeworth's disapproval of them marks her own defect in

imaginativeness, and that the passage is a worthy outcome of

Hamilton's large philosophy, which, rising above the ordinary level

of Science and Literature, was able to recognise the higher princi-

ples by which they are linked and harmonised.

' Above all particular fair things is the Idea of Beauty general :

which in proportion as a man has suffered to possess his spirit, and

has as it were won down from heaven to earth, to irradiate him
with inward glory, in the same proportion does he become fitted to

be a minister of the spirit of beauty, in the poetry of life, or of

language, or of the sculptor's or the painter's art. The mathema-
tician himself may be inspired by this in-dwelling beauty while he

seeks to behold not only truth but harmony ; and thus the pi

fouadest work of a Lagrange may become a scientific poem.'

The Address is printed in full in the Proceedings of the Eoys
Irish Academy, for the Session 1837-8

; pages 107-120.
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These letters and his Inaugural Address tell how broad and

how deep Hamilton laid the foundation of his performance of the

duties of President of the Royal Irish Academy. As testimony to

the success with which in act he fulfilled his ideal, I give two

extracts from the eloge which, more than twenty years after he

had resigned the Chair of the Academy, was pronounced from that

Chair by one who had been a constant witness of the public conduct

of his predecessor.

' His Inaugural Address gave evidence of his power to direct

the operations of a learned society constituted as ours is. He
showed that he entered into the working of all its departments,
and could sympathise with the labours of all its members. For

eight years, during which he held this office, he exerted himself in

every way to increase the usefulness of the Academy and to sustain

its honour : and when he resigned the Presidentship, he received

the cordial thanks of the Academicians "
for his high and impartial

bearing in the Chair, and for his untiring efforts to advance the

interests of the body.". . .

'

Literary and scientific men are often censured, and not without

reason, for their want of capacity in the transaction of business. To
this reproach Hamilton was not liable. He had a retentive memory,
which enabled him to keep himself familiar with matters of detail

;

and a love of method which manifested'itself in systematic arrange-
ment of any work which he had to perform. I believe that there

never was a President of this Academy who had such a minute

acquaintance with its affairs such an exact knowledge of its his-

tory and constitution
; and consequently, whenever questions arose

respecting its laws and usages, he was generally able to solve

them by immediate reference either to established rules, or to the

Minutes recording the acts of the Academy 'or its Council. Nor
was he less remarkable for qualities as necessary in the post he

occupied, and of greater moral worth for graciousness combined

with truthfulness, for a perfect freedom from all unworthy jealousy,

and for a just sense of the dignity of the body over which he was

called to preside.'*

*
Eloge, &c., delivered on the 30th November, 1865, by the Very Rev.

Charles Graves, D.D., President (now Bishop of Limerick).
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CHAPTEE XXIII.

HERSCHEL'S RETURN. NEWCASTLE AND LOWTHER. CASTLE ASHBY.

(1838.)

THE honour conferred at this time upon Hamilton by the scientific

Academy of his own country synchronised nearly with a scientific

distinction awarded to him by a similar Academy seated so far

from Ireland as the capital of all the Eussias, the Imperial Aca-

demy of Sciences of St. Petersburg.

Some months of 1838 had elapsed when he received a commu-

nication from Sergius de OuvarofF, its President, attesting that on

the 29th of December, 1837, the Academy had unanimously elected

as a Corresponding Member
' vimm celeberrimum HAMILTON, Astro-

nomum Regium Dtiblinensem, virum de perficienda integratione aequa-

tionum generalium in Dynamica optime meritum? Hamilton always

attached a special value to this acknowledgment of his scientific

work, both on account of the high character of the Society from

which it had proceeded, and because it singled out as ground for

the honour conferred that particular achievement which he himself

regarded with peculiar satisfaction. Another testimony to its im-

portance, and one not less valuable, was the fact that Jacobi, the

eminent German mathematician, had in a contribution to Crelle's

Journal discussed Hamilton's Essays, awarding them high praise,

and at the same time criticising them. Of this fact Hamilton had

been informed byjhis correspondent Mr. Logan,* to whom he thus

replies :

*
Supra, p. 206.
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[FROM A DRAFT.]
4

'April 14, 1838.

'
. . . I have lately seen a number of Liouville's Journal de

Mathematiques containing a translation of some remarks of Jacobi

on my Dynamical Essays, which of course gratify me much from the

degree of praise which Jacobi thought that he could conscientiously

give. Yet, when I can find leisure to take up the subject again, I

do not despair of showing him that in the way of generalisation
the tables may be turned. For some time my mind has been di-

verted from all such subjects, but it will return to them.'

Bearing date the 21st of February, 1838, is a Paper in Hamil-

ton's own handwriting which possesses great interest: it is an

estimate by himself of his own character, viewed in reference to

a phrenological distinction of faculties set forth by a Mr. Wilson,

u disciple of Spurzheim, who about this time gave lectures iii

Dublin upon the so-called science.
'

February 21, 1838.

4 METAPHYSICO-PHRENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MY OWN CHARACTER,
ACCORDING TO THE SCHEME OF WlLSON.

'AFFECTIVE FACULTIES.

'Amativeness : strong. Parentiveness : moderate ;
fond of children, but

not disposed to have them constantly with me. Destructiveness : weak.

Constructiveness : uncertain, a fondness for constructing theories, but nothing
else. Attachment : strong. Concentrativeness : strong, great power of ab-

straction, disposition to study one subject only for some time. Combativeness :

rather strong, great fondness for argument, but not a disposition to quarrel.

Ideality: (very)* strong. Approbativeness : strong. Self-esteem: very strong.

Cautiousness : very strong. Faith : moderate. Conscientiousness : very strong.

Firmness : rather strong. Secretiveness : moderate. Imitation : weak. Hope :

variable
; sometimes sanguine, sometimes depressed. Veneration : moderate.

Acquisitiveness : moderate. Benevolence : (very) strong.

' INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES.

'

Eventuality : a little strong, moderately interested in anecdotes and facts,

fond of newspapers (novels and history), a little fond of (phenomena) experi-

ments. Comparison or Analogy : rather strong. Causality : (very) strong ;

highly inclined to speculations of all kinds. Congruity : (rather) strong, enjoy
wit in others

;
am inclined to observe propriety or impropriety, elegance or iu-

* The qualifying adverbs here placed in brackets were later additions.
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elegance in manner. Individuality : moderate, usually too abstracted to observe

much
; yet, when stimulated, I can remember individual persons or things ;

much more apt, however, to interest myself in classifications. Locality : mode-

rate
;
I easily lose my way ; yet sometimes retain long a vivid impression of some

particular scene ;
also enjoy scenery and travelling, and geometry. Time : un-

certain, habits unpunctual ;
but fondness for dwelling on the thought of time

and of regular succession. Order: moderate, untidy in habits, but I enjoy the

contemplation of order. Size : weak. Form : uncertain. Weight : uncertain.

Colour : weak ;
can scarcely tell green from blue, at least when I see them

apart. Artificial Language : (rather) strong ; facility and pleasure in acquiring

foreign languages, so far as to read them; but not in learning to speak or write

them. Natural Language : strong ;
a disposition to speak oratorically. Num-

ber : very strong ; great aptitude for calculation. Tune : uncertain
; cannot

remember any piece of music, yet am much affected and delighted by good

music, and distinguish particular passages when I hear them
; attempt always

to read poetry with great attention to rhythm. Motion : moderate. Smell :

weak. Touch : moderate. Taste : moderate.
' Thus the Faculties or Dispositions which I am disposed to signalise in my-

self as stronger than the rest are, in Mr. Wilson's technology, and arrange-
ment : Ideality, Self-esteem, Cautiousness, Conscientiousness, Firmness,

Benevolence, Causality, Number, and perhaps, Language.
' Next to these I would class (still using Mr. Wilson's phrases and arrange-

ment) : Amativeness, Attachment, Concentrativeness, Approbativeness, Even-

tuality, Compassion, Congruity, Individuality, and perhaps, Parentiveness,

Combativeness, Faith, Secretiveness, Hope, Veneration, Acquisitiveness, Locality,

Time, Order, Tune, Motion.
' The others seem to be all weak or doubtful, namely : Destructiveness,

Constructiveness, Imitation, Size, Form, Weight, Colour, Smell, Touch, Taste.

It is to be observed that the above analysis of character is in no

degree founded upon Hamilton's cranial development, and that

it has had reference to Phrenology only for convenience sake, as

supplying a ready-made scheme, approximately accurate, of the

constituents of human nature
;
but I think that no one who knew

Hamilton well would deny that this analysis is, with slight excep-

tions, as complete and truthful a representation of the man as any-

thing so abstract can be, and that it is really useful towards a just

appreciation of him, because supplying to that more vivid picture

which his actions and his writings exhibit an interior frame-work

analogous to what the skeleton. is to the moving figure suffused

with the colouring of life. I would call attention to the sincerity

in self-appraisement evinced by his attributing to himself '
self-

esteem
' and ' cautiousness

'

in great strength, while he denotes
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' faith
' and '

veneration
'

as only moderate. With regard to

both of the latter affections I think that friends most competent to

judge would differ from his own estimate, and pronounce that he

possessed them not in moderate but in large measure. To me it

seemed that he was always disposed to reverence he met even a

child with reverence
; but, probably because he felt it indispensable

that he should call his intellect into action for the purpose of test-

ing whether the immediate object of his thought was worthy of

reverence, and had often to negative its claims, he was led to doubt

whether the feeling were as strong in him as in others who exer-

cised it more unquestioningly. And a similar suggestion may be

made in regard to his possession of faith : by him many things

which with others belonged to the region of faith were seen to

belong to the region of intellect
;
but no one more absolutely

acknowledged that there was a region for the exercise of faith,

or more unreservedly laid hold on the truths it afforded. I may
add that there are other items in the catalogue which equally indi-

cate his philosophic truthfulness, and the disposition to underrate

rather than overrate his powers.

The following extracts from letters to Lords Northampton and

Adare have their points of interest. Mr. Spring Eice, in a letter

to Hamilton, had written as follows :

r, January 28, 1838.

' We spoke much of you at Christmas
;
and if proverbs speak

truly, from the 24th of December to the 10th of January your
ears ought to have tingled more than once. We passed our

Christmas with our old friend Lord Northampton. Whewell was

of our party, and it was a very merry one. Old Castle Ashby has

not known such sayings and doings for the last two centuries.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to the MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.

'

OBSEKVATOKY, February 2, 1838.

'
. . . Your account of your Christmas festivities was very in-

teresting and amusing. Whewell must have given and received

much pleasure. He is, as indeed everybody knows, a man of very

powerful intellect
;
I long to know him more intimately than I do :
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as it is, we have had many little fights, in the most loving spirit,

and hope to have many more not that I own myself to be parti-

cularly pugnacious but I cannot resist the temptation of an argu-
ment with a great original like him. . . .'

From VISCOUNT ADARE to W. R. HAMILTON.

'

19, BERKELEY-SQUARE, February 15, 1838.

'
. . . I was delighted to get your last, containing the Address ;

I like it very much indeed, particularly for one point, which is its

being so very appropriate ; and to those who know the turn of
]

your mind it is remarkable and agreeable to find you taking up
the matter in so practical a way. There is just enough of that

elevated strain of beautiful thought to show the master-spirit,

escaping as it were from the shackles it had imposed on itself,

when under the feeling of the duty of looking upon the practical

questions bearing on the welfare of that Society whose destinies

are henceforth to be under its guidance. May Grod grant that

they may be so for many, many years, and that the Academy may
arrive at an eminence far beyond anything it now enjoys. . . .'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSERVATORY, February 28, 1838.

' It gave me great pleasure to receive your affectionate letter

about the Royal Irish Academy. I have now presided over foi

General Meetings of that body, besides many meetings of Council

etc.
;
and have found no serious difficulty in keeping order, thougl

I assure you some were very well inclined to be disorderly, if

timidity or irresolution had appeared on the part of the Chairman.]
In fact, I have got on far better than I expected, and indeed;

altogether to my satisfaction. We have really done more business

than had been ever done in the same time. I enforce all laws

rigorously, and do my best to make everybody do his duty. I take

the Chair much more punctually than it had been taken for a good
while; and, knowing that punctuality is not my forte, have pub-

licly requested that if I shall ever be not ready myself (as doubt-

less_ will often happen hereafter, though hitherto I have exerted

myself to be in time), some one of the Vice-Presidents may take it

till I come. ... In short, things are getting into good working

order, and I shall try to keep them so.
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' As to things more important than forms, we got through four

'apers on Monday evening ;
the Press is hard at work

; Members
are pouring in, if anything too fast

;
we are improving our arrange-

ments for communication with foreign Societies
;
we have just re-

solved to subscribe for twenty copies of Taylor's Scientific Memoirs,
to encourage that valuable series of translations from foreign sources;

and are receiving resignations from one or two Members of Council,

who feel (it is supposed) that the post requires more exertion than

they can give. These are all friends of mine, and voted for me,
so that their conduct cannot be attributed to jealousy at my elec-

tion. . . .'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, April 12, 1838.

' ... In the Council we are to discuss an important question
next Monday, or rather to continue the discussion of it

;
I mean

the plan of having a triennial cycle of medals, somewhat like that

described in my Inaugural Address except that at Lloyd's sug-

gestion the third division of Science is proposed to be Natural

History instead of Physiology the latter, however, to be included

in the former. But some are of opinion that no such cycle would

be of use. Now, if it be at all possible for you to find out the

opinions of Lubbock and Beaufort on the subject of the Triennial

Royal Medals given (every year) by the Royal Society, especially

whether they think that system better than the system of simply
annual medals, or than having no system at all, and to inform me
of those opinions, I shall be very glad. . . .'

To a verse translation by Hamilton of the Die Ideale of Schiller

I find the date 1838 appended, and I therefore insert it here, sup-

posing that the letter commenting upon it from Mr. De Vere,

which is dated May 1, must belong to this year. I have met with

mo record of the circumstances connected with this employment of

Hamilton's poetic faculty. Many translations into English of this

remarkable poem have fallen in my way one of high merit by
another great mathematician, Mr. Sylvester, which adheres to

Schiller's metre, and is in places more accurate but I have seen

none which has so much the air of an original poem, or which is

throughout so bright and spirited, as this by Hamilton. It will
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be seen that the translator, dissatisfied with the melancholy im-

pression left by Schiller's stanzas, to the effect that the ideals of

life were altogether illusory, has added a stanza declaring his faith

in the opposite view. Wordsworth in strong terms expressed his

approval of the addition as required to lift the poem of Schiller

from an ignoble conclusion
;
and the letter to which I have referred

from Mr. De Yere vigorously criticises the original in the same

sense, and with much matter for thought in the treatment, though
I need not conceal my opinion that the stand-point assumed is one

too severely dogmatical for fair judgment of a poem. At all

events it may be said that a poem has its value if it is true to the

mood and experience of the poet, even though it be not an adequate

exposition of the whole truth connected with its theme. Schiller's

poem, then, we may value as the expression, full of pathos, of

Schiller's experience, and Hamilton's addition as characteristic of

his religion-inspired faith.

THE IDEALS, FROM SCHILLER.

* And canst thou thus deceive me, And wilt thou, wilt thou leave me,
With all thy fancies dear, With ev'ry smile and tear ?

Can nothing thee persuade, Thy flight hy nought be stay'd,

Golden Time of Life ? No ! idle is the strife
;

Thy waves must seek the sea Of far Eternity.

' The glorious lights are gone, That heam'd my youth upon;
The ideal dream dispelled, Which once this fond heart swelled ;

Gone the sweet faith in beings That were but fancy's seeings :

What was so heavenly fair Hath been the spoiler's share,

All torn away from me By rough Reality.

' As once Pygmalion Embraced his marble one

With passionate longing, till Sweet sense began to fill

Her cold cheeks : even so, With such life-giving glow,
Was Nature clasped by me In youth's embrace, till She,

My poet-breast beneath, Began to warm and breathe.

*

And, sharing in my flame, Yoice to the dumb one came ;

She kissed me again, Knew all my joy and pain ;

Until the rose, the tree, Became alive for me
;

The fountain's silvery fall For me was singing all ;

And my life's overflow Made soulless things to glow.
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' My mind, with forceful grasp, As if it all could clasp,

Sought to embrace whate'er The universe might bear
;

All living forms to try, Of art or imagery.
How great appeared the "World, While yet in bud close furl'd !

When it was open all, How poor it show'd and small !

' How did that young heart spring, With what a fearless wing,
'Mid bliss of its own dream, Believing what did seem,

By care not yet oppress' d, To seize what life possess'd !

To ether's palest star Its pinions fled afar :

Nothing so far, so high, Those pinions might not try.

' How easy was the flight ! What, to so blest a wight,

Might seem too hard a strife ? Around the car of life,

How danced, to his fond view, An airy Retinue !

Love, with rewarding eyes ; Fortune, with golden prize ;

Fame, with her star-crown won ; Truth, shining like the sun.

' But ah ! that retinue Had vanished from the view,

And one by one was gone, Ere half the journey done.

Light-fluttering and gay, Had Fortune flown away ;

Unslaked, as at the first, Of Knowledge was the thirst
;

Truth's sunlike form had bow'd Its head to Doubt's dark cloud.

' I saw Fame's sacred crown On common brows come down ;

Too perishing a thing, Alas ! was life's young Spring ;

Love's sweet time soon was o'er : And ever lonely more,
And more deserted aye, Became the roughening way ;

Till scarce e'en Hope could shine On that dark path of mine.

' Of the loud Company Who now remains with me ?

What follower so brave Will soothe me to the grave ?

Thou, healer of each wound, By me long sought and found,
Gentle and tender hand Of Friendship ! which, by band
Of love conjoined, can share Each ill that life must bear :

'

And, Occupation ! thou Hast link'd thee, by like vow,
With her, and help'st to charm To peace each inward storm :

Unwearied working ever, Slow, but destroying never ;

Grain after grain dost give To stores that ever live ;

And steal' st day after day From time's dull load away.

(Added by the Translator.}

' And that Ideal Dream Wag but the distant gleam
Of light that yet shall bless In nearer loveliness.

It is not gone for ever, It was not a deceiver ;

What life from vision bore Shall more than life restore ;

To earth awhile 'twas given, But it abides in heaven.'
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From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

CHA.SE, May 1, [1838].

<
. . . The Ideals is, besides its poetical value, of philosophical

interest, as illustrative of the state of the high Grerman mind.

Such a "
craving void left aching in the breast

"
as it describes

must, I should suppose, be common in Germany in consequence of

the degree in which Spirituality exists there without a Church at

once to develop, to organise, and to limit it and to rectify it by
that Discipline of Humility and Hope, in the absence of which

uncatholic Spirituality is always either desponding or presump-
tuous. In my sonnets called the Beatific Vision of the Earth I had

an analogous subject in my head, and my design was to show the

manner in which Christianity, through its sacramental charactei

(never of course understood where the sacraments themselves

made light of), confirms to the outward world that Ideal character,

which otherwise fades with fading youth and secular experiences

confirms it with the advantage besides of stamping upon it the

seal of Reality.
' Of the whole poem I can say, without flattery, that I think

your final stanza the best. Following out your hint, I have myself

added another, which is not worth much, but which, notwithstand-

ing, I send you for the curiosity of the thing. Schiller's conclusion,

in which he makes Friendship and Occupation his consolers, is, I

think, the least good part of the poem, speaking with reference to

Doctrine. His Lament admits at least of a sound interpretatioi

being, as it were, if not sound philosophy, at least a poetical Pos-

tulate introductory to and suggestive of satisfactory truth ; but

consolations are altogether "false doctrine, heresy and schism."

In this case, as in many, I fancy that the moral of the poem is

immoral part of it, and that the rest would, if let alone, be mors

enough when rightly applied. Thus I think there is no fault to

be found with Coleridge's Despondency, though it continues to

despond to the end, or rather though its melancholy is beautifully

modulated into a higher strain, not of false comfort, but of self- i

forgetfulness, and of congratulation to the " virtuous Lady," whose
"
perpetual dower

" was joy. It seems to me also that in other

parts of Schiller's poem there is too much about self. The subjec-

tivity of the poem might be sufficiently marked by the manner in

which outward objects are modified, while spoken of, by the mind of
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the poet. For this reason, and for the sake of brevity, I think the

poem would stand better without stanzas five and six, and indeed

it might throughout be retrenched. You, of course, as a translator,

must stand by your original, but I dare say that you will agree
with me that the Germans are more apt to make us remember that
" Art is long," than to remember themselves that " Life is short,"

and that their diffuseness takes equally from the shortness and

clearness of the thought and from the grace of the expression.

They exhaust a subject; and accordingly their poems smell a

little of the stalk as well as of the flower. If you go out into the

fields just now and put a cowslip into your mouth, you will be de-

ighted with a sensation of freshness, sweetness, and purity you
an hardly tell whether what you are enjoying be a smell or a taste :

ut keep it a few minutes in your mouth and it is all turned to

ourness. This is what Horace understood, and what Milton, in

is lyrics, understood : but the Germans have such a dreadfully
ood stomach that the truth will never reach them. They are

Iways for Benjamin's mess of a good thing, and after swallow-

Qg it they generally chew the cud besides and enjoy it second-

and. . . .

' P.S. If you ever buy sermons, I must recommend you a

aost admirable volume, recently published by Archdeacon Man-

ing.'

The ensuing letter to Lord Adare gives us again a glimpse of

he paternal heart, and of the observing parent.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSERVATORY, May 22, 1838.

* It was not till after post-hour yesterday that I heard from
3rrace of the birth of your little daughter ; news which gave me
he sincerest pleasure. I congratulate you and Lady Adare most

leartily, and hope and pray that your child may long be a source

)f such delight to you both as our children are to their mother and
o me. Even as to the sex of the new-arrived, though doubtless

jord Dunraven would have liked a grandson, I think I may con-

gratulate you as a father
;
at least I know that / was half disap-

)ointed the first time, and more than half disappointed the second

time, at having a boy instead of a girl. . . .
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' Your godson heard me telling the news to his mother last

night, and fell into a deep reverie, after which he asked me whether

I would let him have a daughter, and what he should do with her

when he had her. He was four years old on the 10th of this

month, at which same time it happened curiously that his younger
brother, Archibald Henry, was exactly a thousand days old. .

* On Sunday morning last, I told William Edwin something
about the Fall of the Angels ;

and in the evening he asked me,
"
Papa, do you think that God can do everything ?

" "
Certainly,'

replied I,
"
everything that is not wrong."

" Do you think," said

he then,
" that God can make everything ?

" " What do yoi

think ?
"

said I.
" I think he cannot make everything," said he

" I think he cannot make Hell." " Who then do you think made

it ?
"
I inquired.

" I think it was the angels," he replied.
" The

angels!" said I, in some surprise "what angels?" "The

angels that were bold, and were turned out of heaven," was

answer
;

" but I know," he added,
" that God can make heaven :

certainly God can make heaven." " Who put this into yoi

head?" I asked; "who made you think it?" "I put it int

my own head," said he
;

" I thought I'd think it." . . .'

The return of Sir John Herschel from the Cape of Good Hope,
where he had been employed for four years in cataloguing the

Stars and Nebulae of the Southern Hemisphere, was to Hamiltoi

an event causing quite an excitement of pleasure : for his admm
tion of Herschel as a man of science corresponded with his reg

for him as a friend. He instantly wrote to welcome him in the

following terms :

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSEEVATOBY, DUBLIN, May, 26, 1838.

' I have just now heard of your return to England, and hasten

to present my very cordial congratulations on the accomplishment
of your magnificent enterprise. But indeed I feel too deeply the

poverty of any expressions which I could use on this occasion. I

shall therefore only say that besides sharing in the triumphal feeling

with which these islands welcome your return, I enjoy also a per-

sonal pleasure from the thought that I am not now removed by a
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whole hemisphere from the opportunity of that occasional and
.dly intercourse with which you have long indulged me. . . .'

The admirers of Sir J. Herschel determined to celebrate their
|oy at his return by a banquet, and by the presentation of a vase
itably inscribed. Hamilton was active in procuring Irish sub-

scribers to this tribute of esteem, and was urged to be their

representative at the banquet. Though straitened as to time,
i

he willingly consented. He left Dublin on Tuesday the 12th of
June, reached London on the evening of the next day, and found
Lord Adare awaiting his arrival. The celebration occurred on
Friday the 15th, and to Hamilton was assigned the distinction of

proposing
the health of Herschel. His speech on the occasion was

afterwards written down by him, and is here reproduced. It may
be considered too ambitious in style for an after-dinner speech, but
s a characteristic effusion of enthusiastic feeling pervaded by lofty
thought. He received himself the honour of having his name
coupled by the Duke of Sussex (who, as President of the Eoyal
Society, was Chairman of the banquet) with the toast of the Uni-

|versity

of Dublin. He was not idle on the way home : while

kossing the Irish Channel on Sunday he wrote a letter to Lord
Northampton, of which I insert a portion, and finished the com-
position of the first of the following sonnets addressed to Sir John
Herschel: the second of them was written the day after.

< I remember well (but who indeed that witnessed can forget)
Meeting of the British Association at Cambridge, and the re-

ception which was given to Herschel there, before he yet went
rth from this his native land, to number other stars, and nebula

) us invisible. That was a thrilling and a joyful scene to aU the
s of Science

; and other scenes have thrilled and cheered us
)e; but none perhaps so much as this which we now witness

.ear after year, since then, in universities and cities of this realm'
he Parliaments of Science have been held; but now we hold its
Coronation.

'Mistake me not, as if I lightly valued, as if I thought not
ith all joy and reverence, of that august approaching festival,
VOL. II. s
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_ ~

which England and the world are expecting ; when, in the presence

and amid the acclamation of aristocracy and hierarchy and people,

and before many a representative of foreign lands, the Sceptre and

the Crown and whatsoever other symbol there may be of the power

a,nd unity of Britain shall be presented to that Sovereign and most

Gracious Lady who is herself the living symbol of all that power

and unity : while, seated on her old ancestral throne, she shall re-

ceive the blessing of her prelates and the homage of her people,

and shall promise, in the sight of Grod, to govern in justice and I

mercy.
' But if, as members of the State, and subjects of the Queen, i

we are bound to assign to that high ceremonial a rank by which
j

all others are transcended, we yet, as scientific men, may be par-

doned for regarding, with feelings of a not dissimilar kind, the!

present celebration : which, seeming at first glance to be only a
j

personal homage, and being truly such in part, is also something
j

more and higher than any merely personal homage could be
;
and

may be fitly looked upon as a tribute to Science itself, and as a
j

recognition of its power and unity. In honouring a man we honour!

an idea too. It is not merely that the cultivators and lovers of!

Science have chosen Herschel for their Chief say rather, have asl

such received him by inheritance. It is not merely that we all ad-

mire his great and various faculties, and how he bears them ; thai

fineness and comprehension of his intellect, the zeal and energy of

his character, the warmth and modesty of his heart
;
which modesty

I should have guarded myself from paining, even by what all be-

side may call but niggard praise, if truth and the occasion had

suffered me, consulting his own wishes, to be altogether silent of

himself. It is not merely that we thus admire and love him, anf

have prepared this triumphal banquet to welcome him on his retun

to this his country, after the accomplishment of his magnificent

enterprise. No, this is not the whole. All this does not exhaus'

the inner meaning of the festival which we this evening celebrate

In celebrating it, we do not only pay to Sir John Herschel i

homage which he well deserves, but also give an outward manife

tation of our sense of that to which I lately alluded the powc

and dignity and ultimate unity of Science ;
and of that connexioi

of Science with humanity which permits that we should behold it

as symbolised by a visible and human representative.
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* Too much, perhaps, do the tendencies and necessities of the

time, too much do even the tendencies and the necessities of study,
conduct to a breaking up of the totality of Science into many frag-
mentary departments islands or provinces of knowledge which
sometimes may appear to be unconnected, disunited, and almost
hostile among themselves; so that the men who cultivate one
seem in a manner strangers and foreigners to the men who culti-

vate another. But when some traveller of comprehensive mind,
who has visited and studied all these detached departments; or
when some chief to whom they all pay tribute is listened to and
recognised, they then acknowledge their before unfelt fraternity,

they feel their fellow-citizenship : and in the very act of thus de-

ferring to him whom they all honour, they are illumined by a kind
of reflected glory from the grandeur of the now manifested whole.

Such, if I err not, are our present feelings ; and such, I think, they
ought to be.

' This evening's festival is well adapted better indeed than

any other which I remember to have witnessed or have heard of
to present Science to the minds and to the imaginations of all men,
but specially to us who are assembled here, as what is in its essence

strictly one, yet is no dead abstraction, but capable of mingling
with emotion as with thought, and of being conceived under a form
of almost personal unity. If such, however, be the inner view,
and ultimate idea, in which a philosophical analysis conducts us to

regard the present celebration, I need not say, indeed I could not

adequately express, how cordially I approve of the judicious choice

that has been made, both of the occasion and of the person, on
which and by whom that symbolising of Science was to be

; how
willingly I waived all other occupations, that I might visit London
for at least so long (or must I say so short) a time, as might enable
me to join in this great public welcome to that illustrious repre-
sentative of Science who is our guest to-day, and whom I have
been long allowed to call my friend : or with what deep delight I
behold that illustrious friend honoured this evening far beyond
all former honour like his own Eta Argus* that star which had

* This Star (so ranked in the catalogues) was one of the three principal
nebulae of the Southern Hemisphere, objects of special observation by Sir John
Herschel: he describes it in his letter from Feldhausen, of June 13, 1835, as
' an object sui generis,'

' of immense extent, and crowded with stars.'

S 2
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indeed been long observed by the Astronomers, and long enrolled

on the celestial catalogues, but has of late shone forth to wondering

eyes with a new and almost sudden lustre.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to the MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.

' IRISH CHANNEL, On board the "
Urgent," June 17, 1838.

. . . I was at least as much gratified, on Friday evening, by

the kind manner in which you alluded to me, as by the Duke's

proposing my health.

'You have, I suppose, received a copy of an Essay by my
Uncle and educator, the Eev. James Hamilton of Trim, on a

question very interesting to literary men, the analysis and inter-

pretation of the Punic Passage in Plautus. ... No doubt you

have also received the copy which my sister, Miss Eliza Hamilton,

requested me to present to you, of the just published volume of her

poems. It will be a real gratification both to her and me, if you can

conscientiously approve of them at least on the poetical side, . . .

and it may be an important service, or at least encouragement to

her, if through occasional expressions in proper quarters ... of

such approval, that temporary failure shall be either averted, or

made less marked, which is only too likely to attend the first pub-

lication of a lady almost entirely unknown. . . .

'After calling at Longmans' yesterday, I persuaded Lord

Adare, who was with me, to join me in a visit to St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, though usually I neglect sight-seeing. ... On the whole, we

were well repaid. The only doubt was whether we had found it

worth our while to clamber, leaning backwards, into the Ball
;
but

there was something which stirred my imagination in the strange,,

monotonous, yet novel, sound of the wind, within that very narrow

and uncomfortable place. It seemed to me as if I heard the throb-

bing and the eternal sighing of some heart, suppose the heart of

London. In earnest, it was very strange, and I think worth going

to hear. Lord Adare, who is somewhat more a matter-of-fact per-

son than I am, tried to persuade me that we could feel the Ball

shaking in the wind ;
and resolved all the mysterious sobbing into

some physical effect of the Cross so at least I thought I heard him

say, in my half-listening, half-dreaming state. . . . One pleasure

of having seen St. Paul's is that it enables me to form some con-

ception of its much larger sister edifice, St. Peter's ! To admire is,
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to me, questionless, the highest pleasure of life. At least, I will

not be at the trouble of looking out, just now, for some more
accurate terms to qualify this large assertion.

'

By the way, I have just been composing, on board this vessel,
a sonnet to Sir John Herschel. . . .'

' TO SIR JOHN HERSCHEL ON HIS RETURN FROM THE CAPE.

' As some great Chief, appointed to command
His country's hosts, and for some righteous cause

Lead forth to war, an anxious feeling draws,
Yet an inspiring, from the thought a grand
And arduous task is trusted to his hand,
Which if by him neglected or betrayed

(Though this he knows impossible), a shade

Not on him only but upon the band
He leads, and on his country's self must fall ;

"While, if fulfilled, the glory and the gain
Are not his only, but must overflow

Upon that country and his brethren all :

So care and joy now strive in Herschel's brain,
If I indeed that gallant spirit know.

'June 17, 1838.

ii.

' Be of good courage ! for a consecration

Is laid upon thy head, and unto thee

Is given the sceptre of a royalty
Guarded by Science and Imagination.
Be of good cheer ! for an exulting nation

In its own joy hath called thee to rejoice ;

The Ocean echoes to the Islands' voice,

And the wide Air is filled with jubilation.
Well hast thou won thy glorious crown, and well,

Doubt not, thou shalt maintain it : not a star,

Which shed high influence upon thee afar,

From other skies, to us invisible,

But shall inspire thee still, and' bid thee be

A type, like it, of truthful harmony.
' June 18, 1838.'

9

When Hamilton reached home on the 18th of June he found

there a letter from Sir John Herschel, written on the very day of

the banquet in his honour. Its subject was the recently pub-
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lished Paper of Professor Mac Cullagh On the Latvs of Crystalline

Reflexion and Refraction, which, as will be seen, was considered by
Herschel to be of great importance as indicating for a time at

least the future course of optical investigation. I give the portion

of the letter which expresses this opinion : what follows is an ex-

tended discussion in relation to the distribution of the molecules

of the ethereal medium in crystals, too abstruse for publication in

this work.

From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

Friday, June 15, 1838.

* The perusal of Mr. Mac Cullagh's Paper on the laws of Re-

flexion and Polarisation in Crystals, although far too cursory to

allow me at all to enter into the mathematical part of its con-

tents, or to verify the correctness of the formulae, etc., has yet pro-

duced a very strong impression on my mind that the theory of

light is on the eve of some considerable improvement, and that by
abandoning for awhile the d priori or deductive path, and searching

among phenomena for laws simpler in their geometrical enuncia-

tion, and of more or less wide applicability, without (for a while)\

much troubling ourselves how those laws may be in apparent accordant
with any preconceived notions, or even with what we are used to con-

sider as general principles in Dynamics it may be possible to

unite scattered fragments of knowledge into such groups and
masses as shall afford glimpses of their fitness to combine into:

a regular edifice. What has most tended to impress me with thi&

is Mr. Mac Cullagh's temporary abandonment of the vis viva prin-'

ciple, and his idea of the equable distribution of the ether in alls

media. Such assumptions appear, to those who have prematurely,

regarded the undulatory theory as complete, not a little violent ;

but in the case of the vis viva the abandonment is probably onl;

apparent, and not amounting to a denial ; while, as to the other,

we are far too much in the dark as to the mechanism of the ether

to be in a condition to judge a priori how far that, or any oth

hypothesis, may be admissible. . . .'

Much thought had been bestowed during the early part of tl

year by Hamilton, in conjunction with Professor Lloyd, upon tl
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arrangement of a scheme of annual rewards in the shape of medals

to be conferred according to a fixed cycle on the best Paper con-

tributed to the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy in the

several branches of research. It was to attend the Council Meeting

of Monday, the 18th of June, at which the first medal in Science

was to be awarded, that Hamilton hurried back from London.

In this department the Papers under consideration of the Council

were that of Professor Mac Cullagh, referred to in Herschel's

letter, and Hamilton's own Paper On Algebra considered as the

Science of Pure Time, a Paper undeniably of great mark. With

characteristic justice and generosity, Hamilton took into town

Herschel's letter, read it partially at the Council, and successfully

used his influence to have the medal adjudged to Mac Cullagh.*

After the Meeting of Council he wrote in the room of the Aca-

demy the following reply to Herschel :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

' ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY [Monday], June 18, 1838.

'I had the pleasure of reading to our Council to-day that part
of your letter which bears more expressly than the rest on

Mr. MacCullagh's researches, and am happy to say that the

medal has been awarded to him, for his Paper on the Laws of

Crystalline Reflexion and Refraction. . . .

' My attendance at the Council was not unnecessary ;
for some

votes were given, as it was, in favour of my essay On Algebra as

the Science of Pure Time, and more would have been given, I

believe, if I had not been here to express very strongly my sense

of the superior merits of Mr. Mac Cullagh's Paper. . . .

'
. . . I request you to present Lady Herschel with the en-

*
By an expression in the Address on presenting the medal to Professor

Mac Cullagh, I am led to infer that Hamilton when in London must have

requested Sir John Herschel to write the letter in order that he might use it on

behalf of his competitor. The expression to which I refer is,
' in admiring

which I am fortified by the opinion of Sir John Herschel, who lately, in a con-

versation and in a letter, expressed himself thus to me,' after which follows the

commencing paragraph of the letter. The Address is printed in the Proceed-

ings of the Royal Irish Academy, Yol. L, p. 212.
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closed lines, which were written and in part composed when cross-

ing the Channel yesterday. . . .

' P.S. I reached my Observatory at half-past six this morn-

ing.'

On the succeeding Monday, June 25, at a general meeting of

the Academy, the last of the session, he presented from the Chair

the medal to Professor Mac Cullagh, prefacing the act by an

Address in which the fullest justice is done to the Paper ;
in fact

the warmest friend of the author could have desired no ampler

tribute to his merits.

The following letter presents Hamilton's gratified retrospect of

his first session as President, and particularly of the incidents of

its closing night.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to the MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.

[FROM A DRAFT.]
'

OBSEEVATORY, June 28, 1838.

'
. . . The session of the Academy has ended to my entire

satisfaction. By hastening back from London, I was not only in

time to prevent my friends from voting the first medal of a new
series to myself, and to induce them to join with me in awarding
it to Professor Mac Cullagh, who deserved it better, and could more

appropriately receive it
;
but also, after arranging this in Council

on one Monday, I had the pleasure of closing the session of the

Academy itself on the Monday following by publicly and solemnly

presenting the medal which had been so awarded. And though
some former circumstances prevented me from applying to the per-

son thus distinguished the sacred name of friend, I had the pleasure

of doing justice, or at least of attempting to do it, in a long Address

from the Chair, to his high intellectual merits, as shown in his

Prize Essay On the Laivs of Crystalline Reflexion and Refraction,

and in other similar memoirs. So little niggardly was the mode

in which I expressed the praise which I thought it my duty to

give, that I believe he was not only gratified but touched and

may perhaps regard me in future with feelings more like those

which I long to entertain towards him.
' At all events, I accepted, when our meeting broke up, an

invitation from Professor Lloyd to sup at his chambers, and to
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meet there Professor Mac Cullagh, and a select party of Academi-

cians, who had indeed been all among my opponents last winter,

,on the question of the Presidency but with whom, notwithstand-

ing, I passed a very pleasant evening, or shall I say night ? for

the summer dawn shone on our parting though you must not

think that the manners of Ireland, in this age, required or suffered

3xcess. As to Lloyd, who was my rival for the Chair, I never

nras prevented by anything that ever passed, then, or before, or

since, from calling him my friend. But really I have talked so

nuch about the Academy, that I shall only add that I have been

Requested to allow the substance at least of my presentation Address

to be printed a request with which I have only this difficulty in

bomplying, that the Address has not yet been written. However,
f I write and print the optical remarks that I made, I shall be

^lad to present a copy to you, and another to Lord Compton,
ecause I have never yet fulfilled a promise of sending him a

ketch of Cavendish's method of determining the weight of the

]arth. . . .'

It should be mentioned that during the spring of this year Ham-
ton had used his influence as President in promoting the communi-

ation to the Academy of the valuable discoveries of the B/ev. Dr.

lineks, of Killileagh, on the '

Wandering Year of the Egyptians,

le date of its introduction, and the existence of a Cycle of superior

ntiquity to the Canicular one.' These researches were a prelude to

lat study o| cuneiform inscriptions through which Dr. Hincks sub-

equently established his claim to rank among the highest authorities

n the subject. Hamilton himself read Dr. Hincks's Paper to the

Lcademy, and I find in a journal this short memorandum relative

it : 'I admire it much and think it very likely to be right.'

lamilton had also, during the spring, been active in expediting

le printing of his sister's Poems. The volume was published on

ae 5th of June, and he had the gratification of conveying to his

ster expressions of approval and admiration from readers whose

raise was valuable. I may name the Herschels, and the family

rcles at Castle Ashby, Adare Manor, and Edgeworthstown, and

iay as a sample quote a letter from Mr. Butler, the Vicar of

rim :
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'

July 31, 1838. I do not know what Maria Edgeworth said

about your sister's poems in her letter, but I am sure she did not

say to her half the admiration which she expressed to me. I do

not know that I ever saw any poetry have a more powerful effeo

upon her, or give her a deeper conviction of the strength of min(

and feeling of the author.'

On the 17th of August, Hamilton left home to attend the

Meeting of the British Association at Newcastle. He determinec

to visit Mr. Wordsworth on his way, and reached Ambleside 01

the evening of the 18th. The next day, Sunday, he spent

Rydal in the society of the poet.

From Carlisle, on Monday night, he wrote to Lady Hamiltc

an account of his progress. The letter, from which I give some ei

tracts, is in many respects characteristic, from his race against time

at the outset, to the proofs of a warm and considerate affeetio^

with which it concludes.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to his WIFE.

'

CABLISLE, August 20, 1838.

' After leaving you at Dunsinea I was very hard set to be in

time for the five o'clock train, and in fact should not have been so

if it had not been for poor old Brownie. As it was, the Post

Office clock struck five before I reached Carlisle Bridge, but I

determined to try whether any favourable chance might befriend

me, and found that lately the trains, for some reason or other, set

out after their nominal times, by about ten minutes, which exactly

met my case. The steamer started in less than two minutes after

I got on board
;
and we had a calm and pleasant passage to Liver-

pool. From Liverpool, after a short delay, I was able to proceed by
coach to Kendal

;
and thence I went, by car, to Ambleside, in com-

pany with a very gentlemanly and agreeable person, Mr. Maund,
a Botanist, the author of a periodical so-called, which we shall per-

haps be tempted to procure. It was about nine at night when
arrived at Ambleside, and I was unwilling to run the risk of dis-

turbing Mr. Wordsworth, who has been lately unwell, by going
to him then

;
but I spent the Sunday with him at his house,

attending, however, Divine Service at the Chapel of Ease which

is close by. He is in perfect vigour of mind, and in good general
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health, but suffering severely from a rheumatic attack, which he

exposed himself to by resting on the wet ground, and which obliges

him to lie on a sofa. He made many inquiries after you and our

two boys, and showed me his grandson William, who is, you know,

my godson, and whom I liked and admired very much. . . .

'

Early this morning (Monday), Mr. Maund and I joined in

procuring another car, to take us over Kirkstone to Patterdale,

whence, after breakfast, we proceeded along Ullswater, the most

beautiful of all the lakes of this lovely country ;
such at least it is

in my opinion, and I hope sometime or other to have your opinion
too upon the point : and making for Penrith, we were tempted

|

to call in at Lowther Castle, where I found that Lord Lonsdale

iand Lady Frederick Bentinck, his daughter, remembered me.

'They made Mr. Maund and me take luncheon with them, sending
a message to us as we were beginning to visit the Castle with

another party of strangers, my name having been given in at the

door. . . . Lord Lonsdale pressed Mr. Maund and me to spend a

day with him on our return from Newcastle, and promised to

I
endeavour to get Wordsworth to meet us

;
and being taken some-

I what by surprise, and not liking to deprive my fellow-traveller of

;
a pleasure to which he was invited chiefly on my account, remem-

[ bering also that the Castle lies in one of my best homeward lines

I

of road I accepted the invitation ; but will not act upon it, unless

I find that I can do so without being thereby prevented from

i getting home within the time I told you, ... for you may be

sure that I wish to see you again as soon as I can. Since I arrived

!
at Carlisle this evening I have bought for you, as a little memorial,

a neck-kerchief which I think you will like. . . .'

At Newcastle he met many of the scientific lights of England,

i now well-known to him. In his own department, that of Mathe-

matics and Physics, were present Babbage and Whewell, Herschel

i and Brewster and Duncan Gregory ;
and from his own Univer-

sity : Robinson and Lloyd and Charles Graves and Stevelly.

: Sedgwick, too, was there, in himself a host. There was no lack

;
of animated discussion ;

one encounter leading to a determination

on the part of Babbage to resign his trusteeship of the Association.

But Hamilton seems not to have been in fighting mood ; although,

championing the undulatory theory of light, he maintained against
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Brewster that it would most probably soon account for all the

recent remarkable optical discoveries of that fertile experiment-

alist. He himself communicated a Paper On the Propagation of

Light in Vacuo.
' The object of this communication was to ad-

vance the state of our knowledge respecting the law which regu-

lates the attractions or repulsions of the particles of the ether on

each other.' In it he impugns the conclusion of Cauchy, that the

particles attracted each other according to the law of the inverse

square of the distance, and offered reasons for believing that the

law resembles more that which Poisson in one of his memoirs pro-

posed as likely to express the mutual action of the particles of

ordinary and solid bodies. Following up the subject, he presented

a second Paper On the Propagation of Light in Crystals. In this

Paper, again modifying the analysis of Cauchy, he deduced from

dynamical principles, more satisfactorily than in his opinion had I

been done before, a large and important class of the phenomena \

of light in crystals.

Returning from Newcastle he profited by the invitations which

had been pressed upon him, that he and Mr. Maund should give a

second day to Lord Lonsdale and Lady Frederick Bentinck, and

to the beauties of Lowther. Letters from both show how in this

visit he won the regard of his host and hostess : and the followingI

lines, which were composed the day after at Hallsteads, Mr. Mar- 1

shall's seat on the banks of Ullswater, mingle happily the impres- ]

sion of lovely scenes of nature, the remembrances of his recent I

discussions and companionship with men of science at Newcastle, I

and the old feeling of yearning for fame, which still lingered inl

his breast.

TO THE " ELTSIAN FIELDS " OF LOWTHER.
'

Fields, fitly named Elysian ! quietly
Ye seem to sleep beneath a lovely sky,
Guarded by tall o'er-hanging rocks around,
And soothed for ever by the river's sound,
Lowther' s delightful river ! deep and strong

Elsewhere, but here in playful foam along

Rolling their waters o'er a pebbly bed

By their translucence scarcely covered.
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To you through, varying scenes, now widely grand,
And softening now away in beauty hland,

By sudden precipice, or druid tree,

The solemn growth of " dark antiquity,"*
Or when baronial tower, or house of God,
Rose high in distance o'er the grassy sod,

Moved my glad steps this morn
;
a courteous Guide,

The Lady of the Castle,f at my side,

A high-born Dame, but not too proud to feel

The charms which Nature doth to all reveal,

If only, with an humble, loving heart,

They suffer her sweet lessons to impart.
And One was with us, who the gentle lore

Of flowers had learned, and lovingly would pore
On each new fragile loveliness, that by
Our root-crossed path met his instructed eye.

In you, Elysian Fields ! over my soul,

While listening tranquil to that River's roll,

Came the remembrance of the busy scene

In which so lately I had mingled been
;

That bloodless tournament of Science, where

Lances by truth untemper'd shivered were ;

Yet, with the peaceful prizes each had won,

Champion met champion when the day was done.

And not the thought of Truth itself, brought nearer

To man, and shining forth in vision clearer,

So soothed me then, as that the holy fire

Of Friendship too had brightlier burned and higher ;

Mind meeting mind, heart heart, and every hour

Melting away reserve's estranging power.
And when my name upon an ancient oak

I graved (not uninvited), thus I spoke,

Communing with myself, and musing o'er

That hope to 'scape oblivion's sullen shore,

Which bids the young put forth their bark, and raise

Their sails to catch each favouring gale of praise,

All hardships bear, all dangers gladly meet,

For that one hope which seems than life more sweet,

Thus to herself my soften'd spirit said :

"
0, gently let that Hope be censured !

Howe'er the grave may blame, the cold despise,

Yet will, perhaps, indulgently, the wise

Deem it far less a proud than tender thought,

To be by human bosoms unforgot !
"

TJLLSWATEK, August 28, 1838.'

* Wordsworth. t Lady Frederick Bentinck.
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Sending them to Mr. Wordsworth he says,
' these lines were

;

repeated by me to Mrs. Wordsworth and her party at the tea-table
\

of Eydal on that last evening [Thursday, August 30].' A
letter]

of acknowledgment from Lady Frederick Bentinck is urgent that he

should, in the summer of the next year, again visit Lowther river-

side, and bring Lady Hamilton with him. This kind wish ws

probably the seed of the Sonnet to his wife, which he eomposec

on the 29th,
'

during a midnight walk along the shores of Lake

Windermere.'
' TO MY WIFE.

' My wedded and beloved One, to thee

How oft and tenderly hath fancy strayed ;

While hope, of her own visions half afraid,

In trembling joy reposed on memory,
As tremulously on yon inland sea

Glitters a fair and solitary star
;

And, like a dove that knows his nest afar,

Fluttered my heart in fond fidelity.

Friends have I won who shall be thine
;
the wise

And great of Britain, for my sake, not few,

Will welcome thee, and for thine own sake prize :

And Ladies, rich in noblest courtesies,

With love maternal, or sororal, view

Thy gentleness, and give thee honour due.

1

August 29, 1838.'

The incidents of his journey homewards, and the feelings they

excited, are recorded in the following pleasant letter to Lord

Northampton. In it his pen glides on with easy flow of style,

gracefully touching, not dwelling upon, many fancies and

thoughts playful and earnest. It indicates the happy relation

of friendship and sympathy which subsisted between him anc

his noble correspondent.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to the MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.

'

OBSEKVATOEY, Monday Morning, September 3, 1838.

' It is time to assure you that I have actually arrived at home,
and that you need not fear lest any new accident in travelling

should again throw me in your way this year at least as haj
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)ened so often last week, by what was to me a succession of felici-

ies, though only a part of the good fortune that I have had during
he whole of my late visit to England. Indeed, if we lived in the

lays of Polycrates ... I should be bound, as a good Heathen, to

varn you to have nothing more to do with me. For shall I own that

i slight tinge of this old superstition assisted to determine me to

sxchange with you, at our last parting, for ordinary gold or silver,

hat new Victoria sovereign which I had carried in my pocket ever

ince my last visit to London, and on which I had set a kind of

deal value, as a thing beautiful and (as yet) rare, and bearing on

It the image of my Queen, and associated in my recollection with

[he banquet given to my friend ?*...! check myself, however,

Lnd remember that naturally as such fancies may arise, and amus-

ing as it may be to indulge them, it is perhaps not altogether
unocent or lawful. We live under a better light, and know that

[leither in great things nor in little does "
voluntary humility

"

ivail ;
the lot appointed to us cannot be stripped of any future

itterness by any penance self-inflicted now; nor, though our

leavenly Father in love may sometimes chasten, is he jealous

I the happiness of his children :
" He giveth his beloved

leep.". . .

' After we parted, for the sixth time last week, at Warrington
I had bidden you good-bye at Newcastle, Carlisle, Penrith, Hall-

teads, and Ambleside each time, especially the first, thinking it

eally unlikely that I should see you again this year), I spent an

lour or two in arranging and reading, by snatches, a variety of

aooks and papers, till it seemed time to start for Winwick, which

ectory I reached early enough to be present at family prayer.
There is a certain mixture of the characters of private and public

worship in the manner in which Mr. Hornby performs that duty.
A hall, of moderate size, is by its form divided into two

aompartments, one near the open air, and occupied by the servants,

;he other nearer^ to the sitting-rooms, and reserved for the family

themselves, and for their guests ;
Mr. Hornby reads and prays,

at a desk placed between. I well remember to have often

joined in family worship of a still more public kind, in a fine

ohapel which forms part of the mansion called Bellevue, in the

Glen of the Downs, county "Wicklow, belonging to Mr. and Mrs.

* Sir J. F. W. Herscliel, supra, p. 257.
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Peter La Touche, of whom the latter only now survives.

Mrs. La Touche and Bellevue are among the persons and the places-

that it is worth coming to Ireland to see. ... At Bellevue I had
often met Mrs. Hornby, with whom indeed I am in some degree

connected, my uncle heing married to a sister of hers
;
I had also

enjoyed the society of her revered friend and instructor, Alexander

Knox, who possessed one of the most thoughtful, cultivated, and]

pious minds that have ever appeared among men. Mr. Hornby,*

being of a very studious and reflective turn, delights to draw from]
me my views, and to communicate to me his, on the metaphysic
of Religion, the connexion of Science therewith, and those peculiar

forms of error or of coldness which cause some intellectual persons

to be, and others to seem, infidels
;
and after we had discussed the

cases of those merely scientific men, who, thinking only of the

world as under one Law, forget that it is also under one Mind^
and under one Will, and so stop short of Theism and Religion ;

and of those more comprehensive intellects, who, rising to a highei

stage, and yet not high enough, acknowledge a Platonic, but not

Christian Trinity ;
I could not resist the impulse to repeat that

awful ejaculation of Him to whom was given the Spirit withoi

measure : "I thank thee, Father, Lord of Heaven and Eartl

that thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, anc

hast revealed them unto babes !

"
. . .

'At last the Urgent, in which I had returned from the Herschel

Dinner,f received me again on board
;
and it was late before

ceased to walk the deck, so beautiful became the scene after

slight shower cleared away. It was a glorious and a lovely night
such as few are; the sea was like a lake, and the moon shone

lovingly upon it. England appeared to bid me gently a farewell ;

and Ireland seemed to welcome my return, for when I came agair

on deck the sun was rising, bright and clear, over the Bay ol

Dublin. My absence, short as it had been, made me glad to revisit

* It may be as well to mention that Mr. Hornby, the Rector of "Winwick,

in virtue of that position was a little Bishop ; Winwick being a living at on&j

time supposed to be worth. 5000 a-year, and with'many churches under it in
the|

gift of the Rector. To his honour, Mr. Hornby, with great loss of income and ;

patronage, obtained the passing of an Act of Parliament by which the living;

was subdivided into four or five independent parishes.

t Supra, p. 260.
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that bay, and to see again all old familiar things. It produced
also another effect

; it made me for the moment see, with something
the zest of a stranger, the peculiarities of manner and expression

which strike an Englishman on landing. I was amused for in-
stance at the cool assurance of one merry beggar, who gave as
a reason for relieving him that Provisions are so dear here, your

the contrary being so notoriously the case, that I sup-
pose he thought his only chance of not being detected was to pass

E his lie before it could by possibility be examined
; and when a

Crumbling Englishwoman attacked a carman on the smallness of
iiis horse, compared with those she was accustomed to see in Liver-

Ah Ma'am," said he, "if we had them here, we would
oon make them small enough ! Such big beasts would not go
hirty miles upon a feed of oaten-meal !

"
This saying won my

leart, or at least so tickled my fancy that I got up forthwith on
he car, without waiting for the first railway train, and by the
mall but lively (and not

ill-treated) horse was drawn in rapid
tyle from Kingstown to Dublin, and thence to the Observatory
*lad was I when I saw the distant dome shine in the morningun

; glad when, emerging from the long green quiet lanes of its

hinly peopled neighbourhood, I entered my own lawn. It was
ot yet seven o'clock, and I kissed my sleeping children

; then
talked down the hill, across two slightly sloping fields, to the
ouse of a married sister, where it had been arranged that my
|fe should dine and sleep during my absence, the Observatory at
ight appearing somewhat large and lonely. She was sleeping
ith a favourite niece, but woke as I entered the house

; dressed
the dark, and soon was with me in the drawing-room. We had

bu may imagine, much to talk of
; and all that day I thought that

e was looking very well, though I regret to say she is far from
. to-day, and I now am writing in her bed-room, while sit-

ng in that room in the quality of nurse. We went together to
Church of Castleknock, a place known to the readers of Swift
there enjoyed what I fear Swift never knew, as it ought to be

d may be known, the pleasure of joining, with thankful hearts
d minds, in the commemoration of that Last Supper upon earth
Him who gave for us His body and His blood, and who has ap-

nnted to us a way whereby we may feed on them for ever. We
ere pressed to dine at the house of the sister who had received
VOL. II.
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Lady Hamilton in my absence
;
but preferred to spend the re-

mainder of the day at home, wishing to walk together in our

garden, and visit the flowers to see how they prospered. My
children met me in the fields, on our way homeward

; they both

were wild with delight, and the usually copious (too copious) flow

of words of the eldest'was changed at first to an inarticulate stam-

mer of happy wonder. . . . Dearly did they enjoy the rummaging
of my travelling bags, and the searching for things which they

might keep as memorials of my last visit to England. To theii

mamma I communicated the invitations with which I had been

charged for her, especially by you and Lady Marian. I en

deavoured to describe the inviters, and the kindness with whic]

you both had urged your request ;
and repeated to her what Lad;

Marian had said to me, that a husband ought not to have friend

who are not also the friends of his wife. The result was, tha

although Lady Hamilton has hitherto gone little out, she author

ised me to say that she would very gladly join with me in accept-

ing the invitation to Castle Ashby. . . .

1 P.S. While I was writing this letter, a visit was made to thei

Observatory and to me by a party, of whom the most distinguished \

man was Ehrenberg, who was with you a guest of Dr. Headlam
at Newcastle. . . .'

An extract from a letter written shortly afterwards to the same

correspondent will fitly introduce a poem entitled Recollectiom,

recording Hamilton's successive meetings with Wordsworth.

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATORY, September 18, 1838.

'
. . . I can scarcely imagine pleasanter weather than that

which we enjoy here just now ;
it combines indeed the characters

of summer, spring, and autumn, for a seat in the open air is

pleasant, the verdure and the flowers are abundant and un-

withered, and yet much of the wall-fruit is ripe. A few days

ago, I tempted my wife to a new enjoyment, by persuading her to

spend some hours^upon the roof of our house, which is in great

part flat, and commands a very extensive and varied view, although

the mountains and the sea are somewhat too distant for sublimity,
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but not, I think, for beauty. Dublin is just far enough to allow

its spires to be seen with something of picturesque effect
; and on

unusually calm mornings or evenings we can hear the chime of

clocks or bells, deprived by distance of all harshness. But I hope
that sometime or other you will come and judge for yourself.

' I enclose two copies, one for Wordsworth, of a sort of poem con-

taining a brief review of the various occasions on which I have met

that poet ;
indeed I know that it requires much pruning and com-

pression. . . . Tour own acquaintance with Wordsworth may cause

you to read it with some interest. ... I can never forget that the

last day which I have spent (too probably the last day which I

may ever spend) at his house and in his neighbourhood was also

the occasion of an unexpected meeting with you. To himself I

might have had some scruple in sending the verses, if it were not

jthat
verse and age have privileges and that therefore I may thus

say to him what I could not venture to express in prose, or to a

7ounger man. . . .'

'RECOLLECTIONS.

' Within the solemn temple of the soul

Long arched walks there are, and galleries,

With light through pillar'd openings, here and there,

From storied windows streaming ; view to view

Succeeding gradual, but tending all

To the awakening of some one sweet mood,

Fitting that ampler, brighter space, far-seen,

Where the secluded pathway terminates
;

Where prayer is made by the Church in the open day,
And whence some notes already bless the air,

Making earth holy, dedicate to God.

Such pictured walk serene doth memory
For me delight to build, oft as the days
Which with the Bard of Eydal I have known
Before me rise

;
the separating years

Diminishing to such small intervals

As mar no unity, but rather by
Their gentle and harmonious contrast serve

To blend in vision one lives manifold.

Dear, dear to me are those remember'd days,

Vivid their picturing, and fresh their power !

Whether that earliest evening, when, from top

Mist-clad of old Helvellyn, fancy-fraught

Descending, first I saw that honour'd Bard
;

T2
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.. 1

And gazing scarcely satisfied at length
A reverential longing ; nor, till night

Had wrapp'd us long, and morning brought her star,

Ceased I to listen, or to pour my soul

Forth in enthusiast talk, by blandest mood

Of him encouraged, while the mountains rose

Dark o'er our path, and gleamed the distant lake :

Or when beneath my roof a guest he came,
And wandered with me through the pleasant walks

That, all around, make rich my home beloved
;

And visited that river-bed by me
Often remembered since, and often sung ;

Around whose natural beauty even then

Some human feelings had begun to twine,

Hallowed in after-years by sorrow's power :

Or viewed the ruins of the Churches Seven,

And floated on thy breast, dark GUendalough !

Or when, the last time in my native Isle,

We met by the ancestral hearth of Her*

Who with that Island's fame has wedded hers :

Or with a younger heir of fame (if love

Fraternal err not, and the poet's power,

Together with the poet's pain and joy,

Indeed be thine, Eliza
!),

to the scenes,

The lovely scenes, of Rydal I again
Made pilgrimage or from Edina's walls,

And from the many-minded multitude

Of men whom Science' call had there convened,

Loving her beauty some, and some desiring

Her dower alone of power and usefulness,

Upon my homeward way again I tasted

The joy of converse, mid those scenes so fair,

With him who still had cleaved unfalteringly
To the better part, and ever truly served

Beauty, which breathes at times the " charm severe

Of line and number," and the minds inspires

Of meditative men to science vowed,

Through stars, or flowers, or harmonies of thought,
And linkings of the many into one

By golden chain whose summit is in heaven ;

But oftener fills the gentle Poet's heart,

Musing on Nature and Humanity :

Or when, once more so summoned by the call

Of Science, and to her spread banner hastening,

My gcing and returning path was bright,

* Miss Edgeworth.
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Latelier, with lustre shed from the same mind,
Fount unexhausted yet of light and love ;

While other star-like minds shed other rays,

Companion orbs, which may not be forgotten,

Nor from those Rydal Hours dissevered be.

Yes, dear to me are those remembered days,

Vivid their picturing, and fresh their power !

And, with their sweet succession, well they form

A cloister'd walk, and storied gallery,

Within the silent temple of my soul.

'

OBSERVATOKY, September 17, 1838.'

The prospect of a visit to Castle Ashby was realised sooner

than had been anticipated. Early in October, Hamilton and his

wife were received at Castle Ashby by Lord Northampton and

his daughter, and there spent three weeks of great enjoyment.

In letters to his sister Eliza, Hamilton mentions the varied em-

ployments of the day, in which reading aloud had an honoured

place, and speaks of visiting, with Lord Northampton, the Obser-

vatory of Captain Smith at Bedford, and of attending a concert of

Mori's at Northampton, a fact to be recorded, not only because

it was ' not in his way,' but because on receiving some sportive

challenge he composed in the concert-room the following Sonnet,

which at least is a proof of his power of abstraction :

'SONNET COMPOSED IN THE CONCERT-ROOM, NORTHAMPTON.

' " Could you compose a Sonnet, amid all

This whirl of sound ?
" a Lady at my side

Inquired of me to whom I nought replied ;

Tried to smile sagely, but no word let fall :

In sooth it seemed to me too capital
A difficulty to be so resolved

While lying yet on Sound's sea half-dissolved,

Or tossed about by billows musical.

Yet had I often felt the soul of song
Pass into me, while yet the busy mind,
From its own subtle web scarce disentwined,

Lone paths obscure went wandering along ;

And harmony, unlooked for, undesigned,

Begin to rule o'er thought's tumultuous throng.

' October 13, 1838.
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Another poetical record of this visit survives in some graceful

lines of which his fair and accomplished hostess, Lady Marian

Compton, is the theme.

'LADY MARIAN COMPTON.

' The Spirit of an ever new Delight
Above that Lady waves his soft wings bright :

Their fluttering plumage seems to shed

A gentle glory on her head.

A fresh and tender light of happiness,
A young and innocent joy, streams forth to bless

All hearts within its sphere that come,
From hers, which is its fount and home.

That Spirit of Delight her steps attended,

The streams from that fair fountain with her wended,

While, o'er each strange and lovely land,

Her Sire and She went hand in hand.

On Her, while yet a little, loving Child,

From Earth and Heaven Italia' s beauty smiled :

The Painter's and the Poet's Art

Breathed bliss to her unconscious heart.

And other Hearts affectionate and kind,

All her youth up, have been with hers entwined :

And Art, her own, now decks her bower,
In lonely or in social hour.

Many the Blessings that have loved to fall

On Her, the giver forth again of all :

Oh, may her Future blessed be,

In time and in eternity !

' October 25, 1838.'

At Castle Ashby, Hamilton made the acquaintance of the

Rev. Gr. S. Cautley, an accomplished scholar, author of a work

on Emblems, who was afterwards his occasional correspondent,

and of Sir Robert H. Inglis, by whom he was a little later in-

vited to become an Honorary Member of the Literary Society

of London. The letter, dated * November 26, 1838,' which con-

veys this invitation, contains a brief account of the Society :

' Its

principle is the selection of men from different professions, repre-
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senting accordingly different interests, and contributing in various

proportions stores of various kinds,' and mentions some of the

most important men who were at the time members. The number

of ordinary members was limited to forty, with the power of elect-

ing ten Honorary Members. After naming some of those who at

that time represented the Church, the Law, Medicine, Pictorial

and Sculptural Art, Sir Eobert Inglis writes:

< Hallam is our Historian, Palgrave is our Mediaeval An-

tiquary, Colonel Leake our Classic Archaeologist, Barrow our

Geographer, Staunton our Chinese, Sir George Murray is our

General.'

.e then records the fact that Sir Walter Scott and Crabbe had

been Honorary Members, and that Wordsworth and Southey were

at present on the list. To be invited to be an Honorary Member

of such a Society was no trivial compliment. Hamilton must have

Welcomed the honour so kindly proposed, for in his journal of

January, 1839, it is recorded that a letter had been received on

the 16th, informing him that his election had taken place.

Upon his return to Dublin he occupied himself, as President of

the Academy, in gaining the consent of its members to the bestowal

bf marks of distinction upon three persons regarded by him with

bpecial consideration on both public and private grounds. The

first of these was Maria Edgeworth, already, at his instance, an

Honorary Member of the Academy. He now carries in her

honour the proposal described in the following official letter, and

tier reply testifies how grateful to her feelings was this compli-

ment, with its attendant circumstances :

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to MARIA EDGEWORTH.

' ROYAL IEISH ACADEMY, November 5, 1838.

I have the honour to inform you that at a meeting of the

Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy held to-day it was resolved,

in consideration of the circumstance that your father, the late
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Mr. Edgeworth, was one of the original members of the Academy,
and also on account of your own eminent literary merits, to present

you with whatever volumes of the Irish Transactions have been

published since his death, and to continue the same presentation
as future volumes may appear. . . .

'

From MARIA EDGEWORTH to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

EDGEWOETHSTOWN, November 6, 1838.

' Your letter informing me of the honour which has been done

to my father's memory and to me, by the resolution of the Council

of the Eoyal Irish Academy, gave me the highest gratification :

and I was very much touched by the kind and graceful manner in

which this honour has been conferred, and communicated to me by
the President. I request the- favour of you, my dear sir, to present

my most respectful thanks to the Council, and to accept yourself

my grateful feelings and respectful acknowledgments, as President

of the Eoyal Irish Academy : and I hope I may be permitted to

say, as my private friend.'

For Caroline Herschel, the second person referred to above,

Hamilton claimed the distinction of Honorary Membership, on

account of those services to her brother, Sir William Herschel,

and to Astronomy, which have received such fitting record in the

biography of Miss Herschel recently published. The same dis-

tinction he proposed to be given to his friend the Marquess of

Northampton, on whom, in his own country, had recently been

conferred the high honour of being elected President of the Eoyal

Society. By these acts Hamilton had reason to think that he was

not only paying honour to whom honour was due, but raising the

reputation and prestige of the Institution over which he presided.

He gratified also in two of these instances, as on a former occa-

sion by his proposal of a similar honour to Mrs. Somerville,

that chivalrous feeling of respect for the female sex which with

him was habitual.

But less agreeable business at the Academy at this time

engaged his attention and caused him much anxiety and trouble.
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I refer to the disturbance of its usually peaceful current of pro-

ceedings, caused by the refusal of the Committee of Publication to

recommend for printing some Papers in which Sir William

Betham sought to connect certain Etruscan Inscriptions with

Irish through Phoenician. The refusal proved a grievous offence

to the writer of the Papers, but was justified by their erroneous

views and unscientific character. It may be enough to say here

that Hamilton, as President, firmly upheld the act of the Com-

mittee, while, with characteristic kindness and consideration, en-

deavouring to make the blow fall as lightly as possible upon the

bffended antiquary.

At this time Hamilton co-operated with Dr. Robinson in pro-

uring a determination of the longitude of the Observatories of

Armagh and Dublin, respectively, by the method of Chronometers.

?he suggestion was taken by them from ' Mr. Dent's chronometric

isit to Paris, and from the yet more remarkable notice, read at the

Newcastle Meeting of the British Association, of the Chronometric

^ongitude of Sir Thomas Brisbane's Observatory.' To aid in

arrying this into effect, Mr. Dent generously came in person with

fteen chronometers from London to Armagh and Dublin, and on

be 10th of December Hamilton read a Paper by Dr. Robinson'

dving the results of the process, which were that the longitude

f Armagh Observatory, as previously given by Dr. Robinson

or insertion in a nautical almanac, remained unchanged, namely,

vest longitude from Greenwich + 26m 35 s
, 50, while that of

Dublin Observatory required to be diminished by about a second

roru that which had been last determined by Dr. Brinkley,

lamely, + 25m 22 S
,0.* We shall subsequently find the two astro-

lomers engaged in taking a series of observations for the same

>urpose, by rocket-signals.

It was after his return from Castle Ashby that Hamilton

eceived a letter from Professor Sedgwick, delightfully character-

stic of the writer.

* See Proceedings of Royal Irish Academy, Vol. i., p. 238.
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From PROFESSOR SEDGWICK to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBBIDGE, October 26, 1838.

' I have only just found my way back to College. My table is

groaning under the load of unanswered letters. And to the groan-

ings of my table I am groaning in dismal response, and in mos

unhappy sympathy. God knows how I am ever to write my waj

through half of them. Somewhere in the middle of the heap, before

I had disturbed it, was a note from Lord Adare, enclosing a copy o

your sister's poems, forwarded to me at your request. How long

they had been on my table I hardly know ;
but I think from their

quiet look they had been roosting there for some months. Now you

surely must have thought me a most ungrateful wretch for never

alluding to this act of kindness, and thanking you for it, at New-
castle. But what I now tell you is plain truth and no poetry, that

at the time of our meeting I knew nothing of this instance of your
kindness. Pray therefore accept my best thanks now, not the less

warm because they come late. But, my dear Sir William, how
came you to think of sending poetry to such a prosaic person a&

myself one from whom the nine sisters have ever turned away in

scorn and mockery, however fondly he may have courted them ?

For years past I have learned to turn my back upon them. But

we have seen such things as Michaelmas summers and autumnal

blossoms
;
and who knows but I may turn " metre-ballad monger

"

in my old age ? Should the hot fit come upon me, I will consult

you as my soul's doctor. Whewell told me a good story of your
fit of inspiration on the banks of Ullswater, which did not work in

unison with Mr. Marshall's spit and smoke-jack.
' After I had left Newcastle I fought a good fight with

Northumberland rocks and Northumberland dinners, and then re-

tired upon the valleys of Cumberland as places of refuge from such

Epicurean revels. After a sojourn of about a fortnight in that

charming country, I made excursions to the valleys of Craven in

Yorkshire, and contrived one day to penetrate three-quarters of a

mile under the base of Ingleborough. Part of the journey was

effected on foot, part on all-fours
;
and a considerable part was

accomplished by using the abdomen as a sledge, and the mouth as

a candlestick. We made but a sorry figure when we emerged in

the light of day, and found a party of young ladies waiting fo:
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;he express purpose of seeing how men looked after a three hours'

communion with the spirits of the nether world. I returned

)y Liverpool for the purpose of examining the footsteps of the

aheirotherium, and then flew on the railroad to Birmingham ;

rom which place the coach conveyed me to my old residence

z cold and wifeless home, as Mr. Waterton calls it : but were my
etters only answered, I should rejoice to be here once again,
where I can have some moments to call my own, and a little time

for thinking of the things that have been flitting before my eyes ;

o that they may at length become materials fit for the mind's

torehouse, and not mere things of sense. s
1 Whewell is here, and, I dare say, has five hundred hot irons */

n the fire
;
Peacock is in bad health. After the long chill of sum-

mer and autumn the weather has become close and sultry, as if

t were July, and typhoid fevers are breaking out on all sides.

)r. Haviland has been at death's door, but is recovering. This is

ill I have to tell you ;
and plenty',

I think I hear you say, if you
lave no more comfortable news to send me.'
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CHAPTER XXIY.

DYNAMICS OF LIGHT. THE OXFORD MOVEMENT.

(1839.)

IN the beginning of 1839, Hamilton resumes a long disused prac-

tice of keeping a journal :

' It is true,' he writes, 'that I nevei

kept up the practice very long at one time, but still the occasions

resuming of it appeared to me to do me good by causing me

be more watchful over the employment of my hours than I migl

otherwise have been.' His motive in thus resuming the practic

was, we see, a moral one, having a view to self-government ; yet it

may be questioned whether it did not encourage the habit, whicl

no doubt was in him excessive, of self-contemplation. His brail

worked with such constant and powerful action, and upon subject

so absorbing, and which brought him in the daily course of

life so few sympathisers, that it was impossible that he should not

be, as it were, his own most interesting object, particularly as hi?

seclusion in the country deprived him of the sight of other mei

doing men's work in his own or other fields of intellectual labour,!

and made their influence upon him rare and occasional only. No{

that this seclusion was on the whole to be regretted; he woulc

have been unable, had he not enjoyed it, to carry through hisf

deep investigations, and to master the long calculations whicl

they involved, and would thus have failed to accomplish his o\

peculiar work
;
but doubtless it tended increasingly to incline

much to the subjective side the balance of his faculties. In tl

journal the minutest details are recorded, and the succession in*

time of all that passed faithfully adhered to.

For instance, after a characteristic comment upon the Address

to Urania at the beginning of the Seventh Book of Paradise Lost,
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le continues :

' I talked and played a little with the children, and then went

iut to throw the boomerang, and to think about the Royal Irish

Academy. Formed a plan about the future ballots for members
in the several committees, &c., &c. After dinner read the two first

chapters of Isaiah in the Hebrew, Helen reading in the English
aloud

;
also a part of Biot's Traite de Physique.'

The following entry of what passed at the Eoyal Irish Aca-

demy, in a meeting of the Committee of Publication, on the 2nd

of January, has perhaps a permanent interest. He refers to the

discussion as to priority between Professor Mac Cullagh and

EEerr Neumann, in regard to the laws of Crystalline Reflexion

[see Proceedings Royal Irish Academy, November 30, 1838).

' I gave Mac Cullagh my abstract of Robinson's Paper, and

read so much as he showed me of his intended commentary upon
Neumann's letter; which commentary I advised him strongly to

submit to Lloyd's examination and correction, on the ground that

a man is the worst judge in his own case of what it is becoming to

say (especially, as Lloyd remarked, to write}. I reminded him,
and he fully admitted, that it had been not only with his own con-

currence, but even in some degree at his request, that I introduced

the remarks on priority which we all now regret the introduction

of. On Lloyd's expressing, though very mildly, his regret that

they had been introduced, Mac Cullagh remarked that he had

thought the question might in that manner have been prevented
from being ever hereafter raised he, like myself, supposing that

it could not be raised on any plausible grounds, or otherwise than

through mere ignorance. It now appears, from Neumann's state-

ment of unpublished facts, that he was the first discoverer
;
but

this was not made known in any sufficient way to the world ;
and

the real difficulty turns upon the question :
" What degree of im-

portance ought to be assigned to the admitted error of Mac Cullagh,
in his first researches on the subject, as invalidating or weakening,
or not at all disturbing, his claims to have first published a theory

substantially the same with that which is now admitted to be cor-

rect ?
"

I stated, and Lloyd agreed with me, that if, as Mac Cullagh
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seemed to desire, I were to append any remarks of my own to the

report of the proceedings connected with the reading of the letter 1

of Professor Neumann, they must go so far to qualify as to have

somewhat the air of retracting my expression of opinion last June
;

and that therefore it was more dignified as concerned the Academy,
and better as concerned Mac Cullagh, that I should append no such :

remarks. At parting I reminded Mac Cullagh that I did not pre-

tend to interfere any farther than as I might myself be supposed
to be involved in the matter : and he employed some strong ex-

pressions, to the effect that my suggestions were all right.'

Sunday, January 6, has the following short record :

' Festi-

val of the Epiphany. Went to the Castleknock Church with|
Helen. A terrible storm in the night.' The entry for the next!

day will call up before those who knew Hamilton a picture of the

simple, zealous, great man, blown along by the canal-side with his

hat in one hand and an Academy Minute Book in the other, which!

will take its place among the remembrances of him which are most^
characteristic.

*

January 7. Went out on roof and through the lawn and lane
i

to see the effects of last night's storm, which is said by many to

have been the greatest that they remember, greater than that of

1822, which stripped my uncle's house in Trim. We have suffered

less than many of our neighbours, but some of our trees have been

blown down, especially a fine one on the lawn, under which a seat

had been ;
it is entirely rooted up ; and one at Campbell's house

in my lowest field has fallen across the road, and in its fall has

crushed the iron gate of the field. The carpenter and other work-

men were all the morning engaged in removing this tree, so far as

to make a passage ;
and a little after two I was able to get under

what remained of it, with my car and with a bag of books, on my
way to attend a meeting of Council

;
but when we arrived at the

foot of Cardiff's Bridge Hill, just on this side of the entrance to

William Rathborne's lower avenue, the car was stopped by another

much greater tree, and I determined to walk the rest of the way to

town. Accordingly I did so, going along the canal from the nearer

to the farther of the two bridges over which we usually drive ; the

storm, which about this time got up a little again, almost blew me
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along, and it required some watching to prevent my being blown

into the canal : my hat teas blown away in spite of all my efforts,

but I recovered it from a deep ditch, and carried it in my hand

for some time, having also to carry the Minute Book of the Com-
mittee of Science : in short, after sundry little adventures I was

glad to find a covered car disengaged in Eccles-street, which took

me to the Academy in good time. There were, however, only
twelve members present, including myself, so that we had not the

quorum of thirteen, required for balloting for a medal. . . . Lloyd
returned to me the work of Kiipffer which I had lent him several

months ago, and which has some account of August's connected re-

searches.* Walked off with this work under my arm and with a

new Paper by Green on Reflexion and Refraction of Light in my
pocket ; got a covered car to take me to the canal bridge nearest

(Dublin ;
walked thence to the Observatory, in a storm of wind

and snow, passing under trees that had been blown across the road,

and reached home about a quarter after six, well wet of course
;

'changed all my clothes, dined, &c. Ean over Green's Paper.'

A letter written to Lord Adare later in the month marks a

point of transition as occurring at this time in the subject which

principally occupied his thoughts, and furnishes a date of impor-

tance with respect to one of Hamilton's mathematical investiga-

tions. We have seen that the year 1838 had been largely

employed by Hamilton in the affairs of the Royal Irish Academy,
and in mastering his duties as its President. In the first week of

1839 he enters upon a new line of research in connexion with the

theory of light, one spoken of by himself under different titles, as

Dynamics of Light, as On the Propagation of Vibrations, and as Dy-
namics of Darkness. The last of these titles was compressed by
Herschel into the single term '

Skotodynamics.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEEVATORY, January 24, 1839.

'

Perhaps I may have told you that I have been for some time

back in a very mathematical fit, which I think is likely to last for

On the Laws of Crystalline Construction.
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some months to come. It is connected with my researches on

Light, but leads me to read and think on nearly all the most

important speculations in modern analysis. . . .'

The first entry in his journal on the 7th of January (preceding

the account of his stormy walk to town) is the following :

'Thought of and read some of my old calculations [of October,

1835] respecting the symbol A =
(1 + D 2

)"
1

,
and its applications

to questions connected with the Dynamics of Light.' To this

succeed entries for many following days recording work carried

on by day and night with little intermission, and in calculations

extending to numbers of eleven integral digits and four places of

decimals. The entry of Monday, January 14, is as follows :

'
. . . Dressed for the Academy and went to it. ... Had

rather an interesting conversation at dinner about literature and

other things. . . . The Provost [Dr. Sadleir] appeared to be

greatly interested in what I have been doing lately about the

Dynamics of Darkness. He walked with me from the Club

to the Academy. I there gave, rather unpremeditatedly, some

account of the same thing : also, at a later stage of the even-

ing, of the clouds of December 16th, 1838, which were observed

by me to stretch with great regularity for at least four hours

from N.E. to S.W., their joints, if I may so call them, being

directed nearly from N.W. to S. E., but sometimes from N. to S.

I inferred that the clouds were really horizontal, and if I might so

say polarised, nearly parallel, in these joints or parts, to the mag-
netic meridian.'

On the 8th of February he wrote to Sir John Herschel a letter of

eighteen quarto pages, giving him an account of what he had been

doing.* I insert here the commencement and conclusion only, its

main body being better suited to a publication more distinctly

scientific. Sir John Herschel's reply shows the impression made

on him by this latest labour of Hamilton, and conveys the thanks

of Miss Caroline Herschel to the Academy.

* See Proceedings Royal Irish. Academy, January 14, 1839
; February 11

June 24.
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From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSEEVATOET, DUBLIN, February 8, 1839.

' When we parted last summer, on the banks of Ullswater, you
were pleased to encourage me to pursue my researches respecting
the dynamics of light ;

and I think, from what you said on the

occasion, that you are not likely to consider it as an intrusion if I

sometimes endeavour to take advantage of your greater knowledge
of what has been done in mathematics abroad, so as to learn

whether my results have been anticipated ; and whether, even

where this may not have been done, the researches and results of

[others
are sufficiently analogous to my own to deserve and demand

|my attention .

' It is only since the beginning of the present year that I have

>sumed my speculations upon light ;
and the problem which I

lave been recently considering is the propagation of vibration, pro-

>erly so-called, as distinguished from the mere preservation of a

mode of vibration already established. Most of my own former

jalculations, and nearly all of those which I had seen in the writ-

ngs of others, at least all those which had appeared to me to be

sufficiently exact, were directed to the examination of the condi-

ions under which a mode of vibration thus once established might
LUS be preserved for ever, through an indefinite extent of space
id time ; they related to the discovery of particular integrals of

ie general differential equations, giving periodical expressions for

ie disturbances as functions of x, y, z, t, which were not dfscon-

innous functions, at least within the range of any single medium.

ie whole of each such medium was supposed to be agitated at

>nce
;
and the question was, what mode of agitation could be per-

ment, the acting forces being taken into account. It was not

town, at least not to my own satisfaction, how the vibration could

)read, according to the generally admitted laws, from one part of

medium to another part of the same, leaving all beyond and all

dnd it at rest. Much had been done, perhaps, in the dynamics
>f light ; little, I thought, in the dynamics of darkness. . . .

[Here follow twelve pages of mathematical work] .

' I think then that a distinction is completely established, at

st in this particular question, between the rapidity ofprogress of

VOL. II. U
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a given phase, in a space already occupied by an indefinite system oi

waves, and the velocity of propagation of vibration, by which a

bounded system comes to occupy new parts of space. The two velo-

cities differ little, it is true, if the number of molecular intervals

contained in one wave-length be great ;
but the difference is finite,

and follows a simple law, namely, that of the difference between the

cosine of a small arc and the ratio of the sine of the same arc to that

arc itself
;
the latter being the old, and the former being the new

result. At least, the result is entirely new to me
;
I am anxious

to learn whether you know of its having been obtained before. C

course I am aware that it would be precarious and premature

speculate on any physical consequences of it, until it shall hav

been made a nearer approach to nature, by our considering, as n

doubt we ought to do, the action on any one particle as being th

resultant of the actions not of two but of many others.

'It is remarkable that the same reasonings conduct us to conside

still a third different velocity, namely, that with which the disturb

ance (as distinguished from the vibration] is propagated. . . .

[Two pages are here omitted] .

' It would be unreasonable to ask you to examine at present

into the correctness of the foregoing results . . . but perhaps, with!

little trouble you could give me an opinion with regard to theii]

novelty which might prevent me from claiming as my own what)
had been already discovered by others; or, in the contrary case.!

niignt encourage me to pursue the subject farther. ... I trust

that you received long since the Diploma and my letter for Mis*

Herschel.'

From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

SLOUGH, February 13, 1839.

' It is in great haste that I reply to your letter on the interest-

ing subject of
"
Skotodynamics," and I fear my reply will be

anything but satisfactory, as it will only show what a plentiful
j

lack of information I can bring to bear on the subject. So far as

I know, this line of research is new
;
I am sure I at least have noi

seen the matter placed in that point of view. But really if you

have not met with any continental writings which may be con-

sidered as anticipating you, it is the height of improbability that I
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should, as it is now many years since I have fallen behind in the

current of research and knowledge in Photology.
' Your setting out with the simplest conceivable case of a line

of particles limiting the action to the next adjacent deducing
thence a general equation for that case, and happily finding its

general and complete integral all this is very satisfactory. I was

much struck with your distinction between the velocity of the

Vibration and that of Disturbance, and the way in which the

disturbed front of the advancing movements spreads back into the

wave. We see analogous things in the waves on still water.

'I cannot pretend to follow you in your analysis, but I see

nough into it to perceive that you bring great symbolic beauty
ind power into the investigation. . . .

' I hope you will pursue the subject. It seems to me impossible
hat any two enquirers should so completely walk in each other's

teps, but that much that is new and important should be elicited

vhen giants like you walk over the ground. It requires the tramp
>f whole herds of elephants to make a beaten path through the

orest.

' The Diploma arrived (as I believe I stated), and was forwarded

mmediately to Hanover via Schumacher. By an odd enough coin-

idence I yesterday received from my aunt a letter, dated December

7, in which she desires me in her name to acknowledge her sense

>f the great and distinguished honour conferred on her by the

ioyal Irish Academy, excusing herself from writing to you on

he ground of her now very imperfect English. May I beg that
-ou will convey to the Council of the Academy, or such of the

Jody from whom this marked compliment emanated, these her

icknowledgments. She is now in her ninetieth year, and pre-

serves her faculties wonderfully. . . .

'P.S. I have been trying my hand at detecting Daguerre's

;ecret, not without some success and encountering one or two im-

portant Photological facts.'

In" the first month of this year, a deep shock was given to

ociety both in Ireland and England by the murder of the Earl

,>f Norbury. The following letters still vibrate with it. How
r

ery strongly the feelings of Hamilton were excited by the state

>f his country at this time is proved by the terms in which he

u 2
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speaks of Lord Normanby, the Lord Lieutenant, at whose hands

he had received the distinction of knighthood. The reply of Lord

Northampton is creditable to his statesman-like calmness and ele-

vation of view
;
but subsequent events, it must be added, have

manifested that the causes to which he assigned the evils ol

Ireland -fell far short of being adequate to the effects. Words-

worth refers to the event in expressions accordant with his habitual

opinions. In the other parts of his letter there is great tenderness

and affectionateness of tone.

From WILLIAM WORDSWORTH to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

' RYDAL MOUNT, January 20, 1839.

' Your letters and the verses under Lord Northampton's coven

were received towards the end of September in the few words c

prose annexed, you tell me you do not expect an answer "
till i

should be easy and pleasant to me to write
"

you will not I trus

deem that I have abused this friendly privilege when I tell yofj
that I have been prevented from writing by a succession of

indis-j

positions one of which disabled me from either reading or writing,
such was the state of my eyes, for upwards of two months

;
but

though I am still suffering from the effects of a severe cold, I can-

not let slip the opportunity of sending you, by my friend
and]

neighbour, Mr. Graves, a few words to thank you for your poem;
on the Elysian Fields, and that* in which you have done me sol

much honour by the affectionate manner in which you speak oi]

me. Be assured, my dear Sir William, that without the help oi I

these' interesting lines I should retain a most lively remembrance

of our first meeting, and of the hours so pleasantly and profitably

spent in your society, both in Ireland and at Rydal.
' My daughter avails herself of the same opportunity to writ

to your sister Eliza, of whom we all think with a thousand gooc

wishes, and a sincere affection
;
we know not what favour he

volume of Poems may have met with from the public, but we ar

convinced that they merit a degree of approbation far beyond wha

it is too probable they will receive, poetry being so little to thf

taste of these times. I am strongly persuaded that in my owr

Recollections, supra, p. 275.
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case, should I have first appeared before the public at this late

day, my endeavours would have attracted little attention ; forty

years have been required to give my name the station (such as it

is) which it now occupies.
' Alas for your unhappy country ! I know not when I have

been more affected by a public occurrence than when I read

Lord Charleville's account of his interview with Lord Norbury,
within so few hours of that nobleman's horrible assassination, and

then to see that event followed by such a speech as O'Connell made

upon the mode in which it had been treated by the Lord Lieu-

itenant and Lord Charleville. How long is the reign of this

monster over the British Islands to endure ?

' Your godson is still with us, his father and mother being in

London yesterday he asked where Dublin was, and what it was ?

I was surprised how the word came upon his lips, or the place into

his thoughts but he solved the difficulty, by letting us know im-

mediately, that his "
godfather Hamilton lived there

"
the day

before he had seen his godfather Southey for the first time, who

{had come for a few days on a visit to your co-sponsor, Miss Fen-

jwick,
who has taken a house at Ambleside for a year. Southey,

pou will be sorry to hear, did not seem in good spirits. His de-

pression was owing, we think, to the rather alarming state of

aealth in which his youngest daughter has been for some time.

I wish I could have written you a more interesting letter, but I

|im obliged to employ the pen of Mrs. Wordsworth, who herself is

lot quite so well as I could wish. Little William is at this

moment leaning upon the table on which his grandmother writes

|
upon being asked what we should say to you, his reply was

' a kiss !

" which he gave to be transmitted. With a thousand

and wishes to you and yours, in which my amanuensis cordially

oins, I remain your affectionate friend.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to the MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.

'

OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, January 26, 1839.

' After many little delays, your Diploma from the Eoyal Irish

Academy was laid before me for signature, at the meeting of

L-ouncil on Monday last. ... I hope I did not take too great a

iberty in mentioning by letter to Miss Edgeworth, some time ago,

ihat I thought there was some chance of you and Lady Marian
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Compton visiting Ireland this year or the next; and that I had'

advised you in that case to visit Edgeworthstown. . . . And-
I think that you may safely do so

; for, bad as we are, I never

heard of our going so far as to murder visitors.

' Do not suppose that I make light of recent events. Very far

indeed am I from doing so. It is true, not only that I have noi

neglected any public duty, but also that I have not looked after

my locks and arms of late with any new and special precaution
The murder of Lord Norbury grieved many, but surprised few in

Ireland. All Protestants, all friends of England, have been too

familiar, for some years, with the probability of a violent death, to

experience any such surprise. But I do mourn deeply over the

accumulation of national guilt, which cries unto Heaven agains
Britain. The appeal of Lord Oxmantown, which I believe to be a

statement far below the truth (softened for English ears), am
which comes from one whom I know to be a man of perfec

courage, but of placid temper, ought indeed to be listened to, auc

acted on, in England ;
but England, probably, will still reply

" Am I my brother's keeper ?
" The easy pardoner of felons, thi

discourager of the discouragers of murderers, the friend of ther
j

enemies of England, is still entrusted with the privilege of pardon, 1

may still discourage in the royal name, wields still the power of;
j

England. Attempts will still be made to conciliate, instead of

punishing, assassins
;
to swell a parliamentary majority, the jail

*

and gibbet will be cheated still ; all will be done which God

allows, to carry to extremities a state of things which now, '>.

through a large part of Ireland, makes glad the bad, alarms the

timid, puts on their guard the brave.'

From the MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' CASTLE ASHBT, January 30, 1839.

'
. . . Whenever I do go to Ireland, it will certainly be a great

pleasure to me to see the authoress of The Absentee and Ennui,

Simple Susan, and Helen the great mistress of the pathos of low

and of high life, of childhood equally and mature age. When,

however, I may visit
" the Emerald Isle

"
I cannot say certainly

not this year, as, whenever I go, I should wish to be able to give a

whole summer to it.

' I am sure that you need not, to me, disclaim that you had
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little notion of treating lightly the sanguine spot on the Emerald

alas, instead of the Emerald Isle, her verdant meadows might
find a more appropriate simile in the mineral world, in the beauti-

ful, but crime-suggesting jasper, the blood-stone, where the greeu

ground is spotted with red. The murder of poor Lord Norbury
shocked me more than it surprised me, as you say was the case

with yourself. Such a crime, however appalling, would not have

astonished me any time since I began to read newspapers ! alas,

that it is so. It is a fearful state of things, but I certainly do not

attribute it to Lord Normanby, nor to his system of conciliation,

for it existed long before his time. Whether t>hat system has

i increased or diminished the evil is indeed an important question
a question very difficult to answer. Few of your countrymen

are impartial enough, on either side, to be relied on and few

Englishmen are at all in possession of anything like sufficient

information. Indeed, I believe the latter may be said of everyone,
and that we are all more or less groping in the dark. But I am

quite convinced that neither conciliation nor its contrary can ex-

tirpate the mischief; that its chief cause is not political or

religious at all, though no doubt there are both political and

religious concurrent causes, as I believe, in a minor degree. The

Igreat cause I believe to be ignorance and poverty, especially the

last and want of employment I believe and hope that the new

poor-law may become a great remedy I also think that a large

iSystem of public government works will be a still greater one, and

I hope more from our geological friend Mr. Griffith, and the Rail-

iroad Commission, than from the united labours of Lord Normanby,
land Lord Anglesea, and Lord Haddington, and the Duke of

Northumberland, and half-a-dozen other Lords Lieutenant, if

they could lay their heads together.

'To return, however, to poor Lord Norbury his murder is

quite involved in obscurity. It is so very doubtful what was the

motive of his assassin that from it we can predicate nothing. How
io we know even that the murderer was an Irishman at all ? It

lias struck me that it is not impossible that the bullet might have

been aimed, not at Lord Norbury, but at his agent, who was walk-

ing with him
;
and all agents in Ireland probably have enemies.

' With respect to Lord Oxmantown, no one can doubt both the

honourable and patriotic feelings that impelled him
;
nevertheless
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I think that he was wrong, I think that he and Lord Charleville

prejudged a case of which they were ignorant. But I think more

with respect to Lord Oxmantown. I think that a Lord Lieutenant

of a county is by no means bound to be a servile follower of the

ministry nor a follower at all. Had he made that speech in any
other county of Ireland, he could not be blamed as Lord Lieutenant.

But in his own county, I think a Lord Lieutenant should not take

the initiative to attack the Government at a public meeting. If a

Lord Lieutenant feels so strongly in opposition to the internal

policy of the administration, in my opinion he should first resign
his office. Wha should we think of an Ambassador who attacked

his country's foreign policy at the court to which he was accredited ?

"What blame has not been thrown on Lord Durham for his speech
in Canada ? In my opinion the cases have a great degree oi

parallelism. These are my thoughts, and if I had been in Lord

Oxmantown's situation, I should have felt it my duty either to

resign, or to have been neutral at the meeting. God forbid, how-

ever, that I should say that those were his opinions. I think he

was in error, but that it was simply an error of judgment. These

opinions of mine on the subject of the duties of a Lord Lieutenant

are by no means new for I stated them publicly in the House of 1

Commons on the occasion of the removal of Lord Fitzwilliam from :

the Lieutenancy of Yorkshire, and said that I thought that the]

justified his removal. . . .'

But while Hamilton found, in the mathematical researches of

which recent mention has been made, enough not only to occupy

but almost to absorb his attention, he did not so give himself up to

them as to neglect the interests of the Academy over which he pre-

sided. There exists striking evidence to the contrary. A medal

had this spring to be awarded by the Council to the author of the

most important contribution to the Transactions of the Academy,

during the preceding period of three years, in the department of

Natural Philosophy. Hamilton's journal shows the careful con-

sideration given by him to all the competing Essays; and a corre-

spondence with Dr. Apjohn, to whom the medal was awarded,

proves that Hamilton not only made himself master of an Essay,

the subject of which lay in a region of Science remote from his
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>wn,* but that he, in preparing for his critical review of it, sup-

)lied suggestions and corrections, for which the author gratefully

expressed his obligations. The address delivered by Hamilton on

^resenting the medal to Dr. Apjohn is printed in the Proceedings

>f the Academy, February 25, 1839, and will be found to bear

>ut what has been said respecting his mastery of the subject.

5ome of the preliminary remarks are of more general interest and

i,re therefore here reproduced. They give his glance of survey

ver the whole field of physical science, a survey which leads him

o the expression of his belief in the possibility of the subor-

lination of gravitation and chemical action to one all-compre-

lensive law.

' The importance of the study of what are called the imponder-
tble agents is known to all physical inquirers. Indeed it would

ippear that as the scientific history of Newton, and of his successors

luring the century which followed the publication of his Principles

>/''Natural Philosophy, is connected mainly with the establishment of

he law of universal gravitation, and with the deduction of its chief

:onsequences ;
so are the mathematical and physical researches of

he present age likely to be associated, for the most
part,

with the

tudy of light, and heat, and electricity, and of their causes, effects,

md connexions. Whatever, then, whether on the practical or on

he theoretical side, in the inductive or the deductive way, may
erve to extend or to improve the knowledge of these powerful and

ubtle agents or states of body, which are always and everywhere

>resent, but always and everywhere varying, and which seem to be

oncerned in all the phenomena of the whole material world, must

e received by scientific men as a welcome and valuable acquisi-

ion.

'

Among researches upon heat, the highest rank is (I suppose),

iy common consent, assigned to such works as those of Fourier

,nd Poisson, which bring this part of physics within the domain

if mathematical analysis. That such reduction, and to such ex-

ent, is possible, is itself a high fact in the intellectual history of

* ' The Specific He -its ofAeriform Fluids or Gases, and the ascertainment of

wmulae to secure accurate results in connexion icith them from the indications

fthe Moist Bulb Hygrometer.''
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man
;
and from the contemplation of this fact, combined with that

of the analogous success which it was allowed to Newton to attain

in the study of universal gravitation, we derive a new encourage-
ment to adopt the sublime belief, that all physical phenomena
could be contemplated by a sufficiently high intelligence as conse-

quences of one harmonious system of intelligible laws, ordained by
'

the Author and Upholder of the Universe
; perhaps as the mani-

fold results of one such mathematical law.'

Later on, a similar judgment had to be made in the depart-

ment of Polite Literature and Antiquities, between the Essays

of Dr. Wall,* On the Nature and Origin of the Sanscrit writing am

language ; of Dr. Hincks,f On the Years and Cycles of the Ancient

Egyptians, and of Mr. Petrie On the History and Antiquities o|

Tara Hill. The Medal was awarded to the Essay last named, anc

in the Address of presentation, when assigning the grounds of the

award, Hamilton indicated clearly the new departure in the studi

of Irish Antiquities of which Petrie's Essay was an example, anc

which consisted in the comparative examination of ancient manu-,

scripts and other ancient remains. This scientific method of anti-

quarian research received from him in his Address emphatic suppoi

and advocacy. A long letter which he calls semi-official WE

written by him on the 27th of March to Mr. Spring Rice,

Chancellor of the Exchequer, strongly urging the grant of 100(

to the Academy to be expended in the publication of the Annal

of the Four Masters.

In the month of May was carried on the process initiated bj

Dr. Robinson, of determining the difference of longitude betweei

the Observatories of Dublin and of Armagh by rockets sent up froi

Dunsink and from Sliebh Gullion, a mountain eighteen miles froi

Armagh. Numerous letters remain which passed during this pro-

cess, between Dr. Robinson, Hamilton, and Captain (afterwards

Sir Thomas) Larcom. Hamilton, assisted by Mr. Thompson,

superintended the operations at Dunsink; they were often ob-

*
First Part of Vol. xviii. t Second Part of Vol. xviii.
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structed by -unsuitable weather, but the result was satisfactory,

exceeding that given by Mr. Dent's chronometers by only 0",035.

The Academy session of 1838-1839 was brought to a close by
a memorable meeting on the 24th of June, 1839. Hamilton as

President was in the Chair, the new Lord Lieutenant (Viscount

Ebrington) was present ;
the proceedings were of more than usual

variety, and the eminent persons who took part in them added to

their interest. Professor Mac Cullagh presented to the Academy
the ancient Cross of Cong, a magnificent processional cross of

gold, ornamented with crystals and tracery-work, the shaft being

two feet and a-half in height, hollowed at the bottom to admit a.

staff. Mr. Mac Cullagh, in presenting it, gave its history and

described its structure. This noble gift holds a chief place among
the treasures of the Museum of Antiquities belonging to the Aca-

demy. Two golden torques, or neck circlets of unusual size and

beauty, purchased by subscription at a cost of nearly 200, were

also in the course of the evening presented to the Academy. Pro-

fessor Lloyd, the recognised leader in systematised magnetic obser-

vation, read a Paper descriptive of the Magnetical Observatory of

Dublin, and of the instruments and modes of observation employed

jbhere. The President read a Paper by Dr. Robinson, on the recent

determination of the difference oflongitudes of Armagh and Dublin

by the method of rockets, and then gave a concluding account of

his own first series of Researches respecting Vibration connected with

the Theory of Light ; and, finally, some other important Papers

having been read, presented to George Petrie the Cunningham
Medal for his Essay on the History and Antiquities of Tata Hill,

accompanying the presentation with an Address, to which reference

Las alread}' been made.

Besides his investigations on the Dynamics of Light, Hamilton

carried on in the spring of this year a correspondence with Profes-

sor Lloyd, upon the theory of Probabilities as applied to the pro-

bable error of one observation and to the probable error of the

mean of many observations a correspondence which he resumed

ten years later, and in which he conies ' to a conclusion different,
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though not importantly so, from that of Eiicke.' Again in August
he corresponds with Lloyd, respecting vibratory cords, Lagrange, i

and Fourier.

An exchange of letters which took place in the summer between J

Hamilton and Lord Adare brings out an expression of the old

mutual affection and introduces some points of interest.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, July 31, 1839.

' I have a thousand things to talk to you about meantime I

shall only just say that the mathematical fit continues and is likely
'

to keep me at home, even from Birmingham ;
that we are looking

forward with much anxiety to receiving news about Lady Adare
;

and that it was with great delight we saw some high but just

praise of you in the last Evening Mail, and in an English Paper
which it quoted. Is it certain that Lord Dunraven will be the

new Representative Peer ? I heartily hope so, though the Mail

seemed inclined to throw cold water on the plan.''

From VISCOUNT ADARE to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' DUNEAVEN CASTLE, August 7, 1839.

' I was quite delighted to see your handwriting again, and stil]

more so to find how you were employed. Lady Adare is very
well. . . . Dan Griffin begs to be warmly remembered to you. I

suppose there is no doubt about my father being the new Repre-
sentative Peer. The Mail is opposed to him because one influential

Irish Peer, whose organ the Mail is, thinks he is not hot enough
in Conservatism. If you have the Mail by you which you mention,
I have vanity enough to wish to see what they can say of me.

' I had two delightful visits to Oxford since I saw you. I

became acquainted with Newman, dined with him, and saw a good
deal of Palmer, who was in London for some time, and whom I

liked very much. The other is fascinating.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEEVATOET, August 12, 1839.

'. . . For my part I always read the Mail, yet seldom like it.

The exact grounds of my dislike I might find it hard to state ;
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perhaps they may be connected with this, that its very cleverness

as a party journal marks it out too clearly as a mere slave of, or at

best advocate for, party. The leading articles of the Evening Mail

are always clever
;
those of the Packet (to which I subscribe) sel-

dom or never so
;
but with both I generally agree in the main

conclusions, and in whatever point of argument I differ, I find it

easier not to be offended with dull than with clever sophistry. The
number of the Mail in question should certainly have been bought

by me and sent to you at the time, if their impertinence against
Lord Dunraven had not balanced their praises of you.'

The Meeting of the British Association was held this year at

tBirmingham in the last week of August, and several residents of

(distinction competed for the pleasure of being Hamilton's host; but

ithe first of the letters just given assigns the cause which prevented

^him from attending, namely, his engagement in a train of mathe-

'matical research. He had made good his excuse for absence to

his friend Lord Northampton, who was to act upon the occasion as

ISenior Yice-President, and who had counted on his companionship.

'Shortly before the meeting he wrote to the Marquess the follow-

ing agreeable letter, which was something of a compensation for

the disappointment, and to which a most friendly reply was re-

ceived, giving a full account of the chief incidents of the meeting.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to the MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.

'

OBSEBVATORY, August 22, 1839.

'. . . Being in a journalising, egotising humour, I resemble

only too much the inveterate story-telling button-holder, who asks

his victim,
" Where was I?" You at least have this vantage over

the ever-to-be-commiserated-button-held, that, without giving any

offence, you can rid yourself of the bore by simply sacrificing

to Vulcan, whose mighty forge you are about to visit, and whose

inconstant spouse, in the form of the Evening Star, is likely to

adorn your evening walks or drives through the said Cyclopean

City of Fire and Iron.
'

Talking of Yenus, I am reminded, by an association perhaps
more astronomical than classical, of Homer's Hymn to Mercury,
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which I do not happen to have even seen in the Greek, but of

which I have lately read a translation, or imitation, to me very!

highly delightful, in Mrs. Shelley's recent edition of the poems of

her dead husband. The infantine roguery of the divine child

Hermes is charming, and its contrast with the wisdom of the

youthful but mature Apollo. I do not speak of many lovely:

lines, occurring here and there, which may, after all, be Shelley's

more than Homer's, but the sweet and Grecian grace, and lovely,

(because loving) telling of the whole. It may be that having long
learned to feel the beauty and (in some respects) the power of

Shelley's mind, and being yet almost continually pained by seeing,

when I read or think upon his poems, the chaos, not without on

prominent but idol phantom, into which false views on the mof

important subjects had led him, and the extent to which he hai

succeeded in persuading himself that Christianity is not a religio:

(or rather the religion) of love, in that divine and holy sense i

which it is revealed that Grod is Love, I turn, with a pleasur

heightened by contrast, to those comparatively few productions c

his in which he has at least no occasion to show himself to be

against Christianity. Be that as it may, I am sure that whenever

you read you will enjoy his English-Greek Homeric Hymn to

Mercury. . . .

' For my part, it set me on trying how far I remembered my
Greek

;
I don't mean science books, through which one can always

get on, when one knows beforehand what they are about, and

guesses pretty exactly what the author is about to say, such as

Ptolemy's Almagest, of which, alien as it is in several respects

from modern modes of thinking, I have at various times, since

I took my first collegiate degree, read the much larger part, with

far more ease, or at least more feeling of understanding what I was

about, than in consulting a tolerably celebrated French translation

of the work, the French translator seeming to me to skim (like

others of his nation) over all the real difficulties, and to invest his

subject with a merely illusive facility. It ran in my head that I

had once read a dialogue in Lucian, describing, in his humorous

way, the infantine exploits of Mercury ;
but I could not find it, so

something chancing to remind me of some playful passages in

Plato, I grew quite fascinated with the reading of that divine

Athenian, and sat up long, or rather stood, remaining in the
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posture in which I first had opened the volume of his works ; and

finding that I had not forgotten the language enough to interfere

with such enjoymeiLO. . . .'

In the beginning of November came a warmly affectionate

letter of Lord Adare, in which he contrasted the intellectual

pleasures of his days at the Observatory with the less congenial

iduties of the magnate of a county, and invited Hamilton and his

|

wife to visit Dunraven Castle. In his reply, Hamilton, thanking

'Lord Adare for the invitation, expresses great uncertainty as to

his power of accepting it, and proceeds to give his former pupil

iand friend some account of his recent scientific work, and also of

that which he had planned for the immediate future. . . .

' On

the whole,' he writes, 'I think that this year, though in some

respects gloomy to me on account of anxiety about friends, has

been a very profitable one.'

On the return of November Hamilton is again occupied in

his duties connected with the Royal Irish Academy and Trinity

College. A letter from Professor Lloyd, telling of his return

jfrom a tour in Germany, in the course of which he had made

(acquaintance with Grauss, Humboldt, Jacobi, Encke, and other

'distinguished men, shows the two friends co-operating in carrying

pn the work of the Academy ;
and a draft in Hamilton's hand-

[writing
of his Introductory Lecture on Astronomy proves him to

lhave fulfilled to some extent an indication he had given to Lord

Adare of his intention to link Astronomy and Metaphysics. It is

ia very characteristic specimen of the working of his generalising

faculty : but I prefer to insert here a memorandum written by him

in preparation for the whole course. It lays down for his guidance

In the treatment of his subject philosophical principles which he

regarded as fundamental, and which he develops with great

clearness of expression.

'

1839, September 10. ... What I desire for my next course

of lectures is, more precisely, to make them philosophical. They
should be on the philosophy of astronomy. They ought to serve
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as pendants and illustrations to Kant's Transcendental Criticism

of the Pure Understanding. An infant sees
;
a child knows thai

he sees
;
a man may know that he knows that he sees : nor is ii

till he attains, and prizes, and elaborates, this latter knowledge (this

knowledge of the second order) that he becomes a philosopher.

Every treatise, every teacher of astronomy, employs mathematical

conceptions, expressions, and reasoning ;
but it is not till he reflects

upon this intellectual fact
;

till he meditates on its necessity and

worth
;

till he distinguishes the form from the matter of know-

ledge, and feels and studies the difference (yet connexion) of

the d priori and d posteriori elements of science, that he becom

a transcendental astronomer. Now it appears to me desirab

that astronomy should thus be illustrated by transcendentalisi

and conversely transcendentalism by astronomy. No one, indee<

who thinks that there is anything of truth or value in transcende

tal researches can fail to desire to see them applied to some on

definite science, and their general maxims or results illustrate

and tested thereby. And on the other hand, there are few min

of any enlargement which will not feel and confess the value

viewing each particular science in its relation to other science

and to the human mind itself. Everyone owns the charm of suoh|

comparisons of different sciences as are found in Bacon or Herschel.
1

Yet, much as has been done by those great men, and hopeless as it

may be for almost anyone (and certainly for me] to compete with'

the latter in extent, and variety, and accuracy of knowledge of the

whole circle of modern mathematical and physical discovery, or^

with the former in depth and vigour and practical acuteness of

intellect as bearing on the general connexion between the theore-

tical and the practical in science, it may seem possible still to

accomplish something new, and not unworthy of reception, by aim-

ing at the exhibition of a deductive rather than an inductive unity

in our contemplation and knowledge of nature, a Kantian rather

than a Baconian connexion between the several parts of physical

science one springing rather from the mind itself, than from the

things which it beholds, and in which things are rather viewed

as illustrations of one principle than as materials of one edifice.

Such transcendental system should seek its unity within, rather than

without ; in consciousness rather than in observation
;
should ever

and anon return to the mind as centre, rather than long remain in

the external world of things, or at least than linger in any one part
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of that wide and far circumference. Or if it be inevitable, as cer-

tainly it is in treating, however transcendentally, of astronomy, or

any one physical science, to dwell by preference, and long, on some

one class of things, or facts, or appearances, yet should this always
be done with frequent and special reference to the beholding and

central mind ;
nor should it be omitted to pass often through that

centre to other parts of the circumference, and thus to make many
different sciences illustrate each other, not so much by direct (or

e&wrf-like) comparison with each other, as by their connexion with

one common point. Yet, in such metaphysical physics, it is not

necessary, fit, or tolerable, that the a priori power should usurp
,the province which belongs to the a posteriori ; nay, rather should

lit formally and sincerely respect the rights of its less intellectual

'neighbour. The a posteriori cannot know its own extent, but the

!a priori ought to do so
;
and if it fail to know, and teach, and act

.upon its proper circumscription, then does it so far abdicate its

function, and fall short of accomplishing its office. It ought there-

fore not only to feel, but to declare and teach, that it can only

give the form and not the matter of experience ;
and that if we

ever make pretension to an a priori knowledge of such matter, we

do but deceive ourselves, and at the same time violate the funda-

mental canon of the use of the a priori faculty.'

In the letter to Lord Adare, which has been already referred to,

Hamilton speaks of having during the vacation, which had just

Some to an end, 'read and thought a great deal on several important

subjects' : from his Journal and from the letters which I proceed to

nsert, it will be seen that religion in many of its aspects was one of

;hese subjects. The Oxford movement had begun ; already New-

nan's influence was from that centre spreading in wider circles.

Hamilton's mind was too large and too open not to give earnest

'study to the views and arguments which were urged at this era

vith remarkable zeal and eloquence. Certainly from this date his

'-onvictions and feelings with regard to the organisation and the or-

linances of the Church, and especially with regard to the efficacy of

jhe Sacraments, became deeper, and his devoutness more habitual :

put as notably, while rejecting on both philosophical and religious

grounds the tenets of Calvinism, he adhered firmly to most of the

VOL. II.
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principles not unmeritedly called Evangelical (those, namely, iden-

tified with salvation through faith, with free forgiveness, and with

the sole mediation of Christ), and upheld an unvarying protest

against what he considered the deviations of Romanism from primi-

tive Christianity. These statements, which I believe to be accurate,

are here made with a view both to set forth the facts, and to

obviate misapprehension. The humility which pervades these

letters will strike the reader. It was genuine and deep-seated.

I have often found it hard to comprehend Hamilton's intellect!

humility in intercourse with others, as combined with his conscioi

ness of his own powers, and yet I believe it to have been real
;
hi

of his religious humility it was always impossible to entertain

doubt.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to CHARLES HORT.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'

OBSEB.VATOEY, December 9, 1839.

' When you asked me, just as I was going in to lecture

Thursday last, whether I had the parts lately published of a work

entitled Ancient Christianity* my first impulse was to mention that

I not only had those parts, but should be very willing to lend them.

But on looking over my copy I find that I have written upon ita

pages so many and such free comments, for the most part un-

favourable, as to have in some degree the air of a reply. Now to

give private circulation to any such remarks, so made and so con-

nected together, even by lending them to a friend like you, would

not appear to be fair or decorous treatment of an author whose

piety and talent are with joy acknowledged, even by those who

are constrained to consider him as not yet wholly purged from the

leaven of dissent, and as not having escaped the temptation (to

which indeed we are all exposed) to rationalise away a part of the

revealed truth of God. And to enter into public controversy on

the questions lately agitated, or indeed on any others, does not

appear to me to be a task to which I am at present called, even if

(which seems not likely) I should ever hereafter think it to be a

*
By Isaac Taylor.
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)art of my vocation. It behoves indeed all clergymen, and stu-
laymen, to read and meditate on all great points of con-

oversy m religion ; but it seems to be allowed to some, perhaps
>st, upon such points, not only to commune with their own

aearts, and in their own chambers, but also to be still. Very ripe
be the Christian learning, and very mature the Christian

ity, of those who come forward, in the sight of the worldmd of the Church, as public champions for that faith which was
.ehvered to the saints. At the present moment, I regret the

that it seems to me not proper to produce my annotated copy
le controversial work in question because, whatever errors may
ither side by some be fallen into, I feel assured that, through
s grace, your sister (of whose continued and augmented illness

ve have heard with deep concern) is enabled on the one hand
rrnly to hold The Head, referring all to Him, and depending on

alone
; and on the other hand, to reverence and love the

.hurch, which is His Body, the fulness of Him who filleth all
a all.

' Our desire that it might be permitted to us all to join with
on earth in the Holy Communion of the Body and Blood of

s not diminished; but considering what we have heard of
bodily weakness, it appears that we ought now to confine our

3 to that which is indeed most worthy of desire, that in our
'ather's Kingdom we may drink new wine together.

Dr. Eobinson of Armagh had recently suffered the loss, after

mg illness, of his wife. Hamilton's Journal contains a draft of the

llowing brief letter written to his friend on the occasion. I trust
the honour it reflects upon both the writer and the person he

Idresses
sufficiently justifies its publication here. It was not

'ossible for Dr. Eobinson to accept the invitation.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to the EEV. T. E. EOBINSON, D.D.

[FROM A DRAFT.]
'

OBSERVATORY, December 10, 1839.

[ heard yesterday evening of the loss which you have recently
stained. I shall not pretend to console you. In all real and

affliction, whether touching this world or the world to come
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there is only one real, but it is also a strong, consolation, reservi

for those who (as, I doubt not, you have done) have fled for refuge
to lay hold on the hope set before them.

' It may, however, tend to produce some intellectual relief,

if for some days (as many as you please) you will visit Lady
Hamilton and me at this Observatory, and help me with some

hints towards making it more like your own. We are entirely

without visitors at present.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to EEV. WILLIAM NEVILLE.*

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'

OBSERVATOBY, December 22, 1839.

*

Feelings which you (I doubt not) well understood prevented

me from speaking almost at all, when I met you in the College

courts this morning, after your having taken upon you those

solemn vows and having been admitted into that holy ministry.

I was not sure, till then, that it had been your purpose to offer

yourself, to-day, to receive ordination as a Deacon. But I trust

that He who is greater than our hearts, and knoweth all things,

accepted, as in part for you, that secret prayer which, in compli-

ance with the invitation of our Church, expressed by the voice of

the Bishop, I fervently offered up, that Grod might for the new-

ordained accomplish all those things which had been already

publicly prayed for.

' It appears to me that it may be profitable to myself, and, on

the ground of our long friendship I presume to add, to both of us,

that we have some private conversation soon, on your new office.

Should you approve of this proposal, and find it convenient to visit

me at any time to-morrow, between twelve and three o'clock, you

would find me at home. Or, if some other day shall suit you

better, or other mode of meeting, your wishes, if conveyed to me,

shall be, as far as possible, attended to.'

The latter half of this year brought to Hamilton several tokens

of the high appreciation in which he was increasingly held in

foreign lands. From Boston, U. S. A., he receives a letter signed

* Then residing at Ashbrook, afterwards Chaplain to the Royal Hibernian

Military School, Phoenix Park.
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y the four sons of Nathaniel Bowditch, requesting his acceptance

f the concluding volume of their late father's translation of the

[ecanique Celeste, as a mark of their deep respect : from Encke,

is brother astronomer of Berlin, acting as Secretary of the Physi-

il and Mathematical section of the Eoyal Academy of Sciences at

erlin, a notification reaches him informing him in highly honour-

Die terms that he had been appointed Corresponding Member of

lat Academy. The Chevalier de Kerckhove, dit de Kirckhoff,

lers a similar compliment on the part of the Royal Society of

ciences at Antwerp, of which he was Vice-President. From

is early correspondent Schumacher, the Astronomer of Altona,

>mes a missive breathing cordial friendship, introducing to

Hamilton Captain Zahrtmann, the Director of the Hydrographi-

il Office of Hamburg ; and from an eminent Italian mathe-

atician, Gabriel Piola, he receives the following interesting

tter :

From GTABRIEL PIOLA to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

MILAN, 8 Decembre, 1839.

*

Monsieur, Un voyageur italien, M. Placide Tardy, m'a ecrit

Bmxelles que vous desiriez avoir 1'ouvrage de Euffini sur la

leorie des equations, et precisement sur 1'impossibilite de la

[solution
des equations superieures au quatrieme degre. Je vous

fcnvoie, et j'y joins un exemplaire de mon dernier memoire sur

] Mecanique.
' Vous avez dit que la Mecanique Analytique de Lagrange est

" Poeme scientifique." Yous aviez bien raison, et je regrette

le les geometres francais de nos jours n'aient pas continue cette

esie. Quant a moi je 1'ai tentee dans ce memoire, qui n'est qu'

L echantillon d'un ouvrage auquel je travaille maintenant. . . .

jpendant vous verrez (et peut-etre vous 1'avez deja vu par vous-

e~me) qu'on peut plier les methodes admirables de Lagrange a

lates les questions modernes, et & bien d'autres encore plus compli-

s, et en deduire des resultats dignes de notre confiance, de

tte confiance que mon esprit ne peut pas ajouter aux theories

lancelantes citees ci-dessus. . . .

I
' Si je suis bon a quelque chose pour votre service, vous pouvez

Impter a Milan sur un de vos admirateurs.'
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CHAPTER XXV.

LADY HAMILTON, ILLNESS DEATH OF COUSIN ARTHUR

METAPHYSICS.

I .

(1840.)

AGAIN with the commencement of 1840 Hamilton resumes hia

journal, which after the first month of 1839 had been discon-

tinued. Of this later portion there remains only the entry of the

first day. The note of this day is, however, of biographical

interest, as giving both a review of the past year and a very full

insight into the state of mind and feeling with which he was

entering upon a new one. It allows us to see how deeply, as a

practical influence, religion pervaded his thoughts, and how at this

time its outward manifestation took the form of special observance

of the services of the Church as well as of domestic worship.

* The year 1839 has been a sombre one to me, but not I trust

unprofitable. Even to the public it has been in some respects a

year of gloom : opening with the murder of Lord Norbury, which

was soon followed by the storm of the night of the 6th of January :

the summer nearly all rain. ... In my own circle there was first

the illness of Eliza
;
afterwards of Helen

;
then of Cousin Arthur ;

of our own children
;
of other near connexions ; the deaths of Anna

Hort and of Henry Bayly. Anxieties about my Uncle James, and

Arthur Grueber. We gave up all visits, to Lord Northampton
and other friends except to those who were sick

;
made no

excursion for pleasure, even to the county of Wicklow ;
did not

attend the Meeting of the British Association at Birmingham.
On the other hand, the year has been with me a very studious and

thoughtful one. Though continuing to attend the Academy regu-

larly, and having some laborious employment connected therewith,

especially on the subject of the medals, and some contested
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uestions, I have been able to prevent those attendances and

uties from distracting me much from private thoughts and study,
le early part of the year was (I think) well employed in mathe-

atico-dynamical researches, which were afterwards at intervals

sumed. Several works of others, mathematical and physical,
ave been read by me with pleasure and (I hope) with profit.

Metaphysical thought and reading have occupied a fair share of

me. In that and in the more properly astronomical way, pre-
aration was made for my annual Lectures, which appear to have

een thought useful. My knowledge of instruments has advanced,
ad seems to enable me now to be of more service than formerly
the Class and the Observatory which have been committed to

y charge. The errors of the Equatorial in the Dome have been

irefully studied and in part corrected by adjustment. Some

nguages are perhaps a little more familiar to me now than they
ere at the beginning of the year. But above all, the Bible has

een better studied, and various kindred studies have been especi-

ly of late pursued. And to others also for whom I am interested

ligious things have gradually disclosed more of their importance,
ousin Arthur in particular had his illness blessed to him. William

eville has been ordained. My conversations with Helen have

d her and myself, I trust, to sounder views on matters connected

ith Christ's Church on earth. Family prayers have been more

jgular than they used to be here, and my children have gladly
itended them, in the evenings (at least of Sundays and other

olidays) as well as in the mornings. So too has Mr. Thompson
In Sunday evenings. . . . My children have continued to grow
p (it is fondly hoped) in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.

I feel an increased desire to submit myself in all things to

od's appointments and to follow teachably His leading.
' As to hopes and intentions for the year just begun, I have

lany towards God
; of which the least is (though far be it from

le to treat it as unimportant) to make more visits to Morgan's

chools, of which, by special invitation of the late Archbishop of

)ublin [Dr. Magee], I have for several years past been, in con-

tmction with the clergymen of the parish, a local inspector ;
and

look more than I have ever hitherto done after the Scriptural

nd Catechetical instruction of the boys there educated.

'With respect to my own studies and other professional or
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Academical exertions, I can scarcely wish to work harder during
the new year than during the old one, since it seems wrong to

injure my health without a definite call to do so
;
and though pre-

served from actual illness throughout the year just expired, I feel

some degree of languor and exhaustion, arising, as it seems to me,
from too much uninterrupted exertion. But I am conscious that

it behoves me, both for my own sake and for the sake of others, to

be more methodical in my work than I have hitherto been. ...
' In point of fact I ended the year 1839 and began 1840 by

two distinct acts of family worship, in which Helen joined: even-

ing prayer, including the Collect for Christmas Day, being offered

up by us near midnight ;
and morning prayer, with the Collect

for the Circumcision, being entered on a few minutes after-

wards. .

.It was under the influence of the views and feelings whia

have been mentioned, that Hamilton became in this month one of

the original Committee of the Branch of the Society for the Propa-

gation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, which Archbishop Whately
took great pains to introduce and support in his Diocese, and tha

he joined in forming a Parochial Association at Castleknock, an(

was its President during the first year.

I may here introduce two letters from Sir John Herschel (one

of them written in December, 1839), and part of Hamilton's

acknowledgment. And I venture to add the Requiem, a song

which was sung at midnight while 1839 was passing into 1840

by fourteen voices within the tube of Sir William Herschel's

forty-feet long reflecting telescope, when after having for fifty

years 'searched the deep heaven with his broad bright eye' the

mighty instrument was given a place of honourable repose in the

Observatory grounds at Slough.

From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

SLOTTGH, December 11, 1839.

'

Through the kindness of Miss Hay I received the notices of

the Royal Irish Academy, containing the abstract of your most

interesting and important Paper on [Dynamics of] Light [and
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Vibration'], read June 10* (No. 18, 1839), but it was spirited away
aefore I could imbibe more than the general drift of it, and hardly
:hat by the necessity of furnishing M. Kreil, of Prague, without

lelay with a description of Lloyd's Vertical Magnetometer, which

lappening as ill-luck would have it to be in that I despatched it

)ff-hand. Can I have another copy ?

'
. . . I have been making many curious observations on the

Chemical Bays this summer, so far as want of sun would admit.

There is one observation which puzzles me, as it concerns a sort

)f interference, or otherwise combined and mutually influencing

igency of two rays of different lengths of undulations. It is

his : Violet light blackens a certain paper ;
red light whitens it, or

ather, I should say, preserves its whiteness under the slow influ-

snce of a feeble dispersed white light. But when red and violet

ays fall at once on the same pap'er they colour it a fine crimson

ed. What says theory to this ?

4 Have you yet found the three axes of the universe ?

' We have been reading again (for the nth
time) several of your

ister's exquisite little poems, and every time with increased delight.

Chere is a rich refined vein of subtle and delicate thought and

magery about them that is quite charming. . . .'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

SLOUGH, January 12, 1840

* As I cannot send you anything worth your notice in one of

our lines by the Penny Posti I will handsel it with a little thing
Q another which may serve as a new year's memorandum of an

.stronomical event viz., the final laying up in ordinary of the

Id 40-feet reflector, from whose rotten scaffold you may remem-
>er once to have descended in a whole skin, to the great surprise
f Lord Adare and myself.

*
It looks very well in its new position horizontally supported

n piers in a circular area planted with low shrubs and gravelled

long its length.

* Incorrect. It was read June 24, 1839, supra, p. 299.

t The general penny post had just come into operation.
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'REQUIEM OF THE FORTY-FEET REFLECTOR AT SLOUGH,
'

Sung on NEW TEAK'S EVE, 1839-1840.

' In the Old Telescope's tube we sit,

And the shades of the past around us flit ;

His Requiem sing we with shout and din

While the old year goes out and the new comes in.

Chorus.

'

Merrily, merrily let us all sing,

And make the old Telescope rattle and ring.

4 Full fifty years did he laugh at the storm,

And the blast could not shake his majestic form
;

Now prone he lies, where he once stood high
And searched the deep heaven with his broad bright

4 There are wonders no living wight hath seen,

Which within this hollow Have pictured been
;

Which mortal record can ne'er recall,

And are known to Him only who made them all.

4 Here watched our Father the wintry night,

And his gaze hath been fed with pre-Adamite light ;

While Planets above him in mystic dance

Sent down on his toils a propitious glance.

4 He has stretched him quietly down at length,

To bask in the starlight his giant strength ;

And time shall here a tough morsel find,

For his steel-devouring teeth to grind.

4 He will grind it at last, as grind it he must,
And its brass and its iron shall be clay and rust

;

But scatheless ages shall roll away,
And nurture its fame in its form's decay.

4 A new year dawns and the old year's past,

God send it a happy one, like the last

(A little more sun and a little less rain

To save us from cough and rheumatic pain.)

4 God grant that its end this group may find

In love and harmony fondly joined ;

And that some of us fifty years hence, once more,

May make the old Telescope's echoes roar.

Chorus Fortissime.

'

Merrily, merrily let us all sing,

And make the old Telescope rattle and ring.'

eye.

Chorus.

Chorus,

Chorus.

Chorus.

Chorus.

Chorus.
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* P.S. The above was sung at the top of their voices by all

our family, Papa, Mama, Madame la Q-ouvernante, and seven

juniors, at Oh - Om - s - M. T.*, Jan. 1, 1840, in the tube. We
mustered fourteen, but it would easily have held fourteen more.

'

Pray notice a Orionis as a Periodical Star.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, January 18, 1840.

' I owe you many thanks both for your last letter and for that

before it. The Requiem is delightful, and your sending me a copy
was at once felt as a compliment, and enjoyed as a treat. It would

sound too solemn if I were to mention how Lady Hamilton and I

were engaged at the same moment. The last year has been a

sombre one to us in many ways, yet not an unhappy. We have

lost some friends, but others for whom we were very anxious

appear, some to be regaining health, and others to have more

cheerful prospects opening on them in other ways. A young

lady, a cousin of mine, is to be married happily next month so

we must set off the sunny side against the dark and so I do. ...
* P.S. Have you met with any researches on the definite

integral

fir
d(t) cos 2x<*) cos (2t cos w),

Jo

more particularly on the estimation of its value when x and t are

large ?

' Have you examined the comet with a large telescope ?
'

The cousin alluded to by Hamilton as engaged to be married

was Grace (familiarly Gracey), the eldest daughter of his Uncle

James. Her future husband was the Rev. Robert Butler, of

Kilkenny : the marriage took place on the 6th of February, and

it was a disappointment to Hamilton that, affectionately interested

as he was in the bride, who had been a favourite visitor at the

Observatory, he was not able to accept the invitation of her uncle,

the Rev. Christopher Darby, to be present on the occasion as his

* M. T. = Mean Time.
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guest at the Priory, Kells, where the wedding was celebrated.

The prospect was one of great happiness : it is thus that Uncle

James writes of Mr. Butler, in the following November, after a

visit paid to him at Trim by his daughter and her husband.

Sufficient time had elapsed to allow the judgment pronounced

to be sober and deliberate :

' Our spirits are depressed by losing Gracey and her invalu-

able better half. I have scarcely met have not indeed a more

perfect man, or more congenial spirit. The more he is known, ii

every view and relation, he is the more to be admired : a gooc

man, a good preacher and clergyman, good husband, and affec-

tionate connexion, addicted to study, and a votary of the muse,
as a scholar a "

ripe and good one."
:

Of Mrs. Robert Butler herself, it may be remembered that she

possessed a remarkable talent for music and painting.* This happy
union did not last long on earth. In little more than four year

after a protracted illness, the young wife died, and Hamilton was

summoned to stand with her father and her husband beside her

grave at Trim. Her husband survived her but a few years.

At the end of February, Hamilton received from Lord Adare

the following letter, and at the end of March another, which may
be considered a postscript to it. The subject was the indications

given in recent Tracts for the Times of a change of tone and pur-

pose in their authors. The letter proves the care and conscien-

tiousness with which the writer was studying the great controversy,

and likewise does credit to his intellectual ability. The reply of

Hamilton is disappointing. One must admit the reasonableness

of his plea, and his letter shows that the earlier Tracts had been

studied by him. Still, though it is no discredit to him that, with

his other pursuits of prior obligation, he was not able to keep pace

with the series as they came out, yet one cannot but regret not

having his judgment upon the weighty questions put by his friend,

who would thenceforth naturally look to other quarters for advice

and direction.

*
Supra, Vol. i. p. 430.
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From VISCOUNT ADARE to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' DUNKAVEN CASTLE, BRIDGEI^D, February 25, 1840.

' I wish you would write me a few lines as to what you think

of the periodical on Church principles ahout to be started in Dublin.

Is there any hope of its getting on well ? I had hoped it would

appear in a quarterly shape, but that seems now given up. . . .

' Have you been reading the Tracts for the Times lately, or

thinking on these subjects ? I cannot help fearing there are

views, indeed principles, being developed by Newman and others,

which have a dangerous tendency. I feel very anxious about this,

and should be so glad to have your opinion as to whether my fears

[are
well-founded. I allude more particularly to Tract 85 (by

|
Newman) ,

one of the ablest of them, and the most beautiful in

point of style ;
also to the Preface to the third and fourth volumes

i of the Remains of Hurrell Froude, by Newman ; to Tract 79
; and

i to sentiments gathered here and there from his sermons and the

i British Critic. I believe Newman's object is to revive the prin-

ciples and practice of the Nicene age, believing that to be the best
1

period of the Church : of course he and the other Tract writers

have as their great objects to inculcate generally Church or

Catholic principles: in this all Churchmen of course agree with

'.them ;
but then a great question arises : what period are we to

imitate ? What views are we on the whole to maintain ? Hook,

Gresley, Hugh Eose, Fred. Faber, and many other church writers

of the present day, would prefer those of the Reformers, or per-

.haps of some later divines; or what one might call Anglo-Catholic

principles ; Newman, Pusey, &c., on the other hand, seem fully

imbued with the glory of the Nicene Church, and would wish, I

iear, to lead us to their views, not of doctrine only, which may be

quite right, but of discipline, ceremonies, &c. I say fear, because,

as far as my little knowledge goes, many things were held and

done then, which were dangerous, were either corrupted views, or

such as would almost inevitably lead to corruptions, and did, in

fact
;
and were not simply the uses of what became afterwards

abuses. I fancy I can detect more than one fallacy in the chain of

^reasoning in Tract 85. If you observe, there is a decided change
in the tone of the Tracts for the Times lately; the general Church

principles inculcated in the first three volumes have partly been

.succeeded in the fourth and part of the fifth by principles differing,
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I think, in some respects, and those not mere matters of deta:

from the general principles of the great English Divines. The

again, they never hint a word about any corruptions or errors <

the Nicene Church
;
we read enough of their depreciation of 01

Reformers : and is it not curious that the only time they mentic

an individual as an example of their system (in doing which the

lower themselves very much, in my opinion), Laud happens to
1,

the person ? perhaps not quite the one we should wish. I feel :

is very difficult and unsatisfactory in this hurried way, and in

sheet of paper, to express what I mean. As you know how mu<

I admire Newman, Pusey, Keble, &c., you will not suspect me
unfair prejudice; but I certainly do feel that, while giving them

place above all others of the present day among the revivers ar

promoters of Catholic principles, we must not shut our eyes, or 1

blinded by the beauty of their writing, the fascination of the

society, or the charm of their holiness and purity of life, to tl

fact (should it turn out so) of their wishing to lead the Church <

England to adopt a Church-system which is not the soundest, 1

imitate the system of the Nicene Church, in preference to tl

purer one of the third or second century, as far as one can gath<

it. I am aware that in some things individuals among our ow

divines, Jeremy Taylor, for instance, have perhaps more Popis
ideas than are to be found in Newman's writings ; but still, on tl

whole, are the grounds of our belief in Church principles, in tl

Church, the Bible, &c., which are developed in Tract 85, soun

and safe, or are they not ? for in fact it comes to that
;
and ai

they those of our ablest divines, such as Ridley, Hooker, Barrov

Bull, &c. ?

4 How does your Patristical Society* get on, and what exactl

is it ?
'

From the SAME to the SAME.

[A FRAGMENT.]
'

67, CHESTER-SQUARE, LONDON, March 28, 1840.

'
. . . [I think] it well, before you write to me in answer

my last (from Dunraven), to say that the preface to the second

* A society for the study of the Fathers, over which Dr. Todd presided,

to the meetings of which he invited Hamilton. The latter does not apf

have acted on the invitation.
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of Froude's Remains, and Newman's new little book called The

Church of the Fathers, contain, I think, a strong confirmation of

; my opinion about the tendency of his views.*
'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

' ROYAL IEISH ACADEMY, June 3, 1840.

* You have some reason to complain of my long delay in writing.
The chief cause has been that I have always wished to write a long

.letter, and not a hasty one, though nearly always (as at present) I

do in fact write in haste.
' With respect to the theological points, I should much more

,willingly talk than write
;
so many things are liable to misinter-

pretation, if not accompanied with the full and ready comment
which a free conversation supplies. But my chief reason for not

at present writing on the subject of the recent Tracts is that I

)iave not seen them. The Volumes, so far as published, I have,
mt not any later Tracts. . . .'

It was in March of this year that Hamilton composed a sonnet

sased upon the Te Deum. It has an extrinsic interest as showing

fiow his thoughts were at this time engaged in devout apprecia-

tion of the Church's Liturgy.

' And now the Church prepares her Lord to praise ;

With cherubin and seraphin to cry,

And the Apostles' glorious company,
With prophets and with saints of elder days,

The noble host of martyrs, all who raise

Through all the world of God, that anthem high :

Holy, thrice holy, Thou, whose majesty
Fills heaven and earth ! and righteous are Thy ways.
Eternal Father, co-eternal Son,

Also the Holy Ghost, the Comforter,

We laud, we worship Thee, trine Godhead one !

King of Glory, Christ, who shalt appear
One day to be our Judge, yet once to dust

Stoopedst for man, in Thy dear love we trust.

March, 1840.'

* In a later letter, Lord Adare, reverting to the same subject, writes :

4 Does not Jewell push the Anglican notion of Baptismal Regeneration too
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. ^ _
As President of the Royal Irish Academy, Hamilton was, ir

,

the course of the spring, the object of an attack in print, whicl

took the form of two letters addressed to him, and published bj

Sir William Betham, arraigning him as having spoken on a sub

ject which he did not understand, when he praised, from the Chai]

of the Academy, the Essay of Petrie, upon whom Sir Williair

Betham pours a torrent of depreciatory abuse. Hamilton [was

wise enough, with the concurrence of his friends, to abstain fron

reply, leaving the unpleasant task to be done by Petrie, the gentl(

but brave antiquary whose reputation was most involved.

The reader may have observed intermission of correspondent

between Hamilton and his friend Aubrey De Yere. The cause oj

this was the absence from home of the latter on a tour extending

to Italy and Greece, which had occupied many months.* On his

return, as he passed through Dublin, he visited Hamilton, meet-

ing him at lodgings in Dublin which had been taken for Lady

Hamilton. She was at this time in delicate health, looking for-

ward to her confinement, and from the disturbed state of the

country and her extreme timidity of nature, had come to enter-

tain a feeling of terror at the idea of remaining in a house so

lonely in situation as the Observatory. It would appear that,

when the expected event approached, the lodgings in Blessington-

street had to be vacated, and no others suitable could be found
;

return to the Observatory became necessary, and there, on the

llth of August, took place the birth of Hamilton's only daughter.

far ? does he not appear to conceive that a change of nature is consummated

baptism, as well as a change of state ; and may not this account for the glooc

views of our state after baptism, held by him, Pusey, and Newman? really
:

if our life was a falling off from that one moment. Whereas, as appears to :

the Anglican view is that the new life is but then just commenced, a seed it

planted, which, in after life, grows in many, though it decays in others for the

whole life.'

* A record of this tour was afterwards published by Mr. De Yere in

volumes, entitled Picturesque Sketches of Greece and Turkey (London, Bentley) ;

one of the most delightful books of travel in the language.
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The correspondence between the two friends was soon after re-

i
newed.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSERVATORY, August 30, 1840.

' MY DEAR AUBREY, It is very odd, but I feel as if I were

;now answering a letter of yours not very different in date from

this of mine, so far as months and days are concerned, but happen-

ing to vary by three years from the present Annus Domini. Some

'tempest among my papers had tossed it up not long ago, and it

chanced to be the first which caught the eye of Lady Hamilton

(this evening as, for the first time since her confinement, she visited

imy library, a little in the dusk
;
and she inquired of me : Whether

.J had heard from you since your last visit to us in Blessington-

jstreet
? On turning to the letter it brought back vividly to my

mind . . . our short but pleasant wanderings and talkings in

iWicklow and beside the Tolka, 'tis now three years ago.* I am

[pretty
sure that if we had again the same opportunity of talking

land enjoying together, we should use it just as fully. . . . What
becolleotions must not you have brought back with you from the

Eternal City ! What reflections (if not discussions) would have

presented themselves to us, from the thought of that "
Supremacy

inot utterly unworthy to endure," which is still among the wonders

of the world ! . . .'

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

' CTJRRAGH CHASE, September 17 [1840].

'A thousand thanks for your very welcome letter and the

Beautiful sonnetf it encloses. I liked it very much on hearing

fou repeat it, and found it still better on having an opportunity
>f examining it.

' I congratulate you with all my heart on the birth of your
ittle daughter. I was beginning to grow quite uneasy at receiv-

ng no intelligence, when on looking into a newspaper, half in

lespair, the very first line I opened on informed me of the good
tews. It is all right to have two little boys first, that they may
TOW up and be able to protect their sister on the right side and

*
Supra, pp. 198-200. t Supra, p. 319.

VOL. II. Y
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the left, like the two beautiful youths in Comus and their sister.

Do you observe what a good effect is produced in that poem by
the sister having no other title but " The Lady

" and the youn
men only that of the " Brothers

"
? Milton in his unchivalrou

and puritanical days would not have been so fortunate : I alluc

to that later period of his life, which might be called his Mahome
tan period, only that in place of believing that " there is but on

God and Mahomet is his Prophet," our English Seer's Belie

appears to have been " there is but one God and Milton is h

Prophet."
' Since I was driving about Dublin with you I have had th

great satisfaction of finding all my people in good health an

spirits. This is more than people can always say after so long a

absence, and I confess I used often to feel very nervous lest

should not find things as I had left them. One loss only I hav

sustained in my poor friend Edward O'Brien.* Looking ova

some old verses of mine a few days ago I found an epitaph whic

is as applicable to him as if written for him. I do not knoi

whether you know enough of the anxious and laborious life h

passed to perceive how nearly analogous to wandering over th

world was that perpetual and uneasy quest after truth happil
found at last which left him so little time for rest.

' EPITAPH.

' He roamed half round this world of vroe,

Where pain and trouble never cease,

Then dropped one little span below,

In search of Peace.

And now to him mild gleams and showers,

All that he needs to grace his tomb,
From loveliest regions, at all hours,

TJnsought-for come.'

' I have been spending some time with my uncle, Lord

Monteagle, at his place in this county. It is a great satisfac-

tion to me and to all his friends to see him at last in the posses-

sion of liberty nearly equal to that of a poor Irish labourer, after

* Author of The Lawyer, a grave and valuable treatise on the La^\

function and responsibilities ;
a companion book to The Statesman of Sir Henry

Taylor.
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rears of toil far exceeding that of an Indian slave. There are

uany who are not worthy of being free, and whose self-imposed

Bondage is only what they deserve
;
but when people have those

acuities which command the enjoyments of Literature and Art,

md those affections which embrace the Humanities in their

implest sphere, it is really a pity to see them consuming their

lays in labours at the oar.

' One of my cousins has not long since married Henry Taylor,
he author of Philip van Artevelde. Do you know that poem ? If

i lot, I beg of you to get it and read it without delay, for it is in-

: omparably the best dramatic work since Shakespeare. I wish you
tnew more of Anster than I believe you do

; you would find him

l|ne of the most agreeable men in the world, and what is better

[till,
amiable and simple-hearted to a most unusual degree.

' I have lately made acquaintance with a very remarkable

kierson, Mr. Sewell, one of the High Church Oxford Divines by-

me-way he told me that you had called on him I hope he im-

|
'ressed you as favourably as he did me. He has that peculiar air

\
f suavity and courtesy which is, I think, peculiar to Oxford.

low different does that courtesy appear, based as it is upon self-

?spect and mutual respect, enriched with old chivalrous associa-

j
i.ons, and made perfect by Christian feeling, how different from

lie superficial warmth of fashionable society, besmearing the

Ihrface, as if to hide the coarseness of the grain. Mr. Sewell is

lie author of some of the best articles in the recent numbers of

lie Quarterly Revietv, to which he has given quite a new tone on

Ecclesiastical, and therefore generally on Constitutional questions.

t is very delightful to observe the boldness with which people
ow put forward high-minded views on all subjects. It has

pparently been at last discovered that "mincing the matter"

If not "mending the matter."
' Have you been writing any poetry of late ? I wish you would

o so more frequently. You should consider yourself bound to me
) produce at least some sonnets every month : this task would, 1

link, take nothing from the time you devote to science, while it

ould have the effect of keeping all subjects of your thoughts
freshed with the "perpetual dew" of imaginative feeling. I

ant you at least to go on tracking your way in those short but

mdensed meditative poems : and the series will at the end possess

Y2
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a philosophical interest far beyond what you may imagine,
member that what the mind puts forth must always be a combii

tion of what it has taken in, modified by the peculiar constitutic

of the mind itself. It is therefore impossible that your mind, wit

its extraordinary, original character, and perpetually fed, as it is.

with new elements from the remotest sources, should not stamp s

very peculiar character upon every composition which flows from

earnest thought and sincere feeling. You should write on a con-

siderable variety of subjects, that we may see how those subje

present themselves, individually and in their combinations, wl

contemplated from your point of view. If I were you I woi

confine myself to sonnets and short blank-verse poems, filling

ear always previous to writing with the sound of some noble pas

from a first-rate poet ; reading no other poets except the first-rat

and taking care not to allow myself to be engrossed by any one

them in particular. I shall be content if you gradually accumi

one good large volume of poems, philosophical and elegiacal,

without this you will not have done yourself justice as distin-

guished from other men of science, nor pointed out in a per-

manent record the harmonies between the most Elevated Science

and Art, Religion, and Human Life. . . .

' P.S. When will you pay us a visit ?
'

The following short note to Lord Adare tells in a few words

much of Hamilton's inner history in this year :

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEKYATORY, September 14, 1840.

' My anxiety about Lady Hamilton's health has made me very

unfit for writing for many months past; and I have not the

slightest hope of being able to attend the meeting at Glasgow.

But in the early part of the year I wrote a good deal of mathe-

matics about the theory of propagated vibration
;
and since I have

been unable to go on with those researches, which required some

degree of uninterrupted or regularly resumed exertion, I have

(as often happens to me in the summer quarter of the year) been

interested a good deal in metaphysico-physical speculation. . .

' The baby is quite well, and is now nearly five weeks old,

though not yet christened, on account of the distance of our parish
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hurch, to which we wish to take her for the purpose. . . . We
hink of calling her Helen Eliza Amelia after her mother and her

wo godmothers, sisters of me and her mother. . . .'

Hamilton did not attend the meeting of the British Association

t Glasgow; he received an animated account of its general charac-

9r and proceedings from Lord Northampton, and he must have

elt peculiar regret that by his absence he lost an opportunity of

,ecoming personally acquainted with Enoke and Jacobi, who

inong an unusual number of foreign savants joined the meeting,
m official letter from John Phillips, the Secretary of the Associ-

tion, notified to Hamilton that he was requested by the General

Committee to undertake the preparation of a Eeport on the Lunar

^heory, and was accompanied by a private note which shows the

deling entertained^ towards Hamilton and his Irish colleagues by
le leading members of the Association.

From JOHN PHILLIPS to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

' October 19, 1840.

'We greatly regretted your absence from the Glasgow Meeting,
ad its cause. . . . Pray come to Plymouth in 1841, and bring
Jobinson and Lloyd, Mac Cullagh, and other friends, too dear and

alued to allow of their absence being unmarked.'

In the month of July, Lord Adare, who was then enjoying,

ith Lady Adare, a visit to the English Lake District, which

icluded many evenings passed at Bydal Mount, which he speaks

: with delight, introduced by letter to Hamilton Professor Sewell

: Oxford, whom we have just seen so favourably characterised by

oibrey De Yere. Mr. Sewell had in the Quarterly Review articles,

which reference has been madq, manifested a peculiar interest in

reland, and a high appreciation of the character of the cultured

ish gentleman ;
he had given practical proof of this interest by

Dining Lord Adare, Dr. Todd, and others, in founding the

ollege of Stackallan, Co. Meath, which on its transference to

ie neighbourhood of Dublin became the College of St. Columba.
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He had also recently published a work on Christian Morals, anc

though not a man of great force of intellect, was felt at this tii

to exert in the higher region of religious and political thought

an influence of an elevating and harmonising tendency. Hamiltc

spent an evening in his company as he passed through Dublin,

appears to have commended him to his Uncle James, and to the Ee^

Richard Butler, the Yicar of Trim, on his way to join Lord Ads

in a tour through the west and north of Ireland. Mr. Sewe

charmed both Hamilton and these friends of his, and the imprea

sion made on Hamilton by the combined influence of persons

intercourse and subsequent perusal of Mr. Sewell's book prompt
a letter which abounds in tokens of his sympathetic feeling at

concurrent opinion. I give the following extracts from it :

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to the EEV. WILLIAM SEWELL.

[FROM A DRAFT.]
1 November 2, 1840.

' My very good and dear friend Lord Adare has been plea

to acknowledge, as obligations binding him to me, some introduc

tions to individuals worthy to be known, which it has fallen witl

my power to give him. And I, on my part, feel that he has adde

a new link to our old chain of friendship, by introducing me to yc

This I should certainly have felt, or rather I did feel, after tl

pleasant evening which we lately passed together ; although
more than Irish seclusion had left me almost unacquainted

your name. But a vast additional force has been added to tl

feeling since I have seen your book. . . .

' As yet I have not read more than about three hundred pages,

but intellectual friendship is inseparably established between us

. . . The main grounds of this close concurrence are, I trust, un-

necessary for me to state to you. We have teen both baptised

into one Body, and made to drink of the same Spirit. But, as to

minor though not easily exaggerable causes, I may hint at our

common opposition to Locke, and common admiration of Plato. .

' To speak then rather of such difference as has at first sight

suggested itself, than of the great and many points on which I

have had the 'happiness to find myself agreeing with you, I shall

mention that in one part of the work, to me you seemed to sj
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j
f Unity too much as a mere Negation, a mere denial of Plurality ;

j vhereas I should be more inclined to speak of it as that which is,

i o us at least, the only Positive, the great and clear Affirmative,

i. he image in ourselves of Him whose uncommunicable attribute is

I o be ONE. This may be but a sample of such hasty judgments
t is self-willed readers pass upon the books they read. And I

icknowledge that I clearly saw, or seemed to see, the leading

Import of the passage, if it was this, or anything like this, that we
llo not exert the unific power of intellect until a Manifold from

Bvithout is given us to exert that power upon : or, as I think you
In another place expressed it, the desire of Unity is not excited

mtU we have been oppressed with a sense of Plurality.
' A few days ago (before I had begun to read your book), I

Indulged myself by writing down. . . . some aphorisms respect-

fcig physical science. And these were two of them :

' " The mind first receives from the World, through Sense, an

Ibscure mass of Passion
; then, by spontaneous Action, stamps

ipon this mass a partial and arbitrary Unity.
' "

Eefusing to be bound by this first unifying act, the World
Iroduces a Ee-Passion

;
but Mind, exerting a Re-Action, calls to

light the World-subduing Unity of Method."
' I give these as they were written ; you will judge whether

jhey
be substantially true. Of course, they would require, if

Iddressed to men in general, much of development and illustra-

tion. I shall only say to you, at present, that, under what I have

technically called Ee-Passion, I proposed to include, in subsequent

rphorisms, Plurality. In this I seemed to myself to differ essen-

lially from Kant, and to guard on the merely intellectual side, in

me degree, against the descent from Kant to Fichte. . . .

' Dr. Todd and I had the pleasure of a long talk to-day upon
the value of your book; I wish you knew him personally, or if

lou have already met, then that you knew him better. . . .'

Hamilton's old friend and mathematical correspondent, Mr.

John T. Graves, addressed to him in October some important

Iiathematical letters developing the discovery at which he had

jrrived,
' that every finite quantity real or imaginary may be re-

i resented by a corresponding unique point on the surface of a

Jphere.' Hamilton writes thus in acknowledgment:
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From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to JOHN T. GRAVES, F.R.S.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, October 24, 1840.

'
. . . Your constructions of imaginaries by points on a finite

surface appear to me interesting and worthy of publication, with,

or even without, the advantage of your more mature consideration

of them.
* Did I ever suggest to you to try to invent some elegant proof

of what I have proved inelegantly, namely, that rational functions

of four independent variables, if they have fewer than twenty-four

values, and yet are not wholly symmetric, must have some one of

those forms of partial symmetry, assigned in my Paper on equations

of the fifth degree ? The problem appears to me to be elegant

and useful, and one which you would be likely to resolve and

generalise happily.
'

. . . The illness of my wife has been much upon my spirits,

and I have done little lately in the intellectual way, except think

of the metaphysic of physics. . .

'

As a specimen of the metaphysico-physical thoughts to which

Hamilton has here made reference, and as giving a fuller exposi-

tion of the aphorisms contained in his letter to Mr. Sewell, I her

insert a valuable fragment of one of his Astronomy Lectures of

this term. It is taken from a draft, but I have not been able

discover the parts by which it was preceded and followed.

' ACTION.

*

October, 1840. . . . This intellectual action of our humanit

is (as we have in part already seen) essentially unific ; and

tends to draw the many into one, even when it seems to be em-

ployed in unfolding the one into the many. The science which is

thus elaborated from sense contains in all its parts an inward ai

an outward element
; requiring indeed always that a phenomena

variety, as a material, should be given to it from without, but also

that a shaping and combining power of thought should act on this

from within. The manifold of appearance is taken up into the

sphere of understanding, and becomes a portion of the human

being's knowledge, in so far as it receives, and by its receiving, the

impress of the unity of the mind's own self-consciousness, the
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tamp of man's own personal identity. The I (the self) that

tanks is one
;
and to some answering oneness must the multipli-

ity of its passive states be brought, before it can comprehend
hem, and view them as its own possession.

"
Experience is

:nowledge acquired through connected observations." For the

erfection of physical experience, for the comprehending of all

henomena, it would be requisite that we should be able to con-

emplate and know external nature as one whole. For the

iuilding up of any one compartment of physical- science, for

he understanding of any one set of appearances, such as the

.stronomical, it is required that we should have a connected view

.f at least these special phenomena, and that we should see at

east this portion of nature as one. But the phenomena alone are

riven us from without, through the entrances or organs of sense ;

he connecting, the unifying work is all internal, is all the function

ff the intellect : or rather the Understanding itself is nothing else

[ut
this Unific Energy. . . .

'

Changing the style, and speaking as in aphorisms let it be

aid that Knowledge and Power are twins begotten by Action

ipon Passion. Knowledge supposes something to be known, and

i'ower supposes something to be done
; they both refer to some-

thing out of man, and yet to something in him. In Man is some-

vhat passive, corresponding to the World without, and somewhat

ictive, answering to the Mind within. The World, by contrast,

nay be said to be intelligible, the Mind intelligent ;
the World is

uled by laws, the Mind works by ideas
;
the World is an uncon-

'cious teacher, Mind is a conscious learner. The World is as a

3ook, which Mind must learn to read
;
as a Machine which Mind

nust aim to guide. The Unity of Mind reveals itself to conscious-

ness, now as an Unity of Thought, now as an Unity of Will.

Knowledge is Unity of Thought reflected from the World, and

Power is Unity of Will, realised in the World. In Science,

Knowledge ; in Art, Power predominates. Science is Knowledge
ninistered to by Power

;
and Art is Power, deriving light from

Knowledge.
' Passion and Action, thus, and after them Re-passion and Re-

iiction, form the chief stages of that strife by which Man must win

Knowledge from Nature
;
a strife of which the importance and

ntellectual dignity are such, that hardly can one speak of it with-
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i ___^fc

out emotion. But let us now essay to control or suspend this

emotion, and look more calmly and more closely into the details of I

that great conflict. Let us consider what those actions are, byl
which the mind begins to unify ;

what the Re-passions and Re-

actions, by which they severally are followed.'

Another undated fragment of a lecture treats in an interesting,

manner of the Categories of Quantity, Quality, Relation, andS

Modality, as the modes or forms in which the intellect exerts its 1

unifying power : and a memorandum of this date, here inserted, j

is a record of Hamilton's entering upon that triadic arrangement j

of the objects and modes of thought, which two years later was

fully developed by him in a remarkable letter to Lord Adare.

1840.

i.

Attend
; Distinguish :

Generalise.

ii. m.

Compare ;
Contrast : Act

;
Suffer :

Graduate. Induct.

IV.

Conceive
;

Observe :

Deduce.

1.

Sameness
;

Difference :

Arrangement.

ii. in.

Likeness
;

TJnlikeness : Bodies
;

States :

Gradation. Powers.

IV.

Possibility ; Actuality :

Necessity.
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i.

The One
;

The Many :

The One in the Many,
n. m.

The Like
;

The Unlike : The Permanent
;

The Mutahle :

The Like in the Unlike. The Permanent in the Mutable.

IT.

The Inward ;
The Outward :

The Inward in the Outward.

i.

Substantives .

ii. in.

Adjectives. Verbs.

IV.

Moods.

r.

Order.

11. m.
Scale. Existence.

IV.

Knowledge.

The last month of 1840 brought to Hamilton a great shock.

On the 9th of December his beloved Cousin Arthur, the cousin

who had been for years, to Hamilton and his sisters, father,

brother, and friend, in one, was taken suddenly from them.

'The manner of his death was indeed such as to carry with it

reconciling and even happy thoughts ;
but the loss was felt

with sorrow of the deepest, though not the most painful kind.

Hamilton's sister Sydney remembers his having said some time

'afterwards that ever since the event the earth had seemed to

;him draped in black.

A deeply sympathetic letter from Lord Adare to Grace Hamil-

ton shows that the loss of Cousin Arthur was a real grief to him

also. He speaks of his attachment to '

your warm-hearted cousin,'

! and says :

' I shall feel quite a blank when I pay my next visit

to Dublin without being welcomed by his ever cheerful counten-

ance. How many hours of pleasure has he given me !

' To

Mr. Wordsworth in acknowledgment of a message of kind re-

membrance to her cousin, received shortly before his death, and

causing him much gratification, Eliza Hamilton wrote a most

moving account of the attending circumstances, but I must con-
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fine myself to reproducing here the briefer record contained in

a letter from Hamilton to his old friend Mr. Boyton.

The tone of depression and even self-reproach on account of

the effect upon his studies produced by his wife's continued illness

and his cousin's death will strike the reader.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to the REV. CHAS. BOYTON, EX-F.T.C.M

'

OBSEETATOET, May 22, 1841.
'

' MY DEAR CHARLES I am concerned to think that your letter

of December last has remained till now unanswered. Procrastina-

tion is, no doubt, that which must bear the blame, but it may be

mentioned that your note, though all the kinder for so coming,
came at a time when I was stunned with grief for the recent loss

of our dear friend Arthur Hamilton, and had quite lost for the

time (indeed I have not yet recovered) that "
spring and elasticity

of the mind " which you remarked to have begun to fail in him

when you last met him here. His death was in my arms, and;

seemed at the moment sudden; for he had been receiving the.

Sacrament of the Lord's Supper about a quarter of an hour before,.:

sitting in his arm chair, and surrounded by a little congregation o^
whom one was to him a stranger, the sister of Mr. Bushe, the

rector of the parish, who officiated on the occasion ; nor was the

clergyman sent for suddenly, nor as to administer a Viaticum, but

the appointment had been deliberately made a week beforehand,

by my cousin himself, and almost as much for other delicate

members of our family as for him. Indeed, it was nearly acci-

dental (so far as anything is such) that I or anyone was in the

drawing-room with Arthur at the moment of his death, so.,

little was that event apprehended ;
for he had taken a short drive

that morning, and had eaten something with relish not long before

Mr. Bushe arrived, and rose to receive Miss Bushe on her being

introduced to him by her brother. His last muscular action was

that of grasping the consecrated cup, and his last conversation was

with me on the subject of the ancient Liturgies, some of which he

had read in the original Greek. My taking out administration

appeared to me a duty, especially as I knew he wished it, but you

may easily conceive that it has caused me much of labour and

vexation. . . .

' As to scientific work since Christmas, my share in it would be
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more aptly expressed by the word nothing than by any other single
term

;
and indeed I have done very little, for a whole year past,

that is, since Lady Hamilton's health obliged her to leave the

Observatory though historical accuracy would require me to state

that she came back in August for her last confinement, finding no

place in Dublin so quiet for that purpose. But since the christen-

ing of our little daughter in September she has not been here at

all
;
and for the last three months has been residing with a married

sister in England, which country she, not unnaturally for a timid

lady, prefers to Ireland. The early part of last year was vigorously

snough employed by me in prosecuting some mathematical re-

searches on vibrating systems, and in drawing up (which I had

pearly done) for the Press an account of my results
;
nor do I

despair of being able soon to resume the subject, and to publish

something respecting it. I made some oral communications to the

Academy, and an abstract of one, on what I called Fluctuating

Functions, was printed in the Proceedings. You ought to have

received a copy even from the Academy, as a member, not to

biention me, as a friend; but I did not receive my copies till

lOhristmas, when I was in deep dejection, and believe I did not

chink of giving even one away, nor can I say what has become of

iphem. . . .

' You see, my dear Charles, that I plead guilty to grea't idle-

liess, or at least distraction, in science. I regret this as much as

won may be inclined to blame it, nor am I proportionally consoled,

If at all, by the pouring in of diplomas, and other similar testi-

jpaonials of respect for my former exertions. . . . They would

pake a handsome furniture for the walls of a small library, if

(Vanity could compensate for self-reproach, and if the doing

[nothing now could be made acceptable or tolerable to me by
[others thinking that I once did something.

'
Still when a man is driven from mathematics, he may take

!ip,
or rather cannot part with, metaphysics. And to one of a

netaphysical bent the line of our old friend Horace applies :

' Purae sunt plateae, nihil ut meditantibus obstet ;

aot in the ironical sense, but in a sober seriousness. Accordingly,
!ny metaphysical propensities developed themselves largely for

nany months, while my scientific tendencies were dormant. But,

aven if any good came out of this at the time, as it seemed to me
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that there did, I must blame myself again, for having done GM

little to make that good in any manner permanent ;
for having

thought, and talked, but written nothing. . . .'

It cannot be concealed that a great change had come over wha

had been the happy home of Hamilton : the illness of Lad}

Hamilton, affecting her mind and spirits, and thus disabling he:,

in every way for her domestic duties, had commenced, as we haY,'

seen, in 1839
;

it caused her early in 1840 to leave the Observatory

for lodgings in Dublin, and after the birth of her daughter in th<

autumn, led to her being domiciled with a sister in England, witl

whom she remained for about two years. \

From this incapacity of Lady Hamilton it resulted that, foi

some time before she first left her home, relaxation of order in th

household at the Observatory had set in, and made rapid progress

this state of things naturally continued, or rather became aggra-

vated during the time when she was absent from home, but ex-

pected soon to return. Her stay in England brought a change foi

the better in these respects ;
Hamilton's sister Sydney came to

succour, and temporarily retrieved affairs
;
so that he had comps

tive comfort, and was able occasionally to enjoy intercourse

friends and visitors at his house, while his children came urn

that regulation as to the minor points of outward appearance

observances which became their birth and dispositions. The re-

turn of Lady Hamilton to her home, desired as it was by her

husband's affectionate heart, and proving her to have regained in

a measure health and composure of spirit, did not bring to her the

faculty of domestic administration in which she had become so

deficient: the old want of governance was again felt, and grew

habitual. The consequence was deeply and permanently injurious

to Hamilton. He had now no regular times for his meals ;
fre-

quently had no regular meals at all, merely resorting to some cold

meat on the sideboard, when hunger obliged him to intermit his

scientific labours ;
and the fire and hot coffee, which in his earlier

experience used to await him at night, when in the small hours he

desisted from the work of observing, were succeeded by a provision
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pf porter, which dissipated chill by a stimulus less effective, and

,'raught with inevitable danger. The danger was long unfelt and

mrecognised ;
but the insidious habit gradually gained firmer

possession, and produced that relentless craving which in a few

rears from this time exercised over him an occasional mastery ; by
vhich he must himself have felt humiliated, and which his friends

;ould not but notice with a deep sadness. No one ever needed a

Capable wife more than Hamilton, and this blessing he now ceased

'o possess. Though he remained to the end of his life an attached

lusband, as Lady Hamilton remained an attached wife, as well as

\ good woman, yet from this time her power of influencing him

iind regulating his habits ceased to operate ;
that power probably

tad never been great, but now it had entirely passed away. He
became a solitary worker, taking indeed fatherly interest in his

Children, and when in company with congenial friends manifesting

Jill
the charms of his simple and generous character, but still, it

nust be admitted, less and less the free-hearted companion allow-

ng all that was in him to show itself unguardedly and almost un-

onsciously, but rather on the whole more and more self-conscious,

ind given to refer to what he had done both in science and poetry,

pot through ostentation or with any diminution of humility, but

n a sort of self-defensive apologetic way. This change, however,

jvas,
as I have said, gradually spread over some years, and for

ji
considerable time scarcely to be taken note of : but I believe

'hat I have correctly dated the coming on of the obscuration, and

iissigned its originating cause. A return to his correspondence

vill prove that essentially, in his general sense of religion and

luty, in laborious industry, in generous and just feelings towards

iill with whom he had to do, he continued the same superior being

tvhom we have seen growing up before us as boy and man, aiming

it every virtue and thinking none but high thoughts. It is mourn-

'ul that what seems to have been an inconsiderate, and at first un-

consciously indulged, defect in external regimen of life, for such

n the inception was his infirmity, should avail to oast a shade

)ver qualities so solid and so splendid as the moral and intellectual

Dualities of Hamilton.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY. PROFESSOR DE MORGAN. PRESIDENCY 01

THE ACADEMY.

(1841.)

EARLY in 1841 I visited Dublin and the Observatory. Shortly

after my return to Windermere I received the following letteij

from my friend :

From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to R. P. GRAVES.

'

6, DBTJMCONDRA HTXL, February 14, 184ll

'I regretted much that I had no opportunity of seeing yoa
after we last parted at the Observatory. The sermons* which you
left for me here are very beautiful

; my sister Eliza says that
'

has not for a long time read anything of the kind that interei

her so much. Last night I was at the Observatory, and sho'

my boys, particularly the eldest, some little chemical experime:
of which he is very fond

;
after the nitric acid and other t

had been put by, I sat, and he stood for a while, silently besi

the fire. I asked him somewhat suddenly, after the pause,

question :

" Do you think there really is such a thing as oxygen
And he replied :

" I think there may be, but sometimes I rise

and find myself in this world, and I think it is only a dreai

You may tell this to Wordsworth, if you like, as an instance,

what I sometimes suspected had been peculiar to his own e:

childhood alone, those

'

Fallings from us, vanishings,
Blank misgivings of a creature

Moving about in worlds not realised ;

respecting which I will venture to say that my children, thoi

very fond of the Pet Lamb, never read in the Ode on Intimations

Immortality.'

* The Victory of Faith, and other Sermons, by Julius Charles Hare.
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Two letters which passed at this time between Sir John

EEerschel and Hamilton present some metaphysico-physical no-

ions of the former, and the comments which they drew from

he latter. The main body of Herschel's letter conveys his inten-

ion to recommend as a worthy exercise of the talents of Madame
^Eaedler the translation of Miss Hamilton's poems into Grerman.

X postscript contains the speculations which have been above re-

erred to.

' Second P. S. ... I have no scientific news we are all agog
Jbout a reform of the constellations, but schedule A does not pro-

gress
in the northern hemisphere: the fishes, bears, and snakes

iave too vested an interest. I hope you have not forgotten the

hree axes of the universe* I have a metaphysical theory that

ause and effect are in all cases simultaneous and consist in merely
i change in the form of expression that/orce as well as matter

.onsists of indivisible units, and that motion of matter is only a

uccessive excitement of active forces in consecutive molecules of

fie Ether. What think you of such a doctrine ?
'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. "W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSEEVATOBT, T.C.D., March 19, 1841.

'
. . . I am very glad that you have indulged me with some

'limpses of your metaphysical speculations, from which I do not

iiiuk philosophy requires us to abstain, and from which the mind
dll not submit to be entirely debarred.

'

They may encourage me to give you a sketch of some of my
wn meditations on such subjects, which will probably appear, how-

yer, wild and vague. Meanwhile I shall say that I like much the

otion of motion being perhaps a successive excitement of powers.

omething of the sort has often occurred to myself, but not been

)llowed up. The definiteness and indeed existence of weights, cor-

^sponding to chemical and electro-chemical actions, seems to show

lat ponderable and imponderable agents must be more closely

elated in their essence than it is common to suppose. Again, an

rdinary weight in a balance seems to act by a repulsive force, con-

ected intimately with its Newtonian force of attraction on bodies

*
Supra, p. 313, Herschel to Hamilton, December 11, 1839.

VOL. II. Z
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at a distance. And I have been struck by a remark of Faraday','

which was somewhat to this effect, that the mechanical motion o

an electrically excited body must be considered to produce, or b

equivalent to, a current of electricity. Light, heat, chemistry, elec

tricity, crystallography (with galvanism, magnetism, &c., as mar

obviously related therewith), have been this good while suspected

not to say known, to be all branches of one science, as yet imper

fectly discerned, but to be probably established in this centurj*

may it be in this generation, and in our own time ! It will be ver|

interesting if the Newtonian dynamics of ordinary bodies anc

their motions shall be incorporated therewith. But to make
anjj

approach to such a consummation, it will. (I think) be absolutely

necessary to give fair play to metaphysical as well as to mathema-

tical thought experiment and observation may be trusted to tab

care of themselves. . . .'

At this time the Royal Dublin Society fell under the seric

displeasure of the Irish Government, in which Lord Ebringt

held the post of Lord Lieutenant, Lord Morpeth, afterwards EarM
Carlisle, being his Chief Secretary. The cause was the refusal

the Society to make certain alterations in its constitution

management, which had been recommended by Parliaments

Commissions, and were now insisted on by the Grovernrnt

The Lord Lieutenant in consequence 'intimated to the Socie

his intention of declining to propose to Parliament a continue

of their grant,' at that time amounting to 5300, and foi

the largest portion of their available income. As a sequel to

step he came to the resolution
'
to place in the hands of a few \

the most eminent men in Ireland the task of advising him how

grant hitherto given to the Dublin Society could be best applied]

the promotion of Science and of the Useful Arts
' *

in Irels

Sir William E. Hamilton's aid was first looked for by

Morpeth in November, 1840 : his consent to act on the Coi

sion was then urgently sought by Mr. William Tighe Hamilt

(the Under Secretary) in a private letter of the date of March

* Extract from a letter addressed by Mr. W. Tighe Hamilton to Sir

Hamilton.
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1841 : and finally, the Lord Lieutenant, by his Private Secretary,

iU!r. Maodonald, claimed his co-operation in imperative terms. The

Commission consisted of the Duke of Leinster, the Earl of Rosse,

discount Adare, General Sir J. Burgoyne, Sir W. R. Hamilton,

'^rofessor Lloyd, Professor Mac Cullagh, and Captain Larcom.

The chief points to which the attention of the Commissioners

iyas directed were :
' Whether it would be desirable to form an

.ntirely new Institution, either separate from, or in connexion with

iny, or with all those societies now established in Dublin for the

:romotion of Science and the Useful Arts, or to assist them sever-

lly in their present forms.'
* Hamilton seems to have been for-

kird in taking the line of representing that measures should be

i evised which should secure the continued existence of the Royal
)ublin Society ;

this view prevailed in the end with the other

^embers of the Commission, and after full consideration of details,

ad through the mediation of the Duke of Leinster with the Lord

lieutenant, was eventually carried into effect.

I find among Hamilton's papers a memorandum, dated 20th

ipril, 1841, and followed by two alternative Resolutions prepared

br the meeting of the Commission to be held on that day :

* Memorandum of my reasons for moving certain Resolutions on

kis day in the Commission appointed by the Lord Lieutenant for

llvising His Excellency with respect to the future application of

le grant hitherto voted to the Royal Dublin Society :

i

*
1. Though I desire the introduction of some improvements in

1 e Royal Dublin Society, yet I should deeply regret the extinc-

i;ii of that Society; and am of opinion that the evil of such

< tinctiou could not be compensated by the erection of any new

-titution such as we can reasonably hope to see erected in

uiblin in the existing state of things.
'
2. The Government and the Society are both, at present, in

ch positions that neither can well be expected to advance

tvvards the other without a movement on the part of some third

jrty ;
but I am inclined to hope that both would so advance, if

Letter of Mr. Macd >nald, March 29, 1841.

Z 2
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some such movement were made
;
and that thus improvement maj

be attained without extinction.

'
3. This Commission appears to me, and I believe that i

appears to the public, to be a body which, although selected bj

the Government, is so far independent thereof (having perhapi

been purposely on that account selected), as to be able to offei

without presumption advice to the Government on the whol(

subject, prospectively, provided that it does not presume to ex-,

press any judgment on anything that is past ;
and on the othei

hand, inasmuch as it is composed of persons who are not unfriendlj
to the Royal Dublin Society, it may hope that its advice will

attended to by that Society also, if it shali propose the concessior

of certain points, as conditions on which alone it will undertake t(

recommend to Government the restoration of the annual grant.
' 4. If the Commission refuse entirely to step forward in

such way, I think that it will have done more harm than good,'

tending to confirm rather than to remove the existing state]

collision between the Government and the Society. W. R. H.

It will be seen hereafter that Hamilton considered himself bj

the part he took on this occasion to have actually saved the Society.

Many years afterwards he claimed credit for this at a meeting oi

the Royal Irish Academy, when a proposal to submit the Academy

in some degree to the control of the Royal Dublin Society was the

subject of discussion, and he felt bound with all his force to de-

nounce that proposal.

The excursion made by Hamilton into the region of aeriform

fluids, when he studied the subject of Dr. ApJohn's contribution tc

the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, and furnished tc

the Author valuable corrections and suggestions, has already beep

mentioned.* In the course of the spring of this year he gave

another remarkable proof of his power of exercising in a nev

field his faculty of original investigation. The occasion was simi-

lar. He had, as President, to form a judicial appreciation of an

Essay by Dr. Kane, now Sir Robert Kane, to which the medal oi

the Academy had been awarded. Its subject was the Chemica

Supra, pp. 296-7.
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'istory of Archil and Litmus. Hamilton's study of this subject

him to the conclusion that the existence of two hitherto un-

?cognised substances was indicated by formulae presenting them-

!?lves in calculation and corresponding with possible combinations

I elements. Suggestions founded upon this conclusion were com-

lunicated to Dr. Kane in a friendly letter of which a copy survives;

; is dated March 25, 1841. I am unable to say whether any
ractical results were derived from this communication, but there

.; evidence that it was regarded by Dr. Kane as of substantial value.

To May, 1841, is to be assigned the commencement of an inter-

hange of letters which, as will be seen, became in after years one

>f almost preternatural activity. I refer to the correspondence

etween Hamilton and Professor Augustus De Morgan. The

mathematical originality, the wide knowledge, the sturdy hard-

eadedness, and the trenchant, but not ungenial, wit of the latter

cted as a wholesome stimulus to the powers of Hamilton, often in

he way of sympathy, sometimes in that of opposition and the

terling truthfulness of De Morgan's nature developed gradually

Q Hamilton a confidence which led him to communicate his most

irivate thoughts and feelings. Future pages will verify this state-

dent.

From PROFESSOR DE MORGAN to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

69, GOTVEK-STKEET [LONDON], May 8, 1841.

' I hardly know whether you remember that we made a little

personal acquaintance some twelve years ago when you were in

jondon. I take this opportunity of leaving my card with you in

he accompanying form by the post.
' I shall be very glad to see the Theory of Triplets hinted at in

rour Paper on Algebra ; time-triplets or space-triplets, I don't

are which.'

From SIR "W. R. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.

' OBSEBVATOBY OF T.C.D., May 12, 1841.

' I have within these few minutes received your Paper On the

foundation of Algebra, and have hastily cast my eye over it,
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intending to read and think about it afterwards. The handsome
manner in which you have, there and elsewhere, expressed yourself

respecting me would render it impossible for me to be offended

the expression of some difference of opinion, even if such difference ,

should turn out to be grave and irremovable. I am very sen-

sible that besides a general dulness and heaviness of style, there is

too much obscurity, in my essay on Algebra as the Science of Piu

Time. And one thing I am, and was, prepared to admit, nay,
it had seemed needful, to contend for, that Algebra does not requirej

for its foundation as a science, any knowledge or conception of the

actual succession of events, or of the relation of cause and effect :

continuous progression appeared and still appears to me sufficient

but this, I thought and think, is the essential element in the eon

ception of what I call pure time. Whether I am right in
usingj

this last form of expression is in a great degree, nay almost wholly, (

a metaphysical question, in deciding which for myself I confess that

I have been much influenced by my study of Kant's Pure Reason!

And let me own that I am not prepared to decide, with you, tl

it is possible for a human mind to
"
imagine a given length to

be]

instantaneously generated, no one portion of it coming into the

thoughts before or after another," in opposition to the teaching oi

Kant, which seems to me to be confirmed by my own conscious-

ness, that,
" we can think to ourselves no line without drawing it in

thought
"

(" wir konnen uns keine Linie denken, ohne sie in

Gedanken zu ziehen"). Kant adds, "nor even" (we cannot even

form the thought of)
" time itself except by drawing a straight line,

to serve as its external construction, giving, however, attention only

to the process of that synthesis of the manifold whereby we succes-

sively determine the inner sense, and thereby attending only to the

successiveness of this .determination
"

(und selbst die Zeit nicht

[denken konnen], ohne, in dem wir im Ziehen einer geraden Linie,

die die ausserlich figiirliche YorstelluDg der Zeit seyn soil, bloss auf

die Handlung der Synthesis des Mannigfaltigen, dadurch wir den

inneren Sinn successiv bestimmen, und dadurch auf die Succession

dieser Bestimmung in demselben, Acht haben). I cannot say

whether this passage was in my recollection when I was drawing

up my Paper on Algebra, but I remember that a similar train of

thought prevented me from yielding to the suggestions of some

friends, who were of opinion that without much impairing the
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iitement of my own view I should be likely to escape much

cposition if I contented myself with speaking of continuous

locession, or progression, without introducing the jealousy-excit-

1% name of Time. At all events, to show how naturally my view

Algebra falls in with Kantian views of mind, though I am not

l^are that it presented itself to Kant himself, or to any of his

Immentators or disciples (with whose writings indeed I am but

pghtly acquainted) before the publication of my Essay, I may
fcntion that in a work labelled Kant's Metaphysic of Ethics, trans-

wed by J. W. Semple (8vo., Edinburgh, 1836), the dependence of

it only
" arithmetic

"
but "

algebra,"
" the calculus," &c., on the

ifcuition of time, is familiarly spoken of, though without any
erence that I have observed to my remarks published the year
fore. But you are not to consider me as sworn to adopt the

l)rds of Kant
; and, so far as authority goes, I gladly own that

concede great weight to yours, on any question respecting the

Metaphysics of Mathematics. I remember with great pleasure my
Production to you in London, and am glad that you too have me
I remembrance

; your works, through presentation or purchase,
ive for the most part reached and interested me.

I
' P. S., May 14th. As to Triplets, I must acknowledge, that

fcugh I fancied myself at one time to be in possession of some-

Ing worth publishing about them, I never could resolve the

Lblem which you have justly signalised as the most important
I this branch of (future) Algebra : to assign two symbols Q and

I such that the one symbolical equation

a + bL + CM = a v
+ biQ, + CM

[ill give the three equations

a =
rtj, b =

biy c -
GI.

'

But, if my view of Algebra be just, it must be possible, in

tne way or other, to introduce not only triplets but polypleta, so

jtin some sense to satisfy the symbolical equation

a =
(a l} a2 ,

. . . . an) ;

neing here one symbol, as indicative of one (complex) thought ;

d a
i,
a

z> .... an denoting n real numbers, positive or nega-
e

;
that is, in other words, n dates, in the chronological sense of

3 word, only excluding outward marks and measures,- and the

ction of cause and effect.'
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The Plymouth Meeting of the British Association took place \

at the end of July, 1841, and I find that so late as the 21st of I

that month it was Hamilton's intention to attend it in company
with his friends Professor Lloyd and Dr. Robinson. The record ii

of its proceedings in the Athenceum shows, however, that this inten-

tion was not fulfilled ; but a brief reference to his having been in !.

England contained in the letter given below, and one or two]
other circumstances, have led me to infer that the illness of Lady
Hamilton called him suddenly away at this time to visit her at her

sister's, near Shrewsbury.

It was in the summer of 1841 that I received a communication

from Hamilton informing me that he had heard from the publisher

of the Dublin University Magazine that he must take his place in the

series of memoirs of distinguished Irishmen, which then furnished

to its monthly number a salient feature
;
and that he was at the sai

time desired to name a friend who might be commissioned to writ

the requisite biographical sketch. He requested me to undertake

the friendly office, and gained my consent. This led to my paying

him a visit at the Observatory for the purpose of gathering facts

the result appeared in the number of the Magazine which was put

lished in January, 1842. But in the meantime, I received froi

my friend several letters, of which I did not then make use, bi

which supply some extracts of biographical interest.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to R. P. GRAVES.

'

DUBLIN, August 6, 1841.

'
. . . On Monday who should visit my breakfast-table aud

spend the day with me, but Dr. Pusey ? . . . I was delighted,

and so I dare to say would you have been, for all your anti-Pusey-

ism. It seemed as if we ought to have been old friends. He

appeared to my sister [Sydney] and me to be not only very

amiable, but perfectly unaffected ; and I must own that in pers

and manners, though not in opinions, he was excessively unlike

'what I had imagined him to be. He brought a littte daught
with him^ and seemed to be fond of children. I took him on nrj

car to the railway station in Westland-row after an early dinne
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the Observatory ;
and took tea at his temporary residence beyond

ingstown. He walked back with me to the railway. . . . As to

udy, I have had some distractions, but have done something, and
is very day was busy pencilling down a little calculation respect-

ing
an application of my Optical Method, while driving in to

.ublin. . . . Unless Lady Hamilton shall be decidedly worse or

;tter, I hardly think of visiting England again, as, besides the

me, the expense is some object to me now. My sister Eliza is

jitter, but by no means as yet recovered. . . .

'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATORY, August 16, 1841.

' * I feel quite in spirits at present, and therefore write to you.

'hey arise partly from my having some reason to think that Lady
Hamilton is a little better, and partly from my having in some

egree recovered a train of intellectual activity. . . .

I

* I think I told you, on the last day of our being together, that

!had discovered an old mine of papers, in the drawers of a press

I my assistant's room. ... I had almost forgotten the fact that

.. those drawers lay hid the records of long toil. ... In the first

vace I found, and this was what immediately arrested me, when
I the act of drawing up for you a sketch of what appeared to me
! be the bearing of my discoveries on researches in optics, a

mety of draughts of sketches to the same effect, composed
rveral years ago. It seemed better to avail myself of those

esher and nearer views, than to neglect them wholly ; although
is quite possible that several years' additional experience, reflec-

,on, or even longer life, may qualify me now to judge of what

id at that time been done by me, more comprehensively and justly.
' If this, however, had been all, I should not have dwelt long

a the old papers thus turned up ;
but I found also a great mass

t old calculations, arranged with some degree of order. Thinking

'aly, at the moment, of you, I thrust them back a little uncere-

loniously, and with a Lady-Macbeth-like huddling together of

ty then unwelcome guests. But, as I seem to remember, I wrote

> you, since you left Ireland, that on my way to Dublin I had

tie day been pencilling down some notes respecting the solution

f an optical problem. This problem continued to interest me,
ad I filled many pages of an old blank book with recent investi-
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gations respecting it. At last, not many days ago, an obscuri

feeling possessed me, that I was treading on old ground, and
~

was led to re-open the mine. . . .

'And now I must confess that a kind of awe fell upon me;

somewhat like to that of him who in the morning saw with terroi

some precipice which in the night he had, unfearing, passed. Sc

great was the mass of paper ! representative of so much laboui

undergone ! I felt even a compassion for my own old self, who, il

he may entertain, without being quite unreasonable, some hope

that his published writings may be hereafter read, can certainty

not hope that any editor, however friendly, will ever take
the]

trouble of making himself acquainted with so great a quantity
mathematical manuscript; still less of assigning to the parts any-

thing like their proper proportion, and of selecting such as may
be at all fit for publication.

'In my own attempt at arrangement I have been somewhat

struck by the (for me) great intellectual activity of the year 1831.

May it be a happy omen for what remains of this decennary ! J;

had remembered the year by its giving birth to heaps of sonnets'*

perhaps twenty ; more, probably, than all that I composed, in that

class of verses, before or since
;
and there were other reasons for

remembering the time, as eminently one of feeling. But I

absolutely startled at the amount of calculation, respecting Optic

which I committed to paper in the same year ; especially when

consider that, in the winter, I volunteered to give, and did gh
(if I do not quite forget) two lectures a-day, on Tuesdays

Thursdays, during term. And what encourages me to hope the

notwithstanding many anxieties, more trying perhaps than tl

imaginative afflictions of early life, my scientific Saifjuav has n

yet departed from me, is my finding that I have been able

become deeply interested in studying those ten-year-old paper
It seems to me that I can even in some degree make amends by
maturer views for want of practice ;

and that I have easily re-

solved, to-day, problems which then required a vast expenditure
labour, . . .'

From the SAME to the SAME.

' HOTAL IKISH ACADEMY, September 6, 1841.

' .... I have really been a good deal occupied in the mathe-

matical way for the last month more in fact than for man)
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i nil Us, perhaps a full year, before for which revived activity

]have chiefly to thank your visit. I am seriously thinking of

j Wishing, after some months, a treatise on Optical Systems of

jt//N, for University men, and others of that class, and have

s.-eral times recomposed the first mathematical chapter, since I

uvays find, in my own attempts at composition, that much
dpends on starting well. My object will be to make better

kowii my method, and especially to show that it is a method, an

imminent of demonstration and research, which, though it can

-rcrly become popular, may become useful to students and in-

stigators. For this purpose I wish to give as easy and elegant

p>ofs as I can, obtained by it, of the most important of the

own theorems of Optics, together with some investigations of

uv results ;
on the one hand touching lightly on old ground, in

;1 sense of abstaining from easy and known deductions from

'(mulse, when once those formula) themselves have been arrived

iby my method ; and, on the other hand, avoiding such indul-

ice in generalisation for its own sake, as may be pardoned or

rsn approved of, in an essay for the Transactions of an Academy.
[j short, I should like to show, by the fact, that a want did exist

i:l that my method was competent to supply it. ...

I do not feel spirits yet for entering again on any very new

n of research, and think that I cannot better employ such time

may, for perhaps some months, devote to mathematics than in

a task as I have been speaking of. Besides, so large a mass

anuscript is in my hands with life and leisure so uncertain

It it seems wise to aim at laying first before the mathematical

n^rld some account in the form of a book, of what I have already

lie in Optics ; especially because, after all, even a dull book

rains a larger circulation than a volume of Transactions of a

fety.'

This projected introductory treatise on Optical Systems of Mays

v, not completed. In the numbers of the London, Edinburgh, and
r
)blin Philosophical Magazine for October and November of this

r$r, were printed two contributions by Hamilton. The first was

ntled : On the Focal Lengths and Aberrations of a thin lens of

i.axal Crystal bounded by Surfaces which are of Revolution about

Axis, introducing a correction of the law of extraordinary re-
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fraction in a uniaxal crystal assigned by Malus. The second was

On a Mode of deducing the Equation of Fresnel's Wave ; this deduc

tion he produces as less geometrical than one furnished by Professoj

Mac Cullagh, to the superior elegance of which he bears testimony

in high terms, but adding that he had discovered both to hav(

been anticipated by Fresnel himself in a memoir which had beer

overlooked. The results communicated in both these Papers hac-

been arrived at by Hamilton some years previously.

I have been allowed by that eminent mathematician, Professo?

Sylvester, to publish the following letter of this date from him t<

Hamilton. In giving me this permission he stated that no word)

could exaggerate his estimate of Hamilton's mathematical power!

and achievements. The entertainment referred to was a banquet

which Sir John Kingston James, then Lord Mayor of Dublin

proposed that the Academy Club, of which he was a member

should invite the leading men of the British Association to receivt

in Dublin after the breaking up of the Meeting at Plymouth

The proposition involved also a compliment to Hamilton; and

it would appear that upon his suggestion the idea was relin-

quished.

From PROFESSOR J. J. SYLVESTER to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

22, DOUGHTY-STREET, LONDON, September 20, 1841

' I beg to acknowledge the favour and honour (for so I sincei

esteem it to be addressed by you) of your considerate note

some weeks ago. Professor Phillips did not communicate to m
the abandonment of the proposed entertainment, but I had max

no preparations and was therefore not at all inconvenienced on tha

account.
' In fact, it would have been under any circumstances impossib

for me to have visited Dublin at the time, as I had only just the

heard of my appointment to be Professor of Mathematics in ti

University of Virginia (sometimes called Jefferson's College)

This has naturally occupied my exclusive attention ever since :

leave for the States on the 19th of the following month.
' Believe me, sir, it is not the least of my regrets in quittii

this Empire, to feel that I forego the casual occasions of meetii
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lose masters of my art, yourself chief amongst the number, whose

oquaintanoe, whose conversation, or even notice, have in them-

4yes the power to inspire, and almost to impart fresh vigour to

he understanding, and the courage and faith without which the

Sorts of invention are in vain. The golden moments I enjoyed
inder your hospitable roof at Dunsink, or moments such as they

fere, may probably never again fall to my lot !

' At a vast distance, and on an humble eminence, I still

romise myself the calm satisfaction of observing your blazing
Durse in the elevated regions of discovery. Such national honour

s you are able to confer on your country is perhaps the only
becies of that luxury for the rich (I mean what is termed one's

!/<>/) which is not bought at the expense of the comforts of the

lillion.'

In October Hamilton tnade preparation for his annual course

ff
Lectures on Astronomy. The Introductory Lecture, of which

copy remains, manifests in a high degree the powers of general-

sation and of lucid exposition possessed by the writer. A change
i the order of subjects in the Science Curriculum of the College

Bndered expedient a change of the term in which the Lectures of

ae Professor of Astronomy should be delivered, and a correspond-

ig change in the character of those Lectures. Hamilton was led

y this fact to contemplate at this time the publication in a volume

f some of his Introductory Lectures the intention was never ful-

lled by him, but might still perhaps with advantage be carried

to effect. The two letters which follow refer to this subject.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to E. P. GRAVES.

*

>

'

OBSEKVATOB.Y, November 22, 1841.

'
. . . . My lectures, to my own surprise, are postponed to the

ummer, in consequence of a change in the College Course
;
not

nowing which, I delivered an introductory lecture a fortnight ago.

t was, like many former ones, on the Metaphysic of Physics, and

ras listened to with great attention, though there were not many
1 unior Sophisters present, in consequence of the change above

eferred to. ... Next summer, as the Sophisters will have pre-

dously been taught mechanics and optics, it will be possible and
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proper to take higher ground, of the scientific kind, than hitherto
;

while there will be less propriety in enlarging on the transition

from mathematics to physics. This change of plan may perhaps

be a motive for my publishing the last, or some other of my recent

introductory lectures, as far as I can recover them from my notes

and then the Triads might perhaps be appended.'

From SIR W. R>. HAMILTON to the REV. CHARLES GRAVES, F.T.C.D. i

'

OBSERVATORY, November 6, 1841.

' I am sure that you will give me credit for having always

aimed to be useful ... to the Junior Sophisters of our College,

when delivering my annual Lectures on Astronomy in Michael-

mas Term. . . . But as this wish to be useful has really been

much stronger with me than the love of applause on the one hand,

and than love of ease on the other, I have often felt great pain from

the circumstance that I had scarcely any means of judging whether,

in point of fact, I had at all accomplished my desire.

' Now whatever guesses I may have at possible improveme:
in the discipline or arrangements of our University, my business

is, and such too is my inclination, to adapt my own individual

exertions not to what might be, but to what is in fact, establish
' This is no new view of mine, but there seem to be some m

facilities for carrying it out. I have always wished to arran

things so that my lectures and those of the Fellows should ami

bly conspire rather than even seem to clash, or be as rivals. T
wish of mine has been, I believe, sufficiently well-known, and s

results have followed, were it only in the arrangement of hou

altered in part by others, and in part by me, so as to make it nn

convenient to a student to attend the two systems of lectures. B
it appears to be possible to work out a more perfect concert.

' I have not the vanity to propose a conference with the Fello

in general, or with those Fellows who now lecture privately on

science, for the purpose of considering this question. It is enough
that I am, as I believe, on terms of sufficient intimacy with a ft

of them, let us for the moment mention you alone, to think that I

commit no intrusion in proposing that we should endeavour to co-

operate. In point of fact I have not yet written on the subject to

anyone but yourself. What strikes me is that you and I mi

reciprocally communicate to each other the plan, or at least the
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'ea, of our respective lectures on Astronomy ;
so far as to assist

ich in seeing how far he was likely to occupy the ground of the

her
;
and how far, on the contrary, by taking different (although

uej views of the subject-matter in hand, we might be mutually

^pplements and together make up one whole.
' Tliat this general hint, or remark, may not seem altogether

igue, I shall add that of the two great contrasted yet intimately
nnected processes of progress in physical science, the inductive

nd the deductive, the latter has always appeared to me to be that

Inch the Fellows of any great University ought as such chiefly

I expound ;
the former that which the Professors ought chiefly to

fcture upon. In some respects it would be pleasanter to me to

Ike up the more deductive, as being the more eminently mathe-

iatical way ;
nor have I ever been able to restrain myself, for any

mole term through, from launching out, now and then, into

Ivestigations of that sort : but my own view of my actual office

ffl that it ought to be by preference, and on the whole, inductive

d physical ;
while Tutors, as such, ought, I think, to be, by con-

jkst, deductive, and mathematical.'

1 It will be remembered that at the time of his election to the

Residency of the Royal Irish Academy, Hamilton, without bind-

himself by any engagement, conceived the idea, and in a

ter to Professor Lloyd obscurely shadowed it forth,* of resign-

this distinction after a period, so that it might before long

volve upon his friend. The idea now became active. Several cir-

mstances conspired towards this result. He had for nearly four

ars occupied the Chair, and had abundantly given proof of his

ectiveness as President, rendering, as such, great services to tha

;ademy : at the same time he was aware that among the mem-

rs there still remained an element hostile to his reign : and he

i,s now depressed in spirits, and more disposed to carry on his

fcidies in quiet than to continue to devote so much energy as was

rmisite to the direction and control of the Academy's affairs,

fc remembered also the claims of Lloyd, both as his friend, and

^deserving from the Academy any honour in its power to confer.

*
Supra, pp. 221 and 223.
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These remark sufficiently introduce the following letters :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to the REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, November 23, 1841.

' The experience, such as it is, which I have by this time ha<

of the working of the Academy, has induced me to reconsider mi

opinions on some points ; and, in particular, I have been anxiously

turning in my mind for this good while the question whether i

be desirable that the Presidentship should be occupied by on*

person for many years together.
' There are reasons for and against, but on the whole I find

latter preponderating in my own reflections.

'

As, in the event of my soon resigning the Chair, the eyes o

the Academy would naturally turn to you, I am desirous, befori

communicating with any but a very few private friends, to

if you think fit to inform me, whether, upon the whole, you

disposed to take the view to which I have lately come to lean.

* If so, I am inclined to propose to the Council to recommenc

to the Academy that henceforth no person shall be elected Presi

dent more than four times successively; and, to meet a difficult]

which arises out of the wording of the present by-laws, it might b

added that the outgoing President should be eligible to any one o

the three Committees of which the Council consists.

( P. S. Perhaps you will consider this as private, or at leas

mention it to very few, till you hear from me again.'

From the REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D. to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' TEINITY COLLEGE, November 24, [1841].

' I am much obliged by the friendly manner in which you hav<

communicated to me your half-formed views respecting the Presi

dentship of the Academy. I have never given much consideratioi

to the question respecting which you have so kindly asked m)

opinion ;
I may say, however, that the leaning of my mind is, anc

has been for some time past, altogether in favour of a rotation in

the Presidentship.
' I may be permitted to add that in coming to this opinion,

1

feel that I have been in no degree biassed by any private wisl

Though I suppose that I should certainly accept the office c
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'resident, in case it were now open, and that the Academy thought
t to confer it, yet I can truly say that it is some time since I have

Based to desire the distinction, and that I should be well satisfied

is far as my own feelings were concerned) to continue to serve

nder you, in the office (or rather offices) which I now hold.
' I have not mentioned the subject of your letter to anyone :

ad shall regard it as confidential as long as you think fit.'

7rom SIR "W. R. HAMILTON to the REV HUMPHREY LLOYD, D. D.

'OBSERVATORY, November 25, 1841.

' I have no doubt that you would have been content to waive

our very high claims to the Chair, rather than disturb the peace
f the Academy ;

and I, on my part, have no reason to suppose

jiat any attempt to displace me would be likely soon to be success-

fl. But, finding from your answer to my note, that you share

le view which I have lately been disposed to adopt, that a rotation

: Presidents is desirable, I have made up my mind to do what I

in towards introducing a system of such rotation, or succession ;

r in retiring, as I intend to do, if such a system be adopted, from

te Chair at the next March Meeting, I have of course no purpose
;

attempting any bargain, however I may entertain a hope, that

, some future time I may be called to the same post again.
' At present it appears to me that four years, the term (nearly)

uring which I have already presided, may not be found too long
ir one person to occupy the office

; but, in proposing to the Council,

. ;. I intend to do without delay, to recommend to the Academy
^hat I mentioned in my last note to you, I shall gladly defer to
'

e opinions of others, as to the propriety of either shortening or

ngthening the term.
' From the very small degree to which I have already consulted

hers, I am inclined to believe that the principle of a succession of

.residents will not meet with any opposition.

I

'

Having made up my own mind, I do not wish to trouble you
ith any restraint on the communication of my views to other

trsons.
' If the Council would hold an Extraordinary Meeting on

onday next, which I think of getting them to do, as it would

\ convenient for other reasons, I think of introducing the subject

ieu, without further delay.'

VOL. n. 2 A
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Lord Adare, who in the beginning of December was in London

and who had been longer than usual without direct tidings of his

friend, was at this time rendered uneasy by hearing that Hamilton

was unhappy, and that unfavourable comments were being made

upon the continued absence from home of Lady Hamilton. The

relations between him and Hamilton were too intimate and affec-

tionate not to make him feel it a necessity to write in expression

of his sympathy and desire of information. The communication

was received in the spirit in which it was written, and Hamilton

hastened to assure his friend with regard to Lady Hamilton that

*

though we have unhappily (through the state of her health) be

much asunder of late, Lady Hamilton and I are in the const

habit of correspondence of the most affectionate kind
'

; and, lookii

forward to her early return to the Observatory, he adds,
' when she

returns I am sure that even my health will be much better.' On

the last day of the year, he wrote to Lord Adare the following

letter, which may serve as a summary record of the year's history,

an expression of the feeling with which he was entering upon a

new one, and a statement of his domestic position :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'December 31, 1841.

' MY DEAR ADARE I wish the new year to open with your

receiving a letter from me, even though it cannot be a long one.

' From the affectionate interest which you have long taken in

my welfare and progress, you will be glad to know that I look

forward to the next year's being less blank and dreary than that

now expiring, although even it has not been altogether void. At

various intervals, although more distracted and harassed than I

had perhaps ever been before, I have been able to enjoy mathema-

tical study, and am not conscious as yet of any decay whatever in

my capability for such employment. One chief part of the occupa-

tion in which I have been thus engaged (in 1841) has consisted in

reading over and refreshing my recollection of former investiga-

tions of my own, in print and rnamiscript ;
but I have also studied

some works of other persons ;
and have chalked out plans which I

hope to execute, at least partly, in 1842, as soon as I can command
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ny time for continuous labour. Discontinuous functions are very
seful things in algebra itself, but discontinuity of exertion is a

?ry bad state for an algebraist ;
and you may perhaps remember

istances, long ago, of my giving up and throwing by papers on

hich I had already expended much labour, because some inter-

tption for a week had put me out of train, and allowed my inter-

it in the subject to cool. The partial sorting of my great mass

manuscripts was alone sufficient to occupy me during a good

],rt of last autumn. Then came my Lectures or at least I thought
t at they were coming and as usual I spent some time in prepar-

ig for them, and even delivered an Introductory Address
; when,

1 hold ! it turned out that a recent change in the College Course

\11 make summer in future the proper season for me to lecture on

sfronomy. This change will also alter, or tend to alter, the style

t.d matter of my lectures, making them more mathematical and

l.s metaphysical (probably) than they have hitherto been
;
because

ta Junior Sophisters will not henceforth commence the study of

jysics with astronomy, but will have been prepared by a previous
t lining in mechanics and optics. There was also a part of 1841

\iich I spent in improving my knowledge of chemistry, and some

cinected physical sciences
;
and Kane' was pleased to say that he

cisidered as deserving of attention, and even of future experi-

D'utiug upon, some conjectures which I was led to submit to

hn after reading his (lately crowned) Paper in the Philosophical

2'insactions, on Archil and Litmus. I published, you perhaps

k3w, two short Papers of my own, a few months ago, in the

Lndon, Dub/in, and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine but they
TW-e merely extracted from among my old manuscripts, and were

n; new investigations. Many other such old extracts might per-

il :s be published without impropriety, and possibly will be so,

h'eafter. One important source of increased leisure I look forward

tcfrom a change of position, which, though from no personal

native, I am likely to make in March, by resigning the Chair of

tl Academy, on the ground that it is desirable . . . that there

si uld every few years be a change of the President.

i

' I beg to be most kindly remembered to Lord and Lady
Duraveu, and also to Lady Adare, if she be with you. Next
tf -k I hope to start for England [to escort home Lady Hamilton],
)ii you will have time to catch me with a letter here, if you write

2 A 2
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pretty soon. Your letters always interest me much, and you are

seldom long out of my thoughts, although want of leisure, and at

other times want of spirits, may prevent me from being even a

tolerably good correspondent.
* My children are all well, though Archy had an attack

scarlatina about two months ago. The little daughter has gro\

quite fond of me, and enjoys visiting my library. Sydney is

the Observatory : Grace spent Christmas with us, and is to spei

New Year's Day. I hear that your three children are very fii

ones. I am, my dear Adare, your affectionate friend/
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CHAPTER XXVII.

PHILOSOPHICAL TRIADS. FLUCTUATING FUNCTIONS. CORRE-

SPONDENCE WITH AUBREY DE VERB.

(1842.)

ITH the commencement of 1842 appeared in the January num-

er of the Dublin University Magazine the biographical sketch of

amilton, of which the preparation had been entrusted to me, and

received from him in acknowledgment a letter of thanks, which,

owever gratifying to myself, would scarcely be interesting to the

?ader
;
but one written shortly after reveals so much of his own

ature in connexion with a subject of such general interest as the

itercourse of friends that I think I should do wrong in withhold-

ig it. The reader will also, I think, be amused by the dramatic

issage which it introduces, and I am bound to call his attention

> Hamilton's gently expressed but, as I afterwards found, very

ecided disapproval of, or at least dislike to, a reference made in

lie Magazine article to the smallness of his income. I believe,

awever, that the appeal was made on reasonable grounds, and

lat it was not without some influence in leading to the grant

I a Crown pension, which was bestowed upon him in 1843.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to R. P. GRAVES.

'

OBSERVATORY, January 1, 1842.

4 MY DEAR ROBERT . . . let me hope that any diffuseness or

equency of my letters to you at one season, when contrasted with

le shortness or rarity of them at another, shall not ... be mis-

iterpreted into an evidence of changed or chilled affection. From

jne dear friend ... I have already suffered, I trust only tempo-

irily, a misconstruction of that sort. We must exercise, as I have

>ld him, a faith in friendship, and not allow too much weight to
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mere external phenomena. Friendship is not a thing to be suddenly
taken up, or cast away ;

but an exigeant disposition . . . does much

to change the tone of feeling, and to render the arrival of a letter

an event almost feared, rather than enjoyed, when the writer is

infected with it. Except in some very rare case, such as that of a

wife, for even a temporary and most innocent separation from

whom it is a kind of duty to grieve, I have observed that those

friends have been most dear to and most truly intimate with me

whom I could rejoin after a long interval with a feeling as if

had met but yesterday. Perhaps, indeed, this feeling may be

the nature of that which Spenser has assigned to the " Heavei

Una with her milk-white Lamb." . . .

' " His lovely words her seemed due recompense
Of all her passed pains : one loving hour

For many years of sorrow can dispense :

A dram of sweet is worth a pound of sour :

She has forgot how many a woeful stowre

For him she late endured ; she speaks no more

Of past : true is that true love hath no power
To looken back

;
his eyes he fixt before.

Before her stands her knight, for whom she toiled so sore."
*

4 ... And I acknowledge, on reflection, that my own feelings

on meeting with my wife again after my own, not usually long,

absences, have been much of the same character. But what ]

wished to express, or suggest, was that in other cases, where no

duty has called for the endeavour to live much together, I have

felt only a species of serene regret at the bodily absence of a friend

somewhat such (if I may dignify any thought of mine by so

daring a comparison) as one might imagine the Spirit of the Earth

to feel at the cloud- caused invisibility of some fixed star, of whose

real presence and unseen influence, not the less, an assured con-

viction existed. And even in the absence of letters, delightful

communications as they are, if I have once bestowed my affection

and esteem, I cannot easily, perhaps ever, withdraw them. Some

steadiness of the same sort I too expect in return
;
and if it do not,

as it does not, extinguish my regard, it a little diminishes my re-

spect, for any other person, when I find him ever so little doubt

me because I am not a good correspondent.
__

*
Faerie- Qtieeiio, Book I., Canto iii.
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'

You, my dear Robert Graves, are quite unconcerned in the

^marks that I have made, except so far as anything that regards
le may interest you, and as they may, by contrast, set off to

dvantage the circumstances of our friendship. Few friends, or

cquaintances, who have been at one time so much together as we
r

ere, have been afterwards so long and so entirely separated, with-

ut either throwing blame on the other. And few, I am apt to

link, have been more amply rewarded for their generous and un-

esitating faith, through absence and as it seemed through separa-
ion of a literary as well as personal kind, than you, my dear friend,

nd myself. Our meetings our re-unions have had a zest and

avour borrowed from absence, without the slightest tinge of that

)rpse-like odour which the imagination (at least) attributes to the

pening of the most artfully embalmed mummy.
'

January 3. The following passage amuses me, as what a

itirical observer might apply to myself, on finding me act the

lodest man, and disclaim the laudations of the Magazine. It

?curs in a curious old play, The Muses
1

Looking- Glass, by
[r. Thomas Randolph:

' " Eiron speaks : Far from it I
;
some insight, but no more.

I count the stars, can give the total gum
How many sands there be i'th' sea, but these

Are trifles to the expert, that have study'd
Penkethman's president. Sir, I have no skill

In anything ;
if I have any, 'tis

In languages, but yet in sooth I speak

Only my mother tongue ;
I have not gain'd

The Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriack, or Arabick ;

Nor know the Greek with all her Dialects.

Scaliger and Tom Choriate both excel me.

I have no skill in French, Italian, Spanish,

Turkish, Aegyptian, China, Persian tongues.

Indeed the Latin I was whipt into
;

But Russian, Sclavonian, and Dalmatian,

With Saxon, Danish, and Albanian speech,

That of the Cossacks, and Hungarian too,

With Biscays, and the prime of languages,

Dutch, Welch, and Irish are too hard for me

To be familiar in : And yet some think

(But thought is free) that I do speak all these

As I were born in each : but they may err

That think so
;

'tis not every judgment sits
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, __

In the infallible chair. To confess truth,*

All Europe, Asia, and Africa too ;

But in America, and the new-found world

I very much fear there be some languages
That would go near to puzzle me.

Alazon. Very likely ;

You have a pretty pittance in the tongues,

But Eiron, I am now more general ;

I can speak all alike, there is no stranger

Of so remote a nation hears me talk,

But confidently calls me Countryman.
The witty world giving my worth her due

Surnames me the Confusion : I but want

An orator like you to speak my praise.

Eiron. Am I an orator, Alazon ? no
;

Tho' it hath pleas'd the wiser few to say
Demosthenes was not so eloquent ;

But friends will flatter, and I am not bound

To believe all hyperboles : something, Sir,

Perchance I have, but 'tis not worth the naming,

Especially, Alazon, in your presence."

' Don't you enjoy the "
Very likely

"
?

' Did I ever tell you of the compliment I received from a

Scotchman at the Edinburgh Meeting, who, taking it into his

head that I was a foreigner, after some previous patronising, was

pleased to say that I spoke English
" verra near as weel

"
as him-

self ?

' Your two letters have arrived this morning, and I need not

say that they have given me much gratification. The suppressed

passages in the printed slips interested me, but I think that on th

whole the scissors were used judiciously. You can easily believ

that had it been possible for my vote to have been given, it woulc

have been for still farther retrenchment, especially of the paragrapl

respecting my income. But though one is
(f not bound to believ

all a friend's hyperboles," as the modest Eiron says, yet there ar

cases where a person must leave decisions in which he is intereste<

to be made by a friend rather than by himself
;
and if the subjec

was to be touched upon at all, it could not perhaps have been mor

judiciously or delicately handled. . . .'

* A line seems to have been dropped out here in the printing. The text 1.

as above in the 2nd edition, Oxford, 1640.
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Early in January Hamilton crossed the Channel, and finding

Hamilton (who had been staying, as already mentioned,

.'ith a married sister near Shrewsbury) in much improved health,

ad the satisfaction on his return of bringing her with him to her

ome. He immediately, with renewed cheerfulness, resumed his

lathematical studies, and as the first indication of this I find a

'aper by him, printed in the Philosophical Magazine* and bearing

ae title On certain Discontinuous Integrals, connected with the De-

"lopment of the Radical which represents the Reciprocal of the Distance

"hcccn two Points. It is dated February 12, 1842. On the 28th

f the same month was presented by him to the Academy a more

nportant production on Fluctuating Functions,^ of which he speaks

i the following letter to Lord Adare, a letter which also records

he decision of the Royal Irish Academy not at this time to accept

is tendered resignation of the Presidency.

From SIR W. H. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

' ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY, March 10, 1842.

' You will be glad to hear that I have been very hard at work

mathematics for the last two months and have just finished my
'aper on Fluctuating Functions, which will I think be considered

f some value. It contains generalisations of several important

heorems of modern analysis, discovered by Lagrange, Fourier,

*
London, Edinburgh and Dublin, April, 1842.

f Printed in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Vol. xix., Part

In the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy (February 28, 1842, p. 237)

the following statement by the author of the scope of this Paper :

' ... It aims not merely to give a more perfectly satisfactory demonstration

f Fourier's celebrated theorem than any which the writer has elsewhere

pen, but also to present that theorem, and many others analogous thereto,

nder a greatly generalized form, deduced from the principle of fluctuation,

'unctions more general than sines or cosines, yet having some correspondent

roperties, are introduced throughout ;
and constants, distinct from the ratio of

he circumference to the diameter of a circle, present themselves in connexion

jierewith. And thus if the intention of the writer have been in any degree

ccomplished, it will have been shown . . . that the development of the impor-
ant principle, above referred to, gives not only a new clearness, but also (in

pme respects) a new extension, to this department of science.'
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Poisson, and Cauchy, respecting the transformations of arbitrary

functions by means of definite integrals. I gave some account of

it to the Academy at the close of the session of 1839-40 (June

22nd, 1840), and some theorems extracted from my manuscript
were printed in the Proceedings of that date

;
but I have of late

entirely re-written the Paper, with many additions and illustrations.

It has been very useful to myself, as leading me to read a great

deal of modern mathematics. It will be published in the course of

the summer, I suppose perhaps earlier, and with, I have some

hope, another Paper on a different but connected subject ; which

I may find myself able to draw up in time to come after it in the

volume (xix., part ii.) of the Transactions of the Academy.
' As to the Chair, the Council have passed a resolution* which

amounts to not accepting my most sincerely tendered resignation ;

at least, after I had entered on their Minutes a request that they

would consider whether it might not be advantageous to recom-

mend to the Academy not henceforth* to elect any one person

President more than three times successively, and after a long

deliberation held in my absence at a full meeting specially sum-

moned, the Council resolved that in their opinion no change is

desirable in the existing practice of the Academy with regard to

the election of a President. At all events whatever the Academy

may do on the 16th, I do not intend to give up so much time in

future as I have done for some years past to the routine business

of the Body. . . .'
"

In the extract from a letter written in November, 1841,t the

last words are 'And then the Triads might perhaps be appended
'

:

these words referred to conversations in which Hamilton had set

forth his view of a triadic arrangement of the elements of philoso-

phy. The scheme gradually attained in his mind to something

like completeness, and at length on the 19th of April, 1842, he

' dashed off
'

(this is his own word) a letter to Lord Adare, giving

it full exposition. This letter will, I think, be judged to be one

of the most remarkable proofs of Hamilton's intellectual power.

No preparatory memoranda have been found by me, and therefore

* Minutes of Council, February 7, 1842. f Swa, p. 350.
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i would seem to have been the first written expression of a philo-

j- pineal view so comprehensive, and embracing details at once so

i portant and so various. And yet such was his mastery over the

\iole domain of thought, so maturely had he considered all the

mtual relations which were involved, that, as will be seen, he was

lie before breakfast to complete, ready for transcription, the draft

this deeply interesting letter. The letter as it reached Lord

.dare is in my hands, but the text here given is from a copy sub-

iquently made by Hamilton from the original draft.* The copy

i preceded by the following memorandum :

jj

* November 16, 1849. I shall here copy from the original draft,

iritten (literally) on one summer or spring morning, almost stans

I '.le in WHO, a long letter of mine written to Lord Adare on Meta-

|iysics and things in general : suggested mainly by Coleridge's

tnversations with me on Will, Mind, and Life : for a very brief

te of which conversation on that subject, see page 101 of this

lok.'

The ' brief note
'

here referred to has been printed supra, in

pi. i., p. 547, in connexion with the subject of Hamilton's con-

arsations with Coleridge.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEBVATOEY, April 19, 1842.

I,

' MY DEAR ADARE, I have at length brought my speculations,

^.
some subjects which have interested both of us, to such a point

to make me feel inclined to express the result of them, by writ-

is^ to you first, and perhaps soon to other friends, although I do

i't yet venture to lay my thoughts before the public.

I

' You must remember what stress our venerated acquaintance

(srhaps I might say, friend,) Coleridge, was wont to lay on the

jilosophical Trinity of Will, Mind, and Life
;
how he referred to

* This copy is to be found in the quarto Manuscript Book labelled M. 1848.

Ism a transcript (in another manuscript book) made from the above copy, but

|[y carried down to the words ' believe themselves to have discovered,' I have

i reduced a very few additional changes.
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it as shadowing forth a still diviner Mystery ;
and illustrated by it

many dark places of our Humanity. You know that he was

pleased to send me, as a gift, his copy of Kant's Urtheilskmft, in

which that eminent Metaphysician insists on the necessary Tricho-

tomy of all division in pure synthetic philosophy ;
and gives a

Table of the mental faculties or powers (gesammte Vermogen des

Oremiiths), viewed in this systematic unity ;
which Table consists

of the Triad, Faculty of Knowledge, Feeling of Pleasure and Pain,

and Power of Desire (Erkenntnissvermogen, Grefuhl der Lust und

Unlust, Begehrungsvermogen) ; agreeing nearly with Coleridge's

Mind, Life, and Will, and forming respectively the subject-matters

of Kant's three great works on the Pure Reason (or rather the

Understanding), the Judgment and the Practical Reason. And

not to look any farther back, for coincidences or similarities of

view in other writers, respecting this grand tri-unity of Mind and

Life, and Will, it may be in your recollection that Cousin has

published a very elegant and interesting volume on the three ana-

logous Ideas of the True, the Beautiful, and the Good. (Du Vrai,

du Beau, et du Bien. Paris, 1836.)
' The same distinction, without separation, has often been the

subject of my own meditations, at least since the time of the con-

versations which I enjoyed with Coleridge, and in especial reference

to the Philosophy of Physical Science
; although the theological

bearings of the view, on which I shall not enter now, have also

deeply interested me
;
and were indeed the chief occasions of i

being introduced in those well-remembered conversations. And I

have lately attempted to discover categories, or hypo-categories

forms or sub-forms in the regions of Will and Life, analogous to

those which I had for a good while come to select, as ruling the

domain of Mind
;
and which I had an opportunity of stating t(

you in talk, at least a year ago. Were it my happiness to have

another long talk with you soon, it might be possible for me to

state my reasons for the conclusions which I am at present disposed

to adopt, in a far more pleasant, and perhaps more satisfactory

way, than the time which I can spare for writing on the subject

will now allow
; and it was my hope that we might have met i

Dublin or here, during the last Easter Recess from your parliamen-

tary duties : but since that has not happened, and it is uncertain

when we may have a sufficiently long and quiet interview, I thiffl
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setter to attempt to put at least some of my reflections and results

10 writing, which attempt, indeed, I have bound myself by a

bmise to make.

!

' If "Will, and Mind, and Life be powers or faculties, or other

ustituents of our humanity, which may be severally contemplated,
K, subsist in intimate union, and are in some sense one though

fee ; it may be rationally thought, that the peculiar province of

ph may admit of further sub-division, analogous in some degree
the primary division itself

;
and that this process may be per-

med again, perhaps without limit, though the distinctions thus

;ained may soon become minute, and may appear to be vague ;

fust as, in modern Zoology, it is held by many that the grand
isions reproduce themselves analogically, in smaller and smaller

)les of the animal kingdom.
Thus if, for brevity and even for clearness, we use letters, as in

ic and mathematics, for signs, or marks of reference, more easily

be repeated and combined than words
;
and so denote the three

mary forms by A, B, and C, whether these be (as we shall for

present assume) Will, Mind, and Life
;
or any others which a

re profound meditation may discover, or an improved nomencla-

e more happily express ;
we may expect that there will be nine

mdary forms, or forms of the second order, which may be denoted

the nine binary symbols, Aa, Ab, Ac
; Ba, Bb, Be

; Ca, Cb, Cc.

d perhaps it may be judged that twenty-seven tertiary forms, or

ms of the third order, ought to result, which may be denoted by
twenty-seven tertiary symbols :

\&a, Aa]3, Aay ; Aba, Abj3, Aby ; Aca, Ac/3, Acy ;

Baa, Baj3, Bay; Bba, Bb|3, Bby ; Bca, Bcj3, Bey;
}aa, Ca/3, Cay; Cba, Cbj3, Cby ; Oca, Cc/3, Coy :

three forms in each group, or partial triad, having at least some

ilogy to the three primary forms, A, B, C
; although it may re-

re some patience, or even some faith, to perceive the existence of

5se analogies, as happens in the much less subtle researches of

ology, already referred to. Thus far indeed, that is, as far as

the recognition of tertiary forms, I seem to myself to have

eady attained, with some degree of light and evidence, although
s details of the system which I am about to propose may easily

mit of improvement, and may require correction.
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' In submitting to you this system, or scheme, it may be con-

venient for both of us that I should (notwithstanding our having
once conversed on this part of the subject) begin with the B forms;

and consider the Categories under which SCIENCK is to be arranged.

Here, if we seek the secondary forms and first Bb, or that which is

in science most scientific, most purely Mind in Mind, as distin-

guished from Will and Life, we have no difficulty in fixing on the

Reasoning Faculty, as distinguished from the Interpretation and

Observation of Phenomena. Nor is it difficult at this stage to

recognise the tertiary form Bbfi, namely, DEDUCTION, as distin-

guished from Induction and Analogy, and as more purely logical

and therefore more strictly mental than either.

'

Returning to the Secondary forms, I observe that He is

evidently OBSERVATION of Phenomena
;
because this is in Science

the sensuous department, and is connected, more than Reasoning
or Interpretation (at least more manifestly and directly), \viihLife;

with Feeling and Organisation.
' But Science, at least Natural Science, supposes a Nature to be

known. It involves not only a System of Observations and a

System of Reasonings, but also a System of INTERPRETATIONS.

It refers not merely to Appearances and to Thoughts but to

(believed] REALITIES
;

to Existences outside ourselves. Such is,

in Science, an inevitable attitude of mind, however clearly it may
be shown by metaphysicians that the evidence for the existence of

an external world is not of the same kind with logical or mathe-

matical proof, and, however deeply it may be believed by religious

men that all Existence rests on One Supreme Reality. I judge

then, that the INTERPRETATION of Phenomena the reference of them

as Appearances to an EXISTENCE (or existences) appearing is the

remaining secondary form of Science, Ba. And this conclusion is

confirmed by the consideration that such a reference is dynamic

It supposes an antagonist power, and something like a foreign will ,

although we conceive, and cannot avoid conceiving, this power to

act by laws, and in no arbitrary manner. Besides, this reference

of Appearance to Existence is a passage from the seen to the un

seen, and partakes of the character of Faith : but every form o

faith is ethical, and derives itself at least partly from the WILL.
'

Thus, summing up in slightly varied language our late results

we may say that Faith, Thought, and Sense, are the three chie
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^merits of SCIENCE, and are the three secondary forms of Mind,
'noted by Ba, Bb, Be, respectively. But it is only in special
:ference to Science, and as contrasted, in Science, with the elements

>ot((/ht and sense that the word "faith" can be used, without amean-

ig far more ethical, or vital, than that which is expressed, in this

ilieme, by the symbol Ba. Yet, with this caution, we may now
instruct the following TABLE of the Secondary Forms of Mind :

B. Mind
a. Faith b. Thought

c. Sense.

'The tertiary form, Bb/3, has been already seen to be DEDUC-

^ON. It will, I think, be easily admitted that the operations

(.ready mentioned) of INDUCTION and ANALOGY, of which the

f:mer requires a species of faith, and the latter a species of sense,

b related to Deduction, in such a way as to deserve to be denoted

b the characters, Bba, Bby, and to be considered as the two

maining tertiary forms of science, included under the secondary
fm Bb

;
that is under Thought, or more precisely, under REASON-

ib. If this result should appear doubtful or obscure, I think

tit I could confirm it by a great number of other considerations.
' The secondary form Be, of Sense in Science, or Observation of

Iienomena, subdivides itself into the Observation of the Co-

APARENT, of the SUCCESSIVE, and of the SIMILAR : and these I

hid to be the three tertiary forms included under Be, namely,
la, Bc/3, and Bey. They may also be called Space, Time, and
llnd ; but I am disposed to include under Bca all observed co-

e.stence of sensations, or of phenomena, whether as parts of the

s ne picture, or in any other manner making up one complex and

E>mentary whole. It may be noted here, that while we arrange

ejects seen or felt in one tridimensional space, which is not itself SM.

eject of sensation, and conceive ourselves as seeing or as feeling

t.jm therein, we exercise a species of induction, and exert somewhat

ailogous to faith ; which is one ground (among several) for my
riking SPACE, as a form of Sense in Science, under a, namely, as

la, rather than under j3 or y. Besides, TIME, when regarded as

tJs Succession of Phenomena, is evidently analogous to Deduction,

r'i'arded as the succession of thoughts in a fixed and necessary

oler; but deduction is eminently mental, and has been marked

l'/3 ; therefore time is rather to be marked )3, that is Bcj3, than
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a or 7, that is than Boa or Boy. And KIND, or the similar it

plienomcna, is more strictly sensuous than either Space or Time

and is therefore better entitled to be 7, namely to be Bey, than i

either of those two other forms (or sub-forms) of Be. Other pro

perties of this arrangement will exhibit themselves afterwards.
'

As, in Induction from Phenomena, each step makes other

easier, so is it in that more refined Induction from Thoughts, ii

which we are now engaged. Conceding that Bb and Be havi

been already rightly subdivided, we are conducted easily to th<

sought subdivisions of the remaining secondary form Ba, include*

under the primary form B ;
that is, to the sub-forms of the INTER

FRETATtON (Ba) of Phenomena, or of the transition from observer

Appearance to believed Reality. Theseforms of Scientific faith an

(I think) I.st, the FAITH IN ACTION AND REACTION
;
or to express i

better, the BELIEF of the INTERACTION OF BODIES, which interactioi

has a certain analogy to Will, and is (in my system) the tertiary fora

Baa ; Il.nd, the FAITH IN CAUSATION, or the BELIEF that every even

in Nature is an effect, resulting from others by a laic ; which form o

Faith is manifestly analogous to Deduction, as a,form of Thought

and to Time, as a form of Seme, and must, like them, be market

with j3, namely as Baj3 ; and Ill.rd, the FAITH IN IDENTITY
;
or th<

BELIEF that amid all seeming change somewhat abides, and has :

latent but a real agreement with (what we therefore consider to be

ITSELF : which last form of faith in science answers to similarity o

kind in phenomena, as a form of sense, and to analogy as a form o

thought, and consequently is a j, namely Bay. It may be note<

as another reason for marking the faith in Interaction as Baa, tha

it, as a form of faith, resembles Induction as a form of thought

and Co-apparition as a form of sense, in so far that in each of thos

three forms there is contemplated a concurrence of diverse element

to the production of one result.

'

Kant, in his Criticism of the Pure Reason, has assigned for

of sense and thought, which ought, if he and I were both entii

correct in our views, to agree, nearly or completely, with my sul

forms of B
;
since both of us have aimed, he in his way and I ii

mine, to construct the skeleton or frame-work of Physical Sciei

Accordingly we agree very nearly in the important class of

dynamical forms, which I have called Ba, and which are, accorc

to him, and in his order, the three following :
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i. Inherence and Subsistence, or, Substance and Accident ;

i. Causality and Dependence, or, Cause and Effect ;

i. Communityor Reciprocity of Action, Influence, Interaction.

lut even among these, I make my category of Identity to differ

little from his of Substance; since I design it to extend to all

ises of (believed) Heal Likeness
;

all natural grounds (if any) of

assification, such as modern naturalists have sought for, and

blieve themselves to have discovered (not invented) ;
all cases in

hich, though things do not look like each other, there is (or at

'ast is believed to be) good reason for concluding that in nature

"ley are of the same sort, although not the same individual. In

tart, just as, among phenomena, the similar may show itself, not

lerely at different times, but also in different places, so I would say,

bt merely that there is in one sense an identity between a given

uantity of oxygen, such as it was, while yet combined with hy-

TOgen in water, and such as it is now, after it has left that hy-

j'ogen
to assist in composing oxide of iron, but also that there is

another sense an identity (of the dynamic sort) between any one

prtion of oxygen and any other; perhaps, even, between one

olet and another, between one exogen and another, between one

}ant and another, between one living body and another. All this,

; you perceive, according to my principles, is (to those who may
limit it) matter of scientific faith, not of sight, nor of logical proof :

lit you will not suppose that I denounce those who may reject it : I

<ily contend that some such form of faith is inccitablt/ exercised in

le pursuit of natural science, and that it is not possible, if it were

?sirable, to reject entirely, in that pursuit, the belief in natural

iftnity, and consequently in SOME REAL SAMENESS, between different

(existing things. And all such dynamic sameness, whether in co-

(istence or in succession, I refer to my Category of IDENTITY,
(noted by the symbol Bay.

' Kant's other nine Categories differ much more from mine : orO
ither I am disposed to reject them altogether, in the survey of

jiysical science, not as unfounded, but as comparatively foreign or

leless : and to enlarge his pair of forms of sense, namely, Space
; d Time, by the introduction of the third form, Kind ; that is, as

lhave said before, the Similar among Phenomena, which iucludes

f/rcfs of Similarity, and is connected with his Categories of Quality,

lough it also differs considerably from them. If this discord-

VOL. II. 2 B
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ance should (not unnaturally) lead you to suspect that we both

wrong, you may derive some encouragement [or consolation] fro

the thought that I do not at all regret the pains which I ha

taken to understand Kant's views, nor consider the time so spe

as lost. Any system of Categories is better than none, just as a

arrangement of books on shelves is better than their being huddl

on the floor. But the intellectual advantage to be derived fro

such a system depends in great part on its self-consistency ; ami

may be allowed to remark that Kant, by his fourfold distributor

of the forms of thought into Categories of Quantity, Quality, Be

tion, and Modality, seems to have acted not quite consistently,

his Kritik der reinen Vernunft, with his own Canon, already quc
from his Urtheilskraft, of the propriety of trichotomising in all

thetic divisions of pure philosophy.
' My Categories B may [now] be collected and tabulated :

B. MIND.

a. Faith.

Interaction. ft. Causation.

y. Identity.

b. Thought.

a. Induction. ft. Deduct

y. Analogy.

c. Sense.

a. Co-apparition. (3. Succession.

y. Similarity.

And it may be observed that the three forms of each tertiary group

have arranged themselves in an order which may be thus general!)

denoted :

B.

a. The Coordinate. /?. The Subordinate,

y. The Similar.

By this remark it is easy to recover the nine tertiary sub-forms oi

B, if they have been forgotten. Thus, under the secondary fora

Ba, of Scientific FAITH in real Existence, Interaction answers tc

Bodies, considered as really coordinate, or as acting reciprocally

and simultaneously on each other; Causation answers to Events,

considered as really subordinate to other events through laws ;
and

Identity to Substances, either at different times, or at the same

time considered as being, in some sense, really similar. So again,

under the secondary form Bb, or THOUGHT, the component thoughts

of an Induction are coordinate
;
those of a Deduction are subordi-
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'.ate, some to others
;
and the thoughts of an Analogy [or at least

heir relations] are similar. And the same remark may be verified

h like manner, and indeed still more easily, in the three Categories
acluded under Be, or SENSE, namely, Co-apparition, Succession, and

limilarity (of Phenomena).
'

Finally I shall add, before leaving the primary form B, that

le three typical (or eminent) tertiary forms, included under this

rimary form, are the following :

B.

aa. Interaction. b/3. Deduction,

cy. Similarity.

hat is, the mutual influence of bodies on each other, believed to

dst in nature
;
the derivation of thought from thought, by logi-

tl connexion
;
and the observation of likeness between one pheno-

:enon and another, with a view to their classification.

' It is with far more diffidence that I proceed to speak of the

vo other primary forms, because they are much less connected

ith my professional and habitual studies, and have been much
iore recently considered by me, in reference to that scheme of

tbdivision to which this letter relates. In such a manner that

iiile I cannot deny it to be possible that I may yet see reason to

tter some of my results respecting the Philosophy of Science, I

iel it to be even probable that I shall be obliged to make many
(anges, in those other conclusions, or conjectures, of which I have

2>t to speak.
' The primary form A, or WILL, ought to contain under itself

t'e several forms of DUTY
; and, of course, to suggest so many

crrespondent offences or failures : as every form of Truth has

etne answering form of Error. But as I have not chosen ex-

ressly to consider these counter-forms of Mind, so neither shall

liere discuss the deviations of the Will from Right. Nor, on the

c ler hand, shall I refer expressly, in constructing the scheme of A,
t revealed duly, any more than in B to revealed truth. Contenting
crselves then, at present, with a merely philosophical view of the

rvht conduct of the Will, the three secondary forms of A may
f .-haps be said to be :

A. WILL.
a. Self-control. .

b. Patience,

c. Affection.
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In fact, the highest energy of Will, the greatest exertion of man'

hood in character, is to contend with and control itself; the typica!

sub-form Aa appears then to be SELF-CONTROL. The analogou oi

mind in Will, [or] Ab, is PATIENCE ; of life, Ac, is AFFECTION : ii

by this latter word we understand here the active duty, rather thai

the passive feeling, the voluntary attitude rather than the involun-

tary emotion, the ethic rather than the aesthetic of love.

' The three chief forms of self-control are, I think, OBEDIENCE,

DOCILITY, TEMPERANCE
;
the first eminently typical of mil; the

second the obedience of the mind; the third, that of the life:

I therefore denote these three tertiary forms of Will, respectively,

by the symbols,

Aaa, Aaj3, Aay.

Patience, Ab, is either PERSEVERANCE, Aba
;
or ATTENTION Ab/

or else ENDURANCE, Aby. And affection, as a duty, Ac, may _

haps be subdivided into VENERATION, CANDOUR, and KINDNESS:

which seem sufficiently analogous to the three tertiary sub-forms

of other groups, to be denoted, at least provisionally, Aca, Acj3.

Acy.
'The scheme, or table, of subdivisions of the primary form A,

will therefore be the following :

A. WILL.

a. Self-control.

a. Obedience. ft. Docility,

y. Temperance.

b. Patience.

a. Perseverance. ft. Attention

y. Endurance.

c. Affection.

a. Veneration. ft. Candour.

(Reverence ?)

y. Kindness.

And the three typical tertiary forms may be thus tabulated:

A.

aa. Obedience. ft}). Attention,

cy. Kindness.

' It would be easy to assign texts of Scripture which shoul(

illustrate all these various forms of Duty.

' It remains to consider the subdivisions of C, or the scheme o
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he sub-forms of LIFE, in man's interior being. Perhaps the

econdary forms may be :

C. Life.

a. Self-preservation. b. Imagination,

c. Emotion.

ELF-PRESERVATION tends more immediately to action; IMAGINA-

i'lON to thought; and therefore these are here marked Ca, Cb :

vhile the typical secondary form of Life appears to be EMOTION,
yhich accordingly I mark Cc.

' The analogues of Will, Mind, and Life, among the tertiary

orms included under Self-preservation, are perhaps COURAGE, PRU-

ENCE, and INSTINCT
;
this latter word being here pretty widely

aken, so as to include all those actions, or tendencies to action,

|/hich arise neither from deliberate will, nor from mental calcula-

lon, but are directed (at least in their normal state) to the preser-

'ation of the individual, or of the race. Courage, then, may be

!)aa
; Prudence, Ca/3 ; and Instinct, Cay.

'

Imagination, Cb, in its most active form, is artistical or intel-

^ctual creation ; poetry, in the primitive sense of the word Trottjatc ;

riyinality, even in Science
;
or let us say INVENTION, Cba : not

S much of an isolated incident, or trait, or theorem, as of an or-

anised whole, tale, character, or theory, containing many parts,

jherent by a vital power, harmoniously coordinate. When more

btpressly mental, Imagination produces METHOD, Cbj3 ;
that living

lement of order, that genial subordination, which gives a grace
nd fitness to its own intellectual or artistical succession. When
iiore eesthetical, more fraught with life and sense, and less imbued

ith will or mind, it leads to IMITATION, Cby ;
whether in deacrip-

ve poetry or other imitative rather than ideal art.

'

Lastly, the typical secondary form of life, Cc, namely, Emotion,

ay be not ill divided into the triad suggested by Wordsworth's

ne:
" We live by Admiration, Hope, and Love."

he very order of these forms is to be retained. They answer, as

notions, to the duties already mentioned under Ac, of Reverence,

andpur, and Kindness. We may admire a present whole, hope
>r a future change, or love what gives us, in some degree, the
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feeling of a similarity of nature to our own : and thus are repro-

duced the forms of the Coordinate, the Subordinate, and the

Similar, which showed themselves before as a, )3, y. Again we
admire courage (Caa), and while admiring, feel it grow within us;

prudence (the corresponding /3, namely Ca/3) requires to be sus-

tained by hope; love is allied to instinct (Cay). ADMIRATION

typifies the Voluntary, without being itself wholly such; HOPE

represents the Intellectual ; the crown of Life is LOVE.
' The scheme of C, or of the forms of Life, will therefore be :

C. LIFE.

a. Self-preservation.

a. Courage. ft. Prudence,

y. Instinct.

b. Imagination.

a. Invention. ft. Method,

y. Imitation.

c. Emotion.

a. Admiration. ft. Hope.

y. Love.

' And the typical tertiary forms are these :

C.

aa. Courage. fta. Method,

cy. Love.

' Conceive now the three schemes, A, B, C, brought together

into one view, somewhat thus :

A. Will; B. Mind;
C. Life;

each with its three sub-forms, a, b, c
;
and each of these again with

the three tertiary forms, a, /3, y, which appertain to it (nearly as

on the sheet annexed) ;
and you will have a picture of the interior

of our humanity, such as my present skill, rudely enough, I grant,

enables me to draw.
*

Perhaps no one of all these forms, or elements, of goodness,

truth, and happiness, is wholly wanting in any man. All are

susceptible of being abused, or turned into their opposites, of evil,

error, pain. May we be enabled by Him, Who is the Way, the

Truth, and the Life, to avoid the evil, and to choose the good !

' I am, my dear Adare, your affectionate friend,

* WILLIAM EOWAX HAMILTON.'
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'

[To be annexed to Sir W. E. Hamilton's letter of the 19th of

pril, 1842, to Viscount Adare).

Will Mind
Life.

A B
Self-control Patience Faith Thought

Affection Sense

C

Self-preservation Imagination

Emotion.

in.

A B
a b a b

;dience Docility Perseverance Attention Interaction Causation Induction Deduction

Temperance Endurance Identity Analogy

c c

Veneration Candour Coapparition Succession

Kindness Similarity

C
a b

Courage Prudence Invention Method

Instinct Imitation

c

Admiration Hope
Love.'

To the transcript here printed Hamilton appends the following

^morandum :

' I have now burned all the original sheets of my first draft of

s long letter, after copying them as above into this book with

oly verbal alterations. It appears that on the llth of March

Lt [apparently in 1849*], not being then able to find the sheets

vdch contained the scheme of A, I reasoned out that scheme or

t:>le for myself anew, assisted no doubt by memory ;
and thus

nroduced the very system of forms which is given above in

p 126
; except that I wrote the word Reverence instead of

deration.'

The letter was heralded by a note written on the same day to

*
Subsequently added by Sir W. II. H.
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]

Lord Adare, and a letter to myself a fortnight later in date adds

some particulars of interest in reference to it.

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATORY, April 19, 1842.

' Not having seen you at Easter, as I half hoped to do, I wrote

such an awfully long letter to you this morning, on philosophical

triads, that a copy which I wished to have made has not been more

than half accomplished. ... I have since had to sign 232 copies

ef a circular which, the Antiquaries of the Academy will have it, is

important to them in collecting subscriptions for the purchase of

the late Dean Dawson's Museum. . . .

' P.S. Observe that my long letter was actually written (no

merely sketched) this morning.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to the REV. E. P. GRAVES.

'

OBSERVATORY, May 4, 1842.

'. . . About a fortnight ago I did at last dash off (one morning
before breakfast) a long letter to Lord Adare on those subjects of

philosophical meditation respecting which you and I have more

than once conversed together. . . . The first sheet of a [quarto] copy

I now send you the two next are at this moment in the hands of

Captain Larcom, who is somewhat of an Universalist, and appears

to be interested by this new sort of "
trigonometrical survey

"
he

is, you know, the chief conductor of the Ordnance Survey of

Ireland. I wish this copy to be considered as your property, but

shall be glad if you will lend it to Mr. Wordsworth for as long a

time as he may desire, informing him that I wished you to do so.

' You can scarcely be more sensible than myself of the many

imperfections of the sketch which I have attempted to make, of the

chief triads of humanity ;
it is very likely that further meditation

may lead me to modify those triads considerably ;
but as they had

been long ago in my thoughts, at least those which relate to Science,

and as there is a certain degree of coherence and systematic unity

in the whole scheme, I do not choose to withhold from you a copy

of what I have written for Lord Adare.
' The very circumstance of my letter to him having been written

at one heat literally, as I have said, one morning before breakfast
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-renders me unwilling at present to make more than a few verbal

-Iterations. Hasty as the composition must have been, it presents

erhaps a better bird's-eye view of what was in my mind than if

had delayed to elaborate the expression of my thoughts, or to

Dok out for and answer objections.
'

Any objections, however, which may occur to you, or to any-
ne with whom you may converse upon the subject, are likely to

.eserve to be well-weighed by me, and to be either replied to, or

llowed and acted upon. In short one chief advantage hoped for

y me when so far expressing my views on paper was that I should

e thereby assisted in submitting those views to a more close ex-

mination hereafter. But it may be prudent not, at this stage, to

how my written thoughts to many persons lest they should either

e censured or adopted, prematurely.
4 You are not to suppose that I have been exclusively occupied

/ith metaphysics. This morning's post brings me a new, and

early the concluding, batch of proof-sheets of a Mathematical

Cssay for the Transactions of the Eoyal Irish Academy, on what

have called Fluctuating Functions. I trust that the Paper will be

ateresting to mathematicians, though it was suggested to me
omewhat incidentally, and rather as a digression than anything
Ise.

I add a fragment of a letter commenting on Hamilton's Triads

ddressed to him by my brother John T. Graves ; unfortunately

he main portion, eight pages out of eleven, has been lost, but

,'hat remains, being I think of value in itself, will suffice to render

aore easily intelligible the reply it received, from which it will be

athered that Mr. Graves had seen only the first part of the letter

3 Lord Adare. He offered to lend to Hamilton, and in a second

?tter characterised in terms partly favourable, partly unfavourable,

book bearing the title Outlines of Analogical Philosophy, by George

Veld (published by Tilt in two volumes, 1839). The object of the

'ork is to prove that everything in Nature and Philosophy is of

:ie Triadic Form, its appropriate motto being

Travra

Hamilton, however, preferred to postpone his perusal of it till

e had thought out his own views more fully.
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From JOHN T. GRAVES, F.R.S., to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

8, GRAT'S INN SQUARE, May 16, 1842.

' My brother Robert lias just left me, and I regard his visit as

an event, since it brought before me the copy of your letter to

Lord Adare, shadowing forth the elements of a triadic philosophy.
The subject of the arrangement of the Sciences is one on which I

have often pondered. . . . My own analyses had usually conducted

to ternary arrangements, and sub-arrangements, but I had never

dwelt upon and realised the idea that the whole of philosophy

might be so distributed according to a single type. The thought
has sometimes indeed occurred to me that all things might be

referred to three ideal co-ordinates, ideally at right angles to each

other. This would combine triadism with dualism or polarity. . . .

' I think I have mastered your system so far as you have un-

folded it, and I go along with you. In the genesis of my concep-

tions, however, Kant's arrangement, Mind, Life, Will, appears

more natural than yours. In your Categories, that corresponding
to Life (the C, c, 7) seems to me to be a copula between the other

two. Perhaps they are to be placed at the corners of an equilateral

triangle. That where there is real Similarity, there is something

same, combined with something different, is a notion I have long

cherished, notwithstanding a note in Whately's Logic. I have

sometimes been puzzled by its bearings on theism.
' About three years ago the commencement of a kind of pro-

spectus of Lord Brougham's work on Political Philosophy, which

was sent to me, as one of the Committee of the Diffusion Society,

for revision, before publication, set me a-thinking on the classifi-

cation of the sciences. The results I was led to by an analysis

quite distinct from yours were triadic, as far as they went, and I

now see that they fall in tolerably well with Mind, Life, Will.

My analysis was this : all sciences are logical constructions on

data, which are either truths, hypotheses, or facts. The philosophic

sciences, or those in which truths are most regarded, are meta-

physics, aesthetics, and ethics. The Sciences. . . . [Here occurs

the hiatus which has been referred to].
' One question more. Is there -A, -B, -C, corresponding to

your A, B, C ? Is Death or -C ? Several of your Categories
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ave poles. Identity and diversity : Like and unlike : Cause and
ffect : Action and counteraction. . . .

' Your old friend, JOHN T. GRAVES.'

From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to JOHN T. GRAVES, F.R.S.

' ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY, May 18, 1842.

' Your letter has followed me in from the Observatory, which

I left early this morning to attend the Fellowship Examina-
3ns. ... It has greatly interested me. . . . The introduction of

iiads is by no means new in philosophy nor even, as I took care

\ acknowledge in my letter to Lord Adare, is the triad of Will,

lind, and Life but perhaps my thought may be new, that the

me triad reproduces itself perpetually, or triads analogous thereto.

.had been thinking (not for the first time), this very day, during
^less interesting part of the Examinations, before your letter

irived, of the peculiarity which you mention as having struck

^u, that Life, and each Category or sub-form analogous thereto,

jesent themselves each as a copula between the two other mem-
irs of the same triad : but this reflection does not appear to me to

Mrrant the transposition of the letters, which I arrange always
tus :

A B
C.

*I am, and have been, I own, determined partly by the bearing
c the analogy on the mystery of the Holy Trinity, though from

r/erence, and partly, let me say, from diffidence, I forebore to

r'er expressly to that mystery. You may remember a collect

Yiich speaks of the Son as with the Father, in the unity of the

' Between hours to-day I copied here for Robert the remainder

omy letter to Lord Adare, which I shall ask him to send you. . . .

l>u will find that it distinctly recognises the existence of counter-

p.es.
' This is not to be considered as an answer to your letter. But

I hall be more likely to write something more approaching to an

aswer, if you will take the trouble at your leisure to lend me these

hsty lines to look over, and perhaps to copy. It may be worth

while, though scarcely that of anyone else, to preserve copies of
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whatever I may even hastily write for some time on these intei

esting subjects of meditation.'

On May 9, Hamilton communicated to the Academy a ver

curious result of a calculation dealing with numbers of mair

digits which, at the suggestion of his Uncle James, he had made

in order to decide the controverted question as to the date of th

equinox in the year of the Council of Nicaea. His Paper i

printed in the Proceedings of the Academy for May 9, 1842. Hi

conclusion was that :

' The New Style date of an equinox in any year of the nine

teenth contury ought to be the same with the Old Style date of th

same equinox in the corresponding year of the fourth century, and

in particular, the vernal equinox of 325 ought to have fallen 01

the 20th of March [not on the 21st as generally supposed], becaus

that of 1825 fell on the day so named.'J

As the above Paper was partly due to the interest he now tool

in Ecclesiastical History, so the letter on the Ascension of Ou

Lord, which he addressed about this time to the Editor of the Iris,

Ecclesiastical Journal, and which appeared in the May numbe

of that periodical, manifests throughout his deep reverence fo

Scripture, and for the Church, and combines in a remarkabl<

manner this feeling with the application to a Supernatural fac

of a mathematical mode of reasoning ;
it indicates too what ;

reality space was to him, how in its largest extension it w

habitually with him matter of measurement, and how space an

time, and spirit and body, were to him co-ordinate elements

thought.

To the EDITOR of the
' IRISH ECCLESIASTICAL JOURNAL.'

' SIR The meditations of a Christian at this sacred season tui

naturally on that seeming pause in the operations of divine p

dence, when at this time the disciples, who had seen their Lo

parted from them and taken up into Heaven, were waiting

Jerusalem for the promised coming of the Comforter. You w

judge whether the following remarks, in part confessedly conje
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|
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iral, but offered, it is hoped, in no presumptuous spirit, may pro-

erly occupy any portion of your columns in connexion with the

rents which the Church at this period commemorates.
' It may be assumed that your readers are disposed to adopt, in

8 simplicity, the teaching of the fourth Article " that Christ did

uly rise again from death, and took again his body, with flesh,

ones, and all things appertaining to the perfection of man's

iture : wherewith He ascended into heaven and there sitteth until

3 return to judge all men at the last day." They will not be

'clined to explain away the doctrine of the ascension of the Lord's

iimanity, into what some have sought to substitute for it a ceas-

;g of the Godhead to be manifested in the person of Christ. Far

j.ther will they be ready to believe that the "
glorious

"
ascension

as the epoch of a more bright manifestation of God in Christ

\an any which had been vouchsafed before, though perhaps rather

TI angelic
than to human beings : and that no merely figurative,

1 ough, in part, a spiritual, sense, is to be ascribed to those passages

Holy Writ which speak of Jesus as having been highly exalted,

ad sitting at the right hand of Grod. As God, indeed, we know
lat heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contain him; yet
is also declared that heaven is his throne and earth his footstool :

d Scripture and the Church seem to attest alike, that the risen

ad glorified humanity of Christ is now in heaven, as in some

hliest place where God is eminently manifested and eminently

^rshipped ;
His power, His name, and presence dwelling there.

!

' A local translation of Christ's body being thus believed, it is

utural to believe also that this change of place was accomplished in

me, and not with that strict instantaueity which may be attributed

I a purely spiritual operation. Accordingly we read that at least

te first part of the act of ascension, the part of which the Apostles

"3re witnesses, was gradual ;
their gaze could follow, for awhile,

leir ascending Lord; nor was it instantly, though it may have

1 en soon, that a cloud received him out of their sight. And to

tppose that the remainder of that wonderful translation was

('ected without occupying some additional time seems almost as

mch "
against the truth of Christ's natural Body," as that it

tould be " at one time in more places than one
"

;
which latter

ution a Rubric of our Book of Common Prayer rejects as error

ad absurdity. The cloud which hovered over Bethany was surely
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not that heaven where Jesus sitteth at the right hand of God
;

to believe that his arrival, as man, at the latter was subsequen

his arrival at the former seems to be a just, as well as an obvic

inference from the doctrine of the ascension of his body.
* But how long was it subsequent ? We dare not, by m

reasoning, attempt to decide this question. That place to wh
the Saviour has been exalted, and which, although in one se

"
heaven," is, in another sense, declared to be "

far above

heavens," may well be thought to be inconceivably remote fr

the whole astronomical universe : no eye, no telescope, we m

suppose, has pierced the mighty interspace: light may not

have been able to spread from thence to us, if such an effluenc

light be suffered thence to radiate. And on the other hand, it

be owned, that, vast beyond all thought of ours as the intervs

space may be, Christ's glorious body may have been transpoi

over it in any interval of time however short.

' Eeason is silent then
;
nor can we expect to find on this

a clear revelation in Scripture : but do we meet with no indicatw

Does Holy Writ leave us here entirely without light ? I think

it does not : and shall submit to you a view which it seems to n

to suggest.
1

First, it is clear from Scripture, that the ascension of Chri

had been entirely performed before the descent of the Spirit on tl

day of Pentecost. Thus in a well-known verse of the sixty-eight

Psalm, which the Church has connected with the service for Whi

Sunday, and which St. Paul has quoted in reference to the ascei

sion
;
in the first sermon of St. Peter to the Jews

;
and in oth'

passages of the Bible, the obtaining of gifts for men, the receivic

from the Father the promise of the Holy Grhost, is spoken of as

result or consequence of Christ's having ascended up on high havin

been exalted by the right hand of Grod having ascended (t

did not David) into the heavens. The act of ascending oceupie*

therefore, no longer time than that from Holy Thursday to Whi

Sunday.
' But may it not have been allowed to occupy so long a time !

this ? No reason d priori can be given against the supposition

no passage of Scripture, no decision of the Church, so far as I kno\

is against it. The very close connexion announced in the tex

above alluded to, between the ascension of Christ into heaven an
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the descent of the Holy Ghost upon earth, appears to me an indi-

sation in its favour. For the purely spiritual nature of the latter

iiescent prevents the necessity, almost the possibility, of our suppos-

.ng it to have occupied time at all. No sooner, it may be reasonably

,:hought, did Jesus take his seat at the right hand of God, than the

Spirit fell upon the Apostles. The finished work of ascending upon

,iigh may have been followed instantly by the receiving of gifts for

nen.
' Should this conjecture be admitted, of the Ascension not

paving been completed till the day of Pentecost, although com-

fienced ten days before, it might suggest much interesting medita-

ion respecting the "
glory," the "

great triumph," with which our

javiour Christ was then exalted into God's kingdom of heaven,

^[ay not the transit from the cloud to the throne have been but

me continued passage, in long triumphal pomp, through powers
nd principalities made subject ? May not the only begotten Son

jave then again been brought forth into the world, not by a new

ativity, but as it were by proclamation and investiture, while the

JTniverse beheld its God, and all the angels worshipped Him ? And
ould not such triumphal progress harmonize well with that Psalm

bich has always been referred in a special manner to the ascension,

id which speaks of the everlasting gates as lifting up their heads,

t the King of glory might come in ?

' Many other reflections on this subject occur to me, but I for-

>ar. If anything unscriptural or uncatholic shall be detected by
>u in the foregoing remarks, or (in the event of your publishing

}em) by your readers, the pointing it out will be received as an

oligation by

Sir, your obedient Servant, W. E. H.

I

'

Tuesday in Whitsun Week, 1842.'

I The reader will probably judge that the idea presented in the

tfove letter is of kin rather to medieval times and imaginings than

t, the philosophical speculations of the nineteenth century ; and

tat the manner in which the data are manipulated and arranged

t Is of an artist skilled in setting forth and establishing a scientific

tesis.

An old friend was now recalled to Hamilton's mind by a play-
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ful note from Miss Edgeworth, recommending to his good office

an Italian gentleman, Signor Gavardini. After stating son*

particulars respecting him she continues :

'

EDGEWORTHSTOWN, May 9, 1842.

' ... If you can be of any use to this poor foreigner (who hai

had the plague as well as every other misadventure in life), praj

do; I am sure you mil for the sake of humanity and because i writ<

to you, to beg this from you wasting so many minutes of tim<

invaluable ! Why do you not come to see us ? And your Lady
who, I know, is now well enough to come here, among your friends

Pakenham, my brother, after eleven years' absence just returned

from India, is now with us. Take your head from the stars 01

from transcendental mathematics, and come and enjoy folly and

friendship with yours affectionately, MARIA EDGEWORTH.'

This note was not acknowledged for nearly a month, but i

writer had not been in the meantime unthought of by her friend.

as is indicated by his letter
; which, however, awarding to Professoi

Mac Cullagh his share in proposing to the Royal Irish Academy tc

confer on Miss Edgeworth the distinction of honorary membership

suppresses the active part taken by Hamilton himself in the pro-

ceeding.

From SIR "W. E. HAMILTON to MARIA EDGEWORTH.

' KOYAL IRISH ACADEMY, June 6, 1842.

' My regret at not having yet written to acknowledge tin

arrival of your last pleasant and friendly note, handed to me b)

Mr. Gavardini, is diminished by my being able to mention what J

hope will gratify you, that at the Meeting of Council just concludec

it was proposed and unanimously resolved to recommend to th(

Royal Irish Academy to elect you an Honorary Member. Thougl

you may naturally be tired of distinctions, this one will probabl}

be gratifying to your patriotic feelings ;
and it is right to mentior

that there are only two ladies on our list of Honorary Members

namely, Mrs. Somerville and Miss Herschel (the Aunt of Sir John)

... I trust to have soon the pleasure and honour of signing youi

diploma as President. The other signature will be that of tlu
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Secretary, Professor Mao Cullagh, to whom belongs the merit of

laving made the motion in the Council to-day.

' Most sincerely and affectionately yours.'

Miss Edgeworth's reply* shows how deeply she was gratified

*y the honour conferred upon her, and how she felt it to be

inhanced in value by the fact of its promoters having been such

aen as Hamilton and Mac Cullagh, both of them objects of her

itellectual admiration, and the former now an old friend, who

ossessed her warmest esteem and regard.

From MARIA EDGEWOETH to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

EDGEWOBTHSxowy, June 8, 1842.

' The honour you do me is very great ! and it was as far distant

om my expectations or imagination, as (in my sincere opinion)

jbove my deserts. I have never done or written anything to

ititle me to the honour of being named or thought of by a

cientifie Academy, and along with Mrs. Somerville or Miss

lerschel ! But I enjoy and am grateful for the glory thrown

iund my little head; and yet more, believe me, my dear Sir

/"illiam, I enjoy and am gratified more than vanity or pride
.n gratify, by this proof of your friendship ; by the kind manner
which you have interested yourself in this distinction for me,

^id the pleasure you evidently took in announcing to me the

jittering
recommendation of Council.

I

* I do not know whether it is proper that I should return thanks

the Council, but if it be, let me beg that you will do this for me,
: then I am sure what I feel of grateful pride will be well ex-

(]. At all events, whether I ought or ought not to know

^ything about it till further orders, I must beg that you will

111 Professor Mac Cullagh that I am most highly gratified and
'

liged to him for having made the motion in Council. "When

uul the pleasure of seeing him at Edgeworthstown I was very
i ich interested in his conversation, and instructed by all that was
^i thin my scope. I had, I own, a flattering hope that he might
ane time repeat his visit, but the most distant idea of his ever

rvoL. n. 2 c
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doing me such honour as he has done never flitted before m
mind's eye. Thank him most sincerely, and believe me

' Your highly gratified and obliged old friend,
' MARIA EDGEWORTH.

Hamilton had up to this time entertained little hope of attend-

ing the Meeting of the British Association to be held in the last

week of June at Manchester. He wrote his excuse to Mr. Murchi-

son (afterwards Sir Roderick), one of the two Greneral Secretaries,

and his letter was crossed by one from Mr. Murchison. In it th<

latter acknowledges Hamilton's previous letter, of a circular kind

asking for subscriptions towards the purchase by the Eoyal Iris!

Academy of the Dawson Collection of antiquities ;
and promises

'

though an Antiquary of another order,'
*

his mite to be hande(

over personally at Manchester, where he counts upon Hamilton'

presence. He then goes on to urge him to come over, prepared to

invite the Association for the next year to Dublin, with himself for

its President, adding :
' I have always felt that the Dublin Meet-

ing was the beau ideal of a meeting of British Philosophers.' A
second letter tells the effect upon him of Hamilton's intimation

that he should be absent.

* This designation is similarly claimed by another eminent geologist, Pro-

fessor Sedgwick, in a letter written on the same occasion, and by him is ascribed

to its originator, the great Cuvier. I give here Sedgwick's letter
; every line

from his pen is in accord with his genial and noble spirit :

'

CAMBRIDGE, March 26, 1842.

' I received your circular this morning, and am happy to send you a check

towards the object you mention. Though no antiquary myself, I rejoice in an

opportunity of showing my respect to the Royal Irish Academy. Perhaps I am

wrong in saying I am not an antiquary ; for I remember that Cuvier calls him-

self "Antiquaire d'une espece nouvelle," and as one of his admirers, and very

humble followers, I may perhaps try to decorate myself with the same title.

When are we again to meet ? years have flown away since I saw you last. The

interval has not been one which I can look back upon with much pleasure,
as

severe interruptions of ill-health have almost prevented me for the last two or

three years from doing any good geological work. They have made me Vice-

President of the next meeting of the British Association. I hope I shall then

have the pleasure of seeing you at Manchester. But pray come and see us

again at Cambridge ;
we have many new things to show you.'



Manchester.

From RODERICK J. MURCHISON, F.B.S., to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'June 18, 1842.
' Your letter of the 16th having crossed mine, I am in despair

^solution not to visit Manchester; and, in order to shake
f possible even at the llth hour, I enclose you a letter from
srschel, whose resolutions were quite as firm as yours, and who

ret has made them fly before BESSEL.
'Think of this philosopher coming on purpose to see such men
ierschel, yourself, and two or three others, and finding Airynd Baily flown to Italy, and Sir William Hamilton lecturing in

Jublm ! !

'

Pray put off your class for a week. Make a noble effort, and
y it all on Bessel's shoulders, and you will add to your glory.

' Most disconsolately yours, RODERICK J. MURCHISON.'

This appeal, we may weU believe, proved irresistible : certain it
;hat Hamilton did go to Manchester, and that the meeting went

iff, to quote his own words,
<

very successfully for the Association
i general and

satisfactorily for myself in particular.' The most
^stinguished men of science in Britain, with the exception of

dry, were present; Herschel, Peacock, Whewell, Brewster
Joyd, Mac Cullagh, Baden Powell, and the venerable philosopher
ilton, of whom Manchester felt proudly that a citizen of her

svn, the author of the Atomic System in Chemistry, might take a

>ading place among the assembled savants. And from abroad,
jsides men distinguished in other departments, Bessel the first

stronomer, and Jacobi the first mathematician, of the Continent
)ined the men just mentioned, and were received by them with
3served welcome and homage. The Athenceum mentions that
peculiar interest was excited by the presence of the three great
Monomers, Bessel, Herschel, and Hamilton, who were seen
ated together on the platform.'

Much intercourse of a most friendly character took place
stween Bessel and Hamilton, but it fell to Jacobi's lot to do

ilton honour before the assembled representatives of Science.
bi had been a student of Hamilton's memoir on Dynamics, and

2C2
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had been thus led to some important extensions of Hamilton's

results. These he communicated to the Association under the

title of New General Principles of Analytic Mechanics. In the

course of his exposition he stated that,

' When we have any system whatsoever of material points, the

simplicity of the preceding theorem [a theorem connected with the

famous problem of rotation of a solid body round a fixed point,

the body being under the influence of no accelerating force], is in

no respect altered, provided that we give to the dynamical equa-

tions that remarkable form under which they have been presented

for the first time by the illustrious Astronomer Royal of Dublin,

and in which they ought to be presented hereafter in all the

general researches of analytical mechanics.'

^Hamilton's
work on Fluctuating Functions, which had been

begun in 1840, had been perfected, )as we have seen, in the early

part of this spring. \ It was a work which dealt with elements

of the most subtle, evanescent character : elements, which some

of the highest masters in science had failed in their attempts to

grapple with, and which others had declared to be altogether ;

intractable. In this list are to be found the names of Bernoulli,

Lagrange, Poisson, Fourier. Hamilton's success was therefore an

achievement of the highest order. He was asked to give some

account of his method in the Mathematical Section, and the Man-

chester Guardian thus records what passed :

* Sir William Hamilton made a brief communication on a mode

of expressing fluctuating or arbitrary functions by mathematical

formulse. The subject was illustrated by diagrams and excited

great attention among the eminent men present. Professor Jacobi

said that Lagrange stated it as his opinion, that it was not possible

to express these functions by any mathematical formulse. It ap-

peared, however, to him (Professor Jacobi) that Sir William

Hamilton had shown that it was possible.'

It was on this occasion that Jacobi spoke of Hamilton as
'

*

Lagrange de wire pays.'

On a subsequent day a grand debate arose on the question,
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vhether the Undulatory Theory of Light was to be regarded as

laving failed, or as having been established. The discussion

vas started by Sir David Brewster, in connexion with some

iew phenomena discovered by him the appearance and non-

-ppearance of fringes in bands of interference, produced by a

hin transparent plate covering half the pupil of the eye, and

hus making a spectrum. Sir David rejoiced in impugning

xplanations of these phenomena which had been proposed in

Accordance with the wave-theory by Professor Airy, and in

ieclaring that they could not by that theory be explained. Pro-

essor Mac Cullagh fought on the same side, so far as to urge

trongly that the wave-theory was far from having yet established

;.

claim to final acceptance, and that it was as yet
'

absolutely

Irithout physical foundation, and therefore most imperfect.' This

riew was contested by Professor Lloyd, who adduced, in addition

b the principle of interference touched upon by Professor Mac

viillagh, that of transversal vibration. And Herschel and Hamil-

ion, while admitting its imperfection, protested against premature

bndemnation of the theory, and expressed their confidence that

p
would stand the test of continued patient investigation ;

(lamilton especially affirming that he and other Dublin men

|.eld
to the wave-theory 'without waving or wavering,' and that

hey retained as strong a conviction as ever of its substantial truth.

)ean Peacock, as Chairman of the Section, moderated between the

ontending parties, inclining to the side of the undulationists, and

ongratulating the Members of the Section on their having had the

pportunity
*
of hearing the opinions of the great Authors not only

f the Undulatory Theory, but of nearly all the most important

ptical researches made in modern times.'

' Sir John Herschel wished much he could prevail on Sir William

lamilton to explain to the Section a metaphysical conception which

e had disclosed to him, though darkly he owned, as shadowing forth

possible explanation of many difficulties. Sir William Hamilton

aid that, appealed to by Sir John Herschel in this manner, he

ould not avoid placing before the Section the theory alluded
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to, however imperfect and obscure. He then explained it
;
but

we regret our inability to express it adequately. It appeared to

depend on the conception of points absolutely fixed in space, and
endowed with certain properties and powers of transmission accord-

ing to determined laws. Professor Mac Cullagh said he had in-

dulged in speculations allied to, and as he conceived involving, this

very conception of Sir William Hamilton, and had even followed <

it into some of its consequences by reducing it to a mathematical
J

form : the conception was of double points or poles transmitting

powers ;
but he had abandoned it as mere speculation. Sir David

Brewster protested against such speculations. Sir John Herschel

considered that there could be no true philosophy without a certain

degree of boldness in guessing, and such guesses and hypotheses
were always necessary in the early stages of philosophy, before a

theory has become an established certainty ;
and these bold guesses,

in their proper places, he conceived should be encouraged and not

repressed. Sir William Hamilton's conception he thought per-

fectly clear in its metaphysics, and not to be thrown overboard

merely because it was metaphysical. The President (Dean Peacock)

hoped that Sir W. Hamilton would develop and publish this

speculation in order that it may be sifted, scrutinized, and re-

jected if merely ideal, or established and adopted if solidly founded

on nature and fact.'
*

To this conception Sir W. Hamilton makes reference in one of

the following letters, but I am not able to give further information

respecting it.

At the concluding General Meeting, Dean Peacock declared

that *

Having attended all the meetings of the British Associa-

tion, he had no hesitation in saying that the labours of the Section

over which he has had the honour of presiding had incomparably

surpassed those of any former meeting.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEBVATOBY, DUBLIN, July 5, 1842.

' You have probably heard of the success of the Irish party at

Manchester, who carried there the proposition that the next meet-

See Aihenaum, 1842, July 30, p. 687.
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ing of the British Association (in August, 1843) should be held at

Cork. So unexpected (though not unwished for) was this result,

that no list of officers was ready, though I was a good deal talked

of, as not unlikely to be chosen President of what was regarded as

an Irish, rather than as a Cork, Meeting. This honour, however, I

begged leave, in our private consultations, to waive in favour of

the Earl of Kosse, who has, accordingly, been elected to fill the

Chair of the Association for next year. A Vice-Presidency I could

not decline
;
and was allowed a voice in arranging the list of the

three other Vice-Presidents, who have been chosen as follows :

Lord Listowel, yourself, and Dr. Robinson. It was impossible to

wait till a formal consent could be obtained from the persons thus

elected in their absence
;
but we all judged that anyone attached

to Science or to Ireland would not decline to hold an office of this

sort. And I in particular should regret if you were to disappoint
our wishes in this respect, which indeed I do not anticipate. . . .

I saw a great deal of Bessel and something of Jacobi.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to R. P. OTRAVES.

'

OBSERYAIORY, October 1, 1842.

'
. . . The peculiarity of memory of the friend to whom you

allude is one with which I do not well know whether to be amused

or annoyed. It reminds me of a remark once made by Words-

worth respecting another great poet of modern times,* that, with

reference to compositions which he had in his mind, he was apt to

confound the future with the past, and to imagine that he had

already written them. In the person you refer to, there seems to

be a sort of Platonic reminiscence, by which any discovery or

suggestion that strikes him in other people is recognised as having
been known to himself in some former state of existence.

* But enough and more than enough of what is personal. The

thing itself, though rightly stated as to the spirit of it in the

Athenceum, will probably interest you whenever I can bring my
pen to embody it in a comprehensible form. Herschel was greatly

struck by it, and insisted that the view which a brother Professor

stated afterwards as an anticipation was altogether different.

* But really I can scarce persuade myself to care at all whether I

*
Coleridge.
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am anticipated in the publication of this or any other view of mine
;

and therefore though I thank you for enclosing the advertisement

of the sermon on the triune constitution of the mind of man, I am
far more anxious to see how far the author has contributed to cir-

culate truth, and what I can learn from him, than whether he has

left anything unsaid, to be at some time said by me.'

( Immediately after Hamilton's return from Manchester he took

in hand an algebraical memoir, which gave him some hard work,

and occupied him for some months in completing and preparing

for publication, i It was on the line of his former criticism of

Mr. Jerrard's attempt to furnish a method of solution of equations

of the Fifth and higher Degrees. A similar attempt had lately

been made in Italy by Signer Badano, Professor of Mathematics

in the University of Genoa, whose memoir had been published at

Genoa (1840), under the title of Nuove Ricerche sulla risoluzione

generate dette equazione Algebriche. Hamilton in this case also was

obliged to report the failure of what he calls
' the new and elegant

attempt of Professor Badano.' (Bis first communication on the

subject was made to the Eoyal Irish Academy on the 4th of

August, 1842. His completed memoir was published in 1843 ^n

Part ii. of Vol. xix. of the Transactions.

Hamilton's correspondence with his friend Aubrey DeVere

was renewed in connexion with an incident most agreeable to

his feelings the dedication to him of his friend's first published

volume of poetry.

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

'

16, BLANDFORD-SQUARE, LONDON, September 5, 1842.

' You asked me, when I last saw you, why I did not publish
some of my poetry, and now I send you an answer of 305 pages,
one of which at least is good, if sincerity implies goodness.* We
have not been able to see as much of each other as I could have

wished, of late : but when I sat down to think which of my friends

* The Wuldenscs, or the Fall of Rora, by Aubrey De Vere (London,

1842).
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I should select for my dedication, your name was the first that oc-

purred, and the strongest in holding its ground. I hope I may he

i
able to see you on my way home in ahout a week. . . . Pray give

my hest remembrances to Lady Hamilton and your little people,

I
who I hope have not quite forgotten me, and believe me yours

pver affectionately.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSERVATORY, September 7, 1843.

' MY DEAR AUBREY DE VERB I am very much obliged to you
for breaking the ice, by writing to me after a silence on my part

svhich, although undesigned, has been of too long duration. I can

mly say that I have written to you many letters in my head

[ may say, in my heart also. Your book is very welcome on many
accounts : I am glad to see you in print; recognise with pleasure

many sonnets which I had heard or read in their unpublished
:orm before

;
and receive with gratitude, may I not say with

Dride, the dedication of the work to me, as a public testimony
,:hat I have long enjoyed your friendship. The new poems I look

po
as a source of very pure and deep enjoyment, not soon, not

jver perhaps, to be exhausted. . . .

'

Lady Hamilton is at home, and well, and will, like me, be

7ery glad to see you here on your return from London. . . . We
lave a room and bed at your service. You must judge for your-
self whether the little fellow, who said, three years ago, with an

iir of deep self-reproach :
"
Thinking of Latin, and thinking of

rouble, and thinking of God, I forgot Aubrey DeVere," has

'elapsed into any such forgetfulness.'

The proposed visit was paid : shortly after was written the

following :

From AUBREY DE VERE to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

' MOUNT TRBNCHARD, FOYNES, September, 28, 1842.

* I am glad that you have already got to your second perusal
)f Edwin the Fair ... I am not surprised at your not preferring
t to Philip van Artevelde, which drama has an obvious advantage
n possessing a leading and central character of such predominant
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interest. At the same time, I should not be surprised if you were

eventually to change your mind, and think the balance more than

restored by the great number of beautiful passages, both of a

poetical and philosophical character, which abound in Edwin. Nor
does the plot of Eduin seem to me defective, though obviously of a

different character from that of Artevelde. In the latter work the.'

interest adheres to the central character : in the former it revolves

round the focal point of a philosophic Idea. The true problem of

Edwin is the character of the age, as illustrated by the contesl

between the monks and civil power. What do you think oi

Dunstan ?
'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSEEVAXOBY, October 27, 1842.

'
. . . On first reading or looking into your volume of poems,

what caught my eye most readily, and pleased me most, was what

I best knew before. . . . And I have since found that many
passages or pieces have grown in interest upon me. The Walden-

ses itself, which seemed to me at first too simply lyrical, and not ,

quite dramatic enough, has interested me more on a second than on .

a first perusal, and, besides the beauty of parts, I recognise better

the unity of the whole, and feel that the characters are perfectly

well defined. Some of the sayings of the children please me very

much. Yet I scarcely expect that your poems will, at least soon,

be popular. They seem to appeal too little to passion and to

require too much of thought for that. Some of the sonnets in

particular, on which my own mind dwells more than on any others

in the book with pleasure, as well as with attention, did certainly

require the latter, before they fully yielded the former. Yet

doubtless there is variety enough to interest many different tastes, i

And many minds will probably be as much pleased with the quiet

refinement of the style, and the air of tender piety which pervades
the whole, as I am with the parts which most embody thought, and

suggest it.

'

Tennyson's new volumes, which you persuaded me to order,

have well repaid me for the purchase and perusal of them. In

their case too, I feel how little justice would be done to a work of

intellect, and result of meditation, without giving the reader's own

intellect time to act upon the work, and letting his own meditative
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|

acuities have play. Tennyson indeed grapples more boldly with

j

ife than you have hitherto done, and has more interest upon the

urface in consequence ;
but I persuade myself that I understand

Lnd enjoy his writings far more now than when I read some of

j

iis more early poems several years ago. He seems, also, to be

more free from the affectation with which he was commonly

harged than he used to be, or to seem. His Dream of Fair

Women pleased me very much, in its treatment of classical sub-

ects which perhaps it might have been at first supposed that he

srould fail in treating. . . .

* Another book that I have lately purchased is The Lawyer, by
i deceased friend, whom you knew far better than I did, though

\. also loved and esteemed him. It is noticed in the last number of

[he British Critic in a good spirit. As you are well aware that

ULward O'Brien was for a long time an unbeliever in Christianity,

Lnd as he seemed to me, about eleven years ago, to be then a de-

lided enemy to transcendentalism, it would interest me much if

rou should ever feel inclined to give me any sketch of the intel-

'ectual, or rather spiritual, change of which he was the subject. I

now that he attributed a great share to the influence of your con-

"ersations.'

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

' CUEEAGH CHASE, October 29 [1842].

'
. . . There is no one whose opinion of poetry I value more

lighly than yours, and I can assure you, that the judgment of

ay poetry that you have formed on a second perusal is such as

[uite to satisfy me. You appear to me to think more highly of

ay poetry than I do myself : and I have no objection whatsoever

o conclude your opinion to be the sounder. My own is worth

lothing; not from egotism, but because I cannot separate my
houghts from the thinking mind, so as to judge of these objec-

ively. . . . Still, as far as I can guess, the epithets which you
ised to describe my poetry the day that I left you, viz.,

"
graceful,

efined, and suggestive," were the very best chosen for comment-

ng on the good side of my poetry. I have not yet quite de-

ermined whether I ought to consider that want of passion and
xternal effect, to which you so justly allude, a defect in my
>oetry, or simply the characteristic of a particular style ;

but I
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incline to the former opinion, and am much tempted in my nexl

effort to try the effect of grappling more with life.

' I am very glad you like Tennyson ;
what you say of him ii

quite what I think also. He is a man of great genius, and mud
improved of late by giving up affectations, and learning to sympa'
thise with things as they are. Poetry has been, I suspect, to(

proud of late at least with many. It has been a prophet coming
in his own name ! It has owned no fealty either to Nature 01

Religion, and forgotten that all the arts are but as the " honour

able women "
(though King's daughters) by whom the Queer

stands surrounded I allude to the German and English Wor

shippers of Art.
' Do you remember promising to write out all your poems in

book) that they might be preserved and that you might be tempte(
to go on ? I send you all I have to facilitate your course. But i

is on condition that you return them to me again at the lates

within a fortnight. Every day you keep them after that I shal

be uneasy, for my desk has been too long used to them, in a]

parts of the world, to feel comfortable without them now. Pra

do not lose a day in writing to all those who have poems of yours, i

to send you copies. I hope you will arrange them chronologically,

as they will thus illustrate most perfectly the growth of your i

opinions and whole moral being. I have just read them all over i

again, and with extreme interest. Depend on it, the day will come ;

when you will look back with a deep philosophical as well as

human interest on the series, at least if you go on, as I hope
most earnestly you will, adding new poems from time to time. I

do not want you to set at work on anything that could materi-

ally distract your attention from Science, or divide your energies.

I want you simply to go on from time to time recording convic-

tions, principles, feelings and intellectual eras : this you can best do

in the form of occasional sonnets, and short pieces in blank verse.

When they have collected to a sufficient number, it will be a

delightful occupation for you to go over them all carefully, and

correct them with a view to ultimate publication. Their peculiar

merit is of a kind that you, as their author, will not easily perceive;

for instance theirpersonal truth, which, in a nature so large as yours,

amounts also to philosophical truth. For this reason I should be

inclined to write out, in a separate book, such poems as your
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wustace, and others which were written merely as poems, and

aerefore are not so much to be considered indices of your moral

evelopment. I anticipate great pleasure in going over the series

|

rhen I meet you next. I wish you would study closely the

|Tucture of the sonnet, as managed by my father in his last

olume. To me, his sonnets seem most singularly perfect in poetic

rrangement, as well as in rhythm, grammatical composition, and

arity of diction. In the two last qualities it seems to me that

ir modern poets are strangely deficient. In writing out your
jems take care to add the dates.

' I am glad that you have got The Lawyer. It was edited by
e, as you will perceive from the Introduction. Edward O'Brien

as, during the latter years of his life, one of the most religious

en and the most conscientious person I have known. About the

rowth of his religious opinions I will tell you when we meet

3xt. You are quite right in saying that he was by no means a

ranscendentalist. This very fact is, however, a confirmation of

te sobriety of his views as put forward in] The Lawyer. It was
written as a philosophical book, but simply with the practical

ssire of doing good, and in obedience to a sense of duty. ... I

3pe you may approve at least of its main principles. In the theo-

gical and ecclesiastical controversies of the day Edward O'Brien

ok but little interest. His religion was that of our Church Cate-

lism, but in that small compass he seemed to find an infinite space.
' Have we any chance of a visit from you this year ? I wish

ou would turn it in your head
; you cannot think what a pleasure

would be to all my family as well as myself. . . .'

The interest of Hamilton in the religious opinions of Mr. E.

'Brien was of long standing. At the end of 1835 he received

om this remarkable man a confidential letter asking assistance in

le removal of religious difficulties arising mainly from philosophi-

d. considerations. In reply Hamilton stated the inability under

hich he lay, through engrossing occupations, adequately to discuss

lose difficulties, but offered the following two suggestions :

'First, that Eeligion and Philosophy are to be distinguished

tough they ought not to be opposed to each other
;
so that no

lasonable complaint lies against religion for not presenting articles

: faith under the form of Philosophical Theorems, though we may
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justly expect that the doctrines which it teaches should not be

tradictory, nor capable of being proved to be absurd : an a prior

requisition of the mind with which it is my intellectual belief tha

Christianity complies. Second, that in enquiring whether nature

and the Bible give clashing testimonies respecting the attributes

and actions of God, we should beware of assuming as certainly tru(

those Laplacian views of nature, which are indeed most curren

now, but which in this connexion require to be closely sifted, am
which ought (according to the result of all my own meditatioi

upon nature) to be replaced by very different and far more re

ligious views.'

I have recently had the advantage of reading a letter written ty

Edward O'Brien, not long before his death, to John Sterling, giving

an account of his conversion to Christianity, and of the stages

opinion and feeling through which he had passed. It is one

the most interesting records of the kind which I have met wit!

and I trust it will not be withheld from the public, but allowed

have its due weight in the discussions of the present time.

The retrieval of the disasters of the Afghan War of 1841 bj

the heroism of Pollock, Keane, and Sale, and the soldiers unde

them, roused the generous sympathy of Hamilton and prompted

the following sonnet, which was printed in the Dublin University

Magazine for January, 1843 :

'ON THE NEWS FROM THE EAST.

' How did Dejection wrap us in its pall,

"When, like some plague upon far east-winds flying,

Came tales of our unburied soldiers lying
In. that dread Pass, our British standard's fall,

Our women's bondage ! Now, how changed is all !

Bursts forth from Afghan clouds our country's star :

And many a mourner, cheered by it afar,

Awhile forgets a private sorrow's thrall.

Scarce China's millenary fence o'erthrown,

Which walled her from the human family,

More glads that eastward gaze, than Sale to see,

Leading in honour back his rescued one,

While shout his comrades in triumphant tone,

And floats our flag above the proud Ghuznee.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, November, 1842.'
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I close the memorials of 1842 with an extract from a letter to

ir John Herschel, giving a glimpse of Hamilton as a student of

ichiller.

From SIR W. B>. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSERVATOBY, DUBLIN, December 30, 1842.

' Before the year closes, I am anxious to thank you for your

ery welcome Christmas remembrance, in the form of a translation

f Schiller's poem The Walk. Besides the interest of the poem
;self

,
and of the form which you have given it, and of its coming

rom you, I shall be glad of such an inducement and assistance to

paprove my knowledge of German. ... A friend has just lent

le a volume of Schiller's prose works, and I spent part of yester-

vening in reading, with great delight, the first book of the

reisterseher, to where the Prince appears convinced that the

umenian has no powers greater than natural. It struck me
luch, how closely Coleridge's tragedy of Remorse is modelled on

Sicilian's episode of Jeronymo and Lorenzo
;
a comparison or

aference, which if I had seen made, I had forgotten. . . .

'
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT CORK. PROPOSED EXCHANGE OF PROFES-:

SORSHIPS. DISCOVERY OF QUATERNIONS. CIVIL LIST PENSION.

(1843.)

THE year 1843 is a notable one in the life of Hamilton. Before

its conclusion, soon after he had completed his thirty-eighth year

he invented the Calculus of QUATERNIONS, a mathematical dis-

covery which will always be connected with his name, as the

discovery of Fluxions with that of Newton, and the system o:

Co-ordinates with that of Des Cartes. In this year also his scion*

tific labours and achievements received recognition from th<

highest authority of his country. On the recommendation off!

Sir Robert Peel, the Premier, a Civil List pension was conferred j

upon him by the Sovereign. The earlier part of the year, how-

ever, was unmarked by any important event, whether of scientific I

authorship, or domestic history. The record of it will therefore \

consist principally in the correspondence belonging to the time.
;

i

I may commence this by letters which passed between Hamilton
j

and Aubrey DeVere.

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' CUKRAGH CHASE, New Year's Day, 1843.

* In the first place, I must wish you many happy New Years :
|

in the second place, I must thank you very much for the sonnet

which you sent me : in the third place, I must revile you for

having kept me so long without those manuscript poems of yours
which I only lent you for a fortnight.

'I really hardly know whether, putting these two topics together,

I have most reason to be obliged to you or indignant with you.
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Considering, however, that the sonnet, besides its own beauty and

merit, is to be considered as a sort of proof that you are turning

your attention once more to poetry, and that you mean to continue

leaving land-marks behind you in the shape of sonnets, to com-

memorate important circumstances in the outer world, or record

the progress of the world within considering all this, and infer-

ring that I may look forward to more of those very acceptable

presents in future, I think that I must allow my gratitude to

preponderate over my indignation. . . .

' I seldom see the groves and river and ruins of Adare without

thinking of the days which I passed there with you, and wishing
that you would come and pay us another and many other visits. . . .

' P.S. How do you like MonselPs Address ?
'

From SIR W. B>. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'OBSERVATORY, January 3, 1843.

' ... As regards myself and you, I am glad that clemency

predominates in your breast at present, and must and will en-

deavour not to wear it out. Indeed I was much impressed by a

remark which Boyton made to me, when he was here, on a visit

later than your last : he said that I should never be a good church-

man until I formed and adhered to a good distribution of time
;

and, as one instance of what ought to be effected in that way, he

said that a letter should never be left unanswered a neglect into

which I confessed that I had too often fallen. . . . As an induce-

ment to you to write me one more letter, before I return your

copies of my verses, I shall mention that I should be glad to know

your views of what ought to be done in such a case as that of the

coming Epiphany, which will be at once a fast and a feast day.
' P.S. I have not seen Monsell's Address.'

As a note on a passage in the last letter, it is to be mentioned

that Hamilton had for some time practised regular fasting, con-

ceiving it to be part of his duty as an obedient churchman, and

being encouraged to consider it also conducive to health.

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATORY, January 7, 1843.

' I have actually begun to transcribe those verses. ... Of the

faults or rather deficiencies of merit, for I believe I have no splen-

VOL. II. 2 D
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did faults to boast of, which, occur in my compositions, I am per- 1

haps almost as well aware as any critic can be
; but, as the sincere I

expressions of real and often deep feelings, they may have some

interest to other readers, and must have much to me. . . .

' Your view that I may hope to effect whatever work has been

assigned me, in the department of poetry, by continuing to write,

when I write verses' at all, chiefly on subjects personal to myself,

and connected with the growth of my own proper being, seems to

me not unlikely to be a just one, since my turn of mind is obviously

much more subjective than objective; but my fear of appearing, and

still more of being, vain discourages me, and I cannot look without

affright, and something like shame, on the large proportion of my
poetry which is entirely egotistical, or which might be set down
as such by no uncandid judge. On the whole, I think it likely

that in future I shall write few strictly personal, but many medita-

tive, sonnets at least, there are many thoughts which, being
neither clergyman nor author, I cannot otherwise give form and

utterance to, and which yet seem to me interesting and worthy ofj

being uttered, and not entirely unsusceptible of expression in the

sonnet form. As some step towards restitution of your property,^

I now return you four old sonnets, which were quite in my recol-

lection, though I had vainly tried to persuade myself that I had

not committed the scarcely conceivable blunder of making life

rhyme to life in one of them. . . .'

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. B,. HAMILTON.

' CUKBAGH CHA.SE, January 10, 1843.

' I have at the same time to thank you for your letter, and to

present you with very warm and sincere thanks from my father

and mother for your kind remembrance of them. They have

taken possession respectively of the sonnets which fell to their

share, and I can assure you that after reading them aloud we

pronounced a very favourable verdict on them. Both of them

seem to me very beautiful : the one addressed to Lady Hamilton,

however, we all agreed in giving the preference to. ...
' Did Wordsworth ever tell you, as he did me, that the accident

of his being given a manuscript book was the first occasion (I do

not say cause) of his writing poetry ? He thought it a pity, after

filling up a few pages, to leave the remainder "white and un-
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written still," and so got into the habit of reducing to shape the

thoughts which before had been vaguely haunting his brain, like

the body-waiting souls, which wandered by the Lethean pools. I

hope your book may have as favourable an effect with you.
' I agree with you in thinking that in future a large proportion

of your poetry ought to be meditative rather than personal. Indeed

when I spoke of your commencing a series of sonnets which should

trace your intellectual development, I meant that they should do

so by embodying convictions and opinions, and so leave the links

of a merely personal interest to be filled up by the mind of the

reader
;
the subject-matter and therefore obvious interest of the

poems being of a moral and intellectual kind. The distinction

between personal and meditative poetry is often a very evanescent

iOne. A man of a large and Catholic nature is not necessarily

[guilty
of egotism even when the chief subject of his poetry is

pimself,
since it is not of himself as a peculiar and merely indi-

ddual being that he writes, but rather of those deep thoughts and

*reat main feelings which concern him as a Human Being, and
idiich therefore possess a universal application for all human

beings. If we celebrate our peculiarities and idiosyncrasies in

ferse, then indeed we are guilty of egotism, though even then, as

poleridge remarks, it is probably the egotism of the reader which

Inakes him refuse to sympathise with the egotism of the writer.

Ln every particular man, however, there is an Adam or Universal

|
Man. And if we write of ourselves in this capacity we are re-

Jording the experiences and exploring the spirits of our neighbours
is well as our own. For this reason it seems to me that an addi-

lional interest is often given to meditative poetry by its being
i aixed with something of personal detail. It is thus invested with

f. eeling, it addresses us as individuals, and it gives a keener point
I D the thoughts by connecting them with experience, and bringing
hem down from the region of the abstract and the formless. On
tie whole, then, I think that you have nothing whatever to fear

Jin the score of egotism in poetry real egotism, such as Byron's, I

I etest.

' I have never seen your poem on the Ionian Islands : but

spect great pleasure from making acquaintance with it when next

!j;

the Observatory. You say, and truly, that there is a pleasure

.;: association connected with the sound of classical names. In this

2 D 2
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instance you may imagine what the charm of names must be to me,
who have personally explored those Elysian Isles, and seen the very

spot where Ulysses was greeted by Nausicaa.
' You need not be so much horrified at having used the same

word twice in one sonnet as a rhyme, for Wordsworth has several

times been guilty of the same enormity see the Ecclesiastical

Sketches, for instance, Part n. 5. I believe Mr. Boyton is right

in what he says as to the connexion between Church feeling and

regularity. The former at least obviously springs much from the

love of
"
order," with which the latter is also bound up. William

Monsell's address was delivered to our Philosophical and Literary
j

Society in Limerick, and is well worth your reading. It was pub-
lished a short time since

;
but I suppose you are sure of getting aj

copy from the author; there is honourable mention of you in']

it. . . .'

A copy of the Address of Mr. Monsell (now Lord Emly),
referred to in the above letter, was sent to Hamilton by Loi

Adare. It was delivered on November 4, 1842, and contains

the following passage :

'

Compare some dry unimaginative despiser of classical influem

with him whose fame the voice of a nation, not often unanimous

has gratefully identified with its own. Observe the mind of Sii

William Hamilton, strengthened by wrestling with the profoundest

problems of Mathematics, humbled by its wide and deep ken-

into the wonders of nature, looking in upon itself and upon

mysteries of mind by the light which meditation on the writings'

of Plato has afforded it, drawing inspiration from ancient poets,

reasoning in the province of reason, and believing in the province
of faith and the living example will persuade you, far more than

any argument of mine can do, how much that man loses who
allows physical science to absorb his attention to the exclusion of

still higher pursuits.'

Adverting, shortly afterwards, to this mention of himself,

Hamilton writes :

' How very beautifully has William Monsell

spoken of me in that passage in his Address !

' ' You will I am

* Letter to Aubrey De Yere.
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sure believe that I feel myself far more humbled than exalted by

praise, which, although sincerely meant, so much exceeds what I

deserve, or what any but friends can attribute.' He adds that he

could not desire the suppression of a notice which (to quote his

words)
'

put me forward as bearing what I am only too happy to

bear my testimony to the truth of the Christian Religion, and as

not being prevented by my scientific studies from believing what a

Christian ought to believe.'
*

The Rev. Samuel O'Sullivan was at this time an active writer

on political and religious subjects in the Dublin University Magazine.

Being Chaplain to the Eoyal Hibernian Military School in the

Phoenix Park, and so within easy walking distance of the Obser-

vatory, he was a neighbour of Hamilton, and his intellectual

ability and religious sentiments placed him also on terms of

friendship.! He was not content with making public mention

of Hamilton as a Christian Philosopher, in an article contributed

to the January number of the Magazine, but in the following month

of March addressed to him a private letter in which he very strongly

urged upon him ' the duty of taking Holy Orders.' I find no

record of Hamilton's reply, but the question had been long before

seriously considered by him, and decided in the negative. He

nobly withstood the pecuniary inducement, and knowing the

absorbing nature of scientific studies determined not to give to an

office which he reverenced an ineffective service. One cannot

doubt that he decided rightly. It might be perhaps sufficient to

say that his great labour, the writing of the Elements of Quaternions,

could not have been accomplished if he had decided [differently.

Never, we may be sure, could Hamilton have stooped to;,
solicit

ecclesiastical patronage for himself; but the letters of this time

* Letter to R. P. Graves.

f In a letter written after Mr. O'Sullivan's death, Hamilton speaks of him

as ' that great and good man with whom I was acquainted for considerably more

than twenty years, and whose society and friendship I most highly prized and

valued.'
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show that he did not shrink, on account of its irksomeness, from

the duty of continuing to press upon the government the profes-

sional claims of the Uncle to whom he deeply felt the gratitude

he owed. The following letter from Mr. Butler, the Vicar of Trim,

is at once a testimony to the merits of the person sought to be

benefited, and to the earnestness with which Hamilton exerted

himself in his behalf.

From the REV. RICHARD BUTLER to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' EDGEWORTHSTOWN, January 11, 1843.

' I have always known your anxiety for your Uncle's promotion,
and the exertions you have made to effect it, and I used the press-

ing words of my letter, not for the purpose of stimulating you
who needed no excitement but under the notion that, by showing
the feeling of one unconnected with your Uncle, they might, in

the sight of any person who should see my letter, justify some

importunity on your part. I know that had your exertions been

as successful as they were both deserved and earnest, your Uncle

would long since have been in a situation more fitted to his merits.

So do not think it necessary to do anything more than you have

been doing, and believe me to be now and always your affectionate

friend.'

I find in a journal of the same month a memorandum of the

contents of the letter from Hamilton to which the above note of

Mr. Butler's was a reply. It may be taken as a summing up of

the efforts he had made in his Uncle's cause.

'

January 21. Thanks for kind interest he feels in my Uncle's

prospects. I have spoken and written to Lord Anglesey : tried to

do what I could with Lord Haddington : used my interest with the

Provost to have my Uncle recommended for the Mastership of

Banagher : taken an opportunity early last year, which I have since

on several occasions tried to follow up, of stating to, and pressing

upon, the present Irish Government the claims of my Uncle, and

the favour which I should consider as done to myself if anything
were done for him. What may be the result, I cannot yet be sure

interest, in the received sense, I cannot be said to possess but

if I fail, it will not have been for want of stating the case as
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strongly as I could, nor of throwing into the scale whatever weight
I might be allowed to have. I have in many other quarters, at

various times, attempted to use my influence for my Uncle, thougli
with little or no fruit hitherto.'

It will be needless to revert to this subject ; upon which I have

dwelt because, in setting forth Hamilton's character, it has ap-

peared to me of moment to show that he was wanting in no affec-

tionate endeavour to fulfil one of the greatest obligations of his

life. I have before me a note, written at this time, from James

Hamilton to his niece, Eliza Hamilton, the poetess, on the topic,

then much discussed, of mesmerism. The following short extracts

indicate, I think, that the writer was a man of good sense and

philosophic mind, and that credit may be given to the witness

borne to his ability :

' The facts and phenomena are as yet mysterious : they wait

some happy genius to bring them within the category of the In-

ductive Sciences. ... As yet mesmerism is only empiricism : for

[ believe there are as many or more failures in the results as the

contrary, and perhaps a few charlatanries. . . . But I repeat I do

not disbelieve the facts. I go further, and would argue that as

somnolency must have an adequate cause, so the knowledge of that

3ause may become power in such sense as to be reducible to Art.

The moral question, I am disposed to think, we ought not

X)o rigorously to enter into, as to the mischiefs which may be

practised in consequence of the advancement of such science

.nasmuch as the counteraction of this will be more effected by the

liffusion of the knowledge than by the contrary. It was by the

wcuUness of science that the magicians of Egypt, and antiquity
.n general, were able to work their spells, and sorceries, and

witcheries.'

But not in favour of kindred only was Hamilton's interest

nought and exercised : his kind feelings were, in April of this year,

sailed into action by a letter which, early in the month, was

iddressed to him from Liverpool by a young foreigner, seeking

lis patronage on the plea that he too was a mathematician, and
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that he was in want of some source of livelihood which would

enable him to carry on his studies. The writer was Gotthohl

Eisenstein, then only nineteen years of age, but destined before

many years had passed to have his name connected with some of the

highest mathematical discoveries of his time.* His letter simply

and ingenuously sets forth that his father, a man * in a good state

of fortune
'

at Berlin, had given him an education whith made

him apt for the studies connected with the beloved Science of Mathe-

matics : that a reverse of circumstances had forced his parent to quit

Germany and to seek employment at Liverpool, whither he had

summoned his wife and son. Encke, the Astronomer, of Berlin,

acting on the warm testimony of Lejeune Dirichlet, Professor Ordi-

narius of Mathematics at the same place, introduced the young as-

pirant to Hamilton's Liverpool friend, Mr. John Taylor, with whom
he was sojourning ; and now he sought from Hamilton advice as

to whether Dublin University afforded an opening for his talents
;

he appended to his letter as a proof of his powers of analysis, A
Solution of the problem of the attraction of an homogeneous Ellipsoid.

Hamilton appears to have been struck by the letter, and its appen-
dix : he wrote very fully in answer, showing how much he was drawn

to the writer, and saying that it would be pleasant to his feelings, as

an Irishman, that his correspondent should find means of settling!!

in the Irish University; but fairly pointing out the almost
insur-j

mountable difficulties in the way, and suggesting that probably

Cambridge might afford a better field for lucrative tuitions in:

Science. Eisenstein crossed over to Dublin, and had personal in-

terviews with Hamilton and other University men, but finding

that the gate of Fellowship was not to be passed by him, he

returned to England, and ultimately to Berlin. A subsequent

letter asking for a testimonial expresses his gratitude for 'thea

great kindness and interest with which Hamilton had favoured

and recognised his small talent :

' and two years later (July, 1845)

* See Inaugural Presidential Address of Professor Sylvester to the Mathe-

matical and Physical Section of the British Association, at Exeter, 1869, in the

annual Report of the Association, p. 5, Notices and Abstracts.
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Eisenstein's father forwards to Hamilton ' some mathematical dis-

aoveries made by my son,' in whose name he returns ' most sincere

thanks for the exceeding kindness and attention you had the good-

ness to show him when in Dublin.'

I now give a letter written about this time by Mr. Wordsworth :

and in doing so may add that the attack by Mr. Quillinan on

Mr. Landor, which is referred to in it, took the form of an Imagi-

nary Conversation between Landor and Christopher North, and is a

reply to an attack by Landor on Wordsworth, which was entitled

an Imaginary Conversation bettveen Person and Southey. The latter

appeared in the December number of Blackwood in the year 1842
;

the former was published in the number for the ensuing April. In

it Mr. Quillinan proved himself a most able controversialist, as

well as a dutiful champion of his father-in-law. A more telling

exposure of inconsistent critical judgments can scarcely be ima-

gined. I have learned that Landor deeply resented the publi-

cation of this article by the Editor of JBlackwood's Magazine, to

which he thenceforward ceased to contribute ;
but he made no

attempt at rejoinder. Mr. Quillinan, on the contrary, professed

his desire to continue the contest, declaring that he had abundant

material for another article.

From WILLIAM WORDSWORTH to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'[Without date; his acceptance of the Laureateship took place

April 4, 1843.]
' The sight of your handwriting was very welcome, and not the

less so because your sister had led me to expect a letter from you.
' The Laureateship was offered to me in most nattering terms

by the Lord Chamberlain, of course with the approbation of the

Queen ; but I declined it on account of my advanced age. I then

received a second letter from his Lordship, urging my acceptance

of it, and assuring me that it was intended merely as an honorary
distinction for the past, without the smallest reference to any
service to be attached to it. From Sir Eobert Peel I had also a

letter to the same effect, and the substance and manner of both

were such, that if I had still rejected the offer, I should have been

little at peace with my own mind.
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' Thank you for your translations
;
the longer poem* would

have given me more pain than pleasure but for your addition,

which sets all right.
* The attack upon W. S. L. to which you allude was written by

my son-in-law ; but without any sanction from me, much less en-

couragement ;
in fact I knew nothing about it, or the preceding

article of Landor that had called it forth, till after Mr. Quillinan's

had appeared. He knew very well that I should have disapproved
of his condescending to notice anything that a man so deplorably
tormented by ungovernable passion as that unhappy creature--'

might eject. His character may be given in two or three words
;

a madman, a bad man, yet a man of genius, as many a madman is.

I have not eyesight to spare for periodical literature, so, with

exception of a newspaper now and then, I never look into anything
of the kind, except some particular article may be recommended to-

me by a friend upon whose judgment I can rely.
' You are quite at liberty to print when and where you like any

verses which you may do me the honour of writing upon or ad-:

dressing to me. Your godson, his sister, and four brothers, are all*

doing well. He is a very clever boy, and more than that, being of

an original, or rather peculiar, structure of intellect
;
and his heart

appears to be not inferior to his head, so that I trust he will as a.

man do you no discredit.'

At the end of March, Hamilton received a blow from a quarter

from which it was not reasonably to have been expected. Dr. Singer,

afterwards Bishop of Meath, then a Senior Fellow of Trinity Col-

lege, was, as Registrar, the organ of a communication from the

Board enclosing a Report of the English Astronomer Royal to the

Visitors of the Greenwich Observatory, and 'suggesting that a

similar Annual Report, drawn up by Hamilton, and printed for

distribution by the College, would prove satisfactory to the public,

and show that, in an exacting age, we (the College) were holding

our place in the scientific world.' The terms in which a reply was

called for were so cold and peremptory as to indicate some feeling

of dissatisfaction on the part of the Body from which the communi-

Tlie Ideals, from Schiller, supra, p. 252.
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ation emanated, and no reference was made to the express consent

;iven by the same authority to the condition laid down by Hamilton

hat he should be allowed to give his principal attention to the study
f pure mathematics. He was also called upon to show the rela-

ive proportions of astronomical and mathematical work for which

|n assistant computist had received payment from the College.

?he whole proceeding seemed to imply not only a disregard of

lie condition to which I have referred, but an ignoring or at least

very inadequate appreciation of the contributions to mathematical

)ience which had been made by Hamilton since that condition

ras accepted. It would appear by private letters that Hamilton was

ble to show that he was chargeable with no neglect, either in the

umber of observations recorded or in the task of their reduction,

lough undeniably he had not devoted himself to the attainment

astronomical results. I am not in possession of his official replies

.) these communications
;
it would seem that he was able to make a

ood personal defence; but the movement led him to contemplate the

ossibility of his having to give up pure mathematics. Within a

ery few months his discovery of Quaternions proved what a loss to

le world this would have been. And it prepared the way for a pro-

osition of a change of offices, which later in the year gave rise to

stive and serious, though fruitless, negotiations. The following

stters to Lord Adare refer to the earlier stage of this business,

he time has passed when any objection might be considered to

e against the publication of the second extract, which seems

died for, as necessary to exhibit Hamilton's position in its true

ght.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to YISCOUNT ADARE.

' ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY, May 19, 1843.

' I have come here to attend a Manuscript Committee on the

,ish Manuscripts offered for sale to us by Hodges and Smith, the

lestion whether we should give 1250 guineas for them being im-

)rtant. . . .

' I have not forgotten the astronomy, but feel very little hope
.jf getting any assistance from the Board. So that I suppose it
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will just come to this, that I must give up pure mathematics

almost entirely, and devote myself to practical astronomy, to please
the public. After all, I am much fonder of astronomy than I was

ten years ago, and have the satisfaction to think that I have pub-
lished several works of the mathematical kind, though not so many
as I hoped to do.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, July 15, 1843.

'
. . . Since you wrote by post I have heard nothing oi

Dr. Robinson's being in Dublin, but, living here, I certainly ofter

miss hearing of the transits of friends or persons whom I shoultj

like to see for instance, Lord Eosse very lately. It would
giv^j

me great pleasure to converse freely with Dr. Robinson on anj

matter connected with this Observatory, or on anything whicl

might enable me to be of more use to Astronomy. Indeed

ought to know it by this time, and I am sure that he does. Be

sides it would really be a satisfaction to me to understand better^

than I do the recent movement, so far as it depends on other per4
sons and to know what that mysterious personage, the "

Public,'!

does wish or expect, if it be not what I have moved your ire by ;

merely mentioning. You knew that the Board, by inducing me

promise not to offer myself as a candidate for Fellowship withoi

their consent, have placed me, or persuaded me to place mysel
in a very different position from that of the persons to whom

suppose you allude, as obtaining whatever they please by asking

for it. They affect to consider me as an extern, after putting me
in a position which gives them the only excuse for doing so. I am
not a good beggar, but you may possibly remember at all events,

I do my telling you, soon after your first coming here, that if the

Board had complied with some applications which I thought
reasonable as, for instance, for books I should probably have

become very fond of practical astronomy ;
and your replying that

you were in that case glad they had not done what I desired.

But all this about the Board, which I write in haste, is not at all

designed for the public eye, or indeed for any but yours. They
have seemed of late to wish to be personally attentive to me, and

I made a formal statement to them last week that additional

assistance was necessary in order to do justice to the Observatory.
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Meanwhile I think you, very naturally, underrate what has been

actually done here in my time. Of course I must expect that such

will be the case, till I shall have the means of publishing in a

itisfactory way the observations which have been accumulat-
f

j

Hamilton had at this time an opportunity, which he eagerly

leized, of showing to Dr. Kennedy-Bailie* how little he was a

erson to harbour resentful feeling. Dr. Kennedy-Bailie sought

acilities for reading to the Academy a memoir on Asiatic Inscrip-

.ons : he applied to Hamilton as President, through the interven-

ion of Lloyd ;
Hamilton's reply was prompt and kindly ; this

eems scarcely to have been expected by Dr. Kennedy, by whom
; was warmly acknowledged.

Hamilton's annual course of lectures was this year commenced

n May 23, by an Introductory Lecture, of which the manuscript

till survives. It is a very lucid and careful exposition of the re-

ation of astronomical phenomena to the three mental forms of

Ipace, Time, and Kind. In a memorandum made before he began
ks composition, he writes :

'

Principles which have been intellectually fixed in my own
mind must give some corresponding fixity to my teaching; sen-

;ences, passages may be repeated, old trains of thought followed

mt again, but I am far from going through a cold habitual pro-

3ess
;
I feel an always new desire to use the always new oppor-

;unity of being of what use I can to a new class of fellow-members

of this University.'

At the final meeting of the session of the Royal Irish Academy,
on June 26, 1843, Hamilton as President presented the Cunning-
lam Medal of the Academy to Dr. Kane (now Sir Robert Kane),

for his researches on the nature of Ammonia. In the address

which accompanied this presentation he gave a very full account

of the results arrived at on this subject by continental chemists,

Berzelius, Dumas, and others, and of the additions made by

*
Supra, vol. i. p. 180. Mr. Kennedy had assumed in addition the i a:u_-

Bailie.
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Dr. Kane ; and like his address when a similar honour was con-

ferred on Dr. Apjohn, it is a remarkable proof of his power of

mastering and lucidly unfolding a difficult subject lying outside

his own peculiar domain. The address is given at length in the

Proceedings of the Academy, Yol. n., p. 407.

I find the following note to his Sister Eliza, indicating some

depression of spirits and energy :

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to his SISTER ELIZA.

' ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY, June 15, 1843.

' Before I go back to the Observatory, after a longer lecture

than usual, and one which has rather fatigued me, I write a line

to thank you for your last letter. Since Cousin Arthur's death

the world has seemed to me to be under a dulness, not to say

gloom, from which I do not expect to see it recover. Helen and,

I called on Grace on Tuesday, and asked her to spend the vacation!

(about six weeks) with us she has given no answer as yet. You!

may judge that Helen is much better. I like Mr. Griffin* greatly.

It is quite an effort to write these few lines.'

His sister Sydney had left the Observatory some time before

this, and in the course of the spring and summer, Hamilton, in

answer to inquiries from her wrote to her several letters, in-

tended to facilitate her teaching of Latin to her pupils. Grace,

we may infer from the above note, was similarly engaged, and

Eliza held the situation of governess in a family in the north of

Ireland. His sisters were thus at a distance, the Observatory had

lost for ever the cheering visits of Cousin Arthur, and Lady
Hamilton's health had again failed: no wonder that, disturbed

also from without, he should at this time have felt languid and

dispirited.

He was soon, however, drawn out of himself, by the Annual

Meeting of the British Association. It was held this year at Cork,

towards the close of July, under the Presidency of the Earl of

Kosse. The Mathematical Section was presided over by Professor

*
Probably Dan Griffin, supra, p. 138.
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kfac Cullagb. Hamilton, with his friends Lloyd, Robinson and

liarcom, gave him vigorous support. Hamilton's communications

were Papers : (1) On a Problem in the Calculus of Differences, of

which he presented a solution arrived at by a much simpler analy-

is than that used by Laplace ; (2) Investigations connected with

he Calculus of Probabilities, establishing some improvements upon
Sncke's method ;* and (3) Investigations connected with Equations

f the Fifth Degree. These are recorded in the Report for 1843 of

he British Association, and the second volume of the Proceedings

f the Royal Irish Academy.
At Cork he was the guest of Mr. Noble Johnson, of Rocken-

lam, Passage "West, one of his fellow-guests being Lord Alwyn

3ompton, who had accompanied to Ireland his father the Marquess

f Northampton. Lord Adare was also present, taking his part as

Vice-President of the Association. The meeting with these old

riends, and the missing others whom he had been accustomed to

aeet on similar occasions, prompted the composition of a Sonnet,

(rhich I here insert.

'

Erin, my country, sweet is the beholding
Which these bright days to thy true sons present :

Brethren in unity together blent,

And in their joint embrace the stranger holding.

Stranger no more ! for love all hearts is moulding
To heavenly harmony, and upward eyes

Together gaze on Science, from the skies

Her glorious scroll of starry truth unfolding.

Yet mingles, too, a feeling, sad though sweet :

Life passes on and while old hopes decay,
Old friends grow dear and dearer every day :

Thus, with a deepening tenderness we greet

Those whom we can, while some are far away,
And some on earth we never more shall meet.'

* ' The advantage of the method proposed is that the auxiliary variable

vhich Sir W. R. H. calls the "
argument of probability

" and suitably deter-

dnes) depends, in general, more simply than the probability itself, on the con-

itions of a question ;
while the introduction of this new conception and

omenclature allows some of the most important known results respecting the

ean results of many observations to be enunciated in a simple and elegant
ianner.' Atlienceum, 1843, p. 825

; Royal Irish Academy's Proceedings,

;>1. ii., p. 420.
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Encouraged by Aubrey De Vere, who was now in London pre-

paring to start for Italy, with his friends, Mr. and Mrs. Hem
Taylor, Hamilton went from Cork to Curragh Chase to visit for

day Sir Aubrey and Lady De Yere. The visit was most welcome

and it was the last he had an opportunity of paying, Sir Aubrey's

death occurring in the year 1846. I give letters from the son am
the father referring to the above sonnet and to this visit. I trust

shall be pardoned for not having withheld that part of Sir Aubrey's

letter which expresses his paternal pleasure in his son's poetry,

feeling after his death commemorated by Hamilton. On his waj

to Dublin Hamilton visited Lord Kosse at Parsonstown, meetii

there Lord Northampton, Dr. Scoresby, the Arctic traveller, anC

other friends. And soon after his return to the Observatory

joined some of the founders of St. Columba's College in a meeting

held by them at Stackallan, in the county of Meath, the origins

site of the College.

The first letter given below is the sequel of a correspondent

begun in May of this year, when Mr. Alexander J. Ellis forJ

warded to Hamilton his translation of Professor Ohm's Dcr Gcist

der mathematischen Analysis, recently published by Parker,* anc

asked for Hamilton's testimony to the value of Ohm's mathematiJ

cal works, by which Mr. Parker might be encouraged to brii

out further translations of them, which Mr. Ellis had in hand.

Hamilton in reply said :

' I am unwilling to come publicly forward to recommend Ohm's

works, lest I should be obliged to seem to qualify my general

praise of his philosophical and logical method by expressing a

dissent, which I have not yet seen cause to retract, from his con-

clusion respecting the nature of Algebra, in so far as it differs

from my own. But I do sincerely desire that his works should be

translated by you ;
and you may tell Mr. Parker (if you think it

worth while) that I do so.'

Early in August Lord Adare wrote to Hamilton, stating that

Parker had shown him one of Mr. Ellis's additional manuscripts, and

* The Spirit of Mathematical Analysis, London, 1843.
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that, knowing Hamilton's high estimation of Ohm, he had brought

it over for his opinion and now forwarded it to him. The letter

in which Hamilton replies to Lord Adare in reference to this

manuscript will be found to be of some scientific interest.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEEVATOKY, August 9, 1848.

' Your note and packet arrived on Saturday, while I was in

Dublin, having gone early to spend the day with Lord Northamp-
;on, and show him several places particularly the Dublin Society,

Royal Irish Academy, Ordnance Survey, and Atmospheric Rail-

way* (the last sight indeed being new to me as well as to him),
ifter which we dined together at Dean Pakenham's, a house tan-

;alisingly near to your usual Dublin abode.
' ... On Monday morning I began to read the translation

|

:rom Ohm, which I have gone quite through with great interest

md pleasure, arising partly from the clearness of the style and

Dartly from a great general agreement between his views and

[nine. However, I must say that I as yet see nothing in Ohm's

Lrguments or illustrations to shake my published view that Alge-

>ra, to be a Science, requires a ground in intuition, and that this

ground is the intuition of Pure Time, or in more familiar words

jhe thought of succession. In the present work . . . continual

feference is made to the idea of multitude, or to a collection of

ihings as counted, which notion of counting seems to me to involve

I hat thought of succession. It is true that Ohm does not expressly

ipeak of counting the pence in his two heaps, with which he

\ tarts, and avoids or postpones the consideration of the usual deci-

aal names of number. But when he puts p to denote the number

\f place in the first heap, he evidently supposes that this number

\iight be known
;
and I do not see how it is ever to be conceived

> s distinguished from another, except by some process equivalent

Ib arranging the pence in some order. In short, ordinals seem to me
'

3 have, in thought, priority over cardinalnumbers :
"
one,"

"
two,"

three," mean, originally, "first," "second," "third"; they are

ames rather of the counted things, than of the groups containing

* Between Kingstown and Dalkey.

VOL. II. 2 E
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them
;
and thus even in answering the question :

" How many ?"

we unavoidably bring in the question, and its answer :
" Which in

a progression ?
"

' But if my opinion were to have any weight, I should decidedly
recommend the publication of the work which you have sent in

manuscript for my inspection, and I shall look forward with

anxiety to its appearance.'

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

LONDON, September 8, 1843.

* We are in the bustle of packing up, which is no slight matter

when the journey is all over Europe, but I must not leave England
without returning you my very sincere thanks for the sonnet.* I

think it beautiful, and the sudden transition, from the heights of

scientific triumph to the solid and living world of the human

affections, seems to me equally original and striking. I must

hold the sonnet also a pledge of your not forgetting me in my'
absence. Indeed I shall not try you very severely, as we shall

probably be not much more than six months away. I am very

glad indeed that you were once more at Curragh, both for the sake

of those who must have enjoyed seeing you so much, and also

because I put it down in my list of expectations as the first of

many visits. I grow every day to think more and more that we]

live in the affections. In very early youth we trust too much to
'

the imagination. Adieu. . . . ever your affectionate friend.'

From SIR AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' CTTHEA.GH: CHASE, September 18, 1843.

'

Lady De Yere duly received your copy of the beautiful sonnet

which you recited during your too brief visit on your return from

the scientific meeting. She desires me to present her best thanks

and regards in return.
'

Aubrey started for the Continent on the 9th, and we have had

his first letter from Calais. They mean to winter in Italy and

return in spring, with, I hope, a new bundle of poesy, inspired by
the Genius loci. Henry Taylor's health was already improved,
and he too must partake the inspiration. Aubrey's new volume

* Erin my Country, supra, p. 415.
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The Search after Proserpine has just reached us. It contains many
most charming compositions differing in tone entirely from his

former publication, which was chiefly devotional. The present

volume contains many reminiscences of his former journeys in

Italy and Greece, done with a fine classical touch and colour.

The lighter lyrics, which are numerous, are exquisitely fanciful and
finished. On the whole, I anticipate that your friend's new work

will not disappoint you.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DEVERE.

' COLLEQE OP Si. COLTTMBA, SlACKALLAN,
'

September 13, 1843.

'Before leaving this very interesting place I write a line to

[ Acknowledge your note of the 8th, which reached me here this

porning ;
and to send my best wishes that you and your com-

panion may have a safe and pleasant course of travel, and return

: jnriched with images, and ready to embody them in words or at

.east to express in verse the feelings which they shall have excited.

. . I have been here since Saturday, and am now starting to

itisit my Uncle at Trim.
' There has been a large party here lately, for instance, Lord

l&.dare, Mr. Monsell, Dr. Todd, Mr. Sewell, and Mr. Montgomery
I'of Castleknock), besides the Warden and Fellows. Several kind

remembrances to you were entrusted to me by most of them. You

jivere
also talked of at Parsonstown.'

At Stackallan, yielding to a request of the Governors, he
;

lelivered a lecture to the Students on The Changing Aspects and

\Unchanging Laws of the heavenly bodies. He wrote out a few

ntroductory sentences which I reproduce. The classical allusions

<ire suited to the audience he addressed; but a greater interest

tttaches to the foundation for the Science of Astronomy which

le lays in an assumed metaphysical truth, namely, the inherent

lecessity subsisting in the human mind to assign or discover

auses for phenomena, a necessity leading up to the notion of

;
. great First Cause.

' You see that it is daylight now, and you know that it was

light not many hours ago. When our attention is once sufficiently

2E 2
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called to any change of this sort, indeed to any change whatever,

then, by an involuntary impulse of our nature, by an irresistible

instinct of our intellect, we are led to seek a reason for that

change, a cause, a law, a bridge over the chasm between two

seemingly unconnected things or states, a mode of viewing both

as one, or at least as both belonging to one common system,

chain, or family. This assertion may seem to you at first ob-'

scure, but you will soon understand it, and acknowledge it to be

true, if you will examine it in its relation to that simple change
to which I just now referred. Do you see anything in the

present light of day which, of itself, should lead you to conclude,

or even to conceive, that there was darkness a few hours ago ? or,

if you were awakened in the night by any noise, was there any-

thing in the darkness then which should have led you to expect
that opposite state of light in which you are now placed ? While
therefore you 'now are conscious of the one state, and remem-

ber, or at least are aware (suppose from testimony of other 1

persons), that the other state existed lately, must you not feel it

to be a fair, natural, intelligible question, which the consideration 1

of the subject [necessarily] suggests : WHY has the one state been |
succeeded by the other ? What was the cause, the reason of the

change ? By what law was it governed ? of what principle was

it a consequence and an illustration ? Could we have foreseen it

then ? Can we understand it now ? This is no new or modern

habit or tendency of the minds of men
;
some of you may remem-

ber that an ancient Poet said :

' Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere oausas
;

and that, by the fancy, no doubt, and licence of the writers of an

epic poem, yet probably not without a careful reference to what

was then considered natural and usual, a still more ancient Bard,
" crinitus lopas," is imagined to have cheered and adorned the

banquet which Dido set before Aeneas, by singing of the causes of

the slowness of the winter nights, and of the eclipses and other

changes which were known to befall the sun and moon.'

The death of Doctor Prior, Vice-Provost of Trinity College, in

the middle of September led to the co-option of Doctor Humphrey

Lloyd as Senior Fellow, and his resignation of the Professorship

of Natural Philosophy. It will be remembered that at this ti
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the Professorship of Mathematics was held by Mr. Mae Cullagh.

To Lord Adare, who had warmly at heart the reputation of the

University of Dublin, of which he was a member, and the useful-

ness and happiness of his two friends Dr. Robinson and Hamilton,
it seemed that an opportunity had arrived for making an arrange-

ment which would in a very high degree promote these objects.

With the promptitude and directness which characterised him, he

no sooner conceived the idea than he consulted Dr. Lloyd with

regard to the means to be taken for carrying it into effect. His

notion was that if Mac Cullagh were appointed to the Chair of

Natural Philosophy, for which his skill in the application of

mathematics to physical phenomena rendered him eminently

fitted, then Hamilton might succeed him as Professor of Mathe-

matics, and so, un distracted and unmolested, give free scope to his

genius for pure science
;
while Dr. Robinson, being transferred

from the Observatory of Armagh to that of Dunsink, might at

the same time, by his peculiar qualifications as a practical astro-

nomer, increase the efficiency of the latter Observatory, and by his

general scientific accomplishments and ability become an invalu-

able acquisition to the scientific society of the metropolis. The

proposition was welcomed by Dr. Lloyd, who took the same view

as Lord Adare of the advantage which would result from its realisa-

tion. He saw at once, however, though he did not at once fully

see, that great difficulties stood in the way, even if the persons

principally concerned should become, as they promptly expressed

their willingness to become, consenting parties. These difficulties

proved in the end insurmountable. On the part of the Board

arose the difficulty that although they might appoint as Professor

Mathematics a candidate who was not a Fellow, they could not

j.amploy his services as an Examiner for Fellowship a proviso

in a recent enactment on this subject ('
modo sint Socii') limiting

:o Fellows the Board's choice of Examiners.*

* The scope of this proviso has been extended by a later Statute (1865) ;

provided always that such Examiners be selected from among the Fellows

>r Professors.'
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The objection which arose on the part of the Junior Fellows

was more formidable. A Junior Fellow becoming Professor of

Mathematics ceased to be a College Tutor, and thus diminished

t he number among whom the tutorial fees were to be divided. A
Tutor's share of these fees had been recently diminished, on the

repeal of the Celibacy Statute in 1840, by the addition of four,

actually, and six more prospectively, to the number of Tutor

Fellows, and it was now calculated that the appointment of an

outsider to the vacant Professorship would impose a tax of five

per cent, on the existing tutors : this was a sacrifice which they

were not disposed to make in connexion with a change which they

considered would be pecuniarily disadvantageous to Hamilton,

with whose position at the Observatory they saw reason to be on

the whole content. The difficulty, it was suggested by Lloyd,

might be got over if Hamilton would consent ' to take a Fellow-

ship,' by which he meant that Hamilton should consent to be

appointed in the ordinary way after a public competitive exami-

nation. The facts that this meaning was not fully expressed by

Lloyd, and that Hamilton had been at his appointment to the

Observatory bound by the Board not to take this step, led

Hamilton to suppose that to effect the desired arrangement

recourse would be had by the Board to a Queen's Letter, one

object of which would be to attach him to the body of Fellows.

From the first he declined to entertain the idea of sitting as a

candidate on the Fellowship Bench among new-fledged graduates,

a proceeding which could not but have been felt by others, as well

as by himself, to be derogatory to a man of his standing, who

was Royal Astronomer of Ireland and President of the Eoyal

Irish Academy. This idea of a Queen's Letter seems to have

been ill-taken by the Fellows in general, and unfounded sup-

positions arose that Hamilton, or his friends, were adopting

measures of which the object was in this way to constrain the

action of the College Authorities. Letters from Hamilton him-

self and from Lord Adare to Dr. Lloyd disposed of these sup-

positions and set the matter on its true foundation. Finally he
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was advised simply to notify to the Board that he was a candidate

for the vacant Professorship of Mathematics. Their answer through
the Registrar, Dr. Wall, was an inquiry whether he intended to

present himself as a candidate at the next Fellowship Examina-

tion, and an intimation that in that case it would be requisite for

him '
to get into full orders.' This reply concluded the negotia-

tion.

It was a conclusion which, if in some respects less advantageous
for Hamilton and the University than the proposed arrangement

might have been, had at all events the good result of proving his

sincere desire to do what might be considered best for the interests

of Science and the University, and of securing him from being

troubled in future by unfavourable comment upon the nature of

the scientific work to which he principally devoted his energies.

His friend the Eev. Charles Graves, then a Junior Fellow (now

Bishop of Limerick), was appointed to the Chair of Mathematics.

I now give the material portion of the correspondence in my hands

relative to this subject. Lord Adare's first letter to Dr. Lloyd is

not forthcoming.

From REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D. to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

ROSTREVOR, October 5 [1843.]

'
. . . I believe there is nothing to prevent the Professorships

' of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy being held by persons not

Fellows, certainly nothing in the case of the latter. But a Profes-

sor who is not a Fellow could not examine for Fellowship ; this

circumstance may create some obstacle to the arrangement as far

as the Board is concerned.
' I feel very anxious about the project, provided it can be carried

into effect with the entire concurrence of all the parties concerned.

For it certainly would be an arrangement which would add lustre

and strength to the University.
'I have as yet consulted none of the parties, excepting Mac

Cullagh, and he is willing to make the exchange, on the same

grounds which have urged me to suggest it, although personally
he would prefer his present position. I shall probably write soon

to Hamilton and Robinson to ascertain their views. . .
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From VISCOUNT ADARE to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

DABTB.EY, October 24, 1843.

* Would it be an arrangement congenial to your wishes and for

your happiness if an exchange of Professorships were to take place :

that is, for Mac Cullagh to take Natural Philosophy, you the Mathe-

matics, and Robinson the Observatory ? Such a plan would be

admirable for the University, and the scientific talent of the

country would be more than ever concentrated in Dublin. You
would I think in some respects be in a far better position and in a

happier one. You could have a house in town, like Lloyd ; you
would have no trouble about land, no trouble about instruments

and assistants, and be close to the Academy. If you have not

already done so, pray think of this
;
I have some reason for believ-

ing that Mac Cullagh might not object to such an arrangement.
I shall see Robinson in two days and will sound him, but wished

first to write to you, because if you decidedly objected to the idea,

there would be no use in proceeding further. . . .'

From VISCOUNT ADARE to REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D.

'

PALACE, ARMAGH, October 27, 1843.

' I have written to Hamilton, who will willingly make the

exchange, and I opened the matter to Robinson to-day, who

seemed struck with the proposed plan, but I begged him quietly

to think it over. I imagine the concurrence of all three will be

obtained, but what is to be done next ? I write to you for infor-

mation : should the proposal emanate from the Board, or from

Mac Cullagh, or Hamilton ? The less time lost the better, as there

Avill be difficulties to get over probably. It certainly would be the

greatest thing for Irish Science. Only see what Robinson might
do at the Observatory : he would bring it up to such a standard,

and the having him connected with and helping on all the scien-

tific matters in Dublin would be of the greatest value. . . .'

From REV. DR. ROBINSON to REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D.

' October 30, 1843.

* Adare has shown me your letter to him. In respect of it I

can at present only say that my own sentiments are in favour of

your plan.
' I certainly would have a great deal of uphill work, besides
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;he annoyance of leaving this Observatory after I have got it

ippointed as I think no other is. But I think I would have means

jf being more useful with you. One thing only would distress me,
;he idea of displeasing the Primate, to whom I cannot speak on

;he subject in its present state, as it would not answer to show a

readiness to leave him on mere speculation. . . .'

From REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D. to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

17, FITZWILLIAM-SOPAEE, November 1, 1843.

'I have laid our project fully before Dr. Wall, who is the

ndividual most likely to give aid in any measure for the benefit

)f the College, and he is of opinion that it would be impossible to

)arry it, in opposition to the outcry which would be raised by the

Tumor Fellows at the addition of another tutor to their body. I

;old him my remedy for this, namely, that Hamilton should take

i Fellowship, and he seems quite satisfied that this would meet all

objections.
'

Perhaps you would ascertain Hamilton's feelings on this point,

is you have already been in communication with him. The Fellow-

ship would add but 40 a-year to the income
;
but it would be

attended with other prospective advantages.
' I have little doubt of the measure being carried, if Hamilton

sonsents to this arrangement. Otherwise I should not be sanguine
)f success.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSEEYATOEY, November 4, 1843.

I am quite willing to
" take

"
a Fellowship, if that means to

iccept it, but it would be rather odd, after being sixteen years a

i Professor, and under promise not to go in as a candidate in the

isual way, that I should do so now. This indeed would be out

)f the question, but I suppose that a Queen's Letter would be

aecessary in any event, and it might include a provision for attach-

ing me to the existing body of Fellows. Of course I should be

villing to take the usual oath. . . .'

From REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D. to VISCOUNT ADARE.

' TEINTTY COLLEGE, DUBLIN, November 7, 1843.

*I return Hamilton's letter according to your desire. The
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Board would certainly not consent to apply for a Queen's Lett

to constitute Hamilton a Fellow
;
so that, if he makes that a sine

qua non in the arrangement, I fear it is at an end.
* If you happen to have preserved my letters connected wit!

this subject, I shall feel obliged by your returning them to me (the

present included), as I find there exists some misunderstanding in

College respecting both the present position of the negotiation, anc

the part which I have taken in it.'

From REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D. to REV. CHAS. GRAVES, F.T.C.D.

[FROM A COPY BY DR. LLOYD.]

' TEFNITY COLLEGE, November 8, 1843.

* As it has been stated to the Board, upon your authority, ths

Sir William Hamilton had told you that a negotiation was now il

progress, having for its object to obtain a mandamus appointing
him a Fellow may I ask you to inform me (in writing) whether

such statement is correct, in order that I may be able to rectify it

if otherwise ?
'

From REV. CHAS. GRAVES, F.T.C.D. to REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D.

' November 8, 1843.

' I am quite ready to give you in writing such an assurance as

you have asked of me.
' Sir William Hamilton did not state to me that a negotiation

was now in progress having for its object to obtain a mandamus or

Queen's Letter appointing him a Fellow. Neither did I inform

any person that he had made such a representation.
' What I did state was exactly to the following effect : That

Sir William Hamilton had in conversation given me to understand

that you had devised a mode of obviating the objections raised

against his appointment to the Chair of Mathematics : namely,
that he should " take

"
a Fellowship ;

and that Sir William

Hamilton went on to explain how this was to be accomplished ;

expressing, on more grounds than one, his disinclination to become

a candidate for a Fellowship in the ordinary way ;
and suggesting

that a Queen's Letter might be procured including in it his nomi-

nation as a Fellow.

'There was nothing by which I could judge how much, or
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ather whether any, of this plan was his own
;
and inasmuch as

he statement of it was introduced by a reference to you, I certainly

iscribed to you the origination of it as a whole. In so doing I

vas no doubt mistaken
;
for you have fully satisfied me that in

>roposing Sir William Hamilton's "
taking a Fellowship

"
you

neant it to be upon the usual Examination. As to the exertion

>f influence for the purpose of bringing about the general arrange-
nent which you contemplated, I stated my belief that Lord Adare,
i friend of Sir William Hamilton and Dr. Robinson, was interest-

ng himself about the matter, but I did not say that he or any
person was endeavouring to obtain a Queen's Letter or mandamus^
lor did I represent the Queen's Letter as anything more than

alked of as in intellectu and in posse.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to REV. CHARLES GRAVES, F.T.C.D.

[FROM A DRAFT OR COPY BY SIR w. R. H.]

'

OBSERVATORY, November 10, 1843.

' As I find that the subject of our late conversation has been

balked of, I write a line to express my hope that you understood

ne as in the position of one who, whatever his private tastes in

Science might be, was not himself moving or making any appli-

)ation in the matter, but consenting to join in an arrangement

proposed to me by Lord Adare, and to make thereby what would

.n some respects be a sacrifice on my part, for the good, at least for

;he supposed good, of the College. I trust also that you clearly

understood me as not contemplating any application on mi/ part,

5r on the part of any of my private friends, in order to oblige the

College to depart from any usual course
;
but merely as suggest-

ing that, if the re-introduction of Dr. Robinson were thought sufii-

siently important, difficulties of usage might be got over by an

application from the College to the Government. You know that,

so far as I am personally concerned, the question appears to me a

very balanced one
;
and that the chief recompense which I hoped

for, in return for the pain of parting from the neighbourhood of

old private friends and connexions, was the opportunity of enjoy-

ing more of the society of you and the other Fellows. Anything
therefore which should displease their feelings would annoy me
too in this matter.'
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From REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D. to VISCOUNT ADARE.

' TBLNITY COLLEGE, November 9 [1843].

' Much excitement prevails in College in consequence of

statement which I believe to be utterly groundless namely, that

a negotiation is now on foot, having for its object to procure
mandamus appointing Sir William Hamilton a Fellow.

' As I have reason to believe that you are supposed to be tfo

chief party in this supposed negotiation, may I ask of you to let mi

know whether the statement in question is fact or not, and to allo

me to use your reply for the purpose of rectifying the misapp:

hension, if (as I believe) the statement is an erroneous one.
'

May I also beg of you to say, whether or not in my corre-

spondence with you on the subject, I ever suggested a mandamus

(or Queen's Letter) to confer a Fellowship on Sir Wm. Hamilton

From VISCOUNT ADARE to REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D. D.

'DUBLIN, 20, MEBKION-SQUARE, November 11, 1843. 9

' I was much surprised to find by your letter of the 9th that a

report is in circulation of a negotiation being on foot for procuring
a mandamus appointing Sir W. Hamilton a Fellow. I assure you
not only that I am no party to such a transaction, but I never

heard of its existence ;
in your correspondence with me there is

not a word suggesting a mandamus or Queen's Letter. As you

know, the only steps I have taken are endeavouring to ascertain

whether the proposed alterations of the Professorships would be

agreeable to the parties in question.
' The plan in contemplation is so obviously for the interests of

the College that I cannot but hope the difficulties may be overcome :

the opportunity may never occur again of making an arrangement
which will concentrate the scientific talent of the University, and

add greatly to its lustre : however, I need not dilate on the im-

portance of what must strike every friend of the College and of

Ireland as so desirable, and will only add how glad I am that you
have given me the opportunity of correcting the absurd report

mentioned in your letter.'
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I From SIR W. R- HAMILTON to REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D.

'

OBSERVATORY, November 10, 1843.

' I can most safely say that no application to, or negotiation

ith, any person in power is in progress, or has at all been made,
r is likely to be made, so far as I know, or have any reason to

elieve, with a view to obtaining a mandamus or Queen's Letter to

ppoint me a Fellow.
' The facts are simply these : Lord Adare lately wrote to me,

> inquire whether I should dislike an exchange of Professorships,

\Y which I should receive the Chair of Mathematics instead of

lat of Astronomy. I answered that I would most willingly con-

>nt to such an arrangement, but that there would be difficulties of

I3tail, and that for instance a new Statute would be required,

[his
I said, because I supposed that none but a Fellow could,

[ader the existing Statutes, be elected Professor of Mathematics,
lid that this could only be got over by an application to the

rown, to be made of course by the College, not by me, and only

|
the event of the proposed arrangement being judged by them

hsirable. I was not asking for the change, but offering to con-

nt to it. Lord Adare shortly afterwards wrote to me, informing

[e
that you had suggested that all difficulties might be removed,

[
I would " take

"
a Fellowship. I replied to Lord Adare that I

lid no objection to be a Fellow, or to do any duties of that office

[unected with the Professorship of Mathematics
;
but that I had

[ade a promise to the Board in 1827 that I would not offer my-
llf as candidate for Fellowship without their consent, and that

ren if they were now to release me from that promise I should

[
ink it too late to act on their permission now, by going in, at my
resent standing, as a candidate in the ordinary way. Soon after-

wards, I conversed with you upon the subject, and you explained

I me that there would be great and probably insuperable obstacles

I my being made a Fellow in any other mode. I trust that you

parly understood me then, and do still clearly understand me, as

F)t applying for any deviation from the ordinary course, or indeed as

| aking any application, or moving at all in the matter. A certain

roposal was laid before me by a friend of the College and of my-

|lf
(Lord Adare), as thought by some persons likely to be useful

r restoring an able man to his former connexion with the Univer-

l;y, and to Science in Dublin
;
and I have merely been expressing

r

y willingness to offer every facility in my power towards the effect-
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ing such a change, if others think it desirable, subject, however, to

what I have already stated of my unwillingness to take a certain

step now, whatever I might have liked to do sixteen or even twelve

years ago. I never contemplated the College applying for a new
Statute for making me a Professor of Mathematics, unless it should

be thought worth doing this for the sake of making Dr. Robinson

Professor of Astronomy.'

.From REV. JOSEPH H. SINGER, D.D. io REV.HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D.

' TBINITY COLLEGE, Friday.
( I wished to see you to mention that I have had an oppor-

tunity of inquiring about the Primate, and I have reason to believe

that no communication had been made to him about the mandamus

at the time I last saw you.
'

[P.S.] I was anxious to mention this to you, as I had told you
of the circumstance which induced me to apprehend such a move-

ment.'

From HALIDAY BRUCE to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

DAME-STREET, DUBLIN, December 5, 1843.

' I have seen Lloyd. He informs me that there is no form of

letter that the course to be pursued is for you to write to the

Registrar (Dr. Wall) stating that you have learned that the

Chair of the Professorship of Mathematics is vacant, and pro-

posing yourself to fill it, without alluding to or referring to the other

matters on which we conversed to-day.'

From REV. C. W. WALL, D.D. to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' TEINITT COLLEGE, December 9, 1843.

' I read your letter to the Board this day, when the considera-

tion of the proposal it conveys was deferred for want of a full

Board (Dr. Singer being absent), and also because the Professor-

ship of Mathematics is not actually yet vacant.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

COLLEGE, December 17, 1843.

'I have been directed by the Board to inquire from you
whether it be your intention to present yourself as a candidate at

the next Fellowship Examination. You are, I take it for granted,
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: svare that for that purpose it would he necessary for you, at your

I ;anding, to get into full orders hefore the time of the examination.

Requesting a reply to this at your earliest convenience, I am, &c.'

The following letters, hoth written on the same day, six weeks

i ter, show that the transaction and its result had not disturbed

'. Hamilton's equanimity or affected his spirits ;
in fact, though not

;iat he had desired, it had improved his position morally :

From SIR "W. R. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'OBSERVATORY, February 3, 1844.

'
. . . I was certainly rather disappointed at the little disposi-

on which showed itself to help forward the plan for an exchange of

Irofessorships ; though of course I may do very well where I am, if

liople who have the power will either help me, or let me alone,

lou are aware, no doubt, that I was informed on authority that it

buld be necessary for me to be in Priest's orders to enable me
(en to offer myself as a candidate upon the Fellowship bench

| my academic standing.
' I am hard at work on a problem of optics which has some

taring on astronomy, since it is connected with the improvement
I telescopes ;

but these things, as Dr. Robinson remarks, in his

jrmagh Report, can be done anywhere provided, he might have

I.ded, the person can buy for himself pen, ink and paper, not to

lention bread. I sent John Graves, the other day, a list of ten

< servations made here last month on the last comet of last year.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to R. P. GRAVES.

'

OBSERVATORY, February 3, 1844.

I
' ... At least I shall not longer defer assuring you that there

Is not been, so far as I am conscious or believe, any shadow of

jilousy, all along, between your brother Charles and myself. On
13 contrary, I look forward to being still better acquainted with

In than before, intellectually and perhaps morally too, as the

imlt of his obtaining the Professorship of Mathematics, which,
iu tell me, is important for his health, and which I am sure he
T 11 fill with a large degree of credit and usefulness : because we
I) still more professionally connected now than we were, our
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duties being more similar than before. I certainly wished for the

Chair which he has obtained, because my superiors in the office

which I now hold seemed neither inclined to help me, nor to let

me alone. But perhaps they may place me or leave me, now,
on a better, or at least on a more quiet, footing. I am certainly

not disposed to be idle, but cannot think it easy to make bricks

without straw and indeed would rather work, if I may, from

impulse than from order. Yet you must not think me so un- ,

grateful, nor so unreasonable, as to be a discontented man. I feel

that I am much better off than I deserve, and am working away
with good spirits and good will at a subject which, however, I

must own is not (altogether, for it is in part) an astronomical one/

The transaction which has been under consideration had been

but a short time in progress when Hamilton arrived at the dis-

covery which was to reward a search continued through many

years, and to give him his highest title to scientific fame : the

discovery of QUATERNIONS. The invention by the illustrious

Descartes, in the first half of the seventeenth century, of the

system of coordinates effected the great desideratum of subjecting

Geometry to the analysis and calculations of Algebra, and in

doing this gave intelligible interpretation of a geometrical charac-

ter to positive and negative quantities. In the working out, how-

ever, of such calculations imaginary quantities (so-called), of which

v/-~l is the type, made their appearance, to which at first it

. seemed impossible to assign any geometrical interpretation. The

English mathematician, Dr. Wallis, in 1685, gave the first hint

towards effecting this object in [regard to the right line
; and,

subsequently, Argand in France, followed by the Abbe Buee, and

others in that country, and by Warren in England, supplied geo-

metrical interpretation for imaginaries in the plane ; interpretation

which Bellavitis of Padua rendered complete by his Method of

Equipottences. To carry on such interpretation of imaginaries

into space, so as to subject them to all required operations, re-

mained to be accomplished : the multiplication of certain formulae

involving them proved for many years, through which it had
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mgaged the attention of mathematicians, an insurmountable

>bstacle. In the Preface to his Lectures on Quaternions (Dublin,

1853), Hamilton relates how, in correspondence with his friend

^r. John T. Graves,* he had from the year 1831, or earlier,

limed at this result, and from time to time devised methods for

attaining it. His Theories of Couples, of Triplets and Sets, of

foments, Steps, and Numbers^ were movements in this direction.

Lt last the happy hour arrived when by the combination with

bree imaginary spatial elements (corresponding to the three

Jartesian coordinates and respectively homogeneous with three

iinds of square roots of negative unity) of a fourth real extra-

patial element, and by the resigning of the commutative pro-

erty of multiplication, he formed a Quaternion, and thus devised

1 Theory which embraced impartially real and imaginary quanti-

es, and enabled him eventually, and indeed immediately, to place

IL the hand of the Algebraist a Method or Calculus by which, with

ninent directness, simplicity, and power, all the operations of

Ugebra could be applied to the problems of Geometry.

Regarding the subject metaphysically, he considered the extra-

>atial element to represent
* the abstract notion (or pure intuition)

r Time' or succession, the other elements, as in the Cartesian

rstem, belonging to the intuition of Space.

Professor Tait, in his article on Hamilton contained in the

Worth British Review for September, 1866, has introduced a spe-

iilly interesting extract from a letter written by Hamilton in 1858,

lid narrating the circumstances under which this great discovery

<me to the birth. I reproduce it here, and couple with it another

l;ter which, giving substantially the same account, adds some

jrticulars of value, .while omitting some which one would not

illingly lose. That other will be read with the greater interest

lien the fact is considered that the hand which penned it was at

3 time tremulous with approaching death
;

it was less than a

Dnth before that event when he addressed it to his younger son.

* Lectures on Quaternions, pp. (13), (35), etc. f Id., p. (28), note.

VOL. II. 2 F
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From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to the BEV. ARCHIBALD H. HAMILTON.

'

OBSERVATORY, August 5, 1865.

'My DEAR ARCHIBALD (1) I had been wishing for an occasion

of corresponding a little with you on QUATERNIONS : and such now

presents itself, by your mentioning in your note of yesterday, re-

ceived this morning, that you
" have been reflecting on several

points connected with them "
(the quaternions),

"
particularly on

the Multiplication of Vectors."
'

(2) No more important, or indeed fundamental question, in

the whole Theory of Quaternions, can be proposed than that which

thus inquires What is such MULTIPLICATION ? What are its Bui
its Objects, its Results ? What Analogies exist between it an

other Operations, which have received the same general Name
And finally, what is (if any) its Utility ?

'

(3) If I may be allowed to speak of myself in connexion wit!

the subject, I might do so in a way which would bring you in, by

referring to an ante-quaternionic time, when you were a mere chit

but had caught from me the conception of a Vector, as represen

by a Triplet : and indeed I happen to be able to put the finger of

memory upon the year and month October, 1843 when having

recently returned from visits to Cork and Parsonstown, connected

with a Meeting of the British Association, the desire to discover

the laws of the multiplication referred to regained with me a cer-

tain strength and earnestness, which had for years been dormant,

but was then on the point of being gratified, and was occasionally

talked of with you. Every morning in the early part of the above-

cited month, on my coming down to breakfast, your (then) little

brother William Edwin, and yourself, used to ask me,
" WeU,

Papa, can you multiply triplets
"

? Whereto I was always obliged

to reply, with a sad shake of the head :
"
No, I can only add and

subtract them."
*

(4) But on the 16th day of the same month which happened
to be a Monday, and a Council day of the Boyal Irish Academy
I was walking in to attend and preside, and your mother was

walking with me, along the Boyal Canal, to which she had perhaps
driven

;
and although she talked with me now and then, yet an

under-current of thought was going on in my mind, which gave at

last a result, whereof it is not too much to say that I felt at once
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the importance. An electric circuit seemed to close ; and a spark
flashed forth, the herald (as I foresaiv, immediately] of many long

years to come of definitely directed thought and work, by myself
if spared, and at all events on the part of others, if I should even

be allowed to live long enough distinctly to communicate the dis-

covery. Nor could I resist the impulse unphilosophioal as it may
have been to cut with a knife on a stone of Brougham* Bridge,
as we passed it, the fundamental formula with the symbols, *, j, k ;

namely,
,' =/' = P =

ijk
= -

1,

which contains the Solution of the Problem, but of course, as an

inscription, has long since mouldered away. A more durable

notice remains, however, on the Council Books of the Academy
for that day (October 16th, 1843), which records the fact, that I

then asked for and obtained leave to read a Paper on Quaternions,

at the First General Meeting of the Session : which reading took

place accordingly, on Monday the 13th of the November following.
1 With this quaternion of paragraphs I close this letter I.

;
but

hope to follow it up very shortly with another.

* Tour affectionate Father,

' WILLIAM EOWAN HAMILTON.'
,

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR P. GK TAIT.

'

? October 15, '58.

'
. . . P. S. To-morrow will be the 15th birthday of the

Quaternions. They started into life, or light, full grown, on

the 16th of October, 1843, as I was walking with Lady
Hamilton to Dublin, and came up to Brougham Bridge, which my
boys have since called the Quaternion Bridge. That is to say, I

then and there felt the galvanic circuit of ihoughi^close ; and the

sparks which fell from it were the fundamental equations between

i,j, k ; exactly such as I have used them ever since. I pulled out

on the spot a pocket-book, which still exists, and made an entry,

*
Properly Broome Bridge : so called from the name of a family residing

near.

2 F2
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oil which, at the very moment, ^ felt that it might be worth my
while to expend the labour of at least ten (or it might be fifteen)

years to come. But then it is fair to say that this was because I

felt a problem to have been at that moment solved an intellectual

want relieved which had haunted me for at least fifteen years

before.
' Less than an hour elapsed before I had asked and obtained

leave of the Council of the Royal Irish Academy, of which Society
I was, at that time, the President to read at the next General

Meeting a Paper on Quaternions ;
which I accordingly did, on

November 13, 1843.
' Some of those early communications of mine to the Academy

may still have some interest for a person like you, who has since

so well studied my volume, which was not published for ten years
afterwards.

' In the meantime, will you not do honour to the birthday to-

morrow, in an extra cup of ink ? for it may be obsolete now to

propose XXX, or even XYZ.'

The little pocket-book mentioned in the above extract is now

placed among the Hamilton Manuscripts in T. 0. D.
;
one leaf is

thus inscribed :

') October 16, 1843.

*= y = F= -i [i]

ij
= k jk = i ki =j

ji
= -k kj = -i ik = -j

aa -
bfi

-
cy

- dS

]3 + ba + cS - dy

ay
- bS + ca + d(B

a$ + by
-

c/3 + da

aadS bfidS 'cydB aSby afidy [3]
-+ +-+- - +

' I showed these equations, and gave an account of their mean-

ing to Dr. Mac Cullagh and the Rev. William Sadleir to-day,

October 16, 1843, at the R. I. A.'
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On the next leaf facing the former is the following set of

symbols :

adaS bdfiS cdyS [4]
- + + - + -

a c (3 B b c a S a d j3 y
+ - + - - +

b d a y a b y S ce?a/3
- + - + + -

[See Book C, 1848, pages 16, 17.]*

At the back of the leaf first mentioned is written in pencil :

'Extract from the Minutes in Council of the B. I. A., ) Octo-

ber 16th, 1843. Leave given to the President to read a paper on

|

a new species of imaginary quantities, connected with a theory of

Quaternions.'

In Book C, 1848, to which reference is above made, occurs the

following record :
'

July 18, 1848. . . . The pocket-book remains,

given me by Helen in 1840, in which, while I was walking to town

on the day thus referred to, I did actually pencil at the time, and just

as I reached the Bridge here mentioned, the notes [1]. Then in a

jolted handwriting, the same pencilled page contains these other

notes [2], which were inserted while I was driving on that (to me

memorable) Monday from the neighbourhood of the turnpike to

.the Academy, as the constituents of the quaternion product of the two

\ inaternion factors,

a + ib +jc + kd
t

and a +
//3 +jy + k$.

Ihe dots referred to certain destructions of double products, by
:idditions of positives to negatives, which I was examining on the

i>ar, in order to verify a conjecture which I instantly made, namely,
: ;hat the law of the moduli would be found to hold good : or that

* :he sum of the squares of the four quadrinomial constituents, above
'

copied, would be found equal to the product of the two sums of

squares,
az + b- + G* + d\ and 2 + /3

2 + y
2 + S2

.

!|[n connexion with such cancelling of terms, I pencilled also as

* This reference was subsequently inserted in ink by Sir W. R. H.
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follows [4] ;
which I think was done while I was sitting in the

President's Chair, at the meeting of Council, on the same ), and

seems to relate to the dots already copied in the following way.

Taking only single products, the square of the first quadrinomial
constituent (aa

-
bfl

-
cy dS) gave, as one term, -

aadS, or - ada$
;

I therefore wrote ada$, with the sign
- under it, and looked out for

an opposite term to balance or destroy this one, which accordingly I

found in the square of the fourth quadrinomial constituent, namely,
aS + by

-
cj3 + da

;
thus I could write a + after the -, under the

ada$ (on a different page of the pocket-book from that which

contained the constituents themselves), and had thereby the symbol,
or note, above copied :

At the same time, or immediately afterwards, I dotted the aa in

the first quadrinomial ;
and perhaps the aS or the da in the fourth

In like manner I obtained, from 1st and 3rd quadrinomials,

dotting the -
5j3 in the 1st and the - 58 in the 3rd

;
and writing

+ -, not h, under the bd /3, because in fact the positive sign

presented itself here in an earlier product than did the negative

sign.

1st and 2nd lines gave dots over -
cy, + c<J, and

2nd and 4th lines gave dots over fl]3, and perhaps a$ (the dot over

the + da, in the 4th line, having, if so, been already placed, in con-

nexion with ad aS) ; they gave also

i MJ

2nd and 3rd lines gave bcaS
; they gave also adfiy ;

but I do not

quite understand according to what rule the dots were placed.

2nd and 4th gave bday (as well as ocj38) ;
and 3rd and 4th

lines gave both aby$, and also c</a/3.
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Thus 9 prod acts with one set of signs were seen to be cancelled

by 9 other products with an opposite set of signs. However,
in each of the 4 squares of quadrinomials were 6 (= 3 + 2 + 1)

i products (namely, double ones) ; making thus 24 (= 4 x 6) (double)

i products, to be cancelled, 12 by 12 others. But 3 were already

|

known to be cancelled by 3, namely, those which did not involve

(I nor S; whence I inferred that the mutual destruction of the

products took place, or that the law of the moduli held good for

quaternion multiplication,

'At this stage, then, I felt assured already that quaternions
must furnish an interesting and probably an important field of

mathematical research : I felt also that they contained the solu-

tion of a difficulty, which at intervals had for many years pressed
on my own mind, respecting the particularisation or useful appli-

cation of some general principles, long since perceived by me
f

respecting polypkU, or sets of numbers.'

On the evening of the same day (October 16, 1843), after his

return from the Council Meeting to the Observatory, he wrote in

a large manuscript book (deposited in the Library of Trinity Col-

lege, and labelled A, 1829), at pages 120, 175, 185, 189, a full

statement of the mathematical excogitation of his discovery, accom-

panied by anticipations of the uses to which it might be applied.

Thinking it of importance to put on record in this volume how

immediate was his prevision of the applicability of quaternions to

physical phenomena I transcribe the following passages :

'[A 1829, p. 189]; October 16th 1843. . . . Every line of

length unity is thus a geometrical mean between + 1 and -
1, and

every line of length ju is a mean between + ju and -
/n,

the line

being here treated as a mere imaginary, but
jj.

as pure reals

opposite to each other. And y/- 1 has in this view infinitely many
possible positions.

Perhaps we might give a semi-metaphysical interpretation to

this result by remarking that any quality itself unlocal, such as

heat may be, is indifferently related to ariy one direction and to its

opposite. This conception is very vague, but it seems to me not

foreign from the subject.
' In the quaternion (?, x, y, z) , xyz may determine direction
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and intensity ; while v may determine the quantity of some agent
such, as electricity. #, y, z are electrically polarised, v electrically un- 1

polarised. . . .

4 The Calculus of Quaternions may turn out to be a CALCULUS i

OF POLARITIES.'

From the same manuscript, same date, p. 191 :

' If the factor

lines be perpendicular to each other, the product line, being still

perpendicular to both, is in length
= the product of their lengths ;

I

or if we can conceive two rectangularly polarised intensities, with-

out quantity, we may say that the product is polarised rectangu- I

larly to both, with an intensity
= the product of their intensities, I

but still without quantity. On the other hand, if the two factor I

lines be directly opposite to each other, their product is a positive I

pure real
;
two opposite pure polarisations being multiplied give I

the square of an unpolarised quantity as their product, and this 1

quantity is equal, abstracting from sign, to the old intensity.

This last result may be rendered in some degree conceivable by

putting it under this form, that heat unpolarised is a sort of mean
between an equal heat polarised in one direction and another equal
heat polarised in the direction exactly opposite. And perhaps we I
can conceive a cold polarised or unpolarised, but exactly equal in

quantity to heat. However, I am inclined to prefer considering I

the unpolarised qualities as positive.

What is the mean (in the same general sense) between, two

rectangularly polarised intensities? Can we express the square j^

root of a pure imaginary ? . . . . We may change quantity to its

negative if we change also polarisation to its opposite.'

At page 191 is an entry :
* I wrote this day, October 17th, to

John T. Graves, Esq., on the subject of these Quaternions, and sent

it under cover to the Rev. Robert Graves. I authorised John

Graves to show the letter to De Morgan, if he thought fit.

Callaghan took the letter to put it in the English post. I asked

John Graves for a copy. I made the geometrical construction of

the multiplication of 2 quaternions involve : 1st, the law of the

moduli ; 2nd, the theorem of the spherical triangle ; 3rd, the rule

of rotation.'

This letter of eight closely-written quarto pages to his old

.
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'ellow-labourer in this field of research contains a full account of

he discovery ;
it was printed in the supplementary number for

December, 1844, of the London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical

Magazine, two passages being omitted, which have, however, an

nterest of their own calling for their insertion here : the substance

)f the letter can be read in the Magazine. The first omitted

)assage has reference to polarisation : the second is a postscript

vith regard to which it is to be stated that Mr. Graves did not feel

hat, under the circumstances, he could properly avail himself of

.he permission to show the letter to Professor De Morgan.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to JOHN GRAVES, ESQ.

'

OBSERVATORY, October 17, 1843.

I'
... There seems to me to be something analogous to polarised

intensity in the pure imaginary part ;
and to unpolarised energy

indifferent to direction) in the real part of a quaternion, and that

tms we have some slight glimpse of a future Calculus of Polarities.

?his is certainly very vague, but I hope that most of what I have

aid above is clear and mathematical. Hoping that you may be

empted to pursue the vein which has thus opened, I remain, &c.
' P. S. You may show this letter to De Morgan, whose Differ-

ntial and Integral Calculus I admire, if you think fit : I intend to

nake a communication on Quaternions to the Eoyal Irish Academy
lext month.'

The cover which enclosed to me the above letter to my brother

ontained the following lines addressed to myself :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to B. P. GRAVES.

'

OBSERVATORY, October 17, 1843.

' Instead of answering at this moment your very kind letter,

iived perhaps a month ago, I send under cover to you a letter

ro sheets to J ohn, which I flatter myself will interest him, and

if which I am sure he could develop many of the hints, at least as

fell as I could. The train of thought is curious, almost wild, but

'. believe that the mathematical chain has kept the wings of fancy
rom soaring altogether out of bounds though a fourth dimension
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of space is doubtless something like that step,
"
extra flammantia

mcenia miindi" which a good-natured satirist accused me long ago
of taking.

' I have been very busy at mathematics of various sorts this

last thing is a mere diversion but I hope soon to write again. . . /

Before receiving Mr. John T. Graves's acknowledgment of his

first letter, Hamilton wrote to him a second extending to sixteen

quarto pages of very small writing, carrying on the account of his

Theory. The substance of this letter may be read in the Transac-

tions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxi. part 2, where it is

printed at the end of Hamilton's Paper entitled Researches respect-

ing Quaternions, First Series. The conclusion of this second letter,

omitted in the Transactions, is as follows :

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to JOHN T. GRAVES, F.R.S.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, October 24, 1843.

*
. . . I find myself absolutely obliged to defer to another

occasion some remarks which I wished to make on exponentials,

logarithms, and successive multiplication : nor can I certainly say

when I may write again. Some curious hopes about connexion of

Quaternions with polarisable forces in nature alluded to in my first

letter have rather increased in strength; but, what may sound

less wild, I think that this new Calculus of Quaternions will at least

be found to assist in discovering many theorems of spherical trigo-

nometry. Some such theorems have been suggested to me by it,

which I do not know how to prove otherwise. Let me hear soon

whether on the whole you like the look of the thing.'

I give extracts from Mr. Graves's acknowledgments of these

two letters : of which the second had not been received by him

when he despatched his first acknowledgment.

From JOHN T. GRAVES, F.R.S. to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

8, GEAY'S INN SQUAEE, October 26, 1843.

'

Though my hands are full of business I could not resist the

great delight of looking over the letter from you which was for-

warded to me from Eobert yesterday morning. I can well imagine
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tie pleasure you felt when you found that the constituents of your
roduct quaternions satisfied the law of Moduli. You must have

I een in a very bold mood to start the happy idea that ij might be

ifferent from ji, and that the equation ij
= -ji did not require that

'

should be equal to 0. Have you any suspicion or inkling of the

jxistence in nature of processes, or operations, or phenomena, or

jonceptions analogous to the circuit

jk = -
kj = i

From the SAME to the SAME.

1

S, GRAY'S INN SQUARE.

' "
Saspe tribus lectis videas coenare quaternos."

'
. . . There is still something in the system which gravels me.

'. have not yet any clear views as to the extent to which we are at

iberty arbitrarily to create imaginaries, and to endow them with

upernatural properties. You are certainly justified by the event.

Tou have got an instrument that facilitates the working of trigo-

lometrical theorems and suggests new ones, and it seems hard

ask more
;
but I am glad that you have glimpses of physical

nalogies. But supposing that your symbols have their physical

ntitypes, which might have led to your quaternions, what right

lave you to such luck, getting at your system by such an inventive-

node as yours ? If with your Alchemy you can make three pounds
f gold, why should you stop there ?

'

To the Royal Irish Academy, according to previous announce-

aent, Hamilton, on the 13th of November, 1843, made the first

mblic communication of his memorable discovery of Quaternions.

Che Proceedings of the Academy, bearing that date, record that at

1 meeting held that day Hamilton, after temporarily resigning the

3hair to Professor Lloyd,* read a Paper On a Neiv Species of Ima-

* Hamilton had thus written to Lloyd on the llth November: 'If you
ould attend on that evening at the Academy it would gratify me ;

I may be

:ept away by the serious illness of my second son : but if so, I shall try to send

, Paper on my last mathematical speculation a very strange one, respecting a

[uite new batch of imaginary quantities, connected rather with spherical than

pith plane trigonometry, and capable perhaps of physical applications.'
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ginary Quantities connected with a Theory of Quaternions. In it he|

set forth fully the bases of his system.

It was this Paper which was afterwards (1847) published in the

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxi. part 2, under

the title Researches respecting Quaternions, First Series. The ab-

stract in the Proceedings occupies ten octavo pages : the Paper?

itself in the Transactions extends to eighty-six quarto pages.

The magnitude of the discovery, of which an account has thus

been given, may be in some measure inferred from the facts that,

as he himself has stated, Hamilton had been for fifteen years, from?

time to time, endeavouring to surmount the difficulty which blocked

his way, and that the remaining twenty-two years of his life were

occupied in industriously developing the theory he had arrived at,f

and in adding to its results. The industry thus bestowed by him

upon the task may be fairly called prodigious, as will appear to

any competent judge who considers the contents of the two great

books upon the subject which he produced, viz. : The Lectures on

Quaternions, and the Elements of Quaternions ; and who takes into

account the large number of Papers on the subject which he con-

tributed to the Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Irish

Academy, to the Philosophical Magazine, to the Cambridge ai

Dublin Mathematical Journal, and to Professor Nichol's Cyclopwc

of the Physical Sciences ; and, above all, the piles of manuscrij

which remain to bear witness to his labours. He first overcame

the great fundamental difficulty to which reference has been made
;

he then constructed upon the foundation thus laid a comprehensive

theory ;
he next forged as an instrument to be placed in the hands

of mathematicians a Calculus of Quaternions ; and, lastly, he led

the way by giving many and various examples of the modes in

which this Calculus may be applied to the solution of mathema-

tical and physical problems. This amount of labour attests his

confidence in the permanent value of the Quaternion System,

have heard him say that he felt satisfied that it would hold a per-

manent place in Algebra, and that his own name would be con-

nected with it, and be thus remembered at the end of a thousand
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>ars, if the world should last so long. And in a letter written by
m to Dr. H. Lloyd, in December, 1851, I find the following

king passage :

' In general, although in one sense I hope that I am actually

wing modest about the quaternions, from my seeing so many
ps and vistas into future expansions of their principles, I still

st assert that this discovery appears to me to be as important
the middle of the nineteenth century as the discovery of

ixions was for the close of the seventeenth.'

That this confidence was not the confidence of a mere self-

ggerating egoism there exist facts sufficient to prove. When
first book, Lectures on Quaternions, appeared, it was greeted by
article in the North American Review* attributed to one of the

st eminent mathematicians of America, of which the first para-

ph runs thus :

4 It is confidently predicted by those best qualified to judge that

the coming centuries Hamilton's Quaternions will stand out as

great discovery of our nineteenth century. Yet how silently

the book taken its place upon the shelves of the Mathema-
an's Library !

'

In England, among the first to recognise this boon to science was
N

;hur Cayley, who, in 1845, gave the best testimony of the value

attached to it by operating with the new method, and furnish-

r to the Philosophical Magazine a contribution On certain Results

ating to Quaternions, in which he speaks of the Calculus as

very beautiful theory,' and 'a very interesting discovery.'

arly thirty years afterwards in a Treatise on Electricity and

ignetism (Oxford, 1873), the lamented James Clerk Maxwell, \

o also in conducting his physical researches had himself made

of the Calculus, speaks as follows of its merits in comparison
'

th the Cartesian system. The last paragraph of the passage,

ich I here quote from his work, affords striking proof of the

* North American Review for July 1857. ' The Imagination, in Mathema-
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slowness with which a novelty in the mode of calculation, howeve

conducive it may be to important results, is accepted by the gene

ral body of scientific students.

' The introduction of coordinate axes into geometry by DC

Cartes was one of the greatest steps in mathematical progress ; fc

it reduced the methods of geometry to calculations performed 01

numerical quantities. The position of a point is made to depend
on the length of three lines which are always drawn in determinat

directions, and the line joining two points is in like manner coi

sidered as the resultant of three lines. But for many purposes i^

physical reasoning, as distinguished from calculation, it is desirabl

to avoid explicitly introducing the Cartesian coordinates, and

fix the mind at once on a point of space instead of its three

ordinates, and on the magnitude and direction of a force instead

its three components. This mode of contemplating geometrical ar

physical quantities is more primitive and more natural than tl

other, although the ideas connected with it did not receive the

full development till Hamilton made the next great step in dealii

with space, Iby the invention of his Calculus of Quaternions,

the methods of Des Cartes are still the most familiar to students of

science, and as they are really the most useful for purposes of cal-

culation, we shall express all our results in the Cartesian form. \

am convinced, however, that the introduction of the ideas, as dis-

tinguished from the operations and methods of Quaternions, will

be of great use to us in the study of all parts of our subject, and

especially in electro-dynamics, where we have to deal with a num-

ber of physical quantities, the relations of which to each other

be expressed far more simply by a few words of Hamilton's tl

by the ordinary equations.'

At a date still later, in a letter written by another great mathe-

matician, too early lost to Science, Professor W. K. Clifford, we find

the following testimony : 'It thus appears that Quaternions are

the last word of geometry in regard to complex algebras.'
* The

volume from which this passage is cited proves how largely Pro-

fessor Clifford worked with the instrument of which he speaks, and

*
Letter to Professor Sylvester in Mathematical Papers, London, 1882,

p. Ixvii.
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vrhich was, it may be added, a regular subject of his lectures in

Jniversity College, London.

In North Britain men so eminent as the late Professor Kelland

md Professor Tait have by special treatises facilitated the entrance

)f students into the new region : in France M. Hoiiel (followed by

\llegret) early showed his appreciation of the discovery, and

id. Laisant has very lately published his Introduction d la methods

les Quaternions : in Italy Bellavitis, inventor of the Method of

3quipollences the completion of the algebra of imaginaries in

,he plane and, more recently, Padelletti of Naples, have devoted

iheir labours to the exposition of the theory and the method : in

jermany as sequel to preparatory tracts by other mathematicians,

imong whom the most eminent was Moebius Paul Grlan has

vithin the last year brought out at Leipzig a complete translation

tf the Elements of Quaternions ; and the method has found its way
;o Holland, to Bohemia, and to Russia, where in the life-time of

ts author it was lectured upon by Dr. J. Bolzani. Finally, it has

lot only been appreciated, as we have seen, in America, but the

;areful study of it by Professor Benjamin Pierce of Harvard Uni-

rersity has enabled him to furnish some valuable additions to its

jxtent and power.

Thus already has the forecast of the author been in large

neasure realised.

It was also concurrently with the progress of the negotiations

ibout the Professorships that Hamilton's mind was stirred from

jtithout by the announcement that he was selected for the honour

a Civil List Pension. Letters from Sir Robert Peel, then

Premier, and from Earl de Grey, then Lord Lieutenant of Ire-

.and, reached him early in November conveying this announce-

ment.* Sir Robert Peel, in very handsome terms, requested

Hamilton to allow him to submit his name to the consideration

pf
the Queen for the grant of a pension of 200 per annum on

|;he
Civil List. The delicacy with which in these letters his feel-

* I regret I have not been able to discover these letters.
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ings of independence were treated, as well as the homage offered

to his scientific eminence, was deeply gratifying to Hamilton. On

the former point he was very sensitive, and this sensitiveness led

him to say emphatically that he considered his pension rather as

his largest gold medal, than as a merely pecuniary reward or sub-

vention. An extract from a letter to myself here given throws

additional light upon this part of his nature. It will be seen that

at this crisis of his success as a scientific discoverer, of the recogni-

tion of his merits by the highest public authority, and of accession

to his pecuniary means, the sweetness of the cup was dashed with

tonic bitter derived from the illness of those dear to him. His^
second son Archibald was dangerously ill with scarlet fever, Lady
Hamilton's health was again declining, and the state of his eldest \

sister, Grace, was causing him grave anxiety. Thus was undue

elation checked, and his habitual religious humility and submission

called into counterbalancing action.

A letter to his sister Eliza brings out his opinions at this time

in reference to the Oxford Movement and its leaders
;
and a post-

script to a letter to Herschel, in which he promises attention to his

friend's request in behalf of Dr. Harvey, candidate for the Chair

of Botany, then about to be founded in Dublin, states in brief his

domestic position at the end of the year, and the result of the

recent negotiations on his feelings as Professor of Astronomy.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to SIR EGBERT PEEL, BART., M. P.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'
OESERYATOBY, DUBLIN, November 6, 1843.

'

Sir, I have this day had the honour of receiving your letter,

in which you acquaint me that the Queen is graciously pleased to

desire to confer a mark of Her Eoyal favour and approbation on

one of Her Irish subjects for services and attainments in Science,

by bestowing on him a pension on the Civil List of 200 per

annum for life
;
and that you have judged me worthy of having

my name submitted to Her Majesty as a proper person to receive

such mark of Eoyal favour.
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'Allow me in return to say, that if it shall be the gracious

pleasure of my Sovereign to confirm the judgment which you have

thus expressed, and to bestow on me so high a mark of Her Eoyal
favour and approval, although she might find many others more

worthy of receiving the reward, she could not easily find one who
would more gratefully accept or more dutifully appreciate the

honour.
( I have to offer to yourself my best acknowledgments for the

kind terms in which you have been pleased to make the communi-

cation, and have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient and faithful

Servant,
* WILLIAM EOWAN HAMILTON.

' I presume that I am to consider the matter as private, until

j;he pleasure of Her Majesty is known.'

From SIR EGBERT PEEL, BART, M.P. to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

WHITEHALL, November 10, 1843.

'Sir, I have the satisfaction of informing you that Her

ifajesty has been pleased to express Her entire approbation of

tie grant of a pension to you of two hundred pounds per annum
com the Civil List, upon the grounds stated by me in a former

stter.
' I have the honour to be, Sir,

' Your faithful and obedient Servant,
' EGBERT PEEL.

SIR W. HAMILTON.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to E. P. GRAVES.

1

OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, November 14, 1843.

. . . You could not doubt that I would cheerfully forgive you

being the unintentional occasion of provoking some envy and

lousy in Dublin, by your too partial description of your old

fiend in a number of the University Magazine. I must confess,

id I believe the confession does not take you by surprise, that it

I ok all my friendship to task to forgive you for introducing at

II the subject of my income, in that account of my exertions,

jjow, however, I must own that, as John says of me, in a late note

myself which shall soon be at your service,* though
" I have not

*
Supra, p. 443.

I
VOL. II. 2 G
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yet any clear views as to the extent to which we are at liberty tc

create iraaginaries, and to endow them with supernatural proper-

ties," yet "you are certainly justified by the event." For it grati-

fies my feelings to think that likely',
which no one can deny to be

possible, that your too favourable view of me, set forth with such

natural and affectionate eloquence as that with which you set i

forth, may have contributed to call upon me the notice and bounty
of my Sovereign. The Queen has been pleased and you will noi

doubt that it was entirely unsolicited and even unexpected on mj
part

" to express her entire approbation of the grant of a pension

of two hundred pounds per annum from the Civil List
"

to me foi

scientific services. The letters from Sir Robert Peel and from th

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland in which this grant has been commu-

nicated or referred to, have been really more gratifying to my
feelings than the addition to my income, however useful, and

almost necessary, that may have been. I trust that if we had the

pleasure of a quiet chat together, you would think the manner in

which I have already endeavoured to show my gratitude to

Almighty Grod not entirely unbecoming those views and principle*

for which you have so kindly given me credit.*

' At this moment it presses more upon my heart that the Giver

of all good things has been graciously pleased to restore to his

parents, at least from obvious danger, my second son Archy, whom

your cousin Robert has lately been attending. I do not forget

your having advised me once to consult him for myself, and hope

that, at all events in the prevention way, his friendly counsels may
be useful to the father as well as to the child.

' With very sincere regards to your good lady, whom I think

there is a very fair prospect of my being able to visit next summer,
I remain, &c.

' P. S. Though I hope to write to Wordsworth soon, I do not

grudge you the pleasure of conveying to him the good news.'

From SIR W. R>. HAMILTON to his SISTER ELIZA.

'

OBSERVATOKT, November 19, 1843.

' ... At this moment I write to offer you the reading of a

* I have ascertained that this refers to his devoting a portion of his pension

to an annual subvention to his uncle's income.
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pamphlet called A Narrative of Events connected with the publication

of the Tracts for the Times, with Reflections on existing Tendencies to

\ Romanism, and on the present Duties and Prospects of Members of the

Church, by the Rev. William Palmer, M. A. of Worcester College,

Oxford : Second Edition, 1843. I have not read it through, as yet,

but so far as I have read, it expresses very nearly my own views

and feelings on the matter. The marks which you will find in it

are my own.
' Mr. Palmer avows himself to have been one of the authors of

the celebrated, or, if you choose, notorious tracts, though I can

never join in the popular outcry against them
;
but he protests, as

I would also do, if I had his eloquence and clearness of expression,

against being committed to all their views.
' But he appears to be indignant, as it may be some satisfaction

to you, to know that I also am, and (what is of rather more im-

portance) my High Church friends and acquaintances are, so far

as I am aware, and I have conversed with some of them on the

subject, indignant (I say) at the tone adopted in some of the late

numbers of the British Critic.

' I do not refer to anything very recent, as in fact I have ceased

to read that periodical, and indeed understand that it is expiring
under the public indignation, or at least under that of the persons
who had thought it was a friend of the Church

;
but I can assure

TOM that you would be surprised . . . were you to know all the

>ersons, reputed Puseyites, who reject, and only doubt whether

she time is come when they can publicly repudiate, the professed

idvocacy of the British Critic.

' Observe that I do not say, because I do not know, whether

Dr. Pusey is, or is not, a friend of that periodical. It is thought
;hat Mr. Newman is so : and if this be true, it would go farther to

3onfirm my suspicions respecting that very incomprehensible per-

son, who seems to me at once so Jesuitical and so sincere, than

mything else that I know. In my old character of Defender

3-eneral,* I have tried very hard, among my neighbours, to prove
,t he has not yet said that he is a Romanist

;
and until he says

I am not very likely to believe so very serious a charge against

clergyman of our Church.

* A title of honour conferred on him in early days by his family circle.

2G 2
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4 Please to remember also, that I am not (at least consciously)

an atom more Erastian in my Church politics than I was before

that is, you know, inclined to contradict the reservation of the 37th

Article although the Queen, Grod bless her, has been "
pleased

"

of late to give me very substantial reasons for liking her. " Honest

man," said old Bertram, in Guy Mannering, when the king of the

time was pleased to appoint him a magistrate,
" He cannot be

more pleased than I am." . . .

' P. S. I do not consider it at all inconsistent with what I have

said against the British Critic that I am a warm friend of the Col-

lege of St. Columba.'

From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

COLLINGWOOD, December 1, 1843.

' It gave Lady H. and myself very great pleasure to hear

your pension, and the handsome and proper manner in which it

was conferred. I should have written before to congratulate you

thereon, but Miss Edgeworth has been here, and that, among all

people who know how to enjoy her, is always considered excellent

reason for letting correspondence and all other worldly things

"gang their ain gate." She is more truly admirable now, I

think, than at any former time, though in her 75th year !

'

Lady H. desires her best regards and compliments to Lady
Hamilton. Your sister has recently sent her some verses which

have delighted us both by their sublimity and pathos really no

exaggerated terms. I think her the first poetess living.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSEEYATOBY, December 12, 1843. '

'. . . My poet-sister is quite well, and in constant correspondence

with me. The illness of another sister agitates me at present. L-

deed my wife, and one of my two sons, have been very poorly of

late, but are, I trust, recovering. My astronomical insignificance

has been as comfortable to me lately as the Curse of Kehama ; y

know, of course, that wild and wondrous tale. . . .'

5
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CHAPTER XXIX.

VISIT TO WINDERMERE. MAC CULLAGH. CORRESPONDENCE ON

QUATERNIONS.

(1844.)

N the early part of 1844 Hamilton was engaged in researches

jspecting double achromatic object-glasses. A letter from his

iend Professor Phillips shows that he had employed Mr. Cooke,

Q optician, to construct a small telescope on the prescribed prin-

ples, but no record remains of the result : on the last day of the

ssion of the Royal Irish Academy, however (June 24, 1844),

Hamilton having returned to the subject, read a Paper upon it.

In February he was appealed to by Archbishop Whately as an

ithority to decide a point of dispute connected with the doctrine

I: probabilities. This dispute had arisen out of an argument in

|ie of the Archbishop's books,* which had been impugned by
!r. Blakesleyt of Trinity College, Cambridge : the question dis-

issed in some long letters was, the right mode of estimating the

tal probability of a conclusion established as probable by each of

veral independent arguments, the probability of each being
ven. Hamilton's judgment upholds the validity of the prin-

le of cumulative reasoning, but considers the Archbishop's

ustration to be open to fatal objection.

There passed throughout this year a frequent correspondence

Lord Adare in the old style of affectionate and confidential

unication
;

it relates not only to personal matters, but to the

sts of the Academy, to the Ordnance Survey, which was then

inded, and in favour of the continuance of which Lord Adare

Easy Lessons in Arithmetic, p. 76. t Now Dean of Lincoln.
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was exerting his influence as a Member of Parliament, and to

other public questions : I extract from it one parenthetical clause,

because it shows the constancy of his feeling towards another

friend: speaking of Dr. Lloyd, he says (March 6, 1844), 'Lloyd

(for whom I feel a real affection as well as respect).'

In May he writes to Mr. John T. Graves :

' I have actually

begun writing out an article for, as I hope, the June* number of

the Philosophical Magazine, on Quaternions, and shall be delighted
if it prove a stimulus or an occasion to your publishing some of

those thoughts and researches of yours, with accounts of which

you have favoured me from time to time. Charles gave us an

interesting and important Paper on Curved Surfaces, at the last

meeting of the Royal Irish Academy.'

Mr. J. T. Graves, in a letter of December 26, 1843, followed
/

up by others, dated January 4, and 18, 1844, had communicated

to Hamilton a system of Octaves, or Ottonomials, suggested by his

^xfriend's Quaternions. The communication was naturally very in-

teresting to Hamilton, who refers to it in the following letter.

This letter was in reply to one which imparted a theorem of

Mr. Hargreave's, an accomplished mathematician, afterwards

known in Ireland as filling a judicial office in the Encumbered

Estates Court. The first part of the letter speaks of this theorem

in terms which may interest the general, as well as the scientific

reader, because they express so vividly the delight caused to a

mathematician by a new theorem more than ordinarily elegant or

important.

From JOHN T. GRAVES, F.R.S. to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

February 16, 1844.

PROFESSOR C. J. HARGREAVE'S THEOREM.

Let & - x = a. (I)

T i
"^ /~~l ' ^ 7r

Let p = cos -.. + A/- 1 sin
n - 1 n - 1

*
It appeared in the July number, and was followed by others of the same

series in October, 1844
; March, 1845

; July and October, 1846.
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Then if $a be a root of equation (I), it may be proved that

p$ (p
n
~*a), |0

2

(p
n~3

a), p
3

<j> (,o

n~4
a) .... down to p

n~2
(f> (pa)

re also roots, and the other root is the sum of these roots with the

ign changed. . . .

' At least this is true when Qa, pty (p
n~z

a), . . . p
n~2

(pa),

re not all equal.
'
e. g. The roots of the equation

x5 - x = a

re of the forms

(- )
-
$a + */- 1 (0 (\X~ 10)

-
<j> (-'S* 10) )

' The first four forms circulate, while the last remains unmoved.
' This theorem was obtained by reverting (1), and by observing

le relations subsisting between the n series obtained by reversion.
*MY DEAR HAMILTON To you as the champion of the rights of

quations of the 5th degree, I forward a theorem which, though it

oes not endanger their privileges, may be thought in some degree
affect their interests.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to JOHN T. GRAVES.

OBSERVATORY, February 19, 1844.

* I am charmed with the theorem you have communicated to me
s Mr. Hargreave's a gentleman with whose name the Edinburgh
leview was pleased to associate mine so honourably, in last Octo-

er.* The beauty of it is, that though I never had suspected its

' ' Besides the wonderful extension of gravitation to the systems of double

ars elicited by Herschel, the science has been graced by the aid of a female

athematician, and promoted by recent investigations of high promise especi-

ly those of Mr. Hargreave : while in half a century hence, within which time

le philosophers of Europe may have read and understood them, the most tran-

jendental views of the whole mathematical theory will be inseparably associated

ith the name of the Astronomer Royal of Ireland.' Edinburgh Review, Octo-

er, 1843
; vol. Ixxviii., p. 436. (Newton and his Contemporaries.")
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existence, the moment I am brought into its presence its eyes flash

through and through me
;
and I can no more doubt of its being

and truth than of my own. How much is left for our children ! . . .

* As to my poor quaternions, your octaves, at their first an-

nouncement, for I have never had the courage (not to say the time)

to examine them more closely, threw them, even in my own eyes, so

completely into the shade that I have not yet ventured to think of

them. I fancy that I hear Octavius exclaiming to his unfortunate

brother,
" You poor, four-legged animal, how durst you have the

confidence to come into the world before me ?
"

After some further remarks upon Mr. Graves's researches,

Hamilton reverts to his own discovery in words which I feel bound

to insert.

'I felt from the first that you were pregnant of some such

thing, and you will be pleased to remember, or to believe, that you
were the first mathematical friend to whom I communicated my
own results on this particular point.'

But after a time, in the following May, Hamilton had to report

to his friend that the four-legged animal could stand better on his

feet, and move in all directions better, than his later-born brother

with eight legs. Writing on the 8th of July a full discussion of

the system of Octaves, he concludes by saying
' In general in my

system of Quaternions (containing only three imaginaries), it is in-

different where we place the points, in any successive multiplication :

A.BC = AB.C = .\ ABC, if A.B.Cbe quaternions: but not

so, generally, with your Octaves. Perhaps you may alter your

binary products so as to get over this difficulty ;
but I suspect

that then you will have to give up the law of the Moduli.'

The postscript to the letter of May, 1844, just quoted, an-

nounces his having been admitted into what may be called the

scientific hierarchy.

' P. S. I have just received official information of my having
been elected Corresponding Member of the French Academy of

Sciences, as successor to Ivory.'

This distinction was conveyed to Hamilton in an official notifi-
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,tion, dated April 1, 1844, and signed by Francois Arago, as

jcretary of the Scientific Department of the Institute of France,

rago appends to his official signature a postscript expressing

& 'felicitations personnelles bien sinceres' upon the choice

I the Academy. In a letter of the 6th May, 1844, Hamilton

turns thanks for the honour, and speaks of it as undoubtedly

me of the greatest which a scientific man can receive.'

In the same month (see Proceedings Royal Irish Academy,

'ay 27, 1844) Hamilton communicated to the Academy
' a

ethod of mentally approximating to the calculation of Ancient

clipses,' and applied it to the eclipse of the moon recorded by
acitus as having happened soon after the death of Augustus.

This investigation was suggested by a work of the Duke of

.anchester, brought under his notice by the Rev. M. O'Sullivan.

he impression made by this communication and the manner of

s delivery on his friend the Rev. S. O'Sullivan is recorded in a

written by the latter shortly afterwards :

From the REV. SAMUEL O'SULLIVAN to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' PHCENIX PAKK, May 31, 1844.

* I am not satisfied with the hurried manner in which I ex-

ressed my admiration of your wonderful effort on Monday
rening. It was, I think, the most extraordinary feat of intel-

ctual power I ever witnessed. You flung yourself upon the

Team of time, without chart or compass, except such as you con-

ructed for yourself, and grappling with all the difficulties of

our position, combated with chaos until you compelled it into

rder, and were thus enabled to make the moon,
" that faithful

itness in the heavens," bear testimony to the accuracy of the

reat Roman historian. All this, without putting pen to paper, I

lay say, almost literally
" stans pede in uno !

"

The process is not put on record in the Proceedings of the

Lcademy, but is contained in a small manuscript book labelled

843, and bears date February 13, 1850. This record contains a

Dpy of the figures written down by Hamilton on the black board

b the time of the communication to the Academy, and is followed
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by a full statement of the computations made to attain the result

arrived at computations which had been all carried on mentally

without being committed to writing. It may be regarded as

an instance of the habit of mental calculation kept up from

his boyhood, but which appears to have been carried into exercise

during this year with an activity almost morbidly great. It will

be remembered that Hamilton's lectures on Astronomy were now

delivered in Trinity Term. The draft of an unsent letter to his

Uncle James begins an unfinished account of the Course delivered

by him this year, with an interesting statement of principles.

' June 22, 1844. . . . My general principles respecting Phy-
sical Science being that we are to ascend from sense, through

Thought to Faith, using, in each department, the trine or tricho-

tomic harmony of the Similar, the Subordinate, and the Co-ordi-

nate, together with the dualistic contrast of the Theoretical and the

Practical (or of the retreat from the Outward to the Inward, and

the return from the Inward to the Outward) ;
and these general

principles having been, to some extent, expounded in my opening

lecture, I proceeded in Lecture II. to apply them to the study of

Astronomy. The application may probably have been considered,

and was indeed designed, to be minute, professional, and practical:

yet I thought that it received some light from the previous exami-

nation of abstract and general principles. To make principles and

applications more perfectly illustrate each other must be the result

of a longer practice. Having always conscientiously aimed at

doing so, according to my lights and powers, I have the satisfac-

tion of thinking that year after year I succeed more perfectly, or

less imperfectly, in the attempt ;
and that if my audiences are not

numerous, they are at least attentive, and derive some profit from

their attention.'

Of the same date is the following :

From SIR "W. R. HAMILTON to the REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D. D.

'June 22, 1844.

' In the only cases in which a Session has been closed by an

address from the Chair, since I have been President, there was a
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ledal to be presented, which does not happen now. Therefore I

o not think that I could well come forward in the way you

aggest ;
but perhaps I may be inclined to give an account of

Dine investigations respecting double object-glasses, which oc-

upied me a good deal in the early part of this year. However,

ly lectures (of which I have now delivered nine) have concurred

dth other things to put the matter almost out of my head
;
and

esides my investigations were not quite finished, though I have

rrived at some results which seemed to be of importance.'

After his course of lectures had been completed, and he had in

ttestation of grateful respect attended the farewell levee of Earl

e Grey, Hamilton felt free to give himself the relaxation of a holi-

ay, to which for a considerable time he had looked forward. This

oliday was to be spent in the Lake District of England, a region

ndeared to him by its own beauty and by repeated association

dth Wordsworth and other eminent persons. Here, with his

Ldest boy, arriving on the 18th of July, he became the fellow

uest of Professor William Archer Butler, in the picturesque old

ectory of Windermere, then occupied by me as curate in charge

E the parish. Of this visit I gave some account in a letter to the

!.ev. Thomas Woodward (afterwards Dean of Down). This letter

fas introduced into the memoir of Archer Butler, which, as editor

f some of his posthumous works, Mr. Woodward prefixed to the

irst series of Sermons, Doctrinal and Practical, of that admirable

nd amiable man. To that letter I refer for particulars of a visit

rhich brought enjoyment of the higher kind not only to my dis-

mguished guests, but to all who had the happiness of meeting

lem
;
I look back with more than pleasure to the seeing then

round my homely table, in addition to these loved friends, on

ne occasion Wordsworth and his son-in-law Mr. Quillinan, with

ir. Pritchard (now Savile Professor of Astronomy at Oxford),

nd on another Archdeacon Julius Hare, then a visitor at Fox

low. In such society days were devoted to rowing on Winder-

aere and walks into Langdale and over Loughrigg Fell, and to

>njoyment of the hospitality of the venerable Mrs. Fletcher at

jancrigg, her exquisite abode under Helm Crag, where, supported
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by her admirable daughters, Miss Fletcher (afterwards Lady j

Richardson), and Mrs. Davy of Lesketh How, she stirred in all I

her visitors heroic thoughts ;
and of Wordsworth at Bydal Mount, \

then bright with the presence of Dora Quillinan, as well as of her I

mother and of her aunt Dorothy Wordsworth, by all of whom 1

Hamilton was looked on as a friend. There remains among 1

Hamilton's papers one record of this visit, a Sonnet addressed to

Wordsworth. Near the end of his stay at Windermere, on the I

29th July, he drove from the Hectory in one of the cars of the I

country with Archer Butler and Julius Hare, to spend the night |

at Ambleside. On the way, as I was next day told, these three

fine intellects had carried on a most animated discussion on faith,

fides formata, &c. What a dialogue must that have been! howj
well worthy to have been put on permanent record ! On the

next day my guests were to pay their farewell visit to Bydal (

Mount, and there I met them. Under these circumstances the;

sonnet was composed. I give it with the heading prefixed in one
j

of Hamilton's manuscript books. The main interest of the lines is,

that they record the transition that had taken place in his personal

relation to Wordsworth from admirer and disciple to friend.

TO WORDSWORTH.

(WRITTEN AT RYDAL MOUNT IN HIS DAUGHTER DORA'S ALBUM WHILE ARCHER

BUTLER AND ROBERT GRAVES WERE IN THE ROOM.)

' A more unquiet transport once was mine,

While looking to those hills from this fair spot,

In days long past, but ever unforgot,

When, mingling first my thoughts with thoughts of thine,

I felt a lustre from thy presence shine,

And listened first to hear thy personal tongue
Utter that wisdom which, at distance sung,
Had taught the world in many a lofty line.

Now while the spirits of the past hours steal

Into my heart, and recollections blend

Of many a vale explored, or mountain walk,

Of many an earnest, many a playful talk,

With thee since then, a calmer joy I feel

A willing learner still, but now a friend.

July 30, 1844.'
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After his return to the Observatory from his visit to Winder-

nere Hamilton resumed zealously his Quaternion researches, and

>repared Papers on this subject for the Philosophical Magazine and

or the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy. So late as the

!nd of September he looked forward to going to York for the

Meeting of the British Association, but very soon after this date

ie became so ill as to be confined to bed, and had to relinquish the

ntention, and be content with sending a written communication.

)n the 25th of September he wrote to me as follows :

'

Though much recovered, I do not yet feel strong enough to

ncounter the journey to York, and the exertions and excitement

>f the meeting, and found myself obliged to write to Phillips

esterday to that effect. . . . But I hope to send, perhaps through

I'eacock,

some sketch of my Quaternions for section A, and, if so,

hall mention John's extension to Octaves of the theorem of the

loduli.'

At the York Meeting of the British Association, which was

eld in the last week of September, there were mathematicians

ho, both as such and as old friends, would have been happy to

Dngratulate Hamilton upon his recent discovery, and his presence
ras missed accordingly. It was missed also by an old friend,

Colonel Everest, with whom he had formerly been in correspond-

Qce,* and who had since distinguished himself by successful

leasurement of a meridional arc in India, and had given his

ie to the highest mountain in the world. From him, soon

the meeting, Hamilton received the following letter :

From COLONEL EVEREST to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

16, BTTRY-STKEET, ST. JAMES'S [LONDON],
' October 14, 1844.

' As upwards of fourteen years had elapsed since I had the

.sure of seeing you, I went to the British Association at York,
i the hope of reviving old acquaintance and old recollections, and

Supra, Yol. i. pp. 335, 374.
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was greatly disappointed at not meeting you there. You were one

of the few who seemed to me in former years to take an interest

in my operations, and I feel assured you will be pleased to learn

that the great arc of India has now been extended to the parallel

of 29 31', that the computations are all brought up and in manu-

script at the India House, and that the East India Company have

resolved on printing the same, and commissioned me to superin-

tend the work.
' I am proud to believe that the execution is of a high order

and calculated to entitle my labours to the applause of all who can

appreciate the merits of the work, amongst whom you will always
be found second to none.

'

Accept the assurance of my highest esteem, and believe me to

be very sincerely yours,
'
GTEO. EVEREST.' :

In the first half of October he received two visits at the ObservjB

tory from his old friend Mr. John T. Graves, one of them of several

days' duration. This event occasioned to my brother a feeling of

anxiety respecting the health of Hamilton, which later on, when

the two friends were in active correspondence on mathematics, ht

thought himself obliged to convey to me. He wrote as follows :

From JOHN T. GRAVES, F.R.S. to B. P. GRAVES.

'

8, GRAY'S INN SQUARE, November 25, 1844.

'

Among the subjects, on which I have been wishing to write to

you was the health of our friend Hamilton. During a short visit

to the Observatory, while I was lately in Dublin, while I was

amazed at the depth and clearness of his intellect on general

subjects, I could not help thinking that he was overstraining

his mind by incessant exertion in mathematics. The way in

which he went on orally with abstruse calculations seemed to

me to indicate the morbid activity of brain resulting from over-

work. Then I had to tax myself with encouraging this
;

for

though I lost much from inability to follow him, I felt great

interest in the subject of quaternions, and proposed problems
which he was kind enough to solve for me. The evil of such exer-
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ion was manifest to me in the painful exertion expression of his

ace, such as I have seen in Herschel in former times (happily not

ately), and in a certain nervous irritability of temperament. It is

xceedingly unfortunate that he should lately have been stimulated

y other workers in the same field, and worse still, annoyed by
infounded claims to the credit of suggesting what is peculiarly his

\vn. I know not what business anyone has to claim any merit, if

, thought of his happens to suggest different happy thoughts in

he mind of another.
* To the most inventive genius the most common things are the

aost suggestive. It must be especially annoying to him to have such

laims made without sufficient grounds, for there is no one more

eady than Hamilton to give everyone his due. The best thing
hat a friend of Hamilton could do would be to get him to make the

our of Europe when he has completed] his Paper on Quaternions

not before.'

We learn from this that the great brain which seemed to work

vith the ease and power of a steam engine, had at last begun to

eel the incessant strain to which it had been put by abstruse

hought. The claim to a suggestion of Quaternions, referred to

ibove, was made by Professor Mac Cullagh, who, in making it at a

neeting of the Royal Irish Academy, used some expression by
vhich Hamilton was offended. He did not conceal this resent-

nent, and their common friend and brother professor, Charles

jxaves, felt called upon to act as mediator between them. This

ntervention proved successful
;
Mac Cullagh accepting the state-

nent of Hamilton that he had received no such suggestion, and

idmitting that the theorem which he had supposed to be its source

lad not given the suggestion to himself.

As a public proof of the originality of his discovery, Hamilton

.ent to the Philosophical Magazine a verbatim copy of the letter,

vhich on the day after the discovery was made (October 17, 1843)

le wrote to Mr. John T. Graves, describing the process of thought

>y which he had arrived at it, and which was in continuation of

ittempts carried on through many years. This letter was accord-

ngly printed in a supplementary number of the Philosophical
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Magazine for December, 1844. The theorem of Professor

Cullagh, which its author considered to be pregnant with the

theory of Quaternions, was one relative to an Ellipse, proposed

by him at the Fellowship Examination in 1842, and published

in the University Calendar of 1843. In order that its author

should receive whatever degree of credit was due to him in the

matter, Hamilton in the preface to his Lectures on Quaternions,

after recording the progress of his own thoughts, gives in a note

(p. 43) the theorem of Mac Cullagh, characterising it as an elegant

theorem, and professing his admiration of the great and original

powers in mathematical and physical science of the deceased Pro-

fessor, but at the same time simply stating that the theorem '
did

not happen to supply himself with any suggestion.' But though

Mac Cullagh had put in his claim to some credit from Qua-

ternions, he was not satisfied with them as the foundation of an

Algebra of space, and he strongly affirmed this view in convei

tion with Charles Graves. The same want of satisfaction wit

them (derived principally I believe from their relinquishing the

commutative property in multiplication) seems to have been felt

by Professor De Morgan, and by Mr. John Graves. The former,

crediting Hamilton's Quaternion Paper with giving him the im-

pulse, set himself to devise systems of Triplets, which, retaining

that property of multiplication, might accomplish what was desired.

And he produced systems, quadratic, cubic, and biquadratic, all,

however, failing in some respect or other.

Mr. John Graves carried to some extent the construction of a

system founded on cube roots of positive unity, with an amount of

success, which had not been reached by Professor De Morgan's,

founded on the cube roots of negative unity : and, quite indepen-

dently, the coincidence being extraordinary both as to time and

method, within a few days, encouraged by the dictum of Professor

Mac Cullagh, Professor Charles Graves entered on the same track,

that of the cube roots of positive unity, and produced a system

apparently complete and free from objection. Hamilton was

made aware of these endeavours of men, whose powers he acknow-
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hdged, to supersede by a better system his own Quaternion Theory
nd Calculus. His attitude was in every way honourable to him.
le seems even at one time to have supposed it possible that Qua-
3rnions might be displaced : and in correspondence with Mr. John
rraves, with whom in these matters he was always en rapport, he
Men furnished hints to aid the researches which threatened this

Beet. At length, when time went on, he quietly wrote that he
as not yet

' out of conceit with Quaternions,'
* and in an impor-

int letter to De Morgan, which I here reproduce, he states the
articulars in which he believed that Quaternions could not be

irpassed by any other system. After considering this letter

n Morgan writes in answer, with a force borne out by the event
lat he strongly suspects Hamilton < has the right sow by the ear.'

ertain it
|is, that the pure triplet systems have not been made

i ,'ailable in practice, while Quaternions have, as has been seeD,
Ken a permanent place in the

instrumentality of the higher
Igebra.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to JOHN T. GRAVES, F.R.S.

'

OBSERVATORY, November 20, 1844.

. . . Something that Mac Cullagh said at the Academy meeting
i the Monday evening before last, makes it almost necessary for
e to show what the course of my thoughts was in first coming to
nceive the quaternions. That course was very carefully recorded
my first letter on the subject to] you^dated October 17th, 1844
bis was a mistake for 1843]. Eobert was so very good as to' make
d send me a copy of that letter, when it was passing through his
nds, as it happened to do, on its way to you. I have caused
at copy to be again transcribed, omitting the postscript and two
ort clauses which suggested the names of energy and

intensity, as
inded on the guess respecting polarisation at the end, yet letting
at guess stand, vague as it is. A few notes have been appended

. The whole is prefaced by a letter to the Editors of the Philo-
ihical Magazine, of which I enclose (but beg you after reading to

* Letter to John T. Graves of the 29th of November, 1844.

VOL. II. 2 H
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return to me) the rough draft.* I am sure that you would like

some of the expressions about yourself pared down, but this, to my

feelings, would ruin it
;
and my request is that you will not b

offended at my proposing to publish the whole. Should you pe:

emptorily object, I suppose I must submit; but in that case

shall be at a great loss how to conduct my own part of the bi

ness and in short, unless you think the publication would in so

way injure you, I think you ought not to prevent it. To myself

is some object to prove by a decisive document that it was nc

speculation about ellipsoids which led me to my theory ; yet yc

see I have quite avoided saying anything which could have the

of controversy, as I really wish to be on good terms with

Cullagh, notwithstanding his every now and then jostling me

some imaginary claim, in which no doubt he for the time believes:

and he professes himself now to be quite satisfied ;
but he may

have left an impression on the minds of some in the Academy

*
I give here the prefatory letter as it appeared in the Philosophical Ma

zine for December, 1844 :

1 To the EDITOKS of the "PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE AND JOUKNAL."

' GENTLEMEN, I have been induced to think that the account containe

the following letter, of the considerations which led me to conceive that the

of quaternions, a part of which you have done me the honour to publish in fa

recent numbers (for July and October) of your Magazine, might not be without

interest to some of your readers. Should you think proper to insert it, a pub-

lic acknowledgment (very pleasing to my own feelings) will have been renders

on the one hand to the Rev. Mr. Warren, whose work on the Geometrical Repre-

sentation of the Square Roots of Negative Quantities (printed at Cambridge in

1828), long since attracted my attention and influenced my thoughts ;
and on th

other hand to the gentleman (John T. Graves, Esq.), to whom the letter w

addressed, and with whom I had been engaged, at intervals, for many years i

a correspondence, very instructive and suggestive to me, on subjects connects

therewith. Nor am I without hope that Mr. Graves may thus be led to com-

municate through you to mathematicians some of the extensions which he hi

made of results of mine, with some of those other speculations which are si

more fully his own. On some future occasion I may perhaps be allowed 1

mention any other quarters from which I may be conscious of having derive

more recent assistance, in my investigations on the same mathematical subjed

many of which are hitherto unpublished.

' OBSERVATOBY OF TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN*,
4 November 20, 1844.'
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ich nothing can so effectually remove as the publication of my
t quaternion letter to yourself.
' It was last month, after I had formed a general method for

Dressing normals and curvatures of surfaces by my imaginaries,
I had applied it to ellipsoids, that my attention was directed to

emarkable question of Mac Cullagh's respecting an ellipse in

ce, from which he thinks those imaginaries might have been

"gested. I wish, for curiosity, that you would try to remember
I converse with you on that question ;

and if so, was it during
ur first or second recent visit to the Observatory, calling that

ond which was made when I was writing in bed ? I know that

was not till the 25th of October that I took up the question to

e it in my own way ;
but I had certainly seen it before, though

(I think) long before, and may have noticed it as early as your
t visit, by which time I had formed and worked with my own
nation of the ellipsoid. And can you remember on what day
u first came out (last month) to see me ? Any such recollection

yours could not be expected to be evidence, at least if it were

ative, nor is it as such that I ask for it. . . .'

From JOHN T. GRAVES to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

'

8, GKAY'S INN SQTJABE, November 22, 1844.

' I am sorry that Mac Cullagh should attempt to take any
idit to himself out of your theory of quaternions. It seems to

to be a work of supererogation to acknowledge suggestions,

ess the suggester have promulgated an idea with a certain

irelopment which you extend. If the question
" What makes

s apple fall ?
" had suggested to Newton the theory of gravita-

n, he was not bound to name the questioner but he might have

ae so, if he had the kind of moral sense of Dr. Arnold, who, in

ing an author, thinks it proper to name the authority which

.uced him to look at that author. I find that, in practice,

. Arnold's system will not do. If, in writing the life of A, I

<d a book of B which informs me that C contains a fact con-

ning A, if I refer to " C cited by B," I am understood to

pend on B's authority and not to have read C myself. If B
itains a collection of authorities, which you investigate yourself,

yould be fair to say that the authorities had been previously

2 H 2
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coUected by B ;
but here, in the desire to do full justice, you ma;

be unjust, for peradventure B derived his collection from ]

without thinking it necessary to state this. In regard to sue

suggestions, reference should be had to the magnitude of

obligation, as well as to the proximity and manifestoes of

suggestion.
But without proximity and manifestness to ore

nary comprehension, a suggestion does not deserve to be acknow-

ledged. Supposing that Mac Cullagh's question concerning
-

ellipsoid had suggested to you a theory of quaternions, it wo

have been matter of favour in you to tell the world what

was that turned your ideas to a particular channel. It is to t

most inventive genius that ordinary things are the most sugg

tive.

< So much for the suggestee. But the suggest in a

having no perfect right no claim based on a perfect obligation

would clearly lower himself by asserting merit and asking ackno<

ledgment.
' There is a kind of secondary suggestion which I

some people fond of, and which ought not to be encouraged

acknowledgment. A starts an idea, B pushes it a little way

some direction to which it would naturally have turned, and 1

if A works on, claims credit for suggesting A's extension ;
or

without having pushed A's ideas practically, suggests pom

tensions which A may have equally thought of, and some of w*"

A afterwards carries into effect.

< As to your letter to the Editor of the Philosophical Mag

I cannot object to its being published, though I think

beyond bounds of moderation in acknowledgments, and that

would be better, in a part that relates to me, to leave out the

"suggestive." The suggestions in any of my old letters, as <

iieoted with your performances,
were all of the classes which reqi

no acknowledgment at all, and I certainly should dislike the appef

ance of wishing to take the wind out of another's sails.

from the possible inference that I seek to build a reputation c

yours that I think your letter, which makes such honourabl

flattering mention of me, could, by any chance, do me an u

and such chance I regard as exceedingly remote. ...

< As to Mr. Warren, perhaps, in your desire to act

his influence on your own mind, you might lead others I
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(rroueous notion that the ordinary representation of imaginary

juantities was due to him as an inventor*

'. . . Could you put any parenthesis in your letter to the Editor

IP the Philosophical Magazine, stating that Mr. Warren had gone
irther than those who preceded him, or that your knowledge

It the algebraical representation of imaginary quantities was

:3rived from him rather than fromWallis, Buee, Gfompertz, and

lie other earlier explorers in the same field ? . . .

'As to De Morgan, I have no objection whatever to your

Mentioning to him that you thought of him when the system of

jiaternions came into your mind, and that you authorized me to

j>mrnunicate
to him the groundwork of your system. Perhaps

13 might feel hurt with me if you were to say that you suggested
l> me to communicate your letter to him. I mentioned to him the

roundwork of your system in a letter from myself, but I did not

I) into details of your processes, and I received from him in reply
I letter which I enclose. My omission to give him your letter

j.d
not arise from any doubt of his integrity, for I think

!m scrupulously just in his intentions. He likes to reduce men
I their true dimensions, and jealously avoids giving more credit

i.an is due, and, when occasion calls for it, he awards the merit

lat is due. . . .

' My first visit to you during my recent stay in Dublin was on

laesday, October 8 : I was also with you October 9, 10, 11
; my

!st Wednesday, October 23. On the first visit you stated that

>u had applied your quaternions to the geometry of curved sur-

&oes, and stated your intention of employing them in the recipro-

1 geometry of Chasles. You did not mention to me (at least I

I.ve no recollection of your doing so) Mac Cullagh's question

fcout an ellipsoid. I do not remember whether you stated that

|u had general methods for representing normals to curves.

'iere were many parts of your conversation in which I gave up
4 3 attempt to follow you in your deduction of calculations viva

v,e. On the last visit I only remember your proving by quater-
iDns the theorem of "

least action
"

in optics, certain theorems of

lly-geometry, in which you improved upon Puissant, and your

* Here follow some historical details to be found in the notes to the preface

oBamilton's Lectures on Quaternions.
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showing me the property of quaternions from which you deduced

your polygonal theorem of rotation. . . .'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to JOHN T. GRAVES.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, November 27, 1844.

' I am delighted to hear of your triplet conjugate functions

they are quite your own so far as I am concerned
;
I never thought

of cutting up e* in the manner you have done, and you had no

suggestion from me on the subject. But if I were sure (and I think

I may he so) of your not imagining me to imitate a proceeding of

which I lately complained, I should be tempted to show you now a

note of an old train of speculation of mine, which, IF I had pur-

sued it, MIGHT have led me (but did not) to results analogous to

yours.
' I cannot find it in my heart to strike out the word "

sugges-

tive," though I am not conscious of any specific suggestion in the

immediate subject (the first conception of the quaternions), and

though I knew, even before your last letter, through Eobert, that

you would prefer my saying less.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to E. P. GRAVES.

'OBSEEVATOEY, November 30, 1844.

'

Nothing earthly could soothe me more than your affectionate

letters, if I required soothing, and perhaps I did so lately ;
but

through the kind offices of your brother Charles, all irritation, if

any had existed, had been removed before you wrote, and all seems

likely to go right ;
at all events, if nothing new of the same sort

occur, I wish to forget the past, and think that " to all intents and

purposes
"
I have already done so. Some general reflections which

occurred to me may possibly be written down, but I should feel it

to be not merely unchristian but ungentlemanly in me to keep

complaining now, when every fair explanation has been offered

and accepted. . . .'

These letters must not be allowed to produce their natural

impression without my endeavouring to prevent that impression

having an undue influence upon the reader, if he should proceed
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to draw general conclusions from it with regard to the character

of Professor Mac Cullagh. The great intellect of Mac Cullagh

traversed, it may almost be said in all directions, the frontiers of

mathematical science, and thus caused that no scientific discovery

could be arrived at by another, towards which he had not in some

degree in thought, if not in writing, approximated : his one weak-

ness, so far as I know, was that he seemed to think that these

approaches gave him a share of property in the completed con-

quest of another. The peculiarity arose, I have reason to believe,

not from any defect in his principles of right and justice, but from

something morbid in his mental constitution, from a certain fitful

moodiness and gloom of a physical character, which, making him

unhappy in himself, led him also to suppose that others were not

well-disposed towards him, and suggested to him suspicion that

they were ready to injure him and to deprive him of his well-

earned acquisitions. Such was undeniably the form assumed at

the last by the fatal delusion to which he succumbed. And the

habit of jealous appropriation to himself of scientific truths and

results had become so much a part of him that his friends could

not but notice it as characteristic. One of the most attached

of them, the late Dr. Lloyd, once let fall the remark,
' Dear Mac

Cullagh ! I really believe he finds it difficult to persuade himself

that he did not build the Magnetic Observatory
'

!

* But let it

not be supposed that, if this cloud were put aside, his nature was

not truly noble in its moral as well as in its intellectual elements.

He had, as I have intimated, friends by whom he was beloved,

and in his public conduct he manifested a generous munificence

witness his gift of the Cross of Cong to the Royal Irish Academy
a large-minded liberality of sentiment, and a warm patriotism.

It was unfortunate that the labours of Hamilton and himself,

carried on as they were in adjoining parts of the same field, gave

special occasion for the manifestation towards the former of the

* The building in the Fellows' Garden, of which the erection was due to

Lloyd himself.
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weakness which has been commented on
;

for Hamilton felt a

strong attraction to him, was ever on the watch to award him

merited praise, and desired to love him. In a letter written to

De Morgan, more than four years after Mac Cullagh's death,

Hamilton refers at full to the relations which subsisted between

the two men : it is a valuable record of the feelings of the survivor,

and it adds some particulars to the history with which we have

been occupied. Bearing the date January 31, 1852, it will be

found in its place in the correspondence which at that time was

actively carried on between Hamilton and De Morgan.
So early as the 1 1th of October in this year Professor De Morgan

wrote to Hamilton, forwarding an abstract of the Paper on Triple

Algebra, which he was preparing for the Transactions of the Cam-

bridge Philosophical Society, and which set forth the several sys-

tems of Triplets which had been devised by him. I give an extract

from his note and another from the abstract which accompanied it.

From PROFESSOR DE MORGAN to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'
7 CAMDEN-STREET, CAMDEN TOWN, October 11, 1844.

' I hope this will find you better in health than Graves repre-

sented you when I saw him last. The Cambridge Philosophical
'

Society asks authors for abstracts now : accordingly I send you an

abstract of a Paper which I have just sent down to Cambridge.
You will see that you are concerned in the concoction, and that

though you will not triplicize, yet "numero deus impare gaudet
"

may find followers. . . .

'

[From Abstract of a Memoir on Triple Algebra] ..." ac-

cordingly no effort (within the author's knowledge) was made to

produce an algebra which should require three dimensions of space

for its interpretation, until Sir William Rowan Hamilton wrote a

Paper (the first part of which was published in the Philosophical '

Magazine before the present one was begun) on a system of "
qua-

ternions." This system, as the name imports, involves four distinct

species of units, one of which may by analogy be called real, the

others being imaginaries, as distinct from one another as the

imaginary of ordinary algebra is from the real. These imaginaries
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are not deductions, but inventions : their lawn of action on each other

are assigned : this idea Mr. De Morgan desires to acknowledge as

entirely borrowed from Sir W. Hamilton.
' Sir W. H. has rejected the idea of producing a triple algebra,

apparently on account of the impossibility of forming one in which

such a symbol as a% + Jj + c represents a line of the length

/(a
2 + b

z + c
2

). Mr. DeM. does not admit the necessity of having
a symmetrical function of a, b, c, and, throwing away this stipula-

tion, points out a variety of triple systems, partially or wholly

interpreted.

'Sir W. H.'s quaternion algebra is not entirely the same in its

i symbolical rules as the ordinary algebra : differing in that the

I equation AB = BA is discarded, and AB = - BA supplies its

place. Those of Mr. De M.'s systems which are imperfect

i
all give AB = BA, but none of them (the imperfect ones) give
A (BC) = (AB) C, except in particular cases. . . .'

from SIR W. B. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.

' OBSERVATORY OF T.C.D., December 9, 1844.

' I must have appeared discourteous, in not sooner acknowledg-
: ing your very kind letter, written to me about two months ago ;

|
yet trust that you have not been displeased with the terms in

1 which I noticed it, in the supplementary number, for this month,
/ of the Philosophical Magazine.

'

Immediately after your letter arrived came an old friend to

visit me
;
and if you have ever been afflicted with the disease of

b procrastination, you must know that a slight cause, preventing
:- immediate action, may be sufficient to produce a long delay. I

say nothing of slight attacks of ill-health, respecting which you
L are good enough to inquire.

' You must not say that I refuse to triplicize : I had made a

great number of attempts in that way, of some ofwhich I have quite

}.

'

lately, and su BSEQTJENTLY to communications from you and other

.' friends, begun to think that they might have been worth pursuing.
But it is too late for me to claim any merit in the matter, or even

to fancy myself entitled to any ;
I was prepossessed with an objec-

tion which is gradually melting away, and shut my eyes against
me things which now seem obvious.
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' Yet I oaunot altogether regret this result, even as respects

myself, if I do not err in my estimate of the prospects which may
belong to my own quaternion theory, when it shall come to be

taken up by abler hands than mine. It will surprise me, I confess,

if either your theory, or any other person's, of pure triplets, shall be

found to surpass that which I have been led to perceive as included

in my theory of quaternions, on all, or most of, the three follow-

ing points :

' 1st Algebraical simplicity. Analogy to ordinary algebra,

as to the rules of addition and multiplication (the commutative

property excepted).
' 2nd Geometrical simplicity. Ease of construction

;
the rule

of the diagonal; and, above all, symmetricity of space, no one

direction being eminent.
' 3rd Determinateness of division. A quotient being never in-

determinate or impossible, unless the constituents of the division

all vanish.
' Of all these assumed requisites, or things aimed at by me

(and I admit that I aimed at others), what now appears to me
most my own, is the SYMMETRICALNESS OF SPACE in my system.
If you have succeeded in representing this with pure triplets,

"
eris

mihi magnus Apollo."

'My real is the representative of a sort of fourth dimension,
inclined equally to all lines in space.'

The reply of De Morgan is important as substantially admit-

ting that to discard the equation A B = B A, or in other words

the commutative property of multiplication, was no fault, but a

necessity, in any algebraical system that had to deal universally

with tridimensional space.

From PROFESSOR DE MORGAN to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

7, CAMDEN-ST., CAMDEN TOWN, December 16, 1844.

' I am much obliged by your note. I have carefully abstained

from your quaternions till now, and shall abstain till I have cor-

rected my proof, which is now before me.
' We are clearly on different tacks, and both necessary ones.

You are all for interpretation, and prepared to take new symbolic
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rules to get it my object is strictly to keep the symbolic rules of

common algebra, and to let meaning come if it will.

'I strongly suspect that you have the right sow by the ear,

and that easy interpretation requires that the run of xy, yz, zx>

should be different from that of yx, xz, zy.
' My systems are not well interpreted, except by dropping (not

changing) a symbolical rule. What may come of it I don't know.

I had but a fortnight at it before a slight attack of illness came on,

and when I was able to work again, my lectures claimed me and

I have not seen the subject again till this proof arrived.
' But I now see that your system is triple you may say with

Lord Byron
" That you devoutly wished the three were four,

On purpose to believe so much the more."

I have a triple system just like it, with an additional undetermined

agent. Graves says your real quantity is only a kind of agent

upon the multiplications, &c. I suspect my biquadratic triple

system has some very strong affinities with your quaternions:

though the positive interpretation will be very different.
' However this may be, I am convinced that any system which does

business with rotations cannot have xy = yx.
* Graves gave me some extracts from your letter now published.

His head ran on the transformations of sums of squares into other

forms. He never dropped a hint about imagining imaginaries.
On such little things do our thoughts depend. I do believe that,

had he said no more than " Hamilton makes his imaginary quanti-

ties," I should have got what I wanted. . . .'

The following letter to Dr. Lloyd deals with the interesting

>pic of a fourth dimension of space, and furnishes another

instance of the scrupulousness with which Hamilton took pains

to disclaim any right to what was not his own, and to render to

others their due.

From SIR W. E>. HAMILTON to REV. H. LLOYD, D.D.

'
OBSEEVATOEY, December 3, 1844.

'

By the supplementary number for this month of the Philoso-

phical Magazine, you will see that the Editors have thought fit to
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insert a copy of ray first letter to John Graves on Quaternions,

communicated (as I trust is obvious) in no controversial spirit. I

selected the first letter because, though less full on the mathema-

tical side than the second, it gave a better, because a fresher,

sketch of my first impressions on the subject, and so far might
even aspire to be useful to those who may think that subject worth

pursuing. Besides, it shows in what way I was led to the first

conception of the theory, and how early the construction of the

imaginary part of a quaternion by a radius vector in space occurred

to me, or rather how I was led to append to such a triplet a fourth

distinct constituent.
' There occurs, however, an expression which when proof-slips

were sent me, late in last month, I wished to make more free from

the possibility of being misunderstood : and I did accordingly

return, for the purpose of being appended to the note relative to

Mr. Cayley, a remark which (as well as I remember it) was nearly
in these words :

" At all events the writer pretends to no origina-

lity as respects the paradox of a fourth dimension of space, which

he remembers to have heard described in conversation long ago :

the novelty, if any, was in the application of that paradox to the

present subject, namely, the multiplication of triplets."
' In fact, I remember that, several years ago, in your presence,

and perhaps in your rooms, a talk about a fourth dimension of

space, or rather (which comes to the same thing) a Gfeometry of

four dimensions, arose
;
and somebody said,

" that would be just

the thing for Hamilton
"

;
on which I am pretty sure that you

remarked, that " the Science of Mechanics was already a Geometry
of four dimensions" and the remark, which I felt to be just,

rather had the effect of damping any desire, excited by what had

been said before, to pursue the subject myself.
'

Tet, whether that old conversation had left any germ or not,

I did, at some subsequent times, in walks, for example, or while

lying awake at night, speculate on a Geometry of four dimensions;

and it is curious that I find, on the back of one of my old lecture

papers, or rather memoranda from Lynch respecting the state of

my diagrams, a system of expressions for four real quantities

assumed to be in some sense four coordinates, which quite agrees in

form (though other letters were used) with the equations (D). page
493 of the last Philosophical Magazine, or those marked (F) at page
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12 of the same volume (number for July), or those marked also (F)

in our own Proceedings, for November, 1844. But the quaternion

track, as far as I have hitherto followed it, seems to me to differ

from those formerly attempted excursions of my own into a Greo-

metry of four dimensions
;
and it was probably this feeling that I

had turned off from a sort of geometrical paradox into a new

system of algebraical imaginaries which led me not to dwell on my
own expression (already alluded to) sufficiently to perceive in time

that it might be taken to claim an originality, as to the notion of

such a geometry, to which I am not entitled : for the additional

note I have mentioned, with some others, and some slight correc-

tions of the Press, appear to have arrived in London (though I

sent them by return of post) too late to be acted on. . . .'

A sprained ankle, following upon the illness of the autumn,

confined Hamilton to the Observatory during the last month of

the year, and prevented his attendance at the Meetings of the

Academy. His studies and scientific correspondence indeed were

kept up most unremittingly, but his friends began to be seriously

uneasy about his health.

A mathematical letter from De Morgan, dated December 30,

1844, thus concludes:

'I hope you are well and taking care of yourself. Nobody
gives you a good character in the second particular. The Astro-

nomer Royal in this country always lays down his work the

moment he feels wrong, and plays till he feels right again. You
have too much of our stock of science invested in your head to be

allowed to commit waste. You are only tenant for life, and

posterity has the reversion
;
and I don't see why you should

not be compelled to keep yourself in repair/
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CHAPTER XXX.

MEETING OF BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT CAMBRIDGE. RESOLUTION

TO RESIGN THE PRESIDENCY OF THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY.

(1845.)

THE account of this year may be well commenced by extracts from

a daily record of correspondence, kept by Hamilton during its first

month. The first two extracts are interesting statements of the

metaphysics of Quaternions ;
in a later one he takes occasion to

make a comparative note of Professor Charles Grraves's systems of

Triplets. Hamilton's correspondence with Mr. John Graves and

Professor De Morgan on this subject was carried on into March,

and I add a letter to myself, which gives from another stand-point

Hamilton's view of the work of these three devisers of Triplets.

' Note of a letter to Rev. S. O'Sullwan, January 11, 1845.- Let

me suggest one leading thought, which will perhaps sound para-

doxical, that time and space are imaginary, each with respect to

the other, and that this accounts for the old and new imaginarie* of

algebra. The conceptions of time and space are not only distinct,

but in some sense opposite ;
but it is a polar opposition, and each

requires to be contrasted with the other, in order to become per-

fectly clear. Any expression for the peculiar relations of space in

the forms of time, or for those of time in the forms of space, must

therefore involve a seeming contradiction, yet, if well chosen, will be

useful to both the sciences of time and space, and therefore to both

algebra and geometry : it will be a " mathematical imaginary."

This seems to me to be the clue, the secret of the matter.'

' Note of a letter of the same date to his Uncle James. My letter

related to a certain synthesis of the Notions of Time and Space, or,

in their greatest abstraction, of Uno-dimensional and Tri-dimen-

sional Progression ; the result being a Quaterno-dimensional Pro-

gression, or what I call a Quaternion.'
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*

January 13, 1845. A line to C. Graves during the Academy
Meeting, not to be discouraged by any unfavourable opinion from

any quarter as to the possibility of his system. Mem. His

triplets were brought forward on Monday evening in the Aca-

demy : they depend mainly on 3

v/+ 1, and have a great connexion

with John Graves's system and a less close one with De Morgan's.
. . . He conceived that a sort of logomachy had arisen between Mac

Cullagh and me, as to the meaning of the word "
Triplets," and

consequently as to the question whether my quaternions included

a system of triplets. . . . He referred to my announcement in the

concluding sentence of my Essay on Algebra as the Science of Pure

Time, in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, 1835.

After the adjournment I mentioned to him my construction for

the system of triplets depending on 3

V//1, namely, that whether we

project unity, multiplier, multiplicand, and product, on the axis or

on the equator of the system, the projections form a proportion.

He seemed to be much interested in this.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to R. P. GRAVES.

'

Sunday Night, February 23, 1845.

'
. . . As to ^Triplets,

when you wrote to me in December, I

was quite unable to answer what the views of Charles might be :

but they have since turned out to differ less fundamentally from

those of John than we had at first thought likely. About a month

ago, at a General Meeting of the Royal Irish Academy, I had the

pleasure of giving my testimony to the remarkable fact of two

brothers, in two different capitals, having arrived almost at the

same moment at the same important conception. So much, how-

ever, is common to this conception and that of De Morgan, and

I am so anxious that the coexistence of my intimacy with your

family, and my acquaintanceship with the author just now named,

may not, by ever so remote an influence or concurrence of circum-

stances, do harm instead of good produce, or tend towards, separa-
ration instead of union that I shall not feel perfectly easy on this

subject until I know that the notice which both your brothers may
take of De M.'s labours, when they come to publish, shall prove

quite satisfactory to him. Of intentional injustice I know that

they are incapable. John, I believe, is alive to the importance of
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appearing, as well as being just, in this particular transaction as

much at least as I have any right to call upon him to be. And as

to Charles, on whom De M. has less of claim (if he have any), I

am bound to say, and I do it with deep pleasure, that in his rela-

tions to me, in recent transactions (as in all others), he has approved
himself at once just, honourable, and friendly.

' This was the second Sunday of my being able to walk to my
parish church since I sprained my ankle, almost three months ago ]

though I had, by hired or borrowed horses, prevented the inter-

val from being quite unfilled. Our parish rector, Dr. Hinds,* is

not only a celebrated but a good man, and an impressive reader

and preacher. I cannot help saying that his sermon to-day (on

the passage respecting the "strong man armed") was beautifulA\

though I know that the phrase is hackneyed, and that a con-

scientious clergyman would not be likely to feel himself gratified

by hearing it applied to one of his own discourses. Accordingly
I did not use it to Dr. H., though he walked back with me (my
stick being still much leaned upon), from the church door to my
own lodge ;

for I could not persuade him to come in and take any i

refreshment though he had dropped some hints against asceticism, I

and Sunday is not a fast day. William Edwin . . . has begged j

leave to sit up for a little while after family prayers, to try his
]

Lucianic Greek on a chapter of the New Testament, but I am just

about to rout him off to bed, and to practise, at least for this night,
what I preach, although I too often find the dawn surprise me
when I look up to snuff my candles, after some too fascinating

study.'

The rector of Castleknock, Dr. Hinds, had no Homeward pro-

clivities, but his curate, the Eev. George Montgomery, at this

time took the step of joining the communion of the Eoman

Catholic Church. With Mr. Montgomery, a man of scientific

as well as theological information, Hamilton had been on terms

of friendly intercourse, rendered the closer by the sacred relation

between them. I find among Hamilton's papers the following

sketch of a letter, in which he replied to Mr. Montgomery's

* Author of The three Temples of the living God, and other works ;
after-

wards Bishop of Norwich.
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intimation of the serious step he was about to take. It shows

how deeply the religious opinions of Hamilton affected his life,

exerting thus their power upon the continuance of a valued friend-

ship. This letter met with a grateful acknowledgment from

Mr. Montgomery.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to the REV. GEORGE MONTGOMERY.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'

OBSERVATORY, March 26, 1845.

c I had some intimation before, but hoped that it might not be

juite accurate, of what you rightly judged would grieve me. It

las, indeed, caused me the most exquisite pain, though it has not

diminished my respect or affection for yourself. Our intimacy, as

you foresee, is likely, or rather certain, to be impaired ;
it has been

one of the greatest pleasures of my life, and I believe that you
have been good enough to regard it as not disagreeable to you;
but neither of us could desire, under the circumstances you men-

tion, that it should continue such as it has been. Indeed, a

decided diversity of religious sentiments can scarcely co-exist

with real and cordial intimacy ; and, while I acknowledge and feel

my great inferiority to you in all theological learning, and am sure

that you might entirely vanquish me in argument, I must own
that we have been of late receding from each other a Homeward

tendency in some, producing always a Protestant reaction in

others.'

At an earlier date in this year Hamilton wrote a letter to

another clergyman, who had consulted him about what he con-

sidered a difficulty as to the proper time of keeping the approach-

ing Easter. The letter is a clear and elaborate exposition of the

principles regulating the question, and exhibits Hamilton in the

combined characters of a man of science and churchman. The

question was also publicly discussed at this time by Professor

De Morgan.

VOL. II. 21
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From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to REV. ISAAC ASHE, Incumbent of

Brackaville, Coalisland, Dungannon.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'

OBSEEVATOEY, January 2, 1845.

' In consequence of the letter which yon did me the honour to

write, I have looked into the published results of English and

foreign astronomers, and have made calculations ofmy own, and am

quite satisfied that the almanacs are right in their announcement that

what is commonly called a full moon, or in more technical language
an opposition of the moon to the sun, will take place on Sunday
evening, the 23rd of March, 1845. This result is at least as much
to be relied on as any prediction of an eclipse, resting indeed on

the same scientific grounds, and differing only in so far as the

computations which it involves are easier.

* But when you ask me whether the Paschal Full Moon will

fall on the 23rd of March this year, I reply, with great respect,

that as an astronomer I have nothing to do with this question, nor

any evidence to give which bears at all upon it, however much it

may deservedly interest me as a member of the Church. It appears
to me, but this again is to be considered as said with all submission ,

to yourself and your office, that our Church and State have not re-

quired, nor permitted you, nor any other clergyman of our com-

munion, to guide himself in determining the day of the Paschal

Full Moon, and consequently the time of Easter, by any reference

to the astronomical phenomena of the year ; nor indeed to take

such phenomena at all into account as having any bearing on the

question. Anyone may ask, of course, for curiosity, when the'
j

astronomical full moon will be
;
but I believe it to be certain that the

"Paschal Full Moon "
is to be determined solely by the Tables and

Rules prefixed to the Book of Common Prayer, and therefore that ;

the inference drawn by yourself from those Tables and Rules is

the only legitimate conclusion, namely, that the Paschal full moon

for this year will be on the 22nd (and not on the 23rd) of March,
because the golden number for the year is 3.

' It is very true that an approximate agreement between the

Paschal and the astronomical full moons was aimed at, and has

been attained by the framers of the Calendar, and that therefore

astronomical facts were taken into account by them, to assist them
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in framing their rules: "in order that (in the words of one of
the rubrics or instructions prefixed to the Prayer-book) "the
ecclesiastical full moons may fall nearly on the same days with
the real full moons." I emphasize, not alter, three words. But
the rules, and not the phenomena, determine the time of Easter
Astronomers PREDICT that on the 23rd of March the moon WILT"
be m opposition to the sun : our Church and State ENICT that the
preceding day (the 22nd) SHALL be the day which is to be called
for church purposes the "Paschal full moon"

; and of course that
the feast of Easter is to be kept by us on the 23rd, and not on the

h of the month. A different system of rules might have led to
a different result. In the Greek Church, which employs a differ-
ent ecclesiastical equinox, the festival will be observed this year
full five weeks later than in ours.

'You see, sir, that if I seem to intrude (encouraged by your
Jtter) into a province in which you must be

professionally a far

Jtter
judge than myself, it is precisely because I disclaim any

right to assist m deciding the question as an astronomer, and seek
show from expressions of the Prayer-book that this disclaimer is

just. Yet as an astronomical illustration of the subject I mayremark that some phenomenal full moons, which I have comparedwith the ecclesiastical ones
corresponding, show that a difference of

a day is not at all uncommon, though it seldom attracts notice
3cause it seldom has even an apparent bearing on the time of the

great Christian Festival. In 1840, for example, the Paschal full
moon fell on the 17th of April, but the astronomical on the 16th
whereas m 1843 the real full moon (to use the words of the rubric
already cited) fell on the 14th of the same month, the "

ecclesiastical
11 moon '

one day earlier. In 1846, as in the present year the
ronomical full moon will again be a day later than the Paschal

for it will fall on the llth and not on the 10th of April The im-
portant word "nearly" in the rubric above quoted (occurring in
connexion with " a Table to find Easter-day from the year 1900 to

'9 inclusive "), is therefore fully justified so far as these instances
go, for our own time, both in the sense that a difference between

ie days of the two full moons is usual, and that it is small.
' I ought to add that an able article was lately published in the

.thenceum, by Professor De Morgan, to show the inconveniences
ich might m critical cases result from making the time of Easter
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depend on actual phenomena, instead of being determined by
general rules. He showed it to be quite conceivable that in an

extreme case the actual full moon might indicate in the same year
one Easter Sunday for St. Paul's and another for Westminster

Abbey. In illustration of this view a fact occurs to me, alluded

to by Dr. Brinkley in his Astronomy, In the year 1798 the same
full moon, which in these countries occurred on the evening (before

midnight) of Saturday the 31st of March, took place in the east of

Europe on the morning (after midnight) of Sunday the 1st of

April. Had this phenomenon occurred an hour and a-half later

than it did, it would have taken place in London on the Sunday

morning, but in Dublin on the Saturday night ;
and in that case,

if it had been adopted as the guide, the English Easter would have

fallen on the 8th, but the Irish on the 1st of April. In point of

fact, I believe, both Churches kept the 8th because the Paschal full

moon was on the 1st of April, although the actual full moon was

on the preceding evening. As to the propriety of using an in-

vented, technical, or definitional moon, or rather of giving it the

name of full moon (since I suppose that the authority of the

Church, with the assistance of the State, in this Christian country
to fix the time of her feasts is not at present questioned), it may
not be quite irrelevant, and I trust that it will not be thought

trifling with the subject, to observe that Laplace and others are

accustomed to direct us to conceive a couple of fictitious suns (one

moving uniformly in the ecliptic and another in the equator) in

order to understand the equation of time : and astronomers speak
of the mean moon, mean node, mean equinox, as distinct from the

true moon, true node, true equinox, with which, however, they are

usefully connected, solemque suum sua sidera norunt. Were not

the framers of the Ecclesiastical Calendar at liberty to employ in

like manner by definition an ecclesiastical moon for their own
sacred and important purposes ? It seems at least to be clear that

in point of fact they have done so, and that this Church moon is

the one which is to fix the time of Easter always, and not the

phenomenal moon which we actually see in the sky. On the

whole, sir, you see that it appears to me to be proved that the

almanacs rightly announce each of the two points in question :

1st, that there will be an astronomical full moon on Sunday the

23rd of March next
; 2nd, that, notwithstanding this phenomenon,

the same day will be Easter Sunday.'
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From the following letter of Lord Oxmantown it may perhaps

be inferred that Hamilton, in the month of February, was a visitor

at Birr Castle, when an early trial was made of the power of the

great telescope, an event which was celebrated at the time by
Dr. Robinson in a spirited poem, of elevated thought and senti-

ment, to which was given the title of The Lay of the Speculum.

Not long afterwards Dr. Robinson reported to the Royal Irish

Academy the result of these experimental trials. Lord Oxman-

town's letter states a fact connected with the grinding of his specu-

lum which may interest the practical optician.

From VISCOUNT OXMANTOWN to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' March 1, 1845.

* We have reground the speculum, finding the focal length in-

conveniently short. You will be surprised that we should not

have had the exact focal length the first trial, but the reason is

that the cast iron tool wears at the same time that the speculum

does, and allowance for that cannot in the first instance be made
with certainty, because the ratio of the wear of speculum metal to

that of cast iron is extremely variable, depending in an extraordi-

nary degree upon the size of the particles of emery made use of :

while with coarse emery the proportion is at least ten to one, with

the finest emery the degree of wear is nearly equal. The speculum
is now of the exact focal length most suitable, and in four or five

days it will be brought to a surface sufficiently fine for polishing.

I think we can hardly reckon upon completing the speculum in less

than a fortnight. We are preparing eye-pieces of large field to

search for the comet, together with some appendages which will

render the instrument more convenient.*

In April of this year Mr. Wordsworth made me the channel of

a communication to Hamilton, respecting a request some time pre-

viously made to him by the latter, that he would allow his name

to be proposed to the Royal Irish Academy for the bestowal of the

distinction of honorary membership. The request had been de-

clined on grounds stated in the following letters. And as they

led to the proposition being made by Hamilton at a later period of
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the year, and contain some points which will not be without inter-

est to Wordsworthians, they are here inserted :

From R. P. GRAVES to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' WlNDERMERE PARSONAGE, April 7, 1845.

' MY DEAR SIR WILLIAM, This letter is written to you in your

capacity of President of the Royal Irish Academy, and at the

instance of our common friend Mr. Wordsworth, but is at the

same time for your private consideration.
'A short time ago he received a communication from the Royal

Society of Edinburgh, announcing to him that the Society had

done itself the honour of enrolling his name in the very limited

list (but in which your name appears) of their Honorary Fellows,

natives of the British Islands. He of course feels gratified by the

honour thus conferred on him, and has expressed his sense of it in

return. But he feels also that this act of the Edinburgh Society
has thrown him into rather an awkward position in reference to

you and the Royal Irish Academy ;
for he remembers that some

years ago (but since your appointment to the Presidency of the

Academy) you intimated to him your disposition to propose to the

Academy that a similar mark of their respect should be paid to

him, if it were in accordance with his feelings to accept it. In

answer to your intimation, which as an evidence of your regard
and estimation was highly valued, he gave at the time a reply
which was rather discouraging ; arising, as it did, from his

impression that the Society over which you presided was devoted

almost exclusively to the promotion of Science, and that poetical

works therefore did not give him a sufficient title to the proposed
honour. He has since become aware that he was mistaken in his

idea that the literce humaniores were not equally with Science objects

of the Academy's care, and heard from me, at the time of its occur-

rence, of the Academy at your suggestion having shown their

respect to Miss Edgeworth in the way you proposed with regard
to him. He is therefore at present uncomfortable under the thought
that possibly when you come to hear of his acceptance of the

honour conferred by the Scottish Society, you, and perhaps other

Members of the Academy, to whom you may have mentioned his

not taking up your proposal, may imagine him either to have de-
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clined it from not valuing the proffered honour, or to have now

accepted the Scottish tribute as of more value in his eyes. It is

the purpose then of'this letter, written at his desire, to put in a pro-
test against any such unfounded conclusion being drawn, and to

assure you that, great as is his respect for the Scottish nation, he

feels drawn towards Ireland by a stronger chain both of deep and

anxious interest in the welfare of the country and of attachment

to many friends, amongst whom none ranks higher in his regard
than yourself, and that few things would pain him more than that

any act of his should be coristrued as a slight either to the land or

to the rarely-endowed men who uphold its fame for science and

literature. In this part of my letter I am reporting almost his

very words. He is at the same time anxious that this letter should

be freed from the appearance of a suit on his part for the honour

formerly suggested. He can imagine many circumstances, not

personal to him, which might make you think it ineligible to do

now what you thought of doing then, and is the last man in the

world to hunt for honour of the kind. Only you will see that if

you like to propose and the Academy to offer such a mark of re-

spect to a poet who has not the claim of being an Irishman, it will

be accepted with feelings of cordial gratification, increased by the

circumstance of the similar tribute which has lately come from Scot-

land. You will therefore exercise your own unfettered judgment
as to the expediency of taking this ulterior step. He will be

satisfied with having thus guarded, through my intervention,

against a misconstruction which would have annoyed him. I

rejoice to tell you that he continues in excellent health and spirits,

and, for a man who has this day completed his 75th year, is of

quite remarkable vigour of intellect and bodily powers. . . .'

From the SAME to the SAME.

' WlNDEHMEEE PARSONAGE, May 14, 1845.

* Mr. Wordsworth was just on his return from a rapid visit to

London when your letter reached me. He went thither on a com-

mand from Her Majesty to attend her State Ball. This will

account for there being some delay in my acknowledging your
letter. However he reappeared at Rydal Mount, whither I had

sent your letter, a few days ago, and on Monday I had the pleasure
of seeing him there. He desired me to give you his best thanks
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.

for your letter and the trouble lie had caused you : having done

away with the possibility of any misunderstanding of his former

reply to your offer arising in your mind, he has accomplished
his main object, and has no desire to hasten the act which you still

honour him by contemplating, and which, should it result from

that spontaneous proposition of yours, will be highly gratifying
to him both on account of the proposer and the sanctioners. It

came out in conversation that his original decision arose from the

facts that he had previously received no such public honour from

a learned body, and that, believing the Royal Irish Academy to

be almost exclusively a scientific Society, he entertained an appre-
hension that the element of a private feeling of friendship towards

himself might unduly have influenced you in the matter. Not

long after, however, the University of Durham voluntarily gave
him an honorary degree of D. C. L.

;
then Oxford, then some

American learned Society, and lastly the Edinburgh Royal Society
offered similar marks of respect ;

and these acts, and seeing his

own name next to yours in the list of the latter Society, stirred up
in him those feelings with reference to your offer which my last

letter was intended to express. In some one future edition of his

works he means to append to his name upon the title-page the
j

honours of this kind which have been conferred upon him, as being
the only means at his command of conveying to the Societies from

which they have emanated any public acknowledgment. As an

Irishman I should be glad that the Royal Irish Academy should

be among these, and am happy to think that you, at all events, as

its head, led the van in your design of conferring such a mark of

honour. . . .'

The Meeting of the British Association took place this year at

Cambridge in the month of June. Hamilton joined the brilliant

assemblage, as he had done twelve years before when it was held

in the same place. As on the former occasion it had been presided

over by his friend Dr. Peacock, who had in the interval been made

Dean of Ely, so now its President was Sir John Herschel, a man

no less distinguished as a mathematician, and equally Hamilton's

friend.

In his opening speech, Herschel, reviewing the recent progress
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of science, spoke in the following terms of what had been done of

late in the development of Algebra :

'. . . and, more recently, the papers of Mr. De Morgan on the foun-

dations of Algebra, which, taken in conjunction with the prior

researches of the Dean of Ely and Mr. Warren in the geometrical

interpretation of imaginary symbols in that science, have effectu-

ally dissipated every obscurity which heretofore prevailed on this

subject. The elucidation of the metaphysical difficulties in question,

by this remarkable train of speculation, has in fact been so complete
that henceforward they will never be named as difficulties, but only
as illustrations of principle. Nor does its interest end here, since

it appears to have given rise to the Theory of Quaternions of Sir

William Hamilton, and to the Triple Algebra of Mr. De Morgan
himself, as well as to a variety of interesting inquiries of a similar

nature on the part of Mr. Graves, Mr. Cayley,* and others. Con-

ceptions of a novel and refined kind have thus been introduced

into analysis ;
new forms of imaginary expression rendered

familiar, and a vein opened which I cannot but believe will

terminate in some first-rate discovery in abstract science.'

In connexion with the exposition of his Quaternions which he

was called upon to give, Hamilton is stated in the Report of the

British Association for this year to have said ' that he wished to

have placed on the records the following conjecture as to a future

application of Quaternions: "Is there not an analogy between

the fundamental pair of equations ij
= k ji = -

k, and the facts

of opposite currents of electricity corresponding to opposite rota-

tions ?
" '

Among the foreign mathematicians present at the meeting was

the Baron von Waltershausen ;
to him Hamilton was introduced,

and this introduction led to a subsequent interview at the Dublin

Observatory, which some years afterwards was thus referred to by
Hamilton in a letter to De Morgan : it deals with an approach to

Quaternions asserted or suspected to have been made by the great

mathematician Grauss.

*
Referring to Mr. John T. Graves' s Paper on Normal Couples, &c., in the

philosophical Magazine for April, 1845, and to Papers hy Mr, Cayley in the

same periodical.
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From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.

'

OBSERVATORY, January 6, 1852.

'
. . .In fact with all my very high admiration, before now

publicly expressed, for Gauss, I have some private reasons for !

believing, I might say knowing, that he did not anticipate the
j

Quaternions. In fact, I met a particular friend and pupil of

Gauss Baron von Waltershausen ... at the second Cam-
\

bridge Meeting of the British Association in 1845, just after

Herschel had spoken of my Quaternions and your Triple Algebra
iu his speech from the throne. The said Baron soon afterwards

called on me here, ... he informed me that his friend and master,
'

Gauss, had long wished to frame a sort of Triple Algebra, but that

his notion had been, that the third dimension of space was to be

symbolically denoted by some new transcendental, as imaginary with

respect to ^/- 1, as that was with respect to 1. Now you see, as
j

I saw then, that this was in fundamental contradiction to my plan
of treating all dimensions of space with absolute impartiality, no one

more real than another. Consequently I have ever since held it as

a certain and established matter of fact that the great Gauss and

myself have been on totally different tacks, as regards this sort of

geometry. And I have very little studied the theory of numbers :

so little that although I remarked to Herschel at Collingwood, in

1846, that Gauss in his early work brings in </ 1, I have not even i

a copy of that former work, and had never so much as heard of the

later one, till on a re-perusal of your letter I saw Wheatstone's

reference to it. I am very curious to know what those biquadratic

residues are ; but feel very sure that they are not the quaternions.'

That week at Cambridge, bringing together as it did the fore-

most champions in every department of Science, and serving for

discussions of a most animated kind, must be remembered by all

who were present at it, as a time full-fraught with pleasure and

intellectual excitement. Through the kindness of my friend

Mr. W. C. Matheson, Fellow of Trinity College, I had the ad-

vantage of sharing the enjoyment, and saw much of Hamilton.

Two things struck me in my intercourse with him as noticeable.

In all his main characteristics he was unchanged, kindly, humble,
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ready to hold his own when challenged, but equally disposed to

look up to others, and to do full justice to their merits, sympathetic,

companionable. But I thought him less calm than he was wont

to be, exhibiting symptoms of an over-active mind, of a brain too

easily excitable. The other thing by which I was struck was the

degree in which his thoughts were occupied by the opinions and

practices which he had adopted from the High Church leaders of

that time. The letter to Mr. Montgomery, given above,* has

shown how strongly he held a footing opposed to that of the

Church of Rome
;
but he was studiously careful in observance

of Church festivals and fasts, frequent in his references to the

authority of the Church as expressed in the Prayer-book or by
her ministers acting officially, impressed with the special and im-

mediate efficacy of her sacraments and other rites. As an illustra-

tion of this and of his sensitive conscience I may mention that,

returning from one of the hospitable banquets at which he had been

among the distinguished guests, he joined me in the evening, and

with agitation told me that he had allowed himself to drink more

wine than was right : he expressed religious contrition for the

excess, and asked me if I would let him kneel down and confess

his sin, and then give him absolution. He was perfectly clear in

mind and in possession of all his powers ; but I judged that at all

events what he sought for was not suitable to the state of agitation

in which he then was, and I contented myself with the endeavour

to strengthen his resolution against a similar failure in the future.

Looking to subsequent events, I have doubted whether I ought not

have dealt with his communication as one of deeper significance

than I then suspected.

Two sonnets composed about this time also indicate this pre-

occupation of his mind and feelings. He had not long before

received from his godson, Wordsworth's namesake and grandson,

a boyish letter of remembrance, forwarded by the poet's wife.

Something stirred him before he left Cambridge to give to his

, p. 481.
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young correspondent a reply which should recognise the religious

bond connecting them, and he composed the first of these son-

nets :

'TO MY DEAE GODSON WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.

' Dear Child of mine, through baptism ! by that name
If rightly I may call thee

;
if in aught

Font-breathed vows may bind, or solemn thought
Turned often to that hour when heavenly fame
Of thee perhaps went forth, and mortal blame

Was by the cleansing waters washed away,
And by the brooding Spirit of God : I pray
That when the Archangel's trump with loud proclaim
Shall call the quick and dead Christ's throne before,

To take their places as the dread command
Shall then be given by Him, the Undefiled,
Who like to thee was once a little child,

Yet Saviour, Judge to be, when time is o'er,

Thou and thy godsire at the right may stand.

'June 21th, 1845.'

The history of the second sonnet, written two days after, connects

him with his admirable friend Sir John Herschel. He went from

Cambridge to Ely, to meet Herschel at the house of their common

friend Dr. Peacock, the Dean of Ely. On the Sunday succeeding

his arrival they worshipped together, in company with Professor

James D. Forbes, of Edinburgh, in the noble cathedral, and

Hamilton was prompted to record the incident in a sonnet, which

he recited to his friends. On the next morning he received an

acknowledgment in kind, expressing the feeling entertained to-

wards him by Herschel : this tribute must have been very precious

to him, and will be accepted by all who know the character of

the writer as a testimony of highest value to the nature and

the powers of Hamilton. The following extracts from letters

to his sister Eliza and to De Morgan will prepare the reader

fully to take in the circumstances connected with this couple of

sonnets :

'Observatory, July 10, 184o. I have only time to copy an Ely

sonnet of mine, and enclose one which Sir John Herschel wrote as
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a sort of answer or companion thereto. The " three kindred-king-
dom's sons together kneeling

"
were, Sir John Herschel, Professor

Forbes, a Scottish Episcopalian, and myself. Lady Herschel spoke
in the most affectionate manner of you.'

'

Of later date. Herschel's sonnet did relate to me, namely, to

my repeating to a small party, of which he was one, in the cathe-

dral of Ely, under the great Octagon Lantern, some time after

Divine Service, on a Sunday, a sonnet of my own, which I had just

composed, in the course of pacing that majestic building (in which

I sometimes got myself shut up, and in which I attended Divine

Service nine times), while he and his party were inspecting some

parts of the architecture.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.

'

August 26, 1845.

*
. . . Next morning, as my bedroom adjoined Herschel's, and

thin partitions did my madness from his great wit divide, I easily

heard what Burns might have called a "
crooning," and was not

much surprised when, before we sat down to breakfast at the

Deanery, Lady Herschel handed me, in her husband's name
and her own, a sonnet of his to me, which, unless the spirit of

egotism shall seize me with some unexpected strength, I have no

notion of letting you see.

' P.S. Rightly or wrongly, I took those three churches as one

church.'

IN ELY CATHEDRAL.

' The sunshine, through the lofty windows stealing,

Lit up that vast and venerable fane,

Ely's Cathedral, in dark clouds and rain

"Wrapped lately, and shut up from joyous feeling :

In. its soft progress, all around revealing

Beauty or majesty unmarked before,

It shed its type of heavenly comfort o'er

Three kindred-kingdoms' sons, together kneeling.

O may that Church, episcopal and pure,

One Mother of that kneeling company,
In essence one, in name and office three,

'Mid outward storm and darkness still endure :

Be comforted of Christ in God's good time,

And share the sunshine of a heavenlier clime.

June 29, 1845.'
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_ _ . _ J

The following is the Sonnet of Herschel :

ON A SCENE IN ELY CATHEDRAL.

' The organ's swell was hushed, but soft and low

An echo, more than music, rang : when he,

The doubly-gifted, poured forth whisperingly,

High-wrought and rich, his heart's exuberant flow

Beneath that vast and vaulted canopy.

Plunging anon into the fathomless sea

Of thought, he dived where rarer treasures grow,
Gems of an unsunned warmth and deeper glow.
O born for either sphere ! whose soul can thrill

"With all that Poesy has soft or bright,

Or wield the sceptre of the sage at will

(That mighty mace* which bursts its way to light),

Soar as thou wilt ! or plunge thy ardent mind

Darts on but cannot leave our love behind.

'ELY, June 30, 1845. J. F. W. H.'

* ' The symbolic analysis.'

At Ely he had the pleasure and advantage of gaining the

friendship of Professor William Selwyn, who will be long re-

membered as the model of a Christian scholar, and as the munifi-
.

cent benefactor of his University : and soon after his return to the

Observatory he received from Selwyn some products of his classic

pen, accompanied by a cordial note, expressing the pleasure he

had received from the recent poetic effusions of the two astrono-

mers, and his hope of a future meeting.

On his return from Ely, Hamilton made a short stay at Cam-

bridge, of which the following not uninteresting particulars are

recorded in a letter to Mrs. Wilde, of the date April 28, 1861 :

'In the summer of 1845, on my homeward way from a week

spent at the Deanery of Ely, in company with Sir John and Lady
Herschel, I was invited by the authorities of Trinity College,

Cambridge, to occupy, as I did, for about a week, the rooms

which are traditionally pointed out as those in which Sir Isaac
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Newton composed the Principia* I used to attend Chapel in

the morning, and then to walk in Newton's garden, and after-

wards to breakfast as I might, perhaps in some public hall,

if such were open then. At all events I remember meeting
" Middle Aged Hallam," as he was once called, at breakfasts

of that sort, more than once in Oxford : and his condescend-

ing to take up with me, one day at such a breakfast, some subject
of (logical) conversation between us which had been dropped on

the day preceding.'

In October Hamilton writes a very long letter, the object of

which was to express, prove and extend by the method of Quater-

nions, a geometrical result respecting a plane pentagon, furnished

to him by Mr. John T. Graves, to whom he also writes on a sub-

ject brought before him by Mr. Graves, tetrahedrometry ;
and on

trifocal as opposed to the accepted triaxal algebraic geometry.

The approach of the commencement in November of the

Session of the Royal Irish Academy, brought Hamilton to a

conclusion of grave moment, as affecting the future current of his

life. This conclusion was, that he would do wisely to sacrifice the

external dignity and usefulness connected with his position as

President of the Academy to the greater command of his time

for scientific research which would be gained by freedom from

those external cares. The question was not new to him, but now

became in his mind one of urgency, and after fully weighing the

irguments on both sides he came to a fixed decision in favour of

* The first page of the Manuscript Book C., 1845, begins thus :
' Newton's

corns, Cambridge, g July 2nd, 1845, Wednesday morning. Problem of n

iodies, attracting according to Newton's Law.
'

Equation of the Problem by Quaternions :

d?a. m + A in

~T~^~
= 2 .

Inder this form I have just given it (after Chapel) to the Master of Trinity

Mr. Whewell), for Sir John Herschel, who had remarked to me a few days

go at Ely that the method of quaternions ought to offer advantages in dealing
itli systems of bodies on account of its having no reference to any foreign axes.'

He then proceeds, according to his own expression, to
'

illustrate the equation.'
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the step of resigning the distinction. It will easily be understood

that this decision was not arrived at without pain. He was conscious

of having as its President promoted the interest and honour of the

Academy, and he had in right of his position and his attainments

received that homage which was most gratifying to his pride, and

enjoyed from a high and central vantage ground the companion-

ship of nearly all among his countrymen who were eminent for

intellectual force and activity. The letters which follow give hia

own expression of his views and feelings ; they are characteristic of

their writer, manifesting throughout a sense of desert, and at th

same time a carefulness to depreciate rather than to exaggerate the

amount of that desert.

The first notification of his decision he conceived to be due

his friend Dr. Lloyd.

From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to the EEV. H. LLOYD, D. D., S.F.T.C.D.
j

'

OBSERVATORY, November 1, 1845.

*MY DEAR LLOYD It has been for a considerable time my
wish to retire from the labours and anxieties of the Presidentship :'

of the Eoyal Irish Academy, not with a view thereby to indulge
in repose, but rather to procure more unbroken time for scientific

work, and even with the hope of being more useful to the Academy
itself as a contributor, than I can hope to be as a President.

' Some years ago a course of this kind was recommended to me

by Lord Adare
;
but it has not been till within somewhat more

than a year past that I have felt an opinion gaining ground in my
own mind that I should, by adopting it, have an increased power
of being useful to the public, as well as of indulging my own per-

sonal bent, which is quite as strongly directed towards scientific

study as it ever was.
' When John Graves and I were talking over the Quaternions

here, in the October of last year (1844), I expressed to him a wish

to retire, for the purpose of being freer to pursue mathematical

studies : from which, however, he dissuaded me at the time.
' This year, and especially this summer and autumn, I have

expressed myself very strongly on the subject, in conversations as

they accidentally arose, or as I brought them on, with several private
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friends
;
of whom, indeed, most, being .doubtless biassed by per-

sonal regard, thought that I might with advantage postpone the

execution of my purpose : but who could not deny the weight of

the reasons which induced me to entertain such a desire.

' As the time for the renewal of business in the Academy has

been approaching, I have been induced to turn the subject over again
and again in my own mind ; and have never once been perplexed

by any wavering in my own judgment ;
or any doubt of>my being

likely to be in a position happier for myself, and more useful to

others, by retiring into the ranks of private membership. And it

is almost certain that I shall make some communication to that

effect, either to the Council or to the Academy, or both, before the

end of the present month.
'

By writing, as I do, a letter on the subject to you first, I dis-

charge not only a debt of private friendship, but, as I think, one

of public duty too, in consequence of the likelihood that the Aca-

demy will turn (as a large proportion of it once did) its eyes to

you on the occasion ;
which seems to make it proper that you

should have the earliest opportunity of considering whether the

office would still suit your inclinations and your leisure.

' For my own part, while it would seem to me indelicate if I

were to offer to the Academy any suggestions respecting the choice

of my successor, I have no hesitation in saying to you, what I

would repeat regarding you to any other person, that I have

never ceased to be of opinion that the Academy would do itself

honour by electing you. . . . Except a rather heavy cold just now

upon me, I am in excellent general health, and have fully as great

delight as ever in study. Indeed I feel a hope, or entertain a

fancy, that I am more able, or more disposed, to grapple now with

some difficult things in the works of other mathematicians than I

have ever been; and am pursuing some original researches, per-

haps of no great value, with much relish/

From REV. H. LLOYD, D. D., S.F.T.C.D. to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN, November 10, 1845.

' MY DEAR HAMILTON. ... In the present stage of the matter

it is unnecessary (if it would not be impertinent) to refer to your
intentions, or to the motives which have actuated them. The de-

cided tone of your letter on this head, and the step which you have

VOL. II. 2 K
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since taken with reference to it, lead me to suppose your determi-

nation to be finally taken. I can only, therefore, refer to that

portion of your letter in which you have spoken of myself, and
thank you for the kind (and I must say too favourable) manner in

which you have viewed my position with reference to the Chair of

the Academy. I cannot conceal from myself indeed I was always
aware that the feeling formerly evinced by the Academy in my
favour wag, in by much the greater part, the result of esteem and
affection for my father, and a demonstration of respect for his

memory. The time that has since elapsed, however, must neces-

sarily modify greatly such feelings as these
;
and the Academy

may be expected to make its next choice under influences of a

sterner and more judicial kind. Under such circumstances (and

indeed, I may almost say, under any circumstances) I could not

bring myself to seek the position of which you deem me worthy.
At the same time, I need not say, that should the Academy think

fit to choose me as the successor of Brinkley, Lloyd, and Hamilton,
I should regard it as the highest honour which could be (much too

high, indeed, for my deserts) conferred upon me, and I should en-

deavour to discharge the duties connected with it with zeal and
\

fidelity. . . .'

'

A letter to the same purport was written by Hamilton, to

Mr. Clibborn, the Clerk of the Academy, for communication to

the Members generally ;
and private letters, in accordance with his

friendly relations towards the recipients, made known his resolve to

Dr. Robinson, Dr. Todd, Dr. Stokes, and Major Larcom. In his

reply Dr. Todd testifies:
' My own impression is that it might be

good for yourself, but certainly it would be bad for the Academy/
And Major Larcom writes :

' It took me by surprise, and so I

think it will the Academy ;
I shall be very sorry to lose you, and

shall not be alone in that feeling. . . . Leisure to do more justice

to your scientific and varied abilities will be beneficial to the world,

and even to the Academy, and in truth is due to yourself, for I can

fancy nothing more engrossing than Presidential cares to one so

scrupulous and correct as you.'

These private communications he followed up by a formal

letter to the Council of the Academy:
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' To THE MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE ROYAL IRISH

ACADEMY.

' OBSERVATORY OF T.C.D., November 17, 1845.

*

GENTLEMEN, I have the honour to inform you that for

reasons which I feel to be entirely consistent with the most per-

fect respect and the most unabated attachment to the Royal Irish

Academy and if you will allow me to say so, to yourselves, with

whom I have long had the privilege of co-operating in your exer-

tions for the welfare of that body it is my wish to retire in next

March from the high post of President : and my intention to

request permission so to retire, in some form of communication to

the Members.
* It is not for me to advise whether you should, after deliberat-

ing on the whole subject of the Presidentship, offer any sugges-
tions to the Academy, either particularly, as to the choice of my
successor, or, generally, as to any rules of practice with respect to

future elections. But it has seemed to me not improper to let you
know, that if you should think fit, on general grounds, to enter

into such deliberations, you have now an opportunity (which has

not hitherto often occurred) of doing so without the least infringe-

ment of any delicacy towards an existing President
;

since my
own wishes for retirement have been carefully considered and

are completely formed.

' I have the honour to be, Gentlemen,
' Your faithful friend and obedient Servant,

' W. R. HAMILTON.
* P. S. The dangerous illness of a very near connexion in this

neighbourhood* prevents me from attending your Meeting to-

day, and therefore, as 'there may be no other Meeting of Council

before the next Stated Meeting of the Academy, I take this way
of stating that it will gratify me much if your judgment shall

igree with mine in regarding 1st, William Wordsworth, Esq.,

Poet Laureate, Rydal Mount, Ambleside ;
and 2nd, Monsieur

Liouville, Paris, as fit persons to be recommended by you to the

Academy to be elected Honorary Members on the 29th of the

oresent month.'

* Mr. William Rathborne.

2K 2
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From DR. KANE, Vice-President R. i. A. to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

' ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY, November 17, 1845.

' I have laid your letter before the Council, and it has been at

once ordered that Mr. Wordsworth and M. Liouville be recom-

mended to the Academy as Honorary Members.
' The intelligence contained in your note has very much grieved

the Council in general, but certainly none more deeply or sincerely

than yours very heartily,
' EGBERT KANE.'

Letters on the same subject to his sister Eliza and to Lord

Adare, written before the close of the year, add some interest-

ing particulars.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to his SISTER ELIZA.

1

OBSERVATORY, December 13, 1845.

'
. . . It is quite true that I am going to resign the President-

ship, that is, in March next : who will be elected in my stead I

cannot tell; the Club, last Monday, drank my health standing
j

(which posture they do not usually employ for other toasts, even

for the Queen's health), and many inquiries were made, whether

my resolution was unalterable
;
but I assured them that I had very

'

carefully considered the matter. The situation has been too great

a drain of my energy from scientific pursuits, and I have other

reasons for wishing to be able to be more at home. A new scien- i

tific periodical, the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, to

which I am a contributor, is expected to be published about this

time ; and will add to the claims which private study has upon
me. . . .'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to VISCOUNT ADARE.

'

OBSERVATORY, Christmas Eve, 1845.

' I was delighted to see your handwriting, a few days ago, out-

side, and still more to see it inside a letter
;
for I assure you that

you need not doubt my remembering, with the most lively plea-

sure and affection, the Happy days we passed together long ago.

Nothing has ever estranged my feelings, and I know that nothing

has estranged yours from that affection, though business, accident,
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procrastination, at least on my side, may have prevented the ade-

quate expression of it.

' As it is impossible for me, at this moment, to write at all

fully, let me mention one circumstance to show that you have

been in my thoughts, and have influenced my opinions and con-

duct recently. You may possibly have learned, even through the

Dublin papers, that I have lately announced my intention of re-

tiring from the Presidentship of the Roj^al Irish Academy. The

subject had been long in my thoughts, but especially since my last

visit to Cambridge, which greatly increased my desire for pursuing
scientific study ;

and I turned it frequently in my mind, during
some months that I spent almost entirely at home, and very busy,
after my return from that visit. I had all but' come to the con-

clusion that it would be right for me to resign the distinction,

which had been highly gratifying to me, and had allowed me to

be (as I hope; of some use to our National Academy, in order that

I might try to be of still more use, as a contributor to its Trans-

actions, and have more leisure and quiet for private thought and

study : but had not yet consulted anyone, nor perfectly decided

whether I should take the step immediately, while yet I felt that

I ought to decide, one way or the other, before the session of

1845-6 began : when about two months ago, in turning over some

old letters of yours, I found one which had contained a strong advice

rather to give up the office than to let it interfere too much with my
own personal time, and intellectual duties as an individual man. I

allowed this to determine my movements, and wrote the next day
letters which announced my decisive intention. I have never since

regretted my decision, and am sure that I never shall. I really

hope soon to tell you more about myself and all here, but must

now only wish you many happy Christmases, in every sense of the

word. Very affectionately yours.'
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CHAPTER XXXI.

RESIGNS THE PRESIDENCY. VISITS SIR JOHN HERSCHEL. CORRE-

SPONDENCE WITH AUBREY DE VERB. THE CIRCULAR HODOGRAPH.

(1846.)

LETTERS to Dr. Robinson and Professor De Morgan immediately-

lead on to the important event in the life of Sir William Hamilton,

which took place in the spring of 1846
;
the resignation by him of

the Presidency of the Royal Irish Academy. The tone of the

communication of Hamilton's intention to Dr. Robinson, his early-

friend, worthily indicates the permanent character of his regard

and respect towards that eminent man.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to REV. T. R. ROBINSON, D.D.

[FROM A DRAFT.]
'

January 19, 1846.

'
. . . I can assign very little share, if any, to astronomy itself,

as distinguished from pure science, among the motives which

determined me, a few months ago, to form the resolution of re-

signing a distinction which was for some time very gratifying to

me the Chair of the Royal Irish Academy. While I have held

that Chair, I have the satisfaction of believing that the Academy
has not declined. Most cordially do I acknowledge that in this

result my share has been one of the smallest. I did, however,

take a great deal of external trouble ;
and underwent a much

greater share of internal anxiety. And in now retiring from so

honourable and onerous a post, I feel that I have earned a right to

exchange one sort of services for another : while it delights me to

think that the only difficulty, if any, which the Academy will have

next March, will be to make a selection between several persons of

all of whom the claims are strong. You have doubtless heard of
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my intention, were it only through the public prints. I stated it

formally by letter to the Council at the beginning of the present
session (though I do not know, having avoided to attend myself,
whether they have yet chosen to take any step of their own in

the matter), and communicated it in an after-dinner speech to the

Academy Club at the first December Meeting.
' The manner in which my communications were received was

abundantly satisfactory to my feelings ;
but my intention had been

completely formed before I made any communication on the sub-

ject. I felt that it was necessary for me to have some quiet time

to put my house in order
;
and in part I wished to arrange my

thoughts and papers on my last mathematical speculation, the

quaternions. If astronomy, in the more strict and practical

sense of the word, shall come in for a good share of the leisure

thus secured, I shall the more enjoy it from its so far connecting
me with you.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.
'

OBSERVATORY, T. C. D., February 2, 1846.

* More than a year ago I made a communication to the Royal
Irish Academy, in which your triplets figured. The notice was

in type in June last, for I received and corrected "
proofs

"
in that

month
; but separate printed copies have never since been received

by me. The hope of receiving them has been an excuse to my
conscience for not writing sooner to you : allow me now to send

you the manuscript notice such as the printers returned it to me
last summer, with all its faults of hasty writing and semi-erasures

on its head. I shall be much gratified if you accept it, in that

state, as some small payment in kind for the proof-sheets of your

important paper on triplets, which you sent me in 1844. You
have probably seen, and I presume have received from the author,

the notices of the communication made to our Academy here by
the Rev. Charles Graves on the same general subject last year :

they pleased me much, and you will find that your priority is

acknowledged on several important heads.
' For my own part, I have not been exclusively occupied by my

quaternions, but confess that they have been growing in interest

upon me, and that I more and more believe they will one day

justify a hope which I ventured to express in an address to the

Royal Irish Academy on the first night of its session of 1844-5,
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namely, that they will constitute nothing less than " a new alge-

braic, geometry." Of that address, or oral communication, which

was somewhat extemporaneously made, other authors choosing to

yield me precedence at the time, I am fortunate enough to possess

the power of giving some printed notices to scientific friends,

having ordered the printers to strike some off at my own expense
before I went to Cambridge last June

;
at which University I

gave several copies away, but have several still remaining, of which

I shall be happy if you will allow me to present you with one.*

The words above-mentioned do not, I believe, occur in the printed

notice, but it is a very fair statement (drawn up indeed by myself)
of the substance of the communication which I made in November
1844. Some later communications have been made by me since to

the Academy, on the application of Quaternions to Problems of

Dynamics and to surfaces of the Second Degree. . . .

'As to myself you may perhaps be aware . . . that I gave
j

notice, at the beginning of the present session, of an intention

(which had been formed after a very careful deliberation on my part)

to retire from the Presidentship at the annual election next month

(on the 16th of March). I hope that my tenure of the Chair has I

not been wholly useless to the body : certainly the Academy is
,i

now, in numbers and in energy, as well as in collections, more rich

and flourishing than it was when I was elected in 1 837, however

little my exertions may have contributed to such a result. But I

feel it to be quite necessary that I should have more leisure for '

scientific study than the labours, and still more the cares, of the

office have for several years allowed me
;
and it is very pleasant to

me to think that if the Academy shall have any difficulty respect-

ing my successor, it will only be to make a choice among several

persons eminently worthy. . . .'

From PROFESSOR DE MORGAN to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' 7 CAMDEN-STREET, CAMDEN TOWN, February 15, 1846.

'
. . . First, I thank you for the notice both as to matter and

manner. The former I shall consider in detail the first time I

can get again on triplets. . . .

* This was a tract in sixteen pages 8vo., entitled Abstract of a Paper on

Quaternions, or on a New System of Imayinaries in Algebra, with sonic ymme-
trical illustrations, extracted from the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy,
vol. iii. part I.
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' I was very much gratified with Charles Graves's Paper, but, as

before, have never found the opportunity to try it as I could wish.

But it is a finished thing. I rather suspect there is another : but

that one is that one, and must continue to be so.

' The quaternions will, I have no doubt, make a system in

which rotations round the three axes play the part of co-ordinates,

complete in itself. I shall be very much obliged to you for the

notice you mention that which you distributed at Cambridge ;
I

heard speak of it, but did not see it.

' I was glad to hear that you are going to resign the President-

ship. You have no business there at all
;
there are plenty of

people who can do all that a President, as such, has to do
;
and I

maintain that any man who is fit for original research has no

;
business to be a president, or secretary, or treasurer, at the expense

of his researches. . . .'

On the llth of February occurred an incident of critical im-

portance in connexion with the infirmity which was the one shadow

upon the brightness of Hamilton's life and character : that in-

firmity was a tendency to indulge to excess in alcoholic stimulants.

[In
the time of Hamilton's early manhood it was, as is well known,

the general habit to drink much more wine at and after dinner

' than happily is now usual, and being of a genial disposition he

freely, when he dined abroad, conformed to the custom prevailing

among his fellow-guests, and, occupied in the conversation, filled

his glass in his turn. But for many years his own home was a

i place where the strictest temperance reigned. I can state this

f partly from my own observation
;

but I received, just after

Hamilton's death, the fullest confirmation of my impression from

'the testimony of the late Earl of Dunraven, who told me that,

during the whole of his stay as a pupil at the Observatory,

Hamilton's life was one of absolute abstemiousness as to stimu-

.aut beverages. As time went on, partly from the ill-health of

lis wife, he fell into the habit, as I have already mentioned,

)f carrying on his absorbing studies regardless of any fixed

lours for meals, and instead of continuing his former prac-

:ice of diffusing vital warmth after the vigils of the meridian
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I

room by the safe comfort of a cup of hot coffee at the fire-

side, he adopted one that was fraught with inevitable harm. It

was thus, I have learned on good authority-, that an habitual

craving for such stimulus was originated ; it was only, I believe,

in the course of a year or two before the time now arrived at, that

friends began to fear that he was in danger of losing control over;

the propensity. And at first the danger only showed itself occa-

sionally. He worked, as has been seen, with unflagging industry ;

his intellect was as powerful and as bright as ever, though, as has

been said, more excitable, and his greatest scientific achievements

were steadily carried through. I may add, as I have the proofs

before me, that his handwriting was now as firm, and clear, and

flowing as ever, showing no indication of any weakness of nerve,

any more than the matter showed any the slightest failure in strong

and extensively consecutive reasoning. On the day above men-

tioned, he dined with the Members of the Geological Society in pre-

paration for their Anniversary Meeting. His mind was full of the

confirmation, which the morning's post had brought him from

the Markree Observatory, of an idea which had occurred to him,

that the expansion as well as elevation of the whole surface of

Ireland was different in summer and in winter, and that experi-

ments by spirit-levels properly conducted would determine the ,J

movements. He discussed the subject with geological friends,

who were much interested in this suggestion of a new connexion

between astronomy and geology, and the pleasurable excitement

which the discussion caused him was increased by his being called

on to acknowledge by a speech the toast of the University. In

letters to me and to another friend, giving an account of the

incident, he says that he had been for some months living in a very

quiet and abstemious manner, working very hard, and that on this

account the unusual intellectual excitement at the table, in addi-

tion to his taking what he was told was only a moderate quantity

of wine, had a peculiar effect upon him. At the top of a high

flight of stairs he was seized with giddiness, accompanied by a

rush of blood to the head, and became conscious that he could not
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keep his ideas under control, that in fact his reason was disturbed

for a time. The result was that he became violent, and had to be

restrained : I forbear from going into further details. Suffice it to

say, this painful event became generally known, and was much

talked of in society. I record what followed, because it was not

less to the honour of Hamilton than to that of a friend who saw

that the juncture called for decisive action. The Rev. Charles

Graves (now Bishop of Limerick) was his junior in standing, but

he was his brother professor and his friend, and he trusted that

these circumstances, and his sacred profession as a clergyman, would

be considered by Hamilton as sanctioning his intervention. He
did not misconceive the character of Hamilton. He went out to

the Observatory on the following Sunday, and after he had repre-

sented to his friend the importance to his reputation, and to his

whole future life, of making now a resolution which would save

him from any such future disgrace, he had the happiness of hear-

ing Hamilton thank him for the part he was taking, and declare

his intention (though without making a vow) to adopt a regimen

of entire abstinence from alcoholic stimulants. This intention was

at once put into execution, and was- acted upon persistently for

about two years.

The following letter is Hamilton's account of the subject dis-

3ussed at the dinner : a communication founded upon it was in-

serted in the Journal of the Geological Society for 1846, vol. iii.

p. 184 :

From SIR "W. E. HAMILTON to ROBERT MALLET.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'

OBSERVATORY, )Morning, March 2, 1846.

' The only thing which seemed to myself original in what I

nentioned to you and others at the Geological dinner last month,
vas the notion of instituting in new, and multiplying in old ob-

lervatories observations with a levelling instrument, for the purpose
!>f acquiring accurate data respecting some of the expansions,

vhether periodical or secular, of the crust of the earth. I thought
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that by fixing the chief attention on the variations of a long spirit-

level, very carefully and steadily mounted, and from time to time

reversed, as in an astronomical observatory, perhaps with precau-
tions as to the original erection and subsequent use, which sidereal

checks render not so necessary to an astronomer, possibly too by

using two pairs of pillars for two different vertical planes, a

gentleman might, at a moderate expense of money and trouble,

make in his own lawn or house observations useful to geology. If

I remember, I talked of founding (under the influence of this con-

ception)
"
Geological Observatories

"
;
on which you remarked, that

if your Paper on Earthquakes had been read to the end at the

Academy, it would have been found to contain a similar suggestion,

though based on reasons not in all respects the same. I also men-

tioned the fact that in this Observatory the transit level supported
on pillars peculiarly favourable to accurate examination of a point :

of this kind (see the account of them by Dr. Ussher, in the first

vol. of the Transactions of the Eoyal Irish Academy), is always a
,

little higher in summer than in winter
;
and that in answer to an

inquiry of mine, Mr. Cooper's first assistant had by that morning's

post informed me that the axis of the Markree Circle showed (as I

conjectured that it might) an opposite phenomenon, though this

was perhaps to be accounted for by mechanical rather than by ji

geological considerations. I remember also acknowledging that

Dr. Robinson had long ago remarked to me that the whole hill on

which the Armagh Observatory stands is found to have a motion

with the seasons
;
but that I had been in the habit of conceiving

Dr. B. to deduce this from observations of azimuth rather than of

level
;
and that my own conjecture, perhaps a very wild one, had

been that Ireland, as a whole, expanded, and thereby rose some-

what more out of the sea in summer than in winter
;
which ex-

pansion, if it were admitted to exist, would account for the western

end of an astronomical level rising a little on the east coast ;uid

sinking on the we'st coast of the island. Indeed, as a mode of

conjecturally accounting for what has been noticed in this

Observatory, this notion had been long in my mind
;
and had

been put forward by me, though with the necessary diffidence, to

some astronomical students of the University in one of my lectures

last summer, if not at an earlier date. The conversation in which

I was engaged with you and others on this and similar subjects at
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the last anniversary dinner of the Geological Society interested and

excited me at the time very much indeed
;
and if you think the

foregoing memorandum, which I have drawn up at your desire,

worthy of being incorporated in any communication of your own
to the Society, it is perfectly at your service for that purpose.*

' P. S. Private. As I had been living more abstemiously and

[working harder than usual, for some time at home, before the

dinner alluded to in the accompanying note, the excitement of the

conversation, the speeches, and the wine (though at the moment it

did not seem to me that I was taking at all too much) turned out

to be more than I could bear : and at the top of the Club House

[stairs, on my way to attend the Geological meeting, if the attack

has not disturbed my recollection of the precise circumstances, I

;was seized with a giddiness and rush of blood to the head, which

totally incapacitated me from so attending, and indeed from keep-

ing my ideas under my control. But I have since adopted, and

intend to persevere in, a regimen so severe, as to make it unlikely,

if not impossible, that such a state of things should ever occur

again.'

The incident just recorded, together with the tendency it

axposed, must have had at this crisis a twofold influence upon

* Mr. Mallet, President of the Geological Society, in his opening address

jaid :

' There was another class of motion to which the earth's crust was sub-

ect, and to which Sir William Hamilton's note related. Before reading it he

night perhaps mention that as much as four years ago, upon an occasion of his

lining in company with Dr. Robinson, Astronomer Royal of Armagh, he men-
tioned to him (Mr. Mallet) and others that the Observatory of Armagh had
oeen observed to be subject to very slow and minute annual motions, not only

\o one which was manifested by the whole Observatory being lifted in summer
md depressed in winter, but also to one by which it appeared to move in

izimuth. Dr. Robinson mentioned the fact as one which had not been ex-

)lained, and it occurred to him (Mr. Mallet), and he stated at the moment his

mticipation that it would be found that the motions were due to expansions

if the earth's crust caused by the alternations of temperature of summer and
, vinter. Very recently, conversing with Sir W. Hamilton on the subject, he

Mr. Mallet) perceived that a similar idea in connexion with it had inde-

>endently presented itself to his mind : and in fact Sir W. H. was to be con-

idered the discoverer of this class of motion, since the man who first observed

\: fact, and at the same time gave a true explanation of it, was entitled to the

iionour of discovery. Mr. Mallet then read Sir "William Hamilton's letter to

; dmself.' Journal of the Geological Society for 1846, vol. iii. p. 184.
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the Members of the Academy. On the one hand, it necessarily

checked the regret natural at losing from their head a man so'

distinguished hy scientific fame and so just and efficient as a ruler,

and have tended to qualify the tone of the proceedings connected,,

with the act of his resignation. And, on the other hand, his pre-

viously announced intention to relinquish the post of honour must*

have disarmed all who otherwise might have been disposed in some>]

way to give indication of their displeasure. On the whole it must

be admitted that it added a public reason to his own private mo-

tives, making it well that he should now voluntarily descend from]
the Chair which he had so worthily filled. It is painful that this I

should have been so, but it is consoling to be able to record that,

while his own bearing throughout the proceeding was marked byj

dignity and meekness in beautiful combination, the feeling mani-"

fested towards him by the whole body of the Academy was in the

highest degree generous and cordial.

In a small note-book I find the following pencilled entry :

'

Monday, March 16, 1846. I

* The day has at length arrived when I am to accomplish my
desire of retiring from the Chair of the Eoyal Irish Academy^
How joyously, though not without a feeling of solemnity, I

ceived the news of my being elected to the Chair on ) the llth oi

December, 1837 ! How gladly now I resign it, yet not without

shade of that sadness which belongs to a farewell !

'

Hamilton, for the last time as President, occupied the Chair at f|

the dinner on this day of the Academy Club, and when his health

was proposed it was drunk now again, as on a former occasion, by

the company standing. Thus assured of the feeling entertained

towards him, he passed to the evening meeting, at which the

officers for the year were to be elected, and at which his abdication

was to be carried into effect. Part of the business consisted in the
"

reading of the Report of the Council, in which occurred the follow-

ing passage :
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' March 16, 1846.

' The Council have now to notice with regret the retirement

from the office of President of the distinguished gentleman who
bas for the last eight years presided over the Academy. Sir

William Hamilton's determination to resign a place whose duties

ie has so long discharged with honour to himself and to the Aca-

lemy is already well known to every member
;

it was communi-

|;ated
to the Council by a letter received by them on the 17th of

ovember, which contained also a suggestion that the voluntary

signation of the President afforded a favourable opportunity for

nsidering, without the infringement of delicacy towards an existent

resident, the expediency of introducing any rules of practice with

spect to the election of the President, which, in the judgment
the Council, might seem desirable.

' The President being by our charter an annual officer, it is of

urse the undoubted right of the Academy to re-elect the same

dividual as often as they think fit
;
and with this right, as it is a

artered right, perhaps not even the Academy itself would directly

terfere. But, as a majority of the Council were in favour of

me limitation, the following resolution was communicated to the

cademy on the 23rd ultimo :

' " Eesolved That 'the Council are of opinion that it is not

:pedient that the same person should be elected to the office of

resident more than five times in succession."
' In this opinion the Academy, at the same meeting, expressed

eir concurrence. Proceedings of Royal Irish Academy, vol. iii.,

196.'

The newly-elected Secretary to the Academy, Dr. Todd, after-

ards read a letter from Mr. "Wordsworth, acknowledging the

mour conferred upon him by the Academy in electing him an

honorary Member. This letter was couched in terms which

ust have been highly gratifying both to the Academy and to

amilton, and I rejoice in the opportunity of placing before the

er of this biography so striking an expression of the Poet's

iterest in the welfare of Ireland, of his respect for the Royal
lish Academy, and of his strong personal regard for Sir William

] amilton.
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From WILLIAM WORDSWORTH to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' RYDAL MOTJNT, March 14, 1846.

' MY DEAR SIR WILLIAM Having just received from you a

notification that the Royal Irish Academy has conferred upon me
the distinction of electing me an Honorary Member of their body,
I beg you will express to the Council and to the Academy my deep
sense of the honour of being admitted into a society so eminent for*

Science and Literature
;

let me add that the interest I have always
taken in the sister country, and in everything calculated to promote
its welfare, greatly enhances the gratification afforded me by this

act of the Academy.
' The Diploma to which you refer has not yet reached me, or

lj

should of course have acknowledged it. As the matter stands, this

answer to your notification will, I hope, arrive in time to be read

by you to the Academy before you resign the Chair, and be ac-

cepted by their courtesy in place of a more formal acknowledgment.
I cannot conclude without expressing my sincere regret that the

Society is about to lose the benefit of your services as President, and
;

the honour of having your name at its head. It is impossible that
'

any personal consideration could have made the honour which I now

acknowledge more acceptable than its having been proposed b/ i

one holding so high a position as you do in the scientific an<B

literary world, and filling an equally high place in the private

regards of your friends, among whom I have long thought it ft
|

great happiness to be numbered.

' Believe me, my dear Sir William,
' Ever most faithfully your much obliged

' WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.

' SIR WILLIAM E. HAMILTON.

'President of the Royal Irish Academy, fyc., fyc.'

The President then delivered his farewell address, which I

reproduce from the Proceedings of the Academy.

'March 16, 1846.

'MY LORDS AND GENTLEMEN OF THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY.

Although it is, I believe, well known to most, perhaps to all, of

you, that it has been for a considerable time my wish and intention
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to retire this evening from the Chair to which, in 1837, your kind-

ness called me, on the still lamented event of the death of my distin-

guished predecessor, the late admirable Doctor Lloyd, and in which

your continuing confidence has since replaced me on eight successive

occasions, yet a few parting words from me may be allowed, per-

haps expected ;
and I should wish to offer them, were it only to

guard against the possibility of any one's supposing that I look

upon my thus retiring from your Chair as a step unimportant to

myself, or as one which might be taken by me with indifference,

or without deliberation. It was under no hasty impulse that I

resolved to retire from the office of your President into the ranks

of your private members, nor was it lightly that I determined to

lay down the highest honour of my life.

' My reasons have been stated in an Address delivered in

another place, at a meeting of some members of your body. They
are, briefly, these: that, after the expiration of several years, I have

found the duties of the office press too heavily upon my energies,

indeed, of late, upon my health, when combined with other duties
;

and that I have felt the anxieties of a concentrated responsibility

exaggerated, perhaps, by an ardent or excitable temperament tend

more to distract my thoughts from the calm pursuits of study than

I can judge to be desirable or right in itself, or consistent with the

fall redeeming of those pledges which I may be considered to have

iong since given, as an early contributor to your Transactions.
' When I look back on the aspirations with which first I entered

on that office from which I am now about to retire, it humbles me
to reflect how far short I have come of realising my own ideal

;
but

it cheers me to remember how greatly beyond what I could then

have ventured to anticipate, the Academy itself has flourished. Of
this result I may speak with little fear, because little is attributable

to myself. Gladly do I acknowledge that it has been my good

{fortune, rather than my merit, to have presided over your body

during a period in which, through the exertions of others much
more than through my own (though mine, too, have not been

withheld), the Academy is generally felt to have prospered in all

ts departments. The original papers which have been read
; the

volumes of Transactions which have been published ; the closer

communication which has been established with kindred societies

)f our own and of foreign countries : the enhanced value of our

VOL. II. 2 L
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Library and Museum, which have been at least as much enriched

in the quality as in the quantity of their contents
;
the improved state

(as it is represented to me) of our finances, combined with an in-

creased strength of our claims on public and parliamentary support;
the heightened interest of members and visitors in our meetings,
which have been honoured on four occasions during my presidency

by the presence of representatives of Royalty ; even the convenience

and appropriate adornment of the rooms in which we assemble
;

all these are things, and others might be named, in which, how-

ever small may have been the share of him who now addresses you,
the progress of the Academy has not been small, and of which the

recollection tends to console one who may, at least, be allowed to

call himself an attached member of the body, under the sense, very

deeply felt by him, of his own personal and official deficiencies.

' Whoever may be the member elected by your suffrages, this

evening, to occupy that important and honourable post which I am
now about to resign, it will, of course, become my duty to give tOi

that future President my faithful and cordial support, by any.
means within the compass of my humble power. But if it bev

true, as I collect it to be, that your unanimous choice will fall upon
the very member whom, out of all others, I should have myself

selected, if it could have been mine to make the selection with

whom I have been long connected by the closest ties of College

friendship, strengthened by the earnest sympathy which we have

felt in our aspirations for the welfare of this Academy, which has

already benefited by his exertions in many and important ways-
then will that course, which would have been in any event my duty,

be in an eminent degree my pleasure also.

' And now, my Lords and Gentlemen, understanding that an

old and respected member is prepared to propose for your votes, as

my successor, the friend to whom I have ventured to allude very

inadequately, as regards my opinion of his merits, yet, perhaps,
more pointedly than his modesty will entirely forgive or approve

of, I shall detain you no longer from that stage of the proceedings

of the evening which must be the most interesting to all of us, but

shall conclude these words of farewell from this Chair by express-

ing a hope that my future exertions, though in a less conspicuous

position, shall manifest, at least in some degree, that grateful and

affectionate sense which I must ever retain of the constant con-
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fidence and favour which you have, at all times, shown towards

me.

His last act was one which gave him deep pleasure, the an-

nouncement of the election of his friend Dr. Humphrey Lloyd

to be his successor in the Presidentship. When he had quitted

the room the following Resolution, proposed by Dr. Stokes, was

unanimously passed by the Academy :

'

Resolved, That the thanks of the Academy be given to Sir

William Rowan Hamilton, and that the Academy desire to express

their entire sense of the value of his services as President, of his

high and impartial bearing in the Chair, and of his untiring efforts

to advance the interests of the body ;
and they also wish to record

their satisfaction that he has determined to remain in the Council

of the Academy.'

On the next morning, as I find by a draft in a manuscript

book, he wrote thus to his friend Dr. Todd :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to the REV. DR. TODD, F.T.C.D.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

<

Tuesday, March 17, 1846.

'
. . . I have a great sensation of relief this morning, and at

ithe same time a very serious feeling, as of one entering on a new

stage of life. It was not lightly that I determined on retiring from

a post so honourable and important as that of President of the

iRoyal Irish Academy ;
I must prove the truth of my words that it

I'was not in a spirit of indolence, nor of indifference, but because I

jaoped thereby to be more able to be really useful. I am bound

ilso by even higher considerations to act out my intention, pro-
fessed to a few friends, of using my increased leisure to lead in

'uture a more calm, thoughtful, and studious life, including under

his last description the most important study of all. Is Adare at

Dunraven or in London ? . . . I wrote a note in the library last

light to our new President to inform him of the result of the

lection.'

2 L 2
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Memorandum following the above in the manuscript book:

' My recollection of the note to Lloyd, just alluded to, is that it

ran as follows :

"
Library of the R. I. A., Monday night (about

11 o'clock), March 16th, 1846. My dear Lloyd, allow me to be

the first to communicate to you, at least to be the first to do so in

writing for I presume that you will hear from others in some

way the same result that I have just now had the honour and

the high gratification of declaring, from the Chair of the Academy,
that you have been elected President. Accept the assurance of my
cordial (though humble) co-operation in your exertions for the

future welfare of the Academy : though I can never hope to give

you any assistance so valuable as that which I have on several

occasions received from you. I have some Minute Books to hand

over whenever it may be your convenience to receive them
; and, ;

as it is now late, shall only add that I remain, with the most sincere

congratulations to you and the Academy on the result of this ,

night's election, my dear Lloyd, your faithful friend."
' I dropped this note in Lloyd's letter-box, 17, Fitzwilliam-

square, south, at about 1T30 P.M., before I ordered my car home-
:

ward.'

I may note that Dr. Lloyd's house was nearly a mile distant

from the house then occupied by the Royal Irish Academy, and in

an opposite direction from the Observatory. Dr. Lloyd's reply

was in the following terms:

From the REV. H. LLOYD, D.D. to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' TEIXITY COLLEGE, March 19, 1846.

'

Accept my most sincere thanks for your very kind congratu-

latory letter.

1 It has indeed been most gratifying to me to receive the high
trust which the Academy has been pleased to confide to me, offi-

cially through your hands. I will say nothing of the high honour

of being your successor.
' I assure you it is with a feeling of sincere humility that

I shall assume the Chair which you have vacated
;
and I can only

hope that the interest which I feel in the welfare of the Academy
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may enable me to make amends in part for my other wants of

qualification.
' Believe me to be, my dear Hamilton, your sincere and obliged

friend.'

On the 1st of April Dr. Lloyd again wrote to Hamilton :

'

May I hope that you will allow your name to be placed in

the list of Vice-Presidents of the Academy ? I am encouraged to

do so by the fact that you have not refused to join the Council.

I need hardly say that your acquiescence will confer a favour upon
myself, as well as upon the Academy although I should certainly
lot desire the favour if you have any reluctance to overcome in

granting it. Thanks for the continuation of your Paper on Sym-
wlical Geometry?

To this request Hamilton's reply was as follows :

From SIR W. E>. HAMILTON to the REV. H. LLOYD, D.D., P.R.I.A.

1 OBSEKVATOEY OF T.C.D., April 3, 1846.

' I place myself entirely at your disposal, as respects the desire

express to include my name in your first list of Vice-Presi-

ents.
' If you continue to feel the same wish and to think that your

icting on it will be in any degree useful or acceptable to the Aca-

.emy, it cannot but be gratifying-, as well as honourable, to me, to

eceive at your hands in 1846 an -appointment which you accepted

t mine in 1837 ; and which your father had conferred on me,
wo years before.

' But you will easily believe that I feel no wish for the office :

ind that if, by abstaining from conferring on me a compliment
vhich is not required in order to prove your regard and good

pinion, you should find yourself more free to act towards others

n a way which on other grounds you would judge likely to facili-

ate or harmonise with your general arrangements, either by

etaining any old, or appointing any new Vice-President, I should

egret that you hampered yourself on my account.
' My chief motive towards accepting the appointment would be

ly wish to give a new proof of the perfect satisfaction with which

looked forward to seeing myself succeeded in the Chair by you :
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and of the desire which I feel to be still useful to the Academy,

though in a less prominent position than before, and with a less

concentrated responsibility.
' I could not, consistently with the reasons which induced me

to retire from the Presidentship, undertake to be a very regular,

perhaps even to be a frequent attender, of the meetings of the

Council and Academy ;
but hope by such attendance as I can give,

and by my contributions to the Transactions, to manifest an un-

diminished interest in the welfare of that body, for which I have

often and long had the happiness of labouring in conjunction with

yourself.'

Though written some months later, I here insert a cordial

letter from Maria Edgeworth, showing the impression made upon
her by Hamilton's farewell address, and the warm regard and

admiration she continued to feel towards him :

From MARIA EDGEWOKTH to SIR W. E.. HAMILTON.

EDGEWOBTHSTOWN, June 13, 1846.

' Your farewell address as President of the Eoj^al Irish Aca-

demy appears to me, and to all your friends in this family, as truly

becoming your character and the situation you have held and the
|

station you hold, at home and abroad, in the whole world of Science.

It is a dignified, serene, benevolent, judicious, and touching i

dress. Above any of the epithets I have used or can find to expi

my feelings, it deserves the praise, which one of your most sine

friends gives it, of resembling in its simplicity of truth the elc

quence of the Duke of Wellington, who in speaking of himself

of others, as it has been justly observed,
"
gives credit and take

credit where due, and when due." Your address says all, and

more than just the thing it ought. Had I met with it in

public papers or in the memoirs of your Academy, I should hat

been proud to see it, and should have rejoiced to feel that there

not a word in it I could wish altered
;
but still more I feel not

my dear Sir "William, in receiving it, sent by yourself, "with vei

kind remembrances from an old friend." This kindness on yoi

part, and at such at a moment, when you have so many high ch

upon your time and recollection, and so many strong feelings pres

ing upon you, is justly appreciated by me, and by all my family
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I thank you for the honour you do me, but am still more gratified

by this proof of the long steady regard you have borne me, and

your constant belief in mine. I rejoice in the thanks of the

Academy so properly given to the President under whose Presi-

dency the Irish Academy has so prospered and has been so dis-

tinguished in the eyes of all the scientific world. I am glad the

Academy adds to these thanks the expression of their sense of

their illustrious President's "
impartial bearing in the Chair, and of

his untiring efforts to advance the interests of the Society." I am

glad also that they have desired to record their "satisfaction that he

has determined to remain in the Council of the Academy." This

last in particular proves their unwillingness to part with any of his

services, or with any of those superior talents which can be exerted

still in their honour with due regard to their retiring President's

health and happiness. May you, my dear Sir William Hamilton,
freed from the duties of office and from all the anxieties of respon-

sibility, have your thoughts no longer distracted from the calm

[pursuits
of study ! May your unequalled powers, in all the energy

of restored freedom and health, be long exercised for the advantage
of Science, the glory of your country, and above all for your own

happiness and fame for your own self-approbation, I would say
to you, instead of fame for that "

life in other's breath
"

can be

nothing to you. The "self-approving hour" is everything. May
lyou long enjoy it, is the earnest warm wish of your sincere old

md.'

Letters to Dr. Lloyd and to myself, written in the interval,

will be found to contain an interesting account both of his

scientific work and of his new regimen.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to REV. H. LLOYD, D.D., F.R.I.A.

'OBSERVATORY, April 25, 1846.

... I have some books belonging to the Academy, but think

I have not lately had any of the volumes of memoirs of the

titute or Polytechnic School. Indeed I share the common ten-

lency of mathematical speculators to read too little of the works

)f others : still I do read from time to time, and on the whole have

rery fully turned to studious purposes the increased leisure which

. have had for some time past. About ten weeks ago I turned a
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water-drinker, and have found advantages in that, as in other

ways, from adhering rigorously to this system ; among the results

of which is a more uniform action of the intellect than even minute

and occasional deviations from it allow to a person of excitable

temperament. In a moral point of view this result is trifling,

compared with others : still, whatever momentary privations

may have been imposed by the adoption of this new regimen have

ere now been amply repaid, were it by no more than the satisfac-

tion of seeing the Symbolical Geometry (founded on the quater-

nions) growing up under my eyes to a state in which it promises,
if I do not deceive myself, to be a most important organ of re-

search in the application of symbols to all relations of space, in

the pure and mixed mathematics. As yet, however, I cannot ex-

pect others to adopt this view, so little has been published on the-i

subject.'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to E. P. GRAVES.

'

OBSERVATORY, April 30, 1846.

'I feel great thankfulness in being able to say that I have

adhered rigorously to the abstemious regimen which in the middle

of February I adopted on the advice of Charles : not having taken

since so much as a single glass, or indeed any quantity, however

small, of wine or beer, or any equivalent beverage. Whatever

temporary inconvenience the adoption of this course may have

occasioned has long since disappeared ;
and I find, as you expected

that I should do so, more capability of continued and equable exer-

tion. Before giving any account of the results of my intellectual

labours, it may interest you if I mention that I made a resolution,

or sort of vow, that if for ten successive weeks I should be enabled

to abstain perfectly from every vinous stimulant, I would, on every

Saturday night, or Sunday morning, drop a shilling into a box in

aid of the Society for Propagating the Gospel in Foreign Parts :

and that on Sunday morning last I did accordingly drop into the

box the tenth successive shilling.
' You will perhaps be disappointed, for a moment, when I pro-

ceed to tell you that my chief field of scientific work has continued

to be the quaternions, or at least investigations which are closely

connected therewith. You will remember, perhaps be tempted ta

quote, the passage relating to the " elements which in quaternion
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run perpetual circle." A greater variety may be desiderated, and
less of brooding over one conception.

'Yet, trying to judge fairly, I cannot think that I have done

unwisely in keeping this one subject, or subjects of this one class,

so constantly before my mind for many months past. First, I had
come to think it right, as respected the employment of whatever

scientific powers I may possess, to aim at having some one object

mainly in view, as a counteraction to the too great distraction

which the cares and labours of the Presidentship of the Academy
produced, or tended to produce : lest otherwise I should almost for-

get Science, or throw it aside. Next, I was of opinion that being

easily accessible, in Science itself, to the temptations of a new sub-

ect, and then too apt to lay by an unfinished work, there was

langer of my totally dismissing the quaternions from considera-

ion, and thereby losing nearly all the fruit of my past labours in

;hat field, if I once discontinued them for any considerable time.

But besides these reasons, which were rather negative than positive,

igainst putting a subject out of view rather than for keeping it

>efore me, I own that I had abundant inducements to persever-

ince, from the degree of success with which my endeavours had

ippeared to myself to be attended.
' You may perhaps remember my saying to you, when we met,

dther in Cambridge or in Dublin last summer, that I thought I

lad had a good measure of success, so far, with the quaternions.
. . I think I may safely say that this success has continued. . . .

' I shall be very glad if I find it possible soon to give you any
uch general sketch of my investigations on this subject as would

>e likely to be understood without too great trouble on your part,

ifeanwhile, it may be satisfactory to you to know that, though my
esearches have had one common nucleus, or central point, they
tave diverged from it in different directions, and to a not incon-

iderable extent : in particular since my return from Cambridge in

"uly last, I have read, as well as written, a good deal. Among
looks read, I may refer to some of Dr. Peacock's works, and others

irhich treat of Algebra under its symbolical aspect : to some extent

. have become a convert to the views of those authors, so far as to

dmit that there is a sort of symbolical science, or science of lan-

uaye, which well deserves to be studied, abstraction being made
or a while of meaning, or interpretation ;

amdforms of expression
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being treated as themselves the subject-matter to be studied : in

short, I feel an increased sympathy with, and fancy that I better

understand that Philological School, which was referred to in the

introduction to my essay on Algebra as the Science of Pure Time.

Thus, without having renounced my old view, that Order and Pro-

gression are the objects which, when we look beyond the signs to

the things signified, we contemplate in scientific algebra, I seem to

have gained not only a power of reading with increased intelli-

gence and pleasure the works of Peacock, Ohm, and Gregory, but

also the possession of a point of view very essential to the meta-

physical development of my own intellectual being : because it

enables me to see better than before the high functions of lan-

guage, to trace more distinctly and more generally the influence of

signs over thoughts, and to understand an answer which I ha-

zarded some years ago to a question of yours, What did I suppose
to be the Science of Pure Kind ? namely, that I supposed it must

be the Science of Symbols'

Extract from Hamilton's journal :

'

May 11. ... I dined with Lord Heytesbury on Saturday,
not thinking it right to decline another invitation. His Excellency
was very kind in manner and had the air of entering with the in-

terest of a friend into my concerns, as respected my health, the

Academy, and the Observatory. He asked me at dinner to drink

champagne with him, and took it very good-humouredly when, on

his then inquiring whether I preferred any other wine, I said that

with His Excellency's permission I should prefer to pledge him in

water. This was the sixth or seventh time of my dining in com-

pany since I adopted the water system. . . . Whatever increased

power or leisure for study has been gained by the two great

measures of giving up the Presidentship, and adopting a water

beverage, has been used by me so fully that I suspect I have of

late been working rather too hard. My lectures will soon give at

least a diversion to my efforts.'

His position at this time in reference to High Church opinions

is in some degree indicated by the following passage from a letter

to a friend who had invited him to be prepared for discussions with

a lady whose convictions were strongly
'

anti-puseyite.'
' March
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3, 1846. We should be less likely to differ on the theological

points you allude to, since the secession of Mr. Montgomery,
sometime curate of this parish, from our Church alarmed me as to

:he tendency of a movement in which I still see much to sym-

pathise with, and profit hy, but also much to fear and guard

igainst.'

In the middle of June occurred the death of his eldest sister,

jrrace. She had been long in declining health
;
had spent the

;arly part of the year at the Observatory, hoping for benefit from

ts fine air, but had later on joined her sister Sydney in lodgings

n Dublin. Her last moments were consoled by the presence also of

j

ler sister Eliza and her brother. She was a woman in every respect

estimable. In literature her mind had not been cultivated as highly
is were the minds of her younger sisters, but her practical judg-

nent was sound, and her disposition most amiable. She was always

i'elt to be a most valuable member of the family group. Sydney,
he sister who still survives, has thus written of her in a recent

i etter :

' She was most like my brother in the universality of her

oowers, and in her good nature, though no original genius. She

vas a very good Observer
;
an excellent Botanist, thanks to Cousin

'Arthur's care and trouble, taking her when she was a child to

botanical lectures and making her press specimens ;
and in ill-

nesses she was nearly as good as a doctor.' After enumerating
ther accomplishments and services to her family and friends, the

massage concludes: 'In short, she was everything. My brother

;nce said of her,
" I think if I were told that the house was on fire,

should say, well, tell Grace."
'

An offer reached Hamilton in July, which was at the same

ime a gratification and a benefit. The Rev. Charles Pritchard,

ince made Savilian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford, had been

let by Hamilton in 1844 at Windermere. At this time he was

ead of a school at Clapham of very high repute, which had been

sleeted by Sir John Herschel for the education of his eldest son,

nd similarly chosen for a son of Francis Edgeworth. Feeling a

reat admiration for Hamilton, Mr. Pritchard sought to manifest
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it in a manner at once delicate and generous. He knew that

Hamilton's means were not affluent
;
and putting forward as his

chief motive his wish to have the credit of training the sons of two

eminent astronomers and mathematicians, he asked as a favour that

William Edwin, the Professor's eldest boy, should be committed to

his care, on terms which made the pecuniary charge a light one.

Hamilton had contemplated entering his son as an Exhibitioner at

the College of Stackallan, an institution which still much interested

him
;
but the uncommon advantages of Mr. Pritchard's school, the

prospect of his son's companionship with a young Herschel, and

the kindness which prompted the proposal, won him over to it

acceptance. Accordingly in August he took the boy, so long tl

object of his own intellectual and moral culturing, to Clapham, anc

paying at the school a visit of some days experienced great delight

in observing the comprehensive system adopted for the training of

the pupils in religion, in science, in languages, and in physics

exercises, combined with domestic intercourse partaken of in ti

by those deemed worthy, in the family of Mr. and Mrs. Pritchai

He had hoped during this visit to the metropolis to see the Observa-

tory of Greenwich, under the guidance of Mr. Airy, and after-

wards to renew his intercourse with Dean Peacock at Cambridge,

but he found that both these friends were then at Wiesbaden.

He did, however, spend an hour at the Greenwich Observatory,
'

sucking the brains,' as he afterwards writes, of Mr. Main, on the

subject of practical astronomy.
' I also amused myself,' he adds,

' and idled the younger Mr. Breen, by my taking a transit of

Polaris over a side-wire in the day-time, without an eye-glass.

estimated the error of my observation at five seconds : Mr. Breen

concluded it to have been less than three.'

But Hamilton's great enjoyment during this visit to Eng-

land was found in a week's sojourn at Collingwood, the home

in Kent of Sir John and Lady Herschel. A few months after-

wards he commemorated the many sources of pleasure here

enjoyed by him in two Sonnets which he called Recollections

of Colliiigtcood.
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The first of them records a day spent in an excursion to the

uined Castle of Bodiham, Kent,

' With ivy glistening in the summer sun,

And lilied water sparkling,'

,nd then links together the every day agremens of the home
;
the

thoughtful walk ' with his host, the '
social hours

'

in a family

ircle,
' Where all things graceful in succession come ;

Bright blossoms growing on a lofty stalk,

Music and fairy-lore in Hersehel's home.'

)f this sonnet, not considering it to be a happy composition, he

sually withheld all but the last two lines, just quoted, when he

ave to his friends the second sonnet, which required those lines as

|
grammatical introduction. This second sonnet he valued himself

,

ad it will be valued by the reader, as one having a distinct indi-

idual character, uniting as it does Herschel and Hamilton in

nnverse on Quaternions, and connecting this recent offspring of

is mathematical thought by some imaginary lineage with the

rtractys of Pythagoras.
*

' RECOLLECTIONS OF COLLINGWOOD.

ii.

' THE TETRACTYS.

' Or high Mathesis, with its
" charm severe

Of line and number," was our theme
;
and we

Sought to behold its unborn progeny,
And thrones reserved in Truth's celestial sphere ;

While views before attained became more clear :

And how the One of Time, of Space the Three,

Might in the Chain of Symbol girdled be :

And when my eager and reverted ear

Caught some faint echoes of an ancient strain,

Some shadowy outline of old thoughts sublime,

Gently He smiled to mark revive again,
In later age, and occidental clime,

A dimly traced Pythagorean lore ;

A westward floating, mystic dream of FOUR.

OBSERVATORY, October, 1846.'

As he crossed the Irish Channel on his way homeward, Hamilton

jll.rew
off a sonnet which takes a high place among his composi-
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tions of this type, and is additionally interesting as a fervid ex-

pression of his love for his native country.

' ON AN EXPECTED VIEW OF THE IRISH COAST.
' My native land, appear ! these eyes await

Impatiently thy rising o'er the bare

Expanse of waters ; fondly searching where

Thy fair but hidden form lingers so late.

Though well I prize thy glorious ocean-mate,
And not nnmoved I leave some loved ones there,

In thee my homeward thoughts still claim their share,

My heart, my life, to thee are dedicate.

let me see thee ! dearer far to me
Shall be the moment which that sweet sight shows

Than when, to bard or painter long ago,

While foam-flakes specked another sea with snow,
From the blue waves the Queen of Beauty rose

And Greece beheld Anadyomene.

TRISH CHANNEL, August 31, 1846.'

Not long after his return to the Observatory Hamilton received

a note from Dean Peacock, expressing his regret at having missed

a visit from him. I give this note, and the reply to it, which set

forth Hamilton's slightly changed relation to the philological

school of algebraists.

From GTEORGE PEACOCK, D.D., Dean of Ely, to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

DEAITEEY, ELY, September 24, 1846.1

'Upon my return from Germany, where a severe illness he

detained me much longer than I expected, I was greatly

appointed at seeing your letter, for it told me how much I had

lost in not seeing you at Ely, and in renewing those discussions

from which I always receive so much instruction and pleasure. I

hope when you again visit England, I shall be more fortunate.

am endeavouring to bring my mind back to my philosophical

studies, but I find that it is not easy to recall hosts of ideas which

have been interrupted for a long season.
* Herschel's eldest boy is with Mr. Pritchard. I hope the sons

of such a parentage will remember their descent, and prove them-

selves not unworthy of their sires. Believe me, my dear Sir

William, most truly and affectionately yours.'
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From SmW. R. HAMILTON to GEORGE PEACOCK, D.D, Dean of Ely.

[FROM A DRAFT.J
'

OBSEBVATORY, T.C.D., October 13, 1846.

' It gave me great pleasure to learn, by a note received a little

e than a fortnight ago, that you had returned to England and

i;o Ely, with your health, as I trust, restored, or at least much im-

>roved, by your recent visit to Wiesbaden : to which place it was

old me, if I remember rightly, that Mr. Airy had also gone with you,
>n my inquiring after him at Greenwich in August last. For my
iwn part, as you were not at home, I went to Collingwood, instead

f Cambridge, and enjoyed a very delightful visit to Sir John and

jady Herschel and their children there. That visit, which lasted

or a week, could not fail to be an instructive one to my mind. I

lay add that it was useful to my body, for during it my health

liiddenly improved, and has been permanently better since. About

ight months ago I totally gave up wine and every equivalent

everage ;
and perhaps some time was required to adapt my con-

tution to the change, as I had previously taken my full share,

len stimulated by society, of what are called the pleasures of the

ble : but having, thank God, been able to adhere rigidly to a

solution once formed (though unaccompanied by any pledge or

w) for two-thirds of a year, I feel by this time a more firmly
:tled health, though possibly somewhat less strength of body, and

ink with real relish a mug of new milk every morning. If health

me had been my object, perhaps I should have taken less tea

d coffee than I do, and have gone through a less amount of

idy and intellectual exertion.
' I indulge myself once more by enclosing to you, that you may

id or burn, a batch of manuscript which the Cambridge printers

ely returned to me, with proof-sheets to match, of my Paper on

lical Geometry for the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical

nrnal. While paying you this slight but well-merited tribute,

d acknowledging, as I have gladly and publicly done, that I

much to the study of your works, I do not regard you, nor

ppose that you can fairly be regarded, as responsible for all or

y of my particular or even general conclusions.
' My views respecting the nature, extent, and importance of

inbolical science may have approximated gradually to yours ;

d that approximation may be due chiefly to the influence of
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your writings and conversation
;
while you may still refuse, per-

haps, and with justice, to recognise me as belonging to your school.

At least I am sure that the school which produced, with such ad-

mitted ability, many articles on Symbolical Algebra, or on subjects!

connected therewith, in the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, would

not concede to me the honour of their fellowship. For I still lool

more and more habitually beyond the symbols than they woulc

choose to do. To use De Morgan's image, I turn up the fronts oi

the bits of the dissected map, and try to learn what countries thej

denote, as well as how they fit together. But you, if my impres
sion from our last interviews have been correctly received an<j

retained, do not only not undervalue interpretation, as indeed yoi

works attest, but would even desire, if any change were to be made

that the importance of such interpretation should be brought moi

prominently forward than it was by you, at least in your first woi

on algebra.
'

[When I first read that work, now many years ago, and

deed for a long time afterwards, it seemed to me, I own so hard IH
it for even a candid reader to enter at once into the whole spirit of

an original work that the author designed to reduce algebra to a

mere system of symbols, and nothing more ; an affair of pothooks
and hangers, of black strokes upon white paper, to be made

according to a fixed but arbitrary set of rules : and I refused, in

my own mind, to give the high name of Science to the results of

such a system ;
as I should, even now, think it a stretch of courtesy,

however it may be allowed by custom, to speak of chess as
"
science," though it may well be called a "

scientific game."]
' If I were sure of your being now at home, and thought tl

there was even a chance of your leisure serving you to give any
attention to such subjects, I might be tempted to say something
more upon them in a future letter

;
which would also be accom-

panied by some printed things of my own, that are not very likely

to have reached you; especially a few from the Proceedings of the ,

Royal Irish Academy ; including a printed copy, with additions,

of the letter I wrote to you in the summer of last year, though
it was only forwarded last spring, respecting the application of

quaternions to the motion of a system of bodies. ... *

* See Abstracts of Additional Communications on Quaternions, p. 8: July

14 and 21, 1845.
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' And now, believe me to be, my dear Dean, very affectionately

yours. I beg you to present my warm regards to Mr. and Mrs.

Selwyn.'
*

The discovery of the planet Neptune, resulting from the calcu-

lations of Le Verrier, produced at this time a thrill of admiration

throughout the scientific world. In reply to a letter of inquiry on

the subject from his friend Dr. Mac Donnell, F.T.C.D., Hamilton

wrote a letter, of which I reproduce the third section the first and

second were historical in which he records his remarkable con-

iversation with Bessel.

>"om SIR "W.. R. HAMILTON to the REV. RICHARD MAC DONNELL,
D.D., S.F.T.C.D.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

< OBSERVATOBY OF T.C.D., October 7, 1846.

. . 3. The discovery is most justly called one of the greatest

umphs of theoretical astronomy, and reflects honour on Newton

well as on Le Verrier. For it was by a profound comparison of

motions of the Herschel planet (= Uranus or the Georgium
dus) with Newton's law of attractions that Le Yerrier was led to

edict the discovery of this most distant member of our system,
lich occupies more than 200 years in revolving about the sun.

'Having thus endeavoured to answer your questions, I may
ention that, when I was lately a guest of Sir John Herschel at

Dllingwood, we took a drive together to visit Mr. Dawes, an ama-

ur of astronomy, who has erected a private observatory, with some

celleut instruments, in that neighbourhood, during which visit the

nversation turned on the theoretical announcement of the new
anet by Le Verrier. It was not generally supposed that the

ranger would show himself till about Christmas
;
but Sir John

erschel recommended Mr. Dawes to begin looking out for him at

ee.

' As another bit of gossip, you will perhaps allow me to tell you
.at, while sitting at dinner beside Bessel, the lately deceased and

* The paragraph of this draft contained between square brackets was not

the letter sent.

VOL. II. 2M
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very widely-celebrated astronomer of Koenigsberg, at
Manchester,]

four years ago, his indulgence led me to mention to him that I had

not long before been lecturing in our University on the mode by
"

which the existence of the sun, and our annual motion round it in

the ecliptic, might have been discovered by astronomers if the

had given no light. He was good enough to appear extremely
interested in this at the time

; you have heard perhaps of the great

discovery which he announced not long before he died, and two or

three years after our conversation, of the existence of invisible star*!

No doubt he was thinking of this at the time, though he had not

yet published anything respecting it, and that led him to take

interest in my account of one of my Courses of Lectures here.

had also been speculating on the existence of the new planet befoi

he died, but Le Yerrier alone had actually assigned, from theoi

its place. . . .

'

Referring in a letter to Sir John Herschel, which will

given further on, to this recent triumph of astronomical calcul

tion, Hamilton recalls the fact that Bessel had, at a much earlief

date, suggested that the difference then existing of five seconds

between the astronomical tables and observation indicated an

obscure cause of disturbance, and was a prophetic intimation

some important discovery. The fact had been dwelt upon
Hamilton in his Address to the British Association, at its Meet-

ing at Dublin, in 1835, as an argument for a grant from Govern- .

ment towards reducing and printing the observations amassed at

the Greenwich Observatory.

From the letters which passed at this time between Hamilton

and Herschel, I gather that Hamilton was prevented by the illness,

which proved the mortal illness, of his sister Eliza from attending

the Meeting of the Association at Southampton, and that he sent
,

to Herschel, as President of Section A, a communication '

respect-

ing the application of my new algebraic geometry to the mathe-

matics of Heat, and to some parts of the general theory of curves .

and surfaces, especially as respects Ellipsoids and Cones of the

Second Degree.' The communication, through mistake, was not

forwarded from Collingwood ;
and Herschel, finding it there on
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his return home, writes to express his regret, and adds,
*
it looks

very beautiful. Go on and prosper.' In a succeeding letter

Hamilton reports to his correspondent that he had been con-

ducted in interpreting a Quaternion formula (VTI-K
=

KTITV)* to an

important theorem respecting ellipsoids or other surfaces of the

second degree, a theorem previously discovered by M. Chasles, as

he afterwards learned from Mr. Stubbs, though new at the time

to Hamilton, who writes :

' I shall be surprised if it turn out to

be really new, though it was new to me. It is, however, a feature

3f my method that it suggests geometrical demonstrations in a

iegree which I never experienced while practising the method

of co-ordinates.' He then gives a proof from Monge's formulae

the same theorem by the co-ordinate method.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to LADY HERSCHEL.

' October 16, 1846.

' After finishing my note to Sir John I recollected that I had

lot asked him, as he, through you, proposed to me, to welcome the

lew planet in song. The son of him who first, since the days of

n unknown antiquity, yielded, in the words of Campbell, to
" the

yre of heaven another string," may hail this dazzling discovery
f our own age in a way in which, without presumption, I could

lot do it. It is, however, among my (unversified)
"
recollections

f Collingwood
"

that I heard Herschel urge another astronomer

o lose no time in looking out for the expected heavenly visitant,t
' My sister Eliza, who is with another sister of mine, is not, I

ear, at present adequate to any exertion in the way of composi-

ion, but she is always gratified by your kind remembrance and

tessages.'

I find, however, bearing the date of this month, the following

let, addressed by Eliza Hamilton to her brother, testifying

it her early affection for him still glowed in her heart, and that

|ie
could still give fervid expression in verse to her feelings :

* See Lectures on Quaternions, p. 700. t Supra, p. 529.

2 M 2
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'To W. R. H.

' earliest loved of this enthusiast heart !

The earliest, noblest, faithfullest, and last !

I will forget the brilliant visions past,

While thou art left me. Not a tear shall start,

Nor lightning sorrow o'er my spirit dart,

While thy affections are not over-cast ;

While I can think that no tempestuous blast

Of evil's breath from thee my soul shall part ;

While I can still be once again a child

In the young love I bore thee, warm and wild,

And now more deep than ever, as the day
Melts into cold and shadowy night away,
But not unlit by starry Hope-beams ! No !

We yet shall meet in light beyond the realms of woe !

' ELIZA M. HAMILTON.
'

October, 1846.'

From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. B>. HAMILTON.

'

COLLLSGWOOD, November 19, 1846.

'The theorems you have sent me about the generation

Ellipsoids are quite new to me and seem exceedingly prett]

However, I am so little familiar with the geometry of surfac

of the Second Order that my not knowing them is no proof the

are new. As instances of the power and pregnancy of your net

Calculus, however, it is that they are most interesting. I re

quite long for the time when I can feel myself at liberty to set

work in good earnest, and make myself master of its algorithm and

principles so as to be able to use it as a working tool.

' I am still hard at work at my Cape Observations, and I begin
;

to fear Christmas will pass over without seeing it out.

' I hope you agreed with me that it is perfectly possible to (

justice to Adams's investigations without calling in quest ion

M. Le Yerrier's property in his discovery. The fact is, I appre-

hend that the Frenchmen are only just beginning to be awaB
what a narrow escape Mr. Neptune had of being born an Englishman.
Poor Adams aimed at his bird, it appears, first, and as well as

Le Yerrier, but his gun hung fire, and the bird dropped on the

other side of the fence !

'I think Minena would have been the proper name to L
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it as springing out of the brain of its discoverers. Do you re-

member Schiller's lines ?

" Wie Minerva hervorgentspringt mit dem JEgis geriistet

Aus des Donnerer's Haupt jeder Gedanke des Lichts."

"
Thoughts which illumine the world spring forth at once like Minerva

Brandishing ^Egis and Spear, ripe, from the Thunderer's head."

'e are all well here at length, after a horrid visitation of that

wicked influenza, which came in with the change of
J
the season

from dry to wet all on the sudden, and maltreated all 'the world,
it least all our world. I hope you escaped it. . . .'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSEBVATOBY, November 23, 1846.

1
. . . Nor can I fail to feel some pleasure at my results re-

pecting the generation of the ellipsoid appearing new to you, as well

is to three or four of the Fellows of my own University, who have

>aid particular attention to the geometry of surfaces of the second

rder. Yet I persuade myself that, if those results had been anti-

ipated, the learning it would have given me no pain ;
for it was,

far as I could analyse my sensations, without any feeling of

exation that I learned that the result respecting the relation of

le lines of curvature to the circular sections was known before.

''he field of pure, not to say of mixed, mathematics is far too large
nd rich to leave one excusable for sitting down to complain, when
e finds that this or that spot which he was beginning to cultivate

s his own has been already appropriated. There is even a stronger

Beling inspired of the presence of that Truth to which we all pro-
ess to minister, when we find our own discoveries, such as they

re, coincide independently with the discoveries of other men.

voice which is heard by two at once appears to be more real

nd external one is more sure that it is no personal and private

incy, no idiosyncratic peculiarity, no ringing in sick ears, no

ashes seen by rubbing our own eyes.
' One reason for my thinking, when I first wrote to you about

le bisecting property of the lines of curvature on an ellipsoid, that

might be new, was that I did not find it in a somewhat hasty

irvey of a valuable Paper by Joachimstal, occupying seventeen

iiarto pages of Civile
9

8 Journal (26th Band, 2nd Heft, 1843), and
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entitled: Observations de lineis brevissimis ct curvis curvahme in

superficiebus secundi gradiis. But in the very next Paper of the

same Heft, entitled : Ueber die Normalen der Ellipse und des Ellip-

soids, the same author comes to the conclusion :
" Die Haupt-

tangenten (or tangents to the lines of curvature) sind die

Halbirungslinien der Winkel, welche die Kreistangenten bilden."

He adds ;

" Ich hielt diesen Satz fiir neu, fand aber spater, dasa

Chasles in einem Bande der von Quetelet herausgegeben Corre-

spondance Hathematique ohne Beweis ihn mitgetheilt hat."

ends this Paper with the following other theorem :

" Wenn sich

eine Tangential-Ebene eines Ellipsoides so bewegt, dass dec

Beriihrungspunct eine Kriimmungslinie beschreibt, so bleibt die

Summe oder Differenz der Winkel, welche sie mit den Richtun-

gen der Kreisschnitte bildet, unverandert
;

"
attaching the date :

" Berlin im Juni, 1843." Of course the worthy (and really verjj

able) Herr Doctor Joachimstal is not to be blamed for not knowing
that an exactly equivalent theorem (with normals instead of planes)

had been published by me in the Dublin University Review (not

Magazine], a long extinct periodical of whose existence he probably
never heard, with a date which happens to be a precise deccnnium ;

earlier, June, 1833 only one figure different like the punctual
Ramsden (was it he ?), who waited on George the Third with some

instrument on the precise day for which it had been orclere<

having only forgotten the year. I am pretty sure that I gavff

Whewell a copy of the enclosed printed pages, at the time of th4

[first] Cambridge Meeting of the British Association, which pages
were extracted from the then forthcoming July number of thfr

aforesaid Revieic (1833) ;
I have not the same distinct recollection

of giving a copy to you, and therefore request you to accept that

which I now enclose, one of the two or three that I find among

my papers.

'. . . You see that I have not said a syllable about the Quater-

nions, but may well apprehend that, some time or other, perhaps

soon, I shall indemnify myself for this forbearance. Nor can I

enter on the more attractive theme of the new planet now wish-

ing, however, that you would look at what I said in August, 1835,

of Bessel's expectation of some such discovery as a reward of the

study of the perturbations of the solar system. You will find it

reported in the Fifth Report of the British Association, page Iv.
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' Is there any hope of our seeing a jull report of what you
said at Southampton, when resigning the Chair to Murchison ?

Brilliant as is the merit of Le Verrier, you and the other friends

of Mr. Adams do not appear to me to have said at all too much in

his favour. He will doubtless yet occupy one of those " thrones

reserved," of which I ventured to speak in my Tetractys [sonnet].'

The conclusion of this letter is of considerable interest in con-

nexion with the mathematics of astronomy, aud ought not to be

lost, but is too abstract for these pages.

Three elaborate and important letters to Mr. Pritchard, written

in the course of this autumn, on the subject of Quaternions, and

two to the Eev. J. W. Stubbs, F.T.C.D. on the same subject in

connexion with the theorems respecting conies, communicated in

the letters, already quoted, to Herschel, belong to Hamilton's

scientific correspondence ;
but the second of the letters to

Mr. Stubbs, by whose knowledge of scientific literature Hamilton

wished to benefit, contains a concise view of the fundamental prin-

ciples of Quaternions, and a passage as to priority and indepen-

dence in discovery, which are so forcibly expressed and so interesting

that I should do wrong to omit them.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to EEV. J. W. STUBBS, F.T.C.D.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'

OBSERVATORY, October 19, 1846.

'
. . . The relations between my symbols ijk are comprised in

this one continued equation,

r =y
2 = F =ijk

= - 1 (A)

id the corresponding conceptions of geometrical multiplication^

lich I believe to be peculiar to my theory, may be concisely

3d, thus: 1st. The product of two opposite lines- is (to be regarded
not a line, but) a positive number ; 2nd. The product of two

ingular lines is (to be regarded as, and constructed by) a third

perpendicular to both, and such that the rotation round this pro-

t-line,Jrom the multiplier line to the multiplicand line, is positive.

these two principles and on the formula (A) in which they are
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symbolically summed up, rests my whole theory of the represen-

tation of lines in space by expressions of the form ix + jy + kz.

Although they have come to seem to myself very natural, it cost

me a long search to arrive at them : and I should be glad, and 1

indeed should regard it as a real obligation, especially at the pre-

sent time, to be informed of, or put in the way of finding for my-
self, any anticipation of either of the two principles, definitions, ori

assumptions, above stated, respecting geometrical multiplication;

or of the system of equations (A). Of course I am aware that the

symbol ^/- 1 had been often used in geometry, to denote the re-

lation of perpendicularity, or one line perpendicular to another.

But did it ever occur to anyone to treat all lines in tridimensional ,

space as equally imaginary, in the algebraical sense, or as being, all,}

square roots of negative numbers ? Such is, in my system, odd asj

it may seem, an essential and fundamental principle ;
and

accord-j

ingly my geometrical imaginary, or expression for an impossible vectoA
is y/+ 1 (risum teneatis, amici!) : such, for instance, is the result \

of my calculus, when I require it to draw a tangent to a sphere!

from an internal point, or to erect a central ordinate of an hyper-
bola perpendicular to the transverse axis. In short, IF we once',

agree to consider the product of ANY two opposite rectors whateveA

as a positive number, we cannot afterwards consistently regard the ;

product of two similarly directed vectors as being in any case also

positive ;
it must be treated as negative, if we would preserve uni-

formity of system. But did the thought of establishing such

system, in which geometrically opposite factors, namely, two lines (or

areas) which are opposite IN SPACE, give ALWAYS a positive product,

ever come into anybody's head, till I was led to it in October, 1843,

by trying to extend my old theory of algebraic couples, and
of;

algebra as the science of pure time ? As to my regarding geome-

trical addition of lines as equivalent to composition of motions (and

as performed by the same rules), that is indeed essential in my
theory, but not peculiar to it : on the contrary, I am only one of

many who have been led to this view of addition.

' In asking you these questions, which you are likely to be

more competent to answer than myself, especially with the aid of

the excellent geometers by whom you are surrounded, I have no

desire, my dear sir, to entrap you into any sort of expression of

assent to the propriety of my fundamental assumptions. I shall
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[ not be surprised nor displeased if you should regard the making of

them as a fantastic abuse of the power of definition. What I

inquire about at present is merely the originality of my theory, so

far as that is an objective matter, and can be judged of historically,

I

as an externalfact, by comparison with the recorded speculations or

discoveries of other men. To be ready cheerfully to acknowledge

|

on every fitting occasion all assistance of which an inquirer may
be conscious is a high duty of the conscience : to test, by continued

thought and repeated application, every principle which seems to

pne's
self to be important, but has not yet received the stamp of

general assent, is an equally high interest of the intellect. The

ndependence and the justness of my thoughts are eminently my
)wn concern : the question of their novelty may perhaps interest

pou, as a looker on : and on this question, you may be not unwil-

ing to let me know the result of your inquiries, as indeed on some

ess general points you have been kind enough to do already.'

The statement in the above extract, that quaternions were con-

oected in their origin with Hamilton's view of algebra as the

Science of Pure Time, was intended by him to have been de-

veloped in popular language in a letter (dated September 11,

.846) to his Uncle James, of which, unfortunately, the copy in

ny possession breaks off just as the reader is expecting that the

ink will be supplied. Whether the letter was ever completed

nust be considered as doubtful.

The reader will now, I think, gladly welcome the renewal of

he intercourse, by letter, between Hamilton and his old friend

iubrey De Yere. The occasion, however, of this renewed inter-

course was a sad one : the death of Sir Aubrey De Yere, which

)ccurred on the 5th of July, 1846.

The impression made by the event upon the feelings of

zEamilton was not transitory : and more than two months after-

vards he composed the following sonnet, which with some others

>f recent composition he sent to his friend, accompanied by the

Id manuscripts of his earlier poems borrowed from Mr. De Yere.
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'ON THE DEATH OF SIR AUBREY DE YERE.

'TO ATJBBEY DEVEEE.

' Dear unforgotten friend ! thy faithful heart

Hath not more truly learned to sympathise
With all whom thy too favourable eyes

Regard as brothers in the poet-art,

Than I have, mourning, shared thy life-deep smart
;

And sadly thought, with reverential sighs,

Of one, whose powers and worth I too could prize,

Whom Earth felt lately from her shows depart.

With tender admiration had I seen

Much of his lovely mind, few knew it all :

Nor deem it flattery if I now recall,

While fresh the sorrow and the grave so green,
His pleasiire in his Aubrey's minstrelsy,

To all indulgent, proudly loving thee.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, September 26, 1846.'

The response of Aubrey DeYere was consonant with
thj

character of their deep-rooted friendship. It was as cordial anc

frank as if a silence of nearly two years had not interrupted theii

correspondence, and the same may be said of the tone of the sue

ceeding letters of Hamilton.

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' October 14, 1846.
]

' I have been over and over again on the point of writing to

you during the long interval of suspended animation which has

befallen our correspondence, and I am glad that my first letter

should be a letter of thanks. It was a great pleasure to me to see

once more the old MSS., which contrary to all good faith you
had kept so long in your possession. However, if I were disposed

to quarrel with you for this delay, I could hardly carry my disposi-

tion into act, disarmed as I am by the interest with which you have

at last restored the loan.
' I think each and all of your new sonnets very beautiful, a:

of a higher order than your poetry of an earlier date. One

them, that written on Ely Cathedral, was mentioned and in part

repeated to me by Mr. Whewell some time ago. He seemed to-

have been much pleased with it. I am at least as much so by your
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sonnets to your godson, and on approaching the Irish coast. In

each case the sonnet is the embodiment of a large and natural feel-

ing expressed in the form of the imagination a goodly mansion

tenanted by a goodly spirit. The latter is perhaps the more
valuable one, and I am glad to perceive from it that in your
3ase philosophy is no enemy to patriotism. Many years ago,

3ontrasting Ireland with Italy, I remember your saying that you
;rusted that Ireland would never become a land of artists and

slaves. One of the offices of poetry is to keep the patriotic im-

pulse alive, and to keep it pure from party feeling, our especial
surse in Ireland.

' I need not tell you that, of the four sonnets, that which inter-

ited me most is the one addressed to myself. We have had many
insolations in our great bereavement above all, those religious

somforts and hopes which form the most precious inheritance left

>ehind by the good. Amongst our other consolations stand high
;hose noble and beautiful qualities of him whom we have lost, to

vhich you allude, and those intellectual qualities, the fruits of

which will be his permanent memorial. It is a very great pleasure
;o me that you knew him. You did not fail to appreciate him,

;hough one so modest and unpretending was appreciated by few.

. am publishing two new dramas of his which will I know interest

rou much for his sake as well as their own great merits. They
ire, I think, his best works.

' Thank you also for your farewell address. I like it much,
and like equally your having ceased to be so actively connected

with the Institution to which you still feel so much attached.

Your time is too precious to be wasted on matters of detail.

'Do pray write to me at last, and tell me all about yourself
and your proceedings. I cannot tell you how often I think of you
and how much I want to know about you. Ever affectionately

From SIR "W. E. HAMILTON to 'AUBREY DE VERE.

'

OBSERVATORY, November 12, 1846.

' At last, obedient to your friendly spell, I break a silence too

ig continued, but not resulting from indifference. Indeed the

sause of my so long detaining the sheets of my own verses which

you volunteered to lend me, perhaps four years ago, was that you
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made me promise to copy them in to abook
;
and that, finding the

effort to keep this promise painful, although so many years had

elapsed since the lines were composed, I still postponed the copy-

ing, and therefore also the returning them. . . .

'Another excuse which I lately made to myself for not writing
to you in "

plain prose," was that I hoped to find an unfinished

letter begun at Bydal Mount in the summer of 1844 ; just after

William Archer Butler and myself had been enjoying a morning!
on Windermere, in the course of which, alternately rowing and

reading, we read to each other the Search after Proserpine. YOTH
must just take my word that I did begin a letter to you at Kydall
Mount in 1844, together with the assurance that Wordsworth,!

Butler, and myself did not leave you unremembered in our talk. 1

' I am very glad that you approve of the step which I took more

than a year ago in retiring from the fatigues, distractions, andj

responsibilities of the office of President of the Royal Irish Ac

demy. One hope and motive was that I should thereby become

more worthy of the old friendship which has subsisted between yoi
and me, by being at liberty to lead a more calm and philosophic

life. Some few fears I had lest what has befallen so many other

should also be realised in me, and that the comparative leisure^
earned by this retirement should afterwards be fretted or trifled

away ;
but I am thankful to feel that the result has been different,

and that the great privilege of nearly perfect freedom for study

has been constantly prized, and almost constantly acted upon. It

is from my visit to Ely and to Cambridge in the summer of last

year that I date my resolution to resign the Presidentship, with

whatever external distinction might attend it, and to be more

systematically than before a student and a thinker
;
and indeed I

should have been very deficient in sensibility if I had not felt

some such aspirations rise within me, while I occupied for my own

separate though temporary domicile, as for some days together I

did at Cambridge, the locality in which the Principia was com-

posed the rooms of Sir Isaac Newton.
' So far I had written when a messenger brought me the intel-

ligence of the death of a cousin,* whose funeral I am to attend to-

morrow at some distance from Dublin. I do not feel sufficiently

* Francis Cecil Hamilton, a son. of Uncle James, killed by a fall from

horse.
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n spirits to continue writing at this moment, but have perhaps

written enough to earn, or at least to win, another letter from you.

Ajiy news of your mother and sister will, as you rightly judge, be

eery welcome and interesting to me : I hope also to hear some-

;hing of your own goings on : and having once broken the ice by
;his letter, such as it is, should not be surprised if you were to find

ne a troublesomely frequent correspondent. That, however, you

)an never be to, my dear Aubrey, your old and affectionate

iiriend.'

This letter was followed by a miscellaneous note from Hamilton,

lich supplied one or two corrections of his recent sonnets. Aubrey
eVere thanking him for the note adds, 'but you must go on with

e one you were writing when interrupted, and get back into the

ain of thought' : then, questioning him about his scientific work,

recalls an intention long ago expressed by Hamilton of writing

book on the metaphysics of mathematics
; and, referring to his

most interesting sonnet on the Tetractys,' he continues :

' CTOKAGH CHASE, December 5, 1846.

. . I must not forget to tell you that I like all the alterations

ou have made in your sonnets. It is always a chance whether a

oem gains or loses by an alteration made after it has once been

airly corrected. It is apt to lose something of freshness or of

eeping (unless the alteration has been made not so much to add a

Tace as to remove some decided blemish; ; however, I think all

our alterations for the better. I am not sure whether I have yet
lanked you for your sonnet to Wordsworth, which I like extremely.
Ton have probably seen that he was very near being returned as

Sector of the University of Glasgow. To him nothing of the kind

sould have been an additional distinction, or at least a new honour.

tVTienever I have seen him he has spoken much of you, and in

ligher terms than of anyone else except Coleridge. Long^may he

ive. . . .'

The death of his cousin prompted Hamilton to visit in their

-ffliction the bereaved parents at Trim. As he was at this time

Carrying on an extra course of astronomical lectures in College, the

isit was necessarily a short one, but a letter written to him soon
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afterwards by his uncle shows it to have had on the father a cheei

ing influence, though the grief of the mother was not yet open tc

consolation. Hamilton, writing immediately after his return tc

the Observatory to his sister Eliza, says,
' My aunt seems to be

much more bowed down with sorrow than I ever saw her beforeJ

Uncle bears up very well.' In little more than half a year thJ

bereaved mother had to mourn the loss of her husband. The]
course of lectures delivered by Hamilton in this term had for itsi

chief subject the perturbation of the planetary orbits, in connexiontl

with the recent discovery of the ultra-Uranian planet, which hac

not yet definitively received the name of Neptune. It is to

direction thus given to his thoughts that we probably owe

astronomico-mathematical discovery of remarkable elegance whicl

signalised for Hamilton the last month of this year.

It was communicated by him to the Royal Irish Academy o|

the 14th December, 1846, and was ' A new mode of geometrically

conceiving and of expressing in symbolical language the Newi

tonian law of attraction, and the mathematical problem of deter-s'

mining the orbits and perturbations of bodies which are governed :

in their motions by that law.'
[Hamilton gave the name of Hodo-

graph (oSo'c and y/oo^w) to a curve which is the locus of the ends

of straight lines drawn from some one point as from a common

origin, in such a manner as to represent by their directions and

lengths the varying directions and degrees (or quantities) of the

velocity of a point moving in any orbit. Such a curve is the

hodograph of the body or of its motion. It was shown by

Hamilton that in all cases where the Newtonian law of the

inverse square holds good (the force being supposed to act

towards a fixed centre), this locus is a circle, and reciprocally that

no other force would conduct to the same result that the New-

tonian law^of attraction may be characterised as being the law of

the Circular Hodograph. From the general law he afterwards

deduced other interesting and important conclusions.

At the same Meeting of the Academy, Hamilton exhibited

Professor Madler's work, Die Central-Son ne, Dorpat, 1846, ii
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rhich the author makes ' a first provisional attempt to determine

le orbit of our own sun, with the help of the proper motions

f a great number of stars, combined with Bessel's parallax of

1 Cygni.' By some confusion of the reporter, this latter pre-

umed discovery was, in the account of the evening's proceedings,

ublished at the time in the Dublin Evening Post, attributed to the

rish instead of the Swedish Astronomer, and the consequence was

lat Hamilton was overwhelmed by inquiries and congratulations.

[e took the best method of disclaiming merit not belonging to

im by sending to a newspaper a full statement of the results

xrived at by Madler. The foregoing remarks will enable the

eader to comprehend the contents of the following letters which

assed between Hamilton and Aubrey DeVere. Unfortunately

[amilton's letter, to which the first of them is a reply, is not

wthcoming ;
it seems certain, however, that in it he had spoken

enerally of his having made a scientific discovery, meaning the

aw of the hodograph, and that this was supposed by his friend

o relate to Madler's announcement, erroneously by the newspapers

laced to Hamilton's credit.

From AUBREY DE VERE to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

' CUHRA.GH: CHASE, St. John's Day, 1846.

* You cannot wish us many returns of this season more heartily

lan we wish you the same, nor could you have sent us a Christ-

ias present which we could have valued more than the news of

our discovery. The preceding day I was staying at Adare, and

lere I read, with a glow and enthusiasm which I have not felt on

uch matters for many a year, a statement in a newspaper respect
-

Qg some great scientific discovery recently made by you. You

aay be sure that we canvassed it with no inconsiderable ardour, and

bought of the day when the dropping of an apple suggested, as is

aid, to Newton the course of investigation the result of which was

bat the gates of knowledge
"
lifted up their heads "

many a cubit

igher than they had ever done before, and that much of the glory
f God entered in upon our lowly sphere. One cannot depend
auch on newspaper statements : the first thing I heard of your

Discovery was that you had found out some calculus by which we
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should be enabled to find out the " centre of the universe
"

: tl

is, however, a problem which, like the mystery of life, must always,
I fear, remain at an infinite distance from human ken : the next

thing I heard was that your calculus would enable us to find out

the centre round which the sun and our whole solar system re-

volves. If this be true, I should think it must be the greatest

covery ever made, and, if men were wise, it would make peace ii

the world for some time, for men would have something more tc

think about than the petty squabbles of the hour.

'You must now sit down immediately, and tell me whatever

you can tell and I can understand about your discovery. It wi

have a peculiar value at this moment when one's thoughts ai

necessarily, though painfully, so much engaged with the detail

of earthly trouble that surround one in this period of distres

There is a secularity which insensibly arises from exertions eve?

made for the good of others. I shall be very grateful to you

you can raise my thoughts for a season into the sidereal regions

brightness, peace, and healing influence.
' Has your discovery any connexion with tbe theory of quatei

nions discussed in the papers which you sent me lately ? I ws

very much obliged to you for them, though alas ! as you kno\|
such matters are " too wonderful and excellent for me," except
far as their metaphysical principles or scientific results can be giveiff j

independently of technical expression, and without a demand on

mathematical acquirement. . . .

' Thank you for your sister's sonnet. I hope it may be regarded ,

as a proof that she has not been forgetful of song, and an earnest

of a new contribution from her to our poetical stores. It would

be a great pity if she were not to go on cultivating that poetic

faculty which she possesses in so remarkable a degree. Do you
know Miss Barrett's poetry ? It is full of genius, though over-

strained and injured by eccentricities and want of simplicity.

was also much interested in the Sonnet addressed to you [by

Digby Starkey] ;
and hope and trust that you will every day be

more acknowledged as the mathematical Columbus that he calls

you. . . .'

I insert the sonnet here referred to. It was subsequently

printed in a volume of poems, published by the author, under

the title Theoria, Dublin, 1847 :
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'To W. R. H.

' If Heaven's Columbus, in his far design,

Have been the first to plant his foot on shore

Upon a world deduction saw, before

One bark was launched on yonder hyaline,

Thou, gifted friend, must no less honoured shine,

Who followest in his track, conducting o'er

The Atlantic of discovery the store

Of such a fancy-freighted soul as thine. .

Straight is the course of mind : thy loftier flight

Soars, eagle-like, 'twixt science and affection,

Sweeping with stroke as strong, and wing more light,

Its beauteous circles in the same direction.

The noblest crown for man hath nature wrought
When POETEY enwreathes the brow of THOUGHT.'

From SIR W. B>. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, December 29, 1846.

' Let me clear away a mist or two of prejudice in my favour,

Fore I attempt a sketch, of whatever may really be mine, in recent

eculation or discovery.

It is true that the President of the Mathematical Section of

e British Association at Cambridge, in the summer of '45, after

sort of speech respecting the quaternions my mathematical

rm of the tetractys was pleased to compare me to him who
ntured forth upon an unknown ocean, and attained the port he

d believed in, seeing what he foresaw. Butmy friend Starkey evi-

ntly designed in his sonnet to flfecolumbanise me ; and doubtless

is to Le Yerrier or to Adams, the deductive discoverers of the

w planet, respecting which Herschel said at the Southampton

eeting, before human eye had consciously beheld that distant

nderer,
" We see it as Columbus saw America from the shores

Spain," that the name of the great discoverer of the western

rid should be now, in figure, applied. What fight of scientific

th is still sustained by me cannot interest the world at large,

d ought not to be expected to impress the imagination of a poet.

;ake therefore, in good part, my decolumbanisation aforesaid at

e hands of Mr. Starkey, who appears to me, from his conver-

ion even more than from his writings, to have a truly poetical

nd and cast of character.
' The other mist will be removed when I say that I am not the

VOL, II. 2 N
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discoverer of the Central Sun
;
and although, no doubt, the editor

of the Evening Post desired to exalt me to honour, it was the more

inexcusable in him to take the mode he did of doing so, because I

actually exhibited to him, as well as to others, at the Meeting of

the Academy, the work which I had just received from Dorpat,
with the exciting title on its back Die Central- Sonne. However, I

have since taken steps for doing justice to Madler, the true dis-

coverer.* Nothing tjien remains for me except what you will per-

haps smile at for its simplicity. I subscribe myself once more

your affectionate friend.

'P.S. I suppose that in plain prose, since you, although a poet,

sometimes require such food

"liba recuso,

Pane egeo
"

Mr. Starkey alluded in his first quatrain to the great deductive dis-

covery of the new planet recently made ; and in his second to some

illustrations of the theory which I had lately given, either in

special course of lectures delivered in the University this term, or

in an after-dinner conversation which I enjoyed not long ago with

him.
' I have, however, a new conception, to tell you of, which bears

on all the applications of Newton's great Law of Attraction, and

which has in the strangest way concealed itself from all our mental;

eyes, till it was pleased to allow me to fix on it my gaze a little

time ago not, I trust, that I may share the fate of him who beheld

the Virgin Huntress in her transparent bath, and was afterwards

devoured by his own hounds.'

The correspondence of this year may be fitly closed by a letter

from his old friend John T. Graves, who had not long before been

appointed an Assistant Poor Law Commissioner :

* In the year 1850 Hamilton writes thus to his cousin Bessy of Trim :

' March 16.

' I am obliged to write in great haste, but shall at once answer your questions

about Alcyone (a star of the Pleiades). It was Madler, of Dorpat, who started

the notion of its being the Central Sun and / defer more to the opinion of

Struve of Pulkowa (the great Observatory of Russia), who has paid particular

attention to siderer.l astronomy, and who does not adopt the conclusion of

inadler.'
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From JOHN T. GRAVES to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

' STAB AND CTABTER HOTEL, WOECESTEB,
' December 29, 1846.

' If you should have time to tell me whether there is any truth

|n
a paragraph about you which I saw copied into the Times a few

lays ago from an Irish newspaper, I should be very glad indeed

have a confirmation of the news from yourself. The paragraph

iys that you have ascertained by calculation the place of a sun

>und which our sun with its system revolves. There is something

grand in the idea, that it is pleasant to believe the feat accom-

ished.
' There is now some prospect of my getting a little settled, by

iving a place to which, in my wanderings, I can look as a home,

have taken a house in Cheltenham, and propose remaining there,

rather keeping it as my head-quarters, for three months. If

iring that period you should be disposed to run over to this

iuntry, I should be glad to see you at Cheltenham as long as you
in stay there, or to show you some of my unions, if you should

el any inclination to be locomotive. My occupation is calculated

give much insight into th%working of our social machinery, and

excite thoughts always interesting but often painful.
" Thank

od ! there's a House of Lords " was a phrase some time ago in

any people's mouths. "Thank (rod! there's another world"

is been often my feeling in witnessing the condition of the poor.

Hiat if they should be no better off in that world than this ?

lie rich can easily afford to be legal and moral according to our

ws and morality, and perhaps the balance of religiousness is in

,vour of the rich. The lowest classes are now relatively, if not

jsolutely, lower than they were when England was not so rich.

!ow keep up industry without increasing drudgery? Unless

.ere be accumulated wealth, how employ labour ? The only way

.at I can see of getting out of our present state as long as money
the motive to work is some system of association for joint-stock

Intribution, which might enable the employed to employ each

[her.
But then some better aud abler heads must rise to lead

lem than have appeared among the Chartists and the Socialists.

m idea must spread among persons above themselves, and light

lost be shed upon them from an upper region. . . .

2N2
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' Sometimes I meet a stray poet at an Inn. Here at the Star,

Worcester, I found Young's Night Thoughts, and read them again
on Sunday last for the first time since I was a schoolboy. I

found his style very disagreeable. He constantly brings the last

word of a clause of a sentence into the next clause : f. g. in the

beginning of the Second Night
' Where then is Fortitude ?

And Fortitude abandoned, &c.

On themes may profit :

Profit these, &c.

I know thou say'st it : says thy life the same ?
'

This "damnable iteration" indicates a disease in Young's organ j

of language. Alfred Tennyson's repetitions of sound have nothing]
of Young's morbid air. The number of striking thoughts in

is very great :

' Guard well thy thought : our thoughts are heard in Heaven.'

This I look upon as literally true. The phrase
" beneath the

moon," which Wordsworth (in Louisa] thinks it worth while tc

put in italics, is used three times in the Night Thoughts. A. Teuny-j
son borrows it too :

' Both what they half-perceive and half-create.'

Wordsworth (in Recollections of Tintern) refers to some passage ii

Young for this : I find the passage in Night Six :

1 And half-create the wondrous world they see.'

There was probably no natural sequence in Young's thoughts

They seem to suggest themselves discontinuously, and theii

arrangement is after-work. He often arranges his subject int

formal heads, like a sermon-maker:

'

Young, gay, and fortunate. Each yields a theme.

1'U dwell on each.' (Night Five}.

The heads, I believe, are generally clapped on ready-made bodie

The arrangement of his subjects is preposterous. In Nigl
Four we have the Incarnation and Atonement :

' How our hearts tremble at thy love immense,
In love immense, inviolably just.

Thou, rather than thyjustice should be stained,

Did'st slain the cross.'
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Unpleasant iterations.) In Nights Six and Seven we have the argu-
ments for the immortality of the human soul : in Night Nine an

laborate proof of the Existence of a Grod.
'

Nothing comes from him easily and continuously. He lashes

limself up with effort to his great things. His reasoning would

>e far more persuasive if he had not so much of the manner,
ommon among advocates, of pressing weak points as emphatically
s strong. He seems always upon the strain, and not always can-

id. Then he harps so unpleasantly upon Death, and then he

ffends one's ears with such extremely unpleasant sounds as

Behemoth," "eternize," "apotheosis."
' If it had not been for what I had read of you, I am not

ure that I should have spent a day in reading through the N*ight

Noughts, notwithstanding their great wealth of great ideas, but

le astronomy of Young suited the state of mind which was pro-
uced by the paragraph I have spoken of.

' The line of Tennyson you quoted in a letter that I never pro-

erly answered,

' Smote the chord of self, that trembling passed in music out of sight,'

vas one which had impressed me. Tennyson is a most learned

oet. I trace him foraging in many modern works as well as in

le older Italian poets and the ancient classics. Like Virgil, he

eems to like to borrow his own thoughts from others. I suppose
le thoughts to be latent in him, and to be welcomed as his own
srhen he finds them elsewhere. But his is a kind of sympathetic

riginality. Before he wrote the line you quote, he had read in

Wordsworth's Laodamia something about the connexion between

jove and Self. . . .

' Do you feel benefited as well as relieved by having taken the

;ep which I remember having discouraged the resignation of the

u. I. A. Presidency ? I hope you do not over-indulge in calcula-

lon and solitude. If you should, for variety, come to Cheltenham,
; will be to meet no celebrity, and to enjoy no even light and

lealthful exercise of intellect, but to meet vegetating beings, and

o try to enjoy your own vegetation.
' How is your health ? Able, I trust, for many happy new

ears. Ever, my dear Hamilton, your faithful friend.'
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CHAPTER XXXII.

THE POTATO FAMINE. PROFESSOR YOUNG. DISCUSSION ON QUA-

TERNIONS AT OXFORD. DEATH OF PROFESSOR MAC CULLAGH.

(1847.)

HAMILTON'S intercourse with Maria Edgeworth was now drawing

towards its close. The two letters from her pen, which are next in*

serted, may be thought not to possess quite the logical distinctne

of expression generally characteristic of her writings; but if in tl

respect they afford indication of advanced age, in regard to warmt

of feeling and elevation of view, they are worthy of the writer in

her best time. I may add that I find among Hamilton's papers

a lithographed copy of a letter, written by Miss Edgeworth ttif

Mr. Corballis, in April, 1849, only a month before her death,

on the subject of National Education, which is remarkable for its

energetic advocacy of a cause dear to her throughout her life.

What Miss Edgeworth speaks of, in the first of the letters now

given, as Hamilton's book, was in point of fact his contribution to

the twenty-first volume of the Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy, Researches respecting Quaternions, of which some copies

in a separate form were distributed by him among friends. No

book, strictly so-called, was published by him until the Lectures on

Quaternions appeared in 1853. After mentioning this volume of

the Transactions Hamilton, referring to his Paper on the Circular

Hodograph, also sent by him, gives in few words a general view of

the discovery.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to MARIA EDGEWORTH.

'

OBSERVATORY, January 23, 1847.

' ... In those numbers of the Proceedings, besides antiquarian

matter, which may be of higher interest to most readers, was
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contained a sketch of an attempt which I have lately made to

simplify the theory of the motions of the planets, consistently with

Newton's Law of Attraction, by introducing a certain mode of

circular representation, which is distinct from, hut not incompatihle

with, the ellipses discovered by Kepler. Kepler discovered the

elliptic orbit; I venture to propose the consideration of another

curve, which I have called the circular hodograph.'

From MARIA EDGEWORTH to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' EDGEWORTHSTOWIT ,
December 30, 1846.

' Would that I were worthy of the honour you do me in send-

ing me your work, a book written by the first mathematician of the

age, which is to me a sealed treasure. I am not capable even of

reading it, much less of estimating its value. But I must be

deafer than I am at eighty if its praises did not reach me from the

trumpet of fame, and I can fully appreciate the kindness of the

intention with which it was sent to me, and feel the value of the

nattering inscription from the author.
' I thank you also for sending me specimens of your poetry. I

rejoice to see that you have lost none of the elasticity of [your]

mind, and that you preserve the power of expanding your imagi-

nation, and of applying your superior powers to severe scientific

studies.

'

May you long continue in health of mind and body, and

enjoy for yourself, and for your country, the fame you have

earned !

'

The next letter from Hamilton conveys to his old and kind

friend the first copy of a sonnet just composed by him in honour

of Professor Adams, the co-discoverer with LeVerrier of the

planet Neptune. Hamilton had felt a warm sympathy both with

the scientific grasp and labour which had achieved so great a

result, and with the modesty which restrained his friend from any
clamorous assertion of his rights as a discoverer. These feelings

of Hamilton were at that time unbiassed by a personal connexion

which afterwards linked the Observatories of Dublin and Cam-

bridge, or rather the astronomers of the two Observatories. It

was some years later than this date that Professor Adams married
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Miss Bruce, a cousin of Hamilton's on his mother's side. I give

the sonnet here in its finished state : for several verbal changes

were made upon it, all I think for the better, after its first flight

to Edgeworthstown.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to MARIA EDGEWORTH.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, February 8, 1847.

' The accompanying lines may interest you for their author's

sake, and for the sentiment they endeavour to express, however

imperfectly they do so. ... Perhaps I may be tempted to send a

copy of them to Mr. Adams, of Cambridge, who, having discovered
;

the new planet as a Truth, has so gracefully disclaimed it as a

Possession. ... I remain, my dear Miss Edgeworth, your affec-

tionate friend.'

' ON UNSELFISHNESS IN THE PURSUIT OF TRUTH AND BEAUTY.

'TO PEOFESSOE J. C. ADAMS (DISCOVEEEE OP NEPTUNE).

E, ZeD, /.midirpd juot aTruSos. . . . aSiWrwv fpSs.

' When Vulcan cleft the labouring brain of Jove

With his keen axe, and set Minerva free,

The unimprisoned Maid, exultingly,

Bounded aloft, and to the Heaven above

Turned her clear eyes, while the grim Workman strove

To claim the Virgin Wisdom for his fee,

His private wealth, his property to be,

And hide in Lemnian cave her light of love.

' If some new truth, Friend ! thy toil discover,

If thine eyes first by some fair form be blest,

Love it for what it is, and as a lover

Gaze, or with joy receive thine honoured guest :

The new-found Thought, set free, awhile may hover

Gratefully near thee, but it cannot rest.

'

February 8, 1847.'

From MARIA EDGEWORTH to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

EDGEWOETHSTOWN, February 11, 1847.

' Thank you, my dear Sir William, for your first copy of your
verses upon Unselfishness. I like them very much, matter and

manner, and think you and they contradict Waller's famous
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)eech to King Charles (Wit cut Wit) that poets succeed

etter in fiction than in truth. In my opinion you succeed best

a Truth. These lines upon truth I prefer to all of yours I have

ver seen. I advise you by all means to send them to Mr. Adams
I Cambridge, to whom they may be most appropriately and de-

arvedly sent, and he, feeling that, will like them all the better,

think you might on the same principle, and for other good

sasons, send them to Herschel. If you do, say I bid you, and

ive him my most affectionate esteem and admiration, pure from

attery.
' I thank you for having sent me your Paper on the Circular

r
odograph. Heaven send that I may be able to understand it,

ver, even with the explanations and illustrations which you are so

ood as to promise me
;
and I earnestly entreat you to keep your

romise, for that is my only chance in life.

* Have you seen in the last Quarterly the article on Faraday's

xperiments ? It is by Dr. Holland. It is much admired, I hear,

ad it is admirable, so far as I can judge. And the ignorant can

idge of explanations of science better perhaps than the learned,

will send Dr. H., if you do not forbid me, your lines on Unself-

hness in the pursuit of Truth, of which he is worthy. . . .'

This letter, written with her own hand, contained no hint of a

aw in Hamilton's sonnet : the last line of it, however, did not

itisfy Miss Edgeworth, and, through Mrs. Francis Edgeworth,

suggested as an improvement an alteration forming an Alex-

adrine close to the poem. As the suggested line appears to me
ood neither in sense nor sound, I refrain from reproducing it.

b the letter of Mrs. Francis Edgeworth Hamilton sent the

)llowing reply, in which he skilfully manifests due respect for

is friend's judgment, and respect, no less due, for his own:

From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to MRS. FRANCIS EDGEWORTH.

'

OBSERVATORY, February 15, 1847.

I received your note on Saturday, and accept it as a great
>ur and compliment that Miss Edgeworth should take the

(louble to suggest any alteration in any lines of mine. If I ever

mture, with her permission, to put myself, in any degree, into
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the position of an instructor towards her in anything scientific,

is not without feeling my great inferiority to her in several oth(

important respects. And certainly in point of style, and as

acknowledged mistress of English composition, she is very fa

superior to me.
1 But with respect to the final Alexandrine, doctors differ,

my own ear it used to seem that it was an improvement to a
soiflj

net. Gray, you know, is supposed to have referred to DrydenB
Alexandrines, used, however, in a different form of cornpositior

when in his Ode on the Progress of Poesy, if I rightly quote frol

memory, he speaks of

' The long resounding march and energy divine.'

But Lord Northampton, who is, I believe, familiar with the Ital

models, and who appeared to me to be generally a person of gc

taste in such matters, among other criticisms with which

favoured me several years ago on verses of my own, objected

some sonnet of mine that it did end with an Alexandrine,

even went the length, I think, of regarding this as & fatal objc

tion, and in my occasional attempts at such versification I

since avoided it. The sonnet and the Spenserian stanza acqualj

by such avoidance an additional distinctness of form : and perh^B
a certain calmness and repose may be also better preserved to that

species of verse which is consecrated by usage to the expression of a

single thought.
' Then as to that other element of manner which depends on

the amount of expression, as contrasted with suggestion, I think

that the proposed form of the last line might have been considered

by our lost Francis as too forcible, too clear, leaving too little for

the reader's own mind to supply. He certainly did object to some

old verses of mine as erring on that side, as being too mathemati-

cal in their clearness, too obviously logical, and in that way too little

suggestive. I remember particularly his quoting a line from a
:

,

Latin poet where a word identidem* saying very little, suggests a

picture or a scene to the reader. It would be dangerous, doubt-

less, to set about deliberately to act on such a principle by suppress

ing anything as too clear. In the present case, I felt that my
last line stood in need of some such expansion or commentary as

*
Catullus, Ad Lesbiam, 51, Ille mi par esse.
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!kliss Edgeworth has had the kindness to propose : my hope was

hat readers as intelligent as herself (if many such can be found)

vould give it that expansion, or comment in some similar way

ipon it, at the time of reading.
' Miss Edgeworth and you will say, I fear, that it is the old

tory over again, about advice not taken. At least you see that

le advice has been weighed in some degree ; perhaps it may have

n effect on some future occasion, either by leading me in some

ew mood to remodel the last set of verses, or by influencing me,

onsciously or unconsciously, during the composition of some future

nes. . . .

' The Greek is, as perhaps I need not tell you, an extract from

lat Dialogue of Lucian, in which Vulcan demands that Jupiter
lould pay to him his fees by betrothing Minerva to him

;
while

ove replies that he has no objection to the appropriation, but

nows that Vulcan desires what it is impossible for him to obtain.

iesides the moral which in the recent sonnet is attempted to be

rawn from the fable, it has often struck me that under this piece

E mythology may be symbolised the relation of abstract science

mechanic art
;
the necessities and labours of the latter often

ringing to light the truths of the former, which yet can never be

appropriated to the merely useful as not to have for their home

3 beautiful : the stars more than the forge. . . .'

It will be remembered that the winter 1846-7 was the time of

3 famine which afflicted Ireland as a consequence of the potato

isease. Many of the resident gentry put forth the most

iborious exertions and exercised great self-denial in their en-

eavours to mitigate the terrible sufferings of their poorer neigh-

ours. The family of De Vere took their part in these labours of

umanity. On the 28th of December, 1846, Aubrey DeVere
Tites :

' My brothers are as active as men can well be, working

country business and providing employment for the people ;

'

nd in the following letters, which prove that he himself was no

Her, he is led to make valuable observations upon the mutually

eneficial interaction of the abstract and the practical. Mr. De
r

ere's reference to the occupations by which his time was engrossed

ave occasion to Hamilton to show in answer that he was not stand-
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ing by, an unsympathetic spectator of the misery around him, but

that he had questioned himself earnestly as to his special duty at

the crisis. It is only just to him to say that, however little his

letters enter into such subjects, a fact sufficiently accounted for by

the absorbing nature of his studies, he at all times evinced a serious

interest in political and social questions, and that to the poor with

whom he came in contact he was a most considerate and compas- j

sionate neighbour, thinking no small act of kindness beneath him. !

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

' CUKEAGH CHASE, February 3, 1847. |
4

Very heartily and very sincerely do I thank you, both for the

most important essay* which you sent to me a few days ago, and

also for your last letter, which should not have remained so long un-

answered if my time were not constantly taken up with relief

committees, road sessions, soup kitchens, and agricultural societies.

While you are ranging beyond the visible bounds of the universe
\

in mathematical poetry, or "
sounding on a dim and perilous way

"

in regions where few can follow you, though many, I hope, will ''

hereafter enter into your inheritance, my time is all taken up with

details which would be insignificant, if they were not just now so

nearly connected with some of the humblest yet some of the closest

ties of our humanity : as such you would be one of the last to look

down on them : but I assure you that a letter from you now and

then does me great good by reminding me how much there is to

look up to, and that whatever becomes of the potatoes, or us who
consume them, or used to consume them, the universe of Grod still

continues "
bright as on Creation's day," and the laws to which He

has submitted it still continue to be the ladder by which He would

have the human intelligence mount to heavenly seats. I cannot

but feel very much struck, little as I understand these high matters,

by the treatise which you enclosed. To have thus arrived at New-

ton's conclusions by a path never traced by him does seem to me
a most surprising thing. And surely your method of conceiving

and investigating those high truths cannot but be productive of

new results not to be attained by the Newtonian process. It strikes

On the Circular Hodograph.
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! me that the same principle of thought which has led you so far

cannot but lead you much further, and recommend itself to those

who take comparatively little interest in what is mental only, by

furnishing the key by which you will be able to throw open new

chambers in the temple of science. Every new application of

mathematics must lead to new astronomical discoveries, and carry

further the echoes of that Psalm, "Lift up your heads, O ye gates !

"

which is the song Urania sings. Have you sent the Paper yet to

any of the English men of science, and what impression has it

made on them ? I should have forwarded it to Dr. Whewell, but

that I concluded you had done so before.

' I think you seem to have profited by the increased leisure

gained by your having resigned the Presidency of the Academy ;

and I am sure that it must be a great pleasure to you not having
to interrupt your trains of meditation by trivialities, such as the

working details of any institution must be. I am sure that some-

time or other you will make some discovery which will make the

world ring. You have that peculiar species of scientific imagina-
tion which strikes out new paths, and I suspect that we are tending
to something great and new in science. I believe it has been ob-

served that abstract knowledge and detailed experiment generally

advance alternately. If so, surely experiment has now had its

turn, and the materials it has accumulated are sufficient for pure
science to act on and convert

' Into a substance glorious as its own,

Yea, with its own incorporate.'

What is your feeling on this subject ? Are you disposed to think

that we are near the discovery of new laws of the universe, or a

larger generalisation of those already known ? The discovery of

the Central Sun would be a magnificent discovery, as a matter of

fact : and I am glad to observe you speak of it as one likely to be

itrue : but even that, I suppose, would amount to nothing more

than a new application of the principles already established. . . .

' Do you ever read Coleridge now ? and do you remember your

design of writing a work your magnum opus it was to have been

jOn
the metaphysics of mathematics and science generally ? . . . .

rffectionately yours.
' P. S. I lately copied and- sent your sister's very remarkable
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poem on Columbus to Mrs. Henry Nelson Coleridge, daughter of

the bard. She admired it extremely.'

From STR W. E,. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.
'

OBSERVATORY, February 6, 1847.
j

' I was very glad to receive your letter, and do not wonder at

your time being so much taken up with the relief of the temporal
wants of our poor fellow-countrymen. Indeed, though I have been

giving, and shall continue to give, through various channels what- !

ever I can spare in the way of money to the relief of those wants,

yet I am almost ashamed of being so much interested as I am in
j

things celestial, while there is so much of human suffering on this .

earth of ours. But it is the opinion of some judicious friends, them-

selves eminently active in charitable works, that my peculiar path,
;

and best hope of being useful to Ireland, are to be found in the

pursuit of those abstract and seemingly unpractical contemplations
to which my nature has so strong a bent. If the fame of our

country shall be in any degree raised thereby, and if the industry
of a particular kind thus shown shall tend to remove the prejudice
which supposes Irishmen to be incapable of perseverance, some

step, however slight, may be thereby made towards the establish-

ment of an intellectual confidence which cannot be, in the long

run, unproductive of temporal and material benefits also to this

unhappy but deeply interesting island and its inhabitants.
' I intend to send .a copy of my hodograph to Whewell. I did

send him a copy of the former and more elaborate pamphlet. At

present I do not feel much hope of either being well received, at

least soon. The views are perhaps too imperfectly expressed to

compensate for the disadvantage of their novelty : I shall be sus-

pected of desiring to subvert old systems, while introducing new

ideas. But I can afford to wait, and feel that I can do so cheer-

fully, with no repining, and no jealousy. . . .

' P. S. I have just dashed off a note to our friend the Master,

and am enclosing with it a copy of the hodograph as a suggestion
of yours : "Aubrey thought it might interest you."

:

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

' CURRAGH CHASE, February 23, 1847.

' I have been putting off writing to you from day to day in the

hopes of being able to write at some length : I will not, however,
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.onger put off the pleasure of receiving a new sonnet from you,

arhich you promised to send as soon as I sent you back Sir J.

Eersohel's. I like Whewell's note* much. It is written in a

jordial spirit. He is a very manly person, and I should think

ibove all mean feelings of jealousy, of which, by the way, there

jjeems to be much less among men of science than among great

|)lassical scholars. The reason, I suppose, is that the former are''

nore labouring in a region of realities, whereas the latter are more

n that of words. I can understand his satisfaction at finding your

theory of quaternions capable of a practical application. When lie

spoke to me on the subject he complained of it as being too ab-

.itract.

' Do you remember how we used to discuss the doctrines of the

ibstract and the practical in old times, and how well we agreed on

he subject? My opinions have received a certain degree of modi-

ication within the last few years, but I do not know whether such

i^nodification ought or ought not to extend to scientific subjects as

iivell as poetical and metaphysical. Abstract truth I still regard
>\& of far higher dignity and worth than what belongs only to the

egion of the useful and conventional ; but, on the other hand, I

i relieve that there exists a close and friendly connexion between the

wo
;
and that by devoting ourselves in a due degree to the prac-

rical application of abstract truths, the mind becomes so disciplined

Jid developed as to acquire new power in the discovery of abstract

i '['ruth. The elephant cannot only uproot a tree, but also pick up
, \ pin. Examine the writings of Shakespeare and Bacon, and you
iud a marvellous union of faculties apparently the most opposite

he largest abstraction with the minutest observation, the strongest

^ubjective with the strongest objective tendency, the loftiest aspira-

rions with the happiest tact of mind. I believe that our muscles

,.re the more developed by the development of those which are

ounter to them in our system, and something of the same process

akes place in mental development. The gold must be mixed with

Hoy before it is made malleable : and Abstract truth must cou-

lescend to wed with the Finite before a progeny of fresh discoveries

an be born. How far this is applicable to pure science I know

iiot, and I have only had time just to indicate a train of thought

*
Injra, p. ii61.
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to you which you can follow up for yourself. . . . Ever affection-

ately yours.
' P. S. I quite agree with what you said about the prosecution

of your peculiar studies being the best mode in which you could

serve your country.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, February 27, 1847.

' I am very well inclined to write at more length than I can

now do in answer to your last letter. Meanwhile, since you are

good enough to wish to have a copy of my last sonnet, I have

made such a copy and enclose it. If you are in a generous mood

you may send me, as much more than an equivalent, some unpub-
lished sonnet of your own. No doubt many have started into

being from your heart and brain since the Search after Proserpine

appeared.
' In conceiving the one which I enclose, On Unselfishness in tlie

Pursuit of Truth and Beauty, I think that I was chiefly influenced

by my admiration of Mr. Adams, to whom I sent an early copy

(enclosed in the hodograph paper), as "to him who, after having
discovered the new planet as a truth, disclaimed it as a possession."

Perhaps some hint was taken from a letter of Sir John Herschel,

in which he remarked to me that he thought
" Minerva" would

have been a better name than "
Neptune," as having sprung from

the brain of its discoverer ;
whether the human name of Le Verrier,

or of Adams, shall be most intimately linked with it here. Herschel

quoted a couple of lines from Schiller, which he translated into

English hexameters, as follows :

"
Thoughts which illumine the world spring forth at once like Minerva

Brandishing .2Egis and Spear, ripe from the Thunderer's head."

My conception, however, seems to me a different one
;
and the

same pregnant myth has suggested to me still another.*
' Your taking the trouble to return to me Lady Herschel's copy

of her husband's lines at Ely was gratifying to me, because I wish

to preserve it as a mark and record of the regard long felt for me

by the Herschel family : whose regard is well worth having. And

*
Supra, p. 555 (Letter to Mrs. Francis Edgeworth).
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must thank you for returning also Mr. Whewell's very cordial

letter. I never suspected him of jealousy, still less of designed un-

fairness. His note might have been less cordial, without disparage-
ment to either himself or me. He has since written to thank me
for what he calls my "

graceful
"

sonnet. Your ever affectionate

friend.'

I now insert the correspondence, which has been above adverted

to, between Hamilton and Dr. Whewell, then Master of Trinity

College, Cambridge.

From W. WHEWELL, D.D., to SIR W. E.. HAMILTON.

[FROM A COPY.]

' TRINITY LODGE, CAMBRIDGE, February 8, 1847.

' I have received your Paper on the Law of the Circular Hodo-

graph, and am charmed with its simplicity and elegance. If it

were broken into propositions and proofs, after the manner of

geometers, I think it might profitably take a place among our

elementary works of the greatest beauty and use. Only when

you come to the problem of several bodies, the reasoning appears
to me to require more development to be easily followed, even

by tolerably good mathematicians. This, of course, I suppose you
will do in another form.

* I received your pamphlet on quaternions with great satisfac-

tion, and ought sooner to have thanked you for it. I was agree
-

(ably surprised to see you bring your results to bear upon mechanical

(problems, for I had considered your speculations on the subject as

Ibeing rather a theory of symbols than a method of calculation:

But I ought to have recollected that you always manage to travel

;over the whole space, from the widest generalities to the most parti-

cular problems, and make matter and motion obey your abstrac-

/
vrr

tions, even when they are more intangible than v/ 1 .'

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to W. WHEWELL, D.D.

'OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, February 12, 1847.

MY DEAR MASTER,
' ... In lecturing before Christmas on Le Verrier's planet I

ventured to use by anticipation the trident as its symbol, having
VOL. II. 2O
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heard from Herschel that the French were only beginning to be

aware " what a narrow escape Mr. Neptune had of being born an

Englishman." But I have done far too little for astronomy pro-

per to have the smallest title to give a vote on such a question.
* P. S. It is likely that I gave you a copy of the enclosed

Paper in 1845, but if so, the present duplicate may save you the

trouble of a search, should my late Papers induce you to wish to

refresh your memory on the subject. To those who have not yet
done me the honour to examine my theory of quaternions, the

algebra of the Hodographs must appear not only obscure but un-

intelligible. The geometry of which you are pleased to approve
as simple and as fitted for scientific instruction, is only the recent

/ interpretation of the symbolic process by which I deduced Kepler's
laws from Newton's in July, 1845, through quaternions, on my
return from Cambridge, while under the inspiration (if I may hope

so) of the immortal air there breathed. I have certainly studied

many parts, formerly known to me, of the Principia with a new

interest, and been induced to read other parts for the first time

since my location in those memorable rooms where the work itself

was composed.
' I want badly a word to replace an awkward expression used

by me long ago, namely,
"
non-analogy." ... A not to B as C to

D
;
could you endure "

Catalogy
"
?'

From W. WHEWELL, D.D., to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

LODGE, CAMBRIDGE, February 13, 1847.

* I was very glad to receive your graceful sonnet, and hope that

Adams will derive from it the pleasure of seeing that he is appre-
ciated as he deserves. I am the more desirous this should be,

because there appears to be a strong party in the London Astrono-

mical Society who are indisposed to do him justice. We must

trust in the ultimate triumph of truth. Mrs. Whewell will be

very glad, and I shall be very glad (if you will allow that to go
for anything) to have your two Collingwood sonnets.

' Peacock has left Ely for the present, and sought a more kindly

air at Torquay. I am sorry to say that his health has compelled
him to do this. I believe his new abode has been of service to

him.
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1 1 am obliged by the copy of your Quaternions. It will, as

you say, save the trouble of looking among my books for the copy

you formerly gave me. I cannot say I like your word catalogy,

but I cannot suggest one which satisfies me paralogy, pseudology,

antilogy occur ;
but it is difficult to decide without knowing more

of the connexion in which the word is used.
* We are here occupied with the bustle of an election, having

lost our Chancellor the Duke of Northumberland.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to W. WHEWELL, D.D.

'

OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, March 27, 1847.

' The accompanying copies for Mrs. Whewell of my two Col-

lingwood sonnets have been ready for some time
;
but I hoped to

send with them to you some diagrams, which I have not yet

reduced to the greatest possible degree of simplicity, in order to

show that I have not been unmindful of your advice and en-

couragement to put my remarks on the law of the circular hodo-

graph under a still more elementary, geometrical, and systematic

form than that which they assumed in the short Paper already

printed. In my lectures in this University, last December, I gave
a sketch of the theory, and intend to develop it farther for the

Dublin students in May next, since some of my academic friends

here concur with you in thinking the view one well adapted to

instruction. Perhaps I may be induced to print those approaching
Lectures or some of them. Meanwhile I shall take this opportunity
of stating to you a " theorem of hodographic isochronism

"
which

was read, I believe, in my name by my friend Graves (Rev.
Charles Or.), the Secretary of Council, at the last meeting of the

Royal Irish Academy, about the beginning of last week; and

which is, in my way of viewing the subject, the equivalent to

Lambert's Theorem :

" If two circular hodographs, which have a

3ommon chord passing through or tending towards a common
i3entre of force, be both cut perpendicularly by a third circle, the

limes of hodographically describing the intercepted arcs will be

taual."
' My proof of this very simple and fertile result (by which the

tabulation of the time of describing any arc of an undisturbed

>rbit is at once reduced to the determination of a definite integral

202
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fdx-TTV, where x is the variable velocity of the body,
(a? + h}*

and h is the constant of living force, = mass v mean distance

for a closed orbit), was suggested to me by a peculiar combina-

tion of my recent principles with those of my first essay on a

method in dynamics, published in the Philosophical Transactions for

1834
;
but I have succeeded in reducing it to a purely geometrical

form, and one depending on the properties of the circle only. It

is remarkable that, without at all inquiring into the shape of the

orbit, this method enables me to introduce, as usual, the chord

and the sum of the radii vectores, or on the other hand to dispense
with them.

' P.S. "
Catalogy

"
is too bad "Antilogy" too good, for the

purpose I had in view. Where Euclid says, as in his sixth book,

prop. 14, 15, that certain lines avrnreirovOcKnv, I should like to

say that those lines (reciprocal proportionals) are antilogous. Would

you countenance me in doing so ? Has it been done ?
'

A letter of this time to his friend Dr. Lloyd throws additional

light on the sentiments of Hamilton towards Professor Adams, and

on the perplexity of scientific men in regard to the two discoverers.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to the REV. H. LLOYD, D. D.

'

OBSEKVATOKY, T.C.D., February 15, 1847.

'
. . . Thanks for your thinking of the Poinsot, but I have

long had a copy of my OWD of his Statique, with which I was ac-

quainted when an undergraduate. It is, you know, his Dynami-
cal Memoir on notations (studied through Couples) which I wist

to procure and should gladly borrow.
' It really seems to me that Adams has been hardly treated,

but it is impossible not to admire the graceful manner in which he

in his Paper waives every claim of his in favour of Le Verrier. . .

I find that the Astronomical Society's Council have not been able

to make up their minds to award a medal to Le Verrier, fearing

that they should seem to throw a slight on Adams.'

In his reply reference is made by Lloyd to a scientific idea

Hamilton's, respecting which I am not able to furnish additions
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information. After thanking Hamilton for the sonnet to Adams,
Dr. Lloyd writes :

'

Feb. 23rd. ... I hope you will not lose sight

of the point you mentioned to me last night of meeting. If you
can show grounds for the existence of a second system of forces in

electrical propagation (varying as the cosine of inclination while

the former vary as the sine) you will have attained one of the most

important of the desiderata of modern physios.'

Having reference to the same mathematical subjects but intro-

ducing others, is the following correspondence of this spring be-

tween Hamilton and Sir John Herschel.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, April 1, 1847.

' I shall be glad to know whether you recognise as easily may
happen, though I have found them by methods of my own either

of the two following results respecting undisturbed parabolic

motion
;
but before showing them, even as specimens, to anyone

else, I am anxious to submit them to you. No doubt they may
be proved in ways very different from those by which I arrived at

them. . . .

' I do not know whether I sent you a fair copy of the accom-

panying Paper, though I know that the proof-sheets (in duplicate)

were forwarded by me to Collingwood, some time about last Christ-

inas. I now annex a theorem of Hodographic Isochronism, which

lias since been communicated by me to the Royal Irish Academy,
and which corresponds to Lambert's theorem. . . .

' P. S. Though I try to abstract my thoughts from useless

brooding over the state of the country, that state is enough to

sadden anyone in Ireland. However this neighbourhood is not

the worst part of it; the subscriptions and other funds have hither-

to seemed to meet the distress of the parishes immediately adjacent:
and I hear that provisions have begun to fall.'

From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

'

COLLINGWOOD, April 20, 1847.

'

Again and again the thanks of one unworthy for your note,

sonnets, hodograph, and message from Miss Edgeworth,* in

*
Supra, p. 553.
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return for which last pray tell her how very much flattered and

gratified it always makes me to be remembered by her.
' The theorem of parabolic motion is quite new to me and is

remarkably neat. So is also, though complex at its first aspect,

the general theorem establishing a relation between the velocities

of y
f

z', the initial velocities a?
'

y<> So', and the time, though I

hardly know how well to interpret it into any geometrical form of

expression.
' As respects the hodographic synchronisms, you are fairly got

out of my depth ;
but I understand, and can admire, the general

idea of the hodograph (would that it could be written "ddograph ! "),

and perceive that it presents a very pretty sensible picture of]

orbitual motion.
'

. . . I have at last printed off the word Finis and the " Intro-

duction
"

(a very brief one) of my Cape Observations, and it only
wants the engraver's good will and pleasure to appear. I have-

already begun a revisal of my little book on astronomy for repub-
lication in a somewhat more extended form, but I hope to be able-

now to attack the Quaternions, i. e. so far as a mathematician of]

my calibre can go.

'A certain Dr. Forbes, M.D., of Glasgow, wrote me not

ago that he had succeeded in integrating elliptic and hyperbolic

functions in finite terms. I ventured (as he wants a godfather foi

his Paper for the Royal Society, and as I really could not dl

present go into the subject) to take your name in vain, and re-

commended him to ask that favour either of yourself, Sir John

Lubbock, or Mr. Talbot.
' P. S. Lady Herschel bids me say she thinks your lines-

on the Dargle beautiful.* I am not behindhand with her in their

enjoyment/

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

1
OBSERVATORY, DOBLHT, April 26, 1847.

' I was greatly gratified at hearing lately from yourself, in

addition to the message to the same effect which Lady Herschel

had given to my sister, that you were pleased with my boy during-

his recent visit to Collingwood. He was my nearly constant

* Vol. i. p. 147.
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panioii during the first twelve years of his life
; for our com-

panionship began as soon as he was born, my metaphysical tastes

(such as they are) having perhaps contributed to make me feel an

interest in watching his infancy. It required, therefore, no little

effort on my part to induce myself to send him to school ; but I

;t,m sure that to a boy like him, of an active and manly spirit

such at least he seemed to be when he was here, and not a bit

too studious then a public school is useful : as perhaps it is to all

boys. My great inducement was, however, my knowing, from Lady
Herschel and you at Ely, that you had a son at Mr. Pritchard's,

and were satisfied with the way he was going on there. My own

boy a wonderful judge to be sure ! told me with great gravity,

last Christmas, that he thought young Herschel would turn out as

'great a man as his father, /should be quite content with the

fulfilment of this augury for your boy; but you perhaps go
farther and say with Hector,

icat TTOTE TIQ tiTTr/at' TraTjOO?
'

6y TroXXov aj

If Lady Herschel reads Greek, she will at least adopt the conclusion

of the same prayer for Astyanax, uttered I fully believe from some

real human bosom, thousands of years ago,

'I found in a certain Collection of Examples on the Application

of the Calculus of Finite Differences* whioh was published at Cam-

bridge, in 1820, and is still regarded (with justice) as the best work

on that subject, the formula

tan'1 - + tan'1

j
= 2 tan'1

-^-.n 4n3 + 3n 2n

If I had remembered this formula, which you also seem to have

forgotten, though it appears to have been discovered by yourself,

and had combined it with the well-known expression for the time t

elapsed from the perihelion passage of a co.met, which expression

may be thus written :

2t
-=,

= 4 tan a)
3 + 3 tan w,

*
By Sir J. F. W. Herschel.
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if tan w = A tan
2'

v being true anomaly, and I
1

the time from v = o to v = -\ I

ought then to have at once perceived, what in fact I saw quite

otherwise, and in a way less simple, that

= \ tan (v
- tan'1

| tan | v).

If this be really a new result, being one so simple as it is, it con-

firms an opinion which I entertain, that much still remains to be

discovered in the mathematics of undisturbed motion.
' I shall mention another nice little thing, about parabolic

motion, to which my hodograplis lead me. (The word would look

prettier without the h at the beginning, but what can we do

should we venture to write orizon ?) As the rectangular co-

ordinates of the hodograph are x\ y ', z', or more fully , , ,
Ctt/ CfV (It

so we may conceive an inverse curve (or linear locus of some kind),

which I was tempted to call an "
anthodograph" but believe that I

shall venture to name, more briefly, an anthode (without prejudice

to Faraday's anodes), of which new curve or line the rectangular

co-ordinates are generally

y
'2 '

so that the radius vector of- the anthode represents, in direction and

in length, the sloivness of the body's motion, and may be called the

vector of slowness, just as the radius vector of the hodograph is

called by me the vector of velocity. I am tempted, as you see, to

regard the direction of the slowness as being opposite to that of

the velocity.
'

"Well, now, I assert that for any undisturbed planet or comet

(of course with Newton's law) the anthode is cither a straight ////'' or

a circle ; the case of a rectilinear anthode corresponding to that of a

parabolic orbit.*

*

The letter then proceeds to deal with the cases of a comet with
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ii hyperbolic orbit* of an eccentric ellipse, &c., and at the beginning

)f the seventeenth page of manuscript, remarkable for combined

Nearness and minuteness in words, formulae, and diagrams, is thus

jontinued :

'Hence this very curious theorem the "nice little thing"
promised in the second sheet but one of which the extreme

simplicity may well appear suspicious, until the demonstration

s carefully examined :

'

Any two diameters of any one circle (in space) are anthodicalli/

described in equal times, with reference to any one centre offorce ; or

vith respect to any one fixed mass, attracting according to New-
on's Law. . . .

'But I must add that I am in possession of a much more

general theorem of the same sort, extending to elliptic and hyper-
ic motion, and of which the foregoing is only a limiting case,

tamely, the following :

4 If two circular anthodes, which have a common chord, passing

hrough or tending towards a common centre of force, be both cut

rthogonally by a third circle, the times of anthodically describing the

nterccpted arcs will be equal.,f

'April 28. Long as this letter is, at least I have not ridden

ay quaternion hobby this time. (The quaternions, however, were

f material assistance to me in discovering the above-mentioned

heorems.) But if, now that you have happily accomplished your
!reat Cape work, which I am longing to see, you are really disposed
examine my speculations in that department, I need scarcely say

^at I shall account it a pleasure, honour, and duty, to remove, as

* In his treatment of this case Hamilton takes occasion to make a paren-
ictic observation which ought to be put on record :

' Of course, with this law

vhich is, though not obviously so, a mathematical consequence from the law

: the inverse square for you will have the goodness to observe that, if I

inovate in some points, it is not by any attempt at destruction I do not

pandon a single received principle on these subjects, but only combine them
ith some new conceptions) the point of contact lately mentioned can never be

impletely attained.'

t The results contained in this letter are given in a communication to the

(. I. A. : see Proceedings, vol. iii. p. 456; see also Elements of Quaternions,

|>. 725, 726.
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far as I can, by letters, any of those many obscurities in my some-

what irregularly printed Papers, to which you may think fit to

direct my attention, as retarding your comprehension of the sub-

ject. Do not fear to oore me, by asking at once any questioi

which a little longer thought would enable you to answer bette;

for yourself but believe that I am always, my dear Sir John

Herschel, very faithfully yours.'

In March of this year Hamilton was elected a correspondii

member of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool

I record this fact because the compliment was paid at the instanc

of an Irish mathematician. James Booth, LL.D., F.R.S., who had
*

been a scholar of Trinity College, Dublin, and who at this time

was a Professor in the Royal Institute of Liverpool. He is worthy

of mention as himself the author of valuable mathematical papers,* i

and as having taken great interest in communicatingjto the society

above-named the successive discoveries of Hamilton.

It might be inferred from the letter of Sir John Herschel, last

inserted, that he considered Hamilton to be a Fellow of the Royal I

Society. Such connexion, however, of Hamilton with that leading,*

scientific society of the country had not been, and was not destined !

to be, formed. On the llth May, 1847, its Secretary, Colonel i

Sabine, taking occasion of the recent formation of rules restrict-

ing admission as Fellows to persons more qualified by scientific

attainments than had previously been required, wrote to Hamilton

expressing the wish of himself and some of his colleagues that he

would consent now to join the Society, and offering to relieve him

of all preliminary trouble in the matter. To this gratifying pro-

position Hamilton returned the following reply :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to COLONEL SABINE, F.R.S.

' OBSERVATORY OF T.C.D., May 14, 1847.

' I feel very sensibly the compliment which you and some of

your colleagues in the Council of the Royal Society have paid

* On the Application ofa New Analytical Method to the Theory of Curves and

Curved Surfaces. Dublin : 1840. The Theory of Elliptical Integrals. London :

1851. A Treatise on some New Geometrical Methods, 2 vols : London, 1873-77.
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by expressing a wish that I should become a candidate for mem-

bership in that Society. My respect for the Society has been

already manifested by two contributions to its Transactions, and

in some other ways ;
nor do I despair of being able to offer here-

after other Papers which may also be thought not entirely unworthy
of places in that precious collection. But I have never been able,

nor am I yet, to make up my mind to allow my friends to propose

niy name as that of a candidate for membership. I therefore, but

with the most profound respect, decline the honour which you offer

me of having it so proposed.
' P. S. I hope that one or two printed pamphlets of mine on

scientific subjects, designed for the Library of the Royal Society,

came safe to hand, about the beginning of the present year.'

In an accompanying private note addressed to Colonel Sabine,

as to an old friend, Hamilton discloses that his principal reason for

declining was his inability, conveniently, to pay out of his moderate

income the annual subscription of four pounds,* and he adds upon
this point words which have a wider scope and which it is a satis-

faction to read :

' I assure you that I waste no time in wishes or

regrets, much less repinings, but work away with good heart and

hope as to my prospects of being useful to science. Many more

deserving persons are not so well off as myself; and I feel with

gratitude to God, and with a kindly feeling towards my contem-

p oraries and fellow-countrymen, that my lot in life has been upon

ithe whole a happy one.'

The following letter of Professor De Morgan, speaking of a

fusion of the two namesakes of Edinburgh and Dublin, a con-

sion which has scarcely yet ceased to exist, brought from Hamilton

a reply of some importance in the history of quaternions.

* In the Budget of Paradoxes of Professor De Morgan, London, 1872, p. 22,

is contained a reference to the fact that Hamilton was not F.R.S. in a context

which will be found most interesting and amusing.
' Rowan Hamilton, one of

the greatest
'

names of our day in mathematical science, never could attach

F.R.S. to his name he could not afford it. There is a condition precedent
Four Red Sovereigns.'

1
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From PROFESSOR AUGUSTUS DE MORGAN to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

' 7 CAMDEN-STEEET, CAMDEN TOWN, April 12, 1847.

.

' I send you a Paper on logic, out of which will arise a question

of literary piracy.
' I wish you would give me your opinion on this point (I, you i

understand, am the asserted pirate).
'

Looking at 3 on the quantity ofpropositions (admitted to be
\

mine), what hint did I need to write thereupon the first two pages
of the addition at the end ?

' The party making the charge is your namesake Sir William

Hamilton of Edinburgh. If I cannot drive him to press in a

week or two (which I am trying at, but he does not answer the

spur as well as a man ought to do who makes such a charge but

then his health is not good) I must publish myself. So that all

will soon be out.
' In the meantime I send you this information that you may

not stare if anybody tells you that you are charging me with steal-

ing logic from you. I shall take every possible care to identify my ;

man and distinguish him from you, but I know it will not entirely ,

succeed, for you are constantly confounded with the Edinburgh
Sir W. H.

' I was talking to a friend on this matter the other day, and I

said to him,
" You know Sir William Hamilton is no mathema-

tician, in fact he is an opponent of mathematics." I saw my
friend's eyes open very wide, and he looked to see if I were gone
mad I had forgotten to say

" of Edinburgh."

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR AUGUSTUS DE MORGAN.

'

OBSEEVATOBY, DUBLIN, May 7, 1847.

t

' I have received your two recent communications, and think

you have taken all reasonable precautions against my being con-

founded on the present occasion with my celebrated namesake of

Edinburgh. I dare say that it would be nuts to you to have two

Sir William Hamiltons on your hands at one time, but this note is

to warn you that I don't think I shall indulge you on^ that point.

Perhaps you may ask what provocation have you given to such a

simultaneous controversy ? A very gentle one certainly, and not
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very recent, but one which I might have a good opportunity of

now accepting, if I were disposed, which I am not. My manu-

-cript researches respecting quaternions and their applications to

geometry and physics, having attained a considerable extent, and a

I
lumber of scattered notices (themselves by this time not very small

.n bulk), having been printed, I am urged by my friends in Dublin,

imd am myself now desirous, to make at least a beginning of that

pore full and formal publication which I have all along intended.

lifter many hesitations as to whether I should not at once proceed
;o the parts which are more likely to interest and not to shock

nathematical readers in general, I have decided on following a

nore historical order
;
and have handed in to the Committee of

Publication of the Royal Irish Academy, who have transmitted it

;o their printers, a Paper entitled Researches respecting Quaternions,

First Series ; in which Paper I have endeavoured to insert nothing

j?ith
the principles of which I was not familiar at the time of

jnaking my first communication to the Academy on quaternions,

jm the 13th of November, 1843. A good part of this Paper has

been lying by me for some considerable time, and on the whole I

fihink it is very nearly what I would have drawn up in 1843, if

; >ur rules had been stringent enough to oblige me as an author

lo hand in at the time a MS. prepared for being put into the

Printer's hands. The word "
Triplet

"
does not occur once in this

,'?aper, but the word "
set

"
presents itself very frequently ;

because

. had in fact been familiar with the conception of sets, as including

:

,he conception of couples, for at least nine years previous to my
>erceiving my own definite system of quaternions in October, 1843;

md had announced<an intention of publishing hereafter a theory of

; riplets and sets of moments, steps and numbers, which should in-

dude the theory of couples, when I published (about August, 1835),

n the XYIIth volume of the Transactions of the Royal Irish Aca-

lemy, my Paper on Algebraic Couples and on Algebra as the Science

rf Pure Time. See the concluding sentence of my essay on that

'ubject in that volume.
' Now for the controversy which I think is not to take place.

!!t does not relate to the triplets on which my old unpublished and

ejected researches cannot, and ought not to, interfere with your

Priority. But you may remember or may not, for an author so

iriginal and fertile as yourself has room for forgetting many things
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of his own which other people find it worth while to remember

that in the first of your Cambridge Papers, On the Foundation o/w

Algebra, you expressed, though very politely, a certain degree of
;j

dissent from my general philosophical (or, if you choose, wwphilo-

sophical) view of the subject. I am conscious of having expressed
jl

that view, such as it was, obscurely at the time, nor have I muchll

hope of being able to express it more clearly now, without taking jj

more trouble and occupying more room than can perhaps be welM

spared from other things at present. But as I have not yet re-|j

jected it
;
and as the quaternions did really arise in my own mindJ

one day that, being then fresh from a reperusal of my old essay, If I

renewed my attempts to combine my general notion of sets of

numbers, considered as suggested by sets of moments of time, witlT

geometrical considerations of points and lines in tridimensionall

space; it has appeared to me to be the most natural, clear, an(J
honest course, to print, as the First Series of my Researches om\

Quaternions, an account of the manner in which themathematical

notion of Time leads (in my mind, at least) to a general conception*
of numeral sets, which has by me, as yet, been only exemplified, in

anything like a satisfactory and definite way, for the two cases offt

couplets and quaternions. Eespecting the geometrical applications,^

the printers have in their hands for the First Series, less than I did

actually communicate in November, 1843, by speech, and by larga

diagrams, which were then exhibited to the Academy : because I

am reserving most of the geometry for the Second Series, communi-

cated in November, 1844
;
to be followed by a Third Series, of 1

more dynamical character, of which sketches were given to the

Academy in 1845
;
and these, too, probably by others, with the!

list of which I forbear from now alarming your patience. And

although it is likely that I shall append to the First Series some

general remarks, as yet unwritten, and to be dated as an appendiaB

according to the actual time of writing them, which will probably
not be until the printers are actually ready, yet I do not think it

likely at present that I shall write anything of a controversial

character in such appended general remarks : which abstinence

from controversy, if it be realised, will not, I hope, be accounted

disrespectful by you.
'

Metaphysical and logical speculations have a great charm for

me, but in a certain sense and degree my mind is, I think, less
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malytical than synthetical ;
that is to say, as bearing on the pre-

ient subject, whenever I catch, or fancy that I catch, a glimpse of

i principle, I am impatient to apply it not exactly towards the

naking of a railroad, but still to apply it in some way of my own.

Thus I like better to work out my notion of time into its mathe-

natical consequences, than to enter into any d priori discussion

whether it be metaphysically correct, though I have speculated on

hat point too. And without pretending to settle by any clear

definition beforehand what symbolical geometry should be, I have

>een gradually working into shape, by trial upon mathematical

Siuestions, my idea of symbolical geometry.
' Unlike as my little Papers on this latter subject, in the Cam-

ridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, may appear to those other
}

apers Vhich I have hitherto printed on quaternions, yet if you
iave dipped into both, you will not long fail to recognise, perhaps

lay have recognised already, that the " Geometrical Fraction
"

of

he one set is just the "Quaternion" of the other in disguise. . . .'

A note from George Boole, a man of genius equally remarkable

i logic and mathematics, is of interest as bearing witness to the

indly relations, entered upon about this time, which subsisted

letween him and Hamilton.

From GEORGE BOOLE to SIR W. B.. HAMILTON.

'

LINCOLN, May 24, 1847.

' Mr. [John T.] Graves having kindly promised to examine a

of mine on the subject of symbolical logic, and having further,

3ply to a request which I had ventured to make, informed me that

would undertake to pronounce your opinion upon it also, I can-

remembering that I have been indebted to you for a similar

less before, allow the present opportunity to pass without offer-

mypersonal and very grateful acknowledgment of your goodness
t both these instances. I ought perhaps to state to you, that the

pason of my naming you in my letter to Mr. Graves, was not

)lely because I set a very high value upon your opinion and was

iixious to obtain it, but because I was led to think, from the tenor

l[ your researches for some years past, that the subject of iny
Peculations might independently be of interest to you. Will you
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accept this apology for the liberty which I took, and believe me to

be, Sir, with great respect, yours faithfully.'

During this summer, and for some time afterwards, an active

correspondence was carried on between Mr. J. R. Young, Pro-1

fessor of Mathematics at Belfast College, and Hamilton. Some

account of it may be properly here given. The celebrated
Swiss?/

1

Mathematician, Leonhard Euler, had somewhere enunciated the-

theorem that the sum of four squares multiplied by the sum of

four squares gives a product which is also the sum of four squares.

Towards the close of 1843 Mr. John T. Graves, to whom Hamilton! I

had, in the preceding October, communicated his theory of quater-*

nions, was led first to extend to eight squares this theorem o Euler,
j

and then to conceive a theory of octaves, analogous to Hamilton'*
j

theory of quaternions. This theory involved seven distinct imagi-

naries, or square-roots of negative unity, namely, four new roots

which he denoted by the letters /, m, n, o, to be combined with

Hamilton's three letters ',/, k, into one common imaginary or sym-
bolic system. He settled fundamental equations corresponding to i

Hamilton's fundamental equations and found that his system satis- j

fied the modular law* Having so far succeeded he endeavoured to \

extend similar principles to systems of 16 and generally 2n squares :
J

but soon met with an '

unexpected hitch
'
in seeking to extend the

law of the Moduli to systems of 16 numbers, and, in a letter of
:\

February 3, 1844, he wrote to Hamilton,
'
it ought to be capable

of d priori proof that the problem is impossible, if it be so,' and

expressed a wish that Hamilton would try to furnish a proof

of its impossibility. Being engaged at the time in other matters

Hamilton forebore to make the attempt, and Mr. Graves did not

pursue the inquiry. In the spring of 1847 Professor Young,

independently and by a different process, arrived at the conclusion

that Euler's theorem admitted of unlimited extension, and though

personally unknown to Hamilton, forwarded to him in May a

statement of his conclusions, for communication to the Eoyal Irish

*
Infra, p. 678.
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Academy. On the same day, accordingly, Hamilton brought

before the Academy the eight-square formula of Professor Young,
and the corresponding formula of Mr. Graves (see Proceedings,

E. I A., June 14, 1847, p. 528), and afterwards, bearing in mind

his friend's
'

unexpected hitch,' required from the former a state-

ment in full of the 16-square formula. At first Professor Young
believed that he was able to supply it, but, discovering some flaws,

xpended very great labour in the endeavour to arrive at a correct

irrangement. At last, finding himself always baffled, he en-

eavoured to prove the impossibility of extending beyond octaves,

as to retain universal algebraic (not simply numerical) truth,

lie theorem under consideration. In this endeavour he before

ong apparently succeeded :* and in the end completed a memoir

n the subject, which was published in the twenty-first volume of

ie Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy.
To the memoir was appended by Hamilton, at the request of

5
rofessor Young, a note giving an account of what had been done

y the two investigators. This note is the principal source of the

oregoing abridged statement, by which it is hoped that the reader

srill have been prepared for the ensuing extracts.

In a letter of June 14, Professor Young had said: 'I may
nention, however, that the term modulus may with propriety

e extended to the general forms and that it may be consistently

* It is right that I should here annex an extract from a letter written

)ecember 4, 1852, by Mr. J. T. Graves to Sir W. E. H. :

' The theorem of eight squares, which I communicated to you some years

go, had, I find, been previously discovered by C. F. Degen,
" Adumbratio

Jemonstrationis Theorematis Ariihmetici maxime generalise Memoires de

Academic Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersburg, torn. viii. p. 207, St.

'etersburg, 1822. Conventui exhibuit die 7 Oct. 1818. Degen erroneously

nticipated the extension of the theorem to sums of 2 squares.
' I have had it in contemplation to address a communication stating this to

ic R. I. A., in whose Proceedings, through your kindness, the 8-square theorem

ppears ;
but I wished at the same time to give some extensions (long ago ob-

lined) of the 4-square theorem to binomial products, and to state some objections
I) Professor Young's asserted demonstration of the impossibility (which I admit)

! an extension to 16 squares : but hitherto I have not been able to give to the

isk the whole day it would require.'

1 VOL. II. 2 P
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employed even when the co-efficients a, a1

,
a3

, etc., or b, c, be, be,

c, 6, etc., are real quantities.' In a previous letter of June 5, he

had written :

' Do you not think that this term "
Imaginary

"

might now be altogether abandoned, and some other introduced

distinctly pointing to a geometrical interpretation ? You have,

sufficiently shown that there exists a sort of Algebra that carries

with it no intelligible meaning but in connexion with geometry.

And indeed the geometry of space really does seem to demanc

some such new algebraic creation as you have put forth.'

Adverting to these passages of Professor Young's lettei

Hamilton writes as follows :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR YOUNG.

[FROM A COPY.]

'

OBSEBVATOEY, June 19, 1847.

' ... As to the word modulus I think it may be used witho

inconvenience in a widely extended sense. For my part, it is pro-
'

bable that I borrowed it from Cauchy ;
at all events you know

that it has been usual enough to call r the modulus of the expres-

sion r (cos B + v/ - 1 sin 0). Between De Morgan and the

Graveses, besides Oayley and myself, the usage seems settled no

to regard as the " modular property," or " law of the moduli,"

principle that " the modulus of the product is the product of

moduli." Any extended use of the word modulus will be, I con-

ceive, allowable, which is consistent with the enunciation of this

principle, when applied to any system of what by courtesy to the

disbelievers, may still perhaps, for some time longer, be called

imaginaries.
' Of course I do not concede to those worthy gentlemen that

there is anything absurd, unintelligible, or contradictory, in the

quaternions, but have thought that there was a sort of historical

propriety in calling (in the Magazine) those quaternions
" a new

system of imaginaries in algebra." That title would, I thought,

serve to direct some readers towards the classification of my re-

searches among investigations previously made
;
and if it should
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repel some others from idly attempting what they were incom-

petent to deal with for instance, our friend Mr. " Shadow'" why
there was no great harm done thereby. I suspect indeed that the

word "
imaginary," though very sparingly used by me in my quarto

ssay, has become like the word "
multiplication," too thoroughly

engrained in algebraic usage to be discarded, whatever change of

meaning it may have undergone. My own direction of extension

of the theory of imaginaries appears to be quite different from the

line taken by some acute writers in the Cambridge Journal, and it

will require further consideration to decide whether the views

admit of being reconciled. On the whole my habit is to be dis-

satisfied with mere signs, and to look out always for things signified.

But the fundamental notion of TIME appears to me a basis deep
and wide enough for any super-structure of the sort.'

The extract immediately succeeding was written after Hamil-

ton's return from the Meeting of the British Association at Oxford,

and refers to a discussion which there took place respecting qua-

ternions, and in which Airy and Herschel took prominent parts on

opposite sides.

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATORY, July 10, 1847.

' Graves had come to suspect the 16-square theorem : if you
have demonstrated its falsehood or non-existence, you will, in my
opinion, have rendered an important service to Algebraic Science

in a department of which the interest seems to be on the increase.

As to my own researches, I am very easy under the weight of

Mr. Airy's non-intelligence, since Herschel understands and re-

aommends them, and I am very glad to find that you see that I

contradict nothing which can fairly be regarded as essential to the

older algebra. Such was also Dr. Peacock's view, when I conversed

with him at length upon the subject in 1845
;
and he still en-

courages me most warmly to pursue the same train of speculation.

In conversation I sometimes claim to be regarded not as a obstruc-

tive innovator, but as a constructive one : which seems to be the

view you take. The subject will probably occupy me, if I live,

for several years to come
; the applications of my calculus, both to

2P 2
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j

pure and to mixed mathematics, continuing to expand at a rate 1

which might well appal me, if I did not see indications already j

that I am likely to have fellow-labourers in the field.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

' OBSERYATOEY OP T.C.D., September 1, 1847.

' I have looked into the MS. towards the beginning and endr

and am abundantly satisfied with its tone as respects John Graves

and myself. You will not, I trust, attribute to any intentional

neglect or depreciation of the importance of your researches that I

have not yet read your Paper on Continuity. It is a subject which I

interested me much at one time, and is likely to do so again : but 1
I postpone the resuming the study of it, till I can read along with I

your essay some others, including one which was sent me from I

Italy a few years ago, and also till I can find leisure to reconsider I

my own former speculations respecting Fluctuating Functions. 1 1

am glad to see by the Southampton volume of Reports (just come I
to hand) that you accept my demonstration of the known theorem \

r
*

respecting the value of the definite integral
- dx ; if on any

Jo X

other and more important point I have not the happiness of posses- \

sing your sanction, I am very willing to regard it, for the present,

as a presumption against myself/

From PROFESSOR YOUNG to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

'BELFAST, March 4, 1848.

*
. . . I assure you I duly appreciate your kindly anxiety that

I should not appear to have been indebted to Mr. Grraves's Papers.

Indeed throughout the correspondence with which you have in-

dulged me I have observed with delight your watchful care of

your absent friend's interests combined with the most scrupulous

desire to do every justice to a stranger.'

From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR YOUNG.

' March 18, 1848.

'

(With printed note appended by Sir W. E. H. to Profe

Young's Paper in the Transactions of the E. I. A.)
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' This note of Marcli 7th will perhaps meet your eye first, thus :

it reached me by post this morning as the last half-sheet of the

volume, or part, which was, I believe, laid on the table of the Aca-

demy at its Stated Meeting, on the evening before last. I hope
that you will consider me as not having exceeded nor abused the

discretionary power you had given me to insert or append, as a

concluding note to your Paper, a sketch of the early researches of

John T. Graves. As I have his letters before me I can be sure

that no trick of memory leads me to confound in his case old

things with new. On reading over those letters lately in con-

nexion with your researches I think that I noic see an easy mode
of proving the impossibility of extending the modular theorem

respecting products of sums of squares from 8 to 16
;
but this

is, as concerns you and me, the old story of Columbus and the

From PROFESSOR YOUNG to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

BELFAST, March 21, 1848.

' The note you have taken the trouble to append to my Paper
is a most valuable addition to it. It places in the clearest light

Mr. J. T. Grraves's interesting extension of quaternions to octaves.

I really think he deserves blame for having kept it from the public
so long. Now that I see his system of imaginaries, I find that I

-can deduce it from the system of coefficients ... at p. 27 of my
Paper, or rather from the square roots of these. . . .

' I need not, I am sure, say how gratified I feel at your gene-
rous expressions in reference to the Paper which has occasioned you
so much trouble : it was very fortunate that a note by you was

thought of.

'I had but an imperfect notion of Mr. Grraves's imaginaries
before : but now (Columbus again !)

I think I could have easily

devised them ! I hope if there be a readier way of proving the

impossibility of the 8 [16] square form you will take an oppor-

tunity of printing it somewhere.'

It may be right here to record that Hamilton, in March and

May, 1847, communicated to the Royal Irish Academy Papers on

Hodocjraphic and Anthodic Isochronism, and on the 14th of June ail
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important Paper On the Application of the Calculus of Quaternions to

the Theory of the Moon. This Paper occupies fourteen pages of the-

Proceedings. In the month of June also he completed for the press

his contribution to the twenty-first volume of the Transactions of

the Academy, the First Series of Researches respecting Quaternions,

of which mention has been made in the foregoing correspondence,,

adding to it a valuable note, of historical character, in which he-

makes honourable mention of the researches respecting Triplets of

Professor De Morgan, and the brothers Graves
;

of Mr. John

Graves's Theory of Octaves, and his remarkable Paper on Couples-

in the Philosophical Magazine, April, 1845
;
and of Mr. Cayley's-:

Paper, in the same Magazine, on Couples, Quaternions, and Octaves^,

especially his application of quaternions to the representation ofi

the rotation of a solid body.* By a draft of this note I
find]

Hamilton had intended to incorporate in it a tribute to th

mathematico-metaphysical sagacity of his old correspondent, th

Rev. Mr. Logan. I give here the omitted paragraph: 'Per-

haps this may be a proper place to mention that on his com-

municating in the early part of 1835 to the Rev. H. F. C. Logan^

M.R.I.A., his own view on algebra as the Science of Pure Time,

the latter gentleman, in adopting that view, remarked that h

regarded geometry as the science of not pure space alone, but a

partly of pure time : a remark which the theory of quaternions, in

one of the many aspects of that theory, has since tended to illus-

trate and confirm.' To this paragraph of his draft Hamilton

appends the note :

* There was not room to insert this sentence

without trenching on the third page of a sheet, which the printers-

were anxious to avoid.' In the Philosophical Magazine of June,

1847, appears a Paper by Hamilton on Quaternions, carrying on

a series commenced in 1844.

Towards the close of June, Hamilton crossed over to England

to attend the Meeting at Oxford of the British Association. Hi

boy met him there, and, to give him the advantage of being his

Philosophical Journal, February, 184.
;
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I father's companion in the various gatherings, he made him an

I Associate. I transcribe notes of a speech by Hamilton in propos-

I ing the health of the Prince Consort at the concluding banquet.

I It furnishes an example of his characteristic manner of combining
I largeness of view and reference to general principles with atten-

tion to detail of minute circumstances :

SPEECH OF SIR W. E. HAMILTON PROPOSING THE HEALTH or THE

PRINCE CONSORT.

'You have received, with the honour which was due, the health

of the highest lady in the land. I venture now to propose to you
the health of the Prince, who is her highest subject.

4 The health of the Prince Consort is indeed, at any time within

these realms, an acceptable toast
;
but on the present occasion the

omission of it would be unpardonable, while circumstances of recent

occurrence are so fresh in our recollection. That scene of yester-

day in the garden of Exeter College will not soon fade from the

memory of any who were present there, when, while the sunshine

touched the over-hanging boughs, and while on all sides rose the

venerable towers of Oxford, the Prince, upon a footing of graceful

equality, received, or was received by (for it was hard to tell which

it should be called) the elite of the science of our own and of

foreign countries. If such a graceful mingling of His Royal

Highness among the Members of this Association were nothiug
more than a piece of royal good-breeding, it would not show good-

breeding on our part should we neglect, so far as in us lay, by

any such festive acknowledgment as that which the present occa-

sion affords, to reciprocate the compliment. Were it only a wise

<;ondescension on the part of the Consort of our beloved Sovereign,
it would indicate little wisdom in us were we not to notice, with

approbation and delight, the working in such details as these of

the spirit of a constitutional monarchy, which brings together, in

such a mode and on such a footing, the Prince and the Gentleman :

and makes it easy to reconcile the sentiment of self-respect with

the profoundest deference and respect towards those who are placed
in a loftier station. Such scenes as these they are which knit to-

gether, with such a monarchy as ours, the hearts of a free people :
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and realise to us the feeling expressed by our great poet's frank f

and favourite Prince, the Hero of Agincourt, that

" This is the English, not the Turkish Court ;

Not Amurath an Amurath succeeds,

But Harry, Harry."

Many, no doubt, will drink the health of Prince Albert with 1

peculiar pleasure on this occasion from the circumstance that,B

holding as he does the office of Chancellor of Cambridge, his recent

visit to Oxford serves to connect, or to mark the connexion already

existing between those two ancient and famous Universities. But,

gentlemen, there is a reason which comes closer at this moment
to the hearts of all of us

;
for if we are not all Oxford or Cam-

bridge men, we are all Members of this British Association
;
and

I fear not to appeal to all of you, who witnessed the visits of His

Eoyal Highness to the several sections yesterday, whether he did

not appear, as might have been expected from his cultivated mind,
to enter with a real and genuine enjoyment into the proceedings
there : and whether you do not feel that in drinking his health, as

I now invite you to do, you will drink that of one who has shown

himself to be not only your Prince but your Associate.'

The following letter is so full a report of what passed at the
|

Meeting, in connexion with Hamilton himself, that I am dispensed

from the necessity of making any addition to it. At the end he

records an event, the death of the Uncle James by whom he had

been educated, which had suddenly hastened his return from Ox-

ford, and which must have deeply moved him, stirring up all the

memories of his boyhood, and forcibly recalling his obligation to

one who had been to him in loco parentis, an able and painstaking

teacher, an affectionate and constant friend. His mention to Pro-

fessor De Morgan of a coincidence, connecting tidings of illness of

his Uncle with the two meetings of the British Association at

Oxford, draws from the latter some characteristic and interesting

comments, which are followed by a profession of faith in the prac-

tical serviceableness of quaternions :
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From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to R. P. GRAVES.

' On board the "
Merlin," July 2, 1847.

' I have been so procrastinating a correspondent, and expect to

for some time longer so much occupied with things at home,
it I am resolved to write to you at once, and to use for that

jose a part of the time of this calm and pleasant voyage.
' The Oxford Meeting has been an eminently successful one,

iidedly taking rarik among the greatest and best of the Meetings
the British Association. The astronomical character has been

prominent, perhaps more so than on any former occasion. It

several times happened to me to sit between Struve* and

I Verrier (both of whom, somewhat to my surprise, and certainly

?ond my deserts, assigned to me a high place among British

momers in their speeches at the concluding meeting). And
len I rose to give an account of the application of the Calculus

Quaternions to the Theory of the Moon, on the Thursday of last

sk, and saw before me not only those two eminent foreign astro-

lers, but also Herschel, and Airy, and Adams, and Challis, be-

ies Peacock and Whewell, and others scarcely less distinguished,

)uld not refrain from acknowledging it to be an alarming, and

lost an awful thing, to speak on any subject of physical astro-

in the presence of such an audience. Being ready, however,
the commencement of the Meeting, I was told that I need not

liten myself as to time, the pressure of other Papers having not

been felt
;
and Dr. Peacock said afterwards to me that I had

*
Compare extract from a draft of an unsent letter :

'

February, 1849. . . . Such has been the reward, or the natural fruit, of

taste, amounting to a passion, for the most abstract parts of science, which

as been steadily cultivated and laboriously acted on by me from early boy-
ood. In practical astronomy, on the other hand though 1 never grudge the

)ss of a night's sleep, when anything interesting is to be done or seen I could

ot hope, by the devotion of my whole remaining life, to rival (for example)
friend Struve, of Russia > who in the strongest terms 7'epresented to me, at

xford, during the Meeting of the British Association in 1847, that, though I

eld the title of Royal Astronomer of Ireland, my astronomical brethren on the

ontinent would decidedly prefer my never looking through a telescope to my
iving up or less ardently pursuing mathematics. " You are," he was pleased
> say,

" our teacher."
'
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given "a capital exposition": while from many other quarters
it has been told me that he has expressed himself everywhere as-

favourable to my whole system. Mr. Jarrett brought forward

again his Cambridge objections, and dwelt particularly on the

possibility of making mistakes in the use of my new calculus.

In reply to which I disclaimed the power of setting any limit to

the faculty of making blunders
;
but said that the practical question'

on that point was, whether with a reasonable degree of attention a

reasonable security against error could be attained
;

which I

thought that my experience of the working of the quaternions
enabled me to answer in the affirmative. The Rev. Richard

Greswell, an Oxford man for whom I have a great respect, bull

who is not particularly scientific, made some critical remarks in

not unfriendly spirit ; but obliged me to disclaim a triplet whict

he attributed to me, of Positive, Negative, and Imaginary : and t(

state that with me the distinction between Positive and Negative
was exactly the same as that between Future and Past, or betweer

Past and Future. After some gentle skirmishes of this sort, ros

Herschel
;
who said that his admiration of the quaternions had i

creased with every resumption of his study of them : and the

although it might be difficult at first to master the extremely i

abstract conceptions, and the new algorithm which they involve,

yet he was well convinced that it was worth the trouble. They

appeared to him a bag, into which one need only insert his hand

to draw forth treasures ; he might call them a cornucopia of scien-

tific abundance : and in a word, his earnest advice to mathema-

ticians would be, to "
study the quaternions." Sir John Herschel

had remained at Oxford on purpose to make this statement
;
and

immediately afterwards he started off for Collingwood. Mr. Airy,

seeing that the subject could not be cushioned, rose then to speak

of his own acquaintance with it, which he avowed to be none at

all
;
but gave us to understand that what he did not know could

not be worth knowing. He warned all persons, if they should use

the method, to do so with the extremest caution
; professing to re-

gard me as believing it to be a right one, solely on the ground of

the agreement of its results, so far as they have been yet obtained,

with those of the older method. What was obscure was to him as

if it were erroneous, what was paradoxical was to him as if it were

false
; and he thought that system useless as an algebraical geo-
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metry, of which the expressions were so extremely difficult of geo-

metrical interpretation. Being allowed and encouraged by the

section to make some final remarks in reply, I said that clearness

of thought and fof expression were doubtless indispensable in any

system of mathematical doctrine
;
but that clearness was a relative

term : and that the obscurities which might appear to exist in the

infancy of a theory, or of the study of it, were not unlikely to dis-

appear as that theory was developed, or as the study of it was con-

tinued. In the present instance, it appeared to me that such was

the case. As to the interpretability of my expressions, I claimed

that they were eminently interpretable, when once the plan had

been caught ;
each term, for example, in the development of the

function which I call the tractor, in the problem of the three

bodies, being a complete and easily constructed expression for a

disturbing force, whether in the theory of the moon disturbed by
the sun, or in that of Uranus disturbed by Neptune : of which

force that term assigns, at once, the intensity and the direction

together. As to my own personal conviction of the correctness of

my method, it was doubtless a psychological fact that this con-

viction had strengthened with practice, and with the always satis-

factory result of comparison with other methods
;
but I asserted

;hat its logical ground was the a priori examination of principles :

and could not consent to let it be supposed that there remained the

slightest misgiving in my own mind respecting the soundness of

;he method of demonstration, any more than there could now be

doubt of the value of the method of research. Thus closed this

.ong, animated, and (I trust) instructive discussion*. . . .

* The following is the notice of this discussion contained in the Athenaeum

of July '6, 1847 :

' It would be impossible to give the general reader an

adequate idea of this abstruse communication or of the animated discussion

which it gave rise to among the mathematicians in which the Astronomer

Royal, Mr. Jarrett, Sir J. Herschel, and others took part. The last named in the

course of his observations characterised this calculus as a perfect cornucopia,
from which, turn it on which side you will, something rich and valuable was
sure to drop out ; the principles of conservation of areas, vis viva, and others

[ong known being among those which earliest made their appearance.' In

another report Sir J. Herschel's speech thus concludes :
' The power and abso-

lute command it [the theory of quaternions] afforded, appeared to him marvel-

ious, and this impression increased with every application. It was a cornucopia
of riches, and he urged all who studied the Cartesian, to study also the quater-
nion theory.'
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' P. S. OBSERVATORY, July 5. ... I was obliged to returnf

home in consequence of hearing of my dear Uncle's death, and]
had the melancholy satisfaction of attending with his son as a]
chief mourner at Trim on Saturday.'

From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.

'

OBSEEVATOKY, July 10, 1847.

'
. . . If I had remained in London even one clear day, instead j

of remaining only an hour or two, I would have waited on yowl
with the Paper.

' Am I wrong in thinking, or feeling, it to be somewhat re-l

markable that a false alarm respecting a relative of mine, arisingfc
from a mistake of names, should have hurried me home from theB

Oxford Meeting in 1832
;
and that a true account of the death of

the same aged relative, whose funeral in Ireland I was in time

attend last Saturday, should have again caused me to hasten hom
from another Oxford Meeting in 1847

;
each time, it is true, jus

1

about the close of the Meeting : the relative in question havin

been generally a remarkably healthy man, and no uneasiness fel

about his health, until extremely recently ; except when a fala

report reached me at Oxford, at the time above alluded to, that h
had been attacked by cholera ? It shows perhaps a predispositio:

to superstition that the coincidence should strike me as it does.
' I have the strongest hopes that the quaternion calculus wi

simplify physical astronomy, especially in all those departmen
in which spherical trigonometry is now employed. But as yet
do not pretend to have done more than to have proved that m^
oalculus does really take hold of the subject : that it is adequate to

work out new and true expressions for the perturbations of the

moon and planets, which agree with known results, when trans-

lated into the known forms of language. Whether a sufficient

compensation is afforded for the trouble of acquiring some new

habits of calculation, and giving up some old ones, I am not an

impartial and therefore not a competent judge. But it is my
business to multiply the materials for others to form their judg-
ment upon and this, if it be an arduous, is also a delightful task.

The freshnes - which old subjects receive, at least to me, from my
new view of them, is a charm sufficient to repay me for any amou
of labour.'
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From PROFESSOR DE MORGAN to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'7, CAMDKN-ST., CAMDEN TOWN, July 12, 1847.

' Your coincidence is a curious one, that your relative should

lever be either truly or falsely said to be dangerously ill, except
;o hurry you from the Meetings at Oxford alone. There can of

iourse be no discoverable connexion between the two things.

Chat there is no connexion is more than I know or you either.

' I am myself past thinking anything too extraordinary to be

rue. If we knew everything, should we or should we not find

hat all things are connected
;
that every action of every man that

sver lived is connected with every action of every other man that

iver lived.
' We know that every motion of every particle of matter has its

ffect upon the motion of every other particle.
' If the law of attraction be veritably and physically true, such

oust be the case. One man was so staggered by the idea that his

nuff attracted the snuff in the Saturnian snuff-boxes, that he wrote

L book against gravitation.
' Now is there a mental dynamics ? I can't tell. In these

natters I can admit the possibility of anything, as long as a man

ays he can't prove it.

' There are two things which want a good deal of considera-

on : The action of moonlight ;
The stories of ghosts.

'I never reject the whole world's opinion entirely. In all

ations it is a maxim that there are certain things not to be done

i gardening when the moon is growing ;
and in all nations there

re independent assertions of phenomena marking the deaths of

riends to the absent. The two things stand alike : there is for

oth independent and universal tradition constantly affirmed to be

anforeed by fresh observations
;
for both, vulgar exaggeration ;

Dr both, the almost universal rejection of philosophers ;
for both,

Dntinual exceptions to the rule of rejection on the part of educated

len
;
for both, cases of isolated facts, in the evidence for which

le flaws seem to be invented, not discovered. And so I leave

lem both.
' I have almost forgotten all about triple algebra. I have no

oubt of the applicability of the quaternions. How can a compli-
ated and self-consistent system fail to represent complicated things
dth relative ease ?

'
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Under the date of August 7, 1847, I find in a manuscripl

book the following memorandum. It displays in brief compass

some of his chief characteristics, his habit of deliberate introspec-

tion carried on in reference to psychological generalisations, hi|

naive simplicity in regard to practical matters : his religious con-

sciousness of having a high intellectual function to fulfil :

' What may I hope to accomplish to-day ? For if I accustom

myself to make such anticipations, and afterwards to compare with

them their perfect or imperfect realisation, I may thereby come ix

connect, more closely and more habitually, the present with th<

future. The passing moment will less have passed away withou

leaving its impress 'on my life as plan, as retrospect, or as antici

pation. I ought to begin by considering what things it is mos

necessary that I should endeavour to accomplish. A visit to Trin

is promised : a payment in Dublin is to be decided on. With re*

ference to the former, I have some little packing to perform ;
'with re

ference to the latter, I ought to examine the state of my accounts

while more than each, and before each, there presses upon me the

old desire to be advancing in the scientific, or, more generally, ii|

the intellectual race : to discover something new, or to understand
better something old, to be fulfilling my destiny on earth, m^
appointed task in this world.'

Before the end of August Sir John Herschel renews his coi

spondence with Hamilton by writing to announce his sendii

presentation copies of his Results of Astronomical Observations

the Cape to the Eoyal Irish Academy, the Eoyal Observatory

Ireland, and the Magnetic Observatory of Dublin University.

After making this announcement he continues :

From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

August 24, 1847.

'
. . . I hope you will like the name Iris for the new planet,

as it is partly owing to my suggestion that Hind has adopted it.

The next I should like to have called Flora
;
we really must get

pretty names for these things. They should also be dissyllables.

I have to thank you for your Memoir on Quaternions [Researches

respecting Quaternions].'
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From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSERVATORY, September 1, 1847.

' ... At least, I have just now made time to copy for you and

Lady Herschel, an old effusion of my own in verse* so old, that

I do not think you are likely to have seen it previously. As I well

remember the delight with which, at the same epoch of my life, I

was reading and endeavouring to extend the profound and beauti-

ful researches of Monge respecting families of surfaces, it would

really seem to have been at one time a toss-up, whether I should

turn out a rhymer or an analyst. Perhaps our eminent and anti-

tetractyological friend Airy would say that my tendency to be the

one had spoiled me for being the other. Be that as it may, I feel

more and more sure that the quaternions themselves will not dis-

grace your patronage. And I wish that you thought it worth

while to propose to me some problem an easy one, I mean, for

this letter is not a challenge which I might try to resolve by their

means, in geometry or elementary physics, for the sake of being
afterwards catechised, as I should gladly submit to be, respecting

every detail of the solution. At the present stage of my researches,

there is a danger of deliberate science passing through habit into

unconscious art
;
and thus, if the operations be not in time arrested

for examination, a private and personal skill may possibly be

acquired at the expense of future communicability. Now, I aspire

to produce a method which can be taught a calculus which can

be used by others : and nothing would more conduce to such a

result than the timely questions and criticism of a judicious friend.

The First Series which I left for you at Mr. Pritchard's, in June, is

too metaphysical, symbolical, and abstract, for me to hope that it

will attract much attention
;
but the Second and Third Series, from

their more geometrical and physical character, may perhaps receive

more notice from men of science, when published.
1 My own boy was at Oxford with me, but I doubt whether you

saw him in the crowd. I took out an Associate's ticket for him,
and he was at some of the Sections (especially Section A) during
the last Meeting of the Association. On our coming hither after-

* A Fragment on Memory and Reserve, supra, vol. i. p. 143.
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wards, he asked me very earnestly one evening,
" What was the*

hardest problem in mathematics ?
"

to which I ventured to reply
the probleni of the three bodies.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSERVATOKY, October 2, 1847.

' One of my recent resources against the fascination of the

quaternions and a poor resource it may prove, since to spherical

trigonometry those invaders assert a special claim, as to their own
native and peculiar province has been to work a little with

loga-^

rithms of seven decimals, and with proportional parts of seconds, atl

Hugh Breen's Elements of Iris. [Here follow three pages of

closely-written calculations.] It was I think from Littrow'm

Astronomy, recommended by you in your Physical Astronomy^

(Encyclopedia Metropolitan a], that I learned many years ago the

method of making calculations, such as the foregoing, for the

geometric place of a planet.
1 For the last two or three nights here it has not been clear in

time to give any chance of using the above results : nor indeed

can our extra-meridional observations compete with those made in

several other places.
' But the College (T. C. D.) have authorised me these two years

to get Grubb, if I can, to improve the equatorial apparatus in the

dome of this place. Were it in better order, I think I should b

tempted to work a good deal with it
;
as it is, I have spent (and

might say, wasted, were it not regarded as training) a great many
nights of my life in dome-work, which is very entertaining, but has

hitherto been very useless. Grrubb has made largish specula himself,

has mounted Cooper's long telescope, and I believe some others. I

am authorised to expend 50 on him in improving my dome appa-

ratus, but he is hard to be enticed from other business, of which a

good part is in the service of the Bank of Ireland, though his

private tastes are astronomical. I have, however, no notion of

giving up the abstract department.
'An assistant, Mr. Thompson, who has been here since the time

of Dr. Brinkley, carries on the routine work downstairs, in what

we call the Meridian Boom, with the great circle and the transit.

' Whatever I may think of Mr. Airy's qualifications to be a

judge of the quaternions, I most fully and cordially recognise
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him, as director of an Observatory, one immensely superior to my-
self. He was good enough to give me a few hints some years ago
about equatorial mounting, which I am not unlikely to act upon :

though a little embarrassed in deciding (if Grubb will condescend

to act on either) between them and other hints of Dr. Robinson.

I
As to divisions, I think myself well off at present, if I come (in

[

the dome) within a minute of space.
' I am strongly tempted to take a run southward next week, to

ome part of Ireland which will see the annular eclipse : but per-

aps
" Mrs. Grundy

" would say that I ought to have staid at

lome. . . .'

' P. S. October 2, Saturday night. I have the pleasure to be

ible to tell you that during a clear interval this evening I found

i, little star of about the 9th magnitude, not marked in Wolfer's

nap of Hour xix., but occupying just the spot where I expected to

ind Iris, from Breen's Elements in last Saturday's Athenmitn :

course therefore I conclude it to be Iris. . . .

' I cannot but feel it to be a little remarkable but perhaps I

lave a natural tendency to notice such coincidences that it was

n the Saturday evening, fifty-two weeks ago, I first saw Neptune,

laving heard on the morning of that day (October 3rd, 1847) of

xalle's seeing it at Berlin. And as I found Hebe immediately on

tearing of it in last July, I have thus had the pleasure, though
eithout any merit on my part, beyond the most humble kind of ac-

ivity, of seeing three newplanets within exactly a single year all since

he discovery of Astraea, which much impressed me at the time, for

'. was too young (having been born in 1805) to take any part, even

iy sympathy, in any earlier planetary discovery. Nor does ther^

eem to be any reason to fear that your Flora will fail to show

terself, and, being invoked, appear. We live in an age of dis-

overy the more reason that each should, in his own way and

ccording to his own powers, contribute. Nor does my ardour for

ibstract theory make me insensible or cold to the triumphs oi

observation going on around. All truths are friends.'

Three notes from Hamilton followed, relating to an eclipse of

he sun
;
to Iris, four times seen by him and once observed

; and

o continued fractions. At the end of the last is a paragraph which

nay be here inserted.

VOL. II. 2 Q
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From SIR W. E.. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

OBSEEVATOET, October 23, 1847.

'
. . . For example, in applying the calculus of quaternions to

the determination of the axis of inertia of a body, a cubic equation

presents itself, which can be proved to agree with what is known,
but of which the coefficients exhibit curious and unexpected signi-

fications ;
the internal character of the calculus, which struck your

sagacity at Ely,* coming into operation here again, as well as in

the problem of three bodies. The absence of all original reference

to foreign axes almost compels new relations icithin the system to]

show themselves.'

Early in October Hamilton had to mourn another family loss I

in the death of the Rev. John Willey, his uncle by marriage with |

his mother's sister Susan Hutton. It may be remembered that

Mr. Willey was a Moravian Minister in the North of Ireland, and. I

that he was Hamilton's frequent correspondent on astronomical|
matters. In his pastoral function he was most highly respected ;

and in the pursuit to which he devoted his leisure hours he was-

remarkable for his diligence and accuracy as a calculator of astro-

nomical phenomena. To Hamilton he had been an attached rela-

tive, grateful for the scientific help constantly afforded him, and

showing his gratitude and attachment by the care bestowed by;

him and Mrs. Willey on Hamilton's youngest sister Archianna,

who was domesticated with them, and who, though possessed of

some faculties in at least average degree, was deficient in practical

ability. Hamilton was a man to feel sensibly the loss of a friend

and relation with whom he had long been bound by ties of mutual

regard and good offices.

But the pain caused by the death of John Willey was slight in

comparison with the shock which before the close of the month

Hamilton received from the death ofTrofessor Mac Cullagh. This

was an event by which Hamilton was profoundly moved. The

suddenness of the catastrophe, the thought that he who was thus

*
Supra, p. 495, note.
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uddenly laid low was his brother Professor, his fellow-labourer in

eience, his co-equal, or almost so, in intellectual power and in fame,

nd at this time in the height of both, the very circumstance that they

ad been occasionally in supposed scientific rivalry, lastly, the tragic

iteousness of the fact that imorbid disturbance of that great intel-

;ct had caused the fatal stroke, all these touched too many chords

t' sympathy not to shake Hamilton's whole being : it appears

mt for a considerable time he could scarcely think of anything

se. It is an interesting circumstance, recorded in Hamilton's

;er on the subject to Sir John Herschel, that Mac Cullagh on

day before his death had been extolling Hamilton's quater-

ras, and that on the very day of the event, but before he was

)rised of it, Hamilton had been bearing witness in company to

extraordinary mathematical powers of Mao Cullagh. To this

nay add that, in the last year of Hamilton's own life, seventeen

ITS subsequently, he took occasion in some of the latest pages of

Elements of Quaternions to add another to the many public

timonies already borne by him to the value of MacCullagh's
itributions to science.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL.

'

DUBLIN, October 30, 1847.

I have just been attending the funeral of poor Mac Cullagh.

ie coffin was carried in procession all round the courts of our

liege, the Provost and Fellows attending, as well as the chief

embers of the Eoyal Irish Academy. It was then brought into

chapel, and part of the burial service was read, as far as the

ipter from the Corinthians, inclusive. A large number, of whom
/as one, then walked through the streets of Dublin, four-and-four,

er the remains, for about a mile (or not much less), till we came

ir the terminus of a railway by which they were to be con-

/ed to the North of Ireland. Most of us then walked back in

ller to the College. I was next Dr. Stokes, the physician who
ended him. It seems that MacCullagh dined with him last

iyurday, and talked about my quaternions for an hour in the

eming, saying, among other things, that you had not gone at

2 Q 2
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all too far, in Oxford lately, in speaking on that subject. On m;

part, I had walked across the Phoenix Park on Sunday morning, tc

hear Dr. Martin (one of our ex-Fellows) preach in the Chapel o

of the Royal Hibernian Military School and it was probabl
about the very time when the fatal act was committed, that I

after dining in Martin's company at ihe Chaplain's house, wai

talking in praise of Mao Cullagh, and saying that I thought he

had no superior in his own line of geometrical mathematics

After the violent shock which I received from the sudden an<

awful tidings of his death by his own hand, it was a relief to mi

to compose (two or three days having elapsed) the sonnet copie(

on this sheet. It is supposed that he had been very intensely en

gaged of late on the subject of the Total Reflexion of Light. Thef

College election is not thought to have annoyed, though it ma
have contributed to excite, him. I know it excited me, thought

only a looker-on. In fact, many of his friends congratulate^
Mac Cullagh on the measure of success which he had attained, and

on the satisfactory manner in which he had acquitted himself. I

met him early this month, at a Council of the Royal Irish Aca-

demy, and he then seemed to accept in perfectly good part v

congratulation of that sort from me.'

ON THE DEATH OF PROFESSOR MAC CULLAGH.

'

Wrapped as we are in an o'erwhelming cloud

Of grief and horror, shake we off awhile

That horror, and that grief with words beguile,

And from our full hearts breathe, though not aloud.

Our minds to God's mysterious dealings bowed,
And mourning with the Genius of the land,

Take we awhile our reverential stand

In the dread presence of Mac Cullagh's shroud.

'

Great, good, unhappy ! for his country's fame
Too hard he toiled ; from too unresting brain

His arachnsean web of thought he wove.

The planet-form* he loved, the crystal's frame

Through which he taught to trace light's tremulous train,f
Shall be his symbols in the cypress grove.

'October 27, 1847.'

* The Ellipsoid. t The Vibrations of the Ether.
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Professor Mac Cullagh had been a Fellow of the Royal Society;

and Hamilton, at the request of his friend Lord Northampton,

then President of that Society, employed himself in November in

obtaining an outline of the life and a full account of the scientific

works of Mac Cullagh, to be read at the Society's opening meeting

'or the Session among the memorial notices of deceased members.

The materials contributed by Mac Cullagh's brother and by the

Rev. Richard Townsend, Fellow of Trinity College, were revised by
Hamilton, and the completed memoir is inserted in the Proceedings

of the Royal Society. It is of a higher order than most productions

of the kind, Mr. Townsend's part being the work of a thoroughly

competent mathematician and an enthusiastic admirer. The sirni-

.ar notice read in the following March, before the Royal Irish

Academy, and to be found in the Academy's Proceedings, is a less

satisfactory document, consisting merely of excerpts from the above

memoir.

The manuscript book from which I have gathered the fore-

going particulars shows that, besides signing the memorial ad-

dressed to the Prime Minister by the leading mathematicians of

;he three kingdoms, Hamilton took an active part, by private

.etters to Lord Northampton and Lord Monteagle, in obtaining

a Civil Service Pension for the sisters of his deceased colleague.

In the course of 1847 letters on various scientific subjects

massed between Hamilton and Mr. Robert Mallet, C. E. (known

ay his researches respecting the Causes and Phenomena of Earth-

quakes), Professor William Thomson of Glasgow (now Sir William

Thomson), Mr. Eaton Hodgkinson, and Mr. Spottiswoode, the

.ately deceased President of the Royal Society, who was one of the

earliest students of quaternions.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

DELIVERS LECTURES ON QUATERNIONS. DISTURBING CORRESPOND-
'

ENCE. VISIT TO BIRR CASTLE. COMMENCEMENT OF FRIEND-

SHIP WITH DR. J. P. NICHOL.

(1848.)

TOWARDS the close of January, in 1848, Hamilton paid a visit o

a few days to Dean and Mrs. Butler, at the Vicarage, Trim,

meeting there the sister of Mrs. Butler, his old friend Maria

Edgeworth. In a letter to Lady Hamilton he speaks of her aa

being
' in remarkable health, spirits, and vigour, for a lady in her

eighty-second year.' Writing on Monday, the 31st, he says :

'

Ij

have had a great deal of talk with her, and have been induced to

prolong my visit.' A scientific memorandum made by Hamilton

in May of this year* proves the interest she took in his success as

an author, and how, though unversed in science, her characteristic

good sense enabled her to give him very judicious advice. He
was happy in the time of his visit, for not many days after hi

departure the whole family of Edgeworthstown received a severe

shock from the unexpected death of Mrs. Wilson, the favourite

sister of Maria Edgeworth, who had only recently been among
them in apparently much improved health.

Immediately after his return to the Observatory, Hamilton set

to work on a Paper respecting the Generation of Reciprocal Ellip-

soids. He made a communication on the subject to the Royal

Irish Academy in the month of May. He had recently contri-

buted articles on Ellipsoids to the Philosophical Magazine.

The following brief extracts from letters of John T. Graves

*
Infra, p. 004.
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and Sir John Herschel recall facts of various kinds, belonging to

a time which was one of much disturbance both in the external

world of action and in the thoughts of men :

From JOHN T. GRAVES, F.R.S. to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.f' CHELTENHAM, March 31, 1848.

' Some time ago I was thinking of directing your attention to

De Morgan's Formal Logic, which greatly interested me. So did

Mr. Boole's pamphlet on the Mathematical Notation of Logic. I

suppose you have seen them. Babbage is studying Political

Economy. I wish that some good metaphysician + moralist + ma-

thematician + statistician would do something for that boasted

science, which has had immense influence on human welfare.

The doctrines of Fourier are now agitating the minds of the

workmen throughout Europe. . . .

'If you ever read novels read Jane Eyre. . . . Did you see

the last eclipse of the moon which frightened the Parisians ? /
did. It was a very odd one, a red blotch, not a definite shadow.'

Prom SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

COLLINGWOOD, April 3, 1848.

' I am a number of letters in your debt, but I have had so little

time at my own disposal of late that the chief subject of them
the quaternions stands with me nearly in abeyance, and though
1 can admire and feel the beauty of your theorems, I almost fear

now that I may never be able to acquire any command over the

powerful instrument which has originated them. . . .

' What extravaganzas the political world is playing ! ! Surely
this is the busiest year in the world's history, and the plot seems

thickening with marvellous rapidity. Arago told Whewell, not

very long before the outbreak, that he expected aud dreaded find-

ing himself placed in some such situation as his present. . . .'

A manuscript book begun May 1, 1848, contains passages

worthy of preservation as recording Hamilton's intention ulti-

mately to write for publication on the subject of metaphysics,

and the views entertained by him as to the method of his pro-

jected book on quaternions.
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'

[M. 1848, p. 1]. May 1, 1848. . . . Now that I have

relieved myself of the cares and labours of the Presidentship
of the Royal Irish Academy, and devoted myself more fully
than before to the habits and duties of a student's life, I feel,

more forcibly than the distractions of my former career allowed

me to do, the desire and almost the necessity of combining*
literature with science, philosophy with mathematics. Having
experienced within the last few years the great advantage, in a

more purely scientific course of study, of writing down my thoughts
in as orderly a manner as the impulses of invention could gradually
be trained to endure, I am now disposed to seek for the same ad-

vantage in methodising those probably less original reflections of

a metaphysical or critical kind, to which the bias of my intellec-

tual nature, and the extent or variety of my reading, may force or

tempt me. If in subjects admitting of demonstration I have found

it useful to preserve first thoughts and materials for revision of

judgment, much more likely is it that my present impressions, on

things more airy or more spiritual, may become gradually less

vague and crude than they now are, by my methodically commit-

ting them to manuscript. And if I presume not to hope to be in

the highest, the religious, sense useful to my fellow-men, it seems

not utterly unreasonable to aspire after some years more, if my
life be spared so long, to produce some contribution of the meta-

physical kind which may render not entirely useless to others what

lias been from boyhood an instinct of my own inner nature, and

a favourite theme of meditation to myself. . . .

'

[M. 1848, p. 9], May 6, 1848. One sufficient reason for en-

deavouring to adopt and persist in a methodical course of study is

to be found in the imperfection, or at least the limited power, of

the memory. It is matter of experience that a student can re-

member more of what he reads methodically, and can remember it

better, than he can of what he reads with equal care, but in a

desultory manner.
* Indeed a system of note-making may go far towards obviat-

ing the danger of forgetting irrecoverably what has been thus

desultorily read. Dugald Stewart* somewhere remarks that a

man's own notes of what he finds in a book may not really be

*
Compare supra, vol. i. p. 199.
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oore clearly expressed by him than by the author of that book
;

ut will probably be expressed under a form more adapted to the

yants and habits of the man's own memory : so that he may find

n advantage in afterwards recurring to those notes, rather than to

work itself from which they had been taken. In my own case I

onceive that important assistance to both memory and judgment
pas obtained from the habit which I adopted about the time of

y first entering college, though I am far from having since kept

up, of noting in blank books the heads of most of what I read,

sdth occasional remarks thereon.
1 Do not reviews, and critical works generally, accomplish some-

rhat of the same office for the world at large ? And if it shall be

ound, in any case, that several different and independent reporters

r commentators, while proposing to comment on and to illustrate the

ork of a philosopher or other author, concur in giving nearly one

ommon account of his meaning, which yet is not in form the same

s that originally given by himself, may not this fact (when it

ccurs) be accepted as evidence of an improvement in the state-

lent of that meaning, so far at least as relates to the average

apacities of readers in that age or country which produces com-

lents of this kind ? Does it not seem that the habits of the

uman memory, and therefore also the wants of the human intel-

ct, are to that extent better consulted by the new statement than

y the old one ? And is not this one of the modes by which the

uman race makes progress ?
'

This passage is followed in the manuscript book by a review to

hich Hamilton afterwards gave the title A May Day Criticism.

he review begins with the sentence :

' The Dublin University

fagazine for the present month '

(May, 1848)
' contains a poem

hich delights me, entitled The Bridal of the Year. It is by
). F. M. C., as also is a shorter, but almost sweeter piece, im-

lediately following it, and headed Summer Longings' Ten quarto

ages are then occupied by extracts and comments evidencing the

elight and admiration of the critic, who at the time was not

ware to whom the appropriating initials belonged. He had

fterwards the pleasure of discovering that they indicated his

)untryman Denis Florence Mac Carthy. The discovery led to
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personal acquaintance, and Mr. Mac Carthy is recorded as joining

in a later year a party of literary friends who met one summeijj

day at the Observatory. The poein reviewed by Hamilton ha?,

I understand, been frequently republished.

Another passage exhibits Hamilton engaged in forecasts with

regard to the scheme of his book. Commenting upon one of his
;

elementary expressions (/3
-

a) in quaternions, he supposes that a .

critic might object that his use of it was not original; and this

idea starts the following interesting remarks :

*

[C. 1848, p. 4]. May 30, 1848 With respect to thil

last objection, on the score of originality, which I am thus con-

ceiving a critic to make, it is one which I think I ought studiously
to put out of my own thoughts, in the composition of the work itself.

Let me aim to be clear, coherent, self-consistent, and intelligible,

in the statement of my own view, such as it now is, or such as it

may become during the act and in part of the very process of that

statement. Let me endeavour to communicate to any willing

learner, and some such no doubt there will be, the method which I

actually use, such as in my own present practice it is, and such as

it may become in virtue of those improvements which may be ex-

pected to arise during that very exercise which the composition of

the book will involve.
i

"
Denique sit quidvis, simplex duntaxat et unum."

Suppose that the result should be a certain fusion of known and

pre-existing rules, practices, or principles, together with others

which my own thoughts have brought to view
; yet if the fusion

be really perfect, if the result be truly one thing, not absolutely the

same as anything hitherto produced, the long experience which by
this time I have acquired of the working of other methods, and of

my own, cannot fail to give some value to such a product. Lot

unity, not novelty, be the mark for me to aim at. If I attain that

mark, it will then be easier than at present for others, and even

for myself, to judge whether and how far I have really added

anything important to the existing stock of conceptions, principles,

and processes, in the application of algebra to geometry. And I

feel myself still quite young enough in energy, or at all events I

-am conscious of being sufficiently avrjp <j>i\6irovog KOI <j)t\a\h0ne,
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lover of labour and a lover of truth, to accept with cheerfulness

the decision, on whichever side it may be.
' It will, however, be of course consistent with and required by

this character, which, given as it was by Ptolemy to Hipparchus, I

feel that I too can claim that of being
" a lover of labour and of

truth
"

to make somewhere, and to make it distinctly, too, an

acknowledgment, and an ample one, of every intellectual obligation
of which I may be conscious, and of which the mention may not

obviously be irrelevant or improper, in connexion with the com-

position of my book. And if it might distract the attention of

reader and of writer to incorporate such acknowledgment with

the Text, it will then be only the more necessary to insert it in

\Notes ; or perhaps to prefix it in a Preface :* or at least after some

general references thus made, to attach it to the work as an

[Appendix.'

Another manuscript book contains extensive transcripts from

parnot's Geometry of Position, followed by a later comment,

[vritten
in May of this year, which seems to me to call for

Insertion here.

'Observations on Carnot's Essay, Digression sur la Nature dea

Y^uantites dites Negatives.'

Hamilton had previously, at the date February 23, 1848 [MS.
nook A"= C, 1839, p. 203], quoted from Carnot's Geometry of

position a passage in which, affirming that ' lines and angles were

heterogeneous quantities, and that in consequence it was necessary

In order to compare them to find intermediary quantities, viz.

lineo-angular quantities;' and added the comment,
'

Respecting the

wove passage I shall at this moment only remark that in my
minion no quantities are heterogeneous. In so far as they are

in ii tit
i/, they come (in my mind) under the common form of time.'

..eferring then to the Essay, of which the title has been given

x>ve, he proceeds at a later date, May 1, 1848, p. 205 :

' Carnot conceives himself to have disposed of the controversial

art of the whole discussion in his Geometry of Position, and to be

* This was the mode subsequently adopted. See Preface to Lectures on

Quaternions.
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therefore free to enter on the subject of the so-called Neyativel

Quantities afresh, so as to give simply the shortest and
clearest]

exposition in his power of his own theory, without anxiously com-

bating the opinions which he regards as erroneous or confused, and!

which have been held by other persons. Miss Edgeworth lately,

at Trim (about the end of January last), advised me strongly to

make my projected work (on quaternions) as little controversial, orl

even historical, as I could to let my own idea stand boldly and!

clearly out, without (at least before) attempting to compare it with '

those of other persons. I am anxious to see now how Carnot has!

succeeded in similarly setting forward his own view.
* May 10, ] 848, p. 206. I have to-day read over the whole of

j

the Essay of Carnot, referred to on the preceding page of this bookJ
. . . The Essay contains a very clear account of Carnot's peculiaw
views on the subject of " inverse

"
or "

negative
"

quantities, and

also on "analysis" and "synthesis." Having read a good deal

of the Geometry of Position, by the same author, I can the bettem

appreciate the success with which he has condensed his arguments
and illustrations when preparing the later "

Digression."

'If I should ever think the writings of Carnot on this sub4

ject worth replying to, the shorter Paper would contain suffi-

cient materials for refreshing my memory of his views
;
and no

injustice would be done to him, by taking it as the subject of such

future and public criticism, should I ever be induced to turn critic.

' I can therefore the more safely and confidently note here,

now, that I dissent almost in toto from the view of that able geo-

meter. Founded as it is, throughout, on the notion that magni-

tudes are the ultimate subject of calculations, and of mathematical

or at least algebraical reasoning, so far as that reasoning is really

intelligible, and not merely a combination of unmeaning signs, to

be finally eliminated from the result, the degree to which its

author, with all his mathematical abilities, and with all his devo-

tion to this as a favourite branch of speculation, has, in my
opinion, Jailed, amounts nearly to an argument-urn ad absurdu

against his principles ;
and at all events to a strong presumption,

posteriori, that success in his attempt, is impossible, since he did not

achieve it.

* Some such opinion, indeed, respecting Carnot's failure, uwl

the inference to be drawn therefrom, was (I remember) expresse
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by me last summer, on the strength of my recollection of the

Geometry of Position, while I was walking towards the College
with Mr. Ingram (and perhaps Mr. Jellett), from the mathema-

tical dinner on the occasion of the Examination for Bishop Law's

Premium, given by the Rev. Charles Graves.'

In the latter half of June, Hamilton delivered in Trinity

>llege four lectures on quaternions. These lectures are memor-

)le as being the foundation of the book afterwards published

him with the title Lectures on Quaternions. In another manu-

'ipt book devoted to a record of these lectures and to investiga-

ms prompted by them I find at the first page a preliminary

notice of the circumstances connected with his delivery of them,

which indicates that he regarded them as an event in the history

of quaternions, and which is not without interest of a personal

kind.

' It was on Wednesday, June 21st, 1848, that I delivered my
first lecture on quaternions to a very respectable audience, among
the persons composing which were the Rev. George Salmon, Fellow

of Trinity College, Dublin, and author of a lately published trea-

tise on Algebraic Geometry ; and Arthur Cayley, Esq., Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge, who first (except myself) has publicly

used the quaternions : for he published in the London, Edinburgh,
and Dublin Philosophical Magazine a Paper entitled Results respect-

ing Quaternions, of which I have had the pleasure to acknowledge

publicly the importance. My second lecture on the same subject

was. delivered on Friday, June 23, 1848, after meeting Mr. Cayley
at breakfast at the rooms of the Messrs. Roberts, in College, where

also Mr. Jellett and Mr. Townsend breakfasted
;
and after an

interview with Mr. Salmon, who again (and indeed throughout
the Course) attended.

' The third lecture was delivered on Monday, June 26th, 1848,

in the evening of which day Dr. Lloyd made a speech to the Aca-

demy respecting the history and nature of the quaternion calculus,

and presented to me a medal for my labours connected therewit !i :

besides which he also spoke respecting the researches and labours oi'

Mr. Haughton, Dr. Hincks, and Mr. O'Donovan, and presented
them also with Cunningham medals. Finally, the fourth and last
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of my lectures on quaternions was delivered in College, on Wednes-

day, June 28th, 1848.'

This note of times and persons is followed by an account of the

.subject-matter of the first lecture.

In the foregoing extract mention has been made of the presen-

tation to Hamilton, from the Council of the Royal Irish Academy,
of the Cunningham Medal, in recognition of the importance of his

discovery of quaternions. The words used by Dr. Lloyd, the

President, in presenting the medal were as follows :

*

'Sir William Hamilton, in awarding you this medal, the

Council cannot have the gratification of feeling that they are

contributing to the reputation of a name which is already known
wherever science is cultivated. But they trust that you will value

it as a mark of sympathy from the Society, whose scientific charac-

ter you have raised by your labours, and whose interests you have

done so much in other ways to promote. Suffer me, on my own

behalf, to add that the duty which I now discharge, as the organ
of the Academy on the present occasion, is to myself, personally,

the most grateful of any which have devolved upon me as your
successor in this Chair.'

Dr. Lloyd had prefaced his presentation of the medal by giving

at considerable length his views on the history and nature of the

quaternion calculus. In reference to this part of his address, I

transcribe part of a subsequent note to him from Hamilton :

'However gratifying the medal itself may have been to mer

and especially the receiving it from your hands, I think that I felt

quite as much gratification at finding that you had been induced

to give so large a part of your own attention to the subject of my
researches, as the clearness and correctness of your statement ap-

peared to me to prove that you had done. In a note you may
think it proper to acknowledge the claims of Argand and Francais,

with which I was entirely unacquainted when I wrote my letter to

John Graves.'f

*
Proceedings ofthe Royal Irish Academy, January 26, 1848 ; vol. iv. p. 193.

f Letter of October 17, 1843, published in the Philosophical Magazine of

December, 1844.
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Another medal was conferred on Hamilton at this time which

ve him lasting pleasure, not only as being, what it purported to

,
a mark of respect from the Council of the Royal Society of

dinburgh, but because it bore the effigy of Napier of Merchis-

un, a man whose scientific genius he profoundly admired.

A copy of a report made at this time to the Board of Trinity

liege by Hamilton, as Professor of Astronomy, contains a short

tragraph which proves that, notwithstanding his devotion to pure

athematics, the work of the Observatory had not been neglected

him. * It appears that between the 4th of July, 1847, and the

i of July, 1848, there have been made 1330 transit observations,

d 580 observations with the great circle, besides several nights

work with the equatorial in connexion with the new planets,

.,
and the accomplishment of a good many reductions.'

Hamilton now turned his thoughts actively to the preparation

a text-book on quaternions for the students of Trinity College.

this step, which he felt would be in some degree an interrup-

n to the prosecution of his original researches, he was urged by
e Professor of Mathematics

; and, recognising its expediency, he

plied to the Board of the College for sanction and assistance in

etter which is of importance as expressing his deliberate estimate

the comparative power of the calculus of co-ordinates and that

quaternions. The aid he sought was promptly granted, but the

ok, Lectures on Quaternions, proved to be a much more serious

dertaking than he at this time anticipated ;
it was not published

. the summer of 1853. The Board, it may be here added, granted

all 200 towards carrying it through the press, but such were

a difficulties of printing and engraving that even that sum did

t prove sufficient to cover the expenses.

SIR W. E.. HAMILTON to the REV. R. MACDONNELL, D.D.,

Registrar of Trinity College, Dublin.

1 OBSEEVATOEY OF TEINITY COLLEGE, NEAE DUBLIN,

July 14, 1848.

. . . This new symbolical geometry . . . appears to me to

entirely distinct in its conception and in its processes from the
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important and celebrated Cartesian geometry of co-ordinates, whic

under the names of algebraic or analytic geometry, analysis, &c

has for the last two centuries enjoyed the great advantage of bein

studied, applied, and commented upon, by so many excellent

thematicians : I might almost say, by all mathematical writers o:

eminence, from Des Cartes himself to Mr. Salmon.
' Whatever importance I may naturally attach, as an author,

to my own speculations, I have not the extreme presumption to

pretend that a method which has scarcely been tried as yet by any-

one except myself (although Mr. Cayley of Cambridge has also

tried it with success), and which must be regarded as being still in

its infancy, can be considered as already competing, on equal fenns,

with that other and longer established system of algebraic geo*

metry, in the language of which (to mention only one example)
the Mecanique Celeste is composed.

'Still from the zeal and labour which I have expended on

bringing my own method to such perfection as the interval elapsed

since the invention of it in 1843 would allow : from the variety of

problems to which I have applied it, in both pure and mixed ma-

thematics, including Perturbation in physical astronomy, and the

general properties of Curves and Surfaces
;
and also (as I may be

permitted to add), from the early familiarity with the older or

Cartesian method, which I acquired twenty-six years ago, and

have not suffered myself in the interval to lose : I feel that |

hazard nothing in expressing my conviction that the new method

is essentially more powerful than the old
;
and that only the co-

operation of other persons is necessary, in order to make manifest

that intrinsic superiority of Quaternions over Co-ordinates, which

may \vell remain a matter of doubt, so long as the subject is left

almost entirely in my own hands.
' It is the opinion (as I am authorised by him to say) of the

present Professor of Mathematics in this University, the Reverend

Charles Graves, that the time is fully come for inviting and assist-

ing such co-operation, so far as I can invite and assist it. And he

has urgently and repeatedly pressed me to draw up and to publish,

during the coming autumn, an elementary treatise on the subject

of the new calculus of quaternions, or method of symbolical geo-

metry ;
on which work, as a text, he is pleased to propose to lecture

in College, during the ensuing winter : and also to examine in the

same work, next summer, as a part of the Fellowship Course.
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' For my own part it would be more entirely suited to my own

;astes to pursue, perhaps much longer, my private investigations

.n the subject, and to publish only extracts and results from time

;o time : but I must acknowledge that I agree in opinion with

Professor Graves, that by soon publishing a treatise, such as he

lesires, the chance of my being early useful to students and to

science will be considerably increased. Perhaps, also, whatever

ittle reputation may be the ultimate result will be thereby more

ilosely connected with this College.
' Under these circumstances it has occurred to me that an un-

ilaimed grant of fifty pounds, which you will doubtless find re-

porded in the books of the Board as having been voted about

welve years ago,* to assist me in bringing out a work on another

mathematical subject, from which other researches afterwards

diverted me, might with advantage be now renewed with an

Lltered destination, and applied to defraying the expense of

printing and publishing a work (or works) on quaternions. . . .

' I trust that it will be perceived that in making the fore-

going suggestions, I am not asking for a personal favour, but

}ather offering to submit, in a certain event, to a temporary

;hange in the direction of my labour, which would be adopted
(Qore in conformity with the advice and request of another officer

j'f
the College, and for the sake of students therein, than as a

gratification
of my peculiar tastes, or even as a source of repu-

jation to myself.'

The manuscript books of Hamilton exhibit preparatory work

ntered upon in July, but his progress was stopped, and his

loughts for a considerable time diverted by a letter received on

le 18th of the month from an old friend with whom he had not

een for many years in intercourse. This writer, after thanking

im for kindness to a relative, took occasion to express interest in

is inner life, and specially in his spiritual state, and the appeal

)ming thus from a friend of his youth led him to an extent which

as agitating and unnerving at the time, though, as he judged,

iimately beneficial, to disturb anew rooted sorrows, and to sum-*

*
Supra, p. 177.

VOL. II. 2R
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mon to a strict account his whole past of religious experience,

select from his part of the correspondence a few passages whic

throw valuable light upon the inner current of his being.

EXTRACTS FROM A CORRESPONDENCE.

' Since my marriage in 1833 I have not allowed myself

compose a single line of backward-looking poetry, such as I hac

perhaps too largely, written before. . . .'

' I had not indeed admitted any speculative infidelity into my
views ;

but alas what practical irreligion and real unbelief were

shown in that complete and prostrate Despondence ! It was with

reference to such moods chiefly that I said, with an emphasis which

has alarmed you, that I had never been a theoretical unbeliever.

I am now deeply convinced that, along with resignation and

heavenly hope, it is a duty to cherish also, if possible, a spirit of

hope, though not of anxiety, with respect to this earthly existence,

. . . for to a sinful and tremendous depth, at the thought of which

I shudder now, I have sounded long ago the abysses of the

opposite spirit : and, through God's grace, emerged.'
*

' My struggles and alternations in the spiritual life have not

been (as that former expression of mine may for a moment have led

* There can be little doubt that when writing these words Hamilton had in

recollection the state of his feelings after his first disappointment in love, and

the temptation to suicide which in consequence he experienced and resisted.

From the draft of a letter, the date of which was October 6, 1858, 1 extract the

following account of the incident :

'

Perhaps it may be because we are as yet so slightly acquainted with each

other, that I am willing to confess to you on this occasion of the melancholy

event which you report, that I have, once in my life, experienced, in all but its

last fatal force, the suicidal impulse. It was (as I full well remember) in the

month of February, 1825, . . . and (curious coincidence) when I was on my
way from Dublin to this very Observatory : for Dr. Brinkley had invited me to

join a dinner party here. The grief, which had then recently and suddenly

fallen upon me was one which I feel even yet. ... I remember and have

many hundreds of times passed the exact spot, where I thought for a moment

of plunging, for death, into the water. I wish that I could add that it was

religion . . . which protected me. My recollection has always been that it was

simply a feeling of personal courage, which revolted against the imagined act,

as one of cowardice. I would not leave my post ; I felt that I had something to
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you to fear) between belief and doubt
;
but between warmth and

coldness. My intellect has never ceased to embrace Christianity

with satisfactory and complete conviction : it is the evil heart of

ibelief which has, too often, departed from the living God. . . .

I am not ungrateful for the happiness which I have, in such

measure, enjoyed through life from society, nature, and

idy: not to speak here of any of those higher consolations

lich yet have not been always unvouchsafed to me. It is also

subject of deep thankfulness to me that the great sorrow of my
youth was altogether free from that bitterness which attends the

change from affection to unkindness : free also from the pain of any
diminution of esteem. Of some great sorrow I am sure that the

discipline was necessary to tame, in some degree, a spirit of self-

reliance, which has not yet, perhaps, been sufficiently subdued, but

against which I am learning, at least, to be more and more on my
guard.'

*

* Let me, therefore, now mention, what I think an important
secret of experience : namely, that, blessed a thing as meditation

is, it is Action, rather than Meditation, which is the appointed

remedy, the divine specific, against Despondence ; and that present

A parallel passage from the draft of a letter to an intimate friend, dated

February 19, 1849, is a fuller and more forcible expression of the feelings and

judgments put on record in the above extract.

Though it would be ungrateful in me not to acknowledge that mine has

been upon the whole a happy lot, and even in some respects an eminently
favoured one, yet I have had some experience of many different forms of pain
which have been diversified and enduring perhaps just enough to enable me to

judge, in some degree, what the effect upon my mind would be, if trials of

various sorts were deepened in intensity. And the result has been that I think

the only pain against which science, literature, and philosophy would leave me
undefended is precisely that very pain of the affections which I have so long
been compelled to endure, and which yet it seems to have been, humanly speak-

ing, an extraordinary accident (as the foregoing story may show) that I did not

escape from by a timely warning, or at least come to sustain in a mitigated
form by hearing somewhat earlier of the engagement. But for that very
reason I am induced, and in a manner compelled, to recognise in it the infliction

of a hand which is determined that I shall feel and own a Master against

whom I cannot defend myself, when He chooses that I shall suffer : as I might

possibly be able, or might think myself able to do, at least within the kingdom
of my own mind, against almost any other form of affliction or of assault op

pressure from without. . , .'

2 R2
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1

duties, which may at first seem irksome, are part of the medicine 1;

wherewith God healeth the sickness of those that are broken in

heart.'
' You may possibly have heard that some people were pleased

to call me a Puseyite, some years ago. However, I never pleaded

guilty to the charge, though I had certainly leanings to high-
churchism. But I have never allowed my views and feelings of

religion to harden into any system ; nor have I ever joined any

party in the Church. The .creeds and collects seem to me to con-

tain a sufficient summary of doctrine; though I felt no scruple

whatever in subscribing the Articles also when I received a Doc-

tor's Degree at Cambridge, in 1845.'

'
. . . Though I have not been consistently religious through

life, I can truly say that, every now and then, I have long since had

grace to pray that God would put upon me any amount of sorrow,

or even of humiliation and to pray this honestly was a great deal

from me which might be for my spiritual welfare, and might

bring me nearer to Him.'

' Do not imagine that I am now haunted by the fever of ambi-

tion. I can honestly pray to God, just to make what use of me
He sees fit : and to give me just as much or as little celebrity as

He judges good for myself and for other men.'

*
. . . Science, which though not to the exclusion of poetry,

literature, and several kindred studies, not all expressly religious

still seems to me to be my own Vocation, Call, or Duty.'

A letter of old date to Lady Campbell was quoted by Hamilton

in this correspondence, and as it deals with two points of much

interest, I here insert the extract made by him.

EXTRACTfrom a letter to LADY CAMPBELL, written by "W. R. H.

in 1830.

'

Though I have lately written another poem, of which I send

you a copy, I am aware that my poetical compositions have no

pretensions to merit considered as works of art. But I cannot

persuade myself entirely to forego what has soothed myself in

moments of deep emotion, and has enabled me to hold, with living
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Tiends, a communion more perfect than ordinary conversation

sould afford. And if my scientific works should cause me to be

emembered, and enable me after my death to influence the minds

)f men, my poems may perhaps survive to show that I had not

)een quite a harsh and rugged being, nor quite insensible to feel-

ngs of gentleness and beauty.
' I thank you most sincerely, dear Lady Campbell, for the

ympathy which I have received from you, and trust that your
ood advice will not be quite thrown away. Indeed I know that

[b
would be both weak and wrong to allow myself to be overcome

y that mental languor to which I have sometimes yielded : nor can I

; !imk myself right or innocent in having so often done so already.

|

Jut it was because I have struggled to bear disappointment as a

toic rather than as a Christian; because, though intellectually

I Dnvinced of the truth of Christianity, and not devoid of feelings

E religion, I have sought rather to arm my heart with the triple

::eel of stubborn patience, than to win for it that peace which

Dmeth from above. It is just, therefore, and fit that, when the

rong heart fails, as fail it sometimes must, I should be over-

helmed with a depth of despondence unknown to those who

jive walked more humbly with their Grod.'

The subsidence of this emotional disturbance was marked by
e composition of a sonnet expressing with much pathos devout

iristian feeling.

' PRATER FOR CALM.

* When the disciples saw each surging hill

Of waters threaten that frail bark, aboard

Of which, rude-pillowed, lay their sleeping Lord,

They roused him with affrighted prayers ;
and still

He, only He, can calm the mind at will ;

His sovereign word alone with power reprove
Ambition's tumult, the unrest of Love,

And to the Heart's wild waves say, Peace, be still.

If to ourselves, then, Christ now sleeping seem,

If in our hearts we feel those billows rave,

Let us, too, start to prayer from panic's dream,
And from a risen Saviour rescue crave :

Thy voice, Lord ! can still give calm supreme ;

Without Thee, we are lost : but Thou canst save !

August 25, 1848.'
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It was just at this crisis, before his feelings had quite re-

covered their normal tranquillity, that Hamilton received from

Lord Rosse a letter inviting him to meet Professor Airy and

Colonel Sabine at Birr Castle, and holding out a prospect of

carrying on some study of nebulse with the great telescope, as

well as of the enjoyment of social and scientific intercourse.

He decided at once to accept an invitation promising so much

that would be agreeable and beneficial. On his way to Parsons

town he wrote thus to his friend Aubrey De Yere :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

POKTAELINGTON, Saturday Evening,
'

August 26, 1848.

' I have lately made a discovery not of hodographs, or qi

ternions, or of any of those unchristian things but of a peep at

the Dublin or Wicklow mountains, appearing above sumach trees,

and amid too luxuriant evergreens, just over the hillock of moss-

roses, in the middle of that part of my garden which I regard as

sacred, more than the rest, to the memory of my predecessor,

Brinkley. I see it while I stand just under a myrtle tree, and

near trees of the mystical passion-flower, and the ever-blooming
Pirus Japonica : and it has, over and over, startled me of late

from meditation on some sonnet or other of yours, so that I have

quite come to associate it with you. And I write these lines to

tell you so, at a somewhat lonely inn, where I am cheered, how-

ever, by the attendance (for the evening) of an ancient happy-

looking man, who has (as I guessed before I asked him) been

waiter here for a long time he says for sixteen years. That is a

long time in a man's life a short one in his affections. The

verses copied on this sheet [Prayer for Calm], and composed

yesterday, relate mainly to an impression upon my affections,

which was made twenty-four years ago. That was, really, love

at first sight mysterious wonderful all that has happened t<

me since is, in comparison, ^mreality. You have the second copy

of the lines. I remain, my dear Aubrey, your ever affectionate

friend.
' Without any appreciable, or expressible change in my religious

tieics, I feel that there has been for some time buck a decided im-

I
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rovement in my religious habits, tastes, and feelings : the sum

nd substance of which seem to be, that I feel more than before

iy need of a Saviour, of The Saviour.
' I feel that I can say, with no profanation of those solemn

r

ords, Grod bless you, my dear Aubrey.'

It will have been gathered from what precedes that the probing

f spirit in reference to his religious history was accompanied, and

j;

was inevitable that it should be so, by a re-opening of the old

found of his
.
affections.

This caused him not only agitation of feeling, but some troubl-

ig of conscience, and his deep-seated confidence in the sympa-

;ietic nature and the spiritual wisdom of Aubrey De Vere, led

im in a second letter to disclose fully to him the nature of his

ial.

That second letter it would not be proper to print at large. It

peaks of the acute pain caused him by the vivid picturing in

lemory of the incidents of that by-gone time, and of the misgiving"

3 to whether this could be right, although he was conscious of

sing in act and intention faithful to the principles of duty.

'. De Vere's reply is so full both of sympathetic consolation and

i! wise practical counsel that I consider it a privilege to be able to

'produce a letter so calculated to be of service to any who have a

trial to undergo.

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. B-. HAMILTON.

'
30, CHESTER-STBEET, BELGKAVE-SQTTABE, LONDON,

'

September 2, 1848.

f It has often been a great source of regret to me that such long
eaks take place in our correspondence. On the other hand, a

esh letter from you always gives me especial pleasure in conse-

lence of its taking up our intercourse just where it was last

oken off. The lapse of time does not seem to have affected

tr relations in the slightest degree, and the new letter, instead of

eaking new ground, takes up an old conversation just where it

as interrupted. This is always my own disposition relative to

y old friends, but there are very few from whom, however sincere
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they may be, I meet or expect to meet the same return. Time
has changed them, though it may not have changed their affections ;|

and when we meet after an interval, we have more or less to become
new acquaintances, though we are old friends.

'Your description of your garden made me feel as if but a

month or two had elapsed since the day that we walked in it

together discussing metaphysics, a day which we ended by practis-

ing firing at a mark with pistols, I remember that I was very
successful at first, though it was the first time I had tried my skill

that way, for, firing at a periwinkle as a mark, I sent the ball

right through the centre of the blue flower. To abate my pride,

however, I never could succeed afterwards in even going near the

mark.
' I like your sonnet [Prayer for Calm] very much indeed. It

is one of those internal applications of outward objects or events

with which my mind naturally sympathises. It is a symbolic or

mystical interpretation which, whether applied to Nature or Ee-

velation, is congenial to my taste, and is one of those processes hv

which our imaginations resemble each other. I have read your

poem already several times, and each time with increased pleasure;

and so valuable is the thought, even independent of its poetic

drapery, that I am sure it will often occur to me in future. I

shall also have no scruple in showing the sonnet to others, as it

does not to the uninitiated betray anything of the particular train

of thought or remembrance that happened to suggest it to you.

That train of thought to which your letter refers has, I need hardly

say, very deeply interested me. It would be a matter of philosophical

interest if (belonging as it does to you) it were not far too near to

me to furnish employment chiefly for the faculties that occupy them-

selves with psychological problems. One thing, however, I must

say, which is that I can see nothing whatsoever to blame in such

feelings as you allude to. There may be much to blame, it is true,

in one's moral or imaginative being, even where in action or in-

tended action there is nothing: but there seems to me in this

instance nothing to blame, because while there is nothing which

points or tends to what is wrong in action, there is also nothing

which saps the energy of the mind or diverts the soul from its

nobler objects. Such a remembrance would certainly be injurious

to you if it followed you closely or remained with you constantly.
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[t would then both indicate a morbid state of mind and tend to

increase that morbidness
;
but recurring as it does only occasion-

(illy, and without your seeing or perhaps desiring to see the

hbject of your remembrance, it seems to me to be like the recur-

|
rence of one's youth itself, embodied in the fairest and brightest

(

dsion of one's youthful days, and revisiting a spirit that never can

| .vholly leave its youth behind. I do not mean to say that feelings

pf self-distrust and an increased and more vivid sense of our de-

pendence on a higher Power are not rightly suggested on such an

occasion, as they are indeed on all occasions. We are so pro-

r'oundly and secretly frail that if temptation came in our way,

especially if it were rashly sought, we cannot tell what the result

night be. The very best and highest feelings go through strange

uctamorphoses, and transmigrate into lower forms, if opportuni-
ies of evil are not rather shunned than sought ; and no doubt we
ire dependent for our safety not only on Divine Grace fortifying
is within, but on that Divine Providence which shapes our lives

ind removes or disarms dangerous opportunities.
'

Admitting all this, however, still we must remember that to

De and feel ourselves temptable is one thing, and to feel any burthen

im our conscience quite another. Our nature was temptable before

';he fall as well as after
;
from yielding to temptation it cannot be

setter defended than by a sensitive conscience, more ready to dis-

trust than to rely on itself : but the " remorse that feared to have

)ffended" is the remorse that includes no bitterness, and which ought

surely to be accounted one of the chief blessings, as well as an

Dmen of advancing holiness. When our good angel once deserts

is, we feel no more those palpitations of a nature purer than our

ywn, which walks beside our own conscience and breathes upon its

nirror, dimming it at one moment that it may be clearer the next.
' I am myself a believer in love at first sight, though this is

aot the only genuine love, and also in one love, though it is a mere

chance whether this should be the first, or should succeed to many
shadows and phantoms of would-be love. Two natures are some-

imes so singularly in accordance that the moment they meet they
teel that they fit each other and know each other without being
ible to describe their own knowledge. There are doubtless many
3ounterfeits of this

;
but the numerous counterfeits do not disprove

die occasional truths. It will also happen that one person will
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sometimes meet another who with such vividness embodies to his

moral sense and imagination what is beautiful and noble that to

him, whether the affection is returned or not, this image becomes

an impersonation of that perfection which every great nature thirsts

after. It is, as it were, a great Idea linked with a fact and an

Experience, and it unites the durability of an Idea with the ex-

quisiteness and practical power of a reality. I doubt whether such

a revelation of the Excellent can be made more than once, because,

though perfection is really multiform, yet each finite nature forms

some one especial image of it to himself. In the meantime the

sympathies crave excitement first and rest afterwards, and ties are

formed with objects not unappropriate, though occupying a diffe-

rent level from that which a great Ideal affection occupies. I

believe it hardly ever happens that the one great and ideal affec-

tion results in a marriage : there are too many chances against it.

I suspect that this is all right. There is no such thing as a heaven

upon earth. We are bound to our earthly companions by strong

sympathies, strong needs, and strong duties. These are sufficient

to sanctify our earthly ties, though not to glorify them. Our

faculties range more freely than if they all found food at home,
and our imagination soars higher than if it were chained to flesh.

Most people go through life without having ever known this great
love or dreamed of this great embodiment of the beautiful and

good. They have lesser affections, which, as they have known no

other, seem to them all we are capable of. I believe, however,

that far the more fortunate are those who will always have a great

remembrance, though, till our nature puts off mortality, it must in-

clude the remembrance of a great regret.
' I am greatly pleased by what you say on religious subjects.

I do not know in what direction your religious opinions, as distin-

guished from sentiments, are moving. I have recently been pass-

ing some time with Archdeacon Manning, a man who looks more

like a primitive saint than a modern dignitary. His sermons are

very well worth your reading. Many people think them equal

to Newman's. He is what is called a very high Churchman, and

all his aspirations are after a restoration of the unity of the Church.

He does not, however, seem to have any inclination to secede from

our En-gliph Church to join that of Rome. . . . Certainly this great

question of the unity of the Church, this Roman controversy,
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which turns up again and again, agitating successive generations,

dividing or uniting races and nations, mingling with all matters,

political, social, philosophical, and moral, refusing to be laid aside,

and yet eluding solution, is the great question of the time, and in-

deed of all times. It is so obviously the great human question,

that I think every man of great mind ought seriously to consider

it, laying aside prejudice and partiality, and endeavour to leave

behind him whatever contribution he is capable of making to the

great cause of Truth and Charity.
' My brothers are all here or near this now. Stephen is re-

turned from Canada, whither he went with a view of promoting
the cause of emigration. . . . Most of us will, however, soon be in

Ireland, where I have passed most of the last two years. I sent

you, I think, a book called English Misrule and Irish Misdeeds, which

I wrote during three weeks of relaxation from the toils of a Relief

Committee.
' When you write to me next, pray tell me something of your

recent scientific labours, if I can at all understand their bent. Do
you feel as if any great scientific discovery were likely soon to

reveal itself to you or any of the students of scientific Truth and

Knowledge ? I hope you will have fine weather for observing
while at Parsonstown.

' And now I must say good-bye and God bless you ! I can

hardly say how glad I was to read your letter. I will send your
sonnet to my sister, who is pretty well, though much troubled by
the position in which her brother-in-law, W. O'Brien, has placed
himself. My mother read your poem- with great interest, and

sends you her kindest regards. Ever your affectionate friend.'
* Have you seen Henry Taylor's last volume of poetry, The Eve

of the Conquest ? If not, you should get it, as well as Tennyson's

poem The Princess.
1 1 send you a copy of an Address of Loyalty which I drew up

when such things were in circulation. Those which I saw seemed

to me very one-sided, and I believe that mine, if signed generally

by the Irish gentry, would have done good. You may as well

show it to Lord Rosse, if still with him. It was signed by three

grand juries.'

Two letters to Mr. Barlow, then a candidate for Fellowship in

Trinity College, introduce two sonnets, composed by Hamilton at
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Parsonstown, and give a pleasant account of the incidents of the

visit :

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to J. W. BARLOW, ESQ.

'

CASTLE, PARSOKSTOWN, August 30, 1848.

' Instead of writing to you on mathematics and physics, I send

you a copy of a sonnet I composed last night, while pacing the

lofty gallery of the great telescope not much, if at all, less high
than sixty feet Mr. Airy and Lord Eosse being then engaged in

a lower gallery, at the mouth of the gigantic tube, whence they
were at that moment discovering a new spiral nebula. But if

you have hitherto escaped the contagion of verse-making, I beg
that I may not infect you at least till you have secured your I

Fellowship.
' For my own part I believe that I had been working rather

too hard and too long some time ago, and I felt somewhat lan-

guid and fatigued on arriving here
;
but if I were asked whether

I had enjoyed myself at Parsonstown, I could safely say that I
]

have done so, for though not so much of a practical observer as
]

my brother Astronomer-Eoyal, Airy, I enjoy seeing the great tele-

scope and the objects which it reveals. Also I have taken several

delightful though solitary walks in the grounds, and to-day a walk

through them with Lord and Lady Eosse. ... I was also one of

a carriage-party to visit some works on the Shannon, on Monday
last. And there .was a large dinner-party here yesterday after

the breaking up of which it was that those who were on visits at

the Castle went forth to the telescopes, and I ascended that strange
aerial gallery, between heaven and earth, where I composed the

sonnet which I afterwards pencilled down in the Transit Eoom,
before we came in for the night or morning for you may fancy
that we do not get to bed very early on a fine night here.'

PARSONSTOWN SONNETS.

i.

(COMPOSED IN THE UPPER GALLERY OF THE GREAT TELESCOPE.)

' I stood expecting, in the Gallery,

On which shine down the Heaven's unnumbered eyes,

Poised in mid air by art and labour wise,

When with mind's toil mechanic skill did vie,
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And wealth free poured, to build that structure high,

Castle of Science, where a Rosse might raise

(His enterprise achieved of many days)
To clustering worlds aloft the Tube's bright Eye.

Pursuing still its old Homeric march,
Northward beneath the Pole slow wheeled the Bear

;

Rose over head the great Galactic Arch ;

Eastward the Pleiads with their tangled hair
;

Gleamed to the west, far seen, the Lake below
;

And through the trees was heard the River's flow.

PAESONSTOWN, August 29, 1848.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

CASTLE, PARSOKSTOWN, Sept. 2, 1848.

* I have a message to give you from Airy, which is my excuse

writing to you so soon again but as to what the message is,

are at my mercy, and must wait till I come to it in my own
-

' After dressing in haste, and going down stairs, the day I last

)te, I found that dinner was postponed. So I had time to go
to my bedroom, and to write a copy of my Gallery Sonnet

Lady Eosse. On returning with it, and handing it to the

Countess, she showed the lines to others of the small party : the

mly guests at the time, besides Airy and myself, being Colonel

md Mrs. Sabine. You may have heard or read of Sabine, as

laving swung pendulums in both polar and equatoreal regions, to

letermine the Figure of our Planet he is also a great man for

errestrial magnetism : a Secretary or Trustee of the British Asso-

dation ; and (I believe) the Foreign Secretary to the Eoyal Society

>f London, of which Society it is understood that Lord Eosse will

> >e elected President in November next, on the retirement of the

Marquess of Northampton. I have known him for many years ;

,nd his wife, Mrs. Sabine, is another old friend of mine. She is

ather a learned lady, and has translated many foreign (especially

rerman) Papers on Science, for Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, having

ijio
children to occupy her otherwise

;
and I remember that, with

.er husband, she attended a Course of Lectures which I delivered

mg ago in Trinity College, Dublin the same year, I think, that

'Irs. Hemans, the poetess, was also pleased to attend. Our little

arty of six being thus constituted on Wednesday last, Airy seems
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to have been a little stimulated by my sonnet
;
and being otherwise

in spirits that evening, he said after dinner, while we were sitting

over our wine (though I stuck to the water), that he had in his youth- ,

ful days read, and still remembered, a great deal of English poetry :

and he challenged me to examine him in Sir Walter Scott's poem
of "Rokeby." For my part, I had read that poem at Edgeworths-
town twenty-four years ago, but never since : however, I recollected]

enough to accept the offered post. I fancy you would not refuse

to be an examiner for a Fellowship, and perhaps would even
pre-j

fer it to being an examinee. So I desired Mr. Airy to repeat such

and such passages from "
Rokeby," of which /knew just enough

to set him agoing : and it is only fair to say, that giving the candi-
j

date due credit for half answers, I felt myself bound to award to

him a very good set of marks. In fact he walked over the course,

neither Lord Rosse nor Colonel Sabine appearing to be at all in- ;

clined to enter the lists with him on that occasion. As we pro- 1

ceeded to compare notes, respecting our recollections of literature, i

sundry Latin and Greek quotations began to fly about
;
and Lord i

Rosse asked me whether I could not cap them with a Hebrew one : J

so I ventured to repeat the verse commencing ... of which, as I

now write it from memory, you will doubtless be obliged to correct 1

at least the punctuation.
' Lord Rosse suggested that it would be a capital plan to shut

Mr. Airy and myself up in two separate rooms, perhaps communi-

cating with each other, but without access to books, and to try how

large an amount of English and other literature we could remem-

ber and write down between us : whereupon I proposed, as an im-

provement on the plan, that his lordship should at the same time

be confined in a third room, till he should have written out from

memory an account of the whole progress of his inventions and ex-

periments connected with the construction of the giant telescope. I
' When we joined the ladies, Airy, being still under the excite-

ment of the remembrance of the poetry he had read long ago, and

comparing himself to Claud Halcro, in The Pirate, who accounted

for his letting go the boat-sheet, and consequently allowing the

boat itself to be capsized, because a man could not fiddle and hold

both at once, and fiddling could not be dispensed with, proceeded

to pour forth a most astonishing and amusing medley of verse.

Indeed some of it was so comical that I laughed more than I
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done for a long time before
;
which did me a great deal of good,

for I had not been in good spirits lately : and I think that if you
had been with us, and listened with us to Airy, you would almost

have forgiven him for writing those dreadful Tracts.

' After some time, but before we repaired to the telescope for

the night, I told Mr. Airy that " a young friend of mine "
for I

was modest enough, on your behalf, not to mention your name to

him at present, but you will doubtless make him hear of it after a

few years had lately expressed himself in a letter to me, as find-

ing the investigations towards the end of the Tract on the Wave
Theory

"
very unsatisfactory."

" Tell him," said Airy, and now
comes at last the message to you that I talked of "

tell him, that

I quite agree with him."
' This reminds me of something that Coleridge once said to me,

at the rooms of Dr. Thirlwall, the present Bishop of St. David's. I

met Mr. Coleridge in these rooms, in Cambridge, in 1833, having,

however, already, in 1832, visited him several times in the neigh-
bourhood of London, and listened to him there. You may have

heard that nobody ever talked with Coleridge; for the full and

rapid torrent of his own eloquence of discourse soon absorbed all

minor rivulets, such as other men could supply. However, I must

acknowledge that he took very graciously, and in good part, any
'few words I ventured to throw in

;
and allowed them to influence,

and in some degree to guide his own great, and sweet, and won-

drous stream of speech. Presuming that he had forgotten those

former visits of mine, which, however, he afterwards assured me
that he had not done, I said to Coleridge, on being placed beside

him by Dr. Thirlwall, at Cambridge, that I had read most of his

^published works : but, by way of being very honest, I added, But,

sir, I am not sure that I understand them all.
" The question is,

sir," said he,
" whether I understand them all myself." I think

that this saying of Coleridge to me may match pretty well with

Airy's message to you.
' We can only conjecture now whether Poisson would have

*ibeen equally candid, if he had heard your comments upon him.

But, really, I do not think it is at all a bad sign that you find

iiseveral celebrated investigations unsatisfactory. That must ever

be the case on the border ground of the debateable land, where the

well-established conquests -of science approach the still unconquered
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regions of speculative research. To pretend to see as clearly in

the dawn as in the full light of day is more an evidence against

than for the eyes and candour of the man who says he sees so. I

used to like your being (/^satisfied with things about the separation

of the symbols of operation and quantity, respecting which I had had

time to become entirely satisfied myself. Just try to trace and to
j

remember what is the line of argument, if not of demonstration, which I

is adopted by the great writers that you have to study, in those

subtle and difficult inquiries ;
and without enslaving your own

mind to an instant and entire assent, remember that it is not your

present business to decide even for yourself, whether they are right

or wrong in their conclusions, or even in their logic. That decision

you must reserve till you are a Fellow
;
and then, you will have

time enough for many things. . . .

'Airy, though he has really an extraordinary memory for

poetry, declares that he has never himself composed a single ori-
!

ginal line (unless some parodies may be so called) : and I cannot
|

help thinking what an advantage he has had over me thereby, in

all that depends on having had his time and thoughts more^

free for transit-wires, and x, y, z, screws, verniers, and reductions.

However, I do not grudge him a particle of his success, and

indeed, find myself liking him better, as I come to know him more -

though in some degree I have known him since 1827, and have

always hitherto had the good fortune to escape all quarrels and

controversies, not only with him, but with all my other scientific

contemporaries.
'

Postscript, September 2, 1848, Saturday night. You would

have been amused if you had been here last night, to watch Lord

Eosse, Mr. Airy, and myself Colonel Sabine was gone taking

courage by degrees to avow that we were not sorry were glad
were very glad, to find that the sky was overcast. For five previous

nights in succession, we had been up and out, to a late hour, using

the telescopes in the open air
; nothing very new in kind was ex-

pected, as the moon was not yet old enough to show itself on the

meridian to the six-foot mirror
;
and we were all quite happy to

be able, without the reproach of losing any opportunity out of

doors, to stay comfortably within. Indeed there is a low and par-

tially dome-roofed building near the great telescope, which contains

an equatorial and a transit instrument, and where a good turf-fire
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is kept for eye-glasses and men to come and warm themselves at it

at intervals. Ladies also visit the place sometimes, for the same

purpose, and I had there a cosy fireside chat some nights ago
with Mrs. Sabine, about my old pupil, Lord Adare, who is

likewise an old friend of hers, and whom she was designing
soon to visit with her husband: and in the same room I have

been writing to you, by starts, this evening. But still we

preferred to linger over our tea in the drawing-room of the castle

last night, and then to get to our beds, for once, at a moderately

early hour. I read, however, in my room a long article or e^say

on Plato, and afterwards some chapters in the Bible; and thus

was up till twelve o'clock, tired as I had supposed myself to be :

but twelve appeared quite early after the five preceding nights,

and I awoke refreshed this morning.
*

To-day I drove with Lord Rosse, Mr. Airy, and a resident

engineer of the town, to visit the site of some proposed alterations

in the course of a little river (the Crom-cor, I think,) which flows

through the Parsonstown grounds, adorning rather than injuring

them, but elsewhere swells considerably in floods, and then and

there does mischief. I enjoyed sufficiently the scrambling over

stepping-stones, and wading with my companions through shallow

parts, which were too broad for us to jump ;
but when we came to

the place where the council of war was to be holden, for future

battle with the invading flood, being quite conscious that my advice

could not be of even the slightest value in such a matter, I wavered

for a moment whether I should not try, by carefully holding my
, tongue, and looking as grave as a stuffed owl, to look as wise as

lone. However, the result was that I quietly pulled out of my
j pocket a little book, which I had brought with me on the

chance of finding some such moment
; and, leaving my comrades

to their own wisdom, read some of that book to myself. . . . Then,

as we clambered back, I was ready to listen, with some decent

[attention,
to Airy's explanation of the law that the weight of a

tatone of given form and material, which can be carried onward by
a stream of water, varies as the sixth power of velocity.

'A pleasant day has been wound up, this evening, by a good

view, with the great telescope, of the new spiral nebula
; and also

jof the planet Saturn, with several of its satellites, and the Ring :

very faint, thin, and ghost-like, to be sure, but certainly seen. This

VOL. II. 2 S
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is the more remarkable and satisfactory because the ring's re-

appearance is announced in the Nautical Almanac for to-morrow

(Sept. 3) ;
and in fact I doubt whether with any other telescope

in the world it could be seen to-night. So it will be something
to remember that I saw the Ring here a day too soon, namely, on

Sept. 2, 1848.'

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

CASTLE, PAESONSTOWN, September 10, 1848.

* After church to-day, where in a comfortable corner, screened

from view, and intended, I suspect, for some former proprietor to

sleep in, I took notes in short-hand of the sermon a thing II

scarcely ever venture to do I walked into the grounds with those!

notes, to read them as well as I could ; but when about a third

part had been deciphered, the view of the river, from one of the

numerous bridges over its windings here, suggested to me af

different train of thought, yielding to which I composed the

accompanying sonnet, as a sort of continuation of the one thai

ended thus:

" Gleamed to the west, far-seen, the Lake below;
And through the trees was heard the River's flow."

... I certainly feel that this visit has been enjoyed by me and

has done me good ;
and that I am recovering from a sort of (mental

rather than bodily) fatigue and languor, which I was conscious of

(perhaps from having worked rather too hard some time ago) when

I came here. When I return home, which I expect (D. V.) to do

on Tuesday, I intend to attack my mathematics again, furiously,

or what will be better, calmly : and am allowed as one of my in-

ducements to do so, to take away such an enchanting folio ! to

wit

AnOAAQNtou nEPFAjou KflNIKftN

BIBA1A A'. TA DPOTEPA, K.T.\.

There is an immensity contained in the Collect for to-day.'*

Twelfth Sunday after Trinity.
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n.
'

Along the river many a sunny day,
While calm it glided on, or rushed in flood,

I had strayed, in like diversity of mood
;

My thoughts now gliding soft, with gentle play,
And now in hearty rapture borne away :

Calm or perturbed the stream of memory flowing,
Past pains, old joys, like leaves adown it going,
Or hopes, like sunbeams, glittering on its way.
And I had seen that lake reflect a star

Before, or dimpling tremble to the moon
;

Or bear upon its breast white swans afar,

While in some summer shade I sat at noon :

Or (Night preparing now her shadowy car)
Blend with the twilight's meditative boon.

'CASTLE, PAESONSTOWIJ, September 10, 1848.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERE.

'

CASTLE, PAKSO^STOWN, September 5, 1848.

'
. . . I think that your remarks upon my recent letters are

just, as well as consolatory to me. And as to this word, consola-

tion, though in a very true sense it is applicable, and the thing
which it denotes is required, yet, I must say, that I am not un-

grateful for the large share of happiness which I have through life

enjoyed : nor unconscious that more might have been done by my-
self to use and temper, well and wisely, those elements of happi-
ness which have been entrusted to my charge.

' In several important respects I do feel myself happier, though

(or perhaps because) calmer, than when I was here five years ago.
In other moods, more different from that just now expressed in

form than in reality, I feel myself, as I again take solitary walks

through the grounds here, a sadder and a wiser man. . . .

' This note is far from being a sufficient answer to your letter.

I am glad that (since I cannot be of any use) you do not write to

me on Irish politics at present, or on anything connected there-

with : it will be satisfactory to me to be able to say so.'
*

* The meaning of this is that Hamilton looked forward to signing, as he

did afterwards sign, the memorial in favour of the mitigation of the sentence

on W. S. 0' lirien, and wished to be able to say that his doing so was not owing
to private influence.

2S2
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j

From AUBREY DE VERB to SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

'

7, PARK-STREET, WESTMINSTER, September 9, 1848.

'My engagements should be numerous and heavy indeed if

they prevented me from answering a letter of yours. Your last

letter interested me as much as the preceding one, though in a

different way. When one looks back on one's past life, at inter-

vals, as you have been stimulated to do by your return to Parsons-

town after a long absence, it is indeed with a strange and thrilling

feeling that one compares what Time has brought us with what
he has taken away. The interest is with me an awful one, though
the feeling that accompanies the contemplation is rather of a seda-

tive than an exciting character. I sometimes feel inclined to say :

" Let time take from me what it will, so it leaves me my friends."

Every year one seems to have a profounder as well as a more for-

bearing attachment to those whom so many casualties may remove

from one. Time, on the whole, has dealt gently with you ; per-

haps because you live much in the region in which Time is not.

You have been adding yearly to your intellectual stores
; making

more ample preparation for that large bequest which a great man
would wish to make to his kind

; and, above all, growing, I believe,

in the attachment felt to those things which never pass away.

You, married men, have one advantage over us. As youth drifts

past you, you see it renewed in your children. It seems not to

have deserted you, but invested itself in outward forms that it may
be more palpably grasped. You do not mention your children ;

but I remember them well, and generally think of them when I

think of you, which is very often. I hope they are well, and

getting on well. I thought both your boys of singular promise.
I have a little godson (a child of Henry Taylor's) who is one of

j

my great objects of interest, and gives me a quasi-feeling of the

parental sort. Thank you for both the poems you sent me. The

ode* gave me that peculiar kind of interest which one takes in

musing over that unknown part of the life of a friend which had

elapsed before we knew him, and which, to an indefinite degree,
has made him what he is. The sonnet on Lord Rosse's telescope

reminded me vividly of those sidereal-poetic meditations in which

* Vol. i. p. 174.
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you have often indulged while we were together. I do not re-

cognise any plagiarism in the line about the Pleiads. The third

line I like best of the first eight, but I think the latter portion of

the sonnet much the best. I wonder whether that telescope is

likely to make important discoveries. Whewell says it is not : but

I doubt whether even a Master of Trinity has a right to legislate

on the subject. I have lately been reading a vindication of Bacon's

moral character written by a great admirer of his and friend of

mine, Mr. Spedding. Amongst other things he asserts that it is

a great mistake to suppose that either the discovery or illustration

of the Inductive Method was Bacon's great contribution to the

cause of science. He says it did not consist in this, but in a cer-

tain vast scheme of embodied experiment never yet realised, or

even attempted since his time, by which all nature was to be

digested into a form of arranged thought and order, with which

philosophers were subsequently to deal by the Inductive Method,
then well-known to others as well as to him. This digest was to

supply the one great key by which the whole cypher of nature

was to be rendered intelligible in a short time, and once for all !

Of this great scheme his projected History of Nature, or Body of

Experimeuts, was the leading part, rather than the Novum Or-

ganum ; and his own contribution to the world of experiment,

though, of course, but a small beginning of what he wanted to

set a-going, is not at all the worse because his experiments led to

no definite discoveries
;
it not being the object of that great scheme

of experiments to make incidental discoveries by the way, but to

systematize Nature in such a manner as to make all discovery a

speedy matter ! ! ! Is it possible that this can be true ? It sounds

strange to me. Ever your affectionate friend. . . .'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'CASTLE, PARSONSTOWN, September 11, 1848.

' I send you a second Parsonstown sonnet, which may be re-

ied as a continuation of the first, that one which ended with

le lines,
" Gleamed to the west, far-seen, the Lake below ;

And through the trees was heard the River's flow."

Liver and lake were friends that I valued too much to feel content

t thus dismissing them. Last night, between ten and eleven
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o'clock, I had a delicious solitary walk beside them in the moon-

light ;
which was too strong and too near the full for astronomy,

but not for poetry. Indeed one spot, where trees on a hill-

side shut in and overarched a space, the moonlight showing
overhead a roof of tender yellowish-green, while the unseen

river was heard to murmur lower down, appeared to me so lovely,

and so strange, that for an instant I fancied myself removed to

some new universe, and was distinctly conscious of proposing for

a moment the question, resolved of course at once in the affirma-

tive, but passing, as a question, through my mind, Whether the

moral laws of the old world held also here ? I was able to-day to

identify the place in sunshine, but it seemed that the tender light of

the imagination had fled. However, I have been walking for hours

to-day through the grounds, to take my leave of them, after which

I was engaged for awhile in an observing room, where Lord and

Lady Eosse, with me, saw among other things the planet Venus in

full sunshine not that this is difficult to be done elsewhere, but

the superiority of .the brilliance, as here seen, was striking. A
new spiral nebula has been discovered with the great telescope

during this visit of mine, and the ring of Saturn seen before it

had re-appeared to astronomers in other places. In general I may
tell you that the great telescope is still receiving improvements,
and becoming more and more likely to enlarge astronomical know-

ledge, especially as regards the nebulae, and thereby to throw new, I

and perhaps as yet unhoped for, light on the structure of the uni-

verse. Already it has done much, by resolving a great number of

nebulae into distinct stars, and thereby showing what had seemed to

be only cloudy masses to be in reality
"
clustering worlds." The -

discovery of the sjriral character of many of these nebulae is also 1

of great interest.
' Mr. Airy, the Astronomer Royal of England, was here for a

|

fortnight lately, only the first day of which period was before my I

own arrival, so that I have seen a great deal of him, and have *

discovered many points of sympathy, which had before been latent.

Though he says that he has never composed a single line of poetry

(unless parodies are to be so-called), he has a really astonishing

memory for the verses, especially Scott's, which he read in boyhood
and early youth ;

and it seems that my presence stimulated him to

produce largely from such remembered stores. He also remembers
much of Greek and Latin literature. I was quite sorry when he
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went, and I accompanied him for a few miles on the car which was
to take him to Ballybrophy, for the railroad there, the other night ;

after which I enjoyed a moonlight walk back to the Castle.
' We had also an adventure together, some days previously,

when he and I, along with Lord and Lady Rosse, and with a sort

of rustic philosopher, who had been in the backwoods of America,
and who composes verses and systems of the universe, were for

some minutes lost, pathless and aidless for the time, in a wild and

natural wood, on an "
eschar," not far from Parsonstown. It

turned out at dinner afterwards, that Airy had a compass in his

pocket, on which he relied for our gradual extrication
;
but I knew

nothing of that resource, nor had we a gun with us, such as Lord
Rosse had been proposing to lend me if I wished to ramble in that

wood on some other day by myself, that, when I should be lost, I

might fire signals of distress for lost he had no doubt that I

should be. Thoughts of the Midsummer Night's Dream came

over me; and another vision of the moment was, that we four men,
who had all in our respective ways seen something of adventure

before, and had now a lady to protect from robbers, rebels, or per-

haps from icolves (for nothing would have seemed to me just then

too strange to be believed), should amuse her and ourselves by
telling alternate tales. The most formidable enemy would pro-

bably have been hunger ; but most of us had lately lunched
;
and

after a short time, Lord Rosse, who had in former years shot

woodcocks near the spot, began to find his local memory revive,

and at length was able to guide us through the "
rebounding

boughs
"

to a more open space, and finally out of the wood : on

emerging from which Airy exclaimed with the Ten Thousand,
Xaaaa. The Countess appeared to have too great confidence

in her noble husband to be even for a moment alarmed and /
determined not to perplex the party by making even the slightest

suggestion but it was really quite possible that we might not

have been able to get out of that tangled labyrinth for hours, or

perhaps till the next day, though in that case we should probably
have been .searched for. A subterranean river is said to run under

the wood
;
but the strangeness of the scene to me was increased by

my seeing no water. In other respects it was not quite unlike

some parts of the county "Wicklow. An " eschar
"

is a sort of

gigantic ridge of gravel left piled by some primeval flood.'
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It will have been observed with pleasure that, notwithstand-

ing the old sense of uncongeniality, which was felt probably on

both sides, Hamilton was open-minded and open-hearted enough to

do justice to Airy, not only as a mathematician but as a com-

panion, and to discover that they had more in common than he I

had thought. It is, on the other hand, painful to me to be

obliged to add that in the matter of Hamilton's infirmity this |

meeting proved an injury, doubtless unintended by him whoa
caused it, as it seems also to have been received by the sufferer

with scarcely any disturbing consciousness of the evil it in-

volved. Up to this time Hamilton had rigorously adhered to

his self-denying regimen of abstinence from all alcoholic stimu-

lants, but when challenged to a glass of champagne with rally-

ing expressions that made him ashamed of not being able to

control his enjoyment of a pleasure which he did not believe to
be]

a forbidden one, he descended from the vantage ground of the

good habit he had built up, and, yielding in this instance, lost for

ever his precious safeguard, and though usually in the future

observant of the rules of temperance, especially at home, where

his scientific labour was unintermitted, did occasionally expose him-

self again to the charge of excess. It will be unnecessary to revert

to the painful topic. Suffice it now to say that a most exagge-

rated notion of his weakness, of the degree to which he yielded to

it, and of the number of his lapses, became prevalent. Few were

the persons who could attach due value to monuments of scientific

work, which still fewer could comprehend, while the many could

take note of his one failing, and in their partially informed judg-

ments allow it to counterbalance his indefatigable industry,

intellectual achievements, his noble moral qualities. The brother

Professor* who had before hastened to his rescue did not fail again

to give him strengthening counsel, which was gratefully received ;

and the counsel was not without good effect, though it failed

bring about a renewal of the rigorous self-denying ordinance

*
Supra, p. 507.
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which, with a man so profoundly subjective, could only be self-

imposed.

A letter from Lord Adare, written in September, expresses the

disappointment felt at Hamilton's absence from the meeting, held

at Swansea, of the British Association
;
but the visit to Parsons-

town had been his recreation, and during the autumn months he

occupied himself in preparing for the press his Lectures on Quater-

nions. He sent a proof of the first sheet to Sir John Herschel,

from whom he received the encouraging acknowledgment here

inserted :

From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

COLLINGWOOD, October 27, 1848.

' I have read with pleasure your first sheet of lectures, and am

very glad to see you are going to make the principles thoroughly
clear and familiar down to the level of ordinary unmetaphysical

(apprehension. It won't do to give people diamonds and jewels to

go to market and buy nuts and apples with
; they must be fur-

nished with such coin as the people they have to deal with can

give change for.

* There is not a syllable in it superfluous in the way of explana-

tion, only, as you go on, let me just suggest that it will be well

for a long way forward not to use your own highly abstract lan-

guage and terms without translating them (as you do here).

People must be familiarised by degrees to high abstractions
; and,

if at any point they begin to perceive their ideas get bewildered,

they will begin at the same time to lose their appetite for the further

prosecution of the subject. Depend upon it, in the present stage

the introduction of quaternions into general use [the best plan],

Is, as far as is practicable, to use common language, and to introduce

ihe new phrases as strong meat gradually given to babes. I see

nothing to alter or amend. . . .'

A little later he sent a similar proof to Miss Edgeworth,
ind her reply gave him for the last time the pleasure he had so

aften enjoyed of receiving one of her bright, sensible, cordial

missives.
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From MARIA EDGEWORTH to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.
'

EDGEWOBTHSTOWN, November 1, 1848.

' MY DEAR SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON,
' I wish I was more worthy of your kindness and of your (

quaternions.
'

However, you have in me the advantage of the ignorant old

woman as judge, perhaps as good in science as in comedy, if she!

be an honest old woman, and will tell what she really understands, j

or does not understand.
' As to " honest

"
I think you may depend upon me. And

as to ignorance, you know mine, and that is enough.
'I understand this introductory lecture as well as may be

without knowledge of astronomy, algebra (to signify), or mathe--

matics past the Asses' Bridge. Now this being the case, you ought
to be very well satisfied and pleased with me, for I read it all as

the ignoramuses always tell you every word from beginning tol

end, and I declare I think I comprehend most part of it, and am I

curious to know whether I shall understand the next lecture as

well. Also to see what will come of it about the quaternions.

[I omit the writer's interpretation of the lecture.]

' Tell me if this be or be not the jet of the business so far or

if my jet goes wrong, set its curve right. You are all-potent in

right systems of curves.
' Believe me, dear Sir William, most sincerely and faithfully

your old friend,
' MAKIA EDGEWORTH.'

Soon after his return to the Observatory Hamilton received

letters from his noble host and hostess. That from Lady Eosse

contained a copy of a high-toned and spirited poem composed

by Dr. Eobinson, and entitled from its subject The Lay of the

Speculum. Lord Eosse's letter asked for a copy of some earl

optical investigations of Hamilton. I extract from the replies

of the latter a few passages. To Lady Eosse he writes :

'

October 18. I have been very much gratified and obliged by

your having had the goodness to copy for me those beautiful

lines by Dr. Eobinson. If I make another copy of them myself,

as it will give me great pleasure to do, I presume that neither you
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3r Dr. Robinson can dislike my showing such new copy of a poem
honourable to the author as it is, and so worthy (if any poem

in he worthy) of the subject. ... It has accomplished the difficult

jhievemerit of raising my opinion of the author !

' To Lord

osse, October 24. ' I have not been able to find those old re-

>arches of mine to which I believe that you allude
;
and even if

could now lay my hand upon them, I should fear that they

ould not be practically useful without much further elaboration

i my part, though I own that they once appeared to me to be

teoretically interesting. Whenever they do turn up, your having
smembered their existence will encourage me to try whether I can

it them in any working form. The hope of their results being

L any degree tested by your gigantic telescope, or used in any
mnexion with it, or with your own researches generally, will

Dubtless be, as it ought, a powerful stimulus to me to reconsider

lem hereafter.'

The anniversary of the discovery of quaternions, October 16,

:ought to Hamilton, in a letter from the Rev. T. P. Kirkman, of

roft Rectory, Warrington, intelligence of an able coadjutor in

Baling with the imaginaries of the new calculus. Mr. Kirkman's

unmunication, and the coincidence of the date of its arrival, gave

.amilton great pleasure. Mr. Kirkman's results were soon after-

ards published in the Philosophical Magazine.

Another appreciative disciple at this time was J. P. Nichol,

iL.D., Professor of Astronomy in the Glasgow University, who,

i reference to an intended publication, thus writes to him on the

3th of November. . . .

' Now I have been waiting with very con-

derable impatience for your full development of a discovery

hich, in so far as I understand it, cannot be of less value than

le momentous step shown us by Descartes
; and, in absence of

lat exhibition, I must pray you to tell me of all the memoirs,

c., you have yet published, as well as to give me any hints you

iay deem useful to guide my efforts to possess myself of what you
ave done. Your views have almost answered many dreams of

line in earlier years. And I assure you it is with that enthusiasm

hich springs from sincerest admiration that I shall endeavour to
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explain the conceptions Ave owe to your high genius. If you have

leisure to reply to me, I beg you will consider exactly what I want

viz., a key to such knowledge as will enable me to render the spirit

aim, and comprehension of your methods fully intelligible.' Thi

letter proved the commencement of a friendship, most highly valuet

by Hamilton, between himself and Dr. Nichol a friendship whicl

was extended to accomplished ladies of the family and to his son, the

presentProfessor ofEnglishLiterature in the University of Glasgow.

As belonging to the end of this year, I insert a sonnet ac

dressed to the infant son of Hamilton's old friend Mr. Thoma

Disney, and a speech delivered by him as one of the visitors

the Annual Meeting of the College Historical Society. It will nc

be new to the reader to see Hamilton taking interest in close ol

servation of infancy, and the words in which he recalls the days

his own undergraduate life give public utterance to a remembranc

and a feeling which were deep-seated, and which it often gave

him pleasure to express in private ; they account also by referenc

to the particular time of his undergraduate career for his nc

having been a member of either the old or the revived Historic

Society. The Philosophical Society was a later creation.

TO THE INFANT SON OF AN OLD FRIEND (l. D.)

'

Upon that baby forehead, large and high,

Features well-formed, soft hands together pressed
O'er the calm heavings of thy little breast,

While veiling lashes fringe each slumbering eye,

Methinks that with a human sympathy,
Transient but true, a stranger's gaze might rest,

And one fond prayer be, by strange lips, addressed

To Him who rules what men call destiny :

But thou to me art with a light of love

Array'd. which streams from many a passed year ,

Thine infant ways and words shall often move,
In earliest friends of mine, a smile or tear,

And finest sympathies of hearts shall prove
Dear to thee yet to me, long since, how dear !

*

'November 13, 1848.'

* In this line Hamilton has used the word '

yet
'

in an unusual sense '
il

time to come.' Compare Shakespeare, Tempest, Act I., sc. I., 1. 61, 'He'll

hanged yet.'
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SPEECH AT THE COLLEGE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

'November, 1848.

'Professor Sir William Rowan Hamilton, in seconding the

notion which had been put into his hands for that purpose,
bserved that it was unnecessary for him to say that he did so

tithout preparation, since, if he had expected to be called upon to

ccupy so conspicuous a position that evening, he would, of course,

.ave taken care to appear before them in a more academical dress.

ut he would not add to the absence of a gown the neglect of the

pportunity thus offered him of testifying, even by so slight a

tark as a short speech might be, the interest which he felt iu this

ollege Historical Society, of which Society it happened that he

as neither old enough, nor young enough, to be formally a mem-
or more than a cordial well-wisher. He could neither claim,

ke their respected chairman, to have belonged, half a century ago,

the old Historical Society, nor had he been quite young enough
i College at the time of its recent revival to be enrolled among
s youthful members. Yet, as he listened that evening to the

>plauses with which the Society had hailed the honorary rewards

estowed on some who had acquired within its bosom a distinction

hich, doubtless, would extend beyond these walls, he felt the

motions of youth come back upon him. He felt his pulse throb

ith the recollection of those feelings of boyhood, of which man-

ood need not be ashamed, wherewith long ago, in that very room,

ad almost in that very spot of it, he had heard similar applauses

.ven to some of his own youthful contemporaries, as, from the

alpit near which he now stood, the judgments were then read out

hich announced the success of their studies of that former time,

id their pursuit of collegiate distinction. And though his own
3art had then beat high with an ardour after fame, which had

at yet had time to be chilled, and highly as he had valued the

larks of distinction with which his own diligence (such as it was)
as then so much more than rewarded, he well remembered how
a had valued more deeply still, because it more touched the heart,

sympathy of those generous rivals with whom he had then the

ippiness to be associated. But he would say no more of such

of his own, however strongly they had been recalled by
scene he had witnessed that evening. With respect to that

jautiful speech from the auditor, of which he was invited to
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second the motion for the publication, he did so with peculia"

pleasure, because he wished, for his own improvement, to have tl

opportunity of studying, in a printed and authentic form, the s

gestions and advice which it contained. While personally he mus
confess himself to be of a more idealistic temperament than tha

speech seemed quite to encourage, he yet wished the useful, an<

even the utilitarian, to be combined, so far as possible, with suol

idealism, especially in the circumstances of their country. Glad

should he see that exuberant and lavish flow of Irish genius, whi

even the Times had admitted, in a confession extorted not ironioi

combined and tempered with English sobriety. Gladly should hi

hail aught that might tend to make the reason and the imaginatioi

work together ;
and to a car, less wild and more happy than thai

of Phaeton, might yoke the horses of the sun.'
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

VISIT OF THE QUEEN TO IRELAND. PROFESSOR YOUNG.

PROFESSOR HARGREAVE. ENCKE.

(1849.)

Hamilton's life in the year 1849 there is not much to record,

a letter to myself, written on the last day of 1848, of which a

from memory is preserved in one of his manuscript books, he

lys :
' I look forward to the coming year in a spirit of hope and

ity, exertion and endurance
'

;
and after reverting to the course

trials he had gone through, he speaks of it as '

long since effec-

ly overruled (as I am deeply and intimately convinced, and

)foundly thankful for the conviction) to my moral and spiritual

)d
'

;
he expresses his trust that he is

' in consequence greatly

id permanently improved, a better Christian, a better man. . . .

marks of the improvement, I may mention that I have been led

read the Bible more regularly and attentively than before, and

engage in prayer for myself and for absent friends with greater

paency, fervency, and faith.' And his letter ends with a proof

it he took well, and practically observed, a friendly encourage-

it to be on his guard against his insidious enemy.
' I have

t your last letter beside me at this moment, but of course I do

t, and shall not, forget its contents. Hope the best respecting

I may mention here that I dined, a little more than a week

jiago,
with a party in Dublin, when we sat in the parlour till after

[ten o'clock, and I was sufficiently animated, but did not taste wine,

[nor any equivalent, nor did I take anything whatever on my re-

jturn.'

Contributions on 'Symbolical Geometry' were sent by Hamilton

in this year to the Cambridye and Dublin Mathematical Journal, and
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on ' Quaternions
'
to the Philosophical Magazine ; and his manu-

script books are filled with mathematical work inserted almost

daily, and composed of preparations for his intended book, oi

old researches rescued from loose scraps of paper, of observations

on other scientific authors, and of new mathematical notions, either

suggested in the course of his reading or originated by himself.

There is also record of purely scientific correspondence with con-

temporaries, Mr. W. Spottiswoode and Dr. Salmon, Professo:

De Morgan and others.

The letters of De Morgan exhibit the peculiar wit which lie-

often blended with his mathematics, and link him in intellectual

sport with Hamilton's children. But of him it is to be said that

he was a man as remarkable for generous earnestness in a good

cause as for his mathematical genius and the rather grim playful-j

ness to which I have adverted. In the course of this summer bis

feelings were shocked by what he considered the unjust and cruel

treatment suffered by the eminent mathematician, with whom thd

reader has been made acquainted as corresponding with Hamilton

on the extension of Euler's theorem respecting sums of squaresJ

Professor Young of Belfast had been attached to the Belfast
Insti|

tution as Professor of Mathematics. The Institution had been sup-

ported partly by Government allowances, partly by pupils. On
foundation of the new Queen's College, the Government allowan

were withdrawn, and the managers dissolved the Institution. S

that Young's situation was in fact abolished, and directly by th

act of the Government. '

Anyone,' De Morgan writes,
' would hav

supposed that a man of his name and worth would have bee

allowed to step from one place into the other. But poor Youn

is no partisan, and in the focus of religious dissension in which

lives such a person has no friend.' Professor Young, with a lar,

family dependent on him, was thus absolutely ruined after sixtee:

years' faithful services. Hamilton joined heartily in the efforf

made by his friend in behalf of their brother-labourer in scien

He enlisted the co-operation of Mr. Hargreave, and besides oiferin

assistance from his purse, did what he could to promote the signa*
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ture of a memorial to Government from scientific men. A pension

barely sufficient to keep Professor Young in existence was the

result.

As a relief to this painful picture, I may here insert a memo-

randum commemorating a day of festivity spent by Hamilton in

pleasant company at his friend Samuel O'Sullivan's quarters in

;he Royal Hibernian Military School in the Phoenix Park :

1 June 9, 1849. ... I dined yesterday with Mr. O'Sullivan,
and met at his house Colonel and Mrs. Colomb. ... I met also

Vtr. Butt [Q,. C., at this time a Conservative], who was amusing
in his professions of scepticism on the subject of astronomical dis-

coveries : though when we were speaking more quietly, by our-

selves, on that subject, he explained that to him it would produce
a religious difficulty to accept the received astronomical conclusions

respecting the smallness of the earth in the universe. Besides re-
!

erring generally to Chalmers's Astronomical Lectures, I mentioned

;o him privately the text " other sheep I have which are not of

;his fold," and he admitted that it might refer to the inhabitants

of other worlds. On his side he alluded to a text in the Epistles,
'

. . . that he might reconcile all things unto himself, . . . whether

things in heaven, &c., TO tv rote owpavo?c>" which also seemed to

him to favour the view that Christ may have died for beings not

on this earth as well as for the human race. Mr. Stubbs, F.T.C.D.,

was one of the same party, and said to Butt that if I had not ex-

amined for the late Fellowship, I had been examined in
;
... There

was music in the evening and Mr. O'S. himself sang, or joyously

chanted, with great spirit a very amusing song lately composed on

;he successes of General Gough in India. Butt insisted on my
joining him in the chorus, which ended somewhat thus :

" Our Irish Hero's victor been,

"Where fought famed Alexander :

General (rough's a cross between

A bull-dog and a Salamander."

I walked home, and had a lovely night for doing so.'

Early in August the Queen, accompanied by her Royal Con-

sort and some of her children, paid her first visit to Ireland.

Arriving at Kingstown on the 5th, she was received at the Viceregal

VOL. II. 2 T
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Lodge in the Phoenix Park by the Lord Lieutenant and Lady-

Clarendon, and quitted Dublin on the 10th, after a sojourn which,

short as it was, must have been gratifying both from new objects

of interest seen and examined and from the warm welcome which

greeted every stage of her progress. Hamilton, as a congenial \

duty, testified his loyalty by attending the levee, and was among
the guests at the Viceregal Lodge. He had for some time, though

of different politics, been on terms of social, even friendly, inter-

course with Lord and Lady Clarendon, and on the day of the.'

Queen's departure he sent to Lady Clarendon two sonnets, 'of

which one was written soon after her Majesty's accession and

the other only this morning.' The first of these sonnets has been

inserted at its proper date.* The other is as follows :

TO THE QUEEN ON HER FIRST VISIT TO IRELAND.

' To the enthroned Maid once soared my song ;

Now to the Matron Q,ueen would homage pay :

0, might devotion breathe a fitting lay,

Would utterance follow upon feeling strong !

Then should that peal of welcome, loud and long,
Of loving IRELAND find articulate voice :

A loyal Nation not alone rejoice,

But speak some words to float all Time along.

' Not conquer'd Ind ; nor England's calm, unshaken,
While Europe waved convulsively the sword

;

A realm to peace by Clarendon restored :

Not these, long hence, shall deeper memories waken,
Than the delight of this true-hearted Isle

In that sweet brightness of Victoria's smile.

'

August 10, 1849.'

These sonnets were forwarded by Lady Clarendon to the

Q,aeen, by whom, through Sir C. B. Phipps, they were gracious!

acknowledged.

Mr. Hargreave has been already mentioned. It was in this

month he brought to Hamilton a letter of introduction from his

friend Mr. John T. Graves, whom he had succeeded as Professor of

*
Supra, p. 204.
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Jurisprudence iu University College, London, being as eminent

for his legal as for his mathematical acquirements. He had been

also an old pupil of Professor De Morgan, and his own researches

in higher algebra had come under Hamilton's cognizance.* He
had thus many titles to a welcome from Hamilton. The following

letter records their first meeting :

From SIR W. B>. HAMILTON to MR. J. W. BARLOW, F.T.C.D.

'OBSERVATORY, September 11, 1849.

' Just after I sent off my last note to you who should visit me
but Hargreave himself ! He staid some hours here, and seemed

quite glad to have some talk about mathematics. You know per-

haps that the newspapers were lately abusing him for being young,

seeing that he is one of the three Commissioners of Encumbered
Estates for Ireland. ... It was no wonder that I could not find

the Hargreave : t

" The Spanish fleet thou canst not see, because

It is not yet in sight !

"

the fact being that it is only within the last few days the volume

reached me from London, though published a year ago. I fancied

that when you first told me of its publication you said you had seen

it here
;
which I had no difficulty in believing, for I am far from

pretending to know all the books in my possession :

" Exilis domus est, ubi non et multa supersunt
Et dominum fallunt, et prosunt furibus."

After all, I can't much complain of the "
fures." . . .

'

Perhaps I may be off to Birmingham, for a day or two, before

the meeting closes it is to open to-morrow; but you will have

time to write to me at least once before I go, and I shall be glad to

hear from you. I must now conclude, after using a dun as a mes-

senger to take this note to the post. When that necessary evil of

jjaying money occurs, I sweeten it, sometimes, by thus writing to

a friend, and making the payee carry the letter. . . .'

*
Supra, p. 454.

t On the Solution of Linear Differential Equations. London, 1848.

2 T 2
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It is worth recording, as an instance of Hamilton's scrupulous- ]

ness as to accuracy, that in the original letter to Mr. Barlow he

omitted the word '
et

' from the first line of his quotation from

Horace, and that, remembering this afterwards, he wrote a special :

note on the 4th of October, asking him to supply the omission, for I

that he hated a false quotation, though he was sure he often made

one.

In the letter just quoted Hamilton speaks of the possibility of

his going to Birmingham for the Meeting of the British Associa-

tion. Mr. Samuel Beale, of Birmingham, had offered him the I

hospitality of his house, but he was unable to complete in time I

some work on hand, and was obliged to content himself with

sending to Section A a Paper On Polygons inscribed in a Surface,

of the Second Order. This communication, on the ground of its

abstruseness, was not reported in the Athcnceum. Referring to this 1

fact, De Morgan, to whom Hamilton afterwards sent the Paper, 1

writes,
' I agree with the Athenceum that your theorems are ab- \

struse, but they should have reported them for those who like 1

abstruse things.'

The letter next inserted is given almost entire, because it has,.*

however undesignedly, something of an autobiographical character, I

and because I think that the expression of his grateful sense of the
'

honours received by him from Germany may be read with pleasure*

in that country. It was written in reply to one from my sister,

the wife of Leopold Ranke, asking Hamilton's consent to be god- 1

father to her youngest boy. A subsequent letter from Madame

Ranke giving, in compliance with his request, an account of the

christening, tells him that his co-sponsors were Prince Albrecht

of Prussia, the venerable Professor Neander, and Herr Yon

"\Ianteuffel
; Encke, the astronomer, having been selected

Hamilton's most fitting proxy. A note from Encke was en

closed, expressing the great interest he had taken in receivin,

messages contained in Hamilton's letter and in reading his son-,

nets, and the high honour he felt it to be his representative.

This godson of Hamilton's died early.
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From SIR W. B. HAMILTON to MADAME BANKE.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

' OBSERVAIOBY OF DUBLIN, December 14, 1849.

' You may be sure that I retain a very kindly and even affec-

tionate recollection of the constant kindness which I received from

four father, and indeed all your family, yourself included, during
those collegiate and immediately subsequent years of mine which,

though not without their share of the sorrows incident to youth

(sorrows the recollection of which has to this day the power to agitate
and sadden me), were still, no doubt, upon the whole, the happiest
time of my life. That I have continued to enjoy the friendship of

your brothers as fully as I ever did, and that you, too, have not

forgotten me, I must, and do, regard as among the chief pleasures,
or (as I ought rather to call them) blessings of my later existence

;

respecting which it would be very ungrateful in me to deny that

it has been marked by many blessings. If you and your excellent

husband, whose acquaintance I am happy in the permission, though
at a distance, thus to make, attach any value, as you are good

enough to give me to believe, to my good wishes and sponsorial

prayers for your
"

little unchristened boy," you are most heartily
welcome to them. Though not insensible to the solemnity of

accepting the office of a godfather, even when I am convinced that

(in the words of the English Liturgy) the child will (by his

parents)
" be virtuously brought up, to lead a godly and a Christian

life," yet as I have already, on one or two occasions, consented to

accept that office, at the request of persons who were not, by birtli

or marriage, connexions of my own, I cannot refuse to do so for a

friend of so long standing as yourself you were very young, you
know, when I first became acquainted with you at your father's

house and for a stranger so eminent and so much respected as

your husband. You may see by one of the enclosed sonnets that

it will not be the first time that I have felt, and even expressed,

good wishes for a son of Professor Banke. Another of those en-

closed sonnets, which I copied for you immediately on the arrival of

your note, will show that I am the godfather of a grandson of the

poet Wordsworth the late Laureate, Southey, having been the

other sponsor. The Boman Catholics, I am told, consider such a

connexion, of one co-sponsor with another, as being a very close
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one
;
and I believe our English word "gossip" (= god-sib) is derived

from it : so you may conceive that I shall be curious to know, at

your convenience, in some form or other of communication, with

wham I shall have the honour of being thus associated on the 21st

of this month. Only let me request, beforehand, forgiveness for a

dilatory reply, in case that either you or Professor Eanke should

ever favour me with a letter in future. On this occasion I exert

myself (most willingly) to break through my procrastinating

habits, but might not be so successful another time. In fact, I

am ridiculously stupid and helpless about foreign correspondence,

though I read some foreign languages say Grerman, French, and

Italian with sufficient ease for the purposes of science at least,

and, in some small degree, for those of literature. A very suffi-

cient proof of my imperfect acquaintance with Grerman Literature
j

is, that I am as yet acquainted with Professor Ranke's works only I

through their great European (and I believe more than European) I

reputation. In that way, however, I am acquainted with them
; ]

and had the pleasure and satisfaction very recently of voting, in J

the Council of the Royal Irish Academy (in which, generally, I do I

not now take an active part, since my retirement from the President- I

ship), in favour of the election of your husband as an honorary 1

member of our body ;
which election, being thus recommended by

the Council, has since taken place at a meeting of the Academy at
J

large.
' And this reminds me that you, or he, would not only gratify

and oblige, but even in some sense serve me, at least by removing I
a feeling of pressure on one point from my mind, if, being ac-

j

quainted, as you probably are, with Encke, you would convey to

him, along with the highest expression of my admiration for hisB

scientific merits and services, my gratitude for frequent and re-

peated acts of attention on his part to myself. Though late, I could

even now wish that it were in some way conveyed also to the

Academy of Sciences at Berlin, that I very highly valued their

election of me as an honorary member several years ago, and

have often claimed in public the title so conferred. I felt also

nattered and obliged by receiving from that illustrious Academy
a copy of their beautiful bronze medal, bearing upon it the head of

that great man Leibnitz. And generally, I would wish it to be

known that the many compliments of a scientific kind which I

have received from eminent Germanic contemporaries have not
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been cast on an ungrateful soil : although. I have rarely, if ever,

worked myself up to thank them personally, I mean, by letter
;
for

you are right in judging that, just now, I have no prospect of

visiting Berlin, and therefore cannot have the gratification of

being present at the christening of your little boy.
' I take a real interest in infants, at least when they are the

children of old friends, as another of the sonnets herewith sent may
show you. With respect to the two that are addressed to Queen

Victoria, they have at least the merit of sincerity ;
for I have

always been a loyalist, and was enrolled in the spring of 1848

among those who were ready to take up arms for her in Ireland.

So little were they composed in a merely courtier-like spirit, though
[ do not despise the occasional glimpses of court life that are open
;o me as, for instance, an evening in August last, in company
with the Queen and Prince and nearly all the aristocracy of

[reland, which evening combined the attractions of a musical

soiree, a conversazione, a court, and a supper that I have not

once seen Lord Clarendon since the last of those sonnets was

written. But Lady Clarendon had the kindness, without my
laving expressly asked her to do so, to forward to Her Majesty
;he originals of those two sonnets of mine, just after her visit to

[reland
;
and I received soon- afterwards a formal letter of thanks,

which was written "
by Her Majesty's command."

*

Only one subject of the Queen I had almost said one other

subject, forgetting for the moment that you and I are not now
:

ellow-subjects has hitherto received a copy in my handwriting
of the second of the two sonnets in question ;

for the first of them

was published in 1837, soon after Her Majesty's accession : but I

lope that you will accept the copies which I now send. I may
idd that I have scarcely given to anyone a copy of the sonnet en-

itled Prayerfor Calm.'

[Here follow details respecting his wife and children, and a

equest for similar particulars from his correspondent.]

' With respects and regards to your husband, I remain, dear

Vtadame Banke, your old and faithful friend.'
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CHAPTER XXXV.

DEATH OF WORDSWORTH. BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT EDINBURGH.

HAMILTON AS CHURCHWARDEN.

(i860.)

THE beginning of 1850 found Hamilton on a visit to his friends

Thomas and Mrs. Disney, at Book Lodge, near Trim. Writing

subsequently to his sister Eliza, who was then with her Aunt

Willey, at Grace Hill, in the north of Ireland, he reports an inci-

dent which furnishes another proof of the strength with him of the

memory of the heart.
' Jan. 12, 1850. . . . During my visit to

the county Meath I saw something of my cousins and of the

Butlers. I also procured admission to the old mansion of Sum-

merhill, both going and returning, and was for some minutes

alone each time in the drawing-room, where I first met the

Disneys in 1824. Although, upon the whole, the house is greatly

decayed, yet that room is kept up with neatness and even elegance

by a young lady whom I did not see. I took the liberty, how-

ever, of carrying away the flower-leaves as souvenirs from two of

the stands in the three windows of the room. This was in the

twilight of New Year's Day, on my way to Rock Lodge ;
and on

my return thence, last Monday, being again alone in the same

drawing-room, where I first saw 0. D., a very pretty and curious-

looking lady's dog, which I do not know how well to describe, tall'

and with silky hair, rose from the hearth-rug with an air of the

greatest fondness, stretched up its head, and kissed my lips, with-

out my having petted it at all.'

The following interesting memorandum is copied from the

manuscript book M. 1848, p. 102:
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l

)J(iit. 21st, 1850. In the Athenceum, which reached me this

morning, No. 1160, p. 67, I found a letter of Southey to

Coleridge, one sentence of which is the following: "You have

accustomed yourself to talk affectionately to your friends till the

expressions of affection flow by habit in your conversation and your

letters, and pass for more than they are worth." And it struck

me as somewhat curious that soon afterwards, in searching a part
of my library for something else, I met a scrap of mine beginning
thus :

" I have not the universally and readily loving heart of Cole-

ridge. I require some more personal interest. It is necessary that

I should be stricken, like the rock, ere I can yield my fountains."

This scrap, which I am about to burn, was, I think, designed as a

partial draft of a letter to Mr. Whewell in 1841, which letter,

however, I did not send, perhaps as thinking it too egotistical.

Yet for myself I shall preserve here a memorandum of the re-

mainder. " No one who has not listened (as perhaps no one has)

to my chats with my eldest boy [then quite a child], can, I think,

appreciate my mind, in point of philosophy. Could his questions

and my answers be written down correctly, by a shorthand writer,

they would form, I believe, a very remarkable book, but as it is in

love, and through love, that all this is performed, so I am quite

content to leave all that may or might result from it in the hands

of Him who is love."

In this month it appears from existing letters that Hamilton

was applied to by civil engineers, engaged upon Irish railways, to

give the aid of his mathematical knowledge in solving a problem of

some practical interest connected with the construction of oblique,

or skew, bridges. Hamilton applied to it his method of quater-

nions, and on the next day supplied the inquirers with an exact

solution.* ! A note from Professor Downing, of the Trinity College

School of Engineering,
' returns his sincere thanks to Sir W.

Hamilton for his demonstration of that proposition hitherto only

approximately solved.'

The Observatory came in for its share in the effects of

the remarkable tornado, described fully by Dr. Lloyd in the

* See manuscript books A. 1849, pp. 282, 284, and A. 1850, pp. 25 and 32.

See also Lectures on Quaternions, p. 620, and Elements of Quaternions, p. 706.
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Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, which visited Dublin

and its neighbourhood on the 18th of April in this year. I find

the following record of it in a note of Hamilton's :

' We had an

awful storm of hail and thunder here about the middle of yester-

day. Our sky-light was dashed to pieces, and the rain is at this

moment pouring in. I was at work myself for hours upon the

roof of the house after the storm subsided, together with a work-

man and my son Archibald, directing and assisting in the removal

of the masses of hailstones that had fallen, and which (it
seemed

possible) might have injured the slates or the lead. In Dublin I

am told the damage done is terrible, and where a glazier can be

caught, I am sure that I do not know.' Not long after this, he

sent to the Sannders"
1

Newsletter a very full account of a beautiful

meteor, seen by him on the night of the 13th of May, as he was

walking home from the meeting of the Academy.
Hamilton felt, as might have been expected, the tidings of the

death of Wordsworth, so long his cordial and faithful friend, and

by him equally loved and revered. In reply to a letter from me,

announcing the event, he writes from Trim, where he was again at

Easter spending a few days this time with his. cousins in his old

home.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to E. P. GRAVES.

< ST. MARY'S ABBEY, TRIM, May 3, 1850.

' You will scarcely require my assurance that while I was

gratified by the kind attention shown in the prompt writing of

your letter of the 24th, and pleased to find that you were able to

make the exertion,* I was at the same time most sincerely and

deeply grieved by the intelligence which it first conveyed to mo.

The loss of one so long known to me, so much beloved, and so

highly venerated as Wordsworth, or rather his departure from this

transitory scene, has indeed been the chief subject of my thoughts
and meditations since I received your letter. I dined yesterday
at the Yicarage of one of my oldest living friends, Dean Butler of

Trim, with whom I have been intimate since 1819, and who first led

* I was then recovering from a long and serious illness.
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me to the knowledge of the beauty, pathos, and wisdom contained

in the Lyrical Ballads. And a visit, now closing, to others of my
oldest friends in and near Trim, has been useful to my health and

spirits.'

This note was soon after followed by another on the same

subject.

From the SAME to the SAME.

'

OBSEKVATOEY, May 10, 1850.

'

Although I wrote about a week ago from Trim to acknowledge
and to thank you for your letter of April 24th, yet I am anxious

not to postpone the writing to you a little more on the same sub-

ject ;
on which, however, I cannot yet speak with all the calmness

that our lost and venerated friend, if he could warn with human

organs, might think it right to inculcate. In his most lovely and

touching effusion on the death of James Hogg, calling before him
the images of the many poetical friends whom he had survived, in

1835, he thus expressed himself in reference to Crabbe :

" As if but yesterday departed,
Thou too art gone before ; but why
O'er ripe fruit seasonably gathered
Should frail survivors heave a sigh ?

"

Yet I, in this case in his own one of the frail survivors, must

feel for some time, it may be ^or a long time, the personal pang of

separation, increased by the recollection of the full vigour of life

and health in which I left him, being then in your company, not

quite six years ago. But again I remember other lines of his, still

more appropriate, and which always much impressed me :

" Thou takest not away, Death !

Thou strikest Absence perisheth,

Indifference is no more
;

The future brightens on our sight,

For on the past hath fallen a light,

That tempts us to adore."

I feel indeed that "Wordsworth is much nearer to me, since his

withdrawal from terrestrial locality, than he was even when I could

pay to him, from time to time, those actual and personal visits,

which are among my brightest and fondest recollections. But I

have not had quite spirits enough to answer yet a letter from his

son, the Eev. John Wordsworth, which reached me two days ago.

Soon, however, I hope to do so.'
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Letters from himself and from his sister Eliza to the widow of \

the poet were acknowledged with warm expressions of gratitude.

It was a few days after the writing of the letter last inserted

that Hamilton, deeply moved by the state of spirits, as reported to
;l

him, of one long dear to his heart and imagination, composed the

following lines concerning which, in a letter written some years I

afterwards, he says: 'I am very unworthy to write on such
a]

subject, yet at least my feelings and convictions, as expressed inr.

those verses, were and are sincere.'
*

TO AN AFFLICTED FRIEND
,

SUFFERING UNDER RELIGIOUS DEPRESSION.

'

suffering saint ! and too severely tried,

But that thy God, unseen, is at thy side
;

And, even when most His comforts seem to cease,

Still leads thee onward to a heavenly peace :

Refines through pain, from earth's allurements wins,

Breathes holy joy in guise of grief for sins !

Thyself to blame, by Him acquitted be,

Such is the present lot assigned to thee.

But thou shalt see thy Saviour face to face,

The dark vale issuing in a sunny place ;

Feel with surprise how His supporting arm
Hath brought thee through that valley, safe from harm

;

Own the past glooms but blessings in disguise,

And that He viewed thee still with loving eyes.

Forsaken thou mayst seem, but He is near,

Hears every prayer, and numbers every tear ;

And knowing, feeling our infirmity,

Forgets not that dread moment on the tree,

When from his own Humanity, awhile,

Appeared to turn away His Father's smile
;

And His strong cry of agony went up,
As that desertion seemed to brim His cup !

Triumphant now o'er sorrow's every wave,
And able to the uttermost to save,

He yet is touched by sufferings once His own,
Nor leaves His blood-bought friends unheard to groan ;

A merciful High Priest, and faithful, now
In holiest place presents each troubled vow :

And aids the Comforter, by promise given,
To intercede, ineffably, in Heaven.

< May 10, 1850.'

* These lines have been published in Canon Macllwaine's Lyra Hibernica.
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As postscript to a letter, in which Hamilton commends a neigh-

bour visiting London to the good offices of his relation Robert

Hutton, of Putney Park, I find a statement, which is not without

interest, of the condition at this time of his feelings with regard to

politics.

*

July 11, 1850. I don't forget your handsome conduct in

coming forward publicly to shake hands with me while I was

sitting in the Conservative booth prepared to vote against you.

Perhaps the same thing may yet happen again. But you would

be amazed if you were to be aware how much the course of time

has worn away my political eagerness. I have not, that I can re-

member, been concerned in the smallest attempt to turn out the

present ministry ;
and in fact regard Lord Clarendon with almost

as much public admiration as inevitable private regard.'

On the 1st of August Hamilton left home to attend the meet-

ing at Edinburgh of the British Association. At Dundalk he was

joined by his young friend Mr. Barlow, who had recently suc-

ceeded in obtaining a Fellowship in Trinity College, and who,

travelling with him to Belfast, and thence by steam to Glasgow,

became his lodging-mate in Edinburgh, and his companion in

attendance at the Sections, and in intercourse with many distin-

guished friends. Among these may be named Dr. Eomney
Eobiuson (who handed over the Presidency of the Association to

Sir David Brewster), Airy, Sedgwick, Professor James Forbes, and

Lord Northampton. With the last named this was his farewell

meeting. A cordial letter had brought him in the previous year a

copy of the Marquess's valedictory address on resigning the Presi-

dentship of the Royal Society, and Hamilton had sent in return

his good wishes to accompany his friend and Lady Marian Alford

on their journey to Egypt, where it was hoped that the beneficial

influence of the climate might restore the health of Lord Alford.

These hopes were not fulfilled. And before the first month of

another year had closed, both Lord Northampton and his son-in-

law were numbered among the dead. But now the two friends

enjoyed their meeting, and a memorandum by Hamilton shows
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that Lord Northampton's mind was full of the wonders of Egyp-
tian architecture.

It should not, perhaps, be left unrecorded that Hamilton met

on this occasion his distinguished namesake Sir William Hamilton

of Edinburgh, known to all the world as a great thinker, learned in

philosophy, and a reformer in logic, but a contemner of mathema-

tics. Hamilton and his friend were invited to join one evening
at tea the family circle of the Edinburgh Professor

; but I have]

been informed by Mr. Barlow that the approximation only showed

that the Scottish Philosopher and the Irish Mathematician were

not in harmony, that the former rather looked down on the latter,

as the first, it might be, of his sort, but of a sort not the first, while

the latter on leaving, good-humouredly said to his companion, asi

if proclaiming a matter for congratulation: "Well, you see we did]

not fight.' They had, however, a common object of admiration in

one who was . both philosopher and mathematician, the great

Leibnitz, and the host lent to his guest a book containing a Latin

poem by Leibnitz.

Hamilton made two communications to Section A.
;
one A\

Generalization of Pascal's Theorem ; the other, a Paper on what is

called by him the Equation of Homodeuterism. He seized the!

opportunity of revisiting some of the objects of interest in Edin-
]

burgh and its neighbourhood, and adding to his store of
such]

reminiscences. His mind, in the way habitual with him, reverted
j

to former visits, and the feelings which gave them peculiar charac-

ter and colouring, and, as a record of this employment of his

thoughts, he penned the following couplets, which he himself

speaks of as scarcely worth writing down, but which, like many
other of his verses, have their biographical value.

LINES COMPOSED AT EDINBURGH IN AUGUST, 1850.

'

Though more than half my life hath glided by,
Since first Edina met my charmed eye,

Yet that long lapse of three-and-t\venty years,
"With all its joys and pains, its hopes and fears,

To me, now looking round, almost might seem

The unreal imagery of a dream :
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So freshly present are those youthful days,
So well do I remember, while I gaze,

"What were the feelings of that youthful time,
And in what mood I sought this Scottish clime.

' Much change, since then, in outward things has been,
And many shiftings of the mortal scene

;

Friends have I won, seen old friends pass away,
And owned of death and life by turns the sway :

Known many men, through varied sights have ranged
But find at last mine inner heart unchanged.
Old aspirations still are with me here,

And thoughts that dearest were, are still more dear.

'August 11, 1850.'

'My mind seemed not to have changed at all in those twenty-

36 years' with these words he closes a passage in a letter

sferring to the above lines in connexion with those former ones,

written just before his visit to Edinburgh in 1827, It haunts me

yet*

From Edinburgh he took his homeward route by Windermere,

where he became my guest for a few days, meeting his old friend

and correspondent, John T. Graves, and paying at Rydal Mount

his personal respects to Mrs. Wordsworth. He was again at the

Observatory on the 23rd of August.

At the previous Easter Hamilton had been nominated to the

office of churchwarden of the parish of Castleknock by the rector,

the Rev. Ralph Sadleir, the parishioners freely giving their con-

currence. At first he declined a post, the duties of which, though
an attached member of the Church, he did not consider himself

well fitted to discharge, in consequence of his many other engage-

ments. Ultimately, however, he yielded to the urgency of the

rector, and entered with seriousness, as he was sure to do, upon
the performance of the usual routine. It would have been well

for him had nothing more been called for from him, but before

the end of the year he became officially involved in a transaction

*
Supra, vol. i. p. 264.
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requiring a great amount of consultation and correspondence,

protracted from November to the following May. Archbishop

Whately, as ordinary, took objection to a window of stained glass,

erected in Castleknock church by a lady in memory of her de-

ceased husband, and when the alteration of the part objected to

by him was not consented to by the donor, issued a monition

ordering the removal of the window. The parts objected to by
the Archbishop were the representations of the Lamb, the Pelican,

and the Dove, introduced as emblems, and the first clause of the

inscription which stated that the window was erected To the Glory

of God, and in Memory, &c. Not desiring to be instrumental in

carrying this order into effect, Hamilton was at first impelled to

resign the office which placed upon him a duty so little in accord

with his own views and feelings, but finding that this step could

not properly be taken, he exerted himself laboriously both by

memorialising the Archbishop, in conjunction with his fellow-

churchwarden, Mr. Ferrier, and by correspondence with the
|

deeply-wounded lady, to bring about some accommodation. The

consent of the latter was gained to a removal of the emblems

objected to, but to the suppression of the words by which her

gift was dedicated to the Grlory of God, she maintained an un-

shakable, and, it must be added, a not unreasonable resistance. In
\.

the end this constancy was rewarded by a withdrawal of the moni- 1

tion. The memorial of the churchwardens, evidently penned by

Hamilton, an unyielding argumentative reply to it by the Arch-

bishop, a letter of Hamilton to the lady, and her touching and
j

dignified communications to the churchwardens are in existence a

among papers in my hands
;
but I have judged that, however

j

much of Hamilton's time and thoughts was taken up by this

business, the above summary recital is a sufficient record of it.

As belonging to the latter half of this year, I give two extracts <

which introduce two eminent names. In a note to his cousin

Bessie of Trim, he writes :

' I suppose I told you of my spending

a whole day lately with Babbage
'

;
to the copy of this letter in a

manuscript book, he adds, 'namely, $ September 4th, 1850, on the
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roof of the Observatory, at the Viceregal Lodge, at book-stalls

in Dublin, and at Jude's Hotel.' To his sister Eliza he writes
*

'December, 12th, 1850. . . . Like an old fool, as I am, I have

been crying all the morning over Elizabeth Barrett Browning's

poems. Don't forget that there is another Elizabeth or Eliza

in the world.'

VOL. II. 2 u
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY. DEATH OF MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.
\

DEATH OF ELIZA MARY HAMILTON.

(1851.)

THE approaching expiration of the term of five years, for which
j

Professor Lloyd was elected to the Presidentship of the Royal
j

Irish Academy, led Sir William Hamilton to take two steps which

require record and explanation. In the first place, regarding the

change of the term of occupancy of the Chair as having been a I

tentative measure, he considered that, under the circumstances,

it properly fell to him to propose to the Council to consider
|

the matter before the next election in March with a view to its
j

confirmation or modification, and subsequently to report their I

decision to the Academy. He gave notice of a motion to this
j

effect. Finding, however, that the Council deprecated any dis- i

turbance of the existing arrangement, and that Professor Lloyd
felt bound in honour not to allow himself to be re-elected,

Hamilton abstained from acting on his notice of motion. This

step may, I think, justly be regarded as an example of Hamilton's

excessive regard for punctilious conformity with what may be

called the logical exigencies of a business transaction.

The question of successor to Dr. Lloyd had in the next place

to be considered by Hamilton. He was aware that Dr. Romney
Robinson's name was mentioned, and he could not but feel the

strong claims that eminent man had both upon the Academy and

upon himself. But at the same time he took into account the fact

that Dr. Robinson resided at a place so distant from Dublin as

Armagh, and being persuaded that it was for the interests of the
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Academy that its President should be near at hand, he came to the

conclusion that the distance of Dr. Robinson's dwelling-place was

a disabling circumstance, outweighing his many and great qualifi-

cations. He therefore took the step of putting forward the name
of Professor Graves as the member who came next to Dr. Robinson

in personal claims, having been in succession Secretary of Council,

and of the Academy, and who moreover resided in Dublin. This

step seemed likely to lead to a contest, for though Dr. Robinson

honestly felt and stated the objections to his own election, his

friends were strong in his favour
;
and when in an earnest letter

Lord Adare, now become Lord Dunraven, urged that his old

friend's non-election would be considered a slight to him, reflecting

discredit on the Academy, and when Professor Graves requested him

to withdraw his advocacy, Hamilton relinquished an attempt which

would probably not have succeeded, and which, if it had succeeded,

would certainly have been accompanied by irritation of feeling.

Hamilton's reply to Lord Dunraven's appeal states the motives

which prompted his action. They are worthy of his character and

principles, but I confess it has disappointed me not to be able to

discover any trace of a direct communication on the subject from

him to Dr. Robinson : when, however, he found that the Academy
was not disposed to insist on the objection of non-residence, he

withdrew his opposition, and on the day of election became the

proposer of Dr. Robinson.

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to the EARL OF DUNRAVEN.

[FROM A COPY.]

'12, FITZWILLIAM-SQUARE, WEST, February 11, 1851.

' MY DEAR DUNRAVEN, I read your letter with great attention

yesterday, and was very glad to hear from you again, and also to

receive any suggestions you might be disposed to offer on a subject

so important as the welfare'of the Academy.
' It was not in any spirit of hostility to Robinson, who is one

of the persons^I know longest in the world, that I took some steps

towards proposing Graves. My grand point was, that I thought
the President ought to be on the spot, and to be, if possible, a

2U2
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working member of the Council. With this view I had put aside J

in my own mind the claims which had occurred to myself of all

persons, however eminent, who were habitual non-residents of I

Dublin or its neighbourhood. . And looking icithin the Council, 1 1

had long since come to the conclusion that Graves combined the

necessary qualifications to a greater degree than anyone else I
\

knew. This was no lately formed opinion of mine, although I

felt a delicacy in speaking much of it, until Lloyd's intention of

vacating the Chair should have been expressly declared and gene-

rally known. But I have lately found that a disposition exists in

quarters which I respect to open the competition, if such it may be

called, for the office, more widely than before whether this dis-

position arose from the eminence of the candidate who had been

started before I knew he was so, or from any more general con-

sideration. Still I should not have chosen to withdraw my own

move, such as it was, if Graves himself (perhaps partly influenced

by you) had not earnestly requested me to do so, in a full and free

conference which we had here together yesterday. To his request

(backed as it was by yours) I yielded : and gave up the pleasure

of attending the meeting of the Royal Dublin Society at which I

had been invited to meet the Lord Lieutenant, for the purpose of

going to the Royal Irish Academy : to which body I had an op-

portunity of publicly stating that, without at all retracting any-

thing I might have said of Graves, I had, at his wish, withdrawn

from any movement in his favour
;
and that both he and I hoped

to have the satisfaction of giving our votes, next March, for the

gentleman who is (as we understand) likely to receive an extensive,

and now, probably, an unanimous support,*and whom I wound up

my little speech by characterising, as not merely a very brilliant

Irishman, but, on the whole, perhaps the most so. . . .'

On a separate half-sheet of notepaper I find in Hamilton's

handwriting what seems to be a postscript to the above letter :

' It is true that Graves and I are old friends, and indeed that I

am bound to the whole Graves family by ties of old affection. But

I am not conscious of allowing this circumstance to influence me

unduly. It has always been my opinion that the election of a

President partakes in a high degree of the nature of a judicial act.

It should be, as I think, performed without fear, favour, or affec-
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tion, further than as each elector's private opportunities of judging
of the grace and worth of character may reasonably and rightly
influence his judgment, when he is called on to consider, and by
his own act to express, what his expectations are as to the futuie

and public conduct of the person for whom he is to vote.'

The sequel is recorded by himself in a letter to a friend :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to MRS. THOMAS DISNEY.

'

OBSERVATOBY, March 22, 1851.

(From memory)
' I sent to the post yesterday for you the

Saimders of Monday last, a Paper which contains the fullest

account I have seen of the meeting of the R. I. A. on the pre-

ceding Saturday [March 15, 1851]. You will perceive by it that

I put the Rev. Dr. Robinson of Armagh in nomination for the

office of President, and that he was unanimously elected to that

office, for probably five years to come about 100 members voting.
Indeed I had the labouring oar quite thrown upon me that even-

ing, being called on to make three little speeches, such as they
were

; one, on proposing the new President, Dr. Eobinson
;

another, while communicating an account of some mathematical

investigations of my own
;
and a third when moving the thanks of

the Academy to my old friend, the Rev. Humphrey Lloyd, on the

occasion of his retiring from the Chair, which he had occupied
since my own retirement from it, five years ago. The resolution

conveying those thanks, which you may find reported in the

newspapers, was also drawn up by me.
' A circumstance gratifying to me, but which it is not usual to

record in print, took place that evening. There was to be an election

not merely of President, but also of Council and Officers for the

ensuing year (1851-52) ; and it was free to the members to vote

against anyone of the existing Council as well as for anyone to fill

the vacant places. And there appeared to be a great disposition

among the balloters to avail themselves of this double privilege ;

for, whether seriously, or perhaps in some cases playfully, a large

number of adverse votes was given. In fact, out of the printed
list of seventeen members who had been on the Council for the ex-

piring year (1850-51), no fewer than sixteen had each at least a
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vote or two against them, and some had more. One name alone

escaped it was that of your very humble servant; and I own
that although I should have taken, with great good humour, a few

votes against my re-election [on the Council of the K,. I. A. for

1851-52], which would have only put me on the same footing with

my friends and colleagues around me, yet I could not fail to be

gratified at finding that, after holding offices of trust in the Aca-

demy for twenty-two years, and being a member of the body for a

somewhat longer time, not even one pen was drawn, even in play,

across my name. When we were standing at the coffee-table in

the library afterwards I was quizzed by my less fortunate friends,

as the "
only immaculate man " and for a while was sufficiently

in spirits, on my return home, to be in a mood to write to you. . . /

The death of the Marquess of Northampton, occurring only a

fortnight after that of his son-in-law Viscount Alford, in the first

month of 1851, was felt personally by Hamilton as a severe blow,

terminating, as it did, a friendship of many years, which he had

highly valued, and it stirred in him a deep sympathy with the lady

who, as daughter and as wife, had sustained a double bereavement.

These feelings prompted a series of three sonnets which were ad-

dressed by him to Lady Marian Alford, and transmitted to her

through her brother, the new bearer of the honoured title.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to the MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.

[FROM A DRAFT.]

'

OBSEBVATOB.Y, NEAR DUBLIN, February 3, 1851.

' MY DEAR LORD, I am aware that the bare fact of my once

having been introduced to you in London can scarcely be con-

sidered as entitling me to the advantage of your acquaintance ;

but you may have heard that it was the pleasure of your father to

distinguish me for many years with his friendship such was the

term by which he insisted on our acquaintanceship being called,

since the day when he invited me, at Bristol, in 1836, to accompany
him on an excursion to Tintern Abbey, till that last morning which

I passed with him in Scotland, in the August of 1850, when he

showed me his Egyptian sketches, and took me with him to the
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railway station at the moment of his leaving Edinburgh. On this

account I have thought that, however small may be the prospect
of my ever being able to cultivate your acquaintance, or even, with

ray secluded habits, of ever seeing you again, you would not be

displeased at my thus bringing myself to your recollection, nor

offended by my saying that few persons, out of the circle of your

family, can feel a more profound and personal grief for the great
loss which the world has sustained by the death of your honoured

father.
' It has a little soothed those feelings of my own, to compose

the enclosed lines, addressed to the Lady Marian, who acted as so

kind a hostess to my wife and to myself, at Castle Ashby in 1838,

and I request you to have the goodness to present them to her as

some slight expression of my sorrow for her recent and double

bereavement.

'It would also gratify me if Lord Alwyne Compton would

accept (perhaps some months hence) a copy of a mathematical

work of mine, entitled Lectures on Quaternions a subject intro-

duced by myself which I am bringing through the press. I

have the honour, &c.
' P. S. It would gratify me if my affectionate remembrance

and condolence were conveyed to Mr. Cautley.'*

TO THE LADY MARIAN ALFORD.

' Once to thy sire those artless lines I showed :

" The Spirit of an ever new Delight
Above that lady waves his soft wings bright ;

"
t

How could I then the future woe forebode !

How think to live, till one whose glad youth glowed
With hues so various, some direct from heaven,

Some by earth's brightest, best reflexion given,

On whom so rich a stream of blessing flowed,

From whom it streamed again on all around,

Favourite of Art and Nature, doubly graced
With all fresh feeling and all cultured taste,

In double desolation should be found,

Widow and fatherless ! To God alone

I dare to utter all my secret moan.

*
Supra p. 278. f H>
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ii.

' In that glad time, with thee my hostess-guide,

Through Ashby's woods I rode : the autumn sun

Shed its mild lustre down on many a one

Of those ancestral trees, and glorified

The year's decay : but I, thy steed beside,

Was full of other thoughts, and dared to ask

(0 how unfit to take thee so to task
!)

A question which the moment's zeal supplied :

" Could'st thou love God ? fulfil, in very truth,

That first and great command, in flush of youth ?
"

Gently thou answeredst :
" I have been taught,

Sorrow and change pertain to mortal lot
;

Grateful I use the blessings of to-day :

What God hath given, He too can take away."

in.

' Hold fast and prize that Faith ! To mourners, most,
Trust in God's love is precious. I could tell

Of one who loved, not wisely, but too well :

Thought thinking wrong : till, in confusion toss'd,

The anchor of her confidence was lost,

And the saint hoped not. Be it otherwise

With thee ! On thee with cheerful, loving eyes
Now look thy sire and spouse from Heaven's high host

;

And the earth mourns with thee. Thy father's name

Through all its continents and tongues is known,
From Nile to Mississippi ;

not alone

In hearts of sorrowing friends, but voice of Fame.

Yet pardon, if there thus invaded be

Thy grief's august and silent dignity.

'

OBSEEVATOEY, DUBLIN, February 1, 1851.'

Lord Northampton in reply cordially expressed his desire to

improve his acquaintance with his father's friend, and returned

his sister's thanks for Hamilton's 'beautiful verses.' After not

many days Hamilton sent him a sonnet addressed to himself, in

which it seems to me that, while its sentiment is genuine,
' matter-

of-factness
'
has been too much disregarded. At all events, let

the literal interpreter be warned that the obsequies of the deceased

Marquess did not include cremation, and that the writer was not

in body present at the funeral. These points must be interpreted

imaginatively.
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TO THE MARQUESS OF NORTHAMPTON.
'

Thou, too, if rumour err not, worthy son

Of noble sire, this sympathy receive ;

And suffer me awhile with thee to grieve !

If life to us have made each little known,
Yet in Death's court we meet : that lady lone,

"Whom I presumed to comfort or advise

Song gave me strength to thee by nature's ties

Is knit : I murmur from afar my moan.

The obsequies are over
; sung some lays,

Inadequate, by truest grief inspired ;

Fanned with faint sighs the odorous pyre is fired :

Breaks up the company : our several ways
"We go : and, little trusting years to come,
I clasp thy hand beside thy father's tomb.

OBSERVATORY, DUBLIN, February 18, 1851.'

In the case of the window in Castleknock church Hamilton's

sympathies were to a great extent with the pious donor, whilst he

felt bound at the same time to render due obedience to the Arch-

bishop. Yet in the memorial from himself and his brother church-

warden he took care to disavow for themselves and for the parish a
'

Puseyite
'
character or tendency. His friend Aubrey De Yere,

still a member of the Church of England, was now experiencing,

what he afterwards yielded to, the increasing attraction to his

mind and disposition of the Koman Catholic system and theology :

to a letter written by him at this date we owe a brief but strong

statement from Hamilton that his own religious views were under-

going no such change.

From AUBREY DE YERE to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

' CTJRKAGH CHASE, ADARE, February 27, 1851.

' We sometimes want an excuse, or a special call, to make us

write to one to whom we have not written for a long time, but

jvho is often in our thoughts. I have found one for writing to

you. I want to know your opinion of a philosophical work with

regard to which few are competent to form one, though many
hasty and intemperate judgments have been pronounced on it.

' The book is Newman's Essay on Development. If you chance not
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to have read it, I have no scruple in begging of you to do so
;
for it

is a book which must, to a reflective mind, amply repay attention,

whatever be the judgment formed of it. I read it when it came

out, and thought it a very great theological treatise, very deep in

thought and abundant in genius ;
but still a theory only, and per-

haps not with more to attest its authenticity than might be urged
on behalf of other theories, such as a mind at once as scientific and

as imaginative might form. Many condemned it very fiercely for

not being what it does not profess to be, viz., a proof (A the Roman

claims, and for being, as they thought, subversive of the stability

of Christian doctrine
;
in which it seems to me that they judged

superficially. I have read it again lately, and seem to myself to

find in it more than I did before, doubtless because my own d priori

idea, on reading it, corresponds more (on independent grounds) with

the conclusions to which that theory leads.
1 1 do not know how far you have of late been occupying your-

self with theological matters, though I well remember the interest

they had for you in those days of old when we used to talk Cole-

ridge over, and though I know that for you theology must ever

preserve its interest, if not on its old ground of being
" mater

seientiamm," at least on that of being the union of speculative and

practical philosophy. I am one of many who have for years held

what are commonly called "
High Church "

principles, and who

find the ground cut from under us by the too celebrated Grorham

decision, which leaves an Article of the Creed "one Baptism, &c.,"

an open question. This circumstance has remanded me to the

study of the Eoman theology, in which, as well as in the Angli-

can, I have long believed that Catholic principles were realised,

though probably in conjunction with many uncatholic opinions and

practices, the accumulation of the middle ages. Further reflections

have led me to see, or think that I see, a closer connexion than I

had done, between many of those mediaeval opinions and the

doctrines of primitive antiquity to which our great divines appeal.

Still the great question, as a matter of philosophy, is, how far the

existing Church of Eome may, with all the accidental corruptions
and individual errors it includes, be justly taken as the expansion*
and legitimate development of the early Church. The question is

not whether it looks like it superficially, but whether it preserves
the type. Thus a calf, seen from a distance, may resemble a dog
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of the shape and size far more than it resembles a full-grown
animal of the same species, but generically it is identical with the

one, and has little in common with the other.
1 Of course this question of development is a part only of the

great question at issue between the Churches
;
of course, also, it is

to be regarded as a philosophical rather than a religious problem.
I shall, however, be much obliged to you if you will give me your

opinion on it, and, if possible, soon. Few are at once qualified by
intellect, philosophic habits, and the absence of prejudice, to con-

sider so grave a question.
'

Pray tell me also a great deal about your children and all

belonging to you, and believe me affectionately yours.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to AUBREY DE VERB.

'

OBSERVATORY, March 8, 1851.

'I was delighted to hear from you on Sunday last. Your
letter arrived just as I returned from a solitary walk through the

grounds of Abbotstown, which I took on my way home from my
parish church of Castleknock, and which I much enjoyed. That

walk has often been taken by me before, yet I could almost enu-

merate the occasions, for they were all in moods of solemn or tender

thought, and many were with valued friends, of whom too many
are now gone.

' Of yoti, and others connected or associated with you, I had

been thinking so much during my recent walk, that as I crossed a

rustic bridge over the Tolka, the lines came to my remembrance :

"
Take, boatman, thrice thy fee !

Take, I give it willingly :

For, invisible to thee,

Spirits twain have crossed with me."

'It was under the influence of such a mood that I was,

when your letter was handed to me on my return
;
and I am very

glad to have an excuse for writing to you, as I hope to do soon

again. Meanwhile I must say that my convictions for our own

Church, and in opposition to the Church of Borne, are quite as strong

as ever, although I despair of stating my grounds in such scientific

form as alone could make them useful to you. I am, my dear

Aubrey, affectionately yours. We are well, thank God, and I am

very busy.'
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From AUBREY DE YERE to SIR "W. E. HAMILTON.

' CURBAGH CHASE, March 9, 1851.

' I just write a line to thank you for your note, and to beg of

you not to forget your promise of writing again soon. You will

find Newman's book on Development to be one which contains and

embodies a great Idea, and to be eminently worthy of such philo-

sophic and unprejudiced consideration as you would give it. After

writing the book he discovered that the theory was by no means a

discovery of his own, and that it had frequently been put forward

by the greatest Eoman Catholic theologians, such as Suarez, Peta-

vius, &c., and indeed by Vincentius Lirinensis himself.
' I remember well that stream in Abbotstown. One day, when

we were there, a greyhound of yours amused us by his fantastic

tricks, and we thought he had gone half-mad. Who knows but

that in the years to come we may have in that glen some more

discussions as interesting and as friendly as those of old ? Yours

affectionately.'

On the 14th of May in this year was broken for Hamilton a

bond of affection which had been to him specially dear throughout

his life. On the day named his poet-sister Eliza died. Her health

'or a considerable time had not been good, and with a view

to its restoration she had been staying at Grracehill with her

Aunt Willey, but not long before her death had moved into lodg-

ings in Dublin at 12, Upper Dorset-street. The following extracts

furnish some interesting particulars. To Lady Hamilton he wrote

immediately after the event :
' As it was striking seven this

evening Eliza almost literally fell asleep, without the least appear-

ance of pain.' To his friend Dr. S. O'Sullivan, on the 16th :

' My dear sister and your friend Eliza died on Wednesday evening

last while our younger sister and myself were kneeling at her bed-

side. It was literally a falling asleep in Jesus, and the beautiful

expression which her countenance immediately assumed, and re-

tained up to the time of her being put in the coffin last night, \

reminded me of Byron's well-known lines on Greece,* and Sydney

The Giaour.'

i
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of St. Paul's expression (referring, no doubt, directly to a future

change) respecting "this mortal putting on immortality." To

myself, on the 16th of June :
' .... I have the comfort to think

that I was in attendance at the last. Sydney and I were kneeling
at her bedside at the very time of her departure, the moment of

which we could perfectly fix, although it was as painless as could

be conceived, literally a falling asleep, and as we fully believe in

the Lord. She had said to Sydney that morning that she was

very happy. On the preceding day I had received the communion

with her and my son William Edwin, a clergyman of the parish,

Mr. Leeper, attending by her own desire. She had been quite

aware of her approaching end, but it was only within the very

few last days that she was judged to be in imminent danger.

Her last lines, written on her last birthday, April 3rd, 1851, con-

tained a most express and pathetic farewell to earth. I wish I

could show them to you. I saw everything properly done about

the funeral, and have made arrangements for placing a tombstone

over the spot [in the churchyard of St. Mary's parish] where her

remains repose with those of my sister Grace and of our father and

mother.' To Sir John Herschel on the 19th of July he wrote a

similar account, knowing the esteem in which his sister was held

by both Sir John and Lady Herschel : and he received the follow-

ing sympathetic acknowledgment of the communication :

'August 30, 1851.

' MY DEAR SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON, It was with real sorrow

that I learned the intelligence of your amiable and gifted sister's

death, which you must have felt as the loss of a kindred spirit in

every possible sense of the words. The pure and elevated breath-

ings of that charming poem on her last birthday* are such as speak
a mind well prepared for the change of worlds, and must I think be

a consolation to you whenever you read it. Assuredly one of the

* i have not been able to recover a copy of this poem, but in compliance
with the strongly urged wish of Mr. De Vere I have inserted in the Appendix
her lines, entitled Columbus, of which, in a letter printed at p. 558, he has ex-

pressed his admiration.
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lights of song is extinct with her and I do hope her poetry will

be collected and published, as we have really nothing like it for

high feeling and noble expression.'

I have thought the statement of these particulars connected

with the passing away of Eliza Mary Hamilton were due to the
j

memory of one so closely linked with Hamilton and so loved by

him, and who for her own productions, as an Irish poetess, deserves

independently some historical record. It is to be wished that the

poems published by her in 1838, or at least some of them, with the

addition of a selection from those subsequently written by her,

should be given to the world in a new volume. In intensity of

poetic feeling and expression she surpassed her brother, but it is

true also that the exclusiveness of her religious creed, which con-

tributed perhaps to that intensity, caused her to fall behind him in

natural impulse and largeness of sympathy, and that her verse was

inferior in ease and grace of style. Still, notwithstanding occa-

sional want of flow in her metre, and of the cattida junctura in the 1

logic of her compositions, her strength of feeling and the vividness I

of her imagery render her poetry in a high degree impressive, and
j

its tone is always elevating.

When the last rites were over, Hamilton sought relief for his I

feelings, which had been strained and depressed, in a short excur-

sion into the county Wicklow, and on the way he visited his old I

friend Lady Campbell, then resident with her daughters at I

Frascati, Blackrock. He returned to work anew at his book. J

The remainder of the letter to Sir John Herschel, to which I have
j

already referred, furnishes a report of the progress made by him : ;

and the conclusion of Herschel's reply proves the continuance of
j

the high estimate of quaternions held by this competent judge,

and renews valuable advice to Hamilton as to the necessity of

condescending in his exposition to intellects less familiar with

abstract reasoning.
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From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

32, HAKLEY-STEEET, LONDOK, August 13, 1851.

' .... I shall be very glad to see your work on Quaternions

its completed form. I do hope and trust you will have done

Dme violence to yourself in condescending to minds of low estate

id making first principles clear by what may appear to you
fuseness, but which others will only regard as necessary in-

indispensable explication. In a subject so abstract and

jfined this is of paramount import, and all who are interested in

sing this most powerful method understood and adopted will, I

dnk, agree with me that the steps of generalisation should be

le successive, and separated by numerous instances of special

application.'

At the end of this year we come upon an instance of his charac-

teristically generous feeling in regard to his scientific contempo-

raries, even where they were opposed to him. Being applied to

by Mrs. D. to support her claim upon the bounty of the Literary

Fund by his testimony to the value of the mathematical work of

her deceased husband, who had publicly made light of quaternions,

Hamilton not only complied with her request by a warmly ex-

pressed letter, but offered to subscribe to the institution in order to

strengthen his attestation. He thus, in a note to his intimate

friend Mr. Disney, records the incident :

'

OBSERVATOEY, December 24, 1851.

* Mr. D. was a Professor at one of the English Military Col-

leges. He was a man of good, though not first-rate, mathematical

abilities, and had read and written a good deal. Some years ago,

under the signature
'

Shadow,'
* he sneered at the quaternions in

the Philosophical Magazine. In a note to a subsequent article of

my own, I let it be seen sufficiently that I knew who the writer

was, and could support his scientific censure without any very great
trial of philosophy. So having paid him off at the time, I after-

wards gave my name as a subscriber for a work which he proposed

*
Supra, p. 579.
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to publish, and you will see by the enclosed note from his widow
that I wrote warmly and usefully in favour of his family after his

death.'

With November of this year commenced a new fytte of corre- ,'
c

spondence between Hamilton and Professor De Morgan, which was ',

carried on for more than a year with a frequency that was marvel-

lous, and with a degree of animation and vigour corresponding to

the strength and honesty of the writers. It was subsequently

renewed from time to time at an almost equal rate of frequency,

and everywhere it is marked by the same characteristics. The

extent of the correspondence renders it impossible to insert it ac-

cording to date in this biography without a disregard of all pro-

portion, but it comprises so much that would be enjoyed by the

general reader as well as by the mathematician that I feel unwill-

ing to leave it for publication in connexion with purely scientific

letters and papers. I have determined therefore to give in a

separate Appendix to the third volume of this work large" extracts

from it which may be read consecutively as a series of coherent

though miscellaneous materials.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

THOMAS MOORE. WILLIAM DARGAN. BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT

BELFAST.

(1852.)

the 29th of March, 1852, a meeting of the friends and admirers

Thomas Moore, then recently deceased, was held in the library

Oharlemont House, Rutland Square, 'to promote the erection

of a testimonial to the national bard in his native city.' The

material result is to be seen in the neighbourhood of Trinity

College, a statue in bronze, which must be regarded as a failure,

whether considered as a likeness or a work of art. But the

meeting was one which earnestly and with much enthusiasm

engaged in the work proposed. It was presided over by the

Earl of Charlemont, and was addressed, among others whose

rank or office gave them a conventional prerogative, by Greorge

Petrie, Thomas O'Hagan (afterwards Lord O'Hagan), and John

Francis Waller, one of its secretaries being Samuel Ferguson (now
Sir Samuel Ferguson).

Hamilton was called upon to take the place of Lord Cloncurry,

who had been unexpectedly prevented from fulfilling the part

assigned to him, and after not many minutes of preparation de-

livered a speech which seems worthy of being placed on permanent

record, not only as a specimen of graceful eloquence, but on account

of the sentiments it expressed. His tribute to Moore is cordial

and appreciative, but from this he passes to the pleased contem-

plation of Irishmen combined for a common object ;
and then, full

of the consciousness of long labour bestowed in the attainment and

development of a scientific discovery, of the value and future

VOL. II. 2 X
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j
recognition of which he is assured, he asserts, as giving him some

title to speak, his brotherhood with Moore in the endeavour to win!

for Ireland, though by a sterner and less popular method, some

addition to her intellectual heritage of fame :

' It has been my delightful privilege to-day to listen to a rich

series of addresses, in which almost every chord has been touched

of that many-stringed lyre which would be needed to celebrate the

virtues and the genius, the patriotism, the poetry, and the music of

Moore
;
and if the subject could be exhausted, it would by this

time be so
; assuredly, if anything remain unsaid upon so high a

theme, I have not the presumption to attempt to supply it. But
it may be permitted me to state, briefly, what was my own chief

motive for making an exertion to attend here to-day. Any person,

indeed, might well feel flattered by being invited to be present at

such a meeting aud on such an occasion as this is. But I remem-

bered also that an institution with which I was for several years

officially connected, and which lately claimed in the presence of

the representative of royalty, and had its claim allowed, to have

long furnished a neutral ground to Irishmen of all creeds and

parties, had its birthplace in this very house, wherein we are now

assembled, and that the original President and founder of the;

Royal Irish Academy was a former Earl of Charlemont. Attached

to that institution from early youth, and valuing it for many other

reasons, I have always valued it for none more than this, that it
|

has promoted union among Irishmen. But certainly I have never 1

witnessed, even within its walls, and probably few persons can have 1

ever witnessed a scene more powerfully adapted to promote such I

concord and such friendly fusion than that which we have been
]

present at to-day. There may have once been a time, I do not

assert that there was so, when in some circles the name of Moore

may have been a watchword of faction
;

it is now a symbol of

union. I make no pretensions to your lordship's hereditary ac-

quaintance with Italian literature and history. But I can conceive
j

that there may have been a time when the Commedia Divina had i

a tendency to exasperate rather than to allay the feuds and rival- 1

ries between the republics or petty states of Italy. Yet what I

Italian now, what Italian for centuries past, has not felt prouder !

of his native Italy, and for that very cause more disposed to love ;

his countrymen, because Dante lived and wrote ? The spirit of
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party may seek to draw all objects within its own vexed whirlpool,
but let us hope that the spirit of literature shall still move with

halcyon wings above the agitated waters, and seek to calm the

waves, till they become one glorious ocean mirror, reflecting back the

light and unity of heaven, and studded over with barks of beauty,

bearing gifts of peace to men. I feel that it might have been

more proper, or at least more prudent, for me to have simply read

the terms of the motion with which I am to conclude. Obscurely

toiling, as I habitually do, in the deep recesses of science, hoping

perhaps, after long labour, to dig up some ore which may yet be

stamped by competent authority and circulate as current coin, but

having no hope of winning that electric sympathy, which it is the

prerogative of the poet to excite, it might have been wiser for me to

have resisted the temptation which accident has thus thrown in my
way, and to have been wholly silent on a theme on which I have

so few pretensions to speak. I might plead that the sweetness and

pathos of the melodies of Moore in boyhood touched my heart, and

touch me still. I might add that I once enjoyed a small, a very

small, degree of personal acquaintance with our lost countryman,
and to know Moore even a little was to love him. But the truth

is, that the gnome of the mine, accustomed to the subterranean

clang of hammers beating against rocks, has, on this occasion, been

conquered by the spell, and has felt himself drawn upwards and

outwards by the subtle and sweet fascination of the peri of air and

of song. And the temptation to speak of Moore has been the more

willingly yielded to by me, because the aims of both of us have

been thus far, at least, the same that each has sought to draw

more close the links that connect Irishmen together, by doing each

what in him lay for the fame of our common country.'

In a letter to Professor De Morgan, written soon after, he thus

pleasantly refers to the incident :

' I did so flood you with letters and papers for a while that I

should not be surprised if you supposed me to be dead or ill.

However, such is not the case. I made to my own surprise a.

speech on Monday last in honour of the poet Moore ;
and attended

a private concert (with some " dear 500 friends
"

) at the Castle in

the evening. It was chiefly sacred music, and was understood to

be given for the sake of clergymen and others, who scruple (which

I do not) the being present at a ball. To me, who am old enough
2X2
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to remember when Moore's poetry was thought to have somewhat,
or indeed a great deal, of a rebellious tone, it was striking and

almost amusing to hear the final
" Grod save the Queen

"
immedi-

ately preceded by a melody of Moore's, which lamented that the

emerald gem of the western world had been (x y z centuries ago)
set in the crown of a stranger. But I had the honour of being

invited, in the summer of 1849, to meet the Queen and Prince at

Lord Clarendon's Viceregal Lodge in the Phoenix Park, near this

place, and a brilliant meeting, for Dublin, it was, combining, as

struck me at the time, the attractions of a musical soiree, a con-

versazione (sotto voce), a court (for there were numerous presenta-

tions . .
.),

and a supper; well, on that occasion, the chief enjoyment
and the chief part of even the pomp, consisted in the singing and
in the pianoforte performance of sundry melodies of Moore. So

we have Her Majesty's permission to admire them
; and, seriously,

they are not in the least likely to produce any rebellion against
her.'

With the speech of Hamilton in honour of Moore I may fitly

link a speech made by him in the following year, at a meeting
held on the 15th of July, to commemorate, by founding some en-

dowment of an industrial character, the patriotic beneficence of

"William Dargan. Hamilton's speech on this occasion is marked

by many of the qualities which characterise that on Moore, but its

conclusion, in which he recalls his impressions at the opening of the

Industrial Exhibition, for which Dublin was indebted to Dargan,

has, I think, a special interest, as proving that a lively imagination

still brightened for him the outer world, whenever he could allow

it exercise beyond the bounds of mathematical thought.

After paying his tribute to the public services and personal

character of Dargan, Hamilton turned to the consideration of the

mode in which they were to be commemorated, and spoke as fol-

lows :

' ... I do hope that it may be possible to carry out into the

working of the future measure some such combination of the in-

fluences of beauty with the requirements of utility >
as has marked

so signally, and, from the first moment of its opening has ever

marked, the Dublin Industrial Exhibition. May I be pardoned if
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I say a few words more respecting the feelings that were mine upon
: that day, which who that was present can ever forget ! After that

glorious music from the breathing organ, and a thousand voices,

like some ascending cloud of incense, rose to heaven, and after the

solemn ceremony or shall I say service? of that inauguration
was over, I wandered through the courts, the halls, the galleries

!
of the building, delighted but perplexed. Realities and repre-
sentation appeared to blend, and, as it were, to inosculate with

each other; and in that sweet confusion of the senses which

the first unfolding of the scene produced, the lovely forms of

marble, the figures on the canvas, at moments seemed indeed

to breathe and live; while at other moments, and to other

moods of my excited fancy, some actually living group, seen

through the vistas of the building, appeared, if not a work of

statuary, at least a tableau sketched by some skilful painter's

pencil. And although the illusion all passed away, the solemn

truth remained. I saw that the committee, who had devoted so

much care to all the other arrangements of the building, had de-

cided judiciously (as I ventured to think) that the practical and

useful character of the Exhibition did not exclude the charms of

the ideal and the beautiful. . . .'

In September of 1852 Hamilton, accompanied by his eldest

son, attended the meeting, presided over by his friend Dr. Robinson,

of the British Association at Belfast, being there the guest of

Mr. John Herdman. In the Mathematical Section he made a

communication on Si-quaternions. Father and son subsequently

joined the Antrim excursion, enjoying the hospitality of Lord

Massareene, and paid a visit to an aged relation at Lurgan. He
afterwards visited alone Carlingford and Eostrevor. At the former

place he was the guest of his friends Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Disney;

at the latter, of its respected vicar, Mr. Evans, Mrs. Disney's father,

by whom, as a walking companion, he was conducted through some

of the beautiful demesnes in that picturesque region. This was

his holiday excursion for the year, which had been continuously

occupied in preparing for the press his Lectures on Quaternions

and in incessant correspondence upon the subject with Professor

De Morgan. On the same subject he corresponded with Sir John
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Herschel and John T. Graves. And during the winter scientific

letters also passed between him and Mr. Carmichael, F.T.C.D.,

who at this time showed himself a diligent student of the qua-

ternion calculus.

The following extracts bring together again in enjoyment of

pleasant reminiscence two old friends, Hamilton and Humphrey

Lloyd :

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to REV. HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D.

'

OBSERVATORY, November 26, 1852.

'I must be a Croesus, without knowing it, to have so clean

and clear forgotten that [as Bursar] you owed me the 5 Irish, as

a contribution from Bishop Law's fund towards the expenses of a

dinner last summer. I wish you could have assisted us to eat it !

Do you remember that evening at Cambridge, in 1833, when, en-

tering our joint sitting-room, you saw me count my travelling
store (found to be richer by a few sovereigns than I had expected) ,

and overheard me say that "I must have robbed the mail" ? How
we did laugh ! And do you remember that Robinson just after-

wards dropped in on us, and was almost vexed to find us so little

like rational beings, one laugh bringing on another ? Even a hint

of his that L. was something more than dead, failed to bring us to

a proper behaviour. There was a grouping for you, of three

embryo Presidents of the Royal Irish Academy !

'

From HUMPHREY LLOYD, D.D., to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

'

LEESON-ST., Saturday Night, November 28, 1852.

' I very well remember the evening at Cambridge, so pleasantly
recalled in your note of yesterday, and indeed the whole week, of

which it formed a part, has always been to me one of those happy

fragments of the past to which one loves to revert, because the

pleasure that filled them was unalloyed by a single bitter feeling.

But to the future and to duller thoughts, even though suggestive
of "

robbing the mail." [Here follow some bursarial details.]

.... The College has been in a state of excitement to-day, pre-

paring for Dr. Singer's consecration in the College Chapel. Even
the triumph of Ministers failed to divert from what was nearer

home. Perhaps I may see you at chapel; if not, I hope you
will be at our interesting ceremonial on Wednesday.'
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

OBLIGATION OF ' LECTURES ON QUATERNIONS.' BRITISH ASSOCIA-

TION AT HULL. A FAREWELL.

(1853.)

THE event to Hamilton of the year 1853 was the publication of

his first great book, the LECTURES ON QUATERNIONS.* This event,

often antedated by him in expectation, did not occur till the second

half of the year had commenced. During its earlier part he had

been in constant correspondence with Professor DeMorgan and

Mr. John T. Graves, whom he consulted as well versed in the his-

tory of science with a view to doing perfect justice in his preface

to all mathematicians who had preceded him in endeavours to give

geometrical interpretation to imaginaries. In that preface he re-

cords the successive steps of his researches from the time when he

entered upon them in 1826 in companionship with his friend John

T. Graves, by whom he continued to be impelled and stimulated,

until in 1843, by an effort characterised by admirable persistence

in the solution of difficulty after difficulty, he at length was able to

feel that ' the new instrument for applying calculation to geometry

for which he had so long sought was now, at least in part, at-

tained,'f and that he had succeeded (again to quote his own words)

in his endeavour '
to leave the plane and to construct a system . . .

which would extend to space.' + A reference to the notes of that

preface will also show the extreme care taken by him to put on

record what had been done by others in the same direction, though

* Lectures on Quaternions, Dublin : Hodges and Smith.
; 8vo. pp. (64),

Ixxii. (N.B. i. to viii. were not printed), 736 ;
in all 864 pages,

t Preface to Lectures on Quaternions, p. (47).

\Id. p. (34).
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failing of his success. In point of time the Englishman Dr. Wallis

(1685) stands first on the list, followed by mathematicians of the

three kingdoms : Warren, Gregory, Mac Cullagh. The list of

French mathematicians includes Buee, Argand (to whom a very

important step is assigned), Franc ais, Servois (credited with an

anticipation evidencing great sagacity), Gergonne, Carnot, Mourey,

Cauchy ;
the German list contains the high names of Gauss, Ohm,

Mobius, Grassmann
;
while a note at the end gives the following

enumeration in alphabetical order of scientific contemporaries in

the British Islands, who had in various degrees taken interest in

his work: Boole, Carmichael, Cayley, Cockle, De Morgan, Donkin,

Charles and John Graves, Kirkman, O'Brien, Spottiswoode, and

Young. But it is right that his biographer should here give to

the reader an opportunity of dwelling on the modest, dignified,

aud devout words with which, adverting to the labour which his

book had cost him, and to the aids he had received, he closes his

preliminary history of his great discovery :

' Whatever may
be thought of the degree of success with which my exertions in

this matter have been attended, it will be felt at least that they

have been arduous and persevering. My thanks are due, at this

last stage, to the friends who have cheered me throughout by their

continuous sympathy ;
to the scientific contemporaries who have at

moments turned aside from their own original researches to notice,

and in some instances to extend, results or speculations of mine
;

to my academical superiors, who have sanctioned, as a subject of

repeated examination in this University, the theory to which this

volume relates, and have contributed to lighten, to an important

extent, the pecuniary risk of its publication : but, above all, to

that Great Being, who has graciously spared to me such a measure

of health and energy as was required for bringing to a close this

long and laborious undertaking.'*

Of the book itself, it is to be said that its object is to impart to

the student in the first place a view of the principles partly meta-

* Preface to Lectures on Quaternions, p. (64).
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physical, partly algebraical, on which the calculus is based, and

then to conduct him through successive applications of those prin-

ciples to the various departments of geometry, the illustrations

being derived mainly from astronomy. In the concluding Lec-

tures he treats of bi-quaternions, according to his use of the word,

from which use, however, it must be added, some later mathe-

maticians have departed.* I have said that Lectures on Quater-

nions was Hamilton's first great book
;

it may be added here, by

anticipation, that his second great book, ELEMENTS OF QUATERNIONS

(not published till 1865, after the author's death), is a more syste-

matic and complete exposition of his powerful and comprehensive

calculus, the fundamental principles being in it regularly laid

down and the structure symmetrically established upon them, thus

constituting a work worthy of being ranked among the noblest

monuments of science.

Congratulations upon the appearance of his book soon reached

him from the friends who had been long waiting for it in impatient

expectation. Among them I place first the warm tribute of Sir

John Herschel. Capable a judge as he was of scientific work, and

accustomed to pronounce upon it with judicial freedom from ex-

aggeration, it will be seen that in greeting this mathematical

phenomenon he has had t call on his imagination for fit expres-

sion, and to deal in glowing metaphor, as he describes the impres-

sion made upon him :

From SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL to SIR W. E. HAMILTON.

'

32, HARLEY-STREET, July 21, 1853.

'Now most heartily let me congratulate you on getting out

your book on having found utterance ore rotutido for all that

labouring and seething mass of thought which has been from time

to time sending out sparkles, and gleams, and smokes, and shaking

*
According to Hamilton and the language of his system

' A bi-quater-

nion may be considered generally as the sum of a bi- scalar and a bi-vector.'

Lectures on Quaternions, p. Ixviii.
;
see also Preface, p. (63), note. Professor

Clifford calls the product of two quaternions a bi-quaternion. Mathematical

Papers : London, 1882, pp. 188, 270, 385.
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the soil about you but now breaks into a good honest eruption,
with a lava stream and a shower of fertilizing ashes. I don't mean
to say that there is not a good deal of cloud (albeit full of electric

fire) the good old "
stupendo e orgoglioso pino

"
of the fiery out-

break surrounding the bright jet, the true product but the cloud

clears, as the wind drifts and leaves the hill conspicuous.
'

Metaphor and simile apart, there is work for a twelvemonth

to any man to read such a book, and for half a lifetime to digest

it, and I am quite glad to see it brought to a conclusion, which I

began to fear, like Jones's Political Economy, might be indefinitely

delayed.'

Airy, in brief but worthy expression, writes :

' Thank you
much for the large science of quaternions which has lately reached

me.' Mr. Cockle,* himself a mathematician of original power

exercised in the same field, thus acknowledges the receipt of the

volume :

' In the presented copy of your Lectures on Quaternions,

I have to thank you for a splendid and valued gift. I cannot

refrain from wishing you every pleasure attendant upon the

consciousness of a philosophic triumph conspicuous for interest

simplicity, novelty, importance, and extent. The work will (in

my opinion at least) take its place beside a few others like the

Principia, which, wrought at distant intervals and from age to

age, are the accepted land-marks of science.' From the National

Observatory, at Washington, U. S., Maury congratulates the

author on ' his splendid contribution to mathematical science.'

It is needless to print other fitting acknowledgments out of the

many in my hands
;
but as introducing an interesting letter of

Hamilton's on the subject of his book I may mention that, in

return for a presentation copy of a theological work by the Rev.

Mortimer O'Sullivan, Hamilton sent the author a copy of the

Lectures. Thanking him for it, Mr. O'Sullivan expressed, but very

modestly, an intention of endeavouring to study it. In reply

Hamilton, after showing that he had read and appreciated his

friend's book, proceeds as follows :

* Afterwards Sir James Cockle, Chief Justice of Queensland.
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From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to REV. MORTIMER O'SULLIVAN, D. D.

1

August 4, 1853.

, . To descend to something more within my own reach, I

lust say that it gives me real pleasure to be informed that you
link of reading my volume. Towards the end of it, no doubt,

lere come into play some technical difficulties of calculation,

vhich it may never be worth your while to take the trouble of

lounting. Sir John Herschel, in a most brilliant letter of

)ngratulation lately received, says that the book would "take

ly man a twelvemonth to read, and near a lifetime to digest :

"

id the same remark, about a year's law, has been made to me in

letter from another very able and celebrated mathematician

(Herschel, however, is much more than that), namely, Professor

)e Morgan, of University College, London. But it is my most

icere and unaffected conviction, that a gentleman of good general

iucation, who has once had and used the benefit of the scientific

lining furnished by an university such as ours, although science

may not have been his adopted line of study, and though his

powers of mind may be, upon the whole, incomparably inferior to

yours, is likely to be able to advance a good icay in the reading of

my volume : and that if he consents to take it up as a study, he

will be agreeably surprised to find it almost light reading. In fact,

although I have met with uncommon candour and kindness from

persons of established reputation, I value much more the reception
which my writings have met with from the young : and such for the

present purpose you must allow me to consider you to be, though

perhaps by the calendar we may be about the same age, and I on

this my forty-eighth birthday, have no pretensions to call myself a

chicken !

' You will I hope bear with me if I say, that it required a

certain capital of scientific reputation, amassed in former years, to

make it other than dangerously imprudent to hazard the publica-
tion of a work which has, although at bottom quite conservative, a

highly revolutionary air. It was a part of the ordeal through
which I had to pass, an episode in the battle of life, to know that

even candid and friendly people secretly, or, as it might happen,

openly, censured or ridiculed me, for what appeared to them my
monstrous innovations. One morning that I had the honour to

breakfast at Parsonstown, some years ago, with Lord and Lady
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Rosse, no other guest being present, Lord E/osse said to his Lady,
"Sir William Hamilton* wants to persuade us that three times

four and four times three are not the same." "
No, Lady Rosse,"

said I, "what I do assert I can prove to you in a moment." So, by
taking from my pocket a penknife and partly opening it in a hori-

zontal posture [i.e. handle and blade horizontal], whereof for the

moment we may agree to call the handle
*',

and the blade /, I

showed that by operating on j with i, by turning the blade through
a quadrant with a screwing [i.e. from left to right] motion, that

blade was brought to point upioard ; whereas, on the contrary,
when I operated on i with j, or used the blade as the axis of a

screwing process, the handle was made to point downwards, thus

justifying, in the sense in which I employ it, my fundamental and

(as it has seemed to many persons) paradoxical formula, ij
= -

ji.

You will have the goodness not to mention the names of my noble

host and hostess, if you shall ever think the anecdote worth repeat-

ing.
' To complain of prejudice is the hackneyed resource of disap-

pointed speculators of whom I am myself forced, by appeals
made to me, to expose the errors oftener than suits either my time

or temper though of course I endeavour to do it as gently as I

can. For my part [cetera desunf].'

There are very few, I suppose, who will agree with what is

said by the writer of the above letter as to the facility with which

an educated man may advance ' a good way
'

into the Lectures on

Quaternions, or on its study being found by anyone to be '

light

reading.' His request to his correspondent not to name Lord and

Lady Rosse is also in another way characteristic of the writer, in-

dicating his sensitive and over-cautious consideration for others.

Doubtless his noble friend would have given him free licence to

tell his anecdote, names and all. But the simple penknife illus-

tration of his fundamental principle is valuable, as are his remarks

on the amount of scientific prejudice this principle of his system

had to overcome.

The half-year now closed had been one of extreme pressure

upon Hamilton. The completion of such a work, involving the

correspondence and research of which his Preface was the fruit,
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and the final cares which came crowding at the close from the

printing office, kept his mind perpetually on the strain
; but to this

intellectual strain was added domestic anxiety caused by the serious,

in the case of one of them the dangerous, illness of his three chil-

dren. The domestic trial passed, his book was published, and such

acknowledgments of its value as I have quoted came in to him

from all sides. The relief to mind and feelings may be imagined,

but the reader will be glad to have his own expression of the effect

produced upon him by the passing out of his hands of the work

which had so long occupied him.

The latter part of the following letter refers to the Royal Com-

mission for inquiring into the State, 8fc., of the University of Dublin,

to which he had recently sent in replies to queries respecting the

Observatory. This passage shows that in spite of the pleasantry

with which the first part of the letter concludes, and notwithstand-

ing his greater devotion to pure mathematics, admitted by himself

and permitted by the authorities, no small amount of astronomical

work had been carried through at the Observatory during his

tenure of the Professorship.
i

From SIR W. E.. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.
' OBSERVATORY OF T.C.D., June 30, 1853.

' Now that my book is actually printed off, or at least the last

pages . . . signed for press by me, I feel almost ... as if I had

almost ceased to be connected with it. Perhaps it is a common

thing, yet it seems to me curious to observe it in my own case, how
after being for days haunted by the "malice of one luckless word"

(Wordsworth) for instance, I sent a messenger to Dublin yester-

day on purpose to ascertain that the word " now " had been omitted

in the clause or part of a parenthesis
" the symbols x,. being in fact

what M. Cauchy now calls keys,"
* I say how, after being thus

anxious about a mere word, so long as my anxiety could be pro-
ductive of any practical effect, I completely dismiss all such anxiety
when any writing of mine has become publicijuris : or even when
I have signed a sheet for press, and know that it is actually printed

off.

* Preface to Lectures on Quaternions, p. (64), note.
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' It is so strange a feeling to me this morning to have no longer

any responsibility as to composition or correction of my book, that

I am horribly at a loss what to do, and suppose I must take to

astronomy.
' Are you aware that by a strange mistake, which I believe that

I must take the trouble of in some way publicly correcting, the

Royal Commissioners, in their report on the University of Dublin,

have precisely quinquisected the diligence, such as it has been, and

I do not say that it has been great, of observation here ? I caused

the lines of the sheets of observations to be counted, and partly

counted them myself, for a certain period of twenty-four years ;

they amounted to 44,430 (Blue Book, Evidence, p. 102), and were

counted precisely on the plan adopted in several other observatories,

in forming
" numbers for reference :

"
but the Commissioners have

supposed the "
lines

"
to mean spider-lines, or wires, and on an

estimate of five to each single observation, have divided our poor

forty-four thousand not by twenty-four, but by one hundred and

twenty, in order to strike the annual average. Codrus had nothing
but poor Codrus lost that nothing. How many people's dili-

gence would bear to be divided by five ?

' P.S. The vast majority of those forty and odd thousand ob-

servations has* been made by my assistant, Mr. Charles Thompson,
retained from Dr. Brinkley's time. His diligence and accuracy

appear to me to be increasing rather than diminishing. I must

add that I have spent with him a great many nights of observing
in the dome, which are not included in the foregoing account.'

The passage in the above letter telling of Hamilton's anxiety

to omit the word ' now ' had reference to a communication which

in the earlier part of the month he had received through the Rev.

William Roberts, F.T.C.D., from M. Terquem, one of the editors

of Nouvelles Annales de Mathe'matiques, in which the French mathe-

matician writes: 'Dans le mois de juillet j'essaierai de faire

eonnaitre les quaternions de votre savant collegue il n'y a pas

quatre geometres a Paris qui sachent ce que cela veut dire du

moins parmi mes connaissances c'est pourtant fort curieux, et

pouvant faire esperer une introduction leyitime et claire des imagi-

naires dans la science d'espace : introduction qui est toujours
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epineuse. Lcs Quaternions sont bien la clef des clefs algebriques de

J/. Cauchy : 1'illustre analyste n'en dit rien : cela n'est pas moins

vrai. Sir W. Hamilton a-t-il publie un ouvrage sur les quater-

nions et sur leur applications ? Je vous serai reconnaissant de me

1'indiquer. M. Cauchy aurait il eu 1'idee d'ecrire ab = -
ba, s'il

n'avait trouve chez M. Hamilton ij
=

ji, et cette equation de con-

vention est le point fondamental.'

These algebraic symbolical expressions (clef's algebriques), pro-

posed by M. Cauchy in the early part of this year (Comptes Rendm

for Jan. 10, 1853), and supposed by him to include quaternions

(published in 1843), are by Hamilton said to have been themselves

virtually included in his theory of Sets announced by him in 1835,

and published in 1848. It must have been satisfactory to him to

find in M. Terquem a French mathematician ready to assert, as

against a distinguished fellow-countryman, the priority of an Irish

analyst. Monsieur Yictor Eegnault was at this time in Ireland,

commissioned by the French Government to visit, examine, and

report upon the Dublin Exhibition of Arts and Manufactures. As

an eminent scientific member of the French Institute, it was fitting

that he should meet Hamilton, the Irish corresponding member of

that body ;
and this meeting took place at the hospitable board of

Professor Lloyd. By the Abbe Moigno also, an equally eminent

physicist, Hamilton is at this time addressed from Paris, as '
illustre

Maitre.' Under the circumstances he had some temptation, know-

ing that he had friends at headquarters, to enter the field of

Parisian controversy in respect to the relative claims of Argand
and Cauchy as to the treatment of imaginaries, but he wisely

resolved to abstain from doing more than simply recording in his

Preface what he had ascertained to be the historical facts.

Soon after the publication of his Lectures on Quaternions oc-

curred the visit to Dublin of the Queen and Prince Albert with

the Prince of Wales. Hamilton had the honour of being invited

to a personal interview with the Prince, who had expressed his

willingness to accept a presentation copy of the book, and also

wished to learn from the author himself the principles of his work
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and its bearings upon mathematical science. The interview was

of considerable duration, and Hamilton was much gratified by the

respect with which the Prince received him, and was struck by the

intelligent comprehension which he displayed of the general sub-

ject.

At the beginning of September Hamilton enjoyed the refresh-

ment of a visit to Hull during the meeting there of the British

Association. His object on this occasion was not so much to make

scientific communications as to renew the pleasure of intercourse

with scientific friends. Among the lighter portions of his mathe-

matical correspondence with Professor De Morgan he relates inci-

dents of both the events last recorded. With them I give an

extract from an intermediate letter of DeMorgan's, which sheds as

it were the strong light of a lamp upon that mathematician steadily

in solitude occupied upon his life-work, while dwelling within the

tumult of London : respecting whom, however, it should be added

here that, little as he was of a sight-seer, there lived no one with a

heart more alive to the highest interests of mankind.

From SIR W. E. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.

'

OBSEBVATORY, September 7, 1853.

'
. . . The Royal visit of last week occupied nearly all the

attention and interest of us Eblanians, but I was glad to receive

from a postman, who was walking out, a letter from you about

ladies, and comets, &c., as I was on my way to join the Provost

and others of T. 0. D., in my doctor's robe, on the Monday morn-

ing of the Queen's entry of which we saw very little this time.

Four years ago the College erected a large platform, where we
could all see and be seen, comfortably : but our fine gowns, and

those of any lady-acquaintances of ours, were quite thrown away
in 1853 ! I fared not much better on the Tuesday morning, as a

season ticket-holder in the Exhibition, but had the consolation to

think that I had lost my two or three good places, at various stages

of the Queen's progress, by yielding them to ladies: and when
Her Majesty was gone, I spent (what I had not so completely done

before) an entire unbroken day in the beautiful and curious build-

ing. On "Wednesday morning I received a card of invitation for
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Lady Hamilton and myself to meet the Queen and Prince at the

Viceregal Lodge on the evening of that day, and I persuaded my
wife to come, though she is very shy about going out. There

seemed to be no actual presentations, but it was a pleasure to see

the Queen by candlelight, to hear the music which was performed,

and to meet acquaintances. Lord St. Grermans [the Lord Lieu-

tenant], when Her Majesty had retired, came up to me, and gave
me to understand that the Prince wished to receive personally a

copy of my book, which I had proposed to send him through his

secretary : and on the Saturday, about 3 o'clock, I had a pleasant

interview (which was strictly a tete-a-tete one) with his Royal

Highness for that purpose. There's 'gossip for you and Mrs.

DeMorgan.'

From PROFESSOR DE MORGAN to SIR W. R. HAMILTON.

September, 1858.

'
. . . The gossip about the Queen is all new. I never saw a

king or a queen in my life except Louis Philippe just after his

accession. I never saw the Duke of Wellington but once for a few

minutes in the House of Lords the only time I was ever there in

my life. I never was in the House of Commons or in the Tower

or in Westminster Abbey. I spent only one hour and three-

quarters in the Great Exhibition. I never attended a meeting of

the Royal Society or British Association. I never got further

north than Cambridge, and never while at Cambridge penetrated

to the northern extremity of the town. So much for me as a sight-

seer and traveller. And yet I have been in three quarters of the

globe in arms not as a combatant, but as an infant.'

From SIR W. R. HAMILTON to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.

'

CARLINGFORD, September 28, 1853.

' ... at which place [Hull] it was that while sitting after

dinner with a pleasant party, on (I believe) the 16th of September,

your packet was handed to me, and was (by my host's permission)

at once opened. Some people were there who knew you, and I

amused them by a recital of some of the things and people which

you had not seen.

* I took very little part in this last meeting of the British Asso-

ciation, having in fact arrived too late to take much, for the

VOL. n. 2 Y
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wedding of a near connexion of my wife's . . . took place in Dub-
lin about tlie end of the week in which the Meeting opened at

Hull, and prevented me from going early. But on the Thursday
of the subsequent week (September 15th) I joined the excursion

party to Beverley and Flamborough, which was a very pleasant
one. The day was delightful, and both the Beverley Minster and

the Flamborough cliffs were seen to great advantage. In my visit

to the former I had the advantage of the company of Dr. Lee of

Philadelphia, who has seen all the great cathedrals of Europe ;
and

on the latter (the cliffs), I heard Phillips and Sedgwick alternately

lecturing, every now and then, as we reached one or another point
of interest. Sedgwick was grand in his denunciation of the "

base,

bloody, and brutal
"

practice of shooting at sea-gulls, in their

breeding time
;
but admitted that he had done it himself long ago

" before he was civilised
"

! There was a by-play going forward,

which, however, did not succeed, to get, by some " correlation of

physical forces," into the orator's hand a short gun which Mr. Grove

was carrying. On the Saturday evening (Sept. 17th) I went from

Hull to York, where I remained till the Tuesday morning, at-

tending at the Minster twice on Sunday, and seeing the walls, &c.,

with Phillips on the Monday, besides meeting Dr. Daubeny of Ox-

ford and Mr. Babington of Cambridge, and seeing the moon

through an excellent telescope of Phillips', and photographs of it

made by the same. On Thursday evening I visited Bolton Abbey,
and again on Wednesday morning (Sept. 21st) ;

went thence by

Skipton to Morecambe, and crossed by the Faugh-a-Ballagh (for

five shillings !)
to Belfast, where I breakfasted and dined with my

hostess of last year ;
and on the Thursday evening reached my old

friend Thomas Disney here (at Oarlingford), in time to anticipate

some frightful equinoctial gales. Going out to see the quarries,

which are said to be curious, I remain, &c.'

The reference to his host, at the beginning of the above letter,

calls for a record of the fact that at Hull Hamilton had the good

fortune to enjoy the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Talbot Hassell,

with whom, and the younger members of their family, he entered

upon a congenial acquaintance, which, giving him great delight at

the time, was continued by correspondence kept up on terms of

mutual esteem and confidence. This was but one instance of his
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power of turning into permanent friends strangers with whom
casual circumstances brought him into intercourse.

From his friend's house at Carlingford, Hamilton passed on to

Rostrevor Vicarage, and there in the album of Mrs. Evans, her

mother, he inscribed the following verses, intended to depict the

character of Mrs. Thomas Disney. The friendship of this lady

continued to the end of his life to be prized by him, and it may be

added that she is still, by a wide circle of acquaintance, honoured

not only for her domestic virtues but for effective exertions as a

social benefactress. I refer to her promotion of the setting up of

seemly well-appointed wooden huts by the wayside for the sale of

coffee and innocuous refreshments.

A DESCRIPTION.

'

Long have I honoured but not dared to praise

A friend whose worth transcends my humble lays ;

Nor asks the praise of man : yet let me here,

In few faint lines, unutter'd to her ear,

Some traits of mental portraiture express
Her nearer, happier friends the name will guess.

Unwearied kindness, judgment, piety ;

In doing good a blest activity :

Fitted to gently teach
; yet if, in aught,

Others can teach her, willing to be taught.

Never too much depress'd, nor too elate
;

Equal to adverse as to prosperous fate :

Her constant mind can bear whate'er befall,

Her cheerful heart can smile upon it all.

'

September 24, 1853.'

in November died the lady who had been the object of

his first serious passion.X She had been staying in the house of a

brother near Dublin, and Hamilton, hearing of her dangerous ill-

ness, had called to inquire after her. He was invited to renew his

call on another day, and then this friend of his youth, from whom
events and duties had parted him for nearly thirty years, aware of

her approaching end, felt herself free to permit a parting interview,

at which the two friends, who under other circumstances might have

2 Y2
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been more than friends to each other, could at last blamelessly ex-

change assurances of the feelings of mutual esteem and regard

which had remained unchanged during the long period of sever-

ance, and of which only the highest elements could in the near

presence of death find admission to the thoughts of either. Such

an interview took place twice. To the departing Christian it

brought a sense of justice done by due explanation, and the con-

sciousness that the remembrance of her parting words would

strengthen the spiritual aspirations and endeavours of her friend
;

and to Hamilton it imparted a melancholy satisfaction, assuring him

that his early devotion had been recognised as no unworthy tribute

by her to whom it had been paid, and consecrating her memory by
a light shed upon it from the region of eternity. The agitation

caused to him by the event did not soon pass away, but letters to

Professor De Morgan on mathematical subjects, to the Archbishop

of Dublin respecting the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel

(of a parochial branch of which Hamilton was President), corre-

spondence respecting Lord Lytton's Guild of Literature (of which

he was asked to be Trustee, and became a member of the Council),

and other various documents in my hands prove him to have been

at the end of this year unremitting in scientific work and in the

performance of social duties.

The following memorandum belonging to the year, but without

date of month, is in the handwriting of his eldest son, and is headed
' Notes from Conversations with Sir W. E. Hamilton.' It is of

some scientific interest as at least suggestive of what was said by

Hamilton, if not to be taken as a literal report.
v

'Murphy's book* shows great genius, but is in some places

incorrect. Fallacies arise mainly from a mistaken endeavour to

dispense with time. Murphy is wrong in defining a maximum to

be a value which is greater than the immediately adjacent ones in

a table. No finite amount of numerical [hiatus] could ever estab-

*
Probably On the Theory of Algebraical Equations, by the Eev. R. Murphy;

London, 1839. See supra, p. 179.
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lish the existence of a maximum, because though a value might
exceed the two adjacent values in a table it is quite possible that

in the interval there might be values still greater. In short, the

results of one numerical tabulation, as regarding continuous func-

tions, might and would generally be destroyed by another tabulation

still more minute. The step from the conception of the succes-

sively tabulated stages of a function to the conception of a growing

quantity or fluxion is infinite. It is one of those infinite steps

which one moment of genius is permitted to make. It was made by
Newton, but Napier had anticipated him as far at least as regarded

Logarithms.
'De Morgan is right in saying that the difficulties of the Differen-

tial Calculus are improperly excluded from algebra. Thoroughly
to understand y/2 is to be prepared for the Differential Calculus.

' Sir William perhaps will publish an algebra starting with time

as the fundamental idea.'

From a later memorandum of W. E. Hamilton I add the

following extracts :

'

January 17, 1854. Sir W. is surprised at his own apathy with

respect to the mode in which the quaternions are regarded by the

world : e. g. Mr. Carmichael told him that M. Terquem had re-

printed in Paris an old investigation of Sir W.'s, and he had not

yet even the curiosity to inquire what it was. So about the review

of them in the Mechanics' Magazine, of which John Graves had told

him. Sir W. considers this a mark of his own indifference to con-

temporary fame, and as arising from his conviction that his be-

longed to a future age entirely. Still his interest in them was not

at all diminished.'

'

February 27, 1854. Sir W. had feared that he had become

obsolete as to other things (in mathematics) during the writing of

the quaternions ;
but now he feels quite the contrary. The quater-

nions have changed the face of algebra completely. . . .'

' Sir W. said, mathematics used to be called French Mathema-
tics when he was a child, but that the world would have to learn

IRISH MATHEMATICS soon.'
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The general reader may have satisfaction in receiving a confir-

mation, more recent than those given in p. 447, of the fact that

Hamilton's anticipation of a growing fame lias been so far justified

by the event. In the year 1884, the nineteenth year after his

death and the forty-first after the publication of his discovery, one

of the two greatest mathematicians of England, Professor Sylves-

ter, in a Paper communicating to Nature (Nov. 13, 1884) a

notable extension of the theory, refers to the author of quater-

nions as '

Hamilton, of immortal memory.'



APPENDIX.

used in different senses <

PAGE 146.

MISCELLANEOUS METAPHYSICAL REMARKS ON ALGEBRA AS

THE SCIENCE OF PURE TIME.

' June Uth, 1835.

f r Identity as opposed to Diversity of posi-

J tions in progression of time
;

|

A null step as opposed to an effective

^ one
;

J
The ordinal number Zero ;

!_

The cardinal number None ;

The origin or standard moment in a pro-

L gression.

Though the mind exerts an act (of will) in thinking of a moment, yet the

thought once formed becomes an object given ;
and we may and must treat

it as such, and conceive ourselves as determining its position, although
we ourselves had generated that position.

' We must conceive Progression of a Moment, or a Moment as Pro-

gressive, and Time itself as generated thereby.
' Is not Pure Time a combination of Succession [Continuity, Polarity],

and Quantity ?

' Indefinite Continuous Bipolar Succession = Pure Time.
' Indefinite Continuous Triaxal Extent = Pure Space.
' The Finite (= Quantity) and the Infinite (= Tendency) are common

to both.
' Also the union of the Finite and the Infinite (= Continuity) ;

and

the connexion, opposition or contrast between the Relative and its Cor-

relative (= Bipolarity).
' But Time is Uniaxal, Space Triaxal

;
in Time we consider Succes-

sion, and in Space Extent. In studying both we may use Analysis and

Synthesis.
In the Science of Pure Time we consider the science of all possible
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answers to the Fundamental or Generating question When ? as in the

Science of Pure Space we consider the science of all possible answers to

the Fundamental or Generating question Where ?

'To answer the question When? is to answer this other equivalent

question, At what Moment? as to answer the question Where? is to

answer the question, At what Point ?

' A Moment, if it is to be known at all, must he either absolutely or

relatively known. When it is absolutely known or considered to be so,

it becomes a standard or Zero-Moment, with which all others may be

compared, and by their relations to which they may become relatively

known.
' The general way of referring one moment to another and of describ-

ing the former relatively to the latter is by describing its ordinary rela-

tion thereto
;
and the simplest example of ordinary relations is given by

a series of discrete moments, selected out of the general and continuous

progression of time. To this sort of relations the Science of Arithmetic

belongs ; at least from such we may deduce Arithmetic.

' It is generally felt that Algebra as presented in the usual treatises

leaves doubts and difficulties in the mind with respect to scientific rigour ;

' and that as a science, and examined with regard to the exactness of its

reasoning, it is inferior to the Elements of Geometry as they are presented
in the work of Euclid. Professor Ohm announces it as the chief object

of his work to give that desired exactness to the reasonings of Algebra,

and, in a word, to do for it what Euclid did for Geometry. I also seek

to effect a similar purpose, but I seek it in a different way. Professor

Ohm reduced the reasonings of Algebra to reasonings upon Language ;

but I to reasonings upon Time.
' I make Position instead of Quantity, much more instead of Quotity,

the primary or elementary conception from which all others are to be

deduced. And since this is a new view, a new method of studying

Algebra, it may suggest a useful set of illustrations of that Science, and

may be admitted to do so, even by those who shall not adopt it as the

true and natural view.
' The question does not seem to admit of being decided by argument,

much less of being formally solved by mathematical demonstration. We
may interpret in many ways the assertion b -f a = a + b, so that with each

of those interpretations the assertion shall be true
;
and then we may

correctly deduce the same symbolic consequences, which shall be true to

each of us, but shall have different meanings to each. No argument can

prove that any one of these true principles or conclusions is false
;
but it

may still be a reasonable and an important question which of all these

various true principles ought to be selected as the one that may best be
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irked by the symbolism b + a - a + b ; as the one that when so marked

Dnducts to conclusions most in harmony with the general spirit of the

Science, and most naturally and expressively denoted by the symbolical

Dnsequences of that original symbolism.

' My doctrine of Imaginaries agrees with Cauchy's in teaching that

Imaginary Equation is only a conventional manner of expressing a

Astern of two real equations. But Cauchy uses the sign </- 1 notwith-

iding the absurdity which (treating it as a mark of operation upon real

or simple numbers) he finds himself obliged to ascribe to it
;
while I do

not employ this sign until I have shown a distinct and real meaning
which can be assigned to it, namely, as the mark of a positive operation

upon a couple which by repetition becomes the operation of multiplying

by-1.
' Thus in his Cours $Analyse, Premiere Partie, Chapitre Septieme, he

says :
" Sans prendre la peine de retenir ces formules, c. a. d.

cos (a + b)
= cos a cos b - sin a sin b, sin (a + 4)

= &c. (1).

on a un moyen fort simple de les retrouver a volonte. Supposons que 1'on

multiplie 1'une par 1'autre les deux expressions symboliques cos a + */
sin a, cos b + </- 1 sin b ; en operant d'apres les regies connues de la

multiplication algebrique, comme si <v/- 1 etait une quantite reelle dont

le carre fut egal a - 1. Le produit obtenu se composera de deux par-
ties ....

[on trouve] cos (a + b} + \/- 1 sin (a + 4)
=

(cos a + \/- 1 sin
)

(cos b + \/- 1 sin 4) ... (2)

Cette equation (2), prise a la lettre, se trouve inexacte, et n'apas de sens.

Mais en developpant, &c. ... on est ramene aux equations (1) que 1'on

doit considerer comme implicitement renfermees 1'une et 1'autre dans la

formule (2)."
' It is very true that one may thus employ as an artificial memory at

first (and afterwards as an instrument of invention] imaginary equations

thus interpreted. But is not mine a formula as easily written and re-

membered,

(cos a, sin
) (cos b, sin 4)

=
(cos a + b, sin a + 4) ?

And with this equal facility it has the inestimable logical advantage of

using no false premiss, such as the hypothesis of the existence of a real

quantity of which the square = - 1.

'

Perhaps I might usefully have innovated more, and have confined

the name number to arithmetical quotities.'
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PAGE 669.

BY ELIZA MARY HAMILTON.

COLUMBUS.

' Well may that Dreamer symbolise

Thee, clear-eyed Faith ! The horizon's ring,

Bounding the old world's shores and skies,

To him hecame a narrow thing,

That caged his soul's enthusiast wing,
And wrung from him a captive's sighs.

As stands the Christian upon earth,

So amidst men the stranger stood,

Wrapt in sublimest solitude !

' Suns rose and set for eighteen years,

And feelings passed away ;

But still, with all its hopes and fears,

That vision's vastness lay

On his tired life
;
an early grey

Faded his locks ; and more than tears

Gave to his deep Italian eyes

A sadder darkness ; as in vain

He lingered on the coast of Spain.

' At last the iron bars of fate

Gave way to his resistless soul ;

And thundering regions desolate,

Where boundless waters breathe and roll,

Haughtily questioned to what goal

The invader dreamed to penetrate.

Never before had they beheld,

Like ocean-eagle gone astray,

Man winging o'er their realm his proud imperious way.

' Friends ! Friends ! who thus with sails unfurled

Press onward to a land of faith,
"
Deep calls to deep ;

" hut shall that world

Which hither o'er the gulfs of death

Already sends a sweeter breath

And many a floating bough impearled
With glowing buds of heavenly bliss

Shall that bright world whose signs we meet

Be lost though billows round us beat ?

' Shall the dear "
dream," for which we bid

Our native earth and home farewell,

Perish the stormy floods amid ?

Nor rather into triumph swell

Too glorious for all floods to quell,
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As those blest shores, to others hid,

Nearer and nearer now we know,
And almost hear the breakers loud

Deep murmuring
" land !

"
in music proud.

' If his mute lips unto the virgin sod

With rapture's tears he kneeling pressed,

How think ye, we, in presence of our God,
Welcomed by angels to a Father's breast,

Shall, amid that unutterable rest,

Kneel to embrace the pierced feet that trod

Our world of sin ? Oh ! what is grief

What is shame, loss yea, agony, or death,

What are all tempests to the joy of Faith ?
'

Another poem of Eliza Hamilton's seems to me to call for insertion

this place. Its subject is the lovely bay of Rostrevor, dear to both

lilton and his sister, not only on account of its natural charms but

cause valued friends dwelt upon its borders. The poem alludes interest-

>ly to its author's sojourn on the shore of the Mediterranean, when at

lyrna she was the inmate of a Missionary's household, and gives the

jression of a lively imagination to her jealously patriotic feeling. It

not, I believe, been ever before printed.

ROSTREVOR.

' The Bay, like one belov'd asleep

And breathing faint and low,

Seems whispering of its own sweet dream,

Its imaged world below ;

And the silent mountains watching it

Smile on the slumberer's rest,

And clasp it in their circling arms

Unto their quiet breast.

1

0, shores most deeply beautiful,

Your soft and golden peace

Calls back before my inner eyes

The sunny bays of Greece :

And Memory bears me, gliding slow,

Past exquisite St. Angelo.

' I will not own your beauty less,

Coasts of my own green Isle !

I care not for the stranger's mute

And supercilious smile :
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0, if the light of southern suns

Might glorify this scene,

Which of thine own were lovelier,

Thou Sea, of seas the queen ?

Thou one blue sapphire, smoothly clear,

In earth's rich girdle set,

Whose Midland waters beautiful,

Purely transparent, yet
Rise up before my eyes as though
These mountains too did feel thy flow

1 Let them come hither, let them gaze,

And if they scorn thee still,

And if they speak of orient climes,

And call thy sweetness chill,

Bid them depart their own dull eyes.

Are colder than the Arctic skies !

Or like a radiant, heedless child,

Who will not smile for all,

Eepel them with a cloudy frown,
And let thine eyelids fall,

Darkly disdainful, o'er the play
Of brilliant, tearful light

For ever changing in thy look

From pathos to delight :

To them be still unlovely thou,

Whose pride no power of love can bow.'

The followingjeu d?esprit was sent to Hamilton from Edgeworthstown

in the year 1841. Its object was to glorify in pleasant doggrel the cele-

brities of the neighbourhood of Trim, and among them Hamilton and his
,

poet-sister. Its author was Francis Edgeworth, who felt a special admi-

ration for the intellect and poetry of Eliza Hamilton. These circum-

stances, and the wit of many of the stanzas, have determined me to

introduce it here. Some readers may desire to be informed, or re-

minded, that Dang'an Castle, though not his birth-place, was the family

residence in Meath, five miles from Trim, where "Wellington spent many
of his days of boyhood, and that he was a pupil in St. Mary's Diocesan

School, where subsequently Hamilton received his education from his

Uncle. Edgeworthstown, the seat of the Edgeworth family, though

rather more distant, was in constant communication with Trim, whose

Vicar, the Eev. Kichard Butler, Dean of Clonmacnoise, was married to a

sister of Maria Edgeworth, often the guest there of her learned relative.

In the first volume of this work (pp. 84-6) I have spoken of the Abbeys
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land the Castle, which in the immediate neighbourhood of Trim add

[picturesque beauty and historic interest to the banks of the Boyne.

THE ENGINEER.

I'd be an Engineer,
And arcs and angles measure,

Cut circles of the sphere
Tnto degrees at pleasure.

This Island Engineer

Suggests the thought of him

To our own isle so dear,

The man of Meath and Trim,

Our Dangan Engineer.

Altho' there were no rail-

Roads till our iron age,

Yet many a pleasant tale

Is told in history's page
Of the Olden Engineer.

If you, said Archimedes,

Give me place to stand, I,

Gentlemen and ladies,

Will move both sea and land. Hy-
Pothetic Engineer !

XII.

WELLINGTON chose his place ;

At Torres Vedras drew

His engineering base
;

The French came, saw, and flew

From our Trim Engineer.

Noah who built the Boat,

By aid of which all here

Upon life's ocean float,

Was a Naval Engineer ;

First Naval Engineer !

VII.

The wreck of Babel's tower,

Pyramids that still rear

Their heads, attest the power
Of the Olden Engineer.

VIII.

You have heard of Archimede,

Who, studying wheel and pulley,
At his engineering stay'd

Till stabbed by Roman bully.

Nor is to earthly matter

The Engineer confined ;

We boast (ourselves to flatter)

Our Engineer of mind:

XIV.

Almost our own we claim her,

To Trim attached and dear
;

EDGEWORTH ! with pride we name her,

Great moral Engineer !

xv.

Not to terrestrial clod

The Engineer we tie ;

His radius and his rod

Sweep regions of the sky :

When he saw their galleys steer

To invade his Isle Triangle,
He hoist each privateer

High in the air to dangle :

Un-Civil Engineer !

THOU, from Dunsink's high dome
Who dost our heavens survey,

Shed on thy early home

Thy fame's reflected ray ;

Star of St. Mary'sf sphere,

Celestial Engineer !

* The 2nd, 3rd and 4th stanzas are wanting.

t The name of the house occupied by the llev. James Hamilton.
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XX.

And thou, ELIZA, hail !

Our Boyne' s poetic child,

Muse of our Abbeys pale,

Pathetic chantress wild !

Did Orpheus walls coerce

To rise by Music's powers ?

ELIZA'S magic verse

Upholds yon battered towers.

Swan of our streams, we pruned

Thy wing, and marked thee soar

To climes where Homer tuned

His harp on Smyrna's shore.

Her engineries of rhyme
The nodding ruins stay,

And gravity and time

Suspended own the sway
Of the Muses' Engineer.

Yet bears the striking scene,

"Where yon bold ruins stand,

Marks, where the muse has been,

Touch of the potent wand
Of the Muses' Engineer.

Still mirrored by the Boyne
Our Castle shines, and long

As Boyne shall flow will shine,

Conserved in deathless song

By the Muses' Engineer.*

* See ' On revisiting a Scene in Ireland,' Poems by Eliza Mary Hamilton ; Dublin,

1838, p. 62.
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Children, Mr., F. R. S., 76.

Child's Mind, A, 183-5. 187. 189. 336.

Chorus, The Greek, 164. 165.

Chronometers, Determination of Longi-
tude by, 281.

Church, Aubrey DeVere on the Sacra-

mental character of the, 254.

Church of England Quarterly, on Cra-

shaw, 202.

Clarendon, Lord and Lady, 462.

Cicero, Somnium Scipionis, 162.

Clifford, William Kingdon, 446, 681, note.

Clifton, 185. 187.

Clock, method of finding the rate of a, 77.

Cockle, Sir James, 680. 682.

Colby, Thomas, Colonel, 67. 195. 220.

Coleridge, Mrs. Henry Nelson, 558.

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. The Happy
Husband, 19. A letter to, 36-37.
With Hamilton at Cambridge, 49. 52.

62. 63. 623. Poem written in a dream,
64. Airls to Reflection, 90. 93. 131.

142. The Friend, 96. 119. 131. 132,

135. 231. A disciple of Kant, 91. 93.

95. 137. Lines on a Mountain Cataract.

91. The Pentad, 90. 93. 142. Lord
Adare's Visit to Coleridge, 95. 98. On ,

:

Method, 66. 119. 133. 143. On the

Prometheus, 119-120. 134. 137. 231.

The Ancient Mariner, 133. DeVere
on a '

strange sort of method in Cole-

ridge's poetry,' 135-136. The Aeolian

Harp, 136. On Bacon, 66. 95. 137.

Mathematical illustrations, 137. 142.

Likeness between the mental process
of Hamilton and Coleridge in poeti-
cal composition, 137. (compare 142).
Difference between Kant and Coleridge
as to the words Method and System,
142. A. DeVere on Coleridge, Landor,
and Plato, 163. Persuades Words-
worth to write Prefaces, etc., 231.

Peculiar influence on the world, 232.

Ode, Despondency, criticised by A.

De Vere, 254. The Triad, Will, Mind,
Life, 363. 364. Apt to imagine his

great designs executed when they were

only conceived, 391. Remorse, 399.

Wordsworth speaks of Hamilton in

higher terms than of anyone else ex-

cept Coleridge, 541. Sense of his own
occasional obscurity, 623. Southey on

Coleridge's habitual use of expressions
of affection, 649.

College Historical Society, Hamilton's

speech, 637-8.

Collingwood, 524-5. 529. 531.

Columba's College, Saint, see Saint Co-
lumba's College.

Columbus, 545. 558. 668-9.

Comets, 78. 108. Biela's Comet, 11.

Encke's Comet, 109. Halley's Comet,
121. 124. 161. 170. 171. 172.

Compton, Lady Marian, see Alford.

Compton, Lord Alwyne, 265. 415. 663.

Conical Refraction, 16. 17. 24. 26. 28.

34. 38-9. 44. 56-7. 90. 92. 98. 170.

Conjugate Functions, Theory of, 66. 143.

144.

Conservative Society, Hamilton joins the,

100-103.
Continuous Functions, 58.

Convergent Series, 57.

Cooper, Edward J. (of Markree), 42. 159.

161. 171. 508. 592.

Co-ordinates, Cartesian, 432. 445446.

Copenhagen, Honours from, 83, note.

Copyright, Wordsworth on, 232-3.

Cork, British Association in, 414-415.

Correspondance Mathematique et Physique,
Quetelet's periodical, 53. 55. 79. 534.

Cousin, Victor, 364.

Crabbe, George, 279. 651.
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Crashaw, Richard, 202.

Grille's Journal des Math&matiqucs, 85.

206. 246.

Crystals, 34. 52. 54. 55. 107. 190. 191.

262. 268. 285. 347-8. See also : Coni-

cal Refraction. Mac Cullagh. Quartz.
Diamond.

Curragh Chase, Hamilton's last visit, 416.

Curves of the Second Degree, 533534.
Also see : Ellipsoids.

Cuvier, G. L. C. F. D., 386.

Cycles, Astronomical, 128130.

Daguerre, 291.

Dalton, John, D.C.L., the chemist, 150.

387.

Damoiseau, Baron de, 189.

Daniel's Vision, 128-130.

Dargan, William, 676-7.

Dargle, The, 198. 199. 200. 566.

Dawes, Mr., astronomer, 529. 531.

Dawson, Dean of St. Patrick's, 162. 376.

386.

Day, Judge, 60, note.
' Defender General,' Hamilton, 451.

Dogen, C. F., 577.

De Grey, Earl, 447. 450. 459.

De Morgan, Augustus, Beginning of

Friendship, 341 343/ Quaternions,
440. 441/ 464. 465.X469. 472-475,'
490. Triplets, 472. 503. Triple Alge-
bra, 472-475. 479. 489. 490. His

character, 469. On Easter, 483-4.
Herschel and Hamilton at Ely, 493.

Hamilton's Resignation of the Presi-

dency, 503-505. De Morgan on Ha-
milton's view of Symbols, 528. "Why
Hamilton never became F. R. S., 571,
note. The two Sir "Wm. Hamiltons,
572. Difference from "W. R. H. as to

Algebra, 574. DeM. on Coincidences,

Moonlight, Ghosts, 589. Formal Zoyic,
599. Professor Young, 640-641. De-

Morgan's voluminous correspondence
with W. R. H., 671-2. Quaternions,
677. 679-693. Extreme retiredness

of De Morgan's life, 689.

Dent, E. G., 281. 289.

De Vere, Aubrey, on Conical Refraction,
and Hamilton's Sonnets, 1718. He-
viewers Reviewed, 34. Wordsworth
on his Ode, 35. Some of his verses

sent to Coleridge, 37. Hamilton sends

him the sonnet,
' The Synod is dis-

solved,' 52. His praise of Serenity,
63. Poem composed in a dream,
63. 64-5. Tour to the Lakes,
65. Studying Kant, 91. 100. 103-5.
Sonnet onXatv, 91. 93. On Coleridge's

magnum optis, 95. At Killarney, 100.

Sonnet to Keats, 132. 137. On Em-
piricism and Necessary Truths, 131-2.
1345. On Wordsworth's arrangement
of his poems, 135. On Coleridge's

poetry, 135-6. .Symbolic meanings in

great works of art, 137. On Coleridge,

Plato, and Landor, 162-3. Excursions
to Dargle, &c., with Hamilton in 1837,
198-200. 321. Praise of Hamilton's

sonnets, 200 (and see 323. 396. 401.

403). Amusing Letter, 200 - 202.
Hamilton's election to Presidency,
R. I. A., 215. Criticism of Schiller's

Ideate, 252. 254. On Coleridge's ode,

Despondency, 254. On German Dif-

fuseness, 255. The Beatific Vision of
the Earth, 254. Travels in Italy and

Greece, 320.' Milton's Comus, 322.

Edward O'Brien, 322. On liberation

from routine work, 3223. Van Arte-

velde, 105. 165. 323. Anster, 323.

Sewell, 323. Urges Hamilton to write

sonnets, 323-4. 396-7. 401. 403. 538-
9. 541. The Waldenses, dedicated to

Hamilton, 392-3. Edward O'Brien,
395. 397. Hamilton's criticism of

DeV.'s poetry, 394. 395. De V. on

Tennyson, 396. On ' Tart pour I' art,'

396. DeV. on his father's sonnets,
397. On egotism in poetry, 403.

Starting for Italy, 416. 418. The
Search after Proserpine, 419. 540. Two
years' interruption of correspondence,
538. Sir Aubrey DeVere's death,

538541. Inquiries about the Central

Sun, 543-4. Miss Barrett's poetry,
544. Famine year, 5556. Abstract

Truth, 559. Important correspondence
about the time of the Birr Castle visit,

614-619. 628-9. DeVere attracted

by the Roman Church, 665-666.

DeVere, Sir Aubrey, 33. 34. 37. 64. 119.

134. 233-5. 397 (sonnets). Hamilton's
last visit to Curragh Chase, 416. Sir

Aubrey on his son's poetry, 418419.
Sir Aubrey's death, 537. 538. Posthu-
mous dramas, 539. De Vere, Lady,
416. 418. 618. DeVere, Miss Ellen,
3. 20. Dora Wordsworth's impression
of her, 65, note. Her marriage, 1 ] 9.

Mentioned, 134. 619. DeVere, Stephen
(now Sir Stephen), 63. 619.

Descartes, Rene, 432. 446. 608.

Diamond, Optics of the, 192.

Differential Calculus, 99. 692. j

Differences, Calculus of, 415.

Diplomas, 333. See al-;o, Honours,
Medals, Academy, Knighthood.

Dircksen, E. H., 87.

Dirichlet, Lejeune, 408.

2X2
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Disney, Catherine, 648. Her death, 691.

Disney, Thomas, 636. 648. 677. 690.

Disney, Mrs., 648. 661. 677. 690-1.

Dispersion of Light, 78, 173.

Donkin, Professor, 680.

Downing, Professor, 649.

Dream, Poems composed in dreams, 634.
65. Astronomical invention in a dream,
77.

Drummond, Mr. T., 180.

Dryden, John, 554.

Dublin Evening Mail, 101. 300-301.
Dublin Exhibition, 676-7. 687.

Dublin Society, see Royal Dublin Society.

Dublin, Meeting of British Association,
150-159. Hamilton's Report, 150-
154. 164.

Dublin University Review, 30. 34, note. 55.

56. 59. 60. 63. 534. 601-2.
Dublin University Magazine, 182. 344.

357. 405. 449.

Dunalley, Henry, second Baron, 1. 18.

Dunraven, Windham Henry, second Earl

of, 255. 300. 301.

Dunraven, Caroline, Lady (nee "Wynd-
ham), 11. 24. 34. 41. 43. 56. 89.

Dunraven, Edwin Richard Wyndham,
third Earl of, see under Adare, Vis-

count.

Dunraven, Augusta, Lady (nee Goold),
see under Adare.

Dunraven Castle, 208.

Dtmsink Observatory, longitude of, 280.

298. 299.

Dunsinea, 2.

Dynamics, Analytic, Jacobi's, 387-388.

Dynamics, General Method in, 74. Shown
to Bishop Brinkley, 76. Whewell told

of it, 80-81. 82-3. Sent to Royal
Society, 29. Mentioned, 88. 98. 108.

Dynamics, Second Essay on, 110. 125.

387. Hamilton's exposition to Sir

J. Herschel, 112-117. 127.

Dynamics, two dynamical sciences, sub-

jective and objective, 48-9. A dy-
namical theory embracing both astro-

nomical and chemical changes, 71.

Characteristic Function, 72. 74. 80-81.

82-3. Tait's estimate of General

Method in Dynamics, 72. Logan's, 85.

206. Jacobi's, 206. 388. Principal
Functions applied to, 177.

Dynamics of Light, 195-196. 262. 287.

288-291. 299. Dynamics of Darkness,
287. 288. 289-291.

Dynamics, definition of, 8283.

Easter, time of, 481-484.

Ebrington, Hugh, Viscount (and second
Earl of Fortescue), 299. 338. 339.

Eclipses, calculation of ancient, 457.

Edgeworth, Maria, 83. 266. 'A wife ought
not tobe a slave,' 21 . Congratulations on
Hamilton's Knighthood, 159-160. Ad-
vice to Hamilton as President, R.I. A.,
238 and 242-244. Praise of Eliza
Hamilton's poems, 266. Presented
with the Academy Transactions, 279
280. Lord Northampton on, 294.

Elected Honorary Member of the Royal
Irish Academy, 384-386. Visiting
the Herschels, 452. Letter to Hamil-
ton on his resignation of the Presidency,
518-9. Renewal of correspondence,
550-551. Hamilton's sonnet to Pro-
fessor Adams, 5525. Message to

Herschel, 565-6. Meets Hamilton at

Trim, 598. Her advice as to his

scientific work, 604. Her last letter to

Hamilton, 633.

Edgeworth, Francis Beaufort, 89-90. 93.

146. 164. 173. 523. 554. 700-2. Edge-
worth, Mrs. Francis, 93. 553. Edge-
worth, Pakenham, 384. Edgeworth,
Richard Lovell, 279.

Edinburgh, 107-110. 360. 653-4.

Edinburgh Review, 80. 124. 148. 455.

Edinburgh, Royal Society of, 607.

Egyptian year, 130. Dr. Hincks on,
265. 298.

Ehrenberg, 274.

Eisenstein, Gotthold, 407-409.

Electricity and Quaternions, 489. 565.

Electricity, 96. 153.

Electro-Dynamics, applicability of Qua-
ternions to, 446.

Elements of Quaternions, 444. 447.

Ellipse, Mac Cullagh's theorem concerning
the, 464 ; and see 596.

Ellipsoids, Curvature of, paper on, 56.

Ellipsoids, speculations about, 466. 467.

468. 530. 532. 533-534. 598.

Ellipsoids, Generation of Reciprocal, 598.

Ellis, Alexander J., 416.

Ely, Hamilton and Herschel there, son-

nets, 492-4. 538. 540.

Emly, William Monsell, Lord, 401. 404-
405. 419.

Encke, J. F., 300. 303. 309. 325, 408.

415. 644.

Epiphany Storm, 286-7.

Equation of Homodeuterism, 654.

Equations of the Fourth Degree, 185, note.

Of the Fifth Degree, 197. 309. 392.

415. 453.

Equipollences, Method of, 432. 447.

Euclid, 143. 147.

Euler, Leonhard, 206. 576. 578.

Everest, George, Colonel, 461-2.

Exponential Functions, 108.
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Faber, Frederick W., 317.

Fame, A. De Vere on, 17. Hamilton on,
152-3. 269. Hamilton's expectation
of, 25-26. 444-5. 693.

' Fame is Love Disguised
'

(from Shelley's
poem,

' Chameleons feed on Light and

Air'), 152. 161.

Faraday, Michael, 90. 95-96. 178. 180.

207. 338. 553.

Fenwick, Isabella, 293.

Ferguson, Sir Samuel, P.R.I.A., 673.

Fichte, Johann Gottlieb, 86. 87. 327.

Field, George, Analogical Philosophy, 377.
First Supplement to Theory of Systems of

Rays, 38.

Fletcher, Mrs., of Lancrigg, 459-460.

Fluctuating Functions, 333.361. 377. 388.
580

Fluxions, 142. 146. 445.

Forbes, James D., 102. 108. 492. 493. 653.

Forbes, Dr., of Glasgow, 566.

Foster, Leslie, 205.

Fourier, Joseph, the Mathematician, 58.

297. 300. 361. 388.

Fourier, the Socialist, 599.

Fourth Dimension of Space, 474. 475.
476-7.

Franc.ais, mathematician, 606. 680.

Francoeur, L. B., 46. 123. 139.

Franklin, Sir John, 159.

French Academy, Membership of, great-
ness of the honour, 457.

French translators, badness of, 102. 302.

Fresnel, A., 191, 348.

Friendship, 357-8.

Froude, Hurrell, 317. 318-319.

Functions, see Principal Functions, Ex-
ponential Functions, Characteristic

Function, Fluctuating Functions.

Galle, 593.

Gauss, Karl Friedrich, Theoria Notus
Corporum Coelestium, 83. Lloyd meets

Gauss, 303. Quaternions, 489. 490.
680.

Gay Lussac, 123.

Geological Society of Dublin, 195. Anni-

versary dinner of 1846, 506-509.

Geological Observatories, 5089.
Geology and the Bible, 196.

Geology and Astronomy, a new link, 506-
509.

Geometry, the science of Space, 138. 142.

143. 146. See Symbolical Geometry.
Geometry of Position, by Carnot, 603-5.

See Quaternions.

Gergonne, 680.
German Literature, Southey on, 66. De
Vere on German longwindedness, 255.
German philosophic despondency, 254.

German translation of Hamilton's com-
munication on Optics, 1012. Of the

Elements of Quaternions, 447.

Ghosts, De Morgan on, 589.

Gilbert, Davies, 47.

Glasgow, British Association at, 325.

Glasnevin Botanic Gardens, 198. 202-
203.

Goderich Court, 188.

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 66.

Goldsmith, Oliver, 60, note.

Gompertz, B., 469.

Goold, Miss, see Adare.

Graham, Prof. Robert, Edinburgh, 159.

Grammar, A child's perplexities in, 183

185. 187.

Grassmann, Hermann, 680.

Graves, Rev. Charles, 186. 245. 267.

350. 454. 464. 658-660. 421-430. 463.

470. Triplets, 464. 479. 503. 505.

507. 520. 607. 608.

Graves, John T., mentioned, 192. 431.

Abel, 57. A rational foundation for

Algebra, 67. His results respecting

Logarithms, 101. In Edinburgh, 108.

At Bristol, 186. Letter from Hamilton
on Algebra as the Science of Pure

Time, 143-144. Mathematical dis-

covery, 327-8. On the Triads, 377-379.

Quaternions, 433. 440. 443. 449-450.
454-456. 463. 678-693. Octaves,
454_456. 461. Normal Couples, 489.

Visits TTfl.mi1t.nn at the Observatory,
462-3. 496. Triplets. 464-470. 475.

479. 546-7. Criticism of Young's
Night Thoughts, 548-9. C. J. Har-

greave and Hamilton, 454456. Boole

and Hamilton, 575. Euler's Theorem
and Octaves, 576-9. 580. 581.

Graves, Robert Perceval, 97-98. 165-6.

292. 336. 349. 479. 485.-48S. 520.

Writes notice of Hamilton for D. U. M..
344. 357. 359. 360. 449. Quaternions,
440. Hamilton's visit in 1844, 459-
460. At Cambridge in 1845, 490-
491.

Graves, Robert J., M.D., 450.

Gravitation, Law of Universal, 297.

Gray, Thomas, 554.

Green, On Light, 287-

Greenough, George Bellas, 123. 186.

Greenwich Observatory, 154. 410. 524.

530

Gregory, Duncan F., 267. 522. 680.

Greswell, Rev. Richard, 586.

Griffin, Dan, 134. 138. 140. 300. 414.

Griffith, Sir Richard, 295.

Grubb, H. (senior), maker of Telescopes,
592. 593.

Grueber, Arthur, 310.
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Grueber, Miss, see Bayly, Mrs. Henry.
Guizot, Francois Pierre Guillaume, 126.

Haddington, 9th Earl, 134. 295. 406.

Hallam, Arthur, 163.

Hallam, Henry, 163. 279. 496.

Halley's Comet, 121. 124. 161. 170. 171.

172.

Hallsteads, 268. 271.

Halma, translator of Ptolemy's Almagest,
102.

Hamilton, Archianna, 594.

Hamilton, Archibald Heniy, 149-150.

175. 188. 197. 256. 336. 356. 443.

448. 450. 650. Letter addressed to, on

Quaternions, 434.

Hamilton, Arthur, 50. 310. 331-332. 414.

523. 414. 523.

Hamilton, Bessie, of Trim, 656.

Hamilton, C. W. 180.

Hamilton, Captain, author of Cyril
Thornton, 28.

Hamilton, Eliza Mary, Blackwood' s Maga-
zine, 28. Wordsworth, 35 and 45.

Goes to the East, 165. 174. 196. Her
sonnets sent to Lord Northampton,
209. Publishes volume of poems,
260. 265-6. 282. Her poems praised

by Herschel, 313. 452. Madame
Maedler's project of translating her

poems, 337. Hamilton's letter to her

on the Oxford Movement, 450452.
Her sister Grace's death, 523. Her
final illness, 530. 531. Sonnet to her

brother, 532. Her death, 668-9.

Her poems, Columbus and Rostrevor,
698. 700.

Hamilton, Francis Cecil, 540.

Hamilton, Grace (W. R. H.'s sister),

255. 331. 356. 414. 448. 452. Her
death and character, 523.

Hamilton, Grace (W. R. H.'s. cousin),
315-316.

Hamilton, Helen Lady (me Bayly) 1

27. 41. 43. 49-50. 60-61. 72-3. 89.

97. 105. 149. 175. 186-7. 188. 197.

198. 207. 208. 210. 266. 267. 270. 273.

274. 320. 333. 334-5. 344. 345. 354.

361. 414. 434-5. 448.

Hamilton, Helen E. A., (W. R. H.'s

daughter), 320. 321. 324-5. 333.

Hamilton, Rev. James (W. R. H.'s

uncle), 29. 458. Remonstrates about

the exclusion of women from W. R. H.'s

lectures, 73. Praise of the Essay on

the Paths of Light, ib. W. R. H.
tells his uncle of the New Method in

Dynamics, 74. W. R. H. asks Lord
Adare to befriend his uncle, 76. The
Punic Passage in Plautus, 147. 260.

On W. R. H.'s Knighthood, 159.

Distress in consequence of the Tithe

Agitation, 179. Marriage and death of

Grace Hamilton, 315-316. Rev. Wil-
liam Sewell, 326. W. R. H.'s efforts

on his uncle's behalf, 406. On Mes-

merism, 407. W. R. H. visits his

uncle in 1843, 419. W. R. H. de-

votes to bis uncle a portion of his Civil

List Pension, 450. Quaternions, 478.

537. Death of F. C. Hamilton, 540.

W. R. H.'s visit in 1846, 541-2.

Death, 584. 588. 589.

Hamilton, Sydney Margaret, 25. Ill, note.

187. 331. 531. Comes to stay at the

Observatory, 334. 356. Leaves the

Observatory, 414. Account of her
sister Grace, 523. Death of Eliza

Hamilton, 668-669.

Hamilton, William Edwin, 89. 99. 105.

175. 480. 649. The companion of his

father, 97. 105. Anecdotes of, 183-5.

187. 189. 256. 336. 393. 'Can you
multiply triplets ?' 434. Mr. Pritcbard's

school, 524. 566. 567.

Hamilton, William Tighe, 338.

Hamilton, Sir William, of Edinburgh,
572. 654.

Harcourt, Rev. W. Vernon, 100. 106.

149. 186

Hardy, Philip Dixon, 161, note.

Hare, Yen. Julius Charles, 137. 336. 459.

Hare, Professor, of Philadelphia, 186.

Hargreave, Professor C. J. 454-456. 640.

642-3.

Harvey, Dr., 448.

Haughton, Rev. Samuel, F.T.C.D., 605.

Haviland, Dr., 283.

Head, Very Rev. John, Dean of Killaloe,
1. 43.

Headlam, Dr., 274.

Heat, Mathematics of, 530.

Hemans, Felicia, 24. 97.

Hermathena, 138.

Herschel, Caroline, 280. 288. 290. 291.

384. 385.

Herschel, Sir J. F. W., Conical Refrac-

tion, 26. 28. 52. At Cambridge in

1833, 50. Observations in the Southern

Hemisphere, 52. 126. 256-260. 532.

566. 590. Hamilton's development of

one of his theorems, 58. Method of

finding the orbit of a double star, 77.

On Light, 79. Hamilton's Principal

Function, 112-117. 127. Collection of

Examples, 113. Sends plaudits i'rom

the Cape, 127. Man in the Sun, 148.

Herschel andBrinkley, 168. Herschel's

return from the Cape, 256. Banquet
to Herschel, 257-260. Hamilton's
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sonnet to Herschd, 261. Herschel's

praise of Mac Cullagh, 262. Skoto-

dynamics, 288-291. Daguerre, 291.

Herschel's comparison of various

sciences, 304. Chemical Rays, 313.

Requiem of Herschel Telescope, 313-

314. Herschel on Cause and Effect.

337. The Wave Theory of Light,
389. On Hamilton's Metaphysico-
physical speculations, 389390 and 391 .

Translation of Schiller's poem, The

Walk, 399. Hamilton's pension, 452.

Double Stars, 455, note. At Cambridge
in 1845, 488. 490. In Ely Cathedral,
492-494. Sonnet to Hamilton, 494.

Herschel's son at school with Hamil-

ton's, 523-4. Hamilton at Colling-

wood, 524-5. 529. Hamilton's son,
566-7. Ardent praise of Quaternion.*,
586-7. 681-2.

Herschel, Lady, 47. 52. 263. 493. 524.

531. 560. 566. 567.

Herschel, Sir William, 52. 121. 280.

312. 314. 531.

Heytesbury, William A' Court, 1st Baron.
522

Hincks, Rev. Dr. Edward, 265. 298.

605.

Hind, John, 590.

Hinds, Rev, Dr., 480.

Hipparchus, 603.

Hodgkinson, Eaton, 597.

Hodosraph, The Circular, 546. 550-551,
563. 556. 558. 560. 562. 563-4. 565.

566. 567-9. 581.

Holland, Dr., 553.

Homer, 65. 301-2. 567.

Honours to Hamilton, 309. 333. 456-7.
See also Medals. Academy.

Hooker, Richard, 90. 318.

Hope, Mr. and Mrs. John, 102. 110. Ill,
note. 127.

Horace, 255. 333.

Hornby, Rev. Mr., of Winwick, 271-2.

Hort, Rev. Charles, 306. Anna Hort,
307. 310.

Houel, J., 447.

Houghton, Richard Mom;kton Milnes,

Lord, 92.

Hull, British Association at, 688-690.

Humboldt, Alexander von, 303.

Hutchinson, Right Hon. John Hely,
LL.D., 169.

Hutton, Marianne (nee Guinand), 205.

Hutton, Mary, 205. Hutton, Robert,
653.

Huyghens, Christian, 92. 93.

Hyberboloid, Refracting, 57.

Imagmaries, Construction of, by points on

a finite surface, 328. Ht-e also Quater-
nions.

Imagination in Mathematics, 35.

Imponderable agents, 297.

Inglis, Sir Robert H., 278. 279.

Ingram, John Kells, LL.D., 605.

Invisible stars, 530.

Ireland and Italy, 539. Hamilton's love

of Ireland, 210. 415. 418. 526. 539.

Iris, new Asteroid, 590. 592. 593.

Irish Academy. See Royal Irish Academy.
Irish Manuscripts, 237. 411.

Ivory, James, 456.

Jacobi, C. G. J., 85. 117. 206. 246. 247.

303. In Glasgow, 325. Meets Hamil-

|

ton at Manchester, 387-8. 391.

James, Sir John Kingston, 348.

Jameson's Edinburgh Journal, 88, note.

108. 111.

Jarrett, Thomas, 586. 587, note.

Jebb, John, Bishop of Limerick, 174.

175.

Jellett, Rev. John Hewitt, F.T.C.D., 605.

Jerrard, George B., 155-6. 185. 186, note.

188. 192. 197. 392.

Jerrard, J. H., 156.

Joachimsthal, Ferdinand, 533-4.

Johnson, Noble, 415.

Johnson, Samuel, LL.D., 90.

Journal, Hamilton's, 284-7. 310. 312.

Jupiter, the planet, 122. 125.

Kane, Sir Robert, 340-341. 355. 413-
414. 500.

Kant, Immanuel, mentioned, 72. 83. 90. 95.

99. 100. 137. 157. Theory of Space and

Time, 86. 87. 96. 97. 146. 342-3 The
Practical Reason, 87. 93. 100. 105.

364. The Pure Reason,81. 93. 96.97. 98.

100. 103. 304. 342. 364. Kant and

Berkeley, 87-88. 97. 98. Coleridge, a

disciple of, 91. 93. 95. Kant's Urtheih-

kraft, presented by Coleridge to Hamil-

ton, 95. 364. Francis Edgeworth, 93.

173. Hamilton's exposition of Kant to

De Vere, 103-105. Kant on the use of

Examples, 140. Knit's Mathematical

illustrations, 142. Use of the words

Method and System, 142-3. Long-
windedness of style, 147. Kantian con-

templation of Nature, 304. 327. 364.

368. 369. The descent from Kant to

Fichte, 327. Kant's Mitophyotc of

Ethics, 343. Kant's Triads, 364. 368-

9. 378. Kant's Categories, 369. 370.

Keats, John, 132. 136. 137.

Kelland, Philip, 447.

Kennedy- Bailie, Dr., 413.

Kepler, Johannes, 70. 551. 562.
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Kirkman, Eev. T. P., 635. 680.

Knighthood conferred on Hamilton, 157-

159. 160. 161. 165.

Knox, Alexander, 174-5. 272.

Kreil, of Prague, 31o.

Kiipffer, Adolph Theodor, 287-

Lagrange, Jos. Louis, 58. 72. 78. 111.

155. 300. The Mvcaniqite Analytique,
'a scientific poem,' 82. 244. 309.

Lagrange's Disturbing Function, K,
114-117. His Planetary Orbits, 115-
116. Fluctuating Functions, 361. 388.

Lambert's Theorem, 563. 565.

Landor, Walter Savage, 92. 162-3. 409.

410.

Language, a child's perplexities, 183-4.

185. 187.

Laplace, Pierre Simon, Marquis de,
' ter-

sible copyist,' 57. His place among
mathematicians, 58. Controversies with

Plana, 92. Mentioned, 169. 209. 608.

Calculus of Differences, 415. Systeme
du Monde, 130, 398. The Tides, 170.

Kefraction, 169. Bowditch's transla-

tion of the Mecanique Celeste, 309.

Equation of Time, 484.

Larcom, Thomas, R.E., 67, 220. 298. 339.

376. 415. 498.

Lardner, Rev. Dionysius, LL.D., F.R.S.,
159.

Law, John, Bishop of Elphin, 169.

Lawrence, Isabella, 24.

Leake, Colonel W. Martin, 279.

Lectures on Quaternions, 433. 444. 445.

464. 633. 677. 679-693.

Lectures, Public, their function, 181-2.

Leibnitz, 646. 654.

Le Verrier, Urbain J., 529. 530. 532.

535. 545. 551. 561. 564. Meets Hamil-
ton at Oxford, 585.

Light, Dynamics of, 287- 288. 291. 299.

Propagation of Light in Vacuo, 268.

Paths of Light, 79-80. 92. Total Re-
flexion of Light, 596. Herschel's essay,

Light, 79. 262. 389. Aberration of

Light, 167. Undulatory theory of
,
39.

42. 44. 78-9. 108. 109. 156. 173. 267-8.
389.

Lindley, John, M.D., 208.

Liouville, Joseph, 88. 247. 499. 500.

Literary Society of London, 278-279.

Litton, 'Samuel, M.D., 202-3.

Littrow, J. J., 56. 191.

Liverpool, 205. 207. 229. 266.

Liverpool Literary and Philosophical So-

ciety, 570.

Lloyd, Rev. Bartholomew,' D.D., 42. 53.

75. 107. 149. 157. 185. 186. 201. 211.

213.

Lloyd, Rev. Humphrey, D.D. Conical

Refraction, 28. 34. 56-7. At Cam-

bridge, 52-3. On crystalline structure,
54. At Edinburgh meeting, 107. Ill,
note. Local secretary for Dublin to the

British Association, 147-148. Ques-
tions on Probabilities, 173. At Bristol,
186. The Dynamics of Light, 195-6.

Put forward as candidate for Presidency
R. I. A., 212-224. At Newcastle meet-

ing, 267. Magnetical Observatory, 299.

Probabilities, 299-300. Tour in Ger-

many, 303. Vertical magnetometer,
313. Royal Dublin Society Commis-

sion, 339 ; Correspondence with W. R .

H. as to the Presidency R. I. A., 351-
353. At Manchester meeting, 387.

389. Wave Theory of Light, 389. At
Cork meeting, 415. The question of

the Professorships, 421-430. Quater-

nions, 443. 445. Hamilton's affection

for Lloyd, 453. Letter from W. R. H.
onFourth Dimension, 475-7. W.R.H.
resigns Presidency, 496-605. Lloyd
becomes President, R. I. A., 515-518.

On a discovery in the theory of electri-

city by Hamilton, 565. The Cunning-
ham medal to Hamilton, 605-606.

Resignation of Presidency, 658-660.

Locke, John, 48. 125. 326.

Lockhart, John Gibson, 127.

Logan, H. F. C., 85. 86. 88. 99. 141, note.

206. 246. 582.

Logarithms, 101.

Logic, Symbolical, 575.

Logologues, 155.

London, Hamilton in, 257-260.

Longitude, Determination of, 28 1.298. 299.

Lonsdale, WiUiam, 2nd Earl of, 267. 268.

Lowther Castle, 267. 268.

Lubbock, Sir John W., 170. 187. 189.

190. 192. 197. 207. 209. 251. 566.

Lubbock, Mrs. J. W., 187.

Lucian, quoted, 552. 555.

Lucan, 176.

Lunar Theory, 189. 192. 197. 207. 209.

325. Quaternions, 582. 585.

Lytton, Lord, 232. 692.

M'Carthy, D. F., 601-2.

Macchiavelli, Niccolo, 66.

MacDonneU, Dr., F.T.C.D., 75. 215. 216.

529. 627.

Mackintosh, Sir James, 84, note.

MacCullagh, Professor James. Claims

Conical Refraction, 56-7. Sets matters

right in a note (see Transactions R. I. A.

(vol. xvii., p. 248), 99. Hamilton tells

Airy of M.'s researches on crystals,

190-191. Dynamics of Light,' 195.
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196. 262. Egyptian antiquities, 197.
The election to the R. I. A. Presidency,
213-222. MacCullagh's Paper on

Crystalline Reflexion and Refraction,
262. Hamilton presents medal to Mac-

Cullagh, 264-265. Question as to

Neumann's priority as investigator of

Crystalline Reflexion, 285-6. Presents
the Gross of Cong to the R. I. A., 299.

Royal Dublin Society Commission, 339.
Fresnel's "Wave, 348. Proposes Miss

Edgoworth as Honorary Member of the

Academy, 384. 385. At Edgeworths-
town (long before), 385. At Manches-

ter, 387. Argues against certainty of
Wave Theory, 389. Metaphysico-
physical speculation, claims to have an-

ticipated Hamilton's, 390 and 391, foot.
British Association in Cork, 415. The
question of the Professorships after the

resignation of Lloyd, 421-430. The
discovery of Quaternions communicated
to M., 436. Claims to have suggested
Quaternions, 463-464. 465-470. Mac-

Cullagh's character, 471-472. Mac-
Cullagh's death, 594-597. Sonnet on,
596. Mentioned by Hamilton in the
Preface to Lectures on Quaternions,
680.'

Maedler, Prof. J. H., 542-544. 545-6.

547, 557. Maedler, Madame, 337.

Magee, Dr., Archbishop of Dublin, 311.

Magnetical Observatory of Dublin, 299.
590.

Magnetic observation, 288.

Main. Mr., 524.

Mallet, Robert, C.E., 507-509, 597.

Malthas, T. R., 169.

Malus, E. L., 55. 92. 348.

Manchester, Duke of, 457-

Manchester, British Association there,
386-392 (see 530).

Manchester Philosophical Society, 37.

Manning, Henry Edward, Cardinal, 255.
618.

Marcet, Mrs., 242.

Markree, 161. 506. 508.

Marriage, Hamilton's, 1. 43.

(Marshall, Mr., of Hallsteads, 268. 282.

Martin, Rev. John Charles, ExF.T.C.D.,
596.

Martin, the painter, 63.

Maskelyne, Nevil, 169.

Mathematical Axioms, 131. 133-4. Mathe-
maticaland Moral Certainty, 81.82. 131.

133-4.

Matter, Constitution of, 85-6. 88. 96.

107. 192. 337-8.

Maund, Mr., Botanist, 266-268.

Maury, M. F., 682.

Maxwell, James Clerk, 445.

Mecanique Analytique, of Lagrange, 82.

244. 309.

Mecanique Celeste, of Laplace, 309. 608.

Mechanics, Poisson's, 58. Jacobi's Ana-

lytic Mechanics, 387-388. See Dy-
namics.

Medals received by Hamilton, 83, 120.

170. 178. 184. 189. 605. 605-6. 607.

Medals of R. I. A., 251. 262-3. 264. 299.

413. 605-6.

Memory, 600-601.

Metaphysics, 48-8. 85-6. 87-8. 90-91.

93. 96. 97. 103-105. 131. 133-4. 135.

326-7. 328-331. 337. 342-3. 458. 574.

599-600. Metaphysics of Dynamics,
39. 40. 48-9. 85-6. 337-8. 362-380.

Metaphysics of Physics, 327. 328-330,
337-8. 349. 413." Metaphysics of

Quaternions, 478. Metaphysics of

Mathematics, 557. See also Algebra.

Berkeley. Coleridge. Cause. Kant.

Matter. Space. Time.

Method, Coleridge on, 66. 119. 135. 143.

Milton, John, 20. 65. 136. 152. 255. 285.

322.

'Modulus,' the word, 578.

Moebius, A. F., 447.

Moigno, T., Abbe, 687.

Molecular Attraction, 192. 196. See

Matter.

Moll, Gerard, of Utrecht, 159.

Monge, Gaspard, 531, 591.

Monsell, William. See Emly (Lord).

Montalembert, 159.

Montgomery, Rev. George, of Castleknock,
419. 480-481. 491. 523.

Monteagle, Thomas Spring-Rice, 1st

Lord, 30. 33. (The Chancellor of the

Exchequer), 232. 237. 249. 298. 299.

Released from office, 322-323. 597.

Moon, Theory of. See Lunar Theory.
Moonlight, De Morgan on, 589.

Moore, Arthur Augustus, 83. 84. 85. 86.

99.

Moore, George, 83. 84, note.

Moore, Thomas, 159. 187. 673-6.

Morgan's Schools, 311.

Motion, Nature of the Truth of the Laws

of, Whewell on, 81. 82. Comes round
to Hamilton's views, 82. 83. Herschel

on Motion, 337. Hamilton on Motion,
337-8.

Morpeth, George William Frederick, Vis-

count. See Carlisle.

Mourey, 680.

Mulgrave,Earlof,*<>eNormanby,Marquess.
Murchison, Roderick, 47. 150. 186. 534.

The Manchester Meeting, 386-387.

Murphy, Rev. R., 179. 692.
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Napier, Mark, 127.

Napier, John, Laird of Merchistouu, 127.

130. 607.

Nebula in Orion, 124.

Nebulae of Southern Hemisphere, 62. 126.

Negative Quantities, 603-605. See Qua-
ternions.

Neptune, planet, 529. 530. 531. 532. 534.

535. 542. 545. 551. 552. 560. 561-2.

587. 593.

Neumann, F. E., 285-6.

Neville, Rev. William, 308. 311.

Newcastle, Hamilton in, 267-268.

Newman, John Henry, 300. 317-318-319.

320, note, 451. 618. 665.

Newton, Isaac, mentioned, 72, 155. 184.

189. 305. Discovery in Dynamics, 49.

His work for Astronomy, 70-71. 513.

Fluxions, 142. 146-7. His knighthood,
159 and 161. 165. Universal Gravita-

tion, 297. 337. Hamilton in Newton's

Rooms, 494-5. 540. 562.

Newtonian Dynamics, 337-8. Discovery
of Neptune reflects glory on Newton.
529. Newtonian Law of Attraction,

542, and see Hodograph.
Nicaea, Council of, 317. 318. 380.

Nichol, Professor J. P., 444. 635-6.

Nichol, Professor John, 636.

Niebuhr, Berthold George, 66.

Norbury, Hector John Graham, second
Earl of, 291, 293. 294. 295-6.

Normanby, Constantino Henry, First

Marquess of (as Earl Mulgrave he

knighted Hamilton) 156. 157. 158. 159.

160. 175. 292. 295.

North American Review, 445.

North British Review, 433.

Northampton, Spencer Joshua Alwyne,
Second Marquess of. Hamilton's let-

ters to, 208. 225. 249. 260. 264. 270.

293. 301. At Bristol, 186. 187. 188.

The Tribute, 189. At Liverpool, 207.

At Newcastle, 271. Receives Hamilton
and Lady Hamilton at Castle Ashby,
277-8. Lord N. elected honorary
member of the R. I. A., 280. On Lord

Norbury's murder, 294-6. President

of British Association at Birmingham,
301. Letter from Glasgow, 325. At
Cork British Association Meeting, 415.

At Parsonstown, 416. In Dublin, with

Hamilton, 417. Memoir of MacCul-

lagh, 597. Hamilton's last meeting
with Lord Northampton, 653-4. Lord

Northampton's death, 662-664.

Northampton, the third Marquess of, 662.

664.

Northampton, Margaret, Marchioness of,

her drama Irene, 189.

Northampton, 277.

Northumberland, Algernon, fourth Dukd
of, 208. 235. 295. 563.

Note-making, 600.

O'Brien, Mrs. Robert (nee Ellen De Vere),
134. 619.

O'Brien, W. Smith, M. P., 180. 182. 619.

627, note.

O'Brien, Edward, death, 322. The

Lawyer, 395. Religion, 397-8. Let-
ter to John Sterling, 398.

O'Brien, Rev. M., Cambridge, mathema-
tician, 680.

Observatory, Dunsink, 76. 273. 592. 274-
5. Longitude of, 280. 298. 299. Equa-
torial, 592. 593. Report by Hamilton
of work done, 607. 686.

O'Connell, Daniel, 100. 175. 293.

Octaves, or Octonomials (a rival of Qua-

ternions), 454-456. 461. 476-578, 580.

581.

O'Donovan, John, LL.D., 605.

Ode on Intimations of Immortality, 65.

97. 336.

O'Hagan, Thomas, Lord, 673.

Ohm, Professor Dr. Martin, 416-418. 522.

696.

Optical Method, Hamilton's Article on, 56.

345. 347.

Optical Systems ofRays, 347.

Optics, 64-55. 56. 93. 109. 153. 190. 191.

192. 345.347. Dynamics in Optics. 191.

See also Conical Refractions, Plana,

Crystals, Mains, Diamond Light.
Ordnance Survey of Ireland. 453.

Orion, 124.

O'Sullivan, Rev. Mortimer, 201. 457.

682-3.

O'Sullivan, Rev. Samuel, 405. 457. 478.

641. 668.

I
Padelletti, 447.

'

Pakenham, Dean, 417.

Paley, William, D.D., 125.

Palmer, Rev. William, 300. 451.

Palmerston, Viscount, 232.

Parallax, 167. 170. 176.

Paramatta Observatory, 109.

i Parameters, Variation of, 111. 115.

j

Parsonstown. See Birr.

; Pascal"
1

Theorem, A Generalization of,

654.

Paths of Light, Essay on, by Hamilton,
79-80. 92.

Peacock, Rev. George, 83. 84, note. 101.

108. 143. 148. 186. 188. 207. 283. 387.

389. 390. 461. 488. 489. 492. 521. 522.

524. 526-528. 562. 579.

Peel, Sir Robert, 232. 409. 447- 450.
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Pension, Hamilton's, 447449.
Pentad, Coleridge's, 90. 93.

Perturbations of Planets, 78. 112. 115-
117. 542. 608. See also Hodograph.

Petrie, George, 120, note, 298. 299. 320.

673.

Pfaff, 87.

Phelan, Rev. William, D.D., F.T.C.D.,
99.

Phillips, John,F.R.8., 159. 325. 348.453.
461. 690.

Philosophical Magazine, 38-9. 44. 347.
355.361. 441. 444. 446. 454. 461. 466.
468-9. 472. 475-6. 582. 598. 605. 640.

Philosophical Transactions. See Royal
Society.

Pierce, Dr. Benjamin, 447.

Pindar, 164-5.

Pinney, Charles, 185-188.

Piola, Gabriel, 309.

Plana Giovanni, 25. 55. 06. 79. 92. 189-
190. 206.

Planets, Characteristic Function applied
to orbits of, 56. 74. 78. Kepler's dis-

coveries, 70. Gauss's '

Theoria,' 83.

Principal Function applied to orbits of,
112. 115-117

Plato, 137. 162-3. 182. 302-303. 326.

Platonism, Hamilton's, 243. 244. 326.

Plautus, 147.

Plymouth, 153, note, 344. 348.

Poems, Table of : From 18331 have not
hid from thee my wanderings, 4 ; Never
before the dark luxuriancy, ib. ; be
it far from me and from my heart, ib. ;

The shrine that now is consecrate to

thee, 5
; Look, love, how beautiful that

evening sky, 7 ; Thou goest, but no

anguish of despair, ib.; Yet Hope is

never severed from Fear, 8
; Forgive

me, love, that even in the place, ib. ;

The Parting Kiss, 9 ; The Lone Valley
is mourning, ib. ; In the many chang-
ing flow, 13 ; It is in vain that I would
flee away, 15 ; Garden Sonnets, 15-16 ;

Have friends and country on my
thoughts no claim, 25 ; How full of

silence is deep happiness, 27 ; The

Synod is dissolved, 50 ; To Miss Kate

Rathborne, 61
; The Judgment of the

Angels (composed in a dream), 64
;
I

know thou dost not think my love

grown cold, 89
;
Britain had met again

and Scotland seen, 110 ; No learned ear

is mine, 198 ; Shall we not long re-

member, 199; Long time, lady mine,
ib. ; 'Tis sweet when joy, ib. ; Botany,
203

;
Providence and faith, 204 ; To

the Queen on her Accession, ib. ; Eng-
land, forgive me, 210

; Translation of

Schiller's Ideale, 252-3; Sonnets to

Herschel, 261 ; The Elysian Fields of
Lowther, 268-9

; My wedded and be-

loved one, 270 ; Recollections, 275-277 ;

Sonnet composed in the Concert Room,
Northampton, 277 ; Lady Marian

Compton, 278 ; Sonnet on the Te Deum,
319

;
Eustace de St. Pierre, 397 ; On the

Newsfrom the East (1842), 398 ; Ionian

Islands, 403; Erin, my country, 415,

418; To Wordsworth (1844), 460; To

my dear godson, William Wordsworth,
492

;
In Ely Cathedral, 493 ; Recollec-

tions of Collingwood, 525 ; On an unex-

pected vieiv of the Irish Coast, 526 ; On
the Death of Sir Aubrey de Fere, 538 ;

On Unselfishness in the Pursuit of Truth,
552

;
On the Death ofMacCullagh, 596

;

Prayer for Calm, 613
; Parsonstown

Sonnets, 620, 627 ; Sonnet to the infant
son of Thomas Disney, 636 ; Sonnet to

the Queen, 642
;

Lines composed at

Edinburgh, 654 ;
To Lady Marian

Alford, 663-4; To the Marquess of
Northampton, 6645

;
A Description

(Mrs. T.Disney), 691.

Poems, Hamilton's Wordsworth's criti-

cism, 45
;
Hamilton on his own poems,

401. 402. A. de Vere on H.'s poems,
200. 323. 396. 401. 403.

Poetical egotism, 403.

Poggendorff's Annalen der Physik und
Chemie, 102.

Poinsot, Louis, 564.

Poisson, Sinn eon Denis, mentioned, 85.

111. 117. 122. 124. 623. Great inter-

est in H.'s researches, 56. His Me-

chanics, ib. 58. 59. Compared with

Cauchy, 58 ; V Action Capillaire, 86,

88, note. Described by Lord Adare.

123. His eminence, 297. Fluctuating
Functions, 362 and 388.

Polarities, Calculus of, 440. 441.

Political Economy, J. T. Graves on, 599.

Politics, Hamilton's, 100-103. 290.

Polycrates, 23. 271.

Polygons inscribed in a Surface of the Se-

cond Order, 644.

Polynomes, Decomposition of, into bi-

nomical factors, 58. 59.

Pontecoulant, 123. 189.

Portlock, Captain, 195.

Potter, Mr., on Light, 38-39. His re-

ply to Hamilton and Airy, 42. 44.

Whewell on, 47. Hamilton's criticism

translated into German, 102.

Powell, Baden, 38-40. 78. 108. 150. 153.

156, 170. 173. 186. 192. 387.

Principal Functions, 111. 114-117. 176.

187. 196. See also Calculus, 'anew
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and very general
' and Characteristic

Function.

Pritchard, Rev. Charles, 459. 523-524.

534, 567. 591.
.

Probabilities, Theory of, 57. 173. 291.

415.

Probability, Cumulative, 453.

Professors and Fellows : their functions

compared, 351.

Professorships, The exchange of, 421
431.

Pronouns, a child's difficulties with, 153-
185. 187.

Prophecy and measures of time, 128-130.

Ptolemy (Claudius Ptolema;us) 102. 302.

Propagation of Vibrations, 268. 287. 288.

290-291,
Puissant, L., 469.

Pusey, Eev. E. B., D.D., 317- 318. 320,
note. 451. 612. Visits Hamilton, 344-
345.

Pythagoras, the Tetractys, 525.

Quartz, Optical phenomena of, 190.

Quaternions, Discovery of, 432447.
Quaternions versus Octaves, 454-456.

576-9. 580-1. 582. Publishes letter

proving the originality of his dis-

covery, 463-4. Triplets", 405-470. 479.

503, 573. M'Cullagh's claims, 463-

470. De Morgan on Quaternions, 464
and 465. 472-3. 505. Triple algebra,
472-475. 479. 489. 490. 'Right sow by
the ear,' 465 and 475. Metaphysics of

Quaternions, 478. Quaternions, Her-
schel on, 489. 495, note. 587. 594.

Quaternions at the British Association

of 1845, 489-490. Gauss, 490. Qua-
ternions and electricity, 489. Quater-

nions,
' a new algebraic geometry,' 504.

608. Quaternions, Hamilton's steady
work in the development of, 520. 521.

522. 530. Quaternion Sonnet, 525.

Mathematics of heat, 530. Ellipsoids
and Curves of the Second Degree, 530.

531. 533-4. Letter to Mr. Stubbs,
535-6. Quaternions at Brit. Assoc.,

Oxford, in 1847, 579-580 and 585-587.

"Whewell on, 561. Quaternions and
Lunar Theory, 582. 585. Quaternions
and Astronomy, 587. 588. 608. W. R. H.
asks Herschel for a problem to test

Quaternions, 591. Carnot's Geometry
of Position, 603-605. Lectures deli-

vered by W. R. H. on Quaternions,
605-6. Cayley and Quaternions, 605.

608. Dr. Lloyd on Quaternions, 606.

Hamilton urged by the Rev. Charles

Graves to prepare a text-book, 607-9.

Quaternions superior to Co-ordinates,

608. Rev. T. P. Kirkman, 635. J.

P. Nichol, 635-6. Quaternions solve a

problem in engineering, 649. Biqua-
ternions, 677.

'

Quaternions the last

word of algebra in regard to complex
algebras,' 447. Researches respecting

Quaternions, 550. 573. 582. 590. Lec-

tures on Quaternions, 550. Scheme of

work, 602-603. Delivery of Lectures,
605-606. Hamilton proposes the book to

the authorities of Trinity College, Dub-
lin, 607-9. Herschel' s encouragement,
633. 677. Publication, 679-693.

Quetelet, Lambert Adolphe Jacques, 53.

54. 55. 56. 79. 92. 102. 192. 534.

Quillinan, Dora : see Wordsworth, Dora.

Edward, 409, 459.

Rain and Rainbow, 88.

Ramsden, J., 169. 534.

Randolph, Thomas, 359.

Ranke, Leopold von, 644-6. Madame
von Ranke, 644-7.

Rathbome, Henry, 2. Rathborne, Mrs.

Henry, 61. 273. Rathborne, Kate, 61.

273.
"

Rathborne, William, 2. 101. 286.

499. Rathbome, Mrs. William, 2. A
letter addressed to her, 10-11.

Refracting Hyperboloid, 57-

Refraction, Laws of Crystalline, 262. 285.

Regnault, Victor, 687.

Religion and Philosophy, 397. 458.

Religion and Science, 104-5. 397-8, 404.

458.

Religious Feeling, Hamilton's, 12. 23.

51-2. 272. 273. 305-308. 311-312. 319.

326. 401. 405. 451. 491-2. 493. 523.

610-615. 639. 667. See also British

Critic, Pusey, Newman, Montgomery,
0' Sullivan.

Reviewers Reviewed, 24. 30-33. 96. 102.

Rhyme, 404.

Rice, Thomas Spring, see Monteagle, Lord.

Richardson, Lady, 460.

Rigaud, Professor, 53. 100. 106. 107. 150.

157. 189.

Roberts, Rev. Michael, F. T. C. D., 605.

Roberts, Rev. William, F. T. C. D., 605.

686.

Robinson, Rev. Thomas Romney, D.D.,
102. 106. 150. 344. 412. 498. 502. 593.

653. At Cambridge, 50. Professor

Rigaud on, 53. At Edinburgh, 107.

Hamilton's Speeeh, 108. OnBrinkley,
168-170. At Newcastle, 267. Deter-

mination of Longitude by Chronome-

ters, 281. 285. Determination of Lon-

gitude by rocket-signals, 298. 299.

Death of Mrs. Robinson, 307. Dr. R.,

Vice-President of the British Associa-
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tion, 391. The British Association at

Cork, 415. Proposal to transfer Dr.

R. to Dunsink, 421-430. Lay of
the Speculum, 485. 634. Periodical

movement of Armagh Observatory, 508.

The Presidency of the Royal Irish

Academy, 658-660.

Roget, Peter Mark, M. D., 126.

Roots, General Existence of, 58. 59.

Ross, Sir John, 157.

Rosse, Lady, 620-632. 634. 684.

Rosse, Wiiliam Parsons, third Earl of

Rosse (he was Lord Oxmantown until

February, 1841), 118. 120. 192. 294. 295.

339. 412. 634. 684. His three-foot

Telescope, 118-119. 121-122. 124-125.

204. President of the British Associa-

tion, 391. 414-5. Hamilton visits Birr

Castle, 416. 485. 614. 632. [The letter

on page 485 should be dated March,
1835, not 1845.]

Royal Dublin Society, 83. 180-182, 203.

240. 338-340.

Royal Irish Academy, Honorary Members,
see Edgeworth, Herschel, Liouville,

Somervillc, Wordsworth. Medals, 251.

263. 287. 296-7. 340. 605. 606. Fire

endangers the Treasures of the Academy,
197-198. Hamilton's Election as Pre-

sident, 211-224. Correspondence on

President's duties, 225-245. Conduct
as President, 245. 250-251. 264-5.

279-281.285-7.296-299. 320. 340-341.

413. Project of resigning the Presi-

dency, 351-3. Academy refuses to

accept his resignation, 361-2. Ha-
milton's final resolve, 498-505,510-
515. 540. Election of Rev. Humphrey
Lloyd, 515-518. Election of Dr.

Robinson, 661.

Royal Society, Tmnsations, etc., 74. 81.

92. 98. 113. 123. 226. 236. 280. 566.

Medals, 170. 178. 184. 189. 251.

Why Hamilton never became a Fellow,
570-571.

Royal Society of Literature, 119. 226.

231.

Ruffini, Paolo, 155. 309.

Rydal Mount, 266. 270. 460. 540.

Sabine, Captain (afterwards General), 159.

570-571. 621-632.

Sabine, Mrs., 621-632.

Sadleir, Rev. Franc, D. D., Provost,

T. C. D., 221, 288. 406.

Sadleir, Rev. Ralph, 655.

Sadleir, Rev. William, F. T. C. D., 436.

Saint Columba, College of, 325. 416.

419-420. 452. 524.

Saint Paul's Cathedral, 260.

Salmon, Rev. George, D.D., R. P. D.,
T. C. D., 605. 608. 640.

Sanscrit Language, 141.
Saturn's Rings, 625-626.

Schelling, F. W. J., 87. 173.

Schiller, J. C. F., 251. 252. 254. 399.
410. 533. 560.

Sehleiermacher, F. E. D., 173.

Schon, 86.

Schumacher, II . C., 126. 291. 309.

Scoresby, Dr., 416.

Scott, Walter, 279.

Sedgwick, Adam, 81. 83. 106. 108. 150.
186. 208. 386. 653. 690. Discourse on
the Studies of the University, 82. 83.
112. 115. Compared with Whewell,
209. At Newcastle, 267. Delightful
letter, 281-3.

Selwyn, Professor William, 494. 529.

Servois, 680.

Sewell, Rev. William, 323. 325-327. 328
419.

Shakespeare, William, 22. 136.

Shelley, Mary, 302.

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, Prometheus Un-
bound, quoted, 11. Hamilton's Admi-
ration for, 132. ' Fame is love dis-

guised
'

(from the poem beginning
'Chameleons feed on light and air'),
152. 161. His poetry not so wonder-
ful as Coleridge's, 136. His transla-

* tion of the Hymn to Mercury, 302.

Singer, Rev. Joseph Henderson, 216. 410.
430. 678.

Sirius, 122. 124. 125.

Skotodynamics, 287. 288. 291.

Slough, 113.

Smith, Captain, of Bedford, 277.

Smyrna, 165. 196.

Society of Sciences, Antwerp, 309.

Socrates, 73. 162-3.

Somerville, Mary, 280. 384. 385.

Sophocles, 136.

South, James, 123. 124.

Southampton, 530.

Southey, Robert, illness, 45. The De
Veres at the Lakes, 65. Niebuhr, 66.

Co-godfather with Hamilton, 176.
Member of Literary Society of London,
279. Ill and despondent, 293. On
Coleridge's character, 649.

Southey, Kate, 293

Space and Time, Theory of, 86. 87-88.
96-97.

Speculum-grinding, 485.

Spedding, James, 82. 629.

Spenser, Edmund, 358.

Spottiswoode, William, 597. 640. 680.

Spring-Rice, Thomas, see Monteagle,
Lord.
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Spurzheim, J. G., 247.

Stackallan College, 325. 416. See Saint
j

Columba's College.

Starkey, Digby, 544-5. 546.

Stael, Madame de, 48.
< Stella

'

(Esther Johnson), 162. 164.

Sterling, John, 398.

Stevelly, Professor, 108. 267.

Stewart, Dugald, 91, 600.

Stokes, Dr., 498, 515, 596.

Storm of 1839, 286-7.
Storm of 1850, 650.

Struve, Otto, 546, note, 585.

Stubbs, Rev. J. W., D. D., F. T. C. D.,
531. 535. 641.

Suicide, 610.

Surfaces, Relation of, to their Normals, 56.

Sussex, Duke of, 236, 257.

Swift, Jonathan, 162. 164. 273.

Sylvester, J. J., Professor, 251. Letter

to Hamilton, 348-9. On Eisenstein,
408. Testimony to Quaternions, 694.

Symbol and Allegory, 137.

Symbolical Algebra, 528.

Symbolical Geometry, Papers on, 520. 527.
639.

Si/stems of Rays, Theory of, 74. 78. 120.

178.

Tacitus, 457.

Tail, Professor P. G., 433. 435. 447.

Talbot, H. Fox, 185. 186. 566.

Talfourd, Sergeant, 233.

Tardy, M., Placide, 309.

Taylor, Henry, Philip van Artevelde, 105.

165. 323. 393-4. Starting for Italy,
416. 418. The Statesman, 322, note.

Edwin the Fair, 393-4. Eve of the

Conquest, 619.

Taylor, Isaac, Ancient Christianity, 306.

Taylor, Jeremy, 318.

Taylor, John, 408.

Telescope of Lord Rosse (three-foot), 118
119.121-122. 124-125. (six-foot), 621-
632

;
see Markree.

Tennyson, Alfred, 163. 394-5. 619. De
Vere on Tennyson, 396. J. T. Graves

on, 548. 549.

Terquem, M., 686. 687. 693.

Theory of Systems of Rays, see Systems of
Rays, Theory of, and so with all titles

that commence Theory of.

Theory and Examples, 139. 140-141.
Third Supplement, 5. 18. 43. 83. 120, note.

Thirlwall, Bishop, 94. 623.

Thompson, 'Mr. Charles, Hamilton's assist-

ant, 76. 106. 298. 311. 592. 686.

Thompson, Sir William, 697.
Three Bodies, Problem of the, 587. 592.

Ticknor, George, 154. 157-8.

Tides, Problem of the, 170.

Time, Solar and Lunar Measurements of,

128-130.

Time, Science of Pure, see Algebra.
Time, Schelling on, 173.

Tintern Abbey, 187. 188.

Tithes, Agitation against, 178-9.

Tocqueville, Alexis de, 159.

Todd, Rev. James Henthorn, S.F.T.C.D.,
318, note. 325. 327. 419. 498. 511.

515.

Tolka, The, 18. 198-200. 321.

Tolly, Baron Barclay de, 159.

Townsend, Rev. Richard, F.T.C.D.,
597. 605.

Tracts for the Times, 317-318. 319. 451.

Transcendentalism, 151. 161. 304.

Trench, Archbishop, 201.

Triads, 330-331. 350. Hamilton's letters

on the Triads, 362-380.

Trinity College, Dublin, Board of, 410-
412. 421-430.

Triplets, 341. 343. 464-465. 479.

Trisector of an angle, 178.

Turner, Mr., of Liverpool, 207.

University Education, Sedgwick on, 82.

83. 112. 125. Schelling on, 173.

Uranus, planet, 529. 531. 587.

Vibrating Systems, 333.

Vibration of Light, 299.

Victoria, Queen of England, 204. 258.

271. 448. 449. 450. 452. Visit to Ire-

land, 641-2. 687.

Waldenses, The, 392.

Wales, Prince of, 687.

Wall, Rev. C. W., S.F.T.C.D., 213.

216. 298. 423. 430.

Waller, Edmund, 552-3.

Wallis, Dr. John, 432. 469. 680.

Warren, Rev. John, M.A., 432. 460, note.

468. 489. 680.

Wallace, T., King's Counsel, 30.

Waller, John Francis, 673.

Waltershausen-Sartorius, Baron W. S.

von, 489. 490.

Whately, Archbishop, 120, note. 172. 211.

213. 215. 216. 220. 221. 223. 226. 227.

236. 312. 453. 656.

Wheatstone, Charles, 159. 490.

Whewell, William, D.D., mentioned,
100. 534. Letters to Hamilton in

1833, 40. 47. His description of

Hamilton to Mr. Jones, 41, note.

Bridgewater Treatise, 41. First Prin-

ciples of Mechanics, 47. 48. Tract on

the Use of Definitions, 48. Sends

Hamilton a Paper, 81. Approach of
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agreement between his views and

Hamilton's, 82-83. On the British

Association's Meeting in Dublin, 106.

148. In Edinburgh, 108. In Dublin,
150. 153. Compliment to Hamilton,
159. Breakfasting at Dunsink, 158.

At Bristol, 186. Comparison of Whe-
well and Sedgwick, 209. Maria Edge-
worth reading his History of Science,

243. Whewell at Castle Ashby, 249.

Hamilton's praise of him, 249-250.

Whewell at Newcastle, 267. 282. Five
hundred hot irons in the fire, 283. At

Manchester, 787. Quaternions, 495,
note. The Hodograph, 558. 561.

Whewell's character, 559. 561. Whe-
well on Adams, 562. Whewell on the

six-foot telescope, 629.

Wilde, Jane Francesca, Lady (nee Elgee),
494.

Willey, Rev. John, 170. Death, 594.

Willey, Susan (nee Hutton), 594.

Wilson, Professor John, 29.

Wilson, Mr., phrenologist, 247.

Wilson, Mrs. (nee Edgeworth), 598.

Windermere Lake, 270. 459-460. 540.

655.

Winwick, 271-2.
Wolfer's astronomical maps, 593.

Wollaston, Dr., 242.

Wordsworth, Farewell to, 188. 189. Re-

collections, 275. 292.

Wordsworth, Dora, 65. 132. 174. 715.
292. 460.

Wordsworth, Dorothy, bad health, 35.

45. 176. 466.

Wordsworth, John, the poet's eldest son,
175. 1>6. 293. 651.

Wordsworth, Mary (nee Hutchinson), 174.
228. 270. 293. 460. 491. 655.

Wordsworth, William, 18. Hamilton's
Lecture causes him to regret his igno-
rance of Mathematics, 24. 35. Eliza
Hamilton's poems, 28. Likes lines by
A. De Vere, 34. A mournful letter

about Dorothy Wordsworth and Cole-

ridge, 35-36. Quotation from Catullus,
36. Congratulations on Hamilton's

marriage, 44. Criticism of Hamilton's

verses, 45. Mutual flattery among men
of science, 46. The De Vere family
visit the Lakes, 65. Ode on Intimations

of Immortality, 65. 97. 336. Words-
worth's politics, 65. On the Power of
Sound, 65. Mr. Birks, 82. Hamilton's
visit on return from Edinburgh in 1834,
110. 132. W.'s classification of his

poems, 132. 135. Requires a tuning of

his reader's mind, 132. The Brothers,
1323. Aubrey De Vere compares his

poetry with Coleridge's, 135-136.
Yarrow Revisited, and other Poems

(1835), 162. Talks of visit to Holy
Land, 175. Alexander Knox, 174-5.
The Protestant Established Church of

Ireland, 175. Ecclesiastical Sonnets,
176. W. on Academies, 227-229, and
231-233. As to patronage of the Fine

Arts, 228. On his own Prefaces, 231.

On Copyright, 232. On the injurious-
ness to health of intellectual labour,
231. On the peculiar influence of

Coleridge on the world, 232. Hamilton
visits Wordsworth in 1838, 266-7. 270.

The poem Recollections, 275 277.

Wordsworth a member of the Literary

Society of London, 279. Lord Nor-

bury's murder, 293. Trials, 376. On
Coleridge's hallucination, 391. First

occasion of W.'s writing poetry, 402.

W. uses the same word twice as a

rhyme, 404. The Laureateship, 409.

Lander's attack on W., 409. Words-
'

worth on Landor, 410. OnW. R.H.'s

pension, 450. Hamilton's visit in 1844
to Windermere, 459-460. Words-
worth's Honorary Membership of the

Royal Irish Academy, 485-488. 499.

511-512. Speaks of Hamilton in

higher terms than of anyone else but

Coleridge, 541. Wordsworth and

Young, 548. Wordsworth and Tenny-
son, 549. Death of Wordsworth, 650-
651.

Wordsworth, William, the poet's grand-
son, and Hamilton's godson, 175. 176.

177. 267. 293. 410. 491. Sonnet to,

492.

York, British Association at, 461.

Young, Edward, the poet, 548-549.

Young, Professor, J. R., 576. 577. 578-
581. 640-641. 680.
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